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About This Book
This book provides reference information on IBM® z/VM® CMS Pipelines. In addition
to a description of CMS Pipelines terms and concepts, it provides syntax
descriptions, usage information, and examples for the PIPE command, stages, and
pipeline subcommands.

Who Should Read This Book
This book is for anyone who uses CMS Pipelines. It is intended for those who need
comprehensive and descriptive information about the stages and pipeline
subcommands.

What You Should Know before Reading This Book
This book is primarily intended as a source of reference information for those who
already have some knowledge of how to use CMS Pipelines. For this book to be
the most useful, you should already be familiar with the z/VM: CMS Pipelines
User’s Guide.
It is also recommended that you be familiar with writing REXX execs.

Where to Find More Information
You can find more information about CMS and the other components of z/VM in the
Bibliography, page 841.

Links to Other Online Books
If you are viewing the Adobe® Portable Document Format (PDF) version of this
book, it may contain links to other books. A link to another book is based on
the name of the requested PDF file. The name of the PDF file for an IBM book
is unique and identifies the edition. The links provided in this book are for the
editions (PDF names) that were current when the PDF file for this book was
generated. However, newer editions of some books (with different PDF
names) may exist. A link from this book to another book works only when a
PDF file with the requested name resides in the same directory as this book.

How to Send Your Comments to IBM
IBM welcomes your comments. You can use any of the following methods:
v Complete and mail the Readers’ Comments form (if one is provided at the back
of this book) or send your comments to the following address:
IBM Corporation
MHVRCFS, Mail Station P181
2455 South Road
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601-5400
U.S.A.
v Send your comments by FAX:
– United States and Canada: 1-845-432-9405
– Other Countries: +1 845 432 9405
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1991, 2007
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v Send your comments by electronic mail to one of the following addresses:
– Internet: mhvrcfs@us.ibm.com
– IBMLink™ (US customers only): IBMUSM10(MHVRCFS)
Be sure to include the following in your comment or note:
v Title and complete publication number of the book
v Page number, section title, or topic you are commenting on
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Chapter 1. Introduction and General Concepts
CMS Pipelines lets you solve a complex problem by breaking it up into a series of
smaller, less complex programs. These simple programs, also called stages, can
then be hooked together to get the results you want. The output resulting from a
stage is the input to the next stage. A series of stages is called a pipeline. To run a
pipeline or set of pipelines, use the CMS PIPE command.
Each stage consists of a stage and its operands. CMS Pipelines has many built-in
stages. If you need a function that is not provided by CMS Pipelines, you can write
your own stage.
This chapter describes:
v CMS Pipelines terminology
v How CMS Pipelines works
v Understanding syntax diagrams
v Online HELP Facility
v CMS Pipelines search order information.

CMS Pipelines Terminology
To use CMS Pipelines, you should understand the terms in the following list. The
definitions of the terms follow the list. Basic terms are presented at the beginning of
the list. Terms become more complex as you proceed through the list.
v Pipeline
v Pipeline Set
v Stage
v Stage separator
v Stage
v Built-in stage
v User-written stage
v Filter
v Device driver
v Host command interface
v Pipeline subcommand
v Subroutine pipeline
v Option
v Delimiting character
v Delimited string
v Stream
v Input stream
v Output stream
v Primary input stream
v Primary output stream
v Secondary input stream
v Secondary output stream
v Tertiary input stream
v Tertiary output stream
v Consume a record
v Multistream pipeline
v Label
v Label definition
v Label reference
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1991, 2007
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Stream identifier
Connector
Target
Null string
Commit level
Message level
Defined
Connected
Sever
End of file
Delay the records
Stall
Short
Filter package

Pipeline
A pipeline is a series of programs called stages through which data flows. The
output of a stage automatically becomes the input to the next stage.

Pipeline Set
A pipeline set is a series of pipelines.

Stage
A stage is a program in a pipeline. A pipeline consists of one or more stages. A
stage reads input records, processes those records, and writes the resulting output
records. A stage reads input records from a device or from the output of the
previous stage. A stage writes output records to a device or to the input of the next
stage.
A stage consists of a stage and its operands. Many stages are supplied with CMS
Pipelines, and you can also write your own stages. Stages are delimited by a
character called a stage separator.

Stage Separator
A stage separator is a character that indicates the end of one stage of a pipeline
and the beginning of the next stage. The default stage separator character is the
solid vertical bar (|).
There are many variations of the solid vertical bar, depending on the terminals and
PC terminal emulators available. The solid vertical bar has a value of X'4F'. In all
cases, it is the character used as the logical-or operator in a REXX expression.
To determine what the stage separator is on your terminal, create and invoke the
following exec:
/* STAGESEP EXEC */
say ’The stage separator is:’ ’4f’x’.’
exit

You can declare a different character as a stage separator by using the STAGESEP
option of the PIPE command. See “Options” on page 15 for details on the
STAGESEP option.
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Stage
A stage can manipulate data, read data from a device or host interface, or write
data to a device or host interface. There are two kinds of stages—built-in stages
and user-written stages.

Built-in Stage
A built-in stage is a stage supplied by CMS Pipelines. See Table 1 on page 23 for a
list of the built-in stages.

User-Written Stage
A user-written stage is a program that you write when you want to perform a task
for which there is no built-in stage. A user-written stage has the following
characteristics:
v A user-written stage must be written in the REXX language.
v The file type of a user-written stage must be REXX, unless you use the REXX
stage to invoke it. If you use the REXX stage, you can create and call a
user-written stage with a file type other than REXX.
v A user-written stage can contain pipeline subcommands, REXX instructions, and
host commands. To use the host commands, you must specify the REXX
ADDRESS instruction to identify the host environment.

Filter
A filter is a stage that transforms the data it processes without interfacing with
devices or host environments.

Device Driver
A device driver is a stage that reads data from or writes data to a device. There are
also device drivers that can obtain information about CMS files or reference REXX
and EXEC 2 variables.

Host Command Interface
A host command interface is a stage that passes a command to a host environment
(such as CMS or CP) for execution.

Pipeline Subcommand
A pipeline subcommand is a subcommand that can be issued only from a
user-written stage or with the PIPCMD stage. Pipeline subcommands process data
and interact with the calling pipeline. For example, you can read data from the input
stream, process the data, and write data to the output stream using pipeline
subcommands. See Chapter 4, “Pipeline Subcommands,” on page 709 for a list of
the pipeline subcommands.

Subroutine Pipeline
A subroutine pipeline is the operand of the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.

Option
An option is a keyword that controls the execution of the PIPE command, ADDPIPE
pipeline subcommand, CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand, or a stage. See “Options”
on page 15 for a list and description of all the options.
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When you specify the options immediately following PIPE, ADDPIPE, or CALLPIPE,
the options control the entire PIPE command, ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, or
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand. When you specify the options at the beginning of
a stage, the options control only that stage. Options specified on a stage override
options specified after PIPE, ADDPIPE, or CALLPIPE.

Delimiting Character
A delimiting character is a character used before and after a string of characters to
define a delimited string. The delimiting character cannot be blank and it must not
occur within the string. Two adjacent delimiter characters represent a null string.

Delimited String
A delimited string is a string of characters to be searched for. A delimited string is
written between two delimiting characters. It can be specified as an argument on
some stages.

Stream
A stream is a flow of data records into a stage and out of a stage. In each stage,
streams are numbered in ascending order starting with stream 0. In addition to
having a stream number, a stream can also be assigned an identifying name.

Input Stream
An input stream is a stream that flows into a stage.

Output Stream
An output stream is a stream that flows out of a stage.

Primary Input Stream
The primary input stream is input stream number 0. It is defined by specifying a
stage.

Primary Output Stream
The primary output stream is output stream number 0. It is defined by specifying a
stage.

Secondary Input Stream
The secondary input stream is input stream number 1. It is defined the second time
a label is specified (that is, the first time a label is referenced) or by using the
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.

Secondary Output Stream
The secondary output stream is output stream number 1. It is defined the second
time a label is specified (that is, the first time a label is referenced) or by using the
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.

Tertiary Input Stream
The tertiary input stream is input stream number 2. It is defined the third time a
label is specified (that is, the second time a label is referenced) or by using the
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
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Tertiary Output Stream
The tertiary output stream is output stream number 2. It is defined the third time a
label is specified (that is, the second time a label is referenced) or by using the
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.

Multistream Pipeline
A multistream pipeline is a pipeline that contains at least one stage that has more
than one input stream, more than one output stream, or both.

Consume a Record
A stage consumes a record when it reads a record from its input stream and
removes the record from that input stream. Once a record has been consumed by a
stage, it cannot be read again by that stage.

Label
A label identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple streams.

Label Definition
The first occurrence of a label in a pipeline is called a label definition. A label
definition establishes the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the
position in the pipeline where the label definition is specified.

Label Reference
A second or subsequent occurrence of a label in a pipeline is called a label
reference. A label reference defines an additional input and output stream for the
stage.

Stream Identifier
Within a PIPE command, or ADDPIPE, CALLPIPE, or ADDSTREAM subcommands,
a stream identifier assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Within an assembler
user-written stage, the streamid references and must match the stream name on
the label specified in the pipeline, or a stream name on an ADDSTREAM or other
pipeline subcommand. Name a stream by writing up to 4 alphabetic characters or a
combination of alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic
character, with no intervening blanks.
A particular stream can be referenced by operands on built-in stages,
subcommands, or pipeline assembler macros. In this instance you can specify a
stream identifier as a number of a stream where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the
secondary stream, and so on. Or you can refer to a stream with the name the
stream identifier assigned to it. An stream name operand on an assembler macro
must be surrounded by single quotes.

Connector
A connector connects the input or output stream of the stage issuing an ADDPIPE
or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand with the pipeline specified as the operand. A
connector can be used only at the beginning or end of a pipeline specified by the
ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.

Chapter 1. Introduction and General Concepts
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Target
A target can be a group of characters, a delimited string, a number of records, or a
displacement value. A target can be specified as an argument on some built-in
stages or pipeline subcommands.

Null String
A null string is a string that contains no characters. Null strings have a length of
zero.

Commit Level
The commit level allows stages to coordinate processing so that any one of them
can communicate to other stages that an error has been detected. See “Commit
Level” on page 829 for more information on using commit levels.

Message Level
Message level determines the number of certain informational messages you can
receive from CMS Pipelines. These messages include: FPL001I, FPL002I, FPL003I,
and FPL004I. Depending on the value of the message level, you can receive these
messages along with other messages. These messages help you determine what
stage was running, what pipeline subcommand was running, and what pipeline was
running that caused the previous message to be issued.

Defined (Streams)
Streams are defined by specifying a stage, using a label reference, or using the
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand. Once a stream is defined, it can never be
undefined.

Connected
A stream is connected if it is attached to a stream from another stage, such that
data can flow from one stage to another. If a stream is not connected, then data
cannot flow from one stage to another.

Sever
Sever means to cause a stream to become unconnected.

End of File
End of file means that no more data can flow through a stream because the stream
has been severed.

Delay the Records
A stage delays the records when it has the potential to hold up or buffer records in
a set of multistream pipelines. When this happens, the relative order of the records
may not be maintained. See the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide for more
information.
When writing multistream pipelines, it is helpful to know if a stage delays the
records. To determine if a built-in stage delays the records, see its command
description in Chapter 3, “Built-in Stages,” on page 23. For information on how to
write a user-written stage that does not delay the records, see the z/VM: CMS
Pipelines User’s Guide.
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Stall
A pipeline stall is a condition in a multistream pipeline where no stages can run.

Short
Short means that the output stream of the stage before the stage requesting the
short is connected to the input stream of the stage after the stage requesting the
short. The stage requesting the short operation is bypassed; it does not have an
input or output stream.

Filter Package
A filter package is a MODULE file that contains stages. You can use filter packages
to group stages that you may frequently use. A filter package is loaded as a nucleus
extension. Once a filter package is loaded, it is considered an extension to the main
pipeline module. See the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide for details on how to
build a filter package.

How CMS Pipelines Works
When you issue the PIPE command, the CMS Pipelines scanner first checks if
each stage exists and if each stage’s syntax is correct. If an error is detected, the
PIPE command ends with a nonzero return code.
If the syntax is correct, the pipeline begins executing. The execution of the stages
of a pipeline is controlled by the CMS Pipelines dispatcher. The dispatcher decides
which stage to run and when to run it. The stages may not be executed in the order
that they are specified on the PIPE command. A stage does not necessarily run
from start to finish once it gets control. Instead, the dispatcher lets part of one stage
execute, then part of another, and so on. For more information about how a pipeline
runs, see the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide.
Note: Some of the names of CMS Pipelines stages, pipeline subcommands and
the respective operands may contain more than eight characters. However,
only the first eight characters are recognized as valid syntax when entered in
CMS Pipelines; any more than eight characters are ignored.
The order of execution of the stages in a pipeline is also affected by the commit
level assigned to each stage. CMS Pipelines uses the commit level to coordinate
the processing of each stage. In most cases, you will not have to be concerned
about the commit level of a stage. CMS Pipelines handles this for you.
For details on how the scanner and dispatcher work and how CMS Pipelines uses
commit level, see Appendix D, “Scanning a Pipeline and Running Stages,” on page
829.

How Return Codes are Generated
Each stage of a pipeline gives a return code when it completes. Because a pipeline
may consist of many stages, the PIPE command returns an aggregate return code,
which is the worst of the return codes given by each individual stage. Initially, the
aggregate return code for a PIPE command is 0. The aggregate return code is
updated with the return code from a stage when the stage completes. If the
aggregate return code or the return code from the stage is negative, the aggregate
return code becomes the minimum of the two numbers; otherwise, the aggregate
return code becomes the maximum of the two numbers.

Chapter 1. Introduction and General Concepts
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How a Pipeline Ends
A PIPE command ends when all of its stages end. The stages themselves decide
when to end. Because stages are dispatched in any order, they can end in any
order. A stage may end when:
v
v
v
v

It completes its function, or
It detects an error, or
It detects that one or more of its streams are disconnected, or
It detects that there is no more data to read from a device (for device drivers
only).

Once a stage ends, the streams that were connected to it become disconnected.
This usually starts a chain reaction of ending stages emanating from the stage that
first ended. For more information about how a pipeline ends, see the z/VM: CMS
Pipelines User’s Guide.

How to Read Syntax Diagrams
This document uses diagrams (often called “railroad tracks”) to show the syntax of
external interfaces. It also uses a special notation to show variable, optional, or
alternative content in examples of messages and responses.
To read a syntax diagram, follow the path of the line. Read from left to right and top
to bottom.
v The ─── symbol indicates the beginning of the syntax diagram.
v The ─── symbol, at the end of a line, indicates that the syntax diagram is
continued on the next line.
v The ─── symbol, at the beginning of a line, indicates that the syntax diagram is
continued from the previous line.
v The ─── symbol indicates the end of the syntax diagram.
Within the syntax diagram, items on the line are required, items below the line are
optional, and items above the line are defaults. See the following examples.
Syntax Diagram Convention

Example

Keywords and Constants:
A keyword or constant appears in uppercase letters.
In this example, you must specify the item
KEYWORD as shown.

 KEYWORD



 KEYWOrd



In most cases, you can specify a keyword or constant
in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any
combination. However, some applications may have
additional conventions for using all-uppercase or
all-lowercase.
Abbreviations:
Uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation of an item, and lowercase letters denote
the part that can be omitted. If an item appears
entirely in uppercase letters, it cannot be abbreviated.
In this example, you can specify KEYWO, KEYWOR,
or KEYWORD.
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Syntax Diagram Convention

Example

Symbols:

*
:
,
=
()
.

You must specify these symbols exactly as they
appear in the syntax diagram.

Asterisk
Colon
Comma
Equal Sign
Hyphen
Parentheses
Period

Variables:
A variable appears in highlighted lowercase, usually
italics.

 KEYWOrd var_name



In this example, var_name represents a variable that
you must specify following KEYWORD.
Repetitions:
An arrow returning to the left means that the item can
be repeated.
  repeat



A character within the arrow means that you must
separate each repetition of the item with that
character.

  repeat



A number (1) by the arrow references a syntax note
at the bottom of the diagram. The syntax note tells
you how many times the item can be repeated.

  repeat

Syntax notes may also be used to explain other
special aspects of the syntax.

,

(1)


Notes:
1

Specify repeat up to 5 times.

Required Item or Choice:
When an item is on the line, it is required. In this
example, you must specify A.

 A


When two or more items are in a stack and one of
them is on the line, you must specify one item. In this
example, you must choose A, B, or C.


A
B
C



Optional Item or Choice:
When an item is below the line, it is optional. In this
example, you can choose A or nothing at all.
When two or more items are in a stack below the line,
all of them are optional. In this example, you can
choose A, B, C, or nothing at all.




A




A
B
C

Defaults:
When an item is above the line, it is the default. The

system will use the default unless you override it. You
can override the default by specifying an option from
the stack below the line.

A

B
C

In this example, A is the default. You can override A
by choosing B or C.

Chapter 1. Introduction and General Concepts
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Example

Repeatable Choice:
A stack of items followed by an arrow returning to the
left means that you can select more than one item or,
in some cases, repeat a single item.

 

A
B
C



In this example, you can choose any combination of
A, B, or C.
Syntax Fragment:
Some diagrams, because of their length, must
fragment the syntax. The fragment name appears
between vertical bars in the diagram. The expanded
fragment appears in the diagram after a heading with
the same fragment name.
In this example, the fragment is named “A Fragment.”



A Fragment



A Fragment:
A
B
C

Message and Response Notation
This document may include examples of messages or responses. Although most
examples are shown exactly as they would appear, some content may depend on
the specific situation. The following notation is used to show variable, optional, or
alternative content:
xxx

Highlighted text (usually italics) indicates a variable that represents the data
that will be displayed.

[]

Brackets enclose optional items that may be displayed.

{}

Braces enclose alternative items, only one of which will be displayed.

|

The vertical bar separates items within brackets or braces.

...

The ellipsis indicates that the preceding item may be repeated. A vertical
ellipsis indicates that the preceding line, or a variation of that line, may be
repeated.

Pipeline Help
There are three ways to get help information about CMS Pipelines. You can use the
z/VM HELP Facility, or you can use the HELP or AHELP stages of CMS Pipelines.
AHELP is provided by the author and may offer advanced assistance. All three
ways are described in the following sections.

Using the Online HELP Facility
You can receive online information about the commands described in this book
using the z/VM HELP Facility. For example, to display a menu of the CMS Pipelines
stages, pipeline subcommands, and assembler macros, enter:
help pipe menu

To display information about a specific stage or pipeline subcommand (the
BETWEEN stage in this example), enter:
help pipe between

To display information about the PIPE command, enter:
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help pipe

To display a list of CMS Pipelines tasks, enter:
help pipe task

You can also display information about a message by entering one of the following
commands:
help msgid or help msg msgid

For example, to display information about message FPL001I, you can enter one of
the following commands:
help fpl001i or help msg fpl001i

For more information about using the HELP Facility, see the z/VM: CMS User’s
Guide. To display the main HELP Task Menu, enter:
help

For more information about the HELP command, see the z/VM: CMS Commands
and Utilities Reference or enter:
help cms help

Using the HELP Stage
CMS Pipelines includes a HELP stage that displays information about CMS
Pipelines messages, stages, and pipeline subcommands. To use it, enter a
one-stage PIPE command:
pipe help literal

The above example gets help information for the LITERAL stage. The word literal
is an operand of the HELP stage. To get help on any pipeline message, stage, or
pipeline subcommand, type its name as an operand of HELP.
Note: Using PIPE HELP provides the same online information provided by the
z/VM HELP Facility.
CMS Pipelines remembers messages it has issued. To get help on the message
issued most recently, specify 0 as the operand on the HELP stage:
pipe help 0

If you omit the operand, it defaults to 0. The following PIPE command yields the
same result:
pipe help

CMS Pipelines remembers the ten messages issued before the last one. You can
get help for any of these messages without knowing its message number. For
instance, to get help for the next to last message, enter:
pipe help 1

Using the AHELP Stage
CMS Pipelines includes an AHELP stage that displays author information about
CMS Pipelines messages, stages, and pipeline subcommands in the same manner
as the HELP stage. AHELP often provides more advanced assistance than the
HELP stage. The function and syntax of the AHELP stage is identical to that of the
HELP stage.
Chapter 1. Introduction and General Concepts
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Refer to the z/VM: CMS Pipelines Reference for more information about the AHELP
stage.

CMS Pipelines Search Order Information
CMS Pipelines searches specific filter packages (if they exist) and modules for a
stage name. The search order is:
1. The PIPPTFF filter package. This filter package can hold replacements for
built-in stages.
2. The built-in stages.
3. The PIPUSERF filter package. PIPUSERF is a user filter package. Stages in
this filter package contain private stages that are used often and should,
therefore, remain in storage.
4. The PIPLOCF filter package. PIPLOCF is a local filter package. Stages in this
filter package are made available to all users in a particular system or
installation.
5. The PIPSYSF filter package. PIPSYSF is a system filter package. Stages in this
filter package are made available system-wide.
6. Any user-defined filter packages.
7. Storage or any accessed disk or directory for a file with a file type of REXX.
See the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide for details on creating a filter package.
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endchar
LONG


 PIPE
Opt A

Pipeline



stagesep
endchar

Pipeline:
stagesep


Stage

Stage:
stgcmd
Lgroup
Lgroup

Opt B

operands

Lgroup:
label:
(1)

(1)

(1)

.
label

:
streamid

Notes:
1

No blanks are allowed in this position.
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Opt A:
(

)



ENDchar
ESCape
LISTCMD
LISTERR
LISTRC
LONG
MSGlevel
NOMSGlevel

char
hexchar

NAME name
STAGESEP
SEParator
TRACE

decstring
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
char
hexchar

Opt B:
(

)


NO

LISTCMD
LISTERR
LISTRC
LONG
MSGlevel

decstring
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

TRACE

Purpose
Use the PIPE command to invoke CMS Pipelines.

Operands
stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following
stage. By default, the stage separator character is the character on your
terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.)
However, you can use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a
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different stage separator character. You cannot specify left parenthesis, right
parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator
character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to
separate multiple pipelines on a single PIPE command. You must specify the
ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left parenthesis, right
parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for endchar. See “Example
3” on page 20 for an example of using endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the z/VM: CMS
Pipelines User’s Guide.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple
streams. The first occurrence of a label is called a label definition. It establishes
the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the
pipeline where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a
label reference. Use label references to define additional input and output
streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only
label with no stage. See “Example 3” on page 20 for an example of using a
label.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. A label must be
immediately followed by a stream identifier or a colon with no intervening
blanks. For more information about using labels, see the z/VM: CMS Pipelines
User’s Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream
by adding an identifier to the label. Write the label immediately followed by a
period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream
identifier must be immediately followed by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
is the name of a built-in stage or the file name of a user-written stage. If you
specify a user-written stage, the stage must have a file type of REXX, unless
the stage has been loaded with the EXECLOAD command. For a complete
description of the built-in stages, see Chapter 3, “Built-in Stages,” on page 23.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified built-in stage or user-written stage.

Options
You can specify options in two ways on a PIPE command:
1. You can specify options immediately after the command name, PIPE. In this
case, the scope of the options is global to the entire PIPE command.
2. You can specify options at the beginning of a stage. In this case, the scope of
the options is limited to the stage on which the options are specified. If a label
definition is specified, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage:
ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME, STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally on a PIPE
command. You must enclose options in parentheses.

Chapter 2. PIPE Command Structure and Syntax
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NO
turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified.
Use NO to turn off an option for an individual stage that was specified as global
to the entire PIPE command. Blanks are allowed between NO and the option it
precedes.
ENDchar char
ENDchar hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single
character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character,
hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon
(:), or blank as the pipeline end character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an
option for an individual stage.
ESCape char
ESCape hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the
processing of a character that has special meaning to the PIPE command.
These special characters include the stage separator character, the pipeline end
character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined). Left parenthesis,
right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period and colon (:) may have a special meaning,
depending on their placement. You must place the escape character
immediately before the character that you do not want treated as a special
character. The escape character can be specified as a single character, char, or
the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do not
enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon
(:), or blank for the escape character. There is no default escape character. You
cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option, you can specify two adjacent stage
separators or end characters to override the defined character.
See “Example 2” on page 19 for an example of overriding the processing of a
stage separator.
LISTCMD
causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline
subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT, OUTPUT, PEEKTO,
READTO, and REXX.
LISTERR
causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return
code.
LISTRC
causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends
executing.
LONG
is a default function that enables stages to write records of up to 231 - 1 bytes in
length. Though it does not have to be typed in, LONG is included for
compatibility reasons.
MSGlevel
controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the
message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111'). A message level of 7 issues
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messages FPL001I, FPL002I, and either FPL003I or FPL004I in conjunction
with other messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on
suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel
suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that
determine which messages are not issued. The message level setting can be
specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are
issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
determine which additional messages are issued. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that determine which
additional messages are issued. The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the binary representation in quotation marks.
You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive
unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
v NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other
messages.
v NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message FPL003I or FPL004I
while issuing other messages.
v NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message FPL002I while issuing
other messages.
v NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message FPL001I while issuing
other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant
setting is a combination of the individual settings. For example, if you specify
NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages FPL001I and FPL002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes
message FPL028I to be issued, message FPL001I will always be issued
regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
NAME name
assigns a name to this invocation of the PIPE command. Messages resulting
from the invocation of this PIPE command will include the name you specified.
This option is helpful when you are debugging application programs that use
the PIPE command. You cannot specify NAME as an option for an individual
stage.
STAGESEP char
STAGESEP hexchar
Chapter 2. PIPE Command Structure and Syntax
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SEParator char
SEParator hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to
separate the specification of a stage from a subsequent stage. The character
can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the
default stage separator, you can use the default stage separator as an
argument of a stage.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon
(:), or blank as the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify
STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE
displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application
programs. This option can cause a large amount of data to be displayed.
Specifying the TRACE option on a PIPE command does not cause a trace of
pipelines issued with ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE. To trace pipelines issued by
CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE, you must do one of the following:
v Specify the TRACE option on CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE
v Issue ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE as part of a user-written stage that is included
in a pipeline that is passed to the RUNPIPE stage and specify the TRACE
operand on RUNPIPE.
For more information about using the TRACE option, see the z/VM: CMS
Pipelines User’s Guide.

Usage Notes
1. Specifying a stage defines both the primary input and primary output streams
for that stage. Using label references defines additional input and output
streams for a stage.
2. The stages of a PIPE command can write records up to 231 - 1 bytes in length.
3. If a PIPE command is too long to type conveniently on the command line, put
the command in a REXX exec. If you put each stage on a separate line, it
makes the PIPE command easy to modify. See “Example 3” on page 20 for an
example.
4. The escape character, stage separator character, and pipeline end character
have no effect within the specification of options. These characters take effect
only outside the parentheses in which the options are enclosed.
For example, in the following PIPE command, only the third and fourth
occurrences of the @ character are treated as a stage separator character.
pipe (stagesep @ name @PIPE1) < INPUT FILE @ locate /||/ @ console

This command displays any lines of the file INPUT FILE that contain the
character string, ||. The first occurrence of the @ character defines @ as the
stage separator. Because the second occurrence of the @ character appears
within the specification of the options, the second @ is treated as part of the
name assigned to the pipeline, @PIPE1.
5. When specifying the ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, SEPARATOR, or STAGESEP option,
you can use the 2-character hexchar form to define the character. However,
when the character is subsequently used in the pipeline, a single character must
be specified.
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For example, the following PIPE command, which uses the STAGESEP option,
displays a line of information about each file in your virtual reader that was sent
from the user ID RSCS.
pipe (stagesep 6C) cp q rdr all % find RSCS % console

Note that 6C is the hexadecimal value of the percent sign (%).
6. A colon can be used in a file name, and a colon is used in a label. For example,
suppose you have a user-written stage with the file name 12:00AM. If you used
|12:00AM| as a stage in a pipeline, this would mean you are calling program
00AM in a stage with label 12. To call the user-written stage 12:00AM from a
pipeline, you should specify a label or use the following: |.:12:00AM| .

Examples
Example 1
To display at your terminal the number of lines in your PROFILE EXEC, issue the
following command:
pipe < PROFILE EXEC | count lines | console

This example contains three stages. The stages are delimited by the solid vertical
bar, which is the default stage separator character.
v Stage 1 is < PROFILE EXEC.
– The first stage begins with <, which is a built-in stage. PROFILE EXEC is the
operand of the < stage.
The < stage reads the file PROFILE EXEC and writes each record of the file to
its primary output stream.
v Stage 2 is COUNT LINES.
– The COUNT built-in stage has an operand of LINES.
The COUNT stage reads the records written by the < stage and counts each
record it reads. It then writes the total number of lines read to its primary output
stream.
v Stage 3 is CONSOLE.
The CONSOLE built-in stage writes the number generated by the COUNT stage
to your terminal.
Example 2
To display all lines of the file INPUT FILE that contain the character string A|B,
issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT FILE | locate /A%|B/ | console

This example defines an escape character and contains three stages. The ESCAPE
option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. The < stage reads
INPUT FILE into the pipeline. In the second stage, the LOCATE built-in stage is
used to locate records that contain the string A|B. The string contains the |
character, which is the default stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE
command from treating this occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an
escape character is specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage
separator. The CONSOLE stage writes the output to your terminal.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a
double vertical bar (||) in the string in the LOCATE stage. The PIPE command does
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not treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the LOCATE stage as |. For
example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the
following:
pipe < INPUT FILE | locate /A||B/ | console

Example 3
To append the file SECOND FILE to the file FIRST FILE and to write the results to
THIRD FILE A, use the following REXX exec, which contains multistream pipelines:
/* APNDFILE EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< FIRST FILE’,
’| a:fanin’,
’| > THIRD FILE A’,
’?’,
’< SECOND FILE’,
’| a:’
exit RC

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read FIRST FILE */
combine streams into single stream */
write merged stream to THIRD FILE */
start of second pipeline */
read SECOND FILE */
define secondary input for FANIN */

In this example, two pipelines are specified. The pipelines are delimited by the
ENDCHAR character, which is specified as question mark (?). The first pipeline has
three stages and the second pipeline has two stages.
The < stage of the first pipeline reads FIRST FILE into the pipeline. The second
stage contains a label, a, and the FANIN stage. The label defines a point into which
additional input streams may flow from intersecting pipelines. The FANIN stage
combines multiple streams into a single stream. The > stage writes the merged
stream to the file THIRD FILE A.
The < stage of the second pipeline reads SECOND FILE into the pipeline. The
second stage contains a reference to the label a, which was defined on the FANIN
stage in the first pipeline. This label reference identifies the secondary input stream
for the FANIN stage. The FANIN stage takes its primary input stream (input stream
number 0) contents, FIRST FILE, and appends the contents of its secondary input
stream, SECOND FILE. The secondary input stream is input stream number 1. It
then writes the merged results to its primary output stream.
The following diagram shows the structure of this multistream PIPE command.
Stream numbers are shown to identify the streams used.
┌────────┐
┌────────────┐
│
< 0│──────│0
│
┌────────┐
│
│
│
│
│
>
│
└────────┘
│ FANIN
0│─────│0
│
│
│
└────────┘
┌────────┐
│
│
│
< 0│──────│1
│
│
│
│
│
└────────┘
└────────────┘

Example 4
To trace the operation of a single stage in a pipeline, use the TRACE option on only
the stage you wish to trace. To trace the operation of only the LOCATE stage of the
PIPE command shown in “Example 2” on page 19, specify the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT FILE | (TRACE) locate /A%|B/ | console
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Messages and Return Codes
Unless otherwise indicated, return codes from the PIPE command correspond
directly to the message numbers. However, a number of special conditions can
occur that produce negative return codes, which may not correspond to CMS
Pipelines message numbers. For example, when a pipeline stall is detected,
message FPL029E is issued followed by a return code of -4095. More information
about these negative return codes can be found in CMS/TSO Pipelines Author’s
Edition.
For a list of messages issued by CMS Pipelines, see “CMS Pipelines Messages” on
page 833, or for a detailed description of those messages, refer to z/VM: CMS and
REXX/VM Messages and Codes.
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Chapter 3. Built-in Stages
This chapter describes the formats and operands of the CMS Pipelines built-in
stages. You can specify stages on any of the following:
v PIPE command
v ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand
v CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.
You can also specify stages in the primary input stream of the RUNPIPE stage.
The built-in stages are presented in alphabetic order. Each stage description
includes the format and description of operands. For each stage that uses one or
more streams, a section describing stream usage is included. In these sections,
descriptions of the primary input stream and the primary output stream assume the
stream being described is connected unless otherwise stated. Each stage
description includes usage notes and, where applicable, return codes. The first
usage note in each command description explains whether the command delays the
record. If the usage note states the command does not delay the records, then it
never delays the records under any circumstances. If the usage note states the
command delays the records, then it also describes any predictable conditions
under which it delays. For commands that delay based on unpredictable conditions,
the usage notes state they delay the records. Each stage description also gives at
least one example of using the stage.
All stages in this chapter start at commit level 0 unless otherwise stated.
For a description of pipeline subcommands see Chapter 4, “Pipeline
Subcommands,” on page 709.
Table 1 summarizes the function of each stage:
Table 1. What Each Built-in Stage Does
Stage

Task Performed

<

Reads the contents of a CMS file.

>

Creates or replaces a CMS file.

>>

Creates or appends to a CMS file.

?

Displays a message that describes how to obtain CMS HELP information for CMS
Pipelines.

3270BFRA

Converts a 2-byte unsigned integer to the 12-bit buffer address required for some
3270 devices, or vice versa.

3270ENC

Prepares a 64-character translate table used to convert binary values in the range
B'000000' through B'111111' (64 values) to displayable 1-byte graphic characters for
placement in a 3270 data stream.

AFTFST

Provides information about open files.

AHELP

Obtains online help information provided by the author.

ALL

Selects records containing a specified string or specified strings defined by an
expression comprising of character strings and logical operators.

APLDECODE

Translates characters in the same way that the CMS command SET TEXT ON or SET
APL ON translates characters read from a 3270 display capable of displaying
APL/TEXT characters.

APLENCODE

Translates characters in the same way that the CMS command SET TEXT ON or SET
APL ON translates characters written to a 3270 display capable of displaying
APL/TEXT characters.
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Table 1. What Each Built-in Stage Does (continued)
Stage

Task Performed

APPEND

Writes primary input stream records to the primary output stream followed by records
from a specified stage or subroutine pipeline.

ASATOMC

Converts ASA carriage control to machine carriage control.

ASMCONT

Joins multiline assembler statements.

ASMFIND

Selects assembler statements that begin with a specified text.

ASMNFIND

Selects assembler statements that do not begin with a specified text.

ASMXPND

Splits assembler statements.

BETWEEN

Selects records between two specified targets including the records containing the
target. The specified targets must begin in the first column of a record.

BFS

Reads from an existing byte stream file when BFS is first in a pipeline, otherwise
writes its input records to (appends to or creates) a BFS file.

BFSDIRECTORY

Reads from an existing BFS directory file and writes one record to the primary output
stream for each directory entry.

BFSQUERY

Obtains information from OpenExtensions™ about the current working BFS directory,
or the contents of the symbolic links, or the current operating system.

BFSREPLACE

Reads records from its primary input stream and writes those records to its connected
primary output stream, replacing the contents of the specified byte stream file.

BFSSTATE

Writes records containing status information about byte stream files to its primary
output stream.

BFSXECUTE

Reads a record containing a request from its primary input stream, and sends that
request to OpenExtensions services. The record containing the request is written to
the primary output stream, if it is connected.

BLOCK

Blocks records.

BUFFER

Accumulates all records in a single stage not passing any on until all have been
received.

BUILDSCR

Converts print files with machine carriage control characters, such as those produced
by OVERSTR or XPNDHI, to records containing 3270 character attributes.

CASEI

Selects records relative to a target character string regardless of the case
representation of the character string.

CHANGE

Replaces a string of characters with another string of characters.

CHOP

Selectively truncates records.

CMS

Issues CMS commands with full command resolution.

COLLATE

Matches records from two input streams and writes matched and unmatched records
to different output streams.

COMBINE

Combines several records into one record according to a specified logical operator.

COMMAND

Issues CMS commands as if they were invoked using ADDRESS COMMAND from
REXX/VM.

CONFIGURE

Modifies the operation of CMS Pipelines in your own z/VM logon session using
pipeline configuration variables.

CONSOLE

Reads from or writes to the terminal in line mode.

COPY

Delays by one record the passing of records from the input stream to the output
stream to prevent a pipeline stall.

COUNT

Counts bytes, blank-delimited character strings, records, or the length of the longest or
shortest line.

CP

Issues CP commands.

CRC

Computes a checksum on its input stream records using a CRC algorithm.

C14TO38

Replaces a set of overstruck characters with a single character.

DATECONVERT

Performs timestamp conversion and validation.

DEAL

Reads records from its primary input stream and write records to one of its connected
output streams in either sequential order starting with the primary output stream, or
some other order specified on the secondary input stream.
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Table 1. What Each Built-in Stage Does (continued)
Stage

Task Performed

DEBLOCK

Converts blocked records back into their original format or creates logical records from
an external data format.

DELAY

Waits until a particular time of day or until a specified interval of time has passed to
copy the record.

DROP

Discards the specified number of records from the beginning or end of the primary
input stream.

DUPLICATE

Writes each input record in addition to the specified number of copies of each input
record.

ELASTIC

Puts a sufficient number of input records into a buffer to prevent a pipeline stall.

EMSG

Displays each record as an error message.

ESCAPE

Inserts escape characters in records.

FANIN

Combines multiple input streams into a single stream in a specified order.

FANINANY

Combines multiple input streams into a single stream. FANINANY reads an input
record from any input stream that has a record available.

FANOUT

Copies primary input stream records to multiple output streams.

FBLOCK

Reformats the primary input stream records to fixed-length blocks of a specified size.

FILEBACK

Reads the contents of a CMS file backward.

FILEFAST

Reads the contents of a CMS file or creates or appends to a CMS file.

FILERAND

Reads specific records or ranges of records from a CMS file.

FILESLOW

Reads the contents of a CMS file or creates or appends to a CMS file beginning at a
specified record number within the file.

FILEUPDATE

Replaces records in a CMS file.

FIND

Selects records that begin with a specified text.

FMTFST

Formats a file status table (FST) entry.

FRLABEL

Selects records that follow a specified target including the target record. The specified
target must begin in the first column of a record.

FRTARGET

Selects all records starting with the first record selected by a specified stage.

FULLSCREEN

Writes 3270 data streams to the virtual console in fullscreen mode or to a 3270
device.

FULLSCRQ

Queries 3270 device characteristics.

FULLSCRS

Formats output from FULLSCRQ.

GATE

Causes portions of a pipeline to end.

GATHER

Reads records from its connected input streams in either sequential or some other
specified order, and writes them to its primary output stream.

GETFILES

Reads the contents of a list of CMS files.

HELP

Obtains online information about CMS Pipelines stages, pipeline subcommands, CMS
messages, and DB2 Server for VM return codes and commands.

HOLE

Discards records.

HOSTBYADDR

Resolves IP (internet protocol) addresses into a domain or host name.

HOSTBYNAME

Resolves a domain name into an IP (internet protocol) address.

HOSTID

Writes a single output record containing the default IP (internet protocol) address of
the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol system in dotted-decimal notation.

HOSTNAME

Writes a single output record containing the host name of the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol system.

IEBCOPY

Processes an MVS™ unloaded data set.

IMMCMD

Writes argument strings entered on specified immediate commands.

INSIDE

Selects records between two specified targets not including the records containing the
target. The specified targets must begin in the first column of a record.
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Table 1. What Each Built-in Stage Does (continued)
Stage

Task Performed

INSTORE

Reads records from its input stream into storage and writes a single record containing
only the pointers to the records in storage.

IP2SOCKA

Converts a human readable port number and IP (internet protocol) address to a
special sixteen-byte hexadecimal record, which is used by the UDP stage to create
datagrams.

ISPF

Accesses ISPF tables.

JOIN

Concatenates groups of records.

JOINCONT

Joins records marked with a continuation string.

JUXTAPOSE

Prefixes records in the secondary input stream with records from the primary input
stream.

LDRTBLS

Runs a compiled user-written stage that has been loaded with the CMS LOAD
command.

LISTPDS

Reads the directory of a CMS simulated partitioned data set, such as a macro library,
discards the header record, and writes one record for each member of the library.

LITERAL

Writes the specified data to the primary output stream and then copies primary input
stream records to the primary output stream.

LOCATE

Selects records that contain a specified string of characters. The characters can
appear at any position within the record.

LOOKUP

Finds records in a reference.

MACLIB

Generates a macro library from COPY file members.

MCTOASA

Converts machine carriage control to ASA carriage control.

MDISKBLK

Reads blocks of data from an accessed CMS minidisk.

MEMBERS

Extracts members from a MACLIB, TXTLIB, or a file with a similar format.

MERGE

Combines records from up to 10 input streams in ascending or descending order.

NFIND

Selects records that do not begin with a specified text.

NINSIDE

Selects records not located between two specified targets. The records containing the
targets are also selected. The specified targets must begin in the first column of a
record.

NLOCATE

Selects records that do not contain a specified string of characters.

NOT

Reverses primary and secondary output streams of a specified stage.

NUCEXT

Resolves an entry point from a nucleus extension to find a compiled user-written stage
to run.

OPTCDJ

Generates a Table Reference Character (TRC) byte.

OUTSIDE

Selects records not located between two specified targets. The records containing the
targets are not selected. The specified targets must begin in the first column of a
record.

OUTSTORE

Unloads a file loaded into storage by INSTORE.

OVERLAY

Reads a record from each input stream and merges the records read into a single
record.

OVERSTR

Processes overstruck lines.

PACK

Compacts data.

PAD

Extends records with one or more occurrences of a specified character.

PAUSE

Sends a signal from the pipeline containing the PAUSE stage to the pipeline
containing the RUNPIPE stage to receive a type X'11' PAUSE event record.

PDSDIRECT

Writes directory information from a CMS simulated partitioned data set, including the
first header record.

PICK

Compares a field in the primary input stream record to a specified string or a second
field in the record, and selects the record if the comparison satisfies the specified
relation.

PIPCMD

Issues primary input stream records as pipeline subcommands.
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Table 1. What Each Built-in Stage Does (continued)
Stage

Task Performed

PIPESTOP

Terminates stages waiting for an external event.

PREDSELECT

Copies a record from its primary input stream to either its primary or secondary output
stream depending on the order of arrival of input records on its other input streams.

PREFACE

Writes records from a specified stage or subroutine pipeline to the primary output
stream followed by primary input stream records.

PRINTMC

Writes records to a virtual printer.

PUNCH

Writes records to a virtual punch.

QSAM

Gets records from or puts records to a physical sequential data set using queued
sequential processing.

QUERY

Displays one of the following: the current version of CMS Pipelines, the message
level, the list of messages that have been issued, or the current level of CMS
Pipelines.

READER

Reads data from a virtual card reader.

REVERSE

Reverses the contents of records on a character-by-character basis.

REXX

Invokes a REXX program as a stage.

REXXVARS

Gives information about REXX variables.

RUNPIPE

Issues input stream records as pipelines.

SCM

Lines up comments and completes unclosed comments in REXX and C programs.

SNAKE

Reformats records into one or more matrices.

SOCKA2IP

Converts a special sixteen-byte hexadecimal input record, which is used by the UDP
stage to create datagrams, to a human readable port number and IP (internet
protocol) address; it converts a four-byte input record to a readable IP address.

SORT

Arranges records in ascending or descending order.

SPECS

Rearranges the contents of records.

SPILL

Splits lines longer than a specified number into multiple output lines.

SPLIT

Splits records into multiple records.

SQL

Interfaces to DB2 Server for VM.

SQLCODES

Writes return codes received from DB2 Server for VM.

STACK

Reads from or writes to the program stack.

STARMONITOR

Writes monitor records from the CP *MONITOR system service.

STARMSG

Writes lines from a CP message service.

STARSYS

Writes lines from and sends replies to a CP system service.

STATE

Determines whether the specified file or files exist.

STATEW

Determines whether the specified writable file or files exist.

STEM

Gets or sets REXX or EXEC 2 variables with the specified stem.

STORAGE

Reads from or writes to virtual machine storage.

STRASMFIND

Selects assembler statements that begin with a specified string of characters.

STRASMNFIND

Selects assembler statements that do not begin with a specified string of characters.

STRFIND

Selects records that begin with a specified string of characters.

STRFRLABEL

Selects records that follow a specified target including the target record. The specified
string must begin in the first column of a record.

STRIP

Removes leading or trailing characters from records.

STRLITERAL

Writes the specified data to the primary output stream and then copies primary input
stream records to the primary output stream.

STRNFIND

Selects records that do not begin with a specified string of characters.

STRTOLABEL

Selects records that precede a specified target, not including the target record. The
specified target must begin in the first column of a record.
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Table 1. What Each Built-in Stage Does (continued)
Stage

Task Performed

STRWHILELABEL

Selects consecutive records that begin with a specified string. The records must be at
the beginning of the input stream. The specified string must begin in the first column
of a record.

SUBCOM

Passes specified commands to a specified subcommand environment.

SYNCHRONIZE

Reads records from each of its input streams while each stream has a record
available.

TAKE

Selects the specified number of records from the beginning or end of the primary input
stream.

TAPE

Reads from or writes to a tape at its current position.

TCPCLIENT

Connect to a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol server and transmits its
input records to the server and writes data it receives from the server onto its output
stream.

TCPDATA

Receives data from and transmits data to the client from the server.

TCPLISTEN

Listens for and accepts connection requests on a Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol port using the socket interface to Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol.

TIMESTAMP

Determines when a record was read.

TOKENIZE

Parses records according to a specified list of tokens.

TOLABEL

Selects records that precede a specified target, not including the target record. The
specified target must begin in the first column of a record.

TOTARGET

Selects all records up to but not including the first record selected by a specified
stage.

UDP

Allows access to a TCP/IP port.

UNIQUE

Compares the contents of adjacent records and discards or retains the duplicate
records.

UNPACK

Converts primary input stream records compressed by PACK back to their original
format.

UNTAB

Expands tab characters (X'05') to blanks for lining up data into columns.

UPDATE

Modifies the primary input stream based on the contents of the secondary input
stream.

URO

Writes records to a virtual printer or virtual punch.

VAR

Gets or sets a REXX or an EXEC 2 variable.

VARLOAD

Sets a REXX or an EXEC 2 variable.

VCHAR

Recodes characters to a different length.

VMC

Sends messages over the Virtual Machine Communications Facility (VMCF) to a
service machine.

WHILELABEL

Selects consecutive records that begin with a specified string. The records must be at
the beginning of the input stream. The specified target must begin in the first column
of a record.

XAB

Reads or writes an external attribute buffer from a virtual printer or file.

XEDIT

Reads from or writes to a file that is in the ring of files currently being edited.

XLATE

Translates characters based on a specified translation table.

XMSG

Issues XEDIT messages during an XEDIT session.

XPNDHI

Highlights spaces between words.

XRANGE

Creates one record containing a specified range of characters.

ZONE

Defines locations of the input data in records from which records are selected when
using a specified stage.
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< (Read a CMS File)

(1)
 <

fn ft


fm
*

Notes:
1

If a file mode is not specified, the stage first searches files in storage, and if not found, the search
continues in the normal CMS search order.

Purpose
Use the < stage to read the contents of a CMS file into a pipeline. < reads the
specified file and writes the records to its primary output stream if it is connected. A
< stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file to be read.
ft

is the file type of the file to be read.

fm is the file mode of the file to be read. If you do not specify the file mode the <
stage first searches for the specified file name and file type among files
currently in storage as a result of a CMS EXECLOAD command, and if not
found continues searching for the file in the normal CMS search order.
To search only your accessed disks and directories for a file (and not search for
EXECLOADed files) specify an asterisk (*).

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
< writes the records read from the file to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to < because it can be used only as the first
stage of a pipeline.
2. If the < stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the <
stage ends.
3. If the file you specify does not exist, the < stage issues an error message. Use
the FILEFAST stage when you want a nonexistent file to be treated as an empty
file rather than as an error.
4. If no file exists with the file identifier you specify, then the stage translates the
file name and file type to uppercase and performs the search again.
The < stage always translates the file mode to uppercase.
5. You can use the FILERAND stage to read a particular range of records.
However, if you want to read a group of many records from near the beginning
of a file, it may be more efficient to use < with the DROP and TAKE stages to
select the desired range of records.
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6. The < stage starts at commit level 0.
7. See also >, >>, FILEFAST, FILEBACK, FILERAND, FILESLOW, FILEUPDATE,
GETFILES, LISTPDS, MEMBERS, PDSDIRECT, and QSAM.

Examples
Example 1
You can use a PIPE command to read an input file and display at your terminal the
number of words in that file. Figure 1 shows INPUT FILE, read into the pipeline by
<, the first stage of the PIPE command.
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..
* * * Top of File * * *
One teacher
Thirty two chairs
Thirty pupils
Four hundred pencils
Five homework problems
Six books
No budget
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 1. Read a CMS File Stage Example: Input File Contents

Figure 2 shows the PIPE command you enter and the count of words in INPUT
FILE that you see at the terminal:
pipe < INPUT FILE | count words | console
17
Ready;
Figure 2. Read a CMS File Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

The second stage counts the number of words contained in the file and the third
stage writes the count to the terminal.

Return Codes
You may receive a return code that is the same as one of the return codes from the
FSREAD macroinstruction. See the documentation for FSREAD in the z/VM: CMS
Macros and Functions Reference for a complete list of return codes that FSREAD
generates.
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> (Replace or Create a CMS File)

Variable
 >

fn ft fm


Fixed
lrecl

Purpose
Use the > stage to create a CMS file or replace the contents of a CMS file. A >
stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
> writes all records that are not null from its primary input stream to the specified
file. If the specified file does not exist, > creates a new file containing the records
from its primary input stream. If the specified file already exists on a minidisk or
accessed directory, > replaces the contents of the file with the records read from its
primary input stream. When replacing a file on a minidisk, > writes the records from
its primary input stream to a temporary work file. This temporary work file has a
default file type of CMSUT1, which can be changed by the DISKTEMPFILETYPE
configuration variable of the CONFIGURE stage. After the temporary work file has
been written successfully, the existing file is erased from the minidisk and the
temporary work file is renamed to the specified name. If its primary output stream is
connected, > copies all records (including the null records) from its primary input
stream to its primary output stream.
After its primary input stream reaches end of file, if its secondary input stream is
connected, > overwrites the first records of the specified file with the records from
its secondary input stream. If its secondary output stream is connected, > copies all
records from its secondary input stream to its secondary output stream.
An existing file is erased if either of the following is true:
v Its primary input stream does not contain any non-null records and its secondary
input stream is not connected
v Its primary input stream and its secondary input stream do not contain any
non-null records.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file to be created or replaced.
ft

is the file type of the file to be created or replaced.

fm is the file mode of the file to be created or replaced. You cannot specify asterisk
(*) for fm. If you do not specify a file mode number and the file does not exist,
the file mode number is 1. If the file does exist, the file mode number is the
number of the file being replaced.
Variable
creates a V-format file. VARIABLE is the default value.
Fixed
creates an F-format file. The input records must all be the same length when
writing F-format files.
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lrecl
is the logical record length of the F-format file.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
> reads records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
After its primary input stream reaches end of file, > reads records from its
secondary input stream, if it is connected.

Primary Output Stream
> copies its primary input stream records, including null records, to its primary
output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, > copies its secondary input stream
records to its secondary output stream. > reads records from its secondary input
stream only after no more records are available to read from its primary input
stream.

Usage Notes
1. > does not delay the records.
2. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, then the > stage
translates the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the search
again. The > stage always translates the file mode to uppercase.
3. The ability to replace records at the beginning of the new file with records from
the secondary input stream is intended to facilitate the building of files that need
header information that cannot be known until after all the records have been
examined. For example, the first record in a MACLIB file must have a pointer to
the directory; the first record in a packed file must contain the maximum record
length of the unpacked records. To create such files, the stage that builds the
primary input stream for > can create placeholder records for the header
information. Then, after all the records have been processed, the information
needed for the headers can be calculated and the real header records can be
sent to > on its secondary input stream to be overlaid on top of the placeholder
records.
4. Be sure that the records from the secondary input stream are the same length
as the records they replace at the start of the file. When a record in a V-format
file is replaced with one of a different length, CMS truncates the file. In the case
of minidisk files, CMS gives no indication that the file has been truncated. In the
case of SFS files, CMS sets a return code.
5. When > replaces an existing file, the record format is not retained by default.
Specify the operand FIXED if you want a fixed-format file to replace a
fixed-format file. Use the CMS STATE command to determine the format of your
file.
6. If an existing file is large and you want to replace its contents, you should erase
the existing file before using > to replace the contents. This makes disk space
available to create the new file.
7. The > stage starts at commit level 0.
8. See also >>, FILEFAST, FILESLOW, FILEUPDATE, and QSAM.
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Examples
Example 1
To create a file called ONE LINER A that contains a single line, enter:
pipe literal this is a single line | > ONE LINER A

Return Codes
If you receive a return code that is not listed below, then the return code is the
same as one of the return codes for the FSWRITE macroinstruction. See the
documentation for FSWRITE in the z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions Reference
for a complete list of return codes that FSWRITE generates.
Code

Meaning

16

Conflict when writing a buffer; this indicates that a file with the same
name has been created by another invocation of >, >>, FILEFAST,
or FILESLOW.
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>> (Append to or Create a CMS File)

* Variable


>> fn ft


Variable
fm
*

Fixed
lrecl

Purpose
Use the >> stage to write to (append to or create) a CMS file. A >> stage cannot be
the first stage of a pipeline.
>> writes all records that are not null from its primary input stream to the specified
file. If the file exists, >> appends the records from its primary input stream to the
file. If the file does not exist, >> creates a new file containing the records from its
primary input stream. If the primary output stream is connected, >> writes all
records (including the null records) from its primary input stream to its primary
output stream.
After the primary input stream reaches end of file, if the secondary input stream is
connected, >> overwrites the first records of the specified file with the non-null
records from its secondary input stream. If the secondary output stream is
connected, >> writes all records from its secondary input stream to its secondary
output stream.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file to be created or to which data is appended.
ft

is the file type of the file to be created or to which data is appended.

fm is the file mode of the file to be created or to which data is appended. The
default file mode is * which means that all accessed minidisks and directories
are searched. If a file is not found on any accessed mode, a file is created with
a file mode of A1.
Variable
creates or appends to a V-format file. VARIABLE is the default value when a file
is being created.
If a file exists and you specify VARIABLE, the existing file must be a V-format
file.
Fixed
creates or appends to an F-format file. The input records must all be the same
length when writing F-format files.
If a file exists and you specify FIXED and lrecl, the existing file must be an
F-format file and it must have the same record length you specified.
lrecl
is the logical record length of the F-format file.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
>> reads records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
After its primary input stream reaches end of file, >> reads records from its
secondary input stream, if it is connected.

Primary Output Stream
>> writes its primary input stream records, including null records, to its primary
output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, >> writes its secondary input stream
records to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. >> does not delay the records.
2. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, then the >> stage
translates the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the search
again. The >> stage always translates the file mode to uppercase.
3. The ability to replace records at the beginning of the new file with records from
the secondary input stream is intended to facilitate the building of files that need
header information that cannot be known until after all the records have been
examined. For example, the first record in a MACLIB file must have a pointer to
the directory; the first record in a packed file must contain the maximum record
length of the unpacked records. To create such files, the stage that builds the
primary input stream for >> can create placeholder records for the header
information. Then, after all the records have been processed, the information
needed for the headers can be calculated and the real header records can be
sent to >> on its secondary input stream to be overlaid on top of the
placeholder records.
4. Be sure that the records from the secondary input stream are the same length
as the records they replace at the start of the file. When a record in a V-format
file is replaced with a record of a different length, CMS truncates the file. In the
case of minidisk files, CMS gives no indication that the file has been truncated.
In the case of SFS files, CMS sets a return code.
5. The >> stage starts at commit level 0.
6. See also >, FILEFAST, FILESLOW, FILEUPDATE, and QSAM.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec adds information (name, serial number, and department number)
about one employee to two files. EMPLOYEE FILE contains a list of all employees.
G67 FILE contains a list of all employees in department G67.
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/* ADDEMPL EXEC */
’pipe’,
’literal Sue Smith, 44444, G67’, /* write literal data */
’| >> EMPLOYEE FILE A’,
/* write data to EMPLOYEE FILE A */
’| >> G67 FILE A’
/* and to G67 FILE A */

Assuming EMPLOYEE FILE A does exist and G67 FILE A does not exist:
v literal Sue Smith, 44444, G67 writes the argument string Sue Smith, 44444,
G67 to its output stream.
v >> EMPLOYEE FILE A appends Sue Smith, 44444, G67 to EMPLOYEE FILE A and
passes it to the next stage.
v >> G67 FILE A creates the file G67 FILE A containing Sue Smith, 44444, G67.
After issuing the exec, EMPLOYEE FILE A and G67 FILE A contain the following
information:

EMPLOYEE FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Jim Johnson, 44389, ENG
Sue Smith, 44444, G67
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 3. >> Stage Example: Output File Contents (EMPLOYEE FILE A)
G67

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== Sue Smith, 44444, G67
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 4. >> Stage Example: Output File Contents (G67 FILE A)

Return Codes
If you receive a return code that is not listed below, then the return code is the
same as one of the return codes for the FSWRITE macroinstruction. See the
documentation for FSWRITE in the z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions Reference
for a complete list of return codes that FSWRITE generates.
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Meaning

16

Conflict when writing a buffer; this indicates that a file with the same
name has been created by another invocation of >, >>, FILEFAST,
or FILESLOW.
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? (Display How to Get HELP)

 ?



Purpose
Use the ? stage to display a message that describes how to obtain CMS HELP
information for CMS Pipelines. A ? stage can be used only as the first stage of a
pipeline. The ? stage does not write to any output streams.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to ? because it does not write to any output
stream and because it can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

Examples
Example 1
Assuming the CP EMSG setting is set to ON, Figure 5 shows the results from
entering PIPE ?.
pipe ?
FPLINX555I Issue PIPE AHELP PIPE or PIPE AHELP MENU
Ready;
Figure 5. ? Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output
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3270BFRA (3277BFRA)



3270BFRA
3277BFRA

column


TO16BIT

Purpose
Use the 3270BFRA stage to convert a 2-byte unsigned integer to the 12-bit buffer
address required for some 3270 devices, or vice versa. The 2-byte field beginning
at the specified column in the input record is examined. In the default conversion,
when the four high-order bits are all zero, 3270BFRA converts the 12 low-order bits
of the 2-byte unsigned integer to a 12-bit buffer address format. When the four
high-order bits are not all zero, the integer cannot be converted, so the field is
unchanged. After converting, 3270BFRA writes to its primary output stream, if
connected, the input record with the converted buffer address. The remainder of the
record other than the 2-byte field at the specified column passes unchanged to the
output stream. If no conversion occurred, an entirely unchanged input record is
written to the primary output stream, if connected.
To reverse the conversion, specify the TO16BIT operand. If the 2-byte field contains
a valid 12-bit buffer address 3270BFRA converts it to a 2-byte unsigned integer.
(This integer is interpreted as a 16-bit buffer address, or as a 14-bit buffer address
if the two high-order bits are both zero.) If the 2-byte unsigned integer is not a valid
12-bit buffer address, no conversion occurs. 3270BFRA considers a 12-bit address
to be valid if the two high-order bits of each byte of the 2-byte field beginning at the
specified column are not both zero. 3270BFRA writes to its primary output stream, if
connected, the input record with the converted buffer address.

Operands
column
is the number where the 2-byte buffer address begins.
TO16BIT
specifies that the buffer address is to be converted from a 12-bit buffer address
to a 2-byte unsigned integer. The default is to convert a 2-byte unsigned integer
to a 12-bit buffer address.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
3270BFRA reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
3270BFRA converts the buffer address beginning at the specified column and writes
the resulting records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. 3270BFRA does not delay the records.
2. If the 3270BFRA stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the 3270BFRA stage ends.
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3. 3270BFRA passes the input record through unchanged if:
v the column specified is the last column of the input record
v the column specified points to the last byte of the input record
v the column specified is not a position in the input record.
4. Refer to the appendix of the 3270 Information Display System: Data Stream
Programmer’s Reference that discusses 12-, 14-, and 16-bit addressing for an
explanation of the conversion operation.
5. See also 3270ENC, BUILDSCR, FULLSCREEN, FULLSCRQ, FULLSCRS,
APLDECODE, APLENCODE, and XPNDHI.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec writes a text string defined in a variable to the second line of a
3270 display that uses 12-bit addressing. The screen width is assumed to be 80
columns.
/* 3270TO12 EXEC */
control = ’80’x
/* erase/write control byte */
wcc = ’c3’x
/* write control character */
sba = ’11’x
/* set buffer address order */
addr = ’0050’x
/* address 80 (decimal) */
sf = ’1d’x
/* start field order */
attr = ’40’x
/* attribute byte for unprotected field */
string = ’This is line two.’ /* some text */
datastream = control||wcc||sba||addr||sf||attr||string
’pipe’,
’var datastream’,
/* the outbound data stream */
’| 3270bfra 4’,
/* convert 2-byte integer to 12-bit addr */
’| fullscreen’,
/* write the data stream and wait */
’| hole’
/* discard the inbound data stream */
exit

Example 2
The following exec reads an array of input data and formats it to display on a 3270
terminal with one input record per line.
The SPECS stage prefixes each input record in the array with a Set Buffer Address
(SBA) order of X'11'. The SBA is followed with a 2-byte number representing the
first character in the next line of the screen (in this example 0, 80, 160 etc.).
Columns 2 and 3 of every record contain a 2-byte address. The 3270BFRA stage
converts that 2-byte unsigned integer into the corresponding 12-bit buffer address.
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/* BUILDSBA EXEC */
control = ’80’x
wcc = ’c3’x
data.0 = 4
data.1 = ’bearcub’
data.2 = ’giraffe’
data.3 = ’tiger’
data.4 = ’lioness’
first = control||wcc
’pipe’,
’| stem data. ’,
’| specs x11 1 recno from
’1-* next’,
’| 3270bfra 2’,
’| preface var first’,
’| join *’,
’| fullscreen’,
’| hole’

/* erase/write control byte */
/* data definitions

*/

/* read in the input records
0 by 80 d2c 2.2 right x1d40 next’,
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/

convert integer to 12-bit address */
put control chars in front of addr*/
build output stream
*/
write the data stream and wait
*/
discard the inbound data stream
*/

Figure 6 shows what the console displays after running this exec.
bearcub
giraffe
tiger
lioness
Figure 6. 3270BFRA Example: Terminal Screen

Example 3
The following exec writes a string to the second line of a 3270 display that uses
12-bit addressing. The screen width is assumed to be 80 columns. It then reads the
inbound data stream and writes to the console the 2-byte unsigned integer where
the cursor was located.
/* 3270TO16 EXEC */
control = ’80’x
/* erase/write control byte */
wcc = ’c3’x
/* write control character */
sba = ’11’x
/* set buffer address order */
addr = ’0050’x
/* address 80 (decimal) */
sf = ’1d’x
/* start field order */
attr = ’40’x
/* attribute byte for unprotected field */
upfront = control||wcc||sba||addr||sf||attr
string = ’Put the cursor somewhere and press Enter.’ /* some text */
datastream = upfront||string
’pipe’,
’var datastream’,
/* the outbound data stream */
’| 3270bfra 4’,
/* convert address from integer to 12-bit */
’| fullscreen’,
/* write the data stream and wait */
’| 3270bfra 2 to16bit’, /* convert address from 12-bit to integer*/
’| specs’,
/* build the output string */
’/The cursor address was:/ 1’,
’2.2 c2x nextword’,
’| console’
/* write to console */
exit
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3270ENC
3277ENC



Purpose
The 3270ENC stage prepares a 64-character translate table used to convert binary
values in the range B'000000' through B'111111' (64 values) to displayable 1-byte
graphic characters for placement in a 3270 data stream. It writes this translate table
to its primary output stream. For instance, B'000000' corresponds to the first byte of
the table, which is the graphic character X'40'. For further translation information,
see the 3270 Information Display System: Data Stream Programmer’s Reference.
A 3270ENC stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
3270ENC writes a single record, the 64-character translate table, to its primary
output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to 3270ENC because it can be used only as
the first stage of a pipeline.
2. See also 3270BFRA, BUILDSCR, FULLSCREEN, FULLSCRQ, FULLSCRS,
APLDECODE, APLENCODE, and XPNDHI.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec writes a string to the second line of a 3270 display using 14-bit
addressing. The screen width is assumed to be 80 columns. This exec uses
3270ENC to fill in the two high-order bits of the Write Control Character (WCC) and
field attribute.
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/* RXXTRANS EXEC */
’pipe’,
’3270enc’,
/* translate table to 8-bit values */
’| var transtbl’
/* put it in a variable */
control = ’80’x
/* erase/write control byte */
wcc = translate(’03’x,transtbl) /* WCC with correct high-order bits */
sba = ’11’x
/* Set Buffer Address order */
addr = ’0050’x
/* address 80 (decimal) */
sf = ’1d’x
/* Start Field order */
attr = translate(’00’x,transtbl) /* attribute with correct high-order
bits */
string = ’This is line two.’ /* some text */
datastream = control||wcc||sba||addr||sf||attr||string
’pipe’,
’var datastream’,
/* the outbound data stream */
’| fullscreen’,
/* write the data stream and wait */
’| hole’
/* discard the inbound data stream */
exit

Example 2
In the following user-written stage, 3270ENC writes its translate table to the XLATE
stage’s secondary input stream to be used to translate a stream of records that
contain an attribute character followed by data. Each input record to STGTRANS
contains three fields:
v the first two columns contain the buffer address (2-byte unsigned integer)
v the third column contains the attribute character (1 byte)
v the remainder of the record contains the data to be put into a field having the
specified attribute at the specified address.
The buffer address is converted to the 12-bit format and the attribute character is
converted to a displayable 1-byte graphic character for placement in a 3270 data
stream. The remainder of the record containing the data is searched for characters
that could be construed as device orders, and these are translated to blanks.
Finally, the converted 3270 control characters are joined with the data and written to
the primary output stream.
/* STGTRANS REXX */
’callpipe (endchar ?)’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| 3270bfra 1’,
/* convert to 12-bit address format*/
’| x: xlate 3’,
/* make attribute "printable"
*/
’| xlate 4-* 01-3f blank ff blank’,/* blank out other control chars*/
’| specs x11 1 1.2 next x1d next 3-* next’, /*join cntl chars, data*/
’| *:’,
/* write to output */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’3270enc’,
/* get translate table */
’| x: ’
/* pass it to XLATE */
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SHOrtdate
 AFTFST


FULldate
ISOdate
NOFORMAT

Purpose
Use the AFTFST stage to provide information about each file that is open. An
AFTFST stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Each record that AFTFST generates to describe the open files includes the
following status information:
v File name, file type, and file mode
v Record format (F or V)
v Logical record length
v Number of records and blocks
v Date and time of most recent update.

Operands
SHOrtdate
specifies that the format for the output date will be mm/dd/yy. This is the
default.
FULldate
specifies that the format for the output date will be mm/dd/yyyy.
ISOdate
specifies that the format for the output date will be yyyy-mm-dd.
NOFORMAT
specifies that the list of open files is in the format returned by the FSSTATE
macroinstruction. The status information provided for each file is 64 bytes in
length. More information about the FSSTATE macroinstruction format can be
found in the z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions Reference.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
For each open file, AFTFST writes a record to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to AFTFST because it can be used only as
the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the AFTFST stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the AFTFST stage ends.
3. When a file is opened, CMS adds an entry to the file status table (FST). Thus, if
you have a stage that opens a file after AFTFST has begun reading the FST,
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then the AFTFST stage will not have a consistent view of the table and the
stage may fail. This situation may occur when a pipeline writes the output of an
AFTFST stage to a file.
To assure that the FST remains consistent while AFTFST is running, follow the
AFTFST stage with a stage (such as BUFFER or SORT) that will wait until
AFTFST has run to completion before sending any of the records written by
AFTFST on to the stage that opens the output file.
4. See also FMTFST, STATE, and STATEW.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, assume that the files FILELOG TEST A and INPUT TEMP G are
open. The following PIPE command lists the open files and displays the results at
the terminal. Note that the FULLDATE option specification causes the output date to
have a 4-digit year.
pipe aftfst ful | console
FILELOG TEST
A1 V
INPUT
TEMP
G1 V
Ready;

105
104

181
216

2 10/02/1989 8:20:27
2 6/16/1987 15:08:16

Example 2
The following exec determines the number of files that are open without listing each
file and its status information:
/* AFTFST EXEC */
’pipe’,
’aftfst noformat’,
/* list open files */
’| count lines’,
/* count number of open files */
’| nfind 0’||,
/* write nothing if none open */
’| specs 1-* 1 /open files/ nextword’, /* append "open files" */
’| console’
/* display on terminal */

v aftfst noformat lists the files that are open. The list of files is in the format
returned by the FSSTATE macroinstruction.
v count lines counts the number of files that are open.
v nfind 0 writes nothing to its output stream if the count from COUNT LINES is 0.
SPECS and CONSOLE do not receive any input records and, consequently, do
not write any output records.
The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage keeps REXX from
inserting a blank before the stage separator at the beginning of the next line. It is
needed because trailing blanks are significant to NFIND.
v specs 1-* 1 /open files/ nextword appends a blank and then the string open
files in the next available column in the output record.
v console writes the results to the terminal. If two files are open, the following
displays at the terminal:
2 open files
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AHELP

0
 AHELP


BUILTINS
MENU
COMMANDS
HOST
MESSAGES
OTHER
SYNTAX
n
(1)
nnnn
MSG

(1)

s

mmm
name
SQL string
0
SQLCODE
code

Notes:
1

No blanks are allowed in this position.

Purpose
Use the AHELP stage to obtain online information provided by the author, which in
many cases, may offer more advanced assistance. The AHELP stage writes to the
primary output stream or displays to the terminal the following information:
v Menus containing the names of the CMS Pipelines stages, pipeline
subcommands, related host commands, messages, syntax variables, tutorials, or
miscellaneous topics.
v Help information about a specific stage or pipeline subcommand
v Help information about a specific CMS message related to CMS Pipelines
v Help information about DB2® Server for VM return codes or commands.
The help information about a stage or pipeline subcommand includes the
description, format, operands, options, usage notes, and messages of the stage or
pipeline subcommand. The help information about a message contains the
message number, message text, description, and system action.
An AHELP stage must be the first stage in a pipeline. If no operands are specified,
AHELP provides help information about the last message issued. If no output
stream is connected, this information is displayed.

Operands
MENU
provides a menu of the stages.
COMMANDS
provides a menu of the pipeline subcommands.
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HOST
provides a menu of host commands related to CMS Pipelines.
MESSAGES
provides a menu of CMS Pipelines messages.
OTHER
provides a menu of miscellaneous topics and tutorials.
SYNTAX
provides a menu of syntax variables.
n

for numbers 0-10, represents the nth last message issued. For example,
AHELP 0 provides help information about the last message issued. AHELP 1
provides help information about the next-to-last message issued. AHELP 2
provides help information about the third-to-last message issued, and so on
through the last 11 messages issued.
For numbers 11 or greater, the n specified is the message number provided by
CMS Pipelines if it has a severity of E.
0 is the default value.

MSG nnnn
MSG mmmnnnn
MSG nnnns
MSG mmmnnnns
provides help information about the CMS Pipelines message number nnnn if it
has a severity of E. mmm identifies the component ID, which for CMS Pipelines
is FPL, whether it is specified or not. s identifies the severity code. MSG is
optional when specified before the message number. If MSG is specified, the
space after MSG is optional.
name
is a stage, a pipeline subcommand, a syntax variable, a host command or a
member that contains miscellaneous information for which AHELP is to be
provided.
Note: name can be abbreviated to one or more characters. For example,
entering pipe ahelp input provides help information for the inputRange
syntax variable. However, other name entries, such as inputRanges,
must include all characters to provide the correct help information.
SQL string
provides DB2 Server for VM help information. string is a DB2 Server for VM
return code or command name.
You must have connect privilege to DB2 Server for VM to use this operand.
SQLCODE code
provides help information about one of the last eleven DB2 Server for VM
negative return codes. code can be 0 through 10, inclusive.
For example, PIPE AHELP SQLCODE 0 provides help information about the
last negative return code received from DB2 Server for VM. PIPE AHELP
SQLCODE 1 provides help information about the next-to-last negative return
code received from DB2 Server for VM. PIPE AHELP SQLCODE 2 provides
help information about the third-to-last negative return code received from DB2
Server for VM.
If you do not specify code, 0 is the default value.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
AHELP does not read records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
AHELP writes to its primary output stream the AHELP information specified by its
operands. If no output stream exists, the information is displayed in an XEDIT
session. If the SQL or SQLCODE operand is specified; no records are written to the
output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to the AHELP stage because AHELP does
not read records from its primary input stream.
2. If the AHELP stage is writing information to its primary output stream and it
discovers that its primary output stream is no longer connected, the AHELP
stage ends.
3. CMS Pipelines AHELP remembers the previous DB2 Server for VM return code.
You can obtain help for an DB2 Server for VM eturn code without specifying the
number.
4. CMS Pipelines AHELP is obtained from the file PIPELINE HELPLIB. When
AHELP is used with the Style DMS configuration variable, AHELP uses CMS to
access its help disk.
5. If PIPE AHELP MENU is specified and the output is display (no output stream is
connected), other menus or members can be selected for display.
6. See also the CMS Pipelines HELP stage and the CMS Help Facility.

Examples
Example 1
To display information about the syntax and operand description of the stage
FRLABEL, issue the following PIPE command:
pipe ahelp frlabel

Example 2
To display information about message FPL027E, you can issue one of the following
commands:
pipe
pipe
pipe
pipe
pipe
pipe
help

ahelp msg 027
ahelp msg 027E
ahelp msg027
ahelp msg027E
ahelp 027
ahelp 027E
msg fpl027E

Example 3
To display AHELP for the last CMS Pipelines message issued, issue one of the
following PIPE commands:
pipe ahelp
pipe ahelp 0
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ALL

ALL



ALL

expression



expression:
!
(1)


stringdef

stringdef:
&
(1)


/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
expression
( expression

¬

)

Notes:
1

Blanks are optional between the logical operators and the strings.

Purpose
Use the ALL stage to select all records containing a specified string or strings
determined by an expression. The expression can be a character string,
hexadecimal character string, binary string, or a combination of character strings,
hexadecimal character strings, binary strings, and logical operators. All records that
contain the string or strings determined by the expression are written to the primary
output stream in the order found in the input stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, ALL writes all the records that do not
contain the string or strings determined by the expression to its secondary output
stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, ALL discards these
records.

Operands
¬

negates the selection criteria for the specified string or expression which
immediately follows the ¬ operand.

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, % , (, or ) for a delimiting character.
string
specifies a string of characters to be located.
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Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines
the string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines the string of
characters to be located. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8.
!

is the symbol for the OR operation. You can also use the vertical bar (|) as the
OR operator. The records containing any of the strings separated by a ! or | are
selected.

&

is the symbol for the AND operation. Only the records containing all of the
strings separated by an & are selected.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream:
ALL reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream:
ALL copies input records that contain the string or strings determined by the
expression to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream:
If the secondary output stream is connected, ALL copies to its secondary output
stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. ALL does not delay the record.
2. If the ALL stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected, the
ALL stage ends.
3. You do not have to specify the delimiting character on the last delimited string.
4. If you specify only one string after the ALL stage, it may be more efficient to use
the LOCATE or NLOCATE stage.
5. If you specify ALL as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target
string must be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
6. Your CP terminal settings may override the operand symbols used on the ALL
stage.
7. ALL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected, analyzes the argument string, and then issues a subroutine pipeline
to process the data. This subroutine commits to level 0.
8. See also LOCATE, NLOCATE, ZONE, CASEI, FIND, NFIND, STRFIND,
STRNFIND, ASMFIND, ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, STRASMNFIND, and PICK.
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Examples
Example 1
To display all records from the file MATH FILE A that contains the string 123 or a
vertical bar (|), X'4F', enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < MATH FILE | all /123/ ! x4f | console

Example 2
To display all records from the file MATH FILE A that contains a plus sign (+) and
123, 456, or both, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < MATH FILE | all (/123/ ! /456/) & /+/ | console
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APLDECODE

APLDECODE

(1)
3279

TEXT

3278
3277
1
2

APL

 APLDECode



Notes:
1

Default is device-dependent.

Purpose
Use the APLDECODE stage to translate characters in the same way that the CMS
command SET TEXT ON or SET APL ON translates characters read from a 3270
display capable of displaying APL/TEXT characters. The characters in each primary
input stream record are translated in one of the following ways:
v A 2-byte graphic escape sequence consisting of an escape character followed by
a character from the APL/TEXT character set is translated to a 1-byte character
v A character that is not part of a 2-byte sequence is translated either to itself or to
a different 1-byte character.
APLDECODE translates using a pair of 256-byte translate tables. The first 256-byte
table is used to translate characters that are part of a 2-byte graphic escape
sequence found in the primary input stream record. Each escape character is
deleted and the first character following the escape character is translated to the
corresponding value from the first table. The second 256-byte table is used to
translate characters that do not follow an escape character (are not part of a 2-byte
graphic escape sequence). The primary input stream character is translated to the
value found in the table, which may be the same character or a different character.
APLDECODE writes the record containing translated data to its primary output
stream.
The contents of the translate tables are determined by the operands. These
translate tables can be modified or replaced by bytes of the first record read from
the secondary input stream, if connected.

Operands
3279
specifies that the inbound data streams are received from a 3279 or
subsequent display device. For these specific devices the graphic escape
character is X'08'. This is the default.
3278
3277
1
2 specifies that the inbound data streams are received from a 3278 or 3277
display device. For this specific device the graphic escape character is X'1D'.
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TEXT
specifies that the two translate tables correspond to the translations done when
the CMS command SET TEXT ON is issued. This is the default.
APL
specifies that the two translate tables correspond to the translations done when
the CMS command SET APL ON is issued.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
APLDECODE reads 3270 data records from its primary input stream. These input
records must contain character data without 3270 orders, except escape characters.

Secondary Input Stream
APLDECODE reads only the first record from its secondary input stream, if it is
connected. The secondary input stream record can be any length, but no more than
the first 512 bytes are used to modify or replace the pair of 256-byte translate
tables defined by the operands.
APLDECODE modifies the translate tables by overlaying the translate tables with
the secondary input stream record, starting with byte 1 of the secondary input
stream record overlaying byte 1 of the first translate table. If the record is more than
256 bytes, the second translate table is overlaid, starting with byte 257 of the input
stream record overlaying byte 1 of the second translate table. Any positions in the
tables not overlaid by the secondary input stream record remain unchanged. For
example, if the secondary input stream record is 266 bytes, the first translate table
and the first 10 bytes of the second translate table are overlaid. The remaining
bytes of the second translate table, which contain the values determined by the
operands, are unchanged.
APLDECODE then severs its secondary input stream before processing its primary
input stream.

Primary Output Stream
APLDECODE writes the record containing translated data to its primary output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. APLDECODE does not delay the records.
2. If the APLDECODE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the APLDECODE stage ends.
3. APLDECODE uses different translate tables for conversion depending on the
display device used and whether you want to translate with a TEXT or APL
character set.
4. For more information about character sets, see the 3270 Information Display
System: Data Stream Programmer’s Reference.
5. APLDECODE starts at commit level -2. Once it verifies that its secondary output
is not connected, it commits to level 0.
6. See also APLENCODE, 3277BFRA, 3277ENC, BUILDSCR, FULLSCREEN,
FULLSCRS, FULLSCRQ, and XPNDHI.
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Examples
Example 1
The following exec writes some text containing characters from the APL/TEXT
character set and reverses the translation when the modified field is read back in.
/* APLDEC EXEC */
control = ’80’x
/* erase/write control byte */
wcc = ’c3’x
/* write control character */
sf = ’1d’x
/* Start Field order */
attr = ’40’x
/* attribute byte for unprotected field */
firstpart = control||wcc||sf||attr
string = ’9f’x||’Modify this field’||’9f’x
’pipe’,
’var string’,
/* the text of the field */
’| aplencode’,
/* convert ’9F’x characters to bullets */
’| preface var firstpart’,/* add the introductory data */
’| join *’,
/* put the two records together */
’| fullscreen’,
/* write the data stream and wait */
’| specs 7-* 1’,
/* keep only the modified field contents */
’| apldecode’,
/* convert bullets back to ’9F’x */
’| specs’,
/* build the output line */
’/The modified data is:/ 1’,
’1-* nextword’,
’| console’
/* write it to the console */
exit

The resulting output contains the text that was entered, with any 2-byte graphic
escape sequences decoded to single characters.
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APLENCODE

APLENCODE

(1)


3279

TEXT

3278
3277
1
2

APL

APLENCode



Notes:
1

Default is device-dependent.

Purpose
Use the APLENCODE stage to translate characters in the same way that the CMS
command SET TEXT ON or SET APL ON translates characters written to a 3270
display capable of displaying APL/TEXT characters. Each character in each primary
input stream record is translated in one of the following ways:
v The character is translated to a 2-byte graphic escape sequence consisting of an
escape character followed by a character from the APL/TEXT character set
v The character is translated either to itself, or to a different 1-byte character not
from the APL/TEXT character set.
APLENCODE translates using a pair of 256-byte translate tables. The first 256-byte
table is used to indicate which primary input stream characters are translated to
2-byte graphic escape sequences. If a character has a nonzero entry in this table, it
is translated to an escape character followed by the value found in the table. If a
primary input stream character has a zero entry in the first table, the second
256-byte table is used to translate this character that is not going to be escaped.
The character is translated to the value found in the second table, which may be
the same character or a different character. APLENCODE writes the record
containing translated data to its primary output stream.
The contents of the translate tables are determined by the operands. These
translate tables can be modified or replaced by bytes of the first record read from
the secondary input stream, if connected.

Operands
3279
specifies that the outbound data streams will be displayed on a 3279 or
subsequent display device. For these specific devices the graphic escape
character is X'08'. This is the default.
3278
3277
1
2 specifies that the outbound data streams will be displayed on a 3278 or 3277
display device. For this specific device the graphic escape character is X'1D'.
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TEXT
specifies that the two translate tables correspond to the translations done when
the CMS command SET TEXT ON is issued. This is the default.
APL
specifies that the two translate tables correspond to the translations done when
the CMS command SET APL ON is issued.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
APLENCODE reads data records from its primary input stream. These input records
must contain character data without 3270 orders, except escape characters.

Secondary Input Stream
APLENCODE reads only the first record from its secondary input stream, if it is
connected. The secondary input stream record can be any length, but no more than
the first 512 bytes are used to modify or replace the pair of 256-byte translate
tables defined by the operands.
APLENCODE modifies the translate tables by overlaying the translate tables with
the secondary input stream record, starting with byte 1 of the secondary input
stream record overlaying byte 1 of the first translate table. If the record is more than
256 bytes, the second translate table is overlaid, starting with byte 257 of the input
stream record overlaying byte 1 of the second translate table. Any positions in the
tables not overlaid by the secondary input stream record remain unchanged. For
example, if the secondary input stream record is 266 bytes, the first translate table
and the first 10 bytes of the second translate table are overlaid. The remaining
bytes of the second translate table, which contain the values determined by the
operands, are unchanged.
APLENCODE then severs its secondary input stream before processing its primary
input stream.

Primary Output Stream
APLENCODE writes the translated data to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. APLENCODE does not delay the record.
2. If the APLENCODE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the APLENCODE stage ends.
3. APLENCODE uses different translate tables for conversion depending on the
display device used and whether you want to translate with a TEXT or APL
character set.
4. APLENCODE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary output
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
5. See also APLDECODE, 3277BFRA, 3277ENC, BUILDSCR, FULLSCREEN,
FULLSCRS, FULLSCRQ, and XPNDHI.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec translates a data string and writes some text containing
characters from the APL/TEXT character set.
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/* WRALTCHR EXEC */
control = ’80’x
/* erase/write control byte */
wcc = ’c3’x
/* write control character */
sf = ’1d’x
/* Start Field order */
attr = ’40’x
/* attribute byte for unprotected field */
firstpart = control||wcc||sf||attr
string = ’9f’x||’some text’||’9f’x
’pipe’,
’var string’,
/* the text of the field */
’| aplencode’,
/* do TEXT conversion */
’| preface var firstpart’,/* add the introductory control chars */
’| join *’,
/* put the two records together */
’| fullscreen’,
/* write the data stream and wait */
’| hole’
/* discard the inbound data stream */
exit
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APPEND

 APPEND

stage



operands
subroutine

Purpose
Use the APPEND stage to copy records from its primary input stream to its primary
output stream, and then invoke another stage or subroutine pipeline and write the
records produced by that stage or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream
(if it is connected).

Operands
stage
is the name of a built-in stage or the name of a user-written stage. If you
specify a user-written stage, it must either have a file type of REXX or it must
be invoked through the REXX stage. The stage must be a stage you can
specify as a first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified built-in stage or user-written stage.
subroutine
is a subroutine pipeline. No explicit connector can be specified. The beginning
of the subroutine pipeline is not connected. The output stream from the last
stage in the subroutine pipeline is connected to APPEND’s primary output
stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
APPEND reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
APPEND copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.
APPEND then writes any output resulting from the specified stage or subroutine
pipeline to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. APPEND does not delay the records.
2. If the APPEND stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
either the APPEND stage ends, or APPEND’s argument stage could start
processing before APPEND’s primary input stream is at end of file. This is
especially true if the availability of input records is dependent on a stage that is
waiting for an external interrupt.
The HOLE stage can be used as follows to ensure that the primary input stream
reaches end of file before APPEND’s argument stage starts processing.
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/* WAIT EXEC */
’pipe’,
’ < FILE HIGH’,
/* read
’| hole’,
/* wait
’| append command RENAME FILE HIGH
’| hole’
/* wait
Exit rc

records into pipeline */
til eof on primary input stream */
A file low a’,
for file to be created */

The second issuance of HOLE ensures that all records are read from the
primary input stream, allowing the file to be created before the rename begins
its operation.
3. The pipeline scanner processes the operands of APPEND twice; first it scans
the entire pipeline and then it scans again after it has resolved the operands of
APPEND. This means that you must be careful when using a special character
in the operands of APPEND.
During the second scan, the vertical bar (|) is defined as the stage separator,
the back slash (\) is defined as the end character, and the double quotation
mark (") is defined as the escape character. If you wish to use a vertical bar (|),
back slash (\), or double quotation mark (") in the operands of APPEND, you
must precede it with the double quotation mark ("), or you can specify two
adjacent vertical bars (||), back slashes (\\), or double quotation marks ("").
Note: CP’s default terminal escape character is the double quotation mark (").
For the first scan, you must also precede each special character with the
escape character defined for the first scan, or you can specify two adjacent
stage separator characters, end character characters, or escape characters.
For example, there are several ways to append a record containing D|E to a
stream containing only the record ABC:
v You can use four adjacent vertical bars (||||):
pipe literal ABC| append literal D||||E| console

For the first scan, the PIPE command passes each set of || to the APPEND
stage as |; the resulting stage is:
append literal D||E

For the second scan, the PIPE command passes || to the LITERAL stage as
|; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

v You can define an escape character other than a double quotation mark for
the first scan:
pipe (escape @) literal ABC| append literal D"@|E| console

During the first scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character
because of the preceding at-sign (@); the resulting stage is:
append literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character
because of the preceding double quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

v You can define a stage separator character other than a vertical bar:
pipe (separator ?) literal ABC? append literal D"|E? console
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v You can define an escape character as a double quotation mark for the first
and second scan:
pipe (escape ") literal ABC| append literal D"""|E| console

During the first scan, the vertical bar and the second double quotation mark
are not treated as special characters because of the preceding double
quotation marks; the resulting stage is:
append literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character
because of the preceding double quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

v You can use two adjacent vertical bars (||) for the first scan:
pipe literal ABC| append literal D"||E| console

During the first scan, the second vertical bar in the string D″|| is not treated
as a special character because of the vertical bar preceding it; the resulting
stage is:
append literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character
because of the preceding double quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

4. If you specify REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD as stage, REXXVARS,
STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD accesses the variable environments in effect for
APPEND.
5. See also PREFACE.

Examples
Example 1
The PIPE command in this example writes the contents of two files to a single file.
The records from the file TUESDAY CHORES are added after the last record of the
file MONDAY CHORES, and COMBINE CHORES A is the file that results.
pipe < MONDAY CHORES | append < TUESDAY CHORES | > COMBINE CHORES A

The operands of APPEND, < TUESDAY CHORES, specify the < stage and its operands.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 on page 60 show the two input files and Figure 9 on page 60
shows the resulting output file.
MONDAY

=====
=====
=====
=====

CHORES

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Take out the trash.
Mow the lawn.
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 7. APPEND Stage Example: Input File Contents (MONDAY CHORES)
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TUESDAY

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

CHORES

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Vacuum the rug.
Wash the dishes.
Wash the clothes.
Clean the bathrooms.
Dust the furniture.
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 8. APPEND Stage Example: Input File Contents (TUESDAY CHORES)

COMBINE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

CHORES

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Take out the trash.
Mow the lawn.
Vacuum the rug.
Wash the dishes.
Wash the clothes.
Clean the bathrooms.
Dust the furniture.
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 9. APPEND Stage Example: Output File Contents (COMBINE CHORES A)

Example 2
You can use APPEND, specifying LITERAL as stage, to add a trailer record to a file
as shown in the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT FILE | append literal * Trailer Record *| > OUTPUT FILE A

Assuming INPUT FILE contains four records, Figure 10 shows the contents of
OUTPUT FILE A.
OUTPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Record 1 from INPUT FILE
Record 2 from INPUT FILE
Record 3 from INPUT FILE
Record 4 from INPUT FILE
* Trailer Record *
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 10. APPEND Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 3
This example shows how to specify a vertical bar (|) as part of the operands of the
APPEND stage when more than one stage is specified. The four PIPE commands
in TESTBAR EXEC produce the same results:
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abc|def
abc
def

/* TESTBAR EXEC */
data=’abc|def’
’pipe (stagesep ?)’,
’var data’,
’? append var data | split "|’,

/* Get the data ’abc|def’
*/
/* Get the data again and
*/
/*
split it at |
*/,
/* Write results to console */

’? console’
’pipe (escape %)’,
’var data’,
/* Get the data ’abc|def’
*/
’| append var data %| split "%|’, /* Get the data again and
*/
/*
split it at |
*/,
’| console’
/* Write results to console */
’pipe (escape ")’,
’var data’,
/* Get the data ’abc|def’
*/
’| append var data "| split """|’, /* Get the data again and
*/
/*
split it at |
*/,
’| console’
/* Write results to console */
’pipe’,
’var data’,
/* Get the data ’abc|def’
*/
’| append var data || split "||’, /* Get the data again and
*/
/*
split it at |
*/,
’| console’
/* Write results to console */

Return Codes
APPEND ends immediately upon receipt of a nonzero return code. A nonzero return
code indicates a syntax error, or that either the specified stage or a stage in the
subroutine pipeline ended with a nonzero return code.
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Purpose
Use the ASATOMC stage to convert ASA carriage control to machine carriage
control. ASATOMC reads records from its primary input stream and writes records
to its primary output stream if it is connected. Null input records are discarded.
ASATOMC inspects the first column of the first record to determine if the file already
has machine carriage control. If the file does not have machine carriage control, the
ASA carriage control character in the first column of each record is converted to the
corresponding machine carriage control character and set in the previous record.
If the first input record already has machine carriage control, ASATOMC copies it to
the output stream and verifies that each record has valid machine carriage control.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
ASATOMC reads records from its primary input stream. Null records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
After converting the records read from its primary input stream, ASATOMC writes
the resulting records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. If conversion is performed, the carriage control character is not delayed but the
data part of the record is delayed by one record. If no conversion is performed,
ASATOMC does not delay the records.
2. If the ASATOMC stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the ASATOMC stage ends.
3. ASATOMC truncates records after 256 bytes without indication of an error.
4. Valid ASA carriage control characters are:
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Meaning

blank
0
+
1 through 9
A
B
C

Space 1 line before printing
Space 2 lines before printing
Space 3 lines before printing
Suppress space before printing
Skip to the specified channel
Skip to channel 10
Skip to channel 11
Skip to channel 12
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5. Valid MCC carriage control characters are:
MCC Character

Meaning

xxxx x001

Write data part of record then
initiate operation specified by
5 high-order bits of MCC
Ignore data part of record,
initiate operation specified by
5 high-order bits of MCC
Space number of lines (0-3)
specified by bits 3 and 4
Skip to channel specified by
bits 1 through 4 (numbers 1-12)

xxxx x011

000n n0x1
1nnn n0x1

6. The last output record has a write-no-space command code (X'01').
7. See also MCTOASA.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command converts a file that has ASA carriage control to
machine carriage control so you can print the file using the PRINTMC stage:
pipe < ASACC FILE | asatomc | printmc

Because the PRINTMC stage prints only files with machine carriage control, you
must use ASATOMC to convert those files that have ASA carriage control
characters.

Example 2
The following PIPE command converts the ASA carriage control characters to
machine carriage control characters:
pipe literal 1Head line | asatomc | specs 1 c2x 1 2-* next | console
8B
01Head line
Ready;

The SPECS stage converts the first character in the record to hexadecimal so that
you can see its value, writes the hexadecimal data to the output, and then writes
the remaining data to the next available column in the output record. Note how the
carriage control was set in the previous record.
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Purpose
Use the ASMCONT stage to join assembler statements that span more than one
line of the input stream. ASMCONT writes one output record for each assembler
statement in the input stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
ASMCONT reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must be in the
same format as a line of an assembler file. ASMCONT ignores any data in columns
73 through the end of the input record.

Primary Output Stream
For each assembler statement constructed from input stream records, ASMCONT
writes one record to its primary output stream. An assembler statement that fits on
one line contains a blank character in column 72. Therefore, ASMCONT writes
columns 1 through 71 to the primary output stream. An assembler statement that
spans more than one line in the input stream has a nonblank character in column
72. Therefore, ASMCONT writes to the primary output stream one record that
contains the data in columns 1 through 71 of the first line of the assembler
statement, followed by the data in columns 16 through 71 of the following lines, and
ending with the next line in the input stream having a blank in column 72.
ASMCONT discards the contents of columns 1 through 15 of the continuation lines.

Usage Notes
1. ASMCONT does not delay the records unless a continued statement is found;
the entire statement is written when the end of the statement is reached.
2. If the ASMCONT stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the ASMCONT stage ends.
3. ASMCONT does not support changes to the format of the assembler statements
made by the ICTL assembler instruction.
4. See also ASMXPND.

Examples
To find and display all the statements in the file SAMPLE ASSEMBLE containing
the string R13, issue the following PIPE command:
pipe < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE | asmcont | locate /R13/ | asmxpnd | console

v < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE reads the records of SAMPLE ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.
v asmcont writes a record for each assembler statement. Even if a statement spans
more than one line, it is written as one record in the output stream. Only the data
in columns 1-71 is written to the output stream, unless the line is a continuation
line. If the line is a continuation line, data in columns 16-71 is written to the
output stream. The data in columns 73 through the end of the input record is
ignored.
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v locate locates each occurrence of R13 and writes it to the primary output stream.
v asmxpnd expands the assembler statements that were joined by the ASMCONT
stage. However, the data in columns 73 through 80 is blank, and the continued
statements have an asterisk in column 72.
v console displays the results at the terminal.
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Purpose
Use the ASMFIND stage to select assembler statements from the input stream that
begin with the specified text. Each input record should be in the same format as a
line of an assembler file; therefore, an assembler statement can consist of one or
more input records.
If the specified text is found in the first column of the first line of the assembler
statement and if the primary output stream is connected, ASMFIND writes the
assembler statements to its primary output stream. If the secondary output stream
is connected, ASMFIND writes all other assembler statements to the secondary
output stream.

Operands
text
is any group of characters and blanks you want to find, beginning in the first
column of an assembler statement. Each character in text must exactly match
the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the
input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do
not match. To be selected, an input record must be at least as long as text,
including any trailing blanks specified in text. The maximum length of text is 71
characters.
If you do not specify text, ASMFIND copies all records in the primary input
stream to the primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
ASMFIND reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must be in the
same format as a line of an assembler file.

Primary Output Stream
For each assembler statement in its primary input stream that begins with the
specified text, ASMFIND writes to its primary output stream all records that
comprise the statement.

Secondary Output Stream
For each assembler statement in its primary input stream that does not begin with
the specified text, ASMFIND writes to its secondary output stream all records that
comprise the statement, if the secondary output stream is connected.
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Usage Notes
1. ASMFIND does not delay the records.
2. If the ASMFIND stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the ASMFIND stage ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the ASMFIND stage from its operand. The
operand starts after the blank character and continues until the next stage
separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. ASMFIND does not support changes to the format of the assembler statements
made by the ICTL assembler instruction.
5. The ASMFIND stage selects all records beginning with the specified text. Note
that this is different from the way in which the FIND subcommand of XEDIT
operates. XEDIT positions the current line pointer on the first line in the file that
starts with the specified text.
6. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character, use the
LOCATE stage.
7. ASMFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
8. See also ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, STRASMNFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND,
LOCATE, NLOCATE, FIND, NFIND, ALL, ZONE, and CASEI.

Examples
Example 1
To select and display all unlabeled statements from the assembler program
SAMPLE ASSEMBLE, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE | asmfind _| console

ASMFIND _ selects statements that begin with a blank in column 1. Because labels
start in column 1, the previous PIPE command displays all unlabeled statements.

Example 2
To select all character definitions from the assembler program SAMPLE
ASSEMBLE, that start with the characters PARM, enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE | asmfind PARM

DC| > SAMPLE PARMS A

Figure 11 on page 68 shows partial contents of the input file SAMPLE ASSEMBLE
and Figure 12 on page 68 show the contents of the resulting output file, after
issuing the previous PIPE command. (Both files are displayed after the issuing the
XEDIT subcommand SET VERIFY 1 72.)
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SAMPLE
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

ASSEMBLE A1 F 80

Trunc=71 Size=85 Line=55 Col=1 Alt=0

ROUTINE DC
C’DMSOPEN ’
ROUTIN1 DC
C’DMSREAD ’
ROUTIN2 DC
C’DMSCLOSE’
RETURN
DC
F’0’
REASON
DC
F’0’
* PARAMETERS USED ON THE OPEN
PARM1
DC
C’TESTMC FILE .’
PARM2
DC
A(L’PARM1)
PARM3
DC
C’READ CACHE’
PARM4
DC
A(L’PARM3)
* PARAMETER USED ON THE OPEN, READ, AND CLOSE
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7>..
PARM5
DC
C’
’
* PARAMETERS USED ON THE READ
PARM6
DC
C’
’
PARM7
DC
F’2’
PARM8
DC
F’200’
PARM9
DC
CL200’ ’
PARM10
DC
F’200’
PARM11
DC
F’0’
* PARAMETERS USED ON THE CLOSE
PARM12
DC
C’COMMIT’
PARM13
DC
A(L’PARM12)
SPACE 4

Figure 11. ASMFIND Stage Example: Input File Contents

SAMPLE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

PARMS

A1 F 80

Trunc=80 Size=13 Line=1 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
PARM1
DC
C’TESTMC FILE .’
PARM2
DC
A(L’PARM1)
PARM3
DC
C’READ CACHE’
PARM4
DC
A(L’PARM3)
PARM5
DC
C’
’
PARM6
DC
C’
’
PARM7
DC
F’2’
PARM8
DC
F’200’
PARM9
DC
CL200’ ’
PARM10
DC
F’200’
PARM11
DC
F’0’
PARM12
DC
C’COMMIT’
PARM13
DC
A(L’PARM12)
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 12. ASMFIND Stage Example: Output File Contents
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text

Purpose
Use the ASMNFIND stage to select assembler statements from its input stream that
do not begin with the specified text. Each input record should be in the same format
as a line of an assembler file; therefore, an assembler statement can consist of one
or more input records.
If the specified text is not found in the first column of the first line of the assembler
statement and if the primary output stream is connected, ASMNFIND writes the
assembler statements to the primary output stream. If the secondary output stream
is connected, ASMNFIND writes all other assembler statements to the secondary
output stream.

Operands
text
is any group of characters and blanks that you do not want to find, beginning in
the first column of an assembler statement. In order to be considered a match
and therefore not be selected, each character in text must exactly match the
corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the
input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do
not match. Records that are shorter in length than text are always selected,
regardless of the contents of the record. The maximum length of text is 71
characters.
If you do not specify text, and if the secondary output stream is connected,
ASMNFIND writes all input records to the secondary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
ASMNFIND reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must be in the
same format as a line of an assembler file.

Primary Output Stream
For each assembler statement in its primary input stream that does not begin with
the specified text, ASMNFIND writes to its primary output stream all records that
comprise the statement.
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Secondary Output Stream
For each assembler statement in its primary input stream that begins with the
specified text, ASMNFIND writes to its secondary output stream all records that
comprise the statement, if the secondary output stream is connected.

Usage Notes
1. ASMNFIND does not delay the records.
2. If the ASMNFIND stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the ASMNFIND stage ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the ASMNFIND stage from its operand. The
operand starts after the blank character and continues until the next stage
separator character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. ASMNFIND does not support changes to the format of the assembler
statements made by the ICTL assembler instruction.
5. The ASMNFIND stage selects all records that do not begin with the specified
text. Note that this is different from the way in which the NFIND subcommand of
XEDIT operates. XEDIT positions the current line pointer on the first line in the
file that does not start with the specified text.
6. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character, use
the NLOCATE stage.
7. ASMNFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream
is not connected and then commits to level 0.
8. See also ASMFIND, STRASMFIND, STRASMNFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND,
LOCATE, NLOCATE, FIND, NFIND, ALL, ZONE, and CASEI.

Examples
Example 1
To select and display all labeled and commented statements from the assembler
program SAMPLE ASSEMBLE, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE | asmnfind _| console

ASMNFIND _ selects statements that do not begin with a blank in column 1. Because
labels and comment lines begin in column 1, the previous PIPE command displays
all the statements that have labels and all the lines that are comments.
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Purpose
Use the ASMXPND stage to separate input records into one or more 80-byte output
records. Each input record should be in the same format as an output record from
the ASMCONT stage. Continuation characters are added to the output records
where needed.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
ASMXPND reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must be in the
same format as an output record from the ASMCONT stage.

Primary Output Stream
For each record read from its primary input stream, ASMXPND writes one or more
records to its primary output stream. If the input record is 71 characters or shorter,
the data in columns 1 through 71 of the input record is written to the output record,
padded with blanks if required. If the input record is longer than 71 characters, the
data in columns 1 through 71 of the input record is written to columns 1 through 71
of the output record, and an asterisk is placed in column 72. The asterisk is the
continuation character. The data remaining in the input record is written to the next
output record, starting in column 16 and ending in column 71, if necessary.
Continuation is indicated in an output record until all data from the input record is
written. Columns 1 through 15 of the continuation records are blank. Columns 73
through 80 of the output records are blank.

Usage Notes
1. ASMXPND does not delay the records.
2. If the ASMXPND stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the ASMXPND stage ends.
3. ASMXPND does not support changes to the format of the assembler statements
made by the ICTL assembler instruction.
4. See also ASMCONT.

Examples
Example 1
To find and display all the statements in the file SAMPLE ASSEMBLE containing
the string R13, issue the following PIPE command:
pipe < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE | asmcont | locate /R13/ | asmxpnd | console

v < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE reads the records of SAMPLE ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.
v asmcont writes a record for each assembler statement. Even if a statement spans
more than one line, it is written as one record in the output stream. Only the data
in columns 1-71 is written to the output stream, unless the line is a continuation
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line. If the line is a continuation line, data in columns 16-71 is written to the
output stream. The contents in columns 73 through 80 are ignored.
v locate locates each occurrence of R13 and writes it to the primary output stream.
v asmxpnd expands the assembler statements that were joined by the ASMCONT
stage. However, the data in columns 73 through 80 is blank, and the continued
statements have an asterisk in column 72.
v console displays the results at the terminal.
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/string1/
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Bbinstring1

/string2/
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
Bbinstring2
n



Purpose
Use the BETWEEN stage to select groups of records from its primary input stream,
starting with the first record that begins with a specified target string. BETWEEN
writes a group or records to its primary output stream, if connected, ending a group
with the record that has the second specified string or with all remaining records
once the specified number of records that won’t be selected is reached. Each
specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, BETWEEN writes the records that are
not selected to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not
connected, BETWEEN discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters in the target strings.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it
delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For
example,
BETWEEN /abc/ ?def?

is the same as
BETWEEN /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 on page 74 for
an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the
ending target string of characters to be located (string2). Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any
record.
Xhexstring1
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Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines
the starting (hexstring1) and ending (hexstring2) target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target strings must begin in the first
column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines the starting string
of characters to be located (binstring1) and the ending target string of
characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings must begin in the first column
of an input record
n

specifies the number of records to be written to the primary output stream,
starting with and including the record that begins with the starting target string1.
BETWEEN writes n records each time the starting target string is found in the
first column of an input record. n cannot be less than 2. If the number of
records remaining in the input stream is less than n, the remaining records are
written to the primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
BETWEEN reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
BETWEEN writes to its primary output stream input records that begin with the
specified target string and all records up to and including the record with the second
specified target string or up to and including the record corresponding to the
number specified.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, BETWEEN writes all input records not
selected to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. BETWEEN does not delay the records.
2. If the BETWEEN stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the BETWEEN stage ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a number as the delimiting character. For example,
BETWEEN /a/ /7/

is not equivalent to
BETWEEN 1a1 171

The first BETWEEN stage selects records between a record beginning with
target a and a record beginning with the target 7. The second stage selects a
group of records that includes a record beginning with target a and the next
170 records. That is, 171 is processed as n rather than as a delimited string.
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4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target
string, BETWEEN writes all the records in its input stream to its primary output
stream, starting with the record that begins with string1.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | between /ccc/ /rrr/ | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ cccddd
│
┌──────────────┐
│ B │
│ dddeee
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ E │
│ eeefff
│
│ bbbccc
│
│ T │
└──────────────┘
│ aaabbb
├─────│ W │
│ cccddd
│
│ E │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ dddeee
│
│ E │
┌──────────────┐
│ eeefff
│
│ N ├───│ aaabbb
│
└──────────────┘
│
│
│ bbbccc
│
└─────┘
│ aaabbb
│
└──────────────┘

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, BETWEEN will complete the first
group before writing the second group. For example, if you specify the starting
and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting target string
is found before the ending target string, BETWEEN writes the records that are
between (and including) the first occurrence of the starting and ending target
strings to its primary output stream. This also includes the second record that
begins with the starting target string.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | between /aaa/ /ccc/ | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ aaabbb
│
┌──────────────┐
│ B │
│ bbbccc
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ E │
│ aaabbb
│
│ bbbccc
│
│ T │
│ cccddd
│
│ aaabbb
├─────│ W │
└──────────────┘
│ cccddd
│
│ E │
│ dddeee
│
│ E │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ eeefff
│
│ N │
┌──────────────┐
└──────────────┘
│
├───│ dddeee
│
└─────┘
│ eeefff
│
└──────────────┘

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second
occurrence of the starting target string is found within the selected group of
records, BETWEEN writes n records starting with the starting target string
including the record that begins with the second occurrence of the starting
target string to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | between /aaa/ 4 | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
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PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ aaabbb
│
┌──────────────┐
│ B │
│ bbbccc
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ E │
│ aaabbb
│
│ bbbccc
│
│ T │
│ cccddd
│
│ aaabbb
├─────│ W │
└──────────────┘
│ cccddd
│
│ E │
│ dddeee
│
│ E │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ eeefff
│
│ N │
┌──────────────┐
└──────────────┘
│
├───│ dddeee
│
└─────┘
│ eeefff
│
└──────────────┘

7. BETWEEN selects records from multiple groups, whereas FRLABEL followed
by TOLABEL selects only one group of records.
8. If you specify BETWEEN as an operand on the ZONE stage, each target string
must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target
string must be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
9. BETWEEN starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream
is not connected and then commits to level 0.
10. See also INSIDE, OUTSIDE, NINSIDE, CASEI, ZONE, and PICK.

Examples
Example 1
To select all the examples in a file called REXX SCRIPT, assuming each example is
delimited by a record that begins with :xmp. and a record that begins with :exmp.,
and to write them to a file called REXX EXAMPLES, use the following PIPE
command:
pipe < REXX SCRIPT | between /:xmp./ /:exmp./ | > REXX EXAMPLES A

Figure 13 on page 77 and Figure 14 on page 77 show the contents of the input file
REXX SCRIPT and the resulting output file REXX EXAMPLES A after execution of
the previous PIPE command.
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REXX
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SCRIPT

A1 V 132

Trunc=132 Size=19 Line=13 Col=1 Alt=0

* * * Top of File * * *
To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
For example,
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
say ’Hello,’ name’!’
exit
:exmp.
To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
function. For example,
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say ’Your first name contains’ namelen ’characters.’
exit
:exmp.
* * End of File * * *

Figure 13. BETWEEN Stage Example: Input File Contents

REXX

EXAMPLES A1

V 80
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=====
=====
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=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

* * * Top of File * * *
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
say ’Hello,’ name’!’
exit
:exmp.
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say ’Your first name contains’ namelen ’characters.’
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== exit
===== :exmp.
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 14. BETWEEN Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 2
To select the first three records of all the examples in a file called FORTRAN
SCRIPT, assuming each example is delimited by a record that begins with :xmp.
and that each example is at least three lines long, and to write them to a file called
FORTRAN EXAMPLES, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < FORTRAN SCRIPT | between /:xmp./ 3 | > FORTRAN EXAMPLES A
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BFS

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″



Purpose
Use the BFS stage in a pipeline to connect to a byte stream file in a BFS. When
the stage is used first in a pipeline, BFS reads bytes from an existing byte stream
file. The entire file is read, but the number of bytes read at a time is unspecified.
When the stage is placed elsewhere in the pipeline, BFS writes its input records to
(appends to or creates) a BFS file.
The byte stream file will be opened and closed by the BFS stage.

Operands
pathname
specifies the name of the BFS directory where the byte stream file resides. A
pathname that begins with a slash refers to the root directory. A pathname that
does not begin with a slash refers to the working directory. The root directory or
any sub-directory component of the path may not exceed 255 characters. The
entire pathname may not exceed 1023 characters. The path can be a
blank-delimited word, or it may be a string of characters enclosed in either
single or double quotes. Only pathnames that contain a blank space, single
quote, double quote, equal sign, right or left parenthesis, or an asterisk must be
enclosed in quotes. To represent a quotation mark within a pathname delimited
by quotes, use a pair of the same kind of quotes. If the pathname is a
blank-delimited word, imbedded single or double quotes are represented as is.
The case of the pathname operand must match exactly the name of the existing
BFS file or directory. A Byte File System path name may represent a file system
accessed through the Network File System (NFS). OPENVM MOUNT or
BPX1MNT ties an NFS file system to a Byte File System path name enabling it
to be used on this stage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When BFS is the first stage in a pipeline, it reads from an existing byte stream file.
When BFS is other than the first stage in a pipeline, it reads records from its
primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
When BFS is the first stage in a pipeline, it writes the contents of the byte stream
file to its connected primary output stream. When BFS is other than the first stage
in a pipeline, it writes records from its primary input stream to its connected primary
output stream; appending to an existing BFS file or creating a new BFS file.

Usage Notes
1. BFS does not delay the records.
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2. If the BFS stage is first in a pipeline, and it discovers that its primary output
stream is not connected, the BFS stage ends.
3. When the pathname is not delimited by a beginning slash (/), OpenExtensions
assumes the path belongs to the current working directory.
4. If the double quote is to be used to delimit a pathname, it cannot also be used
as a special terminal character such as an escape character or a line-end
character.
5. The pathname cannot end in a slash.
6. An OpenExtensions file is a byte stream file, a string of bytes that is not
structured into records. The BLOCK stage with the TEXTFILE operand gives
you the ability to append new-lines to logical records that contain textual data.
7. The BFS stage uses the interfaces defined in the z/VM: OpenExtensions
Callable Services Reference.
8. When you use the BFS stage rather than the < stage to read a BFS file, BFS
writes to its output stream that BFS file exactly as it has been read (with or
without X'15' line-end sequences). When you use the BFS stage rather than
the >> stage to write data from an input stream to a BFS file, BFS writes the
data exactly as it is input (with or without X'15' line-end sequences).
9. BFS starts at commit level -2000000000. It verifies that a byte stream file
exists in an OpenExtensions BFS, opens the byte stream file, and then
commits to level 0.
10. See also <, >>, BLOCK, DEBLOCK, BFSDIRECTORY, BFSQUERY,
BFSREPLACE, BFSSTATE, and BFSXECUTE.

Examples
Example 1
To read a byte stream file from the current working directory in a BFS, and separate
the file into records with at least a character length of 1, enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe bfs /u/cal/.profile | deblock string x0D25 | pad 1 | > /u/cal/.profile

The DEBLOCK stage will identify within the byte stream file logical records that are
separated with X'0D25'.

Example 2
To write the contents of an input file to a BFS file, enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < ANY FILE A | xlate from 1047 to 274 |

join * x05 | bfs myfile

The characters within the file ANY FILE A are translated to the corresponding values
in code page 274 (EBCDIC type known in Belgium). The JOIN stage combines all
the translated records into a single output record, separating each input record with
a X'05' tab character.
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BFSDIRectory

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″



Purpose
Use the BFSDIRECTORY stage to read the contents of an existing BFS directory
and write one record to the primary output stream for each directory entry. A
BFSDIRECTORY stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
The directory file will be opened and closed by the BFSDIRECTORY stage.

Operands
pathname
specifies the name of the BFS directory where the byte stream file resides. A
pathname that begins with a slash refers to the root directory. A pathname that
does not begin with a slash refers to the working directory. The root directory or
any sub-directory component of the path may not exceed 255 characters. The
entire pathname may not exceed 1023 characters. The path can be a
blank-delimited word, or it may be a string of characters enclosed in either
single or double quotes. Only pathnames that contain a blank space, single
quote, double quote, equal sign, right or left parenthesis, or an asterisk must be
enclosed in quotes. To represent a quotation mark within a pathname delimited
by quotes, use a pair of the same kind of quotes. If the pathname is a
blank-delimited word, imbedded single or double quotes can be represented as
is. The case of the pathname operand must match exactly the name of the
existing BFS file or directory. A Byte File System path name may represent a
file system accessed through the Network File System (NFS). OPENVM
MOUNT or BPX1MNT ties an NFS file system to a Byte File System path name
enabling it to be used on this stage.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
BFSDIRECTORY writes one record for each directory entry to its connected primary
output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to BFSDIRECTORY because it can be used
only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the BFSDIRECTORY stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the BFSDIRECTORY stage ends.
3. When the pathname is not delimited by a beginning slash (/), OpenExtensions
assumes the path belongs to the current working directory.
4. If the double quote is to be used to delimit a pathname, it cannot also be used
as a special terminal character such as an escape character or a line-end
character.
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5. An OpenExtensions file is a byte stream file, a string of bytes that is not
structured into records. The BLOCK stage with the TEXTFILE operand gives
you the ability to append new-lines to logical records that contain textual data.
6. The BFSDIRECTORY stage uses the interfaces defined in the z/VM:
OpenExtensions Callable Services Reference.
7. BFSSTATE can read BFSDIRECTORY’s output records and write out
information about the file.
8. BFSDIRECTORY starts at commit level -2000000000. It verifies that
OpenExtensions exists on the system, allocates a buffer, opens the directory
file, and then commits to level 0.
9. See also BLOCK, DEBLOCK, BFS, BFSQUERY, BFSREPLACE, BFSSTATE,
and BFSXECUTE.

Examples
Example 1
To display to the terminal the contents of the working directory, enter the following
PIPE command:
pipe bfsdirectory . | console
data.file
Ready;
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BFSQuery



Purpose
Use the BFSQUERY stage to obtain information from OpenExtensions about the
current working BFS directory, or the contents of the symbolic links, or the current
operating system.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
BFSQUERY reads a record from its primary input stream. The input record must
contain pwd or cd, symlink pathname, or uname. To specify a request for the name
of the current working directory, the input record must be in the following format:


pwd
cd



It is also possible to request the pathname of a byte stream file or directory in a
BFS by querying the contents of a type of byte file system entry called a symbolic
link (not an external link). This symbolic link contains the pathname and points to
the byte stream file or directory. To specify a request for the contents of the
symbolic link, the input record must be in the following format:
 symlink

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″



pathname specifies the name of the path to the symbolic link. A pathname that
begins with a slash refers to the root directory. A pathname that does not begin with
a slash refers to the working directory. The root directory or any sub-directory
component of the path may not exceed 255 characters. The entire pathname may
not exceed 1023 characters. The path can be a blank-delimited word, or it may be
a string of characters enclosed in either single or double quotes. Only pathnames
that contain a blank space, single quote, double quote, equal sign, right or left
parenthesis, or an asterisk must be enclosed in quotes. To represent a quotation
mark within a pathname delimited by quotes, use a pair of the same kind of quotes.
If the pathname is a blank-delimited word, imbedded single or double quotes can be
represented as is. The case of the pathname operand must match exactly the name
of the existing BFS file or directory. A Byte File System path name may represent a
file system accessed through the Network File System (NFS). OPENVM MOUNT or
BPX1MNT ties an NFS file system to a Byte File System path name enabling it to
be used on this stage.
It is also possible to request the name and information of the current operating
system, including the CMS and CP levels in use. To specify this request the input
record must be in the following format:
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Primary Output Stream
BFSQUERY reads a record containing one of three different requests, and writes a
record containing the information it receives from OpenExtensions to its connected
primary output stream. The following example shows the output record format from
the uname request that is written by BFSQUERY:
z/VM GDLVM7 CMS_12_0000_28 CP_2.1.0_0000_24 9021

The BFSQUERY stage writes as its output record certain parts of the data structure
returned from the invocation of the BPXYUTSN mapping macroinstruction. The
X'05' character is the delimiter between fields. Refer to the z/VM: OpenExtensions
Callable Services Reference for the macro expansion.

Usage Notes
1. BFSQUERY does not delay the records.
2. If the BFSQUERY stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the BFSQUERY stage ends.
3. Use the BFSXECUTE stage to create a symbolic link.
4. When the path name is not delimited by a beginning slash (/), OpenExtensions
assumes the path belongs to the current working directory.
5. The pathname cannot end in a slash.
6. An OpenExtensions file is a byte stream file, a string of bytes that is not
structured into records. The BLOCK stage with the TEXTFILE operand gives
you the ability to append new-lines to logical records that contain textual data.
7. The BFSQUERY stage uses the interfaces defined in the z/VM: OpenExtensions
Callable Services Reference.
8. BFSQUERY starts at commit level -2000000000. It verifies that OpenExtensions
exists on the system, allocates a buffer, and then commits to level 0.
9. See also BLOCK, DEBLOCK, BFS, BFSDIRECTORY, BFSREPLACE,
BFSSTATE, and BFSXECUTE.

Examples
Example 1
To display to the terminal the name of the current working directory, enter the
following PIPE command:
pipe literal pwd | bfsquery | console

Example 2
To display to the terminal the pathname of a byte stream file contained in a
symbolic link, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe literal symlink /u/calvin/.slink | bfsquery | console
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BFSREPlace

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″



Purpose
Use the BFSREPLACE stage to read records from its primary input stream and
replace the contents of the specified byte stream file. The BFSREPLACE stage
creates the byte stream file in the specified BFS directory if it does not exist, and
writes first to a temporary file in the directory if it does exist. Once the temporary file
contains all the input records, the existing BFS directory file is replaced with the
temporary file. A BFSREPLACE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
An existing byte stream file will be opened by the BFSREPLACE stage.

Operands
pathname
specifies the name of the BFS directory where the byte stream file resides. A
pathname that begins with a slash refers to the root directory. A pathname that
does not begin with a slash refers to the working directory. The root directory or
any sub-directory component of the path may not exceed 255 characters. The
entire pathname may not exceed 1023 characters. The path can be a
blank-delimited word, or it may be a string of characters enclosed in either
single or double quotes. Only pathnames that contain a blank space, single
quote, double quote, equal sign, right or left parenthesis, or an asterisk must be
enclosed in quotes. To represent a quotation mark within a pathname delimited
by quotes, use a pair of the same kind of quotes. If the pathname is a
blank-delimited word, imbedded single or double quotes can be represented as
is. The case of the pathname operand must match exactly the name of the
existing BFS file or directory. A Byte File System path name may represent a
file system accessed through the Network File System (NFS). OPENVM
MOUNT or BPX1MNT ties an NFS file system to a Byte File System path name
enabling it to be used on this stage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
BFSREPLACE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
BFSREPLACE writes the records it reads from its primary input stream to a
temporary file it creates on the directory that contains the specified byte stream file.
Once the primary input stream is at end-of-file, BFSREPLACE replaces the
contents of the specified byte stream file with the temporary file.

Usage Notes
1. BFSREPLACE does not delay the records.
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2. If the BFSREPLACE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the BFSREPLACE stage ends.
3. When the pathname is not delimited by a beginning slash (/), OpenExtensions
assumes the path belongs to the current working directory.
4. If the double quote is to be used to delimit a pathname, it cannot also be used
as a special terminal character such as an escape character or a line-end
character.
5. The pathname cannot end in a slash.
6. An OpenExtensions file is a byte stream file, a string of bytes that is not
structured into records. The BLOCK stage with the TEXTFILE operand gives
you the ability to append new-lines to logical records that contain textual data.
7. The BFSREPLACE stage uses the interfaces defined in the z/VM:
OpenExtensions Callable Services Reference.
8. When you use the BFSREPLACE stage rather than the < stage to read a BFS
file, BFSREPLACE writes to its output stream that BFS file exactly as it has
been read (with or without X'15' line-end sequences). When you use the
BFSREPLACE stage rather than the >> stage to write data from an input
stream to a BFS file, BFSREPLACE writes the data exactly as it is input (with
or without X'15' line-end sequences).
9. BFSREPLACE starts at commit level -2000000000. It verifies that
OpenExtensions exists on the system, opens the byte stream file, and then
commits to level 0.
10. See also >, BLOCK, DEBLOCK, BFS, BFSDIRECTORY, BFSQUERY,
BFSSTATE, and BFSXECUTE.

Examples
Example 1
Write a character string to a byte stream file by introducing an input record to the
pipeline with the LITERAL stage. Enter the following PIPE command:
pipe literal Start with a clean slate | bfsreplace data.file
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BFSSTATe


NOFORMAT

QUIET

Purpose
Use the BFSSTATE stage to write records containing status information about byte
stream files to its primary output stream.

Operands
NOFORMAT
specifies that the byte stream file status information is in the format returned by
the OpenExtensions BPXYSTAT macroinstruction. More information about the
OpenExtensions BPXYSTAT macroinstruction format can be found in the z/VM:
OpenExtensions Callable Services Reference.
QUIET
specifies that the return code is set to 0 when one or more files are not found.
When the QUIET operand is not specified, the return code is set to 28 when
one or more files are not found.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
BFSSTATE reads a record from its primary input stream. No other input stream may
be connected.

Primary Output Stream
BFSSTATE writes records containing status information about byte stream files to
its primary output stream, if it is connected.

Secondary Output Stream
If a byte stream file is not found, BFSSTATE writes the primary input stream record
to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.

Usage Notes
1. BFSSTATE does not delay the records.
2. If the BFSSTATE stage discovers that its secondary input stream is connected,
the BFSSTATE stage ends.
3. An OpenExtensions file is a byte stream file, a string of bytes that is not
structured into records. The BLOCK stage with the TEXTFILE operand gives
you the ability to append new-lines to logical records that contain textual data.
4. When the input to a BFSSTATE stage is a pathname with trailing blanks, the
blanks become part of the search. For example, the first pipeline shown cannot
locate the byte stream file, whereas the second pipeline is successful:
pipe literal MYFILE | bfsstate | console
Ready(00028); T=0.02/0.03 12:46:09
pipe literal MYFILE| bfsstate | console
-rw-rw-rw1 piggledy DEFAULT
160 19950509201512 MYFILE
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5. The directory entries for the current working directory (.) and a root directory (..)
are not displayed in any output records from the BFSDIRECTORY stage. You
can use the BFSSTATE stage to display these directory levels. Review the
following pipeline and its resulting output record:
pipe literal .| bfsstate | console
drwxrwxrwx
1 piggledy DEFAULT

0 19950519174918 .

6. The BFSSTATE stage uses the interfaces defined in the z/VM: OpenExtensions
Callable Services Reference.
7. BFSSTATE starts at commit level -2000000000. It verifies that OpenExtensions
exists on the system and that the secondary input stream is not connected, and
then commits to level 0.
8. See also BLOCK, DEBLOCK, BFS, BFSDIRECTORY, BFSQUERY,
BFSREPLACE, and BFSXECUTE.

Examples
Example 1
To list status information for each byte stream file in the BFS current working
directory, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe bfsdirect . | bfsstate | console
drwxrwxrwx
2 root
system
0 19940608234303 davidsen<
-rw-rw-rw1 root
system
12 19940609173256 tester<
Ready;

The fields of the output records displayed to the terminal are explained next.
Reading from left to right:
v First field: A string of 10 characters. The first character indicates the file type:
– - for a binary or text file
– d for directory
– l for symbolic link
– p for a named pipe (fifo)
– c for a character special file
– s for a socket file
– ? for an external link

v
v
v
v
v

v

The next 9 characters are the access permissions to the BFS file or directory,
shown in three sets of 3 characters each:
1. The first set of 3 characters show the owner’s permissions. rwx shows an
owner who has read, write and process permissions.
2. The second set of 3 characters show the group permissions. rw- shows that
a user with a group ID that matches the group ID in the file can read and
write to the file.
3. The third set of 3 characters show the “other“ permissions. --x indicates that
any other user can process the file.
Second field: The number of links to the BFS file or directory
Third field: The owner’s user ID
Fourth field: The name of the group associated with the BFS file or directory
Fifth field: The size of the BFS file in bytes
Sixth field: A date and time. For a BFS file, this is the time the file was last
changed; for a directory, it is the last time a file was created or deleted in the
directory.
Seventh field: The name of the BFS file or directory.
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For details regarding the displaying of permissions to a BFS file or directory, refer to
the z/VM: OpenExtensions User’s Guide.
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 BFSXecute



Purpose
Use the BFSXECUTE stage to read records containing requests from its primary
input stream, and send each request to OpenExtensions services. Each record
containing a request is written to the primary output stream, if it is connected. A
BFSXECUTE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
BFSXECUTE reads records from its primary input stream. Each input record must
be in one of the formats discussed in the following section. The case of the first
operand (the request) may be uppercase, lowercase, or mixed case; any
representation is accepted. The case of the pathname operand must match exactly
the name of the existing BFS file or directory. There should not be imbedded blanks
between any of the digits specifying mode.
The OpenExtensions terms used in the following section are discussed in detail in
the z/VM: OpenExtensions Callable Services Reference.
To request a change from the current working BFS directory to the one you specify
with pathname, the input record must be in the following format:
 chdir

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″



The current working directory is process-specific, so the chdir setting reverts to the
default setting when the pipeline requesting the change directory function
terminates processing.
It is also possible to request a change to the mode of a byte stream file or a BFS
directory. To do so the input record must be in the following format:
 chmod

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″

mode



To send a request to OpenExtensions services to create a new directory entry
(pathname) for an existing file the input record must be in the following format:
 link

pathname1
’pathname1’
″pathname1″

pathname2
’pathname2’
″pathname2″
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pathname1 specifies the existing BFS file and pathname2 is the name of the new
directory entry for that existing file. pathname2 establishes the link for the BFS file.
The new pathname, or link, created for an existing BFS file is called a hard link.
You can access the file under either the old or the new pathname. This is how you
maintain access to files that have moved or how you create an alias pathname.
To send a request to OpenExtensions services to create a BFS directory, the input
record must be in the following format:
 mkdir

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″


mode

To send a request to OpenExtensions services to create a FIFO special file (named
pipe), the input record must be in the following format:
 mkfifo

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″


mode

A FIFO special file is a file used to send data from one process to another so that
the receiving process reads the data first-in-first-out (FIFO). A FIFO special file is
also known as a named pipe.
To send a request to OpenExtensions services to rename or relocate a BFS file or
directory, the input record must be in the following format:
 rename

pathname1
’pathname1’
″pathname1″

pathname2
’pathname2’
″pathname2″



Specify the BFS file or directory to be renamed or relocated with pathname1.
Specify the new name with pathname2. If pathname2 already exists, the contents of
pathname1 replace the original contents of pathname2 and then pathname1 is
deleted. If pathname2 does not exist, it is created.
Rename may also move a directory and all its contents (files, subdirectories, and
files in subdirectories) into another directory. You cannot replace a file with a
directory or a directory with a file.
To send a request to OpenExtensions services to erase the empty BFS directory
specified by pathname, the input record must be in the following format:
 rmdir

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″



The BFS directory must be empty.
To send a request to OpenExtensions services to create the symbolic link specified
by pathname2 to the BFS file or directory specified by pathname1, the input record
must be in the following format:
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 symlink

pathname1
’pathname1’
″pathname1″

pathname2
’pathname2’
″pathname2″



This symbolic link is a type of file system entry that contains the pathname of (and
points to) the byte stream file or directory. The BFS file or directory specified by
pathname1 need not exist before successfully creating a symbolic link to it. Once
the BFS file or directory is created, the symbolic link automatically points to it.
To send a request to OpenExtensions services to delete the link to the BFS file
specified by pathname, the input record must be in the following format:
 unlink

pathname
’pathname’
″pathname″



When all links to a BFS file are deleted, the contents of the BFS file are no longer
accessible. The pathname may be a symbolic link, external link, hard link, or any
pathname that refers to a BFS file. Only the name of the link is changed, not the
contents of the file.
pathname specifies the name of the path to the BFS file or directory. A pathname
that begins with a slash refers to the root directory. A pathname that does not begin
with a slash refers to the working directory. The root directory or any sub-directory
component of the path may not exceed 255 characters. The entire pathname may
not exceed 1023 characters. The path can be a blank-delimited word, or it may be
a string of characters enclosed in either single or double quotes. Only pathnames
that contain a blank space, single quote, double quote, equal sign, right or left
parenthesis, or an asterisk must be enclosed in quotes. To represent a quotation
mark within a pathname delimited by quotes, use a pair of the same kind of quotes.
If the pathname is a blank-delimited word, imbedded single or double quotes can be
represented as is. The case of the pathname operand must match exactly the name
of the existing BFS file or directory. A Byte File System path name may represent a
file system accessed through the Network File System (NFS). OPENVM MOUNT or
BPX1MNT ties an NFS file system to a Byte File System path name enabling it to
be used on this stage.
mode is a collection of attributes that specifies a file’s type and its access
permissions, referring to an owner, group, or other’s ability to, for example, read,
write, run, or search a BFS file or directory.


mode



mode:
owner group other
setid

To specify permissions for a file or directory (mode), you use at least a three-digit
octal number, omitting the digit in the first position. The first digit defaults to zero (0)
if it is omitted. Blanks are not allowed between any of the digits. Each operand
represents a digit and specifies a different type of access (permission).
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setid specifies the set-group-id-on or set user-id-on execution. This permission is
represented by one of the following octal numbers:
0
Off
2
Set-group-ID-on execution
4
Set-user-ID-on execution
6
Set-user-ID and set-group-ID on execution
Note: Only a superuser can set the bits for octal numbers 1, 3, 5, and 7.
owner
group
other
specifies for each type of access- owner, group, and other- a particular set of
permissions to the specified BFS file or directory. Each permission is represented
by one of the following octal numbers:
0
No access (---)
1
Execute-only access (--x)
2
Write-only access (-w-)
3
Write and process access (-wx)
4
Read-only access (r--)
5
Read and process access (r-x)
6
Read and write access (rw-)
7
Read, write, and process access (rwx)
When specifying permissions for a file or directory, the entry of three digits
describes owner permissions, followed by group permissions, followed by all other
permissions. The preceding digit (setid) defaults to zero (0).
Note: If permissions are specified with fewer than three octal digits, the digits not
specified default to zero (0). The octal digits specified are right-justified and
zeroes are the remaining leading digits.
For details regarding the displaying of permissions to a BFS file or directory, refer to
the z/VM: OpenExtensions User’s Guide.

Primary Output Stream
BFSXECUTE reads a record containing one of several different requests, sends the
request to OpenExtensions services, and writes the record containing the request to
its connected primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. BFSXECUTE does not delay the records.
2. If the BFSXECUTE stage discovers that a call to OpenExtensions has set a
return value of -1 (minus one), indicating an error, the BFSXECUTE stage ends.
3. When the pathname is not delimited by a beginning slash (/), OpenExtensions
assumes the path belongs to the current working directory.
4. If the double quote is to be used to delimit a pathname, it cannot also be used
as a special terminal character such as an escape character or a line-end
character.
5. The pathname cannot end in a slash.
6. An OpenExtensions file is a byte stream file, a string of bytes that is not
structured into records. The BLOCK stage with the TEXTFILE operand gives
you the ability to append new-lines to logical records that contain textual data.
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7. The BFSXECUTE stage uses the interfaces defined in the z/VM:
OpenExtensions Callable Services Reference.
8. BFSXECUTE starts at commit level -2000000000. It verifies that
OpenExtensions exists on the system and then commits to level 0.
9. See also BLOCK, DEBLOCK, BFS, BFSDIRECTORY, BFSQUERY,
BFSREPLACE, and BFSSTATE.

Examples
Example 1
To change the current working BFS directory for the duration of the pipeline
processing, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe literal rename oldname newname|literal chdir /u/calvin/oscar |bfsxecute
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BLOCK

Fixed


BLOCK blocklength


ADMSF
C
TERMinate
EOF
CMS
CRLF
TERMinate
EOF
Fixed
recordlength
15
LINEND
char
TERMinate
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE
NETdata
SF
STRing
/string/
Xhexstring
TERMinate
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
TEXTfile
Variable
VB
VBS
VS

EOF

EOF

EOF:
3F
EOF
char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Purpose
Use the BLOCK stage to block, or reformat, records in any of several different
formats. BLOCK reads logical records from its primary input stream and writes
blocks of data to its primary output stream. Some blocking formats fill all output
blocks to capacity (except for, possibly, the last block). As a result, one input record
may be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block, with the
exception of BFS file processing, where records do not extend beyond one block.

Operands
blocklength
is the maximum length in bytes of the blocks. The value you specify for the
variable blocklength depends on which format you choose:
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Block Format
ADMSF
C
CRLF
CMS
FIXED
LINEND
NETDATA
SF
STRING
TEXTFILE
VARIABLE
VB
VBS
VS

Minimum Length

Maximum Length

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
9
9
9

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
32760
32760
32760
32760

Notes:
1. Although the minimum values for blocklength are acceptable, in most cases
they will not be useful.
2. For the CMS and SF formats, the minimum value for blocklength is 1 even
though each logical record has a 2-byte record length prefix added to it. A
block size of 1 is allowed because that 2-byte prefix can be spanned across
blocks.
3. For the VARIABLE, VB, VBS, and VS formats, the minimum value for
blocklength is 9 because the block descriptor word and the record descriptor
word of the first record use the first 8 bytes in each block.
ADMSF
specifies that each block is in the structured field format used in Graphical Data
Display Manager (GDDM®) objects. Before writing the input record to the output
stream, BLOCK adds a 2-byte prefix to each logical record. This prefix contains
the length of the record (including the 2-byte prefix). A logical record can span
blocks, and each block is filled completely, with the following exceptions:
1. The last block may not be filled completely.
2. The 2-byte prefix cannot span 2 blocks. Instead, the last byte is padded with
X'00' and the 2-byte prefix of the next record will occupy the first 2 bytes of
the next block.
C

specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a
line feed (X'25'). (This is equivalent to specifying LINEND 25.) A logical record
can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the
last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded). If you have any line
feed characters in the input records, they are copied unchanged to the output
record.

TERMinate
specifies that the last line of the input file should have a terminating line-end
sequence. By default, BLOCK will insert line-end sequences between input
records and leave the last record free from a line-end sequence.
EOF
specifies that an end-of-file character is appended to the last record of the file,
after the line-end sequence. If you omit the EOF operand, no end-of-file
character is appended. If you specify EOF with nothing after it, X'3F' is used as
the default end-of-file character. If you want to specify a different end-of-file
character after EOF, the valid choices are:
char
is the character that you want as the end-of-file character.
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hexchar
is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you
want as the end-of-file character. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
defines the end-of-file character as a blank (X'40').
CMS
specifies that each block contains one or more logical records of variable
length. Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a
2-byte prefix to each logical record. This prefix contains the length of the record
(not including the 2-byte prefix). A logical record or the 2-byte prefix can span
blocks. Null records are deleted. The last block is not padded. Use the PAD
stage to pad the last block with zeros.
Note: BLOCK blocklength CMS ends if any of your input records is greater
than or equal to 64KB in length.
CRLF
specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a
carriage return and line feed (X'0D25'). (This is equivalent to specifying STRING
X0D25.) A logical record can span blocks, and each block is filled completely
(except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter because it is not
padded).
Fixed
Fixed recordlength
specifies that each block contains one or more complete logical records where
all the records are the same length and have no control characters appended
between them. Null records are discarded. You can specify FIXED with or
without a number following it. If you specify recordlength, then all the logical
records must be that length. If you do not specify recordlength, the length of the
first nonnull record is used as the record length. The default blocking format is
FIXED.
The length of a block (blocklength) must be an integral multiple of the input
record length (recordlength). Each block contains one or more logical records
from the input stream depending on the value of recordlength. Each block is
filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter
because it is not padded).
LINEND
specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a
line-end character. The line-end character marks the end of one logical record
and the beginning of the next logical record. A logical record can span blocks,
and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which
may be shorter because it is not padded). If you have any line-end characters
in the input records, they are copied unchanged to the output record.
The default line-end character is the new-line character (X'15'). If you want to
use a different character as the line-end character, you can specify any one of
the following:
char
is the character that you want as the line-end character.
hexchar
is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you
want as the line-end character. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
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SPACE
defines the line-end character as a blank (X'40').
NETdata
specifies that blocks are segmented and spanned using the CMS NETDATA
format. The first byte of each input record is a flag byte indicating whether the
record is a data record (X'00') or a control record (X'20'). Note that the contents
of the control records must have been built previously (possibly by one or more
LITERAL or PREFACE stages). Null records are discarded. For more
information about NETDATA format, see the z/VM: CMS Commands and
Utilities Reference and the z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions Reference.
SF
specifies that each block contains one or more logical records in structured field
format. Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a
2-byte prefix to each logical record. This prefix contains the length of the record
(including the 2-byte prefix). A logical record and the 2-byte prefix can span
blocks. Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block, which
may be shorter because it is not padded).
STRing
specifies that each block contains one or more logical records separated by a
delimited, binary, or hexadecimal string that you supply.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters that you want to separate logical records.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
defines a string of characters that you want to separate logical records. The
X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify
any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
characters that you want to separate logical records. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
A logical record and a string can span blocks. Each block is filled completely
(except for, possibly, the last block, which may be shorter because it is not
padded).
TEXTfile
specifies that each block contains one or more logical records that are each
terminated with a line-end sequence. TEXTFILE’s default line-end character
specification is LINEND, its default line-end sequence is X'15', and TERMINATE
is the default specifying that a line-end sequence will be appended as the last
line of the last input record. A logical record cannot span blocks. A line-end
sequence may appear as a separate record if it does not fit in a block with its
corresponding record.
Variable
specifies that each block contains one logical record in unblocked variable
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format (an MVS data format). Before writing the input record to the output
stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word before each block and a
4-byte record descriptor word before each input record. Thus, the block size
must be at least 8 bytes greater than the size of the longest input record.
Note: BLOCK blocklength VARIABLE ends if an input record is too large.
Because of the two 4-byte descriptor word prefixes, the input record
must be at least 8 bytes less than the block size.
VB
specifies that each block contains one or more logical records in variable
blocked format (an MVS data format). Before writing the input record to the
output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte block descriptor word before each block
and a 4-byte record descriptor word before each input record. The number of
logical records in a block is the maximum number that can fit in a block
depending on the length of the input records and the value of blocklength. A
logical record does not span blocks.
Note: BLOCK blocklength VB ends if an input record is too large. When
calculating the block size, remember to add 4 bytes for the block
descriptor word prefix and 4 bytes for the record descriptor word prefix
for each record that will fit in the block.
VBS
specifies that each block contains logical records in variable blocked spanned
format (an MVS data format). Records are segmented where necessary to fill
each block. Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a
4-byte block descriptor word before each block and a 4-byte segment descriptor
word before each segment of an input record. The first 2 bytes of the segment
descriptor word contain the length of the segment (including the 4-byte prefix).
The third byte of the segment descriptor word contains a segment control code.
The last byte of the segment descriptor word contains X'00'. Segments cannot
span blocks. The number of logical records in a block is the maximum number
that can fit in a block depending on the value of blocklength.
If an input record is read and there are 4 bytes or fewer remaining in the output
block, the input record will be written to the next output block. In this case, the
block is not filled completely because the 4 bytes of the record descriptor word
must remain as a unit in addition to at least 1 byte of the record.
VS
specifies that each block contains one (or part of one) logical record in variable
spanned format (an MVS data format). If an input record is larger than the block
size (blocklength), then the record is segmented to fit within the blocksize. A
block contains either one logical record or a segment of one logical record.
Before writing the input record to the output stream, BLOCK adds a 4-byte
block descriptor word before each block and a 4-byte segment descriptor word
before the input record segment. The first 2 bytes of the segment descriptor
word contain the length of the segment (including the 4-byte segment descriptor
word). The third byte of the segment descriptor word contains a segment
control code. The last byte of the segment descriptor word contains X'00'.
BLOCK puts each logical record in a new block, even if the last segment of the
previous record is less than the blocksize.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
BLOCK reads records from its primary input stream. Each input record is a logical
record to be blocked according to the specified format.

Primary Output Stream
After blocking the records read from its primary input stream, BLOCK writes blocks
of data to its primary output stream. Depending on the format, one logical record
can be spanned across more than one block.

Usage Notes
1. BLOCK delays the records.
2. If the BLOCK stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the BLOCK stage ends.
3. For more information about the structured field format used in GDDM objects,
see the GDDM Base Programming Reference (Volume 2).
4. For more information on the VARIABLE, VB, VBS, and VS data formats, see the
z/VM: CMS Application Development Guide for Assembler. That book also
describes the information contained in the block and record descriptor words.
5. BLOCK treats null logical records as if they were logical records that contain no
data, with the following exceptions: the CMS, FIXED, and NETDATA blocking
formats discard null logical records.
6. BLOCK starts at commit level -2000000000. It allocates the buffer of the
specified size and then commits to level 0.
7. See also DEBLOCK, FBLOCK, JOIN, SNAKE, and BFS.

Examples
Example 1
This example uses the BLOCK stage to create blocks of data in variable blocked
format from records in the file TRANSACT FILE. The following PIPE command
reads TRANSACT FILE, creates 1600-byte blocks from the logical records, and
writes the blocks to tape:
pipe < TRANSACT FILE │ block 1600 vb │ tape

The data written to tape is in a format that MVS can read.

Example 2
The following PIPE command copies the records from TRANSACT FILE, creates
blocks of data (100 bytes in length) with a line-end character (X'25') between logical
records, and writes the results to NEWTRAN FILE A:
pipe < TRANSACT FILE │ block 100 linend 25 │ > NEWTRAN FILE A

The following pipeline produces equivalent results:
pipe < TRANSACT FILE │ block 100 c │ > NEWTRAN FILE A

Example 3
The following PIPE command reads the record from the LITERAL stage, creates a
block of data (80 bytes in length) with a line-end character (*) after the logical
record, appends a line-end sequence (+) after the line-end character, and displays
the results to the terminal:
pipe literal abc | block 80 linend * terminate eof + | console
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The results of running this pipeline are:
abc *+
Ready;
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BUFFER

 BUFFER


n
/
X
H
B

string /
hexstring
hexstring
binstring

Purpose
Use the BUFFER stage without operands to accumulate all the records (including
null records) from its primary input stream, not passing any of the records until end
of file is reached on the primary input stream. When BUFFER reaches end of file
on its input stream, it writes all the records to its primary output stream, if it is
connected.
Use the BUFFER stage with an operand to accumulate input records until a null
record is read or end of file is reached. BUFFER writes this set of input records the
specified number of times. If you specify a number greater than one, a null record
or a record containing the specified string is written between the copies of the set of
input records. Then BUFFER copies the null input record or the specified string to
its primary output stream. This process continues until BUFFER reaches end of file
on its primary input stream and all sets of input records are written to its primary
output stream.

Operands
n

is the number of copies of the set of input records that are written to the
primary output stream. If you do not specify n, one copy of the set of input
records is written to the primary output stream. If you specify n without
specifying string, hexstring, or binstring, BUFFER writes a null record between
copies of the set of input records.

/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters written as a record between multiple copies of the set
of input records.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
string of characters written as a record between multiple copies of the set of
input records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
characters written as a record between multiple copies of the set of input
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records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible
by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
BUFFER reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After reading all its input records or a null input record, BUFFER copies the records
to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. If no operands are specified, BUFFER delays the records until end of file is
reached. If one or more operands are specified, BUFFER delays the records
until the end of a set of input records is reached.
2. If the BUFFER stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the BUFFER stage ends.
3. If you use the same input streams, identical output streams are produced by the
following two buffer stages:
... | buffer | ...
... | buffer 1 | ...

The timing of the output records is different if there are null records in the input
stream. When used without operands, BUFFER reads all input records before
writing output records. When used with operands, BUFFER produces its first
output record after it reads the first null record.
4. A BUFFER stage may be necessary to prevent pipeline stalls. See the z/VM:
CMS Pipelines User’s Guide for more information on pipeline stalls.
5. See also SORT, INSTORE, OUTSTORE, COPY, ELASTIC, and DUPLICATE.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec displays the contents of file INPUT FILE translated to uppercase
followed by the lowercase translation of the file. The BUFFER stage in this exec
prevents the pipeline from stalling:
/* NOSTALL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< INPUT FILE’,
’| a: fanout’,
’| xlate upper’,
’| b: fanin’,
’| console’,
’?’,
’a:’,
’| xlate lower’,
’| buffer’,
’| b:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read INPUT FILE */
copy input to primary & secondary output */
translate to uppercase */
combine streams into single stream */
display records at terminal */
start of second pipeline */
define secondary output stream for FANOUT */
translate to lowercase */
buffer to prevent stall */
define secondary input stream for FANIN */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < INPUT FILE reads the file INPUT FILE into the pipeline.
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v a: fanout defines a label a for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records
from its primary input stream to both its primary and secondary output streams.
v xlate upper translates the characters in each record it receives to uppercase.
v b: fanin defines a label b for the FANIN stage. FANIN reads all the records from
its primary input stream and then reads all the records from its secondary input
stream, writing them to its primary output stream. In this example, this is the
source of the stall.
v console displays the records at the terminal. This is the last stage of the first
pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v a: references the label a on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for the FANOUT stage.
v xlate lower translates the characters in each record it receives to lowercase.
v buffer collects all of the records it receives from its input stream before writing
any records to its output stream.
v b: references the label b on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary input stream for the FANIN stage.
Figure 15 shows INPUT FILE.
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Theodore
Susan
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 15. BUFFER Stage Example: Input File Contents

Figure 16 shows the results of invoking the exec.
nostall
THEODORE
SUSAN
theodore
susan
Ready;
Figure 16. BUFFER Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
In this example, BUFFER creates a file that contains three copies of the input
stream, and each copy is separated by a record that contains the specified string.
Figure 17 shows the PIPE command and the terminal input, and Figure 18 on page
104 shows the resulting output file.
pipe console | buffer 3 /eof/ | > SAVEDATA FILE A
527771 $500
462345 $110
777127 $120
Ready;
Figure 17. BUFFER Stage Example: Command and Terminal Input
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SAVEDATA FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=11 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
527771 $500
462345 $110
777127 $120
eof
527771 $500
462345 $110
777127 $120
eof
527771 $500
462345 $110
777127 $120
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 18. BUFFER Stage Example: Output File Contents
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* * *

* 32 80 0 1 TEXT

 BUILDSCR


*

* *

32 80 0 1 TEXT

string1
string2

Group1

Group1:
*

* 32 80 0 1

string3

TEXT

Group2

Group2:
*

32 80 0 1 TEXT
32 80 0 1

TEXT

string4
80 0 1 TEXT
lines
cols

Group3

Group3:
0

1 TEXT
1 TEXT

aplnum
TEXT
exthinum
APL

Purpose
Use the BUILDSCR stage to convert print files with machine carriage control
characters to records containing 3270 character attributes that differentiate the
highlighted and underscored data from normal text when the records are displayed
on a 3270 device in fullscreen mode. An OVERSTR or XPNDHI stage preceding a
BUILDSCR stage in a pipeline can produce these print files (or descriptor records)
that BUILDSCR reads from its primary input stream. If the secondary input stream
is connected, BUILDSCR reads the first record and uses it as two 256-byte
translate tables to overlay the default translate tables.
BUILDSCR translates using a pair of 256-byte translate tables. The first 256-byte
table is used to translate characters that are part of a 2-byte graphic escape
sequence found in the primary input stream record. Each escape character is
deleted and the first character following the escape character is translated to the
corresponding value from the first table. The second 256-byte table is used to
translate characters that do not follow an escape character (are not part of a 2-byte
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graphic escape sequence). The primary input stream character is translated to the
value found in the table, which may be the same character or a different character.
BUILDSCR writes the data containing inserted 3270 character attributes to its
primary output stream.
For each page, or for each section of a page that fits on the screen, a data stream
is written to BUILDSCR’s primary output stream. Each output data stream is in the
format required for input records read by the FULLSCREEN stage.

Operands
*

specifies that the default value for extended highlighting, color, and programmed
symbol set is used. It may be specified in four positions on the BUILDSCR
stage.

string1
indicates the extended highlighting, color, and programmed symbol set to be
used for text that is neither highlighted nor underscored. It is a three-byte string
in the following format:
ecp
where the bytes are defined as follows:
e

Extended highlighting

c

Color

p

Programmed symbol set

All values for these fields are defined in the 3270 Information Display System:
Data Stream Programmer’s Reference.
The default value is X'00F100', which specifies the device’s default for the
extended highlighting, a color of blue, and the device’s default for the
programmed symbol set.
Note: The desired value for string1 may contain characters that you cannot
enter from the keyboard.
string2
indicates the extended highlighting, color, and programmed symbol set to be
used for text that is underscored but not highlighted. The format for string2 is
identical with the format for string1. The default value is X'F4F100', which
specifies an extended highlighting of underscore, a color of blue, and the
device’s default for the programmed symbol set.
string3
indicates the extended highlighting, color, and programmed symbol set to be
used for text that is highlighted but not underscored. The format for string3 is
identical with the format for string1. The default value is X'00F400', which
specifies the device’s default for the extended highlighting, a color of green, and
the device’s default for the programmed symbol set.
string4
indicates the extended highlighting, color, and programmed symbol set to be
used for text that is both highlighted and underscored. The format for string4 is
identical with the format for string1. The default value is X'F4F400', which
specifies an extended highlighting of underscore, a color of green, and the
device’s default for the programmed symbol set.
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lines
is the number of lines on the screen of the device on which the data streams
will be displayed. The default value is 32.
cols
is the number of columns on the screen of the device on which the data
streams will be displayed. All data records are truncated such that they do not
wrap to the next line of the screen. The default value is 80.
aplnum
indicates whether the device on which the data streams will be displayed
supports APL/TEXT characters. Acceptable values are:
0

specifies that the device on which the data streams will be displayed does
not support APL/TEXT characters. Therefore, if you also specify a TEXT or
APL operand, it is ignored. The data stream cannot contain APL/TEXT
characters. This is the default.

3279
3278
1 specifies that the device on which the data streams will be displayed
supports 3278 display device APL/TEXT characters that follow a graphics
escape character, X'08'. The data streams may contain such characters.
3277
2 specifies that the device on which the data streams will be displayed
supports 3277 display device APL/TEXT characters that follow a X'1D'
escape character. The data streams may contain such characters.
exthinum
indicates whether the device on which the data streams will be displayed
supports extended highlighting and character attributes. Acceptable values are:
0

specifies that the device on which the data streams will be displayed does
not support extended highlighting and character attributes. If extended
highlighting is specified in a preceding operand, it is ignored.

1

specifies that the device on which the data streams will be displayed
supports extended highlighting and character attributes. This is the default.

TEXT
specifies that the two translate tables created correspond to the translations
done when the CMS command SET TEXT ON is issued. This is the default.
APL
specifies that the two translate tables created correspond to the translations
done when the CMS command SET APL ON is issued.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
BUILDSCR reads records from its primary input stream. The records must be in the
same format as records produced by OVERSTR or XPNDHI. BUILDSCR discards
null input records.

Secondary Input Stream
BUILDSCR reads only the first record from its secondary input stream, if it is
connected. BUILDSCR then severs its secondary input stream before processing its
primary input stream. Only the first 512 bytes of the record are used.
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BUILDSCR modifies the translate tables by overlaying the translate tables with the
secondary input stream record. The first 256 bytes from this record define the first
translate table used by BUILDSCR. If the record is more than 256 bytes, the
second translate table is overlaid, starting with byte 257 of the input stream record
overlaying byte 1 of the second translate table. Any positions in the tables not
overlaid by the secondary input stream record remain unchanged. For example, if
the secondary input stream record is 266 bytes, the first translate table and the first
10 bytes of the second translate table are overlaid. The remaining bytes of the
second translate table, are unchanged.

Primary Output Stream
BUILDSCR writes output records as 3270 data streams that can be used to display
the contents of the input print file, formatted as on the page. BUILDSCR writes the
translated data with 3270 character attributes to its primary output stream. Each
output data stream is in the format required for input records to the FULLSCREEN
stage except for the first byte. Each output data stream has the following
characteristics:
v For each page, the first or only data stream written has a control byte of X'01'. If
additional data streams are written, each has a control byte of X'00'.
v The Keyboard Restore bit of the Write Control Character is set.
v The screen is formatted into a single field with the attribute byte at the last
character position on the screen. The cursor is placed at the attribute byte. See
the Primary Input Stream section of the FULLSCREEN stage description for
more information on the output record format from BUILDSCR.

Usage Notes
1. BUILDSCR delays its primary input stream records except for the last record.
2. If the BUILDSCR stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the BUILDSCR stage ends.
3. A data record without an associated descriptor record is considered to contain
text that is neither highlighted nor underscored.
4. A descriptor record longer than 256 bytes is truncated to 256 bytes without
warning. If cols is larger than 255 and the associated data record is longer than
256 bytes, results are unpredictable.
5. The output from BUILDSCR cannot be used directly as input to FULLSCREEN.
6. BUILDSCR starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary output stream
is not connected and commits to level 0.
7. See also OVERSTR, FULLSCREEN, FULLSCRS, FULLSCRQ, OPTCDJ,
C14TO38, 3277ENC, 3277BFRA, APLDECODE, APLENCODE, and XPNDHI.

Examples
Example 1
Use the following exec to view a file created by SCRIPT/VS for a 1403 device. The
default values are used for each combination of highlighting and underscoring. The
device is assumed to support APL/TEXT characters.
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/* SEE1403 EXEC */
parse upper arg fileid
’pipe’,
’<’ fileid,
’| c14to38’,
’| xlate 2-* cb eb eb ee

/* Get input file ID */

/* Read input file */
/* Convert 1403 codepoints to 3800 */
cc ea ec ef’,
/* Convert to 3270 Text codepoints */,
’| overstr’,
/* Build overstruck line descriptors */
’| xpndhi’,
/* Correct for highlighted blanks */
’| buildscr * * * * 24 80 1’,
/* Build outbound data streams */,
’| specs x80 1 2-* 2’,
/* Change control byte to Erase/Write */
’| fullscreen’,
/* Write each data stream and read */
’| hole’
/* Discard inbound data streams */
exit rc
/* Exit */

If there is more than one screen, press any key to see the next screen.
If the device does not support APL/TEXT characters, the following exec can be
used instead.
/* SEE1403B EXEC */
parse upper arg fileid
/*
’pipe’,
’<’ fileid,
/*
’| c14to38’,
/*
’| xlate 2-* ac + bc + ab +
’af -’,
/*
’| overstr’,
/*
’| xpndhi’,
/*
’| buildscr * * * * 24 80’,
/*
’| specs x80 1 2-* 2’,
/*
’| fullscreen’,
/*
’| hole’
/*
exit rc
/*

Get input file ID */
Read input file */
Convert 1403 codepoints to 3800 */
bb + cc + eb + ec + cb + 8f + bf -’,
Convert to lines and plus signs */
Build overstruck line descriptors */
Correct for highlighted blanks */
Build outbound data streams */,
Change control byte to Erase/Write */
Write each data stream and read */
Discard inbound data streams */
Exit */

Example 2
SEE1403 EXEC can be modified so that, for text that is both highlighted and
underscored, the device’s default for the extended highlighting, a color of yellow,
and the device’s default for the programmed symbol set are used.
/* SEE1403C EXEC */
parse upper arg fileid
’pipe’,
’<’ fileid,
’| c14to38’,
’| xlate 2-* cb eb eb ee

/* Get input file ID */

/* Read input file */
/* Convert 1403 codepoints to 3800 */
cc ea ec ef’,
/* Convert to 3270 Text codepoints */,
’| overstr’,
/* Build overstruck line descriptors */
’| xpndhi’,
/* Correct for highlighted blanks */
’| buildscr * * *’ ’00f600’x ’24 80 1’,
/* Build outbound data streams */,
’| specs x80 1 2-* 2’,
/* Change control byte to Erase/Write */
’| fullscreen’,
/* Write each data stream and read */
’| hole’
/* Discard inbound data streams */
exit rc
/* Exit */
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Example 3
The following exec can be used to view a flat file, or one that does not contain
carriage control characters.
/* SEEFLAT EXEC */
parse upper arg fileid
/*
’pipe’,
’<’ fileid,
/*
’| specs x09 1 1-* 2’,
/*
’| buildscr * * * * 24 80’,
/*
’| specs x80 1 2-* 2’,
/*
’| fullscreen’,
/*
’| hole’
/*
exit rc
/*
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Get input file ID */
Read input file */
Insert carriage control */
Build outbound data streams */,
Change control byte to Erase/Write */
Write each data stream and read */
Discard inbound data streams */
Exit */

CASEI

CASEI

 CASEI


ZONE

Inputrange
WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

stage


REVERSE


operands

Inputrange:
(1)
Words

wnumberrange
(1)

Fields
cnumberrange

fnumberrange

Notes:
1

Blanks are optional in this position.

Purpose
Use the CASEI stage to invoke a stage that selects records from its primary input
stream. Input records are selected regardless of whether the characters are
uppercase or lowercase in the input records and target string specified on the
stage.
The target string on the specified stage is translated to uppercase and the input
records are translated to uppercase before the search begins. When the match is
found, CASEI writes the original untranslated input records containing the string to
its primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, CASEI writes the original untranslated
input records that are not selected to its secondary output stream. If the secondary
output stream is not connected, CASEI discards the records that are not selected.
CASEI discards an input record if the invoked stage discards the record. That is,
CASEI does not write a record to its primary output stream or secondary output
stream if the invoked stage discards a record it reads.

Operands
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For
example, use WORDSEPARATOR to specify that the dash separates each
word:
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pipe literal a-b-c | literal c-b-A | casei zone ws - w3 find a| console
c-b-A
Ready;

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a CASEI stage, a
word separator character remains in effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR
(or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For
example, use FS to specify that the question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b?c? | literal c?b?A | casei zone fs ? f3 find a| console
c?b?A
Ready;

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a CASEI stage, a
field separator character remains in effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or
FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
v WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank is used as the:
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or
WS) operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS)
operand.
Words
specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on
which the specified stage operates. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand
defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character
string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words
each where the words are separated by a blank:
pipe literal G H I | literal g h i | casei zone word 2 find h| console
g h i
G H I
Ready;

A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first
word in that record begins in the position immediately following the delimiter or
delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
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delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, the letter c is the third
word (regardless of the case):
pipe literal ?A?B??C a?b?c | split | zone ws ? w3 find c| console
?A?B??C
a?b?c
Ready;

Fields
specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the specified
stage operates. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that
delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two
fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal AB-CD | literal ab-cd | casei zone fs - f2 find c | console
ab-cd
AB-CD
Ready;

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the
first field. Two delimiters without data between them is considered a null field.
The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?C?B??A C?B?A | split | casei zone fs ? f3 find a| console
C?B?A
Ready;

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field
numbers, or column numbers on which the specified stage operates. The
location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number
in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record;
otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. You can specify a
location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is
relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to the
beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2),
location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you
specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that is, you
use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or
equal to location1. For example, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last to the second-from-last columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDE FGHIJ | split | casei zone -3;-2 find hi| console
FGHIJ
Ready;
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If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -3;-2 specifies that the third-from-last
word or field to the second-from-last word or field is the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the
position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the position in
the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input
record to CASEI are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that
contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after location2 in the
record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word, or field of
the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
stage
is the name of a built-in stage, or the name of a user-written stage that reads
records only from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary or
secondary output stream depending on some condition. The stage you specify
must be one that selects records. When both its output streams are connected,
the stage must write an input record only once and to only one stream. The
stage must not delay the records. If you specify a user-written stage, it must
either have a file type of REXX or it must be invoked through the REXX stage.
The stage must not be a stage that you can only specify as a first stage in a
pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified built-in stage or user-written stage.
ZONE
specifies that the information following ZONE indicates the column range of the
input record that is to be passed to the stage. See “Example 3” on page 116.
REVERSE
reverses an input record before it is passed to the specified stage. If you
specify the ZONE operand, only the characters in the specified column range
are reversed.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
CASEI reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream
CASEI copies the original untranslated input records that contain the target string to
its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If the secondary output stream is connected, CASEI copies to its secondary output
stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. CASEI does not delay the records. If you specify a stage that delays the
records for stage, results are unpredictable.
2. The stage operand must be a stage that selects records. If you specify a stage
that does not select records (such as SPLIT), CASEI will produce unpredictable
results.
3. The input records are translated to uppercase before the stage operand
processes them. Keep in mind, however, that if stage searches for a lowercase
character specified as a hexadecimal or binary string, stage will not find the
character because the records have all been translated to uppercase. In the
following example:
pipe literal AaBbCc| casei locate x81 | console

the lowercase a (X'81') in the literal string is not found because it was translated
to uppercase before LOCATE processed the string x81.
4. The CASEI and ZONE stages are commutative. In other words, the following
two stages give identical results:
... | casei zone 7-10 frlabel abc | ...
... | zone 7-10 casei frlabel abc | ...

5. If you specify both the ZONE and REVERSE operands, you can specify them in
any order. However, regardless of the order in which you specify them, they are
always processed as if you specified ZONE first and then REVERSE. For
example, the following two PIPE commands display the same results:
pipe literal AbcdEf| casei zone 2.2 reverse locate /Cb/ | console
AbcdEf
Ready;
pipe literal AbcdEf| casei reverse zone 2.2 locate /Cb/ | console
AbcdEf
Ready;

6. The pipeline scanner processes the specified stage only once (when the
scanner processes the CASEI stage), unlike the specified stages for the
APPEND and PREFACE stages.
7. CASEI starts at commit level -2. CASEI does not perform an explicit commit; the
specified stage must do so.
8. See also ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
To display all records in a file COMPANY NAMES that contain the character string
pete regardless of case, enter the following:
pipe < COMPANY NAMES | casei locate /pete/ | console

Records containing any of the following strings are found by this PIPE command:
Pete, pete, PETE
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Example 2
The following PIPE command shows how to use the REVERSE operand.
pipe literal AbCdEfgH| casei zone 5.4 reverse locate /hGfE/ | console
AbCdEfgH
Ready;

First, the string hGfE is translated to uppercase, the zone is selected and the string
within the specified zone is translated to uppercase and reversed, then this string
HGFE is passed to LOCATE. The original input record is copied to the output stream
because LOCATE selects the transformed record.

Example 3
The following PIPE command uses the ZONE operand on the CASEI stage and a
column range on the LOCATE stage.
pipe literal abcdefghi| casei zone 2.3 locate 1.1 /B/| console
abcdefghi
Ready;

The column range specified after the ZONE operand, 2.3, refers to the BCD in the
input stream, after it is translated to uppercase. The column range specified after
the LOCATE stage, 1.1, refers to the B in the data string BCD. Then the original,
untranslated input record, abcdefghi, is written to the output stream. Note that the
column range specified after the LOCATE stage did not refer to the entire translated
input record ABCDEFGHI.
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1-*
 CHANGE

/string1/string2/
ANYcase
CASEANY

columnrange

(

 columnrange


(1)

)

/string1/
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Bbinstring1

/string2/
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
Bbinstring2



n

Notes:
1

When string1 and string2 are specified as two separate delimited strings, the delimiter used for
each string must be different.

Purpose
Use the CHANGE stage to replace a string of characters with another string of
characters of the same or a different length. CHANGE reads records from its
primary input stream, replaces any specified strings that are found within the
specified column range, and then writes the records to its primary output stream if it
is connected. If the target string does not appear in an input record, CHANGE
writes the record unchanged to its secondary output stream, if connected, otherwise
it writes the record unchanged to its primary output stream.
If ANYCASE is not specified, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same
characters do not match. A match is found only if the data in the input records
matches the target string you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters
contained in the input stream must match the blank characters in the target string.

Operands
ANYcase
CASEANY
specifies that the case of letters be preserved in the following manner. The
characters specified in the target string and in the input string are compared in
uppercase. If the target string is found, and contains one or more uppercase
characters or contains no letters, the string that replaces the target string is
inserted in the output record without change of case; otherwise, an attempt is
made to preserve the case of the string being replaced. When the target string
contains no uppercase letters and starts with one or more lowercase letters, the
following rules determine the case of the replacement string:
v When the first two characters of the replaced string in the input record are
both lowercase, the string that replaces the target string is used without
change.
v When the first two characters of the replaced string in the input record are
uppercase, the complete replacement string is translated to uppercase.
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v When the first character of the replaced string in the input record is
uppercase and the second one is lowercase (or not a letter or the string is
only one character), the first letter of the string that replaces the target string
is translated to uppercase.
columnrange
specifies what input record columns CHANGE searches for string1, hexstring1,
or binstring1. If you do not specify columnrange, CHANGE searches the entire
input record for occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1. You can
specify columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal
to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2
is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with column number column2, inclusive.
*-* is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one,
you must place at least one blank between each columnrange you specify and
you must enclose the set of columnrange operands within parentheses. You
must specify columnrange operands in ascending order. If you specify more
than one columnrange operand, the ranges of columns must not overlap.
/(diagonal)
signifies a nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string1 or
string2. When three delimiters are used, you must specify the same delimiting
character in each position. When two separate strings are specified, each with
two delimiters, a different delimiter must be used for each string. Also, the
character used as the delimiter for the first string cannot be present in the
second string. For example,
CHANGE /abc/ ?def?

is the same as
CHANGE /abc/def/

If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only
decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as
the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 on page 120 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, or ( for a delimiting character.
string1
is a target string of characters to change. If you specify a null string for string1,
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CHANGE inserts string2, hexstring2, or binstring2 immediately before the first
column of the first columnrange operand you specify.
If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only
decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as
the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 on page 120 for an example.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
target string of characters to change. The X or H can be specified in uppercase
or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring1
specifies a string of binary characters, following the B, that defines a target
string of characters to change. The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8.
string2
is the group of characters that is to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1.
You must specify the trailing delimiter after string2. If you specify a null string
for string2, CHANGE deletes occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1
within the range or ranges you specify for columnrange.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
string of characters that is to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 X or H,
that defines a target string of characters to change. The X or H can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string.
There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of binary characters, following the B, that defines a string of
characters that is to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
n

is the maximum number of occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 to
be changed in each input record. If you do not specify n, all occurrences of
string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 within the range or ranges you specify for
columnrange are changed. If you specify a null string for string1, 1 is the default
value for n and 1 is the only value allowed for n.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
CHANGE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After replacing any specified strings in records read from its input stream, CHANGE
writes both records that have been changed and records that remain unchanged to
its primary output stream when no secondary output stream is connected.

Secondary Output Stream
When the secondary output stream is defined, CHANGE writes changed records to
its primary output stream and unchanged records to its secondary output stream.
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Usage Notes
1. CHANGE does not delay the records.
2. If the CHANGE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the CHANGE stage ends.
3. If columnrange is not specified and if both string1 and string2 consist of only
decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
CHANGE /8/9/

is not equivalent to
CHANGE 38393

The first CHANGE stage changes the string 8 to 9. The second stage results in
an error message because 38393 is processed as columnrange rather than as
delimited strings. The error message is issued because string1 and string2 are
required operands.
4. Occurrences of string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 that are outside all specified
column ranges are not changed.
5. By default, the CHANGE stage changes all occurrences of the specified target
string found in the input records provided you did not specify a null string for the
specified string. Note that this is different from the way in which the CHANGE
subcommand of XEDIT operates. By default, the XEDIT CHANGE subcommand
changes only the first occurrence of the target string.
6. To change a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage
separator character, use the ESCAPE option. For example, to display all lines of
the file INPUT FILE with all occurrences of the character string A|B changed to
B|C, issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT FILE | change /A%|B/B%|C/ | console

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In
the second stage, the CHANGE stage is used to change all occurrences of the
string A|B to B|C. The string contains the | character, which is the default stage
separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this
occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a
double vertical bar || in the CHANGE stage. The PIPE command does not treat
|| as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the CHANGE stage as |. For
example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the
following:
pipe < INPUT FILE | change /A||B/B||C/ | console

7. CHANGE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
8. See also ESCAPE.

Examples
Example 1
To change all occurrences of the string this in input file THIS FILE to that and
display the results at the terminal, enter the following command:
pipe < THIS FILE | change /this/that/ | console
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Example 2
The following examples of the CHANGE command use the ANYCASE operand and
the rules that apply for preserving the case of letters.
pipe literal Mick | change anycase /mick/mack/ | console
Mack
Ready;
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /mac/mc/ | console
Mck McNeill
Ready;
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /macn/mcn/ | console
Mack Mcneill
Ready;
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /macN/mcN/ | console
Mack mcNeill
Ready;
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /Macn/mcn/ | console
Mack mcneill
Ready;
pipe literal Mack MacNeill | change anycase /MacN/McN/ | console
Mack McNeill
Ready;

Example 3
Figure 19 and Figure 20 on page 122 show the contents of the input file LOCAL
PHONES and the resulting output file AREACODE PHONES A after execution of
the following PIPE command:
pipe < LOCAL PHONES | change //(315) / | > AREACODE PHONES A

LOCAL

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

PHONES

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
712-1234
715-6789
918-5432
212-2222
618-7689
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 19. CHANGE Stage Example: Input File Contents
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AREACODE PHONES

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1 V 86

Trunc=86 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
(315) 712-1234
(315) 715-6789
(315) 918-5432
(315) 212-2222
(315) 618-7689
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 20. CHANGE Stage Example: Output File Contents

Because a null string is specified for string1, CHANGE inserts (315) followed by a
blank immediately before the first column of each input record.

Example 4
Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the contents of the input file COLOR FILE and the
resulting terminal output after you enter the following command:
pipe < COLOR FILE | change (5.3 13-15) /RED/GREEN/ | console

COLOR

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
RED RED RED RED RED
RED RED RED RED RED
RED RED RED RED RED
RED RED RED RED RED
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 21. CHANGE Stage Example: Input File Contents
pipe < COLOR FILE |
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN
RED GREEN RED GREEN

change (5.3 13-15) /RED/GREEN/ | console
RED
RED
RED
RED

Figure 22. CHANGE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Only the second and fourth occurrences of the string RED are changed to GREEN
because the columnrange operands specify that only data in columns 5-7 and
13-15 should change.
Note that the change made within each column range is independent of other
column ranges. In this example, the change resulting from the occurrence of RED in
columns 5-7 does not shift the occurrence of RED out of columns 13-15.
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80
 CHOP


column
Group
disp

Target
NOT

-

Group:
BEFORE
AFTER

Target:
charrange
ANYof
/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
STRing
/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

Purpose
Use the CHOP stage to truncate records selectively. CHOP reads records from its
primary input stream, truncates them at the column specified, and writes the
truncated records to its primary output stream if it is connected. If its secondary
output stream is connected, CHOP writes the truncated portion of each record to its
secondary output stream. If you do not specify an operand, CHOP truncates
records after column 80.
Records are truncated relative to occurrences of a specified target. The target can
be a range of characters, a list of characters, or a character string.
You can specify that the records be truncated at, before, or after a target. If you
specify that the records are to be truncated before or after the target, truncation can
occur at a specified displacement before or after the target.

Operands
column
identifies the column after which CHOP is to truncate the records.
disp
-disp
is the relative displacement, in number of columns, from the target to the
position in the record where truncation is to occur. If you specify:
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v disp and BEFORE, truncation occurs before the column that is disp columns
to the left of the target
v disp and AFTER, truncation occurs after the column that is disp columns to
the right of the target
v -disp and BEFORE, truncation occurs before the column that is disp columns
to the right of the target
v -disp and AFTER, truncation occurs after the column that is disp columns to
the left of the target.
BEFORE
causes truncation to take place before the target. This is the default.
AFTER
causes truncation to take place after the target.
If you specify AFTER with STRING, the records are truncated after the column
containing the last character of the first occurrence of string, hexstring, or
binstring.
NOT
negates the way in which CHOP locates the target.
If you specify NOT with charrange, the target is any character not within that
range. If you specify NOT with ANYOF, the target is any character not in the
specified list. If you specify NOT with STRING, the target is any column not part
of a matching string.
charrange
is a range of target characters. CHOP will truncate as specified as soon as it
finds a character in the input record that matches any character within
charrange. You can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n
is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.
char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
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SPACE-hexchar2
is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE
and ending with char2, hexchar2, BLANK, or SPACE.
When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the
range is based on the hexadecimal representation of the characters. The
characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds
to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1', X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof
specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of target
characters. Truncation occurs when any one of the characters in the string is
matched.
STRing
specifies that the string of characters following STRING is a string of target
characters. Truncation occurs only when the entire string is matched.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase
representations of the same characters do not match.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
group of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a group of
characters to be located. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
CHOP reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After truncating the records read from the input stream as specified, CHOP writes
the resulting records to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, CHOP writes the truncated portion of
each record to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. CHOP does not delay the records.
2. If the CHOP stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected, the
CHOP stage ends.
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3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal
representation of the ending character is less than the starting character, the
hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is
X'00'.
4. CHOP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
5. See also JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, STRIP, and TOKENIZE.

Examples
Example 1
To display only the first 72 columns of each line of the file PROG1 ASSEMBLE,
specify:
pipe < PROG1 ASSEMBLE | chop 72 | console

Example 2
The CP QUERY USERS command returns information similar to the following:
230 USERS,

8 DIALED,

106 NET

To display only the total number of logged-on users and not the number of users
logically connected to other virtual machines (DIALED and NET), enter the
following:
pipe cp query users | chop string /,/ | console

Only the information up to, but not including, the first comma is displayed by this
PIPE command.

Example 3
Use the following PIPE commands to create a file OUT FILE A from portions of the
records in input file IN FILE.
1. This command writes to OUT FILE A only the portion of each IN FILE record up
to but not including the first nonnumeric character appearing in the record:
pipe < IN FILE | chop not anyof /0123456789/ | > OUT FILE A

2. Each of the two following commands write to OUT FILE A only the portion of
each IN FILE record up to and including the first character A, B, C, D, or E
appearing in the record:
pipe < IN FILE | chop after C1-C5 | > OUT FILE A
pipe < IN FILE | chop after anyof /ABCDE/ | > OUT FILE A

3. The following command writes to OUT FILE A only the portion of each IN FILE
record up to and including the first occurrence of the entire character string
ABCDE:
pipe < IN FILE | chop after string /ABCDE/ | > OUT FILE A

Example 4
Given the input file INPUT DATA shown in Figure 23 on page 127, use the following
PIPE commands to display portions of the records in input file INPUT DATA. The
terminal output from each of the PIPE commands is shown following the command.
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INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
1234512345
5432154321
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 23. CHOP Stage Example: Input File Contents

1. To truncate input records before the column that is 1 column to the left of the
first occurrence of the character 3, use the following:
pipe < INPUT DATA | chop 1 before string /3/ | console
1
5
Ready;

2. To truncate input records after the column that is 2 columns to the right of the
first occurrence of the character 4, use the following:
pipe < INPUT DATA | chop 2 after string /4/ | console
123451
5432
Ready;

3. To truncate input records between the characters 5 and 4 in occurrences of the
string 54, use the following:
pipe < INPUT DATA | chop -1 before string /54/ | console
1234512345
5
Ready;

4. To truncate input records between the characters 2 and 3 in occurrences of the
string 123, use the following:
pipe < INPUT DATA | chop -1 after string /123/ | console
12
5432154321
Ready;
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CMS


string

Purpose
Use the CMS stage to issue CMS commands from a pipeline and to write the
responses from the commands to the pipeline rather than the terminal. If an
operand is specified, it is passed as a command to CMS through the CMS
subcommand environment with full command resolution. Then, any primary input
stream records are read and passed to CMS as commands. When the CMS stage
issues each of these commands, any line mode output from a command that would
usually appear on the terminal is buffered until the command ends and is then
written to the CMS stage’s primary output stream, if it is connected. Each line of
output is written as a separate record.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the CMS stage writes all line mode
output from each command to its primary output stream and then writes the return
code from each command to its secondary output stream. This is repeated for each
command issued by the CMS stage.

Operands
string
is a command to pass to CMS for execution. The string operand cannot be
specified if the secondary output stream of the CMS stage is connected; in that
case, the CMS stage issues only the commands that it reads from its primary
input stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
The CMS stage reads records from its primary input stream. Input records must
contain a command to be passed to the CMS subcommand environment for
execution. Null or blank input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
The CMS stage causes any line mode output from the commands to be written to
its primary output stream. Each line of output is written as a separate record.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, the CMS stage writes the return code
from each command to its secondary output stream after it writes any line mode
output from that command to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. The CMS stage does not delay the records; it writes all of the output from each
command before it consumes the input record.
2. If the CMS stage discovers that its secondary output stream is no longer
connected, the CMS stage ends.
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3. CMS commands are invoked with full command resolution through the CMS
subcommand environment. This means the command is invoked exactly as if it
had been entered from the command line. The REXX ADDRESS CMS
instruction also causes commands to be issued in this manner.
4. To issue CMS commands without intercepting terminal output, use the
SUBCOM stage.
5. Each CMS stage has its own CMSTYPE setting. The setting is initially SET
CMSTYPE RT. If any of the commands issued by the CMS stage issues a SET
CMSTYPE HT command, then no further output is produced for that particular
CMS stage until a SET CMSTYPE RT command is issued by a command
invoked by the CMS stage. This allows commands invoked by the CMS stage to
suppress unwanted output without impacting other parts of the pipeline.
6. The CMS stage does not intercept CP-generated terminal output. If you specify
a CP command for string or if a primary input stream record contains a CP
command, the command is passed to CMS, which passes it to CP for
execution. However, any responses from the CP command are displayed at the
terminal rather than being written to the primary output stream of the CMS
stage. Use the CP stage to write output from a CP command to the primary
output stream.
7. Because the CMS stage writes no output to its output stream until the command
it is issuing has completed, it is recommended that you do not use the CMS
stage to invoke full-screen applications. The CMS stage captures line mode
output regardless of whether you are using a line mode or a full-screen
application. For example, if you invoke XEDIT using the CMS stage, any
messages that usually appear on a cleared screen are not displayed until you
end the editing session and therefore appear out of time sequence.
8. The CMS stage starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
9. See also COMMAND, CP, and SUBCOM.

Examples
Example 1
To create a file QACCESS RESULTS A containing the results from issuing a CMS
QUERY ACCESSED command, issue the following:
pipe cms query accessed | > QACCESS RESULTS A

Example 2
Given a file INPUT LIST that contains a list of CMS commands like those shown in
Figure 24 on page 130, enter the following command to execute the list of
commands. The resulting output is written to file OUTPUT LIST A but is not
displayed at the terminal.
pipe < INPUT LIST | cms | > OUTPUT LIST A
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INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====

LIST

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
QUERY DISK A
LISTFILE * REXX A
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 24. CMS Stage Example: Input File Contents

Example 3
The following exec finds files that are on both of two specified file modes. If
duplicate file identifiers are found, the duplicates are displayed. If no duplicate file
identifiers are found, a message is displayed. Note that no comparison of the file
contents is done. The exec compares only file identifiers.
/* DUPIDS EXEC */
signal on novalue
/* must specify an argument */
address command
parse upper arg Mode1 Mode2 .
/* get input file modes */
if (Mode1 = ’’) | (Mode2 = ’’) then
/* must specify both modes */
exit 8
’PIPE (endchar ?)’,
’cms LISTFILE * *’ mode1 ’(DATE’,
/* list files on one mode */
’| drop 1’,
/* lose the heading */
’| f: faninany’,
/* include files on other mode */
’| sort 1.17’,
/* put in alphabetic order */
’| unique 1.17 multiple’,
/* find the duplicates */
’| specs 1-* 1 write read 1-* 1 write / / 1’,
’| literal ’,
/* write a separator line */
’| stem dups.’,
/* build array of dups */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’cms LISTFILE * *’ mode2 ’(DATE’,
/* list files on second mode */
’| drop 1’,
/* lose the heading */
’| f:’
/* define 2ndary input for */
/* FANINANY */
if dups.0 = 1 then say ’No duplicates found.’
/* issue message */
else
/* display the dups */
’PIPE stem dups.| literal Duplicates found: | console’
exit

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the CMS stage ends immediately
upon receipt of a negative return code from a command, and that negative return
code becomes the return code for the CMS stage. If its secondary output stream is
not connected and no command completes with a negative return code, then the
return code for the CMS stage is the highest return code received from any of the
commands issued by the stage. Thus, a positive or zero return code from a CMS
stage indicates that all of the commands were executed, while a negative return
code may indicate that some commands were not executed.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the CMS stage continues to run even if
a command receives a negative return code. The return code from each command
is written to the secondary output stream. If its secondary output stream is
connected, the return code for the CMS stage is zero unless the stage is specified
incorrectly.
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COLLATE

NOPAD
 COLLATE

Group
PAD



char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Group:
1-* 1-*

MASTER DETAILs

columnrange1
columnrange2

MASTER
DETAILs
DETAILs MASTER

Purpose
Use the COLLATE stage to match records in its primary input stream with records
in its secondary input stream and write the matched and unmatched records to
different output streams. The records in each input stream must be in ascending
order based on the contents of a key field.
The records in the primary input stream are referred to as master records. Each
master record has a key field, a specific range of columns within a record with
unique contents that identifies the record; two master records cannot have the
same contents in their key field.
The records in the secondary input stream are referred to as the detail records. The
detail records have key fields as well, and both the master and detail input records
should be sorted in ascending order by their key fields. A detail record matches a
master record when the key field in both records contains the same data. Two or
more detail records can have the same data in their key field.
COLLATE writes records to three output streams if each is connected:
v The primary output stream contains matching records. The operands for
COLLATE let you specify the sequence of the master and detail records in the
primary output stream and whether COLLATE writes both the master and detail
records, only the master records, or only the details records to the primary output
stream.
v The secondary output stream contains master records that do not have any
matching detail records.
v The tertiary output stream contains detail records that do not have a matching
master record.

Operands
NOPAD
specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before
they are compared with longer key fields in other records. This is the default.
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PAD
specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they
are compared with longer key fields in other records.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar, used for padding. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange1
defines a key field for the master records. If columnrange1 is not specified, the
key field is the entire record for both the primary and secondary input streams.
The format for columnrange1 is identical with the format for columnrange2.
columnrange2
defines a key field for the detail records. If columnrange2 is not specified,
columnrange1 defines the key field for both the primary and secondary input
streams. You can specify columnrange2 (which is identical with the format for
columnrange1) as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal
to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2
is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with column number column2, inclusive.
*-* is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231-1 for n.
MASTER DETAILs
specifies that for matched master and detail records, the master record followed
by its matched detail records are written to the primary output stream. This is
the default.
MASTER
specifies that for matched master and detail records, only the master records
are written to the primary output stream. The matched detail records are
discarded.
DETAILs
specifies that for matched master and detail records, only the detail records are
written to the primary output stream. The matched master records are
discarded.
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DETAILs MASTER
specifies that for matched master and detail records, the matched detail records
followed by their master record are written to the primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
COLLATE reads master records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream. The secondary
input stream must be defined.

Primary Output Stream
COLLATE writes matching records to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
COLLATE writes master records that do not have any matching detail records to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected.

Tertiary Output Stream
COLLATE writes detail records that do not have a matching master record to its
tertiary output stream, if it is connected.

Usage Notes
1. COLLATE does not delay the records.
2. If the COLLATE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the COLLATE stage ends.
3. The following diagram shows the input and output streams for the COLLATE
stage using the default operands:
┌──────────┐
┌────────────────┐
│
├────────│Matching MASTER │
┌───────────┐
│
C
│
│ and DETAILS
│
│ MASTER
├────│
│
└────────────────┘
│
│
│
O
│
└───────────┘
│
│
Primary Input
│
L
│
Stream
│
│
┌────────────────┐
│
L
├────────│MASTER without │
│
│
│matching DETAILS│
│
A
│
└────────────────┘
│
│
┌───────────┐
│
T
│
│ DETAILS ├────│
│
│
│
│
E
│
┌────────────────┐
└───────────┘
│
├────────│DETAILS without │
Secondary Input
│
│
│matching MASTER │
Stream
└──────────┘
└────────────────┘

Primary
Output
Stream

Secondary
Output
Stream

Tertiary
Output
Stream

The PIPE command in the following exec shows how to code a COLLATE stage
as shown in the preceding diagram. The COLLATE stage reads records from its
primary and secondary input streams and writes the contents of its primary,
secondary, and tertiary output streams to separate files. Note that the input files
must be sorted in ascending order.
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/* MYCOLLAT EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’ < MASTER RECORDS’,
’| c: collate’,
’| > MATCHING RECORDS A’,
’?’,
’< DETAIL RECORDS’,
’| c:’,
’| > UNREF MASTERS A’,
’?’,
’ c:’,
’| > UNREF DETAILS A’
Exit rc

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read master records */
find matches */
write matching masters and details */
start of second pipeline */
read detail records */
define secondary streams for COLLATE */
write masters without details */
start of third pipeline */
define tertiary output for COLLATE */
write details without masters */

4. Although the COLLATE and LOOKUP stages both process master and detail
records read from their input streams, COLLATE reads master records from its
primary input stream and LOOKUP reads master records from its secondary
input stream. COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream
and LOOKUP reads detail records from its primary input stream.
5. Unlike the LOOKUP stage, COLLATE requires that input records be sorted in
ascending order by the key field.
6. COLLATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
7. See also LOOKUP, MERGE, and SORT.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, COLLATE matches records from two files. The records from the file
BANK INFO are the master records for the COLLATE stage, and the records from
the file ACCOUNT INFO are the detail records for the COLLATE stage.
/* MCHACNT EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< BANK INFO’,
/* read BANK INFO */
’| c: collate 1-19 master detail’, /* match the records */
’| > BANKACNT INFO A’,
/* write matching master and detail */
/* records to BACKACNT INFO A */,
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’< ACCOUNT INFO’,
/* read ACCOUNT INFO */
’| c:’
/* define secondary input stream for COLLATE */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < BANK INFO reads the file BANK INFO into the pipeline.
v c: collate 1-19 master detail defines a label c for the COLLATE stage.
COLLATE matches the records from its primary and secondary input streams
and writes the matching master records followed by the matching detail records
to its output stream. Columns 1 through 19 contain the key field for both the
primary and secondary input streams.
v > BANKACNT INFO A writes the records to the file BANKACNT INFO A. This is the
last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < ACCOUNT INFO reads the file ACCOUNT INFO into the pipeline.
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v c: references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the COLLATE stage. The output records from the
preceding < stage flow to the COLLATE stage as its secondary input stream.
Figure 25 shows the master file and Figure 26 shows the detail file. The resulting
output file is shown in Figure 27. (Note that BANK INFO and ACCOUNT INFO are
in ascending order by their key field, columns 1-19.)
BANK

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

INFO

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Alfred, John
Account Number: 22222
Conners, Steve
Account Number: 98989
Miller, Mike
Account Number: 34567
Niles, Patrick
Account Number: 11188
Smith, Andrew
Account Number: 54545
Smith, Justin
Account Number: 77777
Williams, Janice
Account Number: 88444
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 25. COLLATE Stage Example: Input File Contents (BANK INFO)
ACCOUNT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

INFO

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 26. COLLATE Stage Example: Input File Contents (ACCOUNT INFO)
BANKACNT INFO

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=11 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Alfred, John
Account Number: 22222
Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
Conners, Steve
Account Number: 98989
Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
Smith, Andrew
Account Number: 54545
Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
Smith, Justin
Account Number: 77777
Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 27. COLLATE Stage Example: Output File Contents
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Example 2
This example uses the same input files as Example 1 (Figure 25 on page 135 and
Figure 26 on page 135), but the PIPE command uses a secondary output stream of
COLLATE where the unmatched master records are written.
Figure 28 and Figure 29 on page 137 show the resulting output files.
/* MCHACNT2 EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< BANK INFO’,
/* read BANK INFO */
’| c: collate 1-19 detail’, /* match records */
’| > BANKACNT INFO A’,
/* write matching detail records */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’< ACCOUNT INFO’,
/* read ACCOUNT INFO */
’| c:’,
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE */
’| > NOACNT INFO A’
/* write unmatched master records */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < BANK INFO reads the file BANK INFO into the pipeline.
v c: collate 1-19 detail defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE
matches the records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes
only the matching detail records to its output stream. The unmatched master
records are written to the secondary output stream for the COLLATE stage.
Columns 1 through 19 is the key field for both the primary and secondary input
streams.
v > BANKACNT INFO A writes the records to the file BANKACNT INFO A. This is the
last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < ACCOUNT INFO reads the file ACCOUNT INFO into the pipeline.
v c: references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input and output streams for the COLLATE stage. The output
records from the preceding < stage flow to the COLLATE stage as its secondary
input stream. The output records from the COLLATE stage flow to the following >
stage as its secondary output stream.
v > NOACNT INFO A writes the records to the file NOACNT INFO.

BANKACNT INFO

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Alfred, John
Checking
$ 350.00
Alfred, John
Savings
$1,300.00
Alfred, John
Money Market
$9,000.00
Conners, Steve
Savings
$
50.00
Smith, Andrew
Savings
$1,999.00
Smith, Andrew
Money Market
$9,999.00
Smith, Justin
Checking
$
.50
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 28. COLLATE Stage Example: Output File Contents (BANKACNT INFO A)
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NOACNT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

INFO

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Miller, Mike
Account Number: 34567
Niles, Patrick
Account Number: 11188
Williams, Janice
Account Number: 88444
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 29. COLLATE Stage Example: Output File Contents (NOACNT INFO A)

Example 3
In this example, the file STOP WORDS contains a list of words to suppress, sorted
in ascending order. This user-written stage removes all occurrences of those words
from the caller’s input stream:
/* STOPWORD REXX */
’callpipe (endchar ?)’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| split’,
/* split records at blanks and discard blanks */
’| sort unique’, /* sort records and discard duplicates */
’| c: collate’,
/* match records */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’< STOP WORDS’,
/* read STOP WORDS */
’| c:’,
/* define secondary streams for COLLATE and */
/* write unmatched master records to secondary */,
/* output of COLLATE */,
’| *:’
/* connect to input stream of the stage */
/* following caller */

v callpipe (endchar ?) establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the
pipeline end character.
v *: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes STOPWORD in
the pipeline is connected to the input stream of the SPLIT stage in the subroutine
pipeline.
v split writes an output record for each blank-delimited word in its input stream.
v sort unique sorts its input records and discards duplicate records before copying
the remaining records to its output stream.
v c: collate defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE matches the
master records from its primary input stream with the detail records from its
secondary input stream and writes the unmatched master records to its
secondary output stream. (The COLLATE stage’s primary output stream is not
connected and its tertiary output stream is not defined, so it writes no output
records to those streams.)
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < STOP WORDS reads the detail file STOP WORDS into the pipeline.
v c: references the label c on the COLLATE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the COLLATE stage. The records from the
preceding < stage flow to the COLLATE stage as its secondary input stream.
This also causes the secondary output stream records for the COLLATE stage to
flow into the connector that follows this occurrence of the label c.
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v *: is a connector. The secondary output stream of the COLLATE stage is
connected to the input stream of the stage that follows STOPWORD in the
pipeline.
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1
 COMBINE
*
n1
KEYLENgth n2
STOP ALLEOF
STOP

ALLEOF
ANYEOF
n3

N
AND
X
EXClusiveor
Or
FIRST
LAST



Purpose
Use the COMBINE stage to join the contents of multiple primary input stream
records into one output record according to a specified function. COMBINE writes
the output record to its primary output stream, if it is connected. Records can be
treated as a string of bits and combined according to a specified logical operator, or
the contents of an output column gathered from the first or last input record in the
range that contains that particular column.
When both a primary and a secondary input stream are connected, one record from
each stream is paired up for processing, and specifying the asterisk, n1, or
KEYLENGTH n2 operand is regarded as an error.
When records of varying lengths are combined, any bits that extend in one record
beyond bits found in a shorter record are just copied to the output record.

Operands
n1 specifies the additional number of primary input stream records to combine with
the first primary input stream record. That is, it combines the first n1+1 primary
input stream records into a single record. It then combines the next n1+1
records. This process continues until all primary input stream records are
processed. If the number of records in the primary input stream is not evenly
divisible by n1+1, then the last output record written contains the combined
remaining records. If you do not specify n1, COMBINE assumes the default is 1
and combines pairs of primary input stream records.
If you specify asterisk (*) for n1, all records in the input stream are combined
into a single output record. If you specify 0 for n1, COMBINE copies all primary
input stream records unchanged to its primary output stream.
KEYLENgth
specifies that primary input stream records are combined as long as they
contain the same key in the first n2 columns. COMBINE leaves the key
unchanged, combining only those columns beyond the key. If there is only one
primary input stream record that contains the key, the record is written to the
primary output stream unchanged.
n2 specifies that the key is in the first n2 columns of each primary input stream
record. COMBINE writes one record to its primary output stream for all of the
adjacent primary input stream records that contain the same key.
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STOP
when two input streams are connected, STOP specifies when COMBINE should
stop processing input records. STOP ALLEOF is the default.
ALLEOF
when two input streams are connected, STOP ALLEOF specifies that input
records will stop being processed when COMBINE determines that all its input
streams are no longer connected. Records continue to be read as long as at
least one input stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the default.
ANYEOF
specifies that records will stop being written as soon as COMBINE determines
that either of its input streams is no longer connected.
n3 is the number of streams required to become unconnected and reach end of file
before COMBINE stops writing records. Specify either decimal number 1 or 2.
Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF. Specifying 2 or a greater
number is the same as specifying ALLEOF.
N
AND
specifies that the records are combined according to a logical AND operation. A
bit is 1 in the output record only if it is 1 in that position in each of the input
records in the range. A bit is 0 in the output record if any record in the range
has a 0 in that position.
X
EXClusiveor
specifies that the records are combined according to a logical EXCLUSIVE OR
operation. A bit in the output record is 1 when an odd number of input records
in the specified range have a 1 in that position. If an even number of records
have a 1 in that position, or if no records have a 1 in that position, the resulting
bit in the output record is 0.
Or
specifies that the records are combined according to a logical inclusive OR
operation. A bit in the output record is 1 if any record in the specified range has
a 1 in that position; it is 0 when all input records in the specified range have a 0
in that position.
FIRST
specifies that the contents of an output column are to be taken from the first
input record in the range that contains that particular column.
LAST
specifies that the contents of an output column are to be taken from the last
input record in the range that contains that particular column.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
COMBINE reads records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
COMBINE reads records from its secondary input stream, if connected, combining
one primary input stream record with one secondary input stream record as a pair.

Primary Output Stream
After combining the records read from its primary input stream, COMBINE writes
the resulting records to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes
1. COMBINE delays the records. The last input record in each set of combined
records is not delayed.
2. If the COMBINE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the COMBINE stage ends.

Examples
Example 1
When you combine two records of varying length, the FIRST operand gives you the
following results when this PIPE command is executed:
pipe literal AB 123| split | combine first | console
AB3
Ready;

When you combine the same two records of varying length and use the LAST
operand, you get the following results when this PIPE command is executed:
pipe literal AB 123| split | combine last | console
123
Ready;

Example 2
Given two character strings, the following REXX exec uses COMBINE to show
which characters are the same in the two records.
/* COMBSTR EXEC */
thisstr = ’ How many characters in this string match that string ?’
thatstr = ’Hmm a few characters seem to have a match.’
’pipe’,
’| var thisstr’,
/* Read first variable
’| append var thatstr’,
/* Read second variable
’| console’,
/* Echo to the screen
’| combine * X’,
/* Check each column for match
’| xlate *-* 01-ff 0 00 1’,
/* Translate the data for mapping
/*
matching characters are 1
/*
nonmatching characters are 0
’| console’
/* Write results to the screen
Exit rc

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/,
*/,
*/

v *-* ensures that 01-ff is not interpreted as a column range.
v 01 is translated to 0, and ff is also translated to 0.
v 00 is translated to 1.
The results of running this exec are:
combstr
How many characters in this string match that string ?
Hmm a few characters seem to have a match.
0000000001111111111110000000100000011111100000000000000
Ready;

The character in column one of the first record is compared to the character in
column one of the second record, the bit below the two records signals a character
match by bit 1.

Example 3
When you combine two primary input streams of varying length, and specify STOP
ALLEOF along with the AND operand, you will receive the following results when
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this COMB exec is invoked:
/* COMB EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’ literal a b c d’,
’| split’,
’|c:combine stop alleof
’| console’,
’?’,
’ literal 1 2 3 4 5’,
’| split’,
’|c:’

/*
/*
n’,
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Input records are read into the pipeline*/
Each character becomes a separate record*/
/* AND records until both streams eof */
Write record to the terminal
*/
Start of second pipeline
*/
Read records on secondary input stream */
Each number becomes a separate record
*/
Secondary input stream connected
*/

Figure 30 shows the result from the COMB exec:
comb
a
b
c
d
5
Ready;
Figure 30. COMBINE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

There is no fifth primary input stream record, so nothing is combined in a logical
AND operation with 5, the fifth record in the secondary input stream.

Example 4
When you combine primary input stream records as long as each record has the
same contents in the first three columns (key), and use the FIRST operand, you will
receive as the output record the first record in the run of records:
pipe literal 1222 1223 1224 | split | combine keylength 3 first | console
1222

Ready;
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string

Purpose
Use the COMMAND stage to issue CMS commands from a pipeline and to write
the responses from the commands to the pipeline rather than the terminal. If an
operand is specified, it is passed as a command to CMS for execution as if the
command were invoked using ‘ADDRESS COMMAND’ from REXX/VM. Then, any
primary input stream records are read and passed to CMS as commands. When
the COMMAND stage issues each of these commands, any line mode output from
a command that would usually appear on the terminal is buffered until the
command ends and is then written to the COMMAND stage’s primary output
stream, if it is connected. Each line of output is written as a separate record.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage writes all line
mode output from a command to its primary output stream and then writes the
return code from that command to its secondary output stream. This is repeated for
each command issued by the COMMAND stage.

Operands
string
is a command to pass to CMS for execution. Specify string in uppercase unless
you wish to execute commands with mixed case names or operands. The string
operand cannot be specified if the secondary output stream of the COMMAND
stage is connected; in that case, the COMMAND stage issues only the
commands that it reads from its primary input stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
The COMMAND stage reads records from its primary input stream. Input records
must contain a command to be passed to CMS for execution. The command should
be in the same format as the string operand. Null or blank input records are
discarded.

Primary Output Stream
The COMMAND stage causes any line mode output from the commands to be
written to its primary output stream. Each line of output is written as a separate
record.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage writes the return
code from each command to its secondary output stream after any line mode output
from that command has been written to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes
1. COMMAND does not delay the records; it writes all of the output from each
command before it consumes the input record.
2. If the COMMAND stage discovers that its secondary output stream is no longer
connected, the COMMAND stage ends.
3. The COMMAND stage issues commands using a program call with an extended
parameter list, just as REXX/VM does for the ADDRESS COMMAND instruction.
Use the COMMAND stage:
a. To avoid calling a user’s exec that has the same name as a CMS command.
b. To suppress messages from some CMS commands. Certain CMS
commands, such as the RENAME and STATE commands, suppress issuing
some messages when they are invoked using ADDRESS COMMAND from
REXX/VM.
c. To reduce system overhead by eliminating full command search order
resolution when it is unneeded.
For more information about using ADDRESS COMMAND, see the z/VM:
REXX/VM Reference and the z/VM: REXX/VM User’s Guide.
4. To issue CMS commands without intercepting terminal output, use the
SUBCOM stage.
5. Each COMMAND stage has its own CMSTYPE setting. The setting is initially
SET CMSTYPE RT. If any of the commands issued by the COMMAND stage
issues a SET CMSTYPE HT command, then no further output is produced for
that particular COMMAND stage until a SET CMSTYPE RT command is issued
by a command invoked by the COMMAND stage. This allows commands
invoked by the COMMAND stage to suppress unwanted output without
impacting other parts of the pipeline.
6. The COMMAND stage does not intercept CP-generated terminal output. If you
specify a CP command for string or if a primary input stream record contains a
CP command, the command is passed to CP for execution. However, any
responses from the CP command are displayed at the terminal rather than
being written to the primary output stream of the COMMAND stage. Use the CP
stage to suppress output.
7. Because the COMMAND stage writes no output to its output stream until the
command it is issuing has completed, it is recommended that you do not use
the COMMAND stage to invoke full-screen applications. The COMMAND stage
captures line mode output regardless of whether you are using a line mode or a
full-screen application. For example, if you invoke XEDIT using the COMMAND
stage, any messages that usually appear on a cleared screen are not displayed
until you end the editing session and therefore appear out of time sequence.
8. COMMAND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream
is not connected and then commits to level 0.
9. See also the CMS stage, the CP stage, and SUBCOM.

Examples
Example 1
The CMS QUERY CMSLEVEL command returns information similar to the
following:
CMS Level 10, Service Level 102
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To discard the service level information and display the remaining information, enter
the command shown in Figure 31:
pipe command QUERY CMSLEVEL | chop ,| console
CMS Level 10
Ready;
Figure 31. CHANGE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
This example illustrates how you can use the COMMAND stage to manipulate files
that have file names in mixed case. To erase the file with the file name mIxEd CaSe
A, enter the following command:
pipe command ERASE mIxEd CaSe A | console

Example 3
Given a file INPUT LIST that contains a list of mixed case CMS commands like
those shown in Figure 32, issue the following command to execute the list of
commands. The resulting output is written to file LIST OUTPUT A but is not
displayed at the terminal.
pipe < INPUT LIST | command | > LIST OUTPUT A

INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====

LIST

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
LISTFILE * *LOGfl A
ERASE OFSMAIL PROLOGfl A
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 32. COMMAND Stage Example: Input File Contents

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the COMMAND stage ends
immediately upon receipt of a negative return code from a command, and that
negative return code becomes the return code for the COMMAND stage. If its
secondary output stream is not connected and no command completes with a
negative return code, then the return code for the COMMAND stage is the highest
return code received from any of the commands issued by the stage. Thus, a
positive or zero return code from a COMMAND stage indicates that all of the
commands were executed, while a negative return code may indicate that some
commands were not executed.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the COMMAND stage continues to run
even if a command receives a negative return code. The return code from each
command is written to the secondary output stream. If its secondary output stream
is connected, the return code for the COMMAND stage is zero unless the stage is
specified incorrectly.
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Purpose
Use CONFIGURE to create specifications for CMS Pipelines in your own z/VM
logon session using pipeline configuration variables.

Operands
The two types of configuration variables are keywords and values. Keyword
variables must be set to one of the supported keywords. Value variables can be
specified by the user as any string of up to eight characters.
A default is determined by this hierarchy, where the first item has highest priority:
1. It can be set explicitly by the CONFIGURE stage.
2. It can be stored in a GLOBALV variable.
3. It is inferred from a default style (see “STYLE” on page 149).
For each variable that has not been set explicitly, Pipelines reads the variable from
the GLOBALV variable the first time it needs to inspect a particular variable; it
saves the value internally from then on.
The valid values for keyword variables are described in the following tables. The
three columns of each table contain:
1. The possible keywords or information on allowable values.
2. The style in which it is the default, if any.
3. A description.

DISKREPLACE
This keyword variable controls how the >MDSK stage replaces a file in an SFS
directory that is accessed with a mode letter. For more information, refer to the
>MDSK stage in the CMS/TSO Pipelines Author’s Edition book.
After the data is written to a temporary file, CMS Pipelines replaces either the file or
its contents. The acceptable keywords are:
Copy

DMS

Uses the DMSFILEC callable service to make the SFS server
replace the previous contents of the output file with the
contents of the temporary file. This retains the characteristics
of and authorizations for the file at the expense of additional
I/O in the SFS server virtual machine.

Replace

PIP
FPL

Uses the copy/erase method of replacing the old file with the
new one. This reduces the load on the SFS server; but
because the file is replaced, all authorizations are lost and the
file creation date is changed.

Note: Since Pipelines level 1.1.9, CMS Pipelines has been able to replace files directly in
the SFS directory. Specify the directory where the file resides instead of the mode letter.
When the directory is specified, the > stage uses native CSL routines to replace the file and
the trade-off becomes a non-issue.
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DISKTEMPFILETYPE
This keyword variable specifies the file type to be used by the >MDSK stage when
it replaces a file in a SFS directory that is accessed as a mode letter. For more
information, refer to the >MDSK stage in the CMS/TSO Pipelines Author’s Edition
book.
CMSUT1

DMS
FPL
PIP

Uses the file type CMSUT1 and a file name related to the
particular stage; this will be unique within the virtual machine.

TOD

Uses the contents of the time-of-day clock as file name and
file type. The 64 bits are unpacked to 16 bytes printable
hexadecimal. The file name and file type will be unique within
one system, but not necessarily across a collection or an AVS
network.

USERID

Uses the user ID as reported by diagnose 0 for the file type. A
file name will be used that is related to the particular stage.
Thus, for all virtual machines that use the USERID keyword,
the temporary file will be unique, but also easily found.

Note: Since Pipelines level 1.1.9, CMS Pipelines has been able to replace files directly in
the SFS directory. Specify the directory where the file resides instead of the mode letter.
When the directory is specified, the > stage uses native CSL routines to replace the file and
the trade-off becomes a non-issue.

GROUP
The value of this variable, which can be any string you choose up to eight
characters, specifies the GLOBALV group where configuration variables are stored.
The default group is FPL in all styles; it can be changed only by the CONFIGURE
stage (the group cannot be specified by a variable within itself).

REPOSITORY
The value of this variable, which can be any string you choose up to eight
characters, specifies the message repository to use for messages. A single hyphen
(-) means that no message repository is to be used; Pipelines then uses a built-in
message repository.
Specify any three-letter repository identifier to use that repository. The
corresponding message repository is xxxMESy TEXT, where xxx represents the
three-character repository name, and y is a code that represent the default
language for your session.
-

PIP
FPL

Do not use a message repository. Use the message texts that
are stored within the pipeline module. The module prefix used
is the same as the default style.

FPL

DMS

Uses the default message repository for z/VM.

Note: If the value of this variable is specified as something other than FPL, the user
assumes responsibility for setting up the corresponding message repository.

SQLPGMNAME
The value of this variable, which can be any string you choose up to eight
characters, specifies the program name for the SQL stage to use. The program
name must match the value specified by the PREP= operand of the SQLPREP
command. For more information about DB2 Server for VM access, refer to the CMS
Pipelines Administration chapter in z/VM: CMS Planning and Administration.
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DMSPQI

DMS
FPL

The z/VM default.

PIPSQI

PIP

The original name.

SQLPGMOWNER
The value of this variable, which can be any string you choose up to eight
characters, specifies the program owner to use by the SQL stage. The program
owner must match the DB2 Server for VM user ID that issued the SQLPREP
command. For more information about DB2 Server for VM access, refer to the CMS
Pipelines Administration chapter in z/VM: CMS Planning and Administration.
DMSPIPE

DMS
FPL

The z/VM default.

5785RAC

PIP

The original name.

Note: The user ID must begin with a letter when DB2 Server for VM is used.

STALLACTION
This keyword variable controls the behavior when the pipeline dispatcher
determines that the pipeline is stalled. The original implementation issued message
29 and a message for each stage in the pipeline set; it then appended a formatted
dump of the control block structure to a disk file.
JEREMY

FPL

Issue message 29 and append a readable summary of
the status of each stage to the file specified by the
STALLFILETYPE configuration variable.

QUIET

Issue message 29 only. Do not append to file.

STATUS

Issue message 29 and a message for each stage to
show the state it is in. Do not append to file.

STATUSDUMP

PIP
DMS

Issue message 29; issue a message for each stage to
show the state it is in; and append a formatted dump of
the control block structure to the file specified by the
STALLFILETYPE configuration variable.

STALLFILETYPE
The value of this variable, which can be any string you choose up to eight
characters, controls the file type used when appending the status of the stages in a
pipeline set to a dump file. The STALLFILETYPE configuration variable is of interest
only when the STALLACTION configuration variable is set to JEREMY or to
STATUSDUMP .
LISTING

PIP
FPL

Append all dumps to a single file, PIPDUMP LISTING.

LIST00*

DMS

Write the dump to the first file that does not exist with a file
type as specified. When all hundred files exist, append the
dump to the file PIPDUMP LIST0099 .

Note: When the last character of the STALLFILETYPE configuration variable is an asterisk
(*), the characters before the asterisk are used as they are; the remaining characters up to a
length of eight are inserted as a number, starting with zeros. Pipelines loops incrementing
this number until it finds a file type for which there is no file. If all files exist, the dump is
appended to the last file found.
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STYLE
This keyword variable controls the defaults for other variables. There are three
default styles:

|
|

DMS

Uses the behavior of z/VM 1.1.1 through 2.2.0.

PIP

Uses the behavior of the original Program Offering and the
subsequent field test versions of the Program Offering.

FPL

Uses the recommended set.

For compatibility, the default for the Style configuration variable is DMS for z/VM.
The style also governs other actions, which cannot be controlled through individual
variables:
Notes:
1. The way HELP works is governed by the default style. For PIP and FPL, it
behaves as AHELP, which displays information from PIPELINE HELPLIB (if it is
available). For DMS, it issues the CMS HELP command to display a standard
z/VM HELP file.
2. The application ID in the message prefix is controlled by the default style when
the repository value is set to a hyphen. In the PIP style, the application ID is set
to PIP; in the other two styles it is set to FPL .

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When configure is not the first stage in a pipeline, it reads the primary input stream
for the names and optionally new values for configuration variables. Null and blank
input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
When CONFIGURE is the first stage in a pipeline, it writes to the primary output
stream the values of all the configuration variables for which a value has been
established. CONFIGURE updates the variables (if a second value is specified) and
then writes the values of the specified variable to the output stream.

Usage Notes
1. CONFIGURE does not delay the record.
2. The pipeline variables are stored by default within the GLOBALV group FPL.
The group to use for subsequent queries can be changed by:
pipe literal group MYGROUP | configure

The variables may be set using any method. For example:
v globalv select fpl setp diskreplace copy
v Setting the desired variables in the file INITIAL GLOBALV.
3. Each record may contain one or two entries. The first entry is the name of the
configuration variable. If the second entry is present, it must contain a new
value for the specified configuration variable.
4. All inputs to CONFIGURE are converted to uppercase.
5. An installation can force a particular default style by passing the appropriate
record to CONFIGURE in the system profile after the pipeline segment has
been loaded.
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Examples
Specify the CONFIGURE stage as the first stage to display current values:
pipe configure | console
STYLE DMS
GROUP FPL
REPOSITORY FPL
Ready;

Specify the CONFIGURE stage to change the STYLE type:
pipe literal style fpl | configure | console
STYLE FPL
Ready;
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EOF

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

DIRECT
ASYNchronously
DARK
INVisible

NOEOF

Purpose
Use the CONSOLE stage to read lines from or write lines to the terminal.
When CONSOLE is the first stage of a pipeline, CONSOLE reads records from the
terminal and writes the records to its primary output stream if it is connected.
CONSOLE stops reading if its output stream is not connected. If no operands are
specified, CONSOLE also stops reading when a null line is entered. To enter a null
line, press enter without typing anything on the command line.
When CONSOLE is not the first stage of a pipeline, CONSOLE reads records from
its primary input stream and writes them to the terminal and to its primary output
stream, if it is connected.
Note: No operands are allowed when using CONSOLE to write to the terminal.

Operands
EOF
specifies that CONSOLE is to stop reading from the terminal if the line read
matches string, hexstring, or binstring.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters you want CONSOLE to recognize as a signal to stop
reading from the terminal. The string is not written to the output stream.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not
match. CONSOLE stops reading from the terminal if the line read matches the
target string you specify.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
is a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a string
of characters you want CONSOLE to recognize as a signal to stop reading from
the terminal. The string is not written to the output stream. CONSOLE stops
reading from the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify
any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
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characters you want CONSOLE to recognize as a signal to stop reading from
the terminal. The string is not written to the output stream. CONSOLE stops
reading from the terminal if the line read matches the target string you specify.
The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
NOEOF
specifies that CONSOLE should not inspect the input data for a group of
characters signalling end of file; CONSOLE stops only when it finds that its
primary output stream is not connected.
DIRECT
specifies that CONSOLE is to bypass reading from the console stack. Instead,
CONSOLE reads directly from the terminal, which causes a VM READ to
appear in the lower right corner of your screen if full-screen CMS is not ON.
Enter your response in vscreen CMS appears if full-screen CMS is ON. See
Usage Note 3 for more information about the console stack.
ASYNchronously
specifies that CONSOLE is to read from the terminal only when a line is
entered rather than keeping a VM READ state on the terminal. Therefore, the
terminal is not placed in a VM READ state while waiting for user input.
ASYNCHRONOUSLY causes a direct read, bypassing the console stack. See
Usage Note 3 for more information about the console stack.
You cannot issue CMS immediate commands when using CONSOLE
ASYNCHRONOUSLY. To end CONSOLE ASYNCHRONOUSLY, type PIPMOD
STOP on the command line or use the PIPESTOP stage.
DARK
INVisible
specifies that CONSOLE reads directly from the terminal, which causes a VM
READ to appear in the lower right corner of your screen if full-screen CMS is
not ON. Enter your response in vscreen CMS appears if full-screen CMS is
ON. But, when DARK or INVISIBLE is specified, the input you specify does not
appear as it is typed and is not echoed on the screen.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When CONSOLE is not the first stage of a pipeline, CONSOLE reads records from
its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
When CONSOLE is the first stage of a pipeline, CONSOLE writes the records it
reads from the terminal to its primary output stream. When CONSOLE is not the
first stage of a pipeline, CONSOLE writes the records it reads from its primary input
stream to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. CONSOLE does not delay the records.
2. If the CONSOLE stage is first in a pipeline and it discovers that its primary
output stream is not connected, the CONSOLE stage ends.
3. By default, CONSOLE reads from the console stack before reading from the
terminal. The console stack comprises the program stack and the terminal input
buffer. When neither DIRECT nor ASYNCHRONOUSLY is specified, CONSOLE
reads records in the following order:
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a. From the program stack
b. From the terminal input buffer
c. From the terminal (VM READ)
For more information about the program stack and the terminal input buffer, see
the z/VM: CMS Application Development Guide.
4. Before CONSOLE reads input lines from the terminal, CMS performs SET
INPUT translation on the lines. After CONSOLE writes lines to the terminal,
CMS performs SET OUTPUT translation on the lines. For more information
about the SET INPUT and SET OUTPUT commands, see the z/VM: CMS
Commands and Utilities Reference.
5. CONSOLE may stop reading from the terminal before the condition specified in
the operands occurs if a subsequent stage ends or disconnects its input stream
before the condition occurs. For example, the following PIPE command stops
reading from the terminal after two lines of data are entered. The lines are
written to file TERMINAL INPUT A.
pipe console | take 2 | > TERMINAL INPUT A

6. When the CONSOLE stage is in a pipeline set that has been issued under
control of RUNPIPE EVENTS, CONSOLE signals read or write events instead
of reading from or writing to the terminal.
7. Only one CONSOLE ASYNCHRONOUSLY stage can read from the terminal at
a time. If a subsequent stage uses CONSOLE ASYNCHRONOUSLY, execution
of the first CONSOLE ASYNCHRONOUSLY stage is suspended until the
second one is complete.

Examples
Example 1
To display the first 10 lines of your PROFILE EXEC at your terminal, enter the
following:
pipe < PROFILE EXEC | take 10 | console

The < stage reads records from PROFILE EXEC and writes them to its primary
output stream. The TAKE stage reads the records written by the < stage. After 10
records have been read, TAKE disconnects its input stream. Therefore, < reads no
more records. The CONSOLE stage writes the records to the terminal.

Example 2
To read user responses from the terminal until the user types that’s all folks and
to write each line of the response to the file USER RESPONSE A, issue the
following:
pipe console eof /that’s all folks/ | > USER RESPONSE A

Example 3
To read lines directly from the terminal into the stack, issue the following:
pipe console direct | stack

Note that if you do not specify DIRECT, each line the user enters is added to the
program stack by the STACK stage. The line stacked is then read by the
CONSOLE stage and stacked once again by the STACK stage, thus creating an
infinite loop.
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Purpose
Use the COPY stage to prevent a stall in a multistream pipeline when a one-record
delay is sufficient to prevent a stall. COPY delays the passing of its input stream to
its output stream by one record.
COPY reads each record from its primary input stream into a buffer. COPY
consumes an input record before it writes the contents of the buffer to its primary
output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
COPY reads records from its primary input stream. Each input record is read into a
buffer.

Primary Output Stream
COPY writes the contents of the buffer to its output stream after reading the next
record into the buffer.

Usage Notes
1. COPY delays one record.
2. If the COPY stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
COPY stage ends.
3. See also BUFFER and ELASTIC.

Examples
Example 1
This example writes the label of each record in a file in uppercase. The COPY
stage holds the records on the primary output stream from the CHOP stage while
the rest of the record is written to CHOP’s secondary output stream. If COPY is not
used in this example, the pipeline stalls.
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/* UPLABEL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< INFO FILE’,
’| y: chop blank’,
’| xlate upper’,
’| copy’,
’| s: specs’,
’1-* 1’,
’select 1’,
’1-* next’,
’| > UPINFO FILE A’,
’?’,
’y:’,
’| s:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read INFO FILE */
truncate record at first blank */
change to uppercase */
delay by one record */
arranges the record */
copy all columns and put in column 1 */
select input stream 1 */
copy all columns and put in next column */
write resulting record to file */
start of second pipeline */
define secondary output for CHOP */
define secondary input for SPECS */

Figure 33 on page 156 shows the input file and Figure 34 on page 156 shows the
output file.
v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < INFO FILE reads the file INFO FILE into the pipeline.
v y: chop blank specifies a label y for the CHOP stage. CHOP BLANK truncates
each record at the first blank and writes the truncated records to its primary
output stream. Because the secondary output stream is connected, it writes the
truncated part of the record to the secondary output stream. (If the first character
in a record is blank, CHOP writes a null record to its primary output stream and
passes the entire input record to its secondary output stream.)
v xlate upper translates the records in its primary input stream to uppercase.
v copy delays its input stream by one record to prevent a stall when the primary
and secondary input streams are combined in the SPECS stage.
v s: specs specifies a label s for the SPECS stage. SPECS arranges the records.
– 1-* 1 writes the data from column 1 through the end of the record and places
it in the output record beginning in column 1.
– select 1 sets the secondary input stream (stream 1) as the currently selected
stream.
– 1-* next writes the data from column 1 through the end of the record and
places it in the output record beginning in the next available column of the
output record.
v > UPINFO FILE A writes the records to the file UPINFO FILE. This is the last
stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v y: references the label y on the CHOP stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream for the CHOP stage. The records from the secondary
output stream of the CHOP stage in the first pipeline flow to the secondary input
stream of the SPECS stage in the first pipeline.
v s: references the label s on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary input stream for the SPECS stage. The records from the secondary
output stream of the previous CHOP stage in the first pipeline flow to the SPECS
stage as its secondary input stream.
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INFO

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Name: Smith, Denise
Address: 400 Beachside Road
City: Daytona Beach
State: Florida
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 33. COPY Stage Example: Input File Contents

UPINFO

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
NAME: Smith, Denise
ADDRESS: 400 Beachside Road
CITY: Daytona Beach
STATE: Florida
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 34. COPY Stage Example: Output File Contents
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 COUNT 

BYTES
CHARS
CHARACTErs
WORDS
LINES
MINline
MAXline



Purpose
Use the COUNT stage to count bytes, blank-delimited character strings, or records.
You can also use COUNT to return the length of the shortest or longest record.
COUNT reads records from its primary input stream and counts each specified
item. If its primary output stream is connected but its secondary output stream is
not connected, COUNT writes a single record containing the count information to its
primary output stream and discards the records from its primary input stream. If
both its primary and secondary output streams are connected, COUNT copies its
primary input stream records to its primary output stream and writes a single record
containing the count information to its secondary output stream.

Operands
BYTES
CHARS
CHARACTErs
specifies that the number of characters or bytes in the records read from the
primary input stream is to be included in the count information record.
WORDS
specifies that the number of blank-delimited character strings in the records
read from the primary input stream is to be included in the count information
record.
LINES
specifies that the number of records read from the primary input stream is to be
included in the count information record.
MINline
specifies that the length of the shortest record read from the primary input
stream is to be included in the count information record. When there are no
input records, the value is returned as 231 - 1.
MAXline
specifies that the length of the longest record read from the primary input
stream is to be included in the count information record. When there are no
input records, the value is returned as 0.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
COUNT reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is not connected, COUNT writes a single record
containing the count information to its primary output stream. If its secondary output
stream is connected, COUNT copies its primary input stream records to its primary
output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, COUNT writes a single record
containing the count information to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. COUNT delays the count record until end of file is reached. If its secondary
output stream is connected, COUNT does not delay the primary output stream
records.
2. If the COUNT stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the COUNT stage ends. If its secondary output stream is connected, the counts
are written to its secondary output stream. The record being processed when
the COUNT stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected is
not included in the counts.
3. COUNT writes only one count information record regardless of the number of
input records it reads. The count information record contains information about
only those operands that you specify. If you specify more than one operand, the
counts are returned separated by single blanks.
If you specify the same operand or operands of equivalent function more than
once, only one count of that information is returned in the count information
record.
Regardless of the order in which you specify the operands, the count
information is always returned in the following order:
characters words lines minimum-record-length maximum-record-length.

4. COUNT writes the count information record when it gets an end-of-file condition
on either its input or its output.
5. For each item in the count information record, the maximum count is 263 - 1.
6. COUNT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.

Examples
Example 1
To display the number of files on your A-disk with a file type of EXEC, enter the
following command:
pipe cms listfile * EXEC A | count lines | console

Example 2
Given the input file in Figure 35 on page 159, the terminal output resulting from the
following exec is shown in Figure 36 on page 159:
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/* MAINE EXEC */
’pipe’,
’< LIGHTHSE FILE’,
/*
’| strip trailing’,
/*
’| count chars words lines maxline’,
’| console’

LIGHTHSE FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

read in file */
string trailing blanks */
/* obtain count record */
/* display at terminal */

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Maine Lighthouses
Bass Harbor
Pemaquid Point
Portland Headlight
West Quoddy Head
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 35. COUNT Stage Example: Input File Contents
MAINE
76 11 5 18
Ready;
Figure 36. COUNT Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

The output returned indicates that the file LIGHTHSE FILE contains 76 characters,
11 blank-delimited character strings, 5 records, and 18 bytes in the longest line.

Example 3
The following exec places the first note in PIPER NOTEBOOK into the file FIRST
NOTE A and displays at the terminal the number of lines contained in the note:
/* FRSTNOTE EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< PIPER NOTEBOOK’,
’| drop 1’,
’| c:count lines’,
’| tolabel ============’||,
’| > FIRST NOTE A’,
’?’,
’c:’,
’| console’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read PIPER NOTEBOOK */
discard the first record */
count lines until a record */
of equal signs is found */
write the note to FIRST NOTE */
start of second pipeline */
define secondary streams for COUNT */
display number of lines in note */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < PIPER NOTEBOOK reads the file PIPER NOTEBOOK into the pipeline.
v drop 1 deletes the first record. CMS RECEIVE uses the convention of starting
notebook files with a line of equal signs (=).
v c:count lines defines a label c for the COUNT stage. COUNT counts the
records passing through it and writes those records to its primary output stream.
The count of the records read is written to the COUNT stage’s secondary output
stream.
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v tolabel ============ selects records up to, but not including the first record that
begins with ============. A line of equal signs is used by CMS RECEIVE to
separate notes in a CMS notebook file.
The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage prevents REXX
from inserting a blank before the stage separator at the beginning of the next
line. It is needed because trailing blanks are significant to TOLABEL.
COUNT stops counting and writes the count information record when its primary
output stream reaches end of file. The COUNT stage reaches end of file when
the TOLABEL stage finds the record it is looking for and disconnects its input
stream which is connected to COUNT’s primary output stream. Therefore, the
COUNT stage counts only those records in the first note in the notebook file.
v > FIRST NOTE A writes its primary input stream records to the file FIRST NOTE A.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v c: references the label on the COUNT stage and defines the secondary input
and output streams for the stage.
v console reads the count information record from the secondary output stream of
the COUNT stage and displays it on the terminal.

Example 4
The following exec counts both the number of words and the number of unique
words contained in the file specified as an input argument. The NEXTWORD
operands on the SPECS stages are abbreviated to NEXTW.
/* COUNTU EXEC */
parse arg fn ft .
/* get input fileid */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’<’ fn ft,
/* read specified file */
’| c:count words’,
/* count number of words */
’| split’,
/* split file lines at blanks */
’| sort unique’,
/* sort and remove dups */
’| count lines’,
/* count unique words */
’| specs 1-* 1 /unique words./ nextw’, /* append "unique words." */
’| console’,
/* to the count and display */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’c:’,
/* define secondary output for count words */
’| specs 1-* 1 /words total./ nextw’, /* append "words total." to */
’| console’
/* the total count and display */

For example, given the input file FAVORITE TREATS shown in Figure 37 on page
161, the terminal output resulting from the following is shown in Figure 38 on page
161:
countu favorite treats
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FAVORITE TREATS

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
chocolate milk
hot chocolate
chocolate candy
chocolate ice cream
chocolate chip cookies
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 37. COUNT Stage Example: Input File Contents

countu favorite treats
8 unique words.
12 words total.
Ready;
Figure 38. COUNT Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output
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CP


maxlength

string

Purpose
Use the CP stage to issue CP commands from a pipeline and to write the
responses from the commands to the pipeline rather than the terminal. If the string
operand is specified, it is passed as a command to CP. Then, any primary input
stream records are read and passed to CP as commands. When the CP stage
issues each of these commands, any output from a command that would usually
appear on the terminal is buffered until the command ends and is then written to
the CP stage’s primary output stream, if it is connected. Each line of output is
written as a separate record.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the CP stage writes all line mode
output from a command to its primary output stream and then writes the return code
from that command to its secondary output stream. This is repeated for each
command issued by the CP stage.

Operands
maxlength
is the maximum total length in bytes of CP output that the CP stage is to
process. If you specify maxlength and the response from the command is
longer than the length you specify, then the response is truncated to the last full
line that fits within the size you specify. If you issue a CP QUERY command
and do not specify maxlength, the entire command response is written to the
pipeline. If you issue some other CP command and do not specify maxlength,
maxlength defaults to 8192 bytes, which may result in the response being
truncated.
string
is a command passed to CP for execution. The string operand cannot be
specified if the secondary output stream of the CP stage is connected; in that
case, the CP stage issues only the commands that it reads from its primary
input stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
The CP stage reads records from its primary input stream. Input records must
contain a command to be passed to CP for execution. Null or blank input records
are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
The CP stage causes any output from the commands to be written to its primary
output stream. Each line of output is written as a separate record.
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Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, the CP stage writes the return code
from each command to its secondary output stream after any line mode output from
that command has been written to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. The CP stage does not delay the records; it writes all of the output from each
command before it consumes the input record.
2. If the CP stage discovers that its secondary output stream is no longer
connected, the CP stage ends.
3. An error occurs if a command is longer than the 240 characters CP supports.
4. If the first blank-delimited word of the command to issue is different from the
uppercase translation of the word, then the entire command is translated to
uppercase prior to being passed to CP for execution. See “Example 3” for an
example.
5. If the CP stage is used to issue a CMS command, a nonzero return code is
given because CP does not recognize CMS commands.
6. When a command response is truncated because maxlength was set (or
defaulted) to too small a value, the return code written to the secondary output
stream is prefixed by a plus sign.
7. The CP stage starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
8. See also CMS, COMMAND, SUBCOM, and STARMSG.

Examples
Example 1
To create a file QFILES RESULTS A containing the results from issuing a CP
QUERY FILES command, issue the following:
pipe cp query files | > QFILES RESULTS A

Example 2
Given a file QRYCMDS FILE that contains a list of CP commands like those shown
in Figure 39, issue the following command to execute the list of commands and
write the resulting command output to file QRYCMDS OUTPUT A without displaying
the command output at your terminal:
pipe < QRYCMDS FILE | cp | > QRYCMDS OUTPUT A

QRYCMDS

=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
QUERY PUN ALL
QUERY PRT ALL
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 39. CP Stage Example: Input File Contents

Example 3
To send a mixed case message to user ID DENISE using the CP MSG command,
issue the following:
pipe cp MSG DENISE Hi there!
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To send the same message in uppercase, issue the following:
pipe cp msg denise Hi there!

The first PIPE command does not perform uppercase translation upon the MSG
command because the first blank-delimited word of the command, MSG, is the
same as its uppercase translation.

Example 4
To transfer all of your reader files to another user with a user ID of SOMEUSER,
making certain that all 9999 possible spool files can be transferred and that the
response is not truncated, use the maxlength operand to specify a length large
enough to handle the output. In this example, the length is set to 999900, allowing
100 bytes of console output for each possible file which assures that the response
will not be truncated:
pipe cp 999900 transfer reader all to someuser | > TRANS RESPONSE A

The response sent from the TRANSFER command is written to the file TRANS
RESPONSE A.

Example 5
The following exec displays the user IDs of all users who are currently logged on
and who have nicknames in the CMS NAMES file of the user invoking the exec.
The user IDs are displayed in alphabetic order with six user IDs displayed per line.
/* WHO EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’cp query names ’,
/* get all bytes of q names */
’| split ,’,
/* split at commas */
’| nlocate /- DSC/’,
/* find users that are logged on */
’| chop -’,
/* keep only the user id */
’| strip’,
/* discard trailing blanks */
’| pad 11’,
/* pad to 11 characters */
’| sort 1.8 ascending’,
/* sort alphabetically */
’| c:collate pad 40 1.8 1.8 MASTER ’, /* find logged on users */
/* who are in the NAMES file */,
’| join 6’,
/* display six user ids */
’| console’,
/* per line at the terminal */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’< ’ userid() ’NAMES’,
/* read user’s names file */
’| split’,
/* split at blanks */
’| find :userid.’,
/* find the user id */
’| specs 9.8 1’,
/* strip off ":userid.:" */
’| sort unique 1.8 ascending’, /* sort nickname user ids */
’|c:’
/* define secondary input for collate */
Exit

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the CP stage ends immediately
upon receipt of a return code of 1 (unknown command) from any command that it
issues, and that return code 1 becomes the return code for the CP stage. If its
secondary output stream is not connected and no command completes with a
return code of 1, then the return code for the CP stage is the highest return code
received from any of the commands issued by the stage. Thus, a return code other
than 1 indicates that all of the commands were executed, while a return code of 1
may indicate that some commands were not executed.
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If its secondary output stream is connected, the CP stage continues to run even if a
command receives a return code of 1. The return code from each command is
written to the secondary output stream. The return code on the secondary output
stream is prefaced by a plus sign if the response to the command was truncated
because it would not fit within the specified (or defaulted) maxlength. If its
secondary output stream is connected, the return code for the CP stage is zero
unless the stage is specified incorrectly.
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APPEND

Purpose
Use the CRC stage to compute a checksum on its input stream records using a
CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Checkword) algorithm. The resulting checksum is a 16-bit
binary number.
If its secondary output stream is not connected and APPEND is not specified, CRC
writes a single record containing the computed checksum to its primary output
stream. If its secondary output stream is not connected and APPEND is specified,
CRC copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream and
follows these records with a single record containing the computed checksum. If its
secondary output stream is connected, CRC copies its primary input stream records
to its primary output stream.
To use the CRC stage to verify that a file has not been corrupted during
transmission, compute the checksum on the records of a file before transmitting the
file, transmit the file, and compute the checksum on the records of the file after it
has been transmitted. If the resulting checksums do not match, the file has been
corrupted during transmission.

Operands
APPEND
specifies that the records from the primary input stream are to be written to the
primary output stream followed by the CRC checksum. APPEND cannot be
specified when the secondary output stream is connected.
CRC16I
specifies the name of the predefined CRC algorithm. Table 2 describes the
characteristics of this algorithm:
Table 2. Characteristics of Predefined CRC16I Algorithm
Size of
checksum

Polynomial
Used

Initial Value of
Checksum

Value EXCLUSIVE ORed
with Output

16-BIT

8005

8000

0000

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
CRC reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is not connected and APPEND is not specified, CRC
writes a single record containing the computed checksum to its primary output
stream. If its secondary output stream is not connected and APPEND is specified,
CRC copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream and
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follows these records with a single record containing the computed checksum. If its
secondary output stream is connected, CRC copies its primary input stream records
to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, CRC writes a single record containing
the computed checksum to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. CRC does not delay the records.
2. If the APPEND operand is specified and the CRC stage discovers that its
primary output stream is not connected, the CRC stage ends.
3. The checksum is computed by:
v Initializing the checksum value
v Applying the CRC algorithm using the specified polynomial to the bytes of
data on the primary input stream (record boundaries have no effect)
v Complementing the resultant checksum if required.
4. CRC starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
5. See also PACK and UNPACK.

Examples
Example 1
Use the following PIPE command to compute the checksum of the file WORKLOAD
SCRIPT using the CRC16I algorithm and append the computed checksum to the
bottom of the file.
pipe < WORKLOAD SCRIPT | crc append crc16i | > WORKLOAD SCRIPT A

Example 2
After transmitting the file WORKLOAD SCRIPT, use the following exec to verify that
the file was not corrupted during transmission.
/* VERFILE EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< WORKLOAD SCRIPT’,
/* read WORKLOAD SCRIPT
*/
’| d: drop last’,
/* pass all records but checksum
*/
’| crc crc16i’,
/* recompute checksum
*/
’| i: faninany’,
/* join with checksum from original file */
’| combine x’,
/* see if checksums are equal
*/
’| strnfind x0000’,
/* discard if checksums are equal
*/
’| specs /CRC failure/ 1’, /* make CRC failure message
*/
’| console’,
/* display message at console
*/
’?’,
/* beginning of second pipeline
*/
’d:’,
/* define secondary output for DROP */
’| i:’
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
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C14TO38



C14TO38





char1
hexchar1
BLANK
SPACE

char2
hexchar2
BLANK
SPACE

char3
hexchar3
BLANK
SPACE

Purpose
Use the C14TO38 stage to replace two overstruck characters with a third character.
Overstruck characters underscore, highlight, or create another character by
overlaying two characters. For example, 1403 output often contains overstruck
characters. You may want to convert these characters to 3800 printable characters.
C14TO38 copies primary input stream records to the primary output stream until a
record with a write-no-space carriage control character (X'01') is found. C14TO38
tries to merge the record starting with X'01' with the record following it using sets of
3 characters (conversion triplets) that are specified in the argument string. You can
specify up to 255 sets of triplets. If no argument string is specified, the default is to
convert the overstruck 1403 box characters generated by Document Composition
Facility (SCRIPT/VS) to the corresponding 3800 box characters (X'8F', X'CB', X'CC',
X'EB' and X'EC').
Each one-byte position in the two records is inspected. If a given position in the two
input records contains the first two values specified in a triplet (in either order), a
blank replaces the character in the position of the first record, and the third value of
the specified triplet replaces the character in the position of the second record. If
the character in the position of the first record is nonblank and the character in the
position of the second record is blank, the two characters are swapped. If either
position in the two input records contains a blank character, the nonblank character
is written to the primary output stream. The first record is discarded when it is blank
from column 2 to the last column.
If all positions in the two input records are replaced by a third character, only one
record is written to the primary output stream. This record has the same carriage
control character as the original second line. If not all positions in the two input
records are replaced by a third character, two records are written to the primary
output stream. The first of the two output records has the carriage control character
X'01'. The second of the two output records has the same carriage control
character of the original second line.

Operands
char1
hexchar1
BLANK
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SPACE
is a single character, char1, the hexadecimal representation of the character,
hexchar1, the keyword BLANK, or the keyword SPACE. This operand is the first
character in the set of triplets.
char2
hexchar2
BLANK
SPACE
is a single character, char2, the hexadecimal representation of the character,
hexchar2, the keyword BLANK, or the keyword SPACE. This operand is the
second character in the set of triplets.
char3
hexchar3
BLANK
SPACE
is a single character, char3, the hexadecimal representation of the character,
hexchar3, the keyword BLANK, or the keyword SPACE. This operand specifies
the character to be used when replacing the two overstruck characters (the first
and second characters) in the set of triplets.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
C14TO38 reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
C14TO38 writes records to its output stream depending on the contents of the first
position of the records read from its primary input stream. If the first position of an
input record is not X'01', C14TO38 copies the input record to its primary output
stream. If the first position of an input record contains a X'01' carriage control
character, C14TO38 tries to combine that input record with the next input record
and writes the resulting number of records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Only records with a X'01' machine carriage control character indicating a
write-no-space operation may be delayed.
2. If the C14TO38 stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the C14TO38 stage ends.
3. When no argument string is specified, the default values are used. The output
stream is a 1403 type data stream as far as carriage control is concerned; no
TRC (Table Reference Character) is added.
4. Input records are truncated after 256 bytes without indication of error.
5. See also OVERSTR, OPTCDJ, XPNDHI, and BUILDSCR.

Examples
Example 1
Use the following exec to view a file created by SCRIPT/VS for a 1403 device. The
default values are used for each combination of highlighting and underscoring. The
device is assumed to support APL characters.
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/* SEE1403 EXEC */
parse upper arg fileid
/* Get input file ID */
’pipe’,
’<’ fileid,
/* Read input file */
’| c14to38’,
/* Convert 1403 codepoints to 3800 */
’| xlate 2-* cb eb eb ee cc ea ec ef’,
/* Convert to 3270 text codepoints */,
’| overstr’,
/* Build overstruck line descriptors */
’| xpndhi’,
/* Correct for highlighted blanks */
’| buildscr * * * * 24 80 1’,
/* Build outbound data streams */,
’| specs x80 1 2-* 2’,
/* Change control byte to erase/write */
’| fullscreen’,
/* Write each data stream and read */
’| hole’
/* Discard inbound 3270 data streams */
exit rc
/* Exit */

If the file has more than one screen of data, press any key to see the next screen.

Example 2
Figure 40 shows an input file. (The file is displayed in hexadecimal because the
XEDIT subcommand SET VERIFY HEX 1 5 has been issued.)
C14TO38

INPUT

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

===== * * * Top of File * * *
.|. . . +
===== 01C1C1C2C2
===== 09D1D1D2D2
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 40. C14TO38 Stage Example: Input File Contents

Given this input file, Figure 41 shows the output file resulting from the following
command:
pipe < C14TO38 INPUT | c14to38 c1 d1 f1 c2 d2 f2 | > C14TO38 OUTPUT A

C14TO38

OUTPUT

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

===== * * * Top of File * * *
.|. . . +
===== 09F1F1F2F2
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 41. C14TO38 Stage Example: Output File Contents

The first position in the two records is compared, X'01' and X'09'. X'01' machine
carriage control signals C14TO38 to try and merge the first input record with the
second record. So X'09' replaces X'01' in the first position of the output record
C14TO38 is building. The second position in the two input records is compared;
X'C1' and X'D1' match the first two values of the triplet operand and X'D1' is
replaced by X'F1' (the third value in the triplet operand). The third position works
the same as the second. The fourth position in the two input records is compared;
X'C2' and X'D2' match the first two values of the second triplet operand and X'D2' is
replaced by X'F2' (the third value of that triplet operand). The fifth position works
the same as the fourth. Because all characters from column two on in the first input
record were replaced with blanks, C14TO38 discards that record and only writes
the second record with its replacement characters to the primary output stream.
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Example 3
Figure 42 shows an input file. (The input file is displayed in hexadecimal because
the XEDIT subcommand SET VERIFY HEX 1 6 has been issued.)
C14TO38

INPUT

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

===== * * * Top of File * * *
.|. . . + .
===== 01C1C1C2C2C3
===== 09D1D1D2D2D3
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 42. C14TO38 Stage Example: Input File Contents

In these input records, the fifth characters, C3 and D3, are not one of the operands
specified on the following C14TO38 stage. Therefore, two records are written to the
output stream rather than one record.
Given this input file, Figure 43 shows the output file resulting from the following
command:
pipe < C14TO38 INPUT | c14to38 c1 d1 f1 c2 d2 f2 | > C14TO38 OUTPUT A

C14TO38

OUTPUT

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

===== * * * Top of File * * *
.|. . . + .
===== 01F1F1F2F2C3
===== 0940404040D3
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 43. C14TO38 Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 4
To print a document on your virtual 3800 printer that was formatted for a 1403
printer, enter the following commands:
cp spool 000e fcb s8 char it12 ib12
cp tag dev 000e mvs system 0 OPTCD=J
pipe < $doc script|c14to38|overstr|optcdj|printmc
cp close 000e

Depending on your system, you may have to use different CP SPOOL, CP TAG,
and CP CLOSE commands.
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1-*


SHOrtdate ISOdate

DATECONVert


Separator

Inputrange

ISOdate
Inputformat
Outputformat

WINDOW -50



WINDOW signednumber
WINDOW
BASEYEAR yearnumber

TIMEOUT

Separator:

WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Inputrange:
(1)
Words

wnumberrange
(1)

Fields
cnumberrange

fnumberrange

Notes:
1
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Inputformat, Outputformat:
(1)
SHOrtdate
USA_SHORT
REXX_DATE_U
FULldate
USA
ISO_SHORT
ISOdate
DB2_SHORT
DB2
VMDATE
REXX_DATE_Information
NORMAL
CSL_SHORT
REXX_DATE_O
CSL
PIPE_SHORT
PIPE
REXX_DATE_S
EUR_SHORT
EUR
JULIAN_SHORT
JULIAN
(2)
TOD_ABSOLUTE
TODABS
(2)
SCIENTIFIC_ABSOLUTE
SCIABS
(2)
POSIX
(2) (3)
TOD_RELATIVE
TODREL
(2) (3)
SCIENTIFIC_RELATIVE
SCIREL
(3)
MET

Notes:
1

The formats grouped together are synonyms for each other; they have the same format definition.
The REXX_DATE_x formats can also be specified as REXXx or Rx. The x can be specified as B,
C, D, E, E_LONG, J, J_LONG, M, N, N_SHORT, O, S, U or W.

2

Time is an integral part of these formats; therefore, the TIMEOUT operand is ignored for these
formats when they are used as an output format.

3

This is a relative format; the rest of the formats are absolute. You cannot convert between relative
and absolute formats.
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REXX_DATE_Information:
REXX_DATE_B
REXX_DATE_C
REXX_DATE_D
REXX_DATE_E
REXX_DATE_E_LONG
REXX_DATE_J
REXX_DATE_J_LONG
(1)
REXX_DATE_M
REXX_DATE_N_SHORT
REXX_DATE_N
(1)
REXX_DATE_W

Notes:
1

This format is valid only for the Outputformat parameter.

Purpose
Use the DATECONVERT stage to perform timestamp conversion and validation.
You can use DATECONVERT to translate a specified location of an input timestamp
in the record. DATECONVERT reads records from its primary input stream, takes
the timestamp from the input range, and converts this timestamp from the input
format to the output format. If the input field:
v Consists of a timestamp that is valid for its format, the timestamp will be
converted into the specified format, and the updated record will be written to the
primary output stream, if it exists.
v Does not consist of a valid timestamp in the particular input format, the record
will be passed to the secondary output stream, if it exists.
v Consists of a timestamp that is valid for its input format, but it cannot be
converted to the output format, the record will be passed to the secondary output
stream, if it exists.
If there are errors and the secondary output stream does not exist, the pipeline will
issue an error message and stop. If there is neither a primary nor a secondary
output stream, then the pipeline will stop processing.

Operands
Separator
Inputrange
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records.
For example, use the WORDSEPARATOR to specify that the dash (–)
separates each word:
ws - w4
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A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS)
FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records.
For example, use the FIELDSEPARATOR to specify that the dollar sign ($)
separates each field:
fieldsep $ f2

The default field separator character is X'05'.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the two-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
Use char or hexchar with the:
v WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank is used as the:
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR
(or WS) operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or
FS) operand.
Words
defines the location of the input data in a record for the delimited character
strings (words). The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the
character that delimits words. For example, use the Word to specify 3
words that are separated by a blank:
word 3

The operands WORD 3 specify the third word in the string as the input data
for the stage.
A Word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the
first Word in that record begins in the position immediately following the
delimiter or delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to
having one delimiter which means that the next Word begins in the first
position after the delimiters. For example, the first Word begins after the
first delimiter, and the third Word begins after the two consecutive
delimiters:
ws ? word 3

Fields
defines the location of the input data in a record for the delimited fields. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits
fields.
For example, the input data contains 3 fields separated by a dash (–):
fieldsep - f2
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A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as
the first field. The 2 consecutive delimiters is considered a null field. For
example, the types of null fields:
fs ? field 3

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers,
field numbers, or column numbers which is to be translated. The location is
relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the
range shows that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise,
the range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a
location, DATECONVERT uses the entire record. You can specify a location
as:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is
relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and
ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to
the beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and
location2), location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than
location1. If you specify both locations relative to the end of the input
record, (that is, you use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be
numerically less than or equal to location1. For example, this specifies
the last ten columns as the input location:
-10;-1

If you specified Words, this specifies the second-from-last as the input
location:
words -2

If you specified Fields, this specifies the second-from-last as the input
location:
fs ? fields -2

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2,
the position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the
position in the record defined by location2. For example, location1 is
positioned after location2 in the record:
abcdefghijklmnopqrs | -8;6

For example, location1 is positioned before location2:
abcdefghijklmnopqrs | -8;19

location1-*
location1;*
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-location1;*
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and
ending with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word, or
field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You
can specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
Inputformat
Outputformat
Table 3 on page 178 and Table 4 on page 180 describe the Inputformat and
Outputformat parameters for absolute formats and relative formats respectively.
The formats grouped together are synonyms.
The symbols used in the definition column of these tables have the following
meanings:
Date Symbols
mm

specifies the 2-digit month.

mmm

specifies the three-character English name of the month:
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

mmmmmmmmm
specifies the English name of the month:
January February March April May June July August September
October November December
dd

specifies the 2-digit day of the month.

ddd

specifies the day number in the year.

ddddd specifies the 1 to 5-digit REXX Century date.
dddddddddd
specifies the 6 to 10-digit REXX Base date.
wwwwwwwww
specifies the English name of the day of the week:
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
yy

specifies the 2-digit year.

yyyy

specifies the 4-digit year.

yyyyyyy
specifies the 1 to 7-digit year.
Time Symbols
hh specifies the 2-digit hours.
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mm
specifies the 2-digit minutes.
ss specifies the 2-digit seconds.
uuuuuu
specifies millionths of a second.
Table 3. Absolute Inputformat and Outputformat Parameters
Format

Definition

Length

Output Left or
Right Justified

SHOrtdate
USA_SHORT
REXX_DATE_U
REXXU
RU

mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX USA date. This
is the default for the Inputformat parameter.

8 or 24

Left

FULLDATE
USA

mm/dd/yyyyyyy hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the FULLDATE date.

7-29

Left

ISO_SHORT

yy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the ISO_SHORT date.

8 or 24

Left

ISOdate

yyyyyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the ISODATE date.
This is the default for the Outputformat parameter.

7-29

Left

DB2_SHORT

yy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.uuuuuu specifies the DB2_SHORT date.

8 or 24

Left

DB2

yyyyyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.uuuuuu specifies the DB2 date. This is
the default for the Outputformat parameter.

7-29

Left

VMDATE

User’s virtual machine date format setting. Issue the CP QUERY
DATEFORMAT command to query the date format setting, and
then find the corresponding format in the table.

10 or 26

Right

It can be set on a system-wide basis and also for the individual
user. The system-wide default date format is set with the
SYSTEM_DATEFORMAT system configuration statement. The
user’s default date format is set with the DATEFORMAT user
directory control statement. The system-wide default and the
user’s default can also be set with the CP SET DATEFORMAT
command. The user’s default date format is set to the
system-wide default.
The hierarchy of possible date format settings from highest
priority to lowest, is:
v User default
v System-wide default
Note: If you are running DATECONVERT on a system prior to
VM/ESA® 2.2.0, the VMDATE will default to ISODATE.
REXX_DATE_B
REXXB
RB

dddddddddd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX Base date.
The number of complete days (that is, not including the current
day) since and including the base date, 1 January 0001.
Note: The base date of 1 January 0001 is determined by
extending the current Gregorian calendar backward (365 days
each year, with an extra day every year that is divisible by 4
except century years that are not divisible by 400). The
REXX_DATE_B does not consider any errors in the calendar
system that created the Gregorian calendar originally. For more
information, see Usage Note 17 on page 188.
For input, you may supply up to 10 day digits, provided the
number of days represented can be expressed without overflow
in a signed fullword. The output date is not padded with leading
zeroes.
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Table 3. Absolute Inputformat and Outputformat Parameters (continued)
Format

Definition

Length

Output Left or
Right Justified

REXX_DATE_C
REXXC
RC

ddddd/hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX Century date.

5 or 21

Right

3 or 19

Right

For input, you may supply up to 5 day digits.
The number of days, including the current day, since and
including January 1 of the last year that is a multiple of 100. The
REXX_DATE_C is never negative. When DATECONVERT
returns the date in this format, it never pads the day field with
leading zeroes.
A sliding window has no effect on this date format. If specifying a
fixed window with BASEYEAR, DATECONVERT ignores the last
two digits of the year. For example, if you specify BASEYEAR
1947, DATECONVERT uses 1900 for the base year.

REXX_DATE_D
REXXD
RD

ddd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX Days date.
The ddd has no leading zeroes. On input, the ddd is interpreted
as being that day of the base year. On output, the ddd is
returned as the day number within the input year.
A sliding window has no effect on this date format.

REXX_DATE_E
REXXE
RE

dd/mm/yy hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX European date.

8 or 24

Left

REXX_DATE_E_LONG
REXXE_LONG
RE_LONG

dd/mm/yyyyyyy hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX European
Date Long.

7-29

Left

REXX_DATE_J
REXXJ
RJ

yyddd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX Julian date.

5 or 21

Left

REXX_DATE_J_LONG
REXXJ_LONG
RJ_LONG

yyyyddd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX Julian Date Long.

7 or 23

Left

REXX_DATE_M
REXXM
RM

mmmmmmmmm specifies the REXX Month date. This is valid
only for the outputformat parameter.

9

Left

REXX_DATE_N_SHORT
REXXN_SHORT
RN_SHORT

dd mmm yy hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX Normal Date
Short. The month must be specified in English and case is
significant.

9 or 25

Right

REXX_DATE_N
REXXN
RN

dd mmm yyyy hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX Normal
date.

11 or 27

Right

NORMAL

dd mmm yyyyyyy hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the Normal date.
On input, the month must be specified in English and the case is
not significant.

8-30

Left

REXX_DATE_O
REXXO
RO
CSL_SHORT

yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the REXX Ordered date.

8 or 24

Left

CSL

yyyyyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the CSL date.

7-29

Left

PIPE_SHORT

yymmddhhmmssuuuuuu specifies the PIPE_SHORT date.

6 or 18

Left

REXX_DATE_S
REXXS
RS
PIPE

yyyymmddhhmmssuuuuuu specifies the REXX Standard date.

8 or 20

Left

REXX_DATE_W
REXXW
RW

wwwwwwwww specifies the REXX Weekday date. This is valid
only for the outputformat parameter.

9

Left
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Table 3. Absolute Inputformat and Outputformat Parameters (continued)
Format

Definition

Length

Output Left or
Right Justified

EUR_SHORT

dd.mm.yy hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the EUR_SHORT date.

8 or 24

Left

EUR

dd.mm.yyyyyyy hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the EUR date.

JULIAN_SHORT

yy.ddd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the JULIAN_SHORT date.

JULIAN

yyyyyyy.ddd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the JULIAN date.

TOD_ABSOLUTE
TODABS

Unsigned doubleword indicating the number of TOD clock units
that have elapsed between the standard epoch and the moment
being expressed.

7-29

Left

6 or 22

Left

5-27

Left

8

Left

8

Left

8

Left

A TOD clock unit is a unit of time, just as minutes, seconds, and
hours are units of time; there are 4096 TOD clock units in a
microsecond.
The standard epoch is the moment at which the TOD clock
would have read X'00000000 00000000'. On a z/VM system the
standard epoch is January 1, AD 1900, 00:00:00 UTC. This
format is exactly the format of the output of the STORE CLOCK
(STCK) instruction.
SCIENTIFIC_ABSOLUTE
SCIABS

Eight-byte value containing two signed four-byte binary integers.
The first integer is the number of whole days (that is, 24-hour
units) that have elapsed between January 1, 4713 BC, Noon,
Universal Time, Coordinated (UTC) and the moment being
expressed. This is called the Julian day number.
The second integer is the number of milliseconds to be added to
the Julian day number to reach the moment being expressed. If
the input is date specific, the time will be zero. This results in the
time output portion to always be Noon.
The first integer must be greater than or equal to zero. The
second integer must be greater than or equal to zero and less
than the number of milliseconds in a day (86400000).

POSIX

Unsigned doubleword indicating the number of seconds since
the POSIX epoch (this is defined according to IEEE standard
1003.1). The POSIX epoch is January 1, AD 1970, 00:00:00
UTC.

Table 4. Relative Inputformat and Outputformat Parameters
Format

Definition

Length

Output Left or
Right Justified

TOD_RELATIVE
TODREL

Signed doubleword specifying an amount of time rather than a
specific date. Specified in TOD clock units.

8

Left

SCIENTIFIC_RELATIVE
SCIREL

Eight-byte value containing two signed four-byte binary integers
and specifying an amount of time rather than a specific date.

8

Left

The first integer is a number of whole days (that is, 24-hour
units). The second integer represents a fractional day and is the
number of milliseconds to be added to the whole day count.
There are no constraints on the value of the first integer. The
second integer must be greater than or equal to zero and less
than the number of milliseconds in a day (86400000).
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Table 4. Relative Inputformat and Outputformat Parameters (continued)
Format

Definition

MET

[-]dddddddddd hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu specifies the MET format.

Length

Output Left or
Right Justified

11-27

Right

For input, you may supply up to 10 day digits, provided the
number of days represented can be expressed without overflow
in a signed fullword. When DATECONVERT returns the date in
MET format, it never pads the day field with leading zeroes. This
format, Mission Elapsed Time, is used by NASA for measuring
the duration of space flights.

WINDOW
specifies the sliding or fixed window to be used when converting from a
two-digit year to a four-digit year. If you specify an input date that already
contains a four-digit year, this parameter is ignored; specifying a sliding or fixed
window will have no effect.
For more information, see Usage Note 16 on page 187.
signednumber
specifies a value to show the position of the sliding window. You can specify
a positive number without a + (plus) sign, or a negative number with the (minus) sign; for example 30, 50, -30, -50. The default is -50.
A sliding window is used by DATECONVERT when you have a two-digit
input year to specify an additional numeric value from which
DATECONVERT can deduce the century digits of the year. For example,
12/25/93

This value calculates the 100-year span in which the year will reside.
BASEYEAR yearnumber
specifies the value that shows the base year of the fixed window. This must
be a positive number without a + (plus) sign.
TIMEOUT
specifies the time will be part of the output.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
The DATECONVERT stage reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
If the primary output stream is connected, the stage writes the records with valid
converted timestamps to its primary output stream. If the input range specified is
outside the range of the record, the record will be written as is to the primary output
stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If the secondary output stream is connected, the stage writes the records that
contain timestamps that are not valid to its secondary output stream. If it is not
connected and one of the timestamps is not valid, the pipeline will issue an error
message and stop processing.

Usage Notes
1. DATECONVERT does not delay the records.
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2. If the DATECONVERT stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the DATECONVERT stage ends.
3. DATECONVERT converts no more than one timestamp field per record.
4. Input data outside the input range is unchanged.
5. If the output timestamp has a different length than the input range the input
data following the output timestamp is shifted right or left as necessary.
For example, when a date in ISODATE format is converted to SHORTDATE
format, the data to the right of the date is shifted two columns to the left.
pipe literal The date 1998-08-18 is next Tuesday
|dateconv 10.10 iso short|cons
The date 08/18/98 is next Tuesday
Ready;

Likewise, when a date in SHORTDATE format is converted to ISODATE
format, the data to the right of the date is shifted two columns to the right.
pipe literal The date 08/18/98 is next Tuesday
|dateconv 10.8 short iso|cons
The date 1998-08-18 is next Tuesday
Ready;

6. For the character string formats, the input timestamp can be specified with
leading zeroes omitted. For example, if you enter:
4/2/1998

DATECONVERT will assume the field is:
04/02/0001998

because the USA format has a maximum length of 13 for the date portion of
the timestamp.
Be careful when specifying input timestamps without leading zeroes. For
example, if you specify the input timestamp of 12/31/01 with input format of
FULLDATE, DATECONVERT will pad the zeroes to the left of each field. In
this entry the yyyyyyy will be padded with 00 thus treating this timestamp as
12/31/0000001.
However, on output DATECONVERT will produce the output timestamp
containing the appropriate number of leading zeroes in each field except for
the year field, which is not padded with zeroes. For example,
04/02/1998

12/13/1

There are some exceptions such as REXX_DATE_N and
REXX_DATE_N_SHORT that do not accept leading zeroes on input or do not
produce leading zeroes on output for their dd field. All the exceptions are noted
in Table 3 on page 178 and Table 4 on page 180.
7. Leap seconds are not accounted for in any of the calculations.
8. Conversions between absolute formats TOD_ABSOLUTE,
SCIENTIFIC_ABSOLUTE, and POSIX and other absolute formats are based
on the time zone of your system (as returned by DIAG x’00’). Specifically:
v Conversions from date to date-time formats set the time portion of the
output to midnight in your time zone.
v Conversions from date-time to date formats return the date in your time
zone.
9. Sometimes there is a loss of information when converting from one format to
another less precise date format.
v You cannot convert back to a date that was converted to REXX_DATE_W or
REXX_DATE_M. For example,
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pipe literal 05/15/1997|dateconv full rw|cons
Thursday
Ready;
pipe literal 05/15/1997|dateconv full rm|cons
May
Ready;

v When you go from a date with a 4-digit year to a date with a 2-digit year,
you cannot convert back to the correct date of a 4-digit year without
specifying the correct window. For example,
pipe literal 01/01/1900|dateconv full short|cons|
dateconv short full| cons
01/01/00
01/01/2000 <---- default window -50 is not correct;
since 1900 is out of the range of 1947-2046.
Ready;
pipe literal 01/01/1900|dateconv full short|
dateconv short full baseyear 1900|console
01/01/1900 <---- correct window is
base year of 1900
Ready;

v You cannot convert back to a date that was converted to REXX_DATE_C or
REXX_DATE_D if the input dates span a century or a year, respectively. For
example,
pipe literal 01/01/2000|dateconv full rc|cons|
dateconv rc full| cons
1
01/01/1900
<---- Begins in year 1900.
Ready;

But specifying BASEYEAR lets you specify the beginning of year 2000.
pipe literal 01/01/2000|dateconv full rc|cons|
dateconv rc full baseyear 2000|console
1
01/01/2000
Ready;
pipe literal 01/01/1900|dateconv full rd|cons|
dateconv rd full| cons
1
01/01/1997
<-----------current year is 1997.
Ready;

But specifying BASEYEAR lets you specify the year of 1900.
pipe literal 01/01/1900|dateconv full rd|cons|
dateconv rd full baseyear 1900|console
1
01/01/1990
Ready;

v When you go from a doubleword format such as TOD_ABSOLUTE,
SCIENTIFIC_ABSOLUTE, or POSIX to a date format that represents the
date with month, day, and year, you will lose time information due to
truncation to whole days. Here is an example of TOD_ABSOLUTE to
ISODATE and back again:
pipe strliteral xFFFFCA5B17000000|dateconv todabs isodate|
cons
2042-09-17
Ready;
pipe literal 2042-09-17|dateconv isodate todabs|
specs 1.8 c2x 1|cons
FFFEBF85E8000000
Ready;
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An example of converting a date to SCIENTIFIC_ABSOLUTE shows the
second word on conversion is always X'02932E00' which is equivalent to
NOON:
pipe literal 11/24/97|dateconv sho sciabs|
specs 1-* c2x 1|cons
0025655802932E00
Ready;

To save the time information, specify the TIMEOUT operand.
pipe strliteral xFFFFCA5B17000000|dateconv todabs isodate
timeout| cons
2042-09-17 19:53:47.370496
Ready;
pipe literal 2042-09-17 19:53:47.370496|dateconv isodate
todabs| specs 1.8 c2x 1|cons
FFFFCA5B17000000
Ready;

However, even in this example, you may lose information because
TOD_ABSOLUTE is more precise than ISODATE.
pipe strliteral xFFFFCA5B17123456|dateconv todabs isodate
timeout| cons
2042-09-17 19:53:47.370787
Ready;
pipe literal 2042-09-17 19:53:47.370787|dateconv isodate
todabs| specs 1.8 c2x 1|cons
FFFFCA5B17123000
Ready;

You should note that TOD_ABSOLUTE has a precision of 1/4096
microseconds, whereas ISODATE has a precision of 1 microsecond.
v When you go from a doubleword day format such as TOD_RELATIVE or
SCIENTIFIC_RELATIVE to a day format that truncates to whole days, you
will lose time information.
For example,
pipe strliteral x7FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF|dateconv todrel met|
cons
26062
Ready;
pipe literal 26062|dateconv met todrel|specs 1-* c2x 1|
cons
7FFF5FC2F4000000
Ready;

v When converting between the doubleword formats that include times you
may find some discrepancies due to rounding of seconds or milliseconds.
10. You cannot convert between relative and absolute formats. Attempts to do this
result in an error message and no dates will be converted. You can convert
absolute to absolute, or relative to relative.
11. The only format capable of expressing a BC year is SCIENTIFIC_ABSOLUTE.
An attempt to place a BC year in any other format results in a record that is
not valid.
12. Date formats that contain a yy (2-digit year) using a window can achieve
4-digit years up to 31 Dec 9999, and 7-digit years up to 31 Dec 5873999. The
lowest expressible date is 01 Jan 0001.
For example, a 2-digit year of 01 with BASEYEAR 1 conversion to the lowest
expressible 4-digit year of 0001:
pipe literal 01-01-01|dateconvert iso_short rn baseyear 1
|console
1 Jan 0001
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13. The Inputformat range for conversion to REXX_DATE_C, REXX_DATE_D, and
REXX_DATE_M are equivalent to the range for ISODATE which is 1-01-01 to
5873999-12-31 (yyyyyyy-mm-dd).
The Inputformat range for conversion to REXX_DATE_W is equivalent to the
range for SCIENTIFIC_ABSOLUTE which is X'00000000 00000000' (1 Jan BC
4713 12:00:00 UTC) to X'7FFFFFFF 02932DFF' (03 Jun AD 5874898
23:59:59:999 UTC).
14. Column alignment may not be preserved for formats that contain dates with
varying length years. For example, if we have two input dates in the
FULLDATE format (mm/dd/yyyyyyy) and convert them to the same output date
format, you can see that the year field is not padded with leading zeroes.
pipe literal col1 08/01/0001 col3|literal col1 08/01/0011 col3|
dateconv w2 fulldate fulldate|console
col1 08/01/11 col3
col1 08/01/1 col3
Ready;

15. Table 5 describes the lower and upper bounds for each format. The first
synonym of each format group is specified. The first line for each format in the
lower and upper bound columns contain the actual value that can be specified
for that format. The range for:
Date
mm
is 1 to 12
dd
is 1 to 31
yy
is 00 to 99
yyyy
is 0001 to 9999.
yyyyyyy
is 1 to 5873999.
Time
hh
is 0 to 23
mm
is 0 to 59
ss
is 0 to 59
uuuuuu
is 0 to 999999.
If there is a second line, it will show you the equivalent value in either
REXX_DATE_N, or in number of years, for a format that is not easily
recognized.
Table 5. Date Limits
Format

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

SHORTDATE

01/01/00 00:00:00.000000

12/31/99 23:59:59.999999

FULLDATE

01/01/1 00:00:00.000000

12/31/5873999 23:59:59.999999

ISO_SHORT

00-01-01 00:00:00.000000

99-12-31 23:59:59.999999

ISODATE

1-01-01 00:00:00.000000

5873999-12-31 23:59:59.999999

DB2_SHORT

00-01-01-00.00.00.000000

99-12-31-23.59.59.999999

DB2

1-01-01-00.00.00.000000

5873999-12-31-23.59.59.999999

REXX_DATE_B

639796
14 Sep 1752 00:00:00.000000

2145762221
3 Jun 5874898
23:59:59.999999
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Table 5. Date Limits (continued)
Format

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

REXX_DATE_C

1/00:00:00.000000

36159/23:59:59.999999
for the first century
36525/23:59:59.999999
for all centuries prior
to 1700 divisible by
100 and all centuries
greater than 1700
divisible by 400
36514/23:59:59.999999
for 1700
36524/23:59:59.999999
for all other centuries

REXX_DATE_D

1 00:00:00.000000

365 23:59:59.999999
366 23:59:59.999999
for leap years
355 23:59:59.999999
for 1752

REXX_DATE_E

01/01/00 00:00:00.000000

31/12/99 23:59:59.999999

REXX_DATE_E_LONG

01/01/1 00:00:00.000000

31/12/5873999 23:59:59.999999

REXX_DATE_J

00001 00:00:00.000000

99365 23:59:59.999999
52355 23:59:59.999999
for 1752

REXX_DATE_J_LONG

0001001 00:00:00.000000

9999365 23:59:59.999999
1752355 23:59:59.999999
for 1752

REXX_DATE_M

January

December

REXX_DATE_N_SHORT

1 Jan 00 00:00:00.000000

31 Dec 99 23:59:59.999999

REXX_DATE_N

1 Jan 0001 00:00:00.000000

31 Dec 9999 23:59:59.999999

NORMAL

01 Jan 1
00:00:00.000000

31 Dec 5873999
23:59:59.999999

REXX_DATE_O

00/01/01 00:00:00.000000

99/12/31 23:59:59.999999

CSL

1/01/01 00:00:00.000000

5873999/12/31 23:59:59.999999

PIPE_SHORT

000101000000000000

991231235959999999

REXX_DATE_S

00010101000000000000

99991231235959999999

REXX_DATE_W

Sunday

Saturday

EUR_SHORT

01.01.00 00:00:00.000000

31.12.99 23:59:59.999999

EUR

01.01.1 00:00:00.000000

31.12.5873999 23:59:59.999999

JULIAN_SHORT

00.001 00:00:00.000000

99.365 23:59:59.999999
52.355 23:59:59.999999
for 1752
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Table 5. Date Limits (continued)
Format

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

JULIAN

1.001 00:00:00.000000

5873999.365 23:59:59.999999

1752.355 23:59:59.999999
for 1752
TOD_ABSOLUTE

X'00000000 00000000'
1 Jan AD 1900
00:00:00 UTC

X'FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF'
17 Sep AD 2042
23:53:47.370495 UTC
plus 4095 TOD units

SCIENTIFIC_ABSOLUTE

X'00000000 00000000'
1 Jan BC 4713
12:00:00 UTC

X'7FFFFFFF 02932DFF'
03 Jun AD 5874898
23:59:59.999 UTC

POSIX

X'00000000 00000000'
1 Jan 1970
00:00:00 UTC

X'0000A88E E75BEDFF'
3 Jun 5874898
23:59:59 UTC

TOD_RELATIVE

X'80000000 00000000'
approximately
-26062.5 days

X'7FFFFFFF FFFFFFFF'
approximately
26062.5 days

SCIENTIFIC_RELATIVE

X'80000000 00000000'
-2147483648 days
plus 00:00:00.000

X'7FFFFFFF 05265BFF'
2147483647 days
plus 23:59:59.999

MET

-2147483648 days
00:00:00.000000

2147483647 days
23:59:59.999999

16. Using a Window
When you have two-digit years, DATECONVERT supports two different
window techniques. These techniques let the caller who provides a two-digit
input year to specify an additional numeric value from which DATECONVERT
can deduce the century digits of the year. For example,
12/25/93

No matter whether you use a sliding-window or fixed-window technique, be
careful to ensure that the 100-year window you are characterizing resides
entirely with AD years. In other words, the beginning year of your 100-year
interval must be greater than zero. Also, the beginning year must be less than
or equal to 5873900. DATECONVERT will return an error if these conditions
are not met. The two techniques are:
v Fixed Window Technique
In this technique, a given two-digit year is assumed to reside in the 100-year
span [number,number+99], where integer number, called the base year, is
specified separately by the caller. For example, if the two-digit year 93 is
interpreted according to number=1995, the window is [1995,2094], and 93 is
taken to mean 2093. However, if number=1970, then the window is
[1970,2069], and 93 is taken to mean 1993.
To cause DATECONVERT to use the fixed-window technique to interpret a
stamp with a two-digit year: Use the BASEYEAR keyword with yearnumber.
Set the yearnumber parameter equal to the base year. For example, to
cause a two-digit year to be interpreted according to the fixed window
[1900,1900+99], use BASEYEAR with yearnumber set to 1900. This will
give you the window [1900,1999].
v Sliding Window Technique
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In this technique, a given two-digit year is assumed to reside in the 100-year
span [cy+signednumber, cy+signednumber+99], where integer cy is the
current year—that is, the year at the moment of the call—and signednumber
is a constant added to the current year to show the first year of the window.
For example, if the two-digit year 93 is interpreted according to cy=1995 and
signednumber=-10, the window is [1985,2084], and 93 is taken to mean
1993. However, if cy=1995 and signednumber=0, then the window is
[1995,2094], and 93 is taken to mean 2093.
To cause DATECONVERT to use a sliding window technique to interpret a
stamp with a two-digit year: Set the signednumber parameter equal to the
offset of the start from the current year for the window. For example, to
cause a two-digit year to be interpreted according to the sliding window
[cy-50,cy+49], set signednumber to -50. If the cy is 1997, this will give you
the window [1947,2046].
Another example, to cause a two-digit year to be interpreted according to
the sliding window [cy+50,cy+50+99], set signednumber to 50. If the cy is
1997, this will give you the window [2047,2146].
A sliding window of signednumber = -97 and a fixed window of number = 1900
will produce the same results in the current year 1997. But when the current
year changes to 1998, then the sliding window will move its base year to 1901;
whereas the base year of the fixed window would remain at 1900.
17. Julian and Gregorian Calendars
The DATECONVERT assumes the switch from the Julian calendar to the
Gregorian calendar occurred on September 14, 1752 (Gregorian). This means:
v All dates labeled September 2, 1752 and earlier are reckoned using the
Julian calendar.
v All dates labeled September 14, 1752 and later are reckoned using the
Gregorian calendar.
v The day immediately after the day labeled September 2, 1752 is labeled
September 14, 1752.
However, callers using format REXX_DATE_B need to remember that the
REXX function DATE('B') assigns all its day numbers, including those on or
before September 2, 1752, using Gregorian calendar rules. Because of this,
DATECONVERT considers 639,796 — the DATE('B') value corresponding to
Gregorian date September 14, 1752 — to be the minimum accepted value in
dates using format REXX_DATE_B. Attempts to use values less than this
threshold return a record that is not valid.
For more information on these calendars, see the CSL routine
DateTimeSubtract in z/VM: CMS Application Multitasking.
18. For more information, see TIMESTAMP and SPECS operands; TODCLOCK,
C2I, and I2C.

Examples
These examples use the:
v Default sliding window of -50, unless otherwise specified.
v Date of May 15, 1997 as today.

Example 1
This example uses SHOrtdate to specify the input format. The length of six is
specified for the input date of 1/2/97 because it does not contain the leading
zeroes.
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pipe literal 1/2/97|dateconv 1.6 short isodate|console
1997-01-02
Ready;

Example 2
This example uses FULLDATE to specify the output format.
pipe literal 01/02/97|dateconv 1.8 short fulldate|console
01/02/1997
Ready;

Example 3
This example uses INDATA EXEC to convert each date in the file INPUT DATA A
from REXXU (REXX USA) to REXXN (REXX NORMAL) and writes the records with
the converted dates to the file OUTPUT DATA A.
/* INDATA EXEC */
’Pipe < INPUT DATA A|dateconv W1 RexxU RexxN|> OUTPUT DATA A’
Exit rc
Figure 44. INDATA EXEC
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
04/16/35
- Grandma
01/20/47
- boundary low
08/23/60
- Dad
4/11/63
- Mom
05/15/95
- Kid
1/2/00
- Kid2
11/6/29
- GrandKid
1/2/46
- boundary high
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 45. INDATA Example: Input File Contents (INPUT DATA A)
OUTPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
16 Apr 2035
- Grandma
20 Jan 1947
- boundary low
23 Aug 1960
- Dad
11 Apr 1963
- Mom
15 May 1995
- Kid
2 Jan 2000
- Kid2
6 Nov 2029
- GrandKid
2 Jan 2046
- boundary high
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 46. INDATA Example: Output File Contents (OUTPUT DATA A)

Note: Grandma was really born 4/16/1935, not 4/16/2035. Her birthday is out of the
100 year sliding window range of [1947,2046] where the current year is
1997. A sliding window of -50,+49 is used.

Example 4
This example uses the DATECONVERT stage to change two-digit year dates to
four-digit year dates. This file shows the two-digit year dates that are known to be
all 19xx dates. Here, you have to be careful when picking the window. Let us
choose a fixed window starting at 1900. The window range is [1900,1999].
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Note the leading zeroes in the resulting dates in the FOURYEAR FILE.
pipe < twoyear file a|dateconv sho full window baseyear 1900
|> fouryear file a
Ready;

TWOYEAR

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
04/16/12
04/16/35
01/20/46
08/23/69
4/11/79
05/15/83
1/2/95
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 47. Input File Contents (TWOYEAR FILE A)
OUTPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
04/16/1912
04/16/1935
01/20/1946
08/23/1969
04/11/1979
05/15/1983
01/02/1995
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 48. Output File Contents (FOURYEAR FILE A)

Example 5
This example uses the REXX Date built in function to get the present Julian date.
Then it passes it as input to the DATECONVERT stage to convert it to the user’s
default date format, which is set to fulldate. The CP QUERY DATEFORMAT shows
the setting.
/* GETFULL EXEC */
’cp query dateformat’ /* shows us the user’s default date format */
’pipe literal’ ’DATE’(’J’) ’|dateconv 1.5 rexxj vmdate|console’
Exit rc

getfull
User Dateformat = FULLDATE
05/15/1997
Ready;

Example 6
This example uses the DATECONVERT stage to convert six dates from FULLDATE
to JULIAN. It has one input stream and two output streams. All dates that are not
valid are written to the secondary output stream.
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/* VALJUL EXEC */
/* set up input dates */
dates.1 = ’01/01/1997’
/* good date */
dates.2 = ’01/AA/1997’
/* bad date */
dates.3 = ’02/30/1997’
/* bad date */
dates.4 = ’02/29/1996’
/* good date */
dates.5 = ’02/28/1A97’
/* bad date */
dates.6 = ’02/22/1996’
/* good date */
dates.0 = 6
’PIPE (END ?) STEM DATES.’ ,
’| SPEC RECNO 1 1-* 20 ’ ,
’|A: DATECONV 20.10 fulldate julian ’ , /* convert,validate*/
’| SPEC /GOOD DATE
Record number:/ 1 1-* NW’ ,
’| CONSOLE’ ,
’?A:’,
/* secondary output stream */
’| SPEC /BAD DATE
Record number:/ 1 1-* NW’ ,
’| CONSOLE’

Running the VALJUL EXEC results in the three valid dates written to its primary
output stream, and the three dates that are not valid being written to its secondary
output stream. After invoking VALJUL EXEC, the console displays:
valjul
GOOD DATE
BAD DATE
BAD DATE
GOOD DATE
BAD DATE
GOOD DATE
Ready;

Record
Record
Record
Record
Record
Record

number:
number:
number:
number:
number:
number:

1
2
3
4
5
6

1997.001
01/AA/1997
02/30/1997
1996.060
02/28/1A97
1996.053

Example 7
This example uses the NOT stage to validate the date and output the bad dates to
the console. This is done by switching the primary and secondary streams.
/* VALDATE - validate the dates */
/* set up input dates
*/
dates.1 = ’01/01/1997’
dates.2 = ’01/AA/1997’ /* bad */
dates.3 = ’02/30/1997’ /* bad */
dates.4 = ’02/29/1996’
dates.5 = ’02/28/1A97’ /* bad */
dates.6 = ’02/22/1996’
dates.0 = 6
’PIPE STEM DATES.’ ,
’| NOT DATECONV 1.10 fulldate isodate’ ,
’| INSERT /BAD DATE: / ’ ,
’| CONSOLE’

Running the VALDATE EXEC results in the three bad dates written to the console:
valdate
BAD DATE: 01/AA/1997
BAD DATE: 02/30/1997
BAD DATE: 02/28/1A97
Ready;

Example 8
This example uses the DAYS2GO EXEC to tell you how many days to go until the
year 2000. The first pipe command shows you can do multiple date conversions.
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DAYS2GO EXEC:
/*************************************************************/
/* This will let you know how many days to go.
*/
/* Useful to see how many days until something is due.
*/
/* You can input an enddate.
*/
/*************************************************************/
parse arg enddate
if enddate = ’’ Then enddate = ’01/01/2000’
’pipe literal’ ’DATE’(’S’) ’|dateconv rs full|’,
’var tday|dateconv full rb|var today’
’pipe literal’ enddate ’|dateconv full rb|var endday ’
diff = endday-today
say ’Today is’ tday
say ’You have’ diff ’days to go until’ enddate
exit

Running the DAYS2GO EXEC results in:
days2go
Today is 08/05/1997
You have 879 days to go until 01/01/2000
Ready;

Example 9
This example uses the DATECONVERT stage to convert an ISODATE format to a
POSIX format.
pipe literal 1997-08-01|dateconv 1.10 iso posix|specs 1.8 c2x 1|
console
0000000033E12700
Ready;
pipe literal 1970-01-01|dateconv 1.10 iso posix|specs 1.8 c2x 1|
console
0000000000000000
Ready;

Example 10
This example shows a relative to relative format conversion. You may have many
TOD clock units between events and want to calculate the number of full days until
that particular event occurs.
We will convert from TOD_RELATIVE to MET. The MET tells us the number of full
days by truncating the converted value.
pipe literal 000649534E000000|specs 1-* x2c 1|
dateconv tod_relative met|console
5
Ready;

This example shows the number of TOD clock units between days 5 and 6. Note
due to the truncation of the MET value to whole days, any TOD clock value in the
range of X'00064953 4E000000' - X'00078B30 C3FFFFFF' will produce the value 5
when converted to MET.
Here we convert 5 days to TOD_RELATIVE. This is the beginning range:
pipe literal 5|dateconvt met tod_relative|specs 1-* c2x 1|cons
000649534E000000
Ready;

Here we convert 6 days to TOD_RELATIVE:
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pipe literal 6|dateconv met tod_relative|specs 1-* c2x 1|cons
00078B30C4000000
Ready;

Then, subtract one to get the ending range X'00078B30 C3FFFFFF' that will
produce 5 days:
pipe literal 00078B30C3FFFFFF|specs 1-* x2c 1|
dateconv tod_relative met|console
5
Ready;

Example 11
This example shows conversions using a date and time. We will convert from
FULLDATE to ISODATE with and without an input range and with and without the
TIMEOUT operand.
Here we show that the input time is part of the input, but is not part of the output:
pipe literal 01/14/1959 04:12:13.123456|
dateconv fulldate isodate|console
1959-01-14
Ready;

Here we specify an input range that includes only the date. This example converts
only the fulldate to the isodate and simply appends the rest of the record, in this
case a time, to the end:
pipe literal 01/14/1959 04:12:13.123456|
dateconv 1.10 fulldate isodate|console
1959-01-14 04:12:13.123456
Ready;

Here we specify the entire input record and that we want the time as part of the
output:
pipe literal 01/14/1959 04:12:13.123456|
dateconv fulldate isodate timeout| console
1959-01-14 04:12:13.123456
Ready;

Here we specify an input range that includes only the date and that we want the
time as part of the output. This example converts the fulldate to the isodate and
appends the time of midnight since no time was specified in the input range. It also
leaves the rest of the record alone, so the time that is already on the input line is
appended to the output line. This may not be the answer that you want. You may
have meant to use the syntax of one of the prior two examples.
pipe literal 01/14/1959 04:12:13.123456|
dateconv 1.10 fulldate isodate timeout| console
1959-01-14 00:00:00.000000 04:12:13.123456
Ready;

Example 12
This example shows a conversion from an absolute time of day format to a fulldate
format with the time also in the output. Note that the output time is in the local time
zone.
pipe strliteral x69E604E9B7380000|
dateconv todabs fulldate timeout| console
01/14/1959 04:12:13.123456
Ready;
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DEAL

STOP ALLEOF


DEAL


STOP

ALLEOF
ANYEOF
n
SECONDARY
1-*
KEY
Separator

Inputrange

Separator:

WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Inputrange:
(1)
Words

wnumberrange
(1)

Fields
cnumberrange

fnumberrange

Notes:
1

Blanks are optional in this position.

Purpose
Use the DEAL stage to read records from its primary input stream and write records
to one of its connected output streams in either sequential order starting with the
primary output stream, or some other order specified on the secondary input
stream. Unless otherwise specified, DEAL writes the first input record to the
connected primary output stream, the second input record to the connected
secondary output stream, and so on until the last connected output stream receives
a record, and then the cycle is repeated.
When the SECONDARY operand is specified, the DEAL stage sequentially
processes a secondary input record and a primary input record as a pair. Each
secondary input stream record must contain a word that is the output stream
identifier and that will control the order in which DEAL writes out records. In this
way you can choose your own output stream order rather than use the sequential
default. DEAL first inspects a record from the secondary input stream, and retrieves
the identity of the output stream that will receive a written record. DEAL then
inspects a record from the primary input stream. When DEAL determines that the
output stream identified in the secondary input stream record is connected, DEAL
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writes a record read from the primary input stream to the specified output stream.
DEAL then consumes the records from its primary and secondary input streams.
You can also write a contiguous series of primary input stream records that have
matching keys to the same output stream. DEAL searches for an identified location
in each input record that contains the specified key, comparing the key from one
record to the next. If the key location is not specified, or is specified but is not
found, DEAL uses the entire record as the key.

Operands
STOP
specifies how many output streams must be at end of file for DEAL to stop
writing input records. STOP ALLEOF is the default.
ALLEOF
specifies that input records will stop being written when DEAL determines that
all output streams are no longer connected. Input records continue to be written
as long as at least one output stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the
default.
ANYEOF
specifies that input records will stop being written as soon as DEAL determines
that any one of the output streams is no longer connected.
n

is the number of streams required to reach end of file and become unconnected
before DEAL stops writing records. Specify a decimal number of 1 or greater.
Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF.

SECONDARY
specifies that DEAL first inspects a secondary input stream record containing a
stream identifier before reading its primary input stream record and writing it to
that identified output stream. One secondary input stream record is processed
with one primary input stream record as a pair, so the order of the records on
the secondary input stream controls the order in which DEAL writes primary
input stream records to its output streams.
KEY
identifies the location in each input record that contains the key of each record.
A contiguous group of input records with the same key are written to the same
output stream. When the key changes from one input record to the next, DEAL
writes the record with the changed key to the next sequential, connected output
stream.
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For
example, use WORDSEP to specify that the dash separates each word:
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/* DEAL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| literal 001-input-records’,
’| literal 002-input-records’,
’| literal 002-input-record’,
’|d:deal key wordsep - w1’,
’| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’

The comparison key in each record is the first word, and the primary output
stream (0) and secondary output stream (1) contain:
0 002-input-record
0 002-input-records
1 001-input-records
Ready;

A blank is used as the default for WORDSEParator (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For
example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the exclamation mark separates each
field:
/* DEAL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| literal a!b!’,
’| literal e!!f’,
’|d:deal key fieldsep ! f2’,
’| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’

The comparison key in each record is the second field, and the primary output
stream (0) and secondary output stream (1) contain:
0 e!!f
1 a!b!
Ready;

X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
v WORDSEParator (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEparator (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
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BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank is used as the:
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEParator (or WS)
operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEparator (or FS)
operand.
Words
specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data that the
DEAL stage will use as a key. The WORDSEParator (or WS) operand defines
the character that delimits words. For example, the input stream in the following
set of pipelines consists of two records with three words each where the words
are separated by a blank:
/* DEAL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| literal aj cd kl’,
’| literal ah ij kl’,
’|d:deal key words 2’,
’| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’

The comparison key in each record is the second word, and the primary output
stream (0) and secondary output stream (1) contain:
0 ah ij kl
1 aj cd kl
Ready;

A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first
word in that record begins in the position immediately following the delimiter or
delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, 3 is the third word:
/* DEAL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| literal -10-2--3 10-2-3’,
’| split’,
’|d:deal key wordsep - words 3’,
’| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’

The comparison key in each record is the third word, which matches, so the
primary output stream (0) contains:
0 -10-2--3
0 10-2-3
Ready;
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Fields
specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data that the DEAL stage will
use as a key. The FIELDSEparator (or FS) operand defines the character that
delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with three
fields separated by the default field separator character (X'05'):
/* DEAL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| strliteral x8182058384058586’,/*hex representat’n of ab cd ef*/
’| strliteral x8889059192059394’,/*hex representat’n of hi jk lm*/
’|d:deal key fields 2’,
’| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’

The comparison key in each record is the second field, and the primary output
stream (0) and secondary output stream (1) contain:
0 hi jk lm
1 ab cd ef
Ready;

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the
first field. Two consecutive delimiters is considered a null field. The following
example shows both types of null fields:
/* DEAL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| literal -10-2--3 10-2-3’,
’| split’,
’|d:deal key fs - f3’,
’| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’

The comparison key in each record is the third field, and the primary output
stream (0) and secondary output stream (1) contain:
0 -10-2--3
1 10-2-3
Ready;

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field
numbers, or column numbers which DEAL uses to define the key of each input
record. The location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A
negative number in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of
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the record; otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you
do not specify a location, DEAL uses the entire input record as the key. You can
specify a location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is
relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to the
beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2),
location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you
specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that is, you
use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or
equal to location1. For example, the following set of pipelines specifies the
next-to-last and the last column as the input location:
/* DEAL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| literal afbc adfi ghfi fjkl’,
’| split’,
’|d:deal key -2;-1’,
’| specs /0/ 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| specs /1 / 1 1-* nw’,
’| cons’

The comparison key in each record is the last two columns, and the primary
output stream (0) and secondary output stream (1) contain:
0 afbc
1 adfi
1 ghfi
0 fjkl
Ready;

If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the
position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the position in
the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input
record to DEAL are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that
contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after location2 in the
record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
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*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word, or field of
the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
DEAL reads records in sequential order from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
DEAL reads a record from its secondary input stream, if it is connected and the
SECONDARY operand is specified. The secondary input stream record is paired
with a primary input stream record.

Output Streams
DEAL writes each of its primary input stream records to one of its connected output
streams, in either sequential order starting with the primary output stream, or the
order specified on the secondary input stream.

Usage Notes
1. DEAL does not delay the records.
2. If the DEAL stage receives an end-of-file condition on either its primary or
secondary input stream, the DEAL stage ends.
If the SECONDARY or KEY operand is specified and the DEAL stage discovers
that the output stream it needs to write the next record to is not connected,
DEAL ends and any remaining input records are not fully processed.
If the DEAL stage discovers that the number of streams specified by the STOP
operand are not connected, DEAL ends. There may be input records that
remain unprocessed if the number specified is less than the total number of
input streams. If the number on the STOP operand is greater than the total
number of output streams in the pipeline that can become disconnected, DEAL
processes as though STOP ALLEOF were specified.
3. If the SECONDARY operand is specified with no connected secondary input
stream or no secondary input record, the pipeline waits until a secondary input
record becomes available, and may eventually stall.
4. Leaving an output stream unconnected will not cause records to be dropped, it
causes DEAL to end.
5. DEAL starts at commit level -2. With any operand other than SECONDARY
specified, DEAL verifies that its primary input stream is the only connected input
stream and then commits to level 0. If the operand SECONDARY is specified,
DEAL verifies that its primary and secondary input streams are the only
connected input streams before committing to level 0.
6. See also FANIN, FANINANY, FANOUT, and GATHER.
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Examples
Example 1
To discard every third input record run the following pipe command which invokes
the DEALIT user-written stage:
pipe < input2 data a | dealit | console

/* DEALIT REXX */
’callpipe (endchar ? name DEALIT)’,
’?*:’,
/* connector to output of stage preceding caller */
’|d:deal’,
/* sequentially write out input records
*/
’|specs /primary/ 1 1-* nw’, /*nametag primary output stream record*/
’|*:’,
/* connect to input of stage following caller
*/
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline
*/
’d:’,
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
’|specs /secondary/ 1 1-* nw’, /*nametag secondary output strm recs*/
’|console’,
/* secondary output stream records to terminal
*/
’?’,
/* start of third pipeline
*/
’d:’,
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
’|hole’
/* discard every third record
*/
exit

Note: The records are discarded by the HOLE stage. Leaving an output stream
unconnected in a set of pipelines using the DEAL stage is not a method of
discarding records, it will instead induce an end-of-file condition.
Figure 49 is the input file that the DEALIT exec processes.
INPUT2

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
0001
Input records
0002
Input records
0003
Input records
0004
Input records
0005
Input records
0006
Input records
0007
Input records
0008
Input records
0009
Input records
0010
Input records
0011
Input records
0012
Input records
0013
Input records
0014
Input records
0015
Input records
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 49. DEALIT Exec Example: Input File Contents (INPUT2 DATA)

Figure 50 on page 202 shows the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
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pipe < input2 data
primary
0001
secondary
0002
primary
0004
secondary
0005
primary
0007
secondary
0008
primary
0010
secondary
0011
primary
0013
secondary
0014
Ready;

a | dealit | console
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records
Input records

Figure 50. DEALIT Exec Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
The following exec reads records from a file on the primary input stream and
prepares it for the DEAL stage. The input file consists of employee information
including an identification number, the current salary, the performance level, and the
job title. The DEAL stage uses the level as the comparison key in each input
record, and writes records to the primary output stream as long as each record’s
level matches the level of the first record. When the key of the current record does
not match the key of the previous record, the connected secondary output stream is
selected to receive the current record. The process continues sequentially through
all connected output streams until all records are written.
/* DEAL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| < INPUT DATA’,
’| drop 2’,
’| sort 19.7’,
’|d:deal key words 3’,
’| > PROMO FILE A’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| > SALARY PLAN A’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| > NOCHANGE FILE A’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

input records containing employee info
discard the two header records
sort input records to order the level
level is the key in the input record
write record to first output file
start of second pipeline
secondary output stream connected
write record to second output file
start of third pipeline
tertiary output stream connected
write record to third output file

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

(endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
< INPUT DATA reads the file INPUT DATA into the pipeline.
drop 2 discards the two header records from the input file.
sort 19.7 sorts the remaining input records in ascending order according to the
employee’s performance level. Column 19 in each input record contains the level,
which is 7 characters in length.
v d: deal key words 3 defines a label d for the DEAL stage. The operands on the
DEAL stage identify the third word as the comparison key in each input record.
The default word separator is a blank. DEAL writes the first record it reads from
its primary input stream to its connected primary output stream. DEAL compares
the Level-2 key in the second input record to the Level-1 from the record before,
discovers a mismatch, and writes the second input record to its connected
secondary output stream. The third record’s key matches the second record’s
key, and is also written to the secondary output stream. When DEAL discovers
that the key of the fourth input record does not match Level-2, DEAL writes the
v
v
v
v
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v
v
v
v
v
v
v

fourth input record to its connected tertiary output stream. The fifth input record
key of Level-3 matches the key of the fourth, so the fifth record is also written to
the tertiary output stream.
> PROMO FILE A writes the record that contains Level-1 to the file PROMO FILE
A on the primary output stream.
? marks the end of the first pipeline.
d: references the label d on the DEAL stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream.
> SALARY PLAN A writes the records that contain Level-2 to the file SALARY
PLAN A on the secondary output stream.
? marks the end of the second pipeline.
d: references the label d on the DEAL stage in the first pipeline and defines the
tertiary output stream.
> NOCHANGE FILE A writes the remaining input records that contain Level-3 to the
file NOCHANGE FILE A on the tertiary output stream.

Figure 51 is the input file that the DEAL stage processes.
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
IDENT. SALARY
PERF.
JOB TITLE
------ ---------- ------- ---------------000111 $4,000.00 Level-1 Associate
011234 $12,000.00 Level-2 Staff
096424 $8,000.00 Level-3 Senior Associate
999990 $16,000.00 Level-2 Advisory
111111 $99,000.00 Level-3 Senior
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 51. DEAL Stage Example: Input File Contents (INPUT DATA)

Figure 52, Figure 53 on page 204, and Figure 54 on page 204 are the three output
files created by the DEAL exec.
PROMO

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== 000111 $4,000.00 Level-1 Associate
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 52. DEAL Stage Example: Output File Contents (PROMO FILE A)
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SALARY

=====
=====
=====
=====

PLAN

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
011234 $12,000.00 Level-2 Staff
999990 $16,000.00 Level-2 Advisory
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 53. DEAL Stage Example: Output File Contents (SALARY PLAN A)

NOCHANGE FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
096424 $8,000.00 Level-3 Senior Associate
111111 $99,000.00 Level-3 Senior
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 54. DEAL Stage Example: Output File Contents (NOCHANGE FILE A)

Example 3
You can use DEAL’s secondary input stream to control the order in which a
particular output stream receives an input record. The following exec is very similar
to the DEAL exec of example 2, with the notable exception that the SECONDARY
operand is used on the DEAL stage, and the FANOUT stage distributes the input
records to three output streams. The input and output file names and contents are
the same as those used in example 2.
/* DEALSEC EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’ < INPUT DATA’,
’| drop 2’,
’|f: fanout’,
’| elastic’,
’|d:deal secondary’,
’| console’,
’?’,
’f:’,
’ specs 25.1 1’,
’d:’,
’| > PROMO FILE A’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| > SALARY PLAN A’,
’?’,
’d:’,
’| > NOCHANGE FILE A’
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/* input records containing employee info */
/* discard the two header records
*/
/*copy input records to all output streams*/
/* buffer output to avoid a pipeline stall*/
/* secondary input has the deal order
*/
/* stream 0 (primary) will have no records*/
/* start of second pipeline
*/
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
/* level number in column 25 is stream id */
/* secondary output stream connected
*/
/* write record to first output file
*/
/* start of second pipeline
*/
/* tertiary output stream connected
*/
/* write record to second output file
*/
/* start of third pipeline
*/
/* quaternary output stream connected
*/
/* write record to third output file
*/

DEBLOCK

DEBLOCK

Fixed 80
 DEBLOCK


ADMSF
C
TERMinate
EOF
CMS
CRLF
TERMinate
EOF
Fixed
recordlength
GDForders
15
LINEND
char
TERMinate
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE
NETdata
SF
STRing
/string/
Xhexstring
TERMinate
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
TEXTfile
TEXTUNIT
Variable

EOF

EOF

EOF:
3F
EOF
char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Purpose
Use the DEBLOCK stage to convert data that has been blocked into one of several
formats back to an unblocked format. DEBLOCK also converts data from an
external format (MVS, for example) to logical records. DEBLOCK reads blocks of
data from its primary input stream and writes the logical records to its primary
output stream. Some blocking formats fill all output blocks to capacity (except for,
possibly, the last block). As a result, one logical record may be spanned, or
extended, across more than one output block, with the exception of BFS file
processing, where records do not extend beyond one block.

Operands
ADMSF
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in structured
field format used in Graphical Data Display Manager (GDDM) objects. Each
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logical record in the input stream has a 2-byte prefix that indicates the record
length (including the 2-byte prefix). This prefix is discarded before the record is
placed in the output stream.
If ADMSF was the format specified when blocking the input records for this
DEBLOCK command, BLOCK or GDDM may have padded the last character
with X'00'. If so, DEBLOCK discards this character. A logical record can span
blocks, and each block is filled completely, with the exception that the 2-byte
prefix (containing the length of the record plus the prefix) cannot span 2 blocks.
C

specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by
a line feed (X'25'). (This is equivalent to specifying LINEND 25.) A logical record
can span blocks, and each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the
last block, which may be shorter because it is not padded). DEBLOCK writes a
null record to the output stream whenever it finds two consecutive line feed
characters to the input stream.

TERMinate
specifies that when the last record of the input file has a terminating line-end
sequence, a trailing null line is suppressed.
EOF
requests DEBLOCK to scan input records for the specified end-of-file character,
and once located, to consume the first record containing an end-of-file character
and reach end of file. DEBLOCK discards the end-of-file character and all the
remaining input. If you omit the EOF operand, DEBLOCK does not scan for an
end-of-file character. If you specify EOF with nothing after it, DEBLOCK scans
for the default end-of-file character (X'3F'). If you want to specify a different
end-of-file character after EOF, the valid choices are:
char
is the end-of-file character that DEBLOCK should locate.
hexchar
is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the end-of-file
character that DEBLOCK should locate. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that DEBLOCK should scan for a blank (X'40') as the
end-of-file character.
CMS
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records of variable
length. Each logical record in the input stream has a 2-byte prefix that indicates
the record length (not including the 2-byte prefix). DEBLOCK strips off this
record length prefix before writing the record to the output stream. The logical
record (including the 2-byte prefix) can span blocks. A null logical record (a
record with a length prefix of X'0000') indicates the end of the file and causes
DEBLOCK CMS to end.
CRLF
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by
a carriage return and line feed (X'0D25'). (This is equivalent to specifying
STRING X0D25.) A logical record can span blocks, as can the carriage return
and line feed sequence. DEBLOCK writes a null record when it finds 2
consecutive carriage return and line feed sequences.
recordlength
Fixed recordlength
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with one or more complete
logical records where all of the records are the same length and have no
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control characters appended between them. The variable recordlength is the
length of the logical records in bytes. Specifying DEBLOCK recordlength or
DEBLOCK FIXED recordlength are synonymous. If the size of the block is not
an integral multiple of the output record length, the last record that DEBLOCK
writes is smaller than the other records from that block. DEBLOCK FIXED
recordlength discards null input records.
If you do not specify any operands after DEBLOCK, the default is to unblock in
fixed 80-byte records.
GDForders
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in an already
unblocked Graphics Data Format (GDF) structured field format.
LINEND
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by
a line-end character. The line-end character marks the end of one logical record
and the beginning of the next logical record. A logical record can span blocks.
DEBLOCK does not write the line-end character to the output stream.
DEBLOCK writes a null record when it finds two consecutive line-end
characters.
The default line-end character is the new-line character (X'15'). If the records
are blocked with a different line-end character, you can specify any one of the
following:
char
is the character that you want as the line-end character.
hexchar
is the 2-character hexadecimal representation of the character that you
want as the line-end character. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
defines the line-end character as a blank (X'40').
NETdata
specifies that the input stream contains blocks of data segmented and spanned
in the CMS NETDATA format. Input records in NETDATA format are built from
segments and the first character of each record is the flag byte, which always
has the 2 high-order bits (X'C0') on, indicating a complete record. DEBLOCK
verifies that all input records, except the last one, are the same length. For
more information on the CMS NETDATA format, see the z/VM: CMS
Commands and Utilities Reference and the z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions
Reference.
SF
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in structured
field format. Each logical record in the input stream has a 2-byte prefix that
indicates the record length (including the 2-byte prefix). DEBLOCK strips off this
record length prefix before writing the record to the output stream.
STRing
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records separated by
a delimited, binary, or hexadecimal string.
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters that separate logical records.
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Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
defines a string of characters that separate logical records. The X or H can
be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the
string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
characters that separate logical records. The B can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
A logical record and the string that separates the input records can span blocks.
Each block is filled completely (except for, possibly, the last block). DEBLOCK
writes a null record to the output stream when it finds two consecutive
occurrences of the specified string.
TEXTfile
specifies that each block contains one or more logical records that are each
terminated with a line-end sequence. TEXTFILE’s default line-end character
specification is LINEND, its default line-end sequence is X'15', and TERMINATE
is the default to suppress a trailing null line when the last input record ends in a
line-end sequence. The input file may be a byte stream file; it does not have to
be in the format produced by BLOCK TEXTFILE.
TEXTUNIT
specifies that DEBLOCK writes an output record for each text unit found in
NETDATA control records. (A text unit is part of a control record that encodes
the attributes of a data set, such as its name and time stamps.) Input records
must be control records with X'E0' in the first position; columns 2 through 6
must contain the literal “INMR0”; column 7 must contain the number 1, 2, 3, 4,
6, or 7. DEBLOCK discards the file count in record type “INMR02”. Before a
DEBLOCK TEXTUNIT stage, you should use, for example, the FIND stage.
Variable
specifies that the input stream contains blocks with logical records in any of the
following formats:
v Variable, where each input block contains one logical record in unblocked
variable format (an MVS data format). The input record has an 8-byte prefix
for the block descriptor word and the record descriptor word. DEBLOCK does
not write this 8-byte prefix to the output stream.
v VB, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable
blocked format (an MVS data format). The input record has an 4-byte prefix
for the block descriptor word and a 4-byte record descriptor word prefix for
each record in the input block. DEBLOCK does not write these prefixes to
the output stream.
v VBS, where each input block contains one or more logical records in variable
blocked spanned format (an MVS data format). The input record has an
4-byte prefix for the block descriptor word and a 4-byte segment descriptor
word prefix for each record segment in the input block. DEBLOCK does not
write these prefixes to the output stream.
v VS, where each input block contains one (or less) logical record in variable
spanned format (an MVS data format). The input record has an 8-byte prefix
for the block descriptor word and the segment descriptor word. DEBLOCK
does not write this 8-byte prefix to the output stream.
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Note: To be compatible with BLOCK, DEBLOCK has synonyms for the 3 other
MVS data formats: VB, VBS, and VS. However, be aware that
DEBLOCK unblocks input records in the same MVS data format that
they were blocked in. If the input records were blocked in VBS format,
DEBLOCK unblocks the records in VBS format, even if you specified one
of the other 3 MVS data formats. For example, the following PIPE
command blocks the data in VS format and tries to unblock it in VB
format:
pipe < testvs file | block 20 vs | deblock vb | > testvb file a

However, when you examine the output of TESTVB FILE, you will find
that DEBLOCK unblocked the data in VS format, not VB format.
Because DEBLOCK recognizes that the input records were blocked in
VS format, it ignores the fact that you specified VB as the unblocking
format.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
DEBLOCK reads blocks from its primary input stream. Each input record must
contain a block of data. Depending on the format, a block can consist of one or
more logical records, and one record can be spanned across more than one block.

Primary Output Stream
After converting the blocked data read from its primary input stream into logical
records, DEBLOCK writes the logical records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. DEBLOCK delays the records.
2. If the DEBLOCK stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the DEBLOCK stage ends.
3. For more information about the structured field format used in GDDM objects,
see the GDDM Base Programming Reference (Volume 2).
4. For more information on the VARIABLE, VB, VBS, and VS data formats, see the
z/VM: CMS Application Development Guide for Assembler. That book also
describes the information contained in the block and record descriptor words.
5. DEBLOCK discards null input records.
6. When unblocking fixed records, DEBLOCK FIXED writes a short record for each
block that is not an integral multiple of the output record length. Use the
FBLOCK stage if you want all of the output records (except possibly the last
one) to be of the specified length.
7. DEBLOCK starts at commit level 0.
8. See also BLOCK, FBLOCK, SPLIT, STRIP, TOKENIZE, and BFS.

Examples
Example 1
This example creates a file of logical records from an MVS variable format file using
the DEBLOCK stage. The MVS file is on the tape being read into the pipeline:
pipe tape │ deblock variable │ > NEWDATA FILE A
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Example 2
The following PIPE command reformats the file TRANBLOK FILE from blocks of
data with a line-end character of X'15' to logical records and writes the records to
TRANSACT FILE A:
pipe < TRANBLOK FILE │ deblock linend │ > TRANSACT FILE A

The following PIPE command gives the same results:
pipe < TRANBLOK FILE │ deblock linend 15 │ > TRANSACT FILE A
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Purpose
Use the DELAY stage to wait until a particular time of day or until after a specified
interval of time has passed to copy the record. DELAY reads a record containing a
time or time interval from its primary input stream, waits until the specified time,
writes the record to its primary output stream (if it is connected), and then reads the
next record from its primary input stream.
The first word of each input record specifies a time interval or a time of day. The
remainder of the record is not inspected. A DELAY stage cannot be the first stage of
a pipeline.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
DELAY reads records from its primary input stream. DELAY discards null or blank
input records. The input records must contain a time interval or time of day. To
specify a time interval, input records must be in the following format:
(1)


+

ss



(1)
mm:
(1)
hh:

Notes:
1

No blanks are allowed in this position.

+

indicates that the time is relative to the current time.

:

separates the hours, minutes, and seconds (hh, mm, ss).

hh

represents hours.

mm

represents minutes.

ss

represents seconds.

To specify a time of day, the first blank-delimited word of each input record must be
in the following format:
 hh


(1)
:mm
(1)
:ss
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Notes:
1

No blanks are allowed in this position.

:

separates the hours, minutes, and seconds (hh, mm, ss).

hh

represents hours.

mm

represents minutes.

ss

represents seconds.

Primary Output Stream
DELAY copies primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Although DELAY causes a time interval delay or time of day delay, DELAY
does not delay the records.
2. If the DELAY stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the DELAY stage ends.
3. Following are examples of time designations and their interpretation by the
DELAY stage:
+1:20:00

means 1 hour and 20 minutes from the time the record is read

+5:30

means 5 minutes and 30 seconds from the time the record is
read

+60

means 60 seconds from the time the record is read

8:30:30

means time of day; 8:30:30 A.M.

1:45

means time of day; 1:45 A.M.

10

means time of day; 10:00 A.M.

15:30

means time of day; 3:30 P.M.

27
means time of day; 3:00 A.M. tomorrow
4. You do not need to follow the usual conventions for representing a time of day
or a time interval. The minutes and seconds can be greater than 59 and the
hours can be greater than 23. For example, 1:17:64 is equivalent to 1:18:04.
The number of hours, hh, may be greater than 23 to specify an hour the next
day. For example, if you specify 34 for hh as a time of day, DELAY figures the
local time relative to the previous midnight (24:00 hours), and will wait until
10:00 the next morning.
DELAY uses the 24-hour clock format. For example, 2:00 P.M. is 14:00 hours.
5. If the input record contains a time of day that has already passed, DELAY
copies the record to the output stream immediately (there is no delay).
6. DELAY passes the complete input record, including the time-of-day, to the
output stream.
7. Use the following two stages to wait to copy the record until the next midnight:
pipe literal 24 | delay ...

8. If you use 0 as a time indicator, DELAY writes the record with no delay.
9. Use the following two stages in a pipeline to copy a record to the primary
output stream of DELAY continuously (at the specified intervals) until its
primary output stream is no longer connected:
... │ duplicate * │ delay │ ...
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10. When using fullscreen CMS, if you use DELAY and CONSOLE in the same
application, the console output may not be seen at the expected time. To avoid
this, you can suspend fullscreen CMS.
11. Enter PIPMOD STOP or use the PIPESTOP stage or the GATE stage to stop
DELAY while it is still running.
12. In the primary input stream, any information following the time specification is
ignored.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command uses the DELAY stage to postpone running a CP
command for 15 seconds:
pipe literal +15 | delay | specs /QUERY READER ALL/ 1 | cp | console

After 15 seconds DELAY passes a record to SPECS. SPECS writes the character
string QUERY READER ALL to its output stream, CP processes the QUERY READER
ALL command, and CONSOLE writes the data to the terminal.

Example 2
You can use DUPLICATE in conjunction with DELAY to repeat a command a
specified number of times. In the following PIPE command, the CP INDICATE
command is processed a total of five times and there is a 1 minute and 30 second
delay between each time it is run:
pipe literal +1:30 | duplicate 4 | delay | spec /INDICATE/ | cp | console

Note also that the first CP INDICATE command is processed after 1 minute and 30
seconds.
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FIRST

1

LAST

n
*

DROP



Purpose
Use the DROP stage to discard one or more records at the beginning or end of its
primary input stream. DROP selects the remaining records, copying them to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is
connected, DROP passes any unselected records to its secondary output stream.

Operands
FIRST
discards records from the beginning of the input stream. This is the default.
LAST
selects records until only the specified number remain, and discards the last
specified number of records from the end of the input stream.
n

is the number of records to discard from the input stream. The default is 1. If
you specify 0 for n, all records in the primary input stream are selected and
copied unchanged to the primary output stream.

*

specifies that no records are selected. These are passed to the secondary
output stream if it is connected, otherwise, DROP discards all records.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
DROP reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
Any records that are not dropped are copied to the primary output stream, if it is
connected.

Secondary Output Stream
DROP passes any unselected records to its secondary output stream, if it is
connected.

Usage Notes
1. DROP FIRST does not delay the records. DROP LAST delays the specified
number of records.
DROP LAST stores the specified number of records in a buffer. For each
subsequent input record (if any), DROP LAST writes the record residing longest
in the buffer to the primary output stream, if it is connected. Otherwise, it
discards the record. The input record is then stored in the buffer, queued on a
first-in, first-out basis. When end of file is reached on the primary input stream,
DROP LAST writes the specified number of records from the buffer into the
secondary output stream, if connected, otherwise it discards the records.
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2. If the DROP stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected, the
DROP stage ends.
3. DROP writes an input record to one output stream when both output streams
are connected.
4. DROP FIRST disconnects its secondary output stream before it shorts its input
to its primary output stream. DROP LAST disconnects its primary output stream
before it writes the unselected records to its secondary output stream.
5. DROP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
6. See also TAKE, HOLE, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL,
WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, and TOTARGET.

Examples
Example 1
The CP QUERY READER command returns a response similar to the following:
ORIGINID
EMILY
WALTER
IAN
NICOLE

FILE
0438
0431
0428
0429

CLASS
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN

RECORDS
00000021
00000003
00000042
00000026

CPY
001
001
001
001

HOLD
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

FORM
STDN
STDN
STDN
STD

DEST
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

KEEP
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

MSG
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

To create a file READER FILES A containing the response from a CP QUERY
READER command without the heading line, enter:
pipe cp query reader | drop 1 | > READER FILES A

Figure 55 shows the resulting output file.
READER

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILES

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
EMILY
0438 A PUN 00000021 001 NONE STDN
OFF
OFF OFF
WALTER
0431 A PUN 00000003 001 NONE STDN
OFF
OFF OFF
IAN
0428 A PUN 00000042 001 NONE STDN
OFF
OFF OFF
NICOLE
0429 A PUN 00000026 001 NONE STD
OFF
OFF OFF
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 55. DROP Stage Example: Output File Contents
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1


DUPlicate


n
*
-1

Purpose
Use the DUPLICATE stage to write each input record in addition to the specified
number of copies of each input record. DUPLICATE reads records from its primary
input stream and writes records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. It
does not discard null input records.

Operands
n

is the additional number of copies of each input record. A positive number or 0
must be specified for n which causes DUPLICATE to write the original record to
its output stream. If you do not specify n, DUPLICATE writes one additional
copy of each record.

*

specifies an infinite number of copies of the input. When you specify
DUPLICATE *, the first input record is the only one duplicated because it is the
only one ever read.

-1 specifies that all input records are consumed and no output is written to the
output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
DUPLICATE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
DUPLICATE writes to its primary output stream the original record plus the specified
number of copies of each record read from its input stream.

Usage Notes
1. DUPLICATE does not delay the records.
2. If the DUPLICATE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the DUPLICATE stage ends.
3. See also BUFFER.

Examples
Example 1
This example creates an output file that contains five additional copies of each input
record. (The resulting output file will contain six records: the original record plus five
copies.) Figure 56 on page 217 shows the input file, and Figure 57 on page 217
shows the output file that results when you enter:
pipe < INPUT FORM │ duplicate 5 │ > OUTPUT FORM A
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INPUT

FORM

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== Name___________ Address_________________
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 56. DUPLICATE Stage Example: Input File Contents
OUTPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FORM

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Name___________ Address_________________
Name___________ Address_________________
Name___________ Address_________________
Name___________ Address_________________
Name___________ Address_________________
Name___________ Address_________________
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 57. DUPLICATE Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 2
In this example, there are two input records to duplicate and each is duplicated
once (the default value for n):
pipe literal Your boat │ literal Row │ duplicate │ console
Row
Row
Your boat
Your boat
Ready;

Note that
Row

is displayed before
Your boat

, in reverse order of the LITERAL stages in the pipeline. The rule is that the
LITERAL stage writes before copying. The first LITERAL stage writes a record
containing
Your boat

(the operand) to its primary output stream. The second LITERAL stage writes a
record containing its operand
Row

to its primary output stream, and then copies its primary input stream record
containing
Your boat

to its primary output stream. The
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Row

record travels through the pipeline before the
Your boat

record. The DUPLICATE stage reads the
Row

record, the first in its primary input stream, and writes out that original record,
followed by its copy. DUPLICATE does the same with its next, and last primary
input stream record,
Your boat

.
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Purpose
Use the ELASTIC stage to prevent a stall in a multistream pipeline.
ELASTIC may have either one or two input streams defined and connected. When
ELASTIC has only one input stream, it copies its input records to its output stream,
putting at least as many records as necessary into a buffer to prevent a stall.
ELASTIC reads input records whenever they become available and writes output
records as they are consumed, while attempting to minimize the number of records
in the buffer.
When ELASTIC has two input streams, it copies records from its primary input
stream to its primary output stream and it copies records from its secondary input
stream into a buffer. When it reaches end of file on its primary input stream, it
begins writing the records from the buffer to its primary output stream, continuing to
read into the buffer any records arriving on its secondary input stream. When the
buffer is empty, ELASTIC gives up control to allow any other ready stage to run.
When it regains control, it determines whether it has any additional secondary input
and ends if it does not. It can end before all of its input has been processed if it
discovers that its primary output stream is not connected.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
ELASTIC reads records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
If the secondary input stream in defined, it is assumed to be feedback from stages
connected to its primary output stream.

Primary Output Stream
If ELASTIC has one input stream, it writes the records it receives from its primary
input stream to its primary output stream. If ELASTIC has a secondary input stream
defined, its primary input stream records are copied to its primary output stream
and any records that are received from its secondary input stream are put into a
buffer. After end of file is reached on the primary input stream, ELASTIC writes
records from the buffer to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. ELASTIC delays the records that it writes to a buffer. If its secondary input
stream is defined and connected, ELASTIC does not delay its primary input
stream records.
2. If the ELASTIC stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the ELASTIC stage ends.
3. ELASTIC can replace any COPY or BUFFER stage that is used for prevention
of a pipeline stall. However, use the COPY stage when a one-record delay is
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sufficient, and use the BUFFER stage when you know that the complete file
must be put in a buffer (for example, when another branch of the pipeline
contains a SORT stage).
4. When ELASTIC has a secondary input stream, you can say that it maintains a
to-do list. It adds items to do when records arrive on its secondary input stream
and it deletes an item from the list when the corresponding output record is
consumed. It ends when the list is empty.
5. ELASTIC starts at commit level -2. It ensures that its secondary output stream
is not connected, then sets up a stage to put the records in a buffer and
commits to level 0 when both stages are ready to continue.
6. See also BUFFER, COPY, FANIN, and FANINANY.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, ELASTIC is used to prevent a stall in a pipeline that uses the
COLLATE stage. The following diagram shows the flow of the records in the
example user-written stage:
┌──────┐
┌───────┐
┌───────┐
│
├───────│
├────────────│
│
│f:
│
│elastic│
│c:
│
┌─────┐
│fanout│
└───────┘
│collate│
┌─────┐
│
├──│
│
│
├───│
│
│specs│
│
│
┌───────┐
┌───────┐
│
│
│specs│
└─────┘
│
├──│
├───│
├────│
│
└─────┘
│
│ │ xlate │
│locate │
│
│
└──────┘
└───────┘
└───────┘
└───────┘

LOCATEM REXX is a user-written stage that performs a mixed-case LOCATE.
/* LOCATEM REXX */
parse upper arg target

/* uppercase the target

’callpipe (endchar ?)’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller
’| specs’,
/* rearranges record
’recno 1’,
/* put record number beginning in 1st column
’1-* next’,
/* put input data in next available column
’| f: fanout’,
/* make two copies of each
’| elastic’,
/* put in buffer as required
’| c: collate 1-10 master’,
/* select matching mixed-case
’| specs 11-* 1’,
/* remove record numbers
’| *:’,
/* connect to input of stage following caller
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline
’f:’,
/* define secondary output for FANOUT
’| xlate upper’,
/* uppercase this set
’| locate 11-*’ target,
/* select records with target
’| c:’
/* define secondary input for COLLATE

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

v *: is an input connector. It attaches the output stream of the stage preceding the
LOCATEM stage to the input stream of the SPECS stage in the subroutine
pipeline.
v specs rearranges the records it receives.
– recno 1 writes the record number (which is 10 digits long) beginning in the
first column of the output record.
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v
v

v

v

v
v
v
v
v
v

– 1-* next writes the record, from the first column to the end of the record, in
the next available column in the output record.
f: fanout defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT makes two copies
of each record in its input stream and writes a copy to each of its output streams.
elastic prevents a pipeline stall by consuming the records FANOUT writes on its
primary output stream as it writes them. ELASTIC then makes the records
available to COLLATE whenever it wants them, so that COLLATE always has a
record available on its primary input stream when LOCATE selects another
record and writes it to COLLATE’s secondary input stream.
c: collate 1-10 master defines a label c for the COLLATE stage. COLLATE
reads records from its primary input stream (the original mixed-case record) to its
output stream. When COLLATE finds a matching pair, it writes the record that
came from its primary input stream. (This record will be the mixed-case version
of an uppercased record that was selected by the LOCATE stage, because only
the records that LOCATE selects continue to COLLATE’s secondary input
stream.)
specs 11-* 1 writes columns 11 through the end of the record of the input record
to the output record beginning in column 1. (The record number is not written to
the output record.)
*: is an output connector. It attaches the output stream of the SPECS stage to
the input stream of the stage following the LOCATEM stage.
? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
f: references the label f on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for the FANOUT stage.
xlate upper translates the characters in its input stream records to uppercase.
locate 11-*’ target ’ writes all records containing the target in columns 11
through the end of the record.
c: references the label c on the COLLATE stage and defines the secondary input
stream for the COLLATE stage.

Example 2
To create a list of all the files imbedded in a SCRIPT/VS document, where
.im filename

imbeds a file called filename SCRIPT, use the ELASTIC EXEC that follows.
(Included in the list of files the exec creates is also the name of the master file that
contains the imbed statements.) Note that the exec assumes all the imbedded files
are on an accessed disk or directory.
/* ELASTIC EXEC */
’pipe’,
’literal MASTER SCRIPT’,
/* write name of document
’| e: elastic’,
/* maintain list of files "to-do"
’| > DOCUMENT IMBEDS A’,
/* write resulting records to file
’| getfiles’,
/* read contents of files
’| find .im_’,
/* look for ".im "
’| specs’,
/* arrange the record
’word 2 1’,
/* copy second word, start at column 1
’/SCRIPT/ nextword’, /* copy SCRIPT to next available after space
’| e:’
/* put on "to-do" list

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
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Figure 58 shows the input file (MASTER SCRIPT), Figure 59 on page 223 shows a
file that is imbedded within MASTER SCRIPT that also has imbedded files, and
Figure 60 on page 223 shows the resulting output file that lists all imbedded files.
v literal MASTER SCRIPT writes a record containing MASTER SCRIPT.
v e: elastic defines a label e for the ELASTIC stage. ELASTIC delays its
secondary input stream by enough records to prevent a stall.
v > DOCUMENT IMBEDS A writes the records it receives from the ELASTIC stage to
the file DOCUMENT IMBEDS A.
v getfiles reads the file MASTER SCRIPT.
v find .im_ writes all records that start with .im followed by a blank to its primary
output stream. The underscore (_) represents a blank.
v specs rearranges the records it receives.
– word 2 1 writes the data beginning with the second word of the input record
and writes it in the first column of the output record. In this example, the file
name that is imbedded is the next word after .im .
– /SCRIPT/ nextword writes the string SCRIPT one space after the next available
column in the output record.
v e: references the label e on the ELASTIC stage and defines the secondary input
stream for the ELASTIC stage.

MASTER

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SCRIPT

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=19 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
:h1.ANNUAL REPORT for ABC Company - 1992
:p.
This document contains information about the success of
ABC company. It shows each month’s activities.
.im JAN1992
.im FEB1992
.im MAR1992
.im APR1992
.im MAY1992
.im JUN1992
.im JUL1992
.im AUG1992
.im SEP1992
.im OCT1992
.im NOV1992
.im DEC1992
:p.
The following section contains a cumulative report.
.im SUMM1992
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 58. ELASTIC Stage Example: Input File Contents
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SUMM1992 SCRIPT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
:p.
The summary of the 1992 report includes some forecasting for 1993.
.im REPT1992
.im FORE1993
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 59. ELASTIC Stage Example: Input File Contents

DOCUMENT IMBEDS

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=16 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
MASTER SCRIPT
JAN1992 SCRIPT
FEB1992 SCRIPT
MAR1992 SCRIPT
APR1992 SCRIPT
MAY1992 SCRIPT
JUN1992 SCRIPT
JUL1992 SCRIPT
AUG1992 SCRIPT
SEP1992 SCRIPT
OCT1992 SCRIPT
NOV1992 SCRIPT
DEC1992 SCRIPT
SUMM1992 SCRIPT
REPT1992 SCRIPT
FORE1993 SCRIPT
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 60. ELASTIC Stage Example: Output File Contents
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Purpose
Use the EMSG stage to display each input stream record as an error message.
EMSG copies each record to its primary output stream if it is connected.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
EMSG reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must have a 10- or
11-character prefix that identifies the message. The standard format of the message
identification is:
xxxmmmnnns
or
xxxmmmnnnns
where:
xxx
is a 3-letter prefix.
mmm
are 3 letters indicating which module generated the message.
nnn
nnnn
is the 3- or 4-digit message number.
s

indicates severity and is one of the following:
R

Response

I

Information

W

Warning

E

Error

S

Severe error

T

Terminal (irrecoverable) error

Primary Output Stream
EMSG copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. EMSG does not delay the records.
2. If you specify the message severity s as a lowercase letter, the following
messages are suppressed regardless of the message level setting: FPL001I,
FPL002I, FPL003I, and FPL004I.
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3. The OFF setting of the CP SET EMSG command will stop the display of error
messages from the EMSG stage.
4. For more information about message formats, see the z/VM: CMS and
REXX/VM Messages and Codes book.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec writes a message when the CP LINK command returns a
nonzero return code:
/* MYLINK EXEC */
’CP LINK TO SMITHC 291 AS 291’
/* link to disk */
if RC¬=0 then
/* issue msg if return code is not 0 */
’pipe literal PIPMES001E Bad return code from LINK command | emsg’
exit
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/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

Purpose
Use the ESCAPE stage to insert escape characters into the records that pass
through it so that any special characters in those records are treated as data. (For
example, ESCAPE can override the processing of a vertical bar so it is treated as
part of a character string and not as a stage separator.) ESCAPE reads records
from its primary input stream and writes the records to its primary output stream.
If you do not specify any operands for ESCAPE, the default escape character is the
double quotation mark (") and it escapes the double quotation mark, backslash (\),
and vertical bar (|).

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it
delimits.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines the escape character and other characters that are to be prefaced with
the escape character. The first character in the string is the escape character;
the remaining characters in the string specify additional characters that need
the escape character to preface it.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines
the escape character and other characters that are to be prefaced with the
escape character. The first two hexadecimal characters in the string represent
the escape character; the remainder of characters in the string represent
additional characters that need the escape character to preface it.
The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify
any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal
characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines the escape
character and other characters that are to be prefaced with the escape
character. The first eight binary digits in the string represent the escape
character; the remainder of binary digits in the string represent additional
characters that need the escape character to preface it.
The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
ESCAPE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After inserting the escape character or characters, ESCAPE writes the records to its
primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. ESCAPE does not delay the records.
2. If the ESCAPE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the ESCAPE stage ends.
3. See also CHANGE.

Examples
Example 1
Use the ESCAPE stage to insert a double quotation mark in front of each
occurrence of a double quotation mark, as in the following example:
pipe literal "This is a quotation." | escape | console
""This is a quotation.""
Ready;

Because ESCAPE does not have any operands specified, a double quotation mark
precedes each occurrence of a double quotation mark, vertical bar, and backslash
in the literal string. However, only the double quotation mark is part of the string in
this example.

Example 2
In this example, ESCAPE puts a plus sign (+) in front of each specified punctuation
mark it finds in the string.
pipe literal Hi! How are you? | escape /+?!.,/ | console
Hi+! How are you+?
Ready;

The following PIPE command is the same as the previous PIPE command except
the operand of the ESCAPE stage is specified in hexadecimal:
pipe literal Hi! How are you? | escape x4e6f5a4b6b | console
Hi+! How are you+?
Ready;

Example 3
In the following exec, the first PIPE command uses ESCAPE to prepare the
variable to be passed through another PIPE command. That way, the second PIPE
command will treat the vertical bar (|) and double quotation marks as part of the
variable and not as the PIPE command characters that have special meaning.
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/* NEEDAUTO EXEC */
arg yearsok color
rc=0
formula = ’(yearsok > 1990) & ((color = "BLUE") | (color = "RED"))’
’pipe’,
’var formula’,
’| escape /"||/’,
’| var formula’

/*
(1) first PIPE command
*/
/* put formula into pipeline
*/
/* put escape character before " and | */
/* place result back into formula
*/

’pipe (escape ")’,
’literal’ formula ,
’| >> FORMULA USED A’,
’| change x7d //’,
’| var formula’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

(2) second PIPE command
get modified formula
save formula in file
remove quotes from formula
set up formula for use

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

ans = ’buyit =’ formula
interpret ans
if buyit = 1 then say ’Buy it’
else say ’Keep looking’
exit rc

v var formula reads the value of the variable formula into the pipeline.
v escape /"||/ inserts the double quotation mark (") as the escape character in
the variable formula. ESCAPE places the double quotation mark in front of any
double quotation mark and vertical bar (|). The two adjacent vertical bars are
used in place of specifying the ESCAPE option on the PIPE command to
override the processing of the vertical bar as a stage separator.
v var formula sets the REXX variable formula to the new value of formula which
contains the escape characters.
v (escape ") is an option on the second PIPE command that assigns " as the
escape character. This allows the PIPE command to accept the formula without
interpreting the vertical bar in the formula as a stage separator.
v literal writes a record which contains:
(yearsok > 1990) & ((color = ""BLUE"") "| (color = ""RED""))

v >> FORMULA USED A writes the record it receives from the LITERAL stage to the
file FORMULA USED A.
v change x7d // removes all double quotation marks. (X'7D' represents a double
quotation mark.)
v var formula sets up the value of formula for use in the remainder of the exec.
Processing NEEDAUTO EXEC and specifying 1991 as the year and WHITE as the
color gives the following results:
needauto 1991 white
Keep looking
Ready;

Figure 61 on page 229 shows the contents of FORMULA USED A after running the
exec.
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FORMULA

USED

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== (yearsok > 1990) & ((color = "BLUE") | (color = "RED"))
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 61. ESCAPE Stage Example: Output File Contents
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streamnum
streamid

Purpose
Use the FANIN stage to combine multiple input streams into a single output stream.
FANIN reads records from all specified input streams and copies the records from
each input stream to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
FANIN, without operands, reads all of the records from its primary input stream to
its primary output stream, then all of the records from its secondary input stream to
its primary output stream, and so on, until all of its input streams have been
processed. Operands can be specified with FANIN to indicate which input streams
are read and the order in which they are read.

Operands
streamnum
is a number identifying a particular input stream that FANIN will read, where 0 is
the primary input stream, 1 is the secondary input stream, and so on.
streamid
references a particular input stream that FANIN will read, so the input stream
identifier must match the assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. For
information about assigning a stream name for the PIPE stage, see the
streamid operand in Chapter 2, “PIPE Command Structure and Syntax,” on
page 13, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands, see the streamid
operand in “ADDPIPE” on page 712 and “CALLPIPE” on page 729 respectively.
To indicate more than one input stream, delimit each streamnum or streamid
operand with a blank.

Streams Used
Input Streams
FANIN, without operands, reads all records from all of its connected input streams
starting with the primary input stream and continuing with the rest of the streams in
order of increasing stream number. If one streamnum or streamid is specified,
FANIN reads all the records from only that input stream. If multiple operands are
specified, FANIN reads records from all the identified streams in the order specified.
FANIN reads all the records from a stream before it begins reading records from the
next stream.

Primary Output Stream
FANIN copies its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it
reads the input records.
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Usage Notes
1. FANIN does not delay the records.
2. If the FANIN stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
FANIN stage ends.
3. FANIN can cause a set of pipelines to stall if:
v Two or more input streams originate in the same device driver
v Stream n does not reach the end of file because a previous stage is trying to
write to stream n+1. The following diagram shows how a BUFFER stage can
prevent a pipeline that uses a FANIN stage from stalling. Stream numbers
are shown to identify the streams used.
┌────────┐
┌─────────┐
┌────────┐
│ L
0│
│
│
│
C
│
│ O
├──────────────────────│0
F
│
│
O
│
│ C
│
┌──────┐
│
A
│
│
N
│
│ A
│
│ B
│
│
N
0├───────│0 S
│
│ T
│
│ U
│
│
I
│
│
O
│
│ E
├──────│0 F 0├───────│1
N
│
│ L
│
│
1│
│ F
│
│
│
│
E
│
└────────┘
│ E
│
└─────────┘
└────────┘
│ R
│
└──────┘

If you run out of virtual storage, you can replace the BUFFER stage in the
preceding diagram with an ELASTIC stage to prevent a stall.
You can also use the FANINANY stage to prevent a stall.
See the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide for more information on pipeline
stalls.
4. You do not have to specify all connected input streams with FANIN. For
example, if streams 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 are connected, you can specify only
streams 0, 4, and 2 as in the following FANIN stage:
... | f: fanin 0 4 2 | ...

FANIN does not read any records from streams 1 and 3.
5. FANIN starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the
only connected output stream and then commits to level 0.
6. See also FANINANY, FANOUT, BUFFER, ELASTIC, and GATHER.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, FANIN combines two input streams. Figure 62 on page 232 and
Figure 63 on page 232 show the input files and Figure 64 on page 233 shows the
resulting output file. The following exec combines the files.
/* FANIN EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< DECHOME FILE’,
/* read DECHOME FILE */
’| f: fanin’,
/* combine streams into single stream */
’| > DJHOME FILE A’, /* write combined stream to DJHOME FILE */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’< JANHOME FILE’,
/* read JANHOME FILE */
’| f:’
/* define secondary input for FANIN */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < DECHOME FILE reads the file DECHOME FILE into the pipeline.
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v f: fanin defines a label f for the FANIN stage. FANIN combines multiple
streams into a single stream.
v > DJHOME FILE A writes all the records to the file DJHOME FILE A. This is the
last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < JANHOME FILE reads the file JANHOME FILE into the pipeline.
v f: references the label f on the FANIN stage of the first pipeline and defines the
secondary input stream for the FANIN stage. The records from the previous <
stage flow to the FANIN stage as its secondary input stream.
The following diagram shows how FANIN merges the files in this example:
┌───────┐
│ f:
│
┌──────────┐
│
│
DJHOME FILE A
│ DECHOME │
│
F
│
┌────────────┐
│ FILE
├─────────│
│
│ DECHOME
│
│
│
│ A
│
│ FILE
│
│
│
│
│
│ records
│
└──────────┘
│
N
│
│
│
Primary Input Stream
│
├────────├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─┤
│
I
│
│ JANHOME
│
│
│
│ FILE
│
┌──────────┐
│
N
│
│ records
│
│ JANHOME │
│
│
│
│
│ FILE
├─────────│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
└────────────┘
│
│
│
│
Primary Output Stream
└──────────┘
│
│
Secondary Input Stream
└───────┘

DECHOME

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
December 1990 New Listings
2712 Crescent Drive
56,000
3 Bedroom
Ranch
713 Wilson Avenue
98,000
3 Bedroom
Split Level
1760 Grand Boulevard 120,000
4 Bedroom
2-Story Colonial
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 62. FANIN Stage Example: Input File Contents (DECHOME FILE)
JANHOME

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
January 1991 New Listings
42 Yale Street
55,500
2 Bedroom
Cape Cod
2 Sawmill Road
250,000
5 Bedroom
Contemporary
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 63. FANIN Stage Example: Input File Contents (JANHOME FILE)
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DJHOME

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
December 1990 New Listings
2712 Crescent Drive
56,000
3 Bedroom
Ranch
713 Wilson Avenue
98,000
3 Bedroom
Split Level
1760 Grand Boulevard 120,000
4 Bedroom
2-Story Colonial
January 1991 New Listings
42 Yale Street
55,500
2 Bedroom
Cape Cod
2 Sawmill Road
250,000
5 Bedroom
Contemporary
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 64. FANIN Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 2
To define four input streams (0, 1, 2, and 3) and combine the streams in a different
order, specify the stream numbers in the FANIN stage as in the following exec:
/* FRUIT EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< APPLE FILE’,
’| a: fanin 3 1 2 0’,
’| > FRUITS FILE A’,
’?’,
’< BANANA FILE’,
’| a:’,
’?’,
’< CHERRY FILE’,
’| a:’,
’?’,
’< FIG FILE’,
’| a:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read APPLE FILE */
combine streams in order 3 1 2 0 */
write combined stream to FRUITS FILE */
start of second pipeline */
read BANANA FILE */
define secondary input to FANIN */
start of third pipeline */
read CHERRY FILE */
define tertiary input to FANIN */
start of fourth pipeline */
read FIG FILE */
define quaternary input to FANIN */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < APPLE FILE reads the file APPLE FILE into the pipeline where it becomes the
primary input stream (stream 0) for the FANIN stage.
v a: fanin defines a label a for the FANIN stage. FANIN combines the input
streams in the order 3 1 2 0.
v > FRUITS FILE A writes all the records to the file FRUITS FILE A. It is the last
stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < BANANA FILE reads the file BANANA FILE into the pipeline.
v a: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary input stream for the FANIN stage. The records from the preceding <
stage flow to the FANIN stage as its secondary input stream (stream 1).
v ? marks the end of the second pipeline.
v < CHERRY FILE reads the file CHERRY FILE into the pipeline.
v a: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the
tertiary input stream for the FANIN stage. The records from the preceding <
stage flow to the FANIN stage as its tertiary input stream (stream 2).
v ? marks the end of the third pipeline.
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v < FIG FILE reads the file FIG FILE into the pipeline.
v a: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline and defines the
quaternary input stream for FANIN stage. The records from the preceding <
stage flow to the FANIN stage as its quaternary input stream (stream 3).
The following diagram shows the resulting output file FRUITS FILE A:
FRUITS FILE A (Primary Output Stream)
┌───────────────┐
│
│
│
FIG FILE
│
│
│
├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤
│
│
│ BANANA FILE │
│
│
├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤
│
│
│ CHERRY FILE │
│
│
├ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ┤
│
│
│ APPLE FILE
│
│
│
└───────────────┘

(Records from Input Stream 3)

(Records from Input Stream 1)

(Records from Input Stream 2)

(Records from Input Stream 0)

Example 3
This is example 2 with a slight difference. It shows how you can assign a symbolic
name to one stream with a stream identifier, and then use that stream name in
combination with three stream numbers to refer to the four input streams.
/* FRUIT EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< APPLE FILE’,
/* read APPLE FILE */
’| a: fanin 3 1 num2 0’, /* combine streams in order 3 1 2 0 */
’| > FRUITS FILE A’,
/* write combined stream to FRUITS FILE */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’< BANANA FILE’,
/* read BANANA FILE */
’| a:’,
/* define secondary input to FANIN */
’?’,
/* start of third pipeline */
’< CHERRY FILE’,
/* read CHERRY FILE */
’| a.num2:’,
/* define tertiary input to FANIN */
’?’,
/* start of fourth pipeline */
’< FIG FILE’,
/* read FIG FILE */
’| a:’
/* define quaternary input to FANIN */

a: fanin defines a label a for the FANIN stage. FANIN combines the input streams
in the order quaternary, secondary, tertiary, and primary. 3 1 0 identify the
quaternary, secondary, and primary streams with numbers, and num2 identifies the
tertiary input stream with a stream name.
The a in a.num2: references the label a on the FANIN stage in the first pipeline.
.num2: is the symbolic name assigned to the tertiary input stream for the FANIN
stage. The records from the preceding < stage flow to the FANIN stage as its
tertiary input stream (stream 2).
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Purpose
Use the FANINANY stage to combine multiple streams into a single stream.
FANINANY reads any available input record, regardless of the input stream it is on,
and copies the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. Records from
a particular input stream appear in the output stream in the order in which
FANINANY reads them from that input stream, but they may be interspersed with
records from other input streams. When FANINANY reads multiple input streams,
the relative order of the records read from any two input streams is unpredictable
unless both the following are true:
v The input streams originate in FANOUT or in a common stage that has the
following characteristics:
– The stage reads from its primary input stream and writes to its primary or
secondary output stream depending on a condition
– When both of the stage’s output streams are connected, an input record is
written once to only one stream.
v No stages in the multistream portion of the pipeline delay records.

Streams Used
Input Streams
FANINANY reads any available input record, regardless of the stream number.

Primary Output Stream
FANINANY copies its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it
reads its input records.

Usage Notes
1. FANINANY does not delay the records.
2. If the FANINANY stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the FANINANY stage ends.
3. You can control the order in which FANINANY writes records by controlling the
order in which records arrive at FANINANY. For example, if you want records to
pass through a multistream portion of a pipeline and exit from FANINANY in the
same relative order, specify only stages that do not delay records in the
multistream portion of the pipeline.
4. FANINANY does not cause a set of pipelines to stall in situations where FANIN
would cause a stall. See the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide for more
information on pipeline stalls.
5. FANINANY starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is
the only connected output stream and then commits to level 0.
6. See also FANIN, FANOUT, GATHER, and ELASTIC.
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Examples
Example 1
To find records starting with either of two targets, use a FANINANY stage and two
FIND stages in a PIPE command. In this example, the original list of files from the
QUERY READER command is shown in Figure 66 on page 237 and the resulting
output records from the exec are shown in Figure 67 on page 237.
/* FINDNAME EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’cp query reader’,
’| a: find RSCS_’||,
’| f: faninany’,
’| console’,
’?’,
’a:’,
’| find SMITH_’||,
’| f:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

issue CP QUERY READER */
find records starting with RSCS */
combine streams and display all */
records that start with RSCS or SMITH */
start of second pipeline */
define secondary output for FIND */
find records starting with SMITH */
define secondary input for FANINANY */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v cp query reader issues the CP QUERY READER command and writes the
response to the pipeline.
v a: find RSCS_ defines a label a for the FIND stage. The FIND stage writes all
records that begin with RSCS to its primary output stream and writes all other
records to its secondary output stream (which is defined by the first reference to
label a).
Note that FIND looks for the name RSCS followed by a blank (denoted by the
underscore). It will not find, for example, RSCS2.
The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage prevents REXX
from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.
v f: faninany defines a label f for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the
records from its primary and secondary input streams (in the order in which they
arrive) and writes them to its primary output stream.
v console writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v a: references the label a on the FIND stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream for the FIND stage. The records from the secondary
output stream of the FIND stage in the first pipeline flow to the following FIND
stage.
v find SMITH_ takes the records from the first FIND stage that did not contain RSCS
and finds all records that begin with SMITH.
Note that FIND looks for the name SMITH followed by a blank (denoted by the
underscore). It will not find, for example, SMITHJ.
The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage prevents REXX
from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.
v f: references the label f on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the FANINANY stage. The records from the
previous FIND stage flow to the FANIN stage as its secondary input stream.
Figure 65 on page 237 shows the flow of the records:
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┌─────────┐
┌─────────┐
┌─────────┐
┌────────┐
│cp query │────│a: find │───────────────────│f:
│───│console │
│ reader │
│ RSCS_ │──┐
┌─│faninany │
│
│
└─────────┘
└─────────┘ │
│ └─────────┘
└────────┘
│
│
│ ┌─────────┐ │
└─│ find
│─┘
│ SMITH_ │
└─────────┘

Figure 65. FANINANY Stage Example: Data Flow

Note that the records reach the CONSOLE stage in the same order as they were
created by the CP QUERY READER stage. This is because the multistream portion
of this pipeline contains only a FIND stage and FIND does not delay records.
query reader
ORIGINID FILE
RSCS
0991
RSCS
0986
RSCS2
0989
SMITH
0970
JONES
0971
SMITH
0969
SMITH
0968
SMITHJ
0965
RSCS
0785
JONES
0800
Ready;

CLASS
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN

RECORDS
00000011
00000044
00000012
00000258
00000037
00000019
00000047
00000027
00000012
00000023

CPY
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001

HOLD
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

FORM
STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN

DEST
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

KEEP
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

MSG
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Figure 66. FANINANY Stage Example: Results from QUERY READER Command

Figure 67 shows the terminal output after FINDNAME EXEC is run.
findname
RSCS
RSCS
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
RSCS
Ready;

0991
0986
0970
0969
0968
0785

A
A
A
A
A
A

PUN
PUN
PUN
PUN
PUN
PUN

00000011
00000044
00000258
00000019
00000047
00000012

001
001
001
001
001
001

NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN
STDN

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Figure 67. FANINANY Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
The following user-written stage translates all examples to uppercase. Assume each
example is delimited by a record that begins with :xmp. and a record that begins
with :exmp..
/* UPXMP REXX */
’callpipe (endchar ?)’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| i: inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./’, /* select records between targets */
’| xlate upper’,
/* translate to uppercase */
’| f: faninany’,
/* combine streams */
’| *:’,
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’i:’,
/* define secondary output for INSIDE */
’| f:’
/* define secondary input for FANINANY */
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v callpipe (endchar ?) establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the
pipeline end character.
v *: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes UPXMP in the
pipeline is connected to the input stream of the INSIDE stage in the subroutine
pipeline.
v i: inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./ defines a label i for the INSIDE stage. INSIDE
selects records between the targets :xmp. and :exmp.. Each target must begin in
the first column of an input record.
v xlate upper translates the records to uppercase.
v f: faninany defines a label f for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the
records from its input streams (in the order in which they arrive) and writes them
to its primary output stream.
v *: is a connector. The output stream of the FANINANY stage is connected to the
input stream of the stage that follows UPXMP in the pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v i: references the label i on the INSIDE stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream for the INSIDE stage.
v f: references the label f on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the FANINANY stage.
The following PIPE command translates all examples in the file EXAMPLE FILE to
uppercase and writes the resulting file to EXAMPUP FILE A:
pipe < EXAMPLE FILE | upxmp | > EXAMPUP FILE A

Note that the examples translated to uppercase remain in the correct position in the
output file. This is because the multistream portion of this pipeline contains only an
XLATE stage and XLATE does not delay records.
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FANOUT

STOP ALLEOF
 FANOUT


STOP

ALLEOF
ANYEOF
n

Purpose
Use the FANOUT stage to make a copy of its input stream on every connected
output stream. FANOUT copies records from its primary input stream to multiple
output streams in the order stream 0, stream 1, stream 2 and so on. FANOUT
reads one record at a time from its primary input stream and writes each record to
all connected output streams.

Operands
STOP
specifies how many output streams must be at end of file for FANOUT to stop
copying records. STOP ALLEOF is the default.
ALLEOF
specifies that records will stop being copied when FANOUT determines that no
output stream is connected. Records continue to be copied as long as at least
one output stream is connected. STOP ALLEOF is the default.
ANYEOF
specifies that records will stop being copied as soon as FANOUT determines
that any one of the output streams is no longer connected.
n

is the number of streams that were originally connected, but are now
unconnected causing FANOUT to stop copying records. Specifying 1 is
equivalent to specifying ANYEOF.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
FANOUT reads records from its primary input stream.

Output Streams
FANOUT copies its input records to all of its connected output streams starting with
the primary output stream and continuing with the rest of the streams in order of
increasing stream number.

Usage Notes
1. FANOUT does not delay the records.
2. FANOUT copies its input records to all of its connected output streams before it
tests for the number of streams at end of file. When the stream that causes
FANOUT to end becomes unconnected, FANOUT writes the record that it tried
to write to the unconnected stream to all other connected streams. Then it ends
without consuming the input record.
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3. FANOUT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary input stream is the
only connected input stream and then commits to level 0.
4. See also FANIN, FANINANY, and DEAL.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec makes two copies of the input data and processes each one
differently:
/* FANOUT EXEC */
’pipe (endchar $)’,
’literal Tennis anyone?’||,
’| a: fanout’,
’| > TENNIS FILE A’,
’$’,
’a:’,
’| change /Tennis/Golf/’,
’| > GOLF FILE A’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

write literal data for FANOUT */
copy Tennis anyone? to every output */
write Tennis anyone? to TENNIS FILE */
start of second pipeline */
define secondary output for FANOUT */
change Tennis to Golf */
write Golf anyone? to GOLF FILE */

v (endchar $) assigns $ as the pipeline end character.
v literal Tennis anyone? writes a record containing Tennis anyone? to the
pipeline. The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage prevents
REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the continued line.
v a: fanout defines a label a for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it
reads from its primary input stream to both its primary and secondary output
streams.
v > TENNIS FILE A writes the record that contains Tennis anyone? to the file
TENNIS FILE A. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.
v $ marks the end of the first pipeline.
v a: references the label a on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for the FANOUT stage. The records from the
secondary output stream of the FANOUT stage flow to the following CHANGE
stage as its primary input stream.
v change /Tennis/Golf/ changes the word Tennis to Golf in the string Tennis
anyone?.
v > GOLF FILE A writes the record with the data Golf anyone? to the file GOLF
FILE A.
Figure 68 and Figure 69 on page 241 are the output files created by this exec.
TENNIS

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== Tennis anyone?
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 68. FANOUT Stage Example: Output File Contents (TENNIS FILE A)
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GOLF

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== Golf anyone?
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 69. FANOUT Stage Example: Output File Contents (GOLF FILE A)
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FBLOCK



FBLOCK n


char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Purpose
Use the FBLOCK stage to reformat input records to fixed-length blocks of a
specified size. FBLOCK reads records from its primary input stream and writes the
blocks to its primary output stream, if it is connected. Records from the primary
input stream can be variable-length or fixed-length.
An input record can be spanned, or extended, across more than one output block.
You can specify a pad character to fill the last output block if there is not enough
data to fill it to the specified length.

Operands
n

specifies the output block size in bytes.

char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar, used for padding the last record. Do not enclose the
hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that blanks are used for padding the last record.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
FBLOCK reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After reformating the records read from its primary input stream, FBLOCK writes
blocks of data to its primary output stream. An input record can be spanned across
more than one output block.

Usage Notes
1. FBLOCK delays the records.
2. If the FBLOCK stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the FBLOCK stage ends.
3. The FBLOCK stage is similar to DEBLOCK FIXED, but DEBLOCK FIXED does
not allow input records to span output records. Conceptually, FBLOCK
concatenates all the input records to a single record, which is then written to a
number of fixed-length blocks.
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4. The last output record is shorter than the other output records when the length
of the concatenated input records is not an integral multiple of n and the pad
character is omitted.
5. Once FBLOCK reformats variable-length records, the records cannot be
reformatted back to their original variable lengths.
6. See also BLOCK, DEBLOCK, JOIN, PAD, CHOP, and SNAKE.

Examples
Example 1
To create blocks of data that are 9 bytes in length and have a pad character of 2
(X'F2') for the last record, enter:
pipe < SAMPLE FILE │ fblock 9 F2 │ console

Figure 70 shows the contents of the input file (which has variable-length records)
and Figure 71shows the resulting terminal output.
SAMPLE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
zzzzzzz
bbbbb
ooooooooooo
lllllllll
ee
xxxxxxx
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 70. FBLOCK Stage Example: Input File Contents
pipe < SAMPLE FILE │ fblock 9 F2 │ console
zzzzzzzbb
bbboooooo
ooooollll
llllleexx
xxxxx2222
Ready;
Figure 71. FBLOCK Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

If you use the BLOCK stage instead of FBLOCK as in the following example, an
error message results:
pipe < SAMPLE FILE │ block 9 fixed │ console

Example 2
The following exec counts the occurrences of each character in the file SAMPLE
FILE (Figure 70):
/* COUNTEM EXEC */
’pipe’,
’< SAMPLE FILE’,
/* read SAMPLE FILE */
’| fblock 1’,
/* break records into 1-byte blocks */
’| sort count’, /* sort alphabetically & count identical records */
’| specs 9-10 1 11 4’, /* rearrange data layout */
’| console’
/* then display at terminal */

v < SAMPLE FILE reads the file SAMPLE FILE into the pipeline.
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v fblock 1 reads the records from its input stream and breaks them up into output
records that are 1 byte in length.
v sort count arranges the 1-byte records in alphabetic order and counts the
identical records. It writes only one output record for each unique input record.
The output records contain a 10-digit count followed by the original 1-byte record.
v specs 9-10 1 11 4 changes the layout of the data that results from the SORT
stage. SPECS repositions the count from positions 9 and 10 to positions 1 and 2
in the output record. Also, the character being counted in position 11 is moved to
position 4 in the output record.
v console writes the records to the terminal.
Figure 72 shows the terminal output when COUNTEM EXEC is run:
countem
5 b
2 e
9 l
11 o
7 x
7 z
Ready;
Figure 72. FBLOCK Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output
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*
 FILEBACK fn ft


fm

Purpose
Use the FILEBACK stage to read the contents of a CMS file backward. If its primary
output stream is connected, FILEBACK writes the file contents to its primary output
stream in the order the records are read. That is, FILEBACK reads the last record
of the input file first, the next-to-the-last record next, and so on. A FILEBACK stage
can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file to be read.
ft

is the file type of the file to be read.

fm is the file mode of the file to be read. The default file mode is * which means
that all accessed minidisks and directories are searched.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
FILEBACK writes the records read from the file to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to FILEBACK because it can be used only
as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the FILEBACK stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the FILEBACK stage ends.
3. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, then the FILEBACK
stage translates the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the
search again. The FILEBACK stage always translates the file mode to
uppercase.
4. For smaller files, it may be more efficient to read the file using the < stage and
use INSTORE REVERSE followed by OUTSTORE to reverse the order of the
records in a file.
5. The FILEBACK stage will not read a file loaded with the CMS EXECLOAD
command.
6. DISKBACK is a synonym for FILEBACK.
7. See also >, >>, <, FILEFAST, FILERAND, FILESLOW, FILEUPDATE, and
GETFILES.
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Examples
Example 1
Given the input file shown in Figure 73, use the following PIPE command to read
the contents of INPUT FILE backward and to display the results at your terminal:
pipe fileback INPUT FILE | console

Figure 74 shows the resulting console output after execution of the command.
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
One desk
Two chairs
Three tables
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 73. FILEBACK Stage Example: Input File Contents (INPUT FILE A)
pipe fileback INPUT FILE | console
Three tables
Two chairs
One desk
Figure 74. FILEBACK Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
To read the last note from ALL NOTEBOOK A and put it into a file called NOTE
FILE A, issue the following exec:
/* READLAST EXEC */
’pipe’,
’fileback ALL NOTEBOOK A’, /* read file backward from last line */
’| tolabel ======’||,
/* stop reading when find equal signs */
’| instore reverse’,
/* load records into storage in */
’| outstore’,
/* reverse order then unload them */
’| > NOTE FILE A’
/* write the last note to NOTE FILE A */

v fileback ALL NOTEBOOK A reads the records from ALL NOTEBOOK A, starting at
the end of the file and going backward.
v tolabel ====== reads records from its primary input stream and writes them to
its primary output stream until it comes to the first record that starts with ======.
CMS RECEIVE uses a line of equal signs to separate notes in a notebook file;
therefore when TOLABEL finds the record that starts with ======, it has found
the separator that was at the beginning of the last note in the notebook file.
The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage keeps REXX from
inserting a blank before the stage separator at the beginning of the next line. It is
needed because trailing blanks are significant to TOLABEL.
v instore reverse reads the records from its input stream into storage in reverse
order. Because the records have now been reversed twice, the lines are again in
the proper order.
v outstore unloads these records from storage into the pipeline.
v > NOTE FILE A writes the records from its input stream to a file called NOTE FILE
A.
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Return Codes
You may receive a return code that is the same as one of the return codes from the
FSREAD macroinstruction. See the documentation for FSREAD in the z/VM: CMS
Macros and Functions Reference for a complete list of return codes that FSREAD
generates.
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FILEfast fn ft


(1)
*

Variable
(1)
Variable
fm
*

(1)
Fixed
lrecl

Notes:
1

This operand is valid only for output.

Purpose
Use the FILEFAST stage to read the contents of a CMS file or write to (create or
append to) a CMS file.
When the FILEFAST stage is the first stage of a pipeline, FILEFAST reads the
specified file and writes the records to its primary output stream, if connected.
When the FILEFAST stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, FILEFAST writes all
the records that are not null from its primary input stream to the specified file. If the
file exists, FILEFAST appends the records from its primary input stream to the
specified file. If the file does not exist, FILEFAST creates a file containing the
records from its primary input stream. If the primary output stream is connected,
FILEFAST copies all records (including any null records) from its primary input
stream to its primary output stream.
After the primary input stream reaches end of file, if the secondary input stream is
connected, FILEFAST overwrites the first records of the specified file with the
records from its secondary input stream. Null records in the secondary input stream
do not cause overwriting of the corresponding record of the file. If the secondary
output stream is connected, FILEFAST copies all records from its secondary input
stream to its secondary output stream.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file to be read from or written to.
ft

is the file type of the file to be read from or written to.

fm is the file mode of the file to be read from or written to. The default file mode is
* which means that all accessed minidisks and directories are searched. If a file
is not found on any accessed mode, a file is created with a file mode of A1.
Variable
creates or appends to a V-format file. Use this operand only when writing to a
file. VARIABLE is the default value when the file is being created.
If a file exists and you specify VARIABLE, the existing file must be a V-format
file.
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Fixed
creates or appends to an F-format file. Use this operand only when writing to a
file. The input records must all be the same length when writing F-format files.
If a file exists and you specify FIXED and lrecl, the existing file must be an
F-format file and it must have the same record length you specified.
lrecl
is the logical record length of the F-format file. When creating a file, the default
value is the length of the first record on the primary input stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When the FILEFAST stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, FILEFAST reads
records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
When the FILEFAST stage is not the first stage of a pipeline and its secondary
input stream is connected, FILEFAST reads records from its secondary input stream
only after its primary input stream reaches end of file.

Primary Output Stream
When the FILEFAST stage is the first stage of a pipeline, FILEFAST writes the
records read from the file to its primary output stream. When a FILEFAST stage is
not the first stage of a pipeline, FILEFAST copies its primary input stream records,
including null records, to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
When the FILEFAST stage is not the first stage of a pipeline and its secondary
output stream is connected, FILEFAST copies its secondary input stream records to
its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. When FILEFAST is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the records does not
apply. When FILEFAST is not the first stage of a pipeline, FILEFAST does not
delay the records.
2. If the FILEFAST stage is first in a pipeline and it discovers that its primary
output stream is not connected, the FILEFAST stage ends.
3. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, then the FILEFAST
stage translates the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the
search again. Therefore, you can read or append to a file with a file name in
mixed case, but you cannot use the FILEFAST stage to create a file with a file
name in mixed case. You can use the CMS RENAME command or the
COMMAND stage to issue the CMS RENAME command to change a file
name to mixed case.
The FILEFAST stage always translates the file mode to uppercase.
4. The FILESLOW stage may be useful when other device drivers, such as
FILEFAST, result in an error because records are accumulated as the device
drivers read and write. This is because FILESLOW writes a file record by
record and may therefore help identify the file record that caused the error.
FILESLOW can also be used in applications where you need to write or read a
particular record.
5. The ability to replace records at the beginning of the new file with records from
the secondary input stream is intended to facilitate the building of files that
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6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

need header information that cannot be known until after all the records have
been examined. For example, the first record in a MACLIB file must have a
pointer to the directory; the first record in a packed file must contain the
maximum record length of the unpacked records. To create such files, the
stage that builds the primary input stream for FILEFAST can create
placeholder records for the header information. Then, after all the records have
been processed, the information needed for the headers can be calculated and
the real header records can be sent to FILEFAST on its secondary input
stream to be overlaid on top of the placeholder records.
Be sure that the records from the secondary input stream are the same length
as the records they replace at the start of the file. When a record in a V-format
file is replaced with one of a different length, CMS truncates the file. In the
case of minidisk files, CMS gives no indication that the file has been truncated.
In the case of SFS files, CMS sets a return code.
The following is a list of the differences between the FILEFAST stage and the
<, >, >>, and FILESLOW stages:
v Unlike >, FILEFAST cannot replace an existing file.
v Unlike <, FILEFAST lets you read from a file that does not exist without
receiving an error message. It simply writes an output stream that does not
contain any records.
v Unlike <, >, and >>, FILEFAST can either read or write, depending on its
position in the pipeline.
v Unlike FILESLOW, FILEFAST cannot read from or write to a file beginning
at a specified record number within the file.
The FILEFAST stage will not read a file loaded with the CMS EXECLOAD
command.
DISKFAST is a synonym for FILEFAST.
See also >, >>, <, FILEBACK, FILERAND, FILESLOW, FILEUPDATE,
GETFILES, LISTPDS, MEMBERS, PDSDIRECT, and QSAM.

Examples
Example 1
To display at your terminal the number of words in the file, INPUT FILE A, enter the
following PIPE command:
pipe filefast INPUT FILE A | count words | console

FILEFAST reads the records of INPUT FILE A and writes them to its primary output
stream. In this example, the COUNT stage counts the words in the records and
passes the count to the CONSOLE stage. CONSOLE displays this number on the
terminal.

Example 2
The following exec adds information (name, serial number, and department number)
about one employee to two files. EMPLOYEE FILE contains a list of all employees.
G67 FILE contains a list of all employees in department G67.
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/* ADDEMPL EXEC */
’pipe’,
’literal Sue Smith, 44444, G67’, /* write literal data */
’| filefast EMPLOYEE FILE A’,
/* write data to EMPLOYEE FILE A */
’| filefast G67 FILE A’
/* and to G67 FILE A */

Assuming EMPLOYEE FILE A does exist and G67 FILE A does not exist:
v literal Sue Smith, 44444, G67 writes the argument string Sue Smith, 44444,
G67 to its output stream.
v filefast EMPLOYEE FILE A appends Sue Smith, 44444, G67 to EMPLOYEE FILE
A and passes it to the next stage.
v filefast G67 FILE A creates the file G67 FILE A containing Sue Smith, 44444,
G67.
After issuing the exec, EMPLOYEE FILE A and G67 FILE A contain the following
information:

EMPLOYEE FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Jim Johnson, 44389, ENG
Sue Smith, 44444, G67
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 75. FILEFAST Stage Example: Output File Contents (EMPLOYEE FILE A)
G67

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== Sue Smith, 44444, G67
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 76. FILEFAST Stage Example: Output File Contents (G67 FILE A)

Return Codes
If you receive a return code that is not listed below, then the return code is the
same as one of the return codes from the FSWRITE and FSREAD
macroinstructions. See the documentation for FSWRITE and FSREAD in the z/VM:
CMS Macros and Functions Reference for a complete list of return codes that
FSWRITE and FSREAD generate.
Code

Meaning

16

Conflict when writing a buffer; this indicates that a file with the same
name has been created by another invocation of >, >>, FILEFAST,
or FILESLOW.
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FILERAND

*


FILERAND fn ft


fm
*

BLOCKed

RECNO
 rrange

Purpose
Use the FILERAND stage to read specific records or ranges of records from a CMS
file. If the primary output stream is connected, FILERAND reads the records from
the file and writes them to its primary output stream.
When a FILERAND stage is the first stage of a pipeline, the range of records is
specified by the operand on the FILERAND stage. When a FILERAND stage is not
the first stage of a pipeline, the range of records is specified by both the operand
on the FILERAND stage and the data from its primary input stream. FILERAND
writes the records to its primary output stream in the order specified in the
argument string and the input records. Null and blank input records are ignored.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file to be read.
ft

is the file type of the file to be read.

fm is the file mode of the file to be read. The default file mode is * which means
that all accessed minidisks and directories are searched.
BLOCKed
specifies that you want to read a range of records from an input file, and then
write them as a single output record. The file must be F-format. All records in
the range are read in a single operation.
RECNO
specifies that you want the record number to be placed in the first ten columns
of the output record. The record number is right justified with leading blanks.
The record read from the file is written to the output record starting in column
11.
rrange
specifies a range of records to be read. If you do not specify rrange and if
FILERAND is the first stage of a pipeline, then FILERAND does not read any
records. You can specify rrange as follows:
record
is a number of a record in the input file.
record1-record2
is a range of records beginning with record record1 and ending with record
record2, inclusive. record2 must be numerically equal to or greater than
record1.
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record1-*
is a range of records beginning with record record1 and ending with the last
record of the specified file, inclusive.
*-record2
is a range of records beginning with the first record of the specified file and
ending with record record2, inclusive.
*-* is a range of records beginning with the first record of the specified file and
ending with the last record of the file, inclusive.
record1.n
is a range of n records beginning with record record1.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When a FILERAND stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, FILERAND reads
records from its primary input stream. The input records must contain one or more
record range specifications. Each record range must be separated by at least one
blank and must be in the same format as the rrange operand.

Primary Output Stream
FILERAND writes the records read from the file to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. When FILERAND is the first stage of pipeline, delaying the records does not
apply. When FILERAND is not the first stage of a pipeline, FILERAND does not
delay the records.
2. If the FILERAND stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the FILERAND stage ends.
3. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, then the FILERAND
stage translates the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the
search again. The FILERAND stage always translates the file mode to
uppercase.
4. The FILERAND stage will not read a file loaded with the CMS EXECLOAD
command.
5. DISKRAND is a synonym for FILERAND. NUMBER is a synonym for RECNO.
6. See also >, >>, <, FILEFAST, FILEBACK, FILESLOW, FILEUPDATE, and
GETFILES.

Examples
Example 1
To read records 3, 10, 15, 16, and 20 through 30 from INPUT FILE A and display
the records, issue the following command:
pipe filerand INPUT FILE A 3 10 15.2 20-30 | console

Example 2
You can also read records 3, 10, 15, 16, and 20 through 30 from INPUT FILE A and
display the records using the following command:
pipe literal 20-30| filerand INPUT FILE A 3 10 15.2 | console
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Example 3
To read records 3, 10, 15, 16 and 20 through 30 from INPUT FILE A, display the
records, and also have the record number put in the first ten columns of the output
records, issue the following command:
pipe filerand INPUT FILE A recno 3 10 15.2 20-30 | console

Example 4
You do not have to read records in ascending order. For example, to read records
3, 10, 1, 2, 12, 5, and 4 from INPUT FILE A and display the records, issue the
following command:
pipe filerand INPUT FILE A 3 10 1 2 12 5 4 | console

Example 5
To read records 20 through 30 from INPUT FILE A and display the records, enter
the following command:
pipe literal 20-30| filerand INPUT FILE A | console

Return Codes
You may receive a return code that is the same as one of the return codes from the
FSREAD macroinstruction. See the documentation for FSREAD in the z/VM: CMS
Macros and Functions Reference for a complete list of return codes that FSREAD
generates.
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FILESLOW

(1)
* Variable
 FILESLOW fn ft


(1)
Variable
fm
*

FROM recno

(1)
Fixed
lrecl

Notes:
1

This operand is valid only for output.

Purpose
Use the FILESLOW stage to read the contents of a CMS file or write to (create or
append to) a CMS file. You can use FILESLOW to read from or write to a file
beginning at a specified record number within the file.
When the FILESLOW stage is the first stage of a pipeline, FILESLOW reads the
specified file and writes the records to its primary output stream, if connected.
When the FILESLOW stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, FILESLOW writes all
the records that are not null from its primary input stream to the specified file. If the
file exists, FILESLOW appends the records from its primary input stream to the
specified file. If the file does not exist, FILESLOW creates a file containing the
records from its primary input stream. If the primary output stream is connected,
FILESLOW copies all records (including any null records) from its primary input
stream to its primary output stream.
After the primary input stream reaches end of file, if the secondary input stream is
connected, FILESLOW overwrites the first records of the specified file with the
records from its secondary input stream. Null records in the secondary input stream
do not cause overwriting of the corresponding record of the file. If the secondary
output stream is connected, FILESLOW copies all records from its secondary input
stream to its secondary output stream.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file to be read from or written to.
ft

is the file type of the file to be read from or written to.

fm is the file mode of the file to be read from or written to. The default file mode is
* which means that all accessed minidisks and directories are searched. If a file
is not found on any accessed mode, a file is created with a file mode of A1.
FROM
specifies that reading or writing begins at the record number recno.
recno
is the record number at which reading or writing begins.
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When reading from a file with FILESLOW, recno cannot be greater than the
number of records the file contains. When writing to a file with FILESLOW,
recno cannot be greater than one more than the number of records the file
contains.
In the absence of the FROM operand with a recno. DISKSLOW starts reading
records at the beginning of the input file, or appends records after the last
record of the input file.
Variable
creates or appends to a V-format file. Use this operand only when writing to a
file. VARIABLE is the default value when the file is being created.
If a file exists and you specify VARIABLE, the existing file must be a V-format
file.
Fixed
creates or appends to an F-format file. Use this operand only when writing to a
file. The input records must all be the same length when writing F-format files. If
a file exists and you specify FIXED, the existing file must be an F-format file.
lrecl
is the logical record length of the F-format file. When creating a file, the default
value is the length of the first record on the primary input stream. If a file exists
and you specify lrecl, the existing file must have the same record length you
specified.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When the FILESLOW stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, FILESLOW reads
records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
When the FILESLOW stage is not the first stage of a pipeline and its secondary
input stream is connected, FILESLOW reads records from its secondary input
stream only after its primary input stream reaches end of file.

Primary Output Stream
When the FILESLOW stage is the first stage of a pipeline, FILESLOW writes the
records read from the file to its primary output stream. When the FILESLOW stage
is not the first stage of a pipeline, FILESLOW copies its primary input stream
records, including null records, to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
When the FILESLOW stage is not the first stage of a pipeline and its secondary
output stream is connected, FILESLOW copies its secondary input stream records
to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. When FILESLOW is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the records does not
apply. When FILESLOW is not the first stage of a pipeline, FILESLOW does not
delay the records.
2. If the FILESLOW stage is first in a pipeline and it discovers that its primary
output stream is not connected, the FILESLOW stage ends.
3. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, then the FILESLOW
stage translates the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the
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search again. Therefore, you can read or append to a file with a file name in
mixed case, but you cannot use the FILESLOW stage to create a file with a file
name in mixed case. You can use the CMS RENAME command or the
COMMAND stage to issue the CMS RENAME command to change a file name
to mixed case.
The FILESLOW stage always translates the file mode to uppercase.
4. The FILESLOW stage may be useful when other device drivers, such as
FILEFAST, result in an error because records are accumulated as the device
drivers read and write. This is because FILESLOW writes a file record by record
and may therefore help identify the file record that caused the error. FILESLOW
can also be used in applications where you need to write or read a particular
record.
5. The ability to replace records at the beginning of the new file with records from
the secondary input stream is intended to facilitate the building of files that need
header information that cannot be known until after all the records have been
examined. For example, the first record in a MACLIB file must have a pointer to
the directory; the first record in a packed file must contain the maximum record
length of the unpacked records. To create such files, the stage that builds the
primary input stream for FILESLOW can create placeholder records for the
header information. Then, after all the records have been processed, the
information needed for the headers can be calculated and the real header
records can be sent to FILESLOW on its secondary input stream to be overlaid
on top of the placeholder records.
6. Be sure that the records from the secondary input stream are the same length
as the records they replace at the start of the file. When a record in a V-format
file is replaced with one of a different length, CMS truncates the file. In the case
of minidisk files, CMS gives no indication that the file has been truncated. In the
case of SFS files, CMS sets a return code.
7. The FILESLOW stage will not read a file loaded with the CMS EXECLOAD
command.
8. DISKSLOW is a synonym for FILESLOW.
9. See also <, >, >>, FILEFAST, FILEBACK, FILERAND, FILEUPDATE, and
GETFILES.

Examples
Example 1
To display at your terminal the records of file INPUT FILE A starting with record
number 20 and continuing through the end of the file, enter:
pipe fileslow INPUT FILE A from 20 | console

Example 2
To append the information returned from a CP QUERY TIME command to the end
of file OUTPUT FILE A given that OUTPUT FILE contains 9 records, enter:
pipe cp query time | fileslow OUTPUT FILE A from 10

Return Codes
If you receive a return code that is not listed below, then the return code is the
same as one of the return codes from the FSREAD or FSWRITE macroinstructions.
See the documentation for FSREAD and FSWRITE in the z/VM: CMS Macros and
Functions Reference for a complete list of return codes that FSREAD and
FSWRITE generate.
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Code

Meaning

16

Conflict when writing a buffer; this indicates that a file with the same
name has been created by another invocation of >, >>, FILEFAST,
or FILESLOW.
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FILEUPDATE

(1)
* Variable
 FILEUPDAte fn ft


(1)
Variable
fm
*

(1)
Fixed
lrecl

Notes:
1

This operand is valid only for output.

Purpose
Use the FILEUPDATE stage to replace records in a CMS file. A FILEUPDATE stage
cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.
Each record of the primary input stream of the FILEUPDATE stage must contain the
number of the record to replace followed by the data to replace the existing record.
If the primary output stream is connected, FILEUPDATE copies the contents of the
primary input stream to its primary output stream.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file to be updated.
ft

is the file type of the file to be updated.

fm is the file mode of the file to be updated. The default file mode is *, which
means that all accessed minidisks and directories are searched; if a file is not
found on any accessed mode, a file is created with a file mode of A1.
Variable
replaces records in a V-format file. VARIABLE is the default value.
Fixed
replaces records in an F-format file. Fixed indicates that a single input record
can contain a block of records to be written to the file. The block contains a
single 10-byte prefix followed by one or more records to be written to the file.
The prefix contains the record number of the first or only file record to be
replaced.
lrecl
is the record length of the F-format file.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
FILEUPDATE reads records from its primary input stream. Each fixed or variable
length record in the primary input stream must have the following format:
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v Columns 1-10 contain the number of the first (for fixed records only) or the only
file record in the specified file that this record is to replace. The number does not
need to be aligned in the field.
v Columns 11 through the end of the input record contain the information that is to
replace the existing record or records.
The input record must be 11 bytes in length or longer.

Primary Output Stream
FILEUPDATE copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. FILEUPDATE does not delay the records.
2. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, then the FILEUPDATE
stage translates the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the
search again. The FILEUPDATE stage always translates the file mode to
uppercase.
3. When a record in a V-format file is replaced with one of a different length, CMS
truncates the file. In the case of minidisk files, CMS gives no indication that the
file has been truncated. In the case of SFS files, CMS sets a return code.
4. The FILEUPDATE stage will not read a file loaded with the CMS EXECLOAD
command.
5. DISKUPDATE is a synonym for FILEUPDATE.
6. See also >, >>, <, FILEFAST, FILEBACK, FILERAND, FILESLOW, and
GETFILES.

Examples
Example 1
Figure 77 shows INPUT FILE, which is used as input to the following UPDT EXEC
to replace some of its records.
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
One desk
Two chairs
Three tables
Four pencils
Five vases
Six books
Five pens
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 77. FILEUPDATE Stage Example: Input File Contents

Use the following exec, UPDT EXEC, to replace the records that begin with the
word Five:
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/* UPDT EXEC */
’pipe’,
’< INPUT FILE’,
/* read INPUT FILE */
’| specs recno 1 1-* next’, /* prefix records with record number */
’| locate 11.4 /Five/’,
/* select records having "Five" */
’| specs 1-* 1 /Four/ 11’,
/* change "Five" to "Four" */
’| fileupdate INPUT FILE’,
/* update file with changed records */
’| console’
/* display the changed records */

v < INPUT FILE reads the contents of INPUT FILE into the pipeline.
v specs recno 1 1-* next reformats each record that passes through it, putting the
record number right-justified in columns 1-10 and moving the original contents of
the record over to begin in column 11.
v locate 11.4 /Five/ selects only those records containing Five in columns 11-14.
Thus, records 5 and 7 are passed to the next stage and all others are discarded.
v spec 1-* 1 /Four/ 11 copies its input records to its output, overlaying Four on
columns 11-14.
v fileupdate INPUT FILE replaces records 5 and 7 of INPUT FILE with the two
records it receives from the SPECS stage (stripping off the record numbers
before putting the records into the file).
v console displays the changed records.
After invoking UPDT EXEC, INPUT FILE contains the following as seen in
Figure 78:
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
One desk
Two chairs
Three tables
Four pencils
Four vases
Six books
Four pens
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 78. FILEUPDATE Stage Example: Output File Contents

Return Codes
If you receive a return code that is not listed below, then the return code is the
same as one of the return codes from the FSWRITE macroinstruction. See the
documentation for FSWRITE in the z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions Reference
for a complete list of return codes that FSWRITE generates.
Code

Meaning

16

Conflict when writing a buffer; this indicates that a file with the same
name has been created by another invocation of >, >>, FILEFAST,
or FILESLOW.
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FIND


text

Purpose
Use the FIND stage to select records that begin with a specified text. FIND reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the records that begin with the
specified text to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output
stream is connected, FIND writes all other records to its secondary output stream.

Operands
text
is any text that you want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record.
Each character in text must exactly match the corresponding character in the
input record, with three exceptions:
1. A null string (FIND with no operand specified) matches any record
2. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the
corresponding position in the input record (including a blank).
3. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the
input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do
not match. To be selected, an input record must be at least as long as text,
including any trailing blanks specified in text.
If you do not specify text, FIND copies all records in its primary input stream to
its primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
FIND reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
FIND copies each input record that begins with the specified text to its primary
output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, FIND copies each input record that
does not begin with the specified text to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. FIND does not delay the records.
2. If the FIND stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected, the
FIND stage ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the FIND stage from its operand. The operand
starts after the blank and continues until the next stage separator, the next
endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
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4. Matching is done the same way XEDIT does its matching on the XEDIT FIND
subcommand.
5. The FIND stage selects all records beginning with text. Note that this is
different from the way in which the FIND subcommand of XEDIT operates.
XEDIT positions the current line pointer on the first line in the file that starts
with the specified text.
6. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage
separator character, use the ESCAPE option. For example, to display all lines
of the file INPUT FILE that begin with the character string A|B, issue the
following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT FILE | find A%|B| console

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In
the second stage, the FIND built-in stage is used to locate records that begin
with the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the default
stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this
occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use
a double vertical bar || in the FIND stage. The PIPE command does not treat ||
as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the FIND stage as |. For example,
to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the
following:
pipe < INPUT FILE | find /A||B/| console

7. If you specify FIND as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string must
begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target
string must be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
8. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character (_), use the
LOCATE stage.
9. FIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
10. See also LOCATE, NFIND, NLOCATE, STRFIND, STRNFIND, ALL, CASEI,
ZONE, ASMFIND, ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, and STRASMNFIND.

Examples
Example 1
The CP QUERY READER ALL command returns a heading line followed by one
line of information for each file in your virtual reader. Each line begins with the user
ID of the sender of the file. To display a line of information for only those files in
your reader from user ID, MELINDA, enter the following command:
pipe cp query reader all | find MELINDA_| console

The underscore character (_) means that a blank must follow the string MELINDA.

Example 2
To write all lines of file PROG1 ASSEMBLE that begin with an asterisk (*) to file
COMMENTS FILE A and to write all other lines to file CODE FILE A, use the
following exec procedure:
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/* FNDCMNTS EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< PROG1 ASSEMBLE’,
’| a:find *’||,
’| > COMMENTS FILE A’,
’?’,
’a:’,
’| > CODE FILE A’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read PROG1 ASSEMBLE */
select lines beginning with asterisk */
write comment lines to COMMENTS FILE A */
start of second pipeline */
define secondary output stream for FIND */
write noncomment lines to CODE FILE A */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < PROG1 ASSEMBLE reads the file PROG1 ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.
v a:find * defines a label a for the FIND stage. FIND writes all input records that
begin with an asterisk (*) to its primary output stream.
The REXX concatenation operator (||) at the end of this stage keeps REXX from
inserting a blank before the stage separator at the beginning of the next line. It is
needed because trailing blanks are significant to FIND.
v > COMMENTS FILE A receives the records from the FIND stage’s primary output
stream and writes them to the file COMMENTS FILE A. It is the last stage in the
first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v a: references the label on the FIND stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream for FIND. FIND writes all input records that do not begin
with an asterisk (*) to its secondary output stream.
v > CODE FILE A writes the FIND stage’s secondary output stream to the file CODE
FILE A.
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FMTFST

EDF

SHOrtdate

CDF

ISOdate
FULldate
SORted

 FMTFST



EDF CDF
CDF EDF

Purpose
Use the FMTFST stage to format, and optionally convert, a file status table (FST)
entry. A file status table (FST) is a CMS control block that describes the attributes of
a file on a CMS disk. FMTFST reads records from its primary input stream
(generated by STATE NOFORMAT, for example) and writes records to its primary
output stream. It discards null input records.
For CDF and EDF only, when the second operand is omitted, the input records are
considered to be FST entries of the type specified by the first operand. Each record
is reformatted into an output record that contains the following information:
v File name, file type, and file mode
v Record format (F or V)
v Logical record length
v Number of records and blocks
v Date and time of most recent update.
When two operands are specified, the FST entries are converted from one type to
the other.
Note: z/VM CMS does not support CDF minidisks.

Operands
EDF
specifies that the input record format is enhanced disk format (EDF). EDF FST
entry records must be 64 bytes in length. EDF is a file storage format that
supports files consisting of 512-byte or 1 KB, 2 KB, or 4 KB byte blocks. EDF is
the default.
CDF
specifies that the input record format is CDF. CDF FST entry records must be
40 bytes in length. CDF was a file storage format that was used in earlier
releases of CMS. It supports files consisting of 800-byte blocks.
EDF CDF
specifies that the input FST entry record format is EDF and is to be converted
to conventional disk format (CDF). EDF FST entry records must be 64 bytes in
length. The output CDF FST entry records are 40 bytes in length.
CDF EDF
specifies that the input FST entry record format is CDF and is to be converted
to EDF format. CDF FST entry records must be 40 bytes in length. The output
EDF FST entry records are 64 bytes in length.
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SHOrtdate
specifies that the format for the output date will be mm/dd/yy. This is the
default.
FULldate
specifies that the format for the output date will be mm/dd/yyyy.
ISOdate
specifies that the format for the output date will be yyyy-mm-dd.
SORted
specifies that the format for the output date will be yyyymmdd.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
FMTFST reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must be in
the format of an EDF or CDF FST such as the output from a STATE NOFORMAT
stage. Null input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
After formatting the FST entries read from its input stream, FMTFST writes the
formatted FST entries to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. FMTFST does not delay the records.
2. If the FMTFST stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the FMTFST stage ends.
3. See the z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions Reference for additional information
on FST entries.
4. When you convert an EDF FST entry to CDF, the following changes occur:
v The seconds part of the time stamp is lost
v A value of 64 KB or more is stored as 64KB-1 in the output FST entry.
5. FMTFST can process the output records from the following stages when you
specify the NOFORMAT operand:
v AFTFST
v STATE
v STATEW.
6. See also AFTFST, STATE, and STATEW.

Examples
Example 1
To format the records generated by the STATE NOFORMAT stage, use the
FMTFST stage as in the following example:
pipe < LISTOF FILES | state noformat | fmtfst | console

LISTOF FILES shown in Figure 79 on page 267 contains the file names. STATE
NOFORMAT processes file information for the three files and FMTFST formats the
status information. The resulting terminal output is shown in Figure 80 on page 267.
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LISTOF

FILES

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== LIZA
NAMES
A
===== PROCESS NOTEBOOK A
===== ABC
FILE
A
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 79. FMTFST Stage Example: Input File Contents

pipe < LISTOF FILES | state noformat | fmtfst | console
LIZA
NAMES
A0 V
199
318
6 7/23/91 10:42:10
PROCESS NOTEBOOK A0 V
83
19288
406 7/24/91 9:10:28
ABC
FILE
A1 V
21
4
1 7/23/91 14:09:17
Ready;
Figure 80. FMTFST Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
To convert the format of the FST entries for the files in LISTOF FILES (Figure 79)
from EDF to CDF and write the formatted status information to the file NEWLIST
FILES A, enter:
pipe < LISTOF FILES | state noformat | fmtfst edf cdf | > NEWLIST FILES A

Example 3
To have a formatted FST specify an output date of mm/dd/yyyy for the files in
LISTOF FILES (Figure 79), use the FMTFST stage in the following example:
pipe < LISTOF FILES

| state noformat | fmtfst full | console
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FRLABel
FROMLABel


string

Purpose
Use the FRLABEL stage to select records from its primary input stream. The
records selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified
target string must begin in the first column of an input record. Once a record that
begins with the target string is found, the record that begins with the target string
and the following records are shorted to the primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, FRLABEL writes the records that are
before the record that begins with the target string to its secondary output stream. If
the secondary output stream is not connected, FRLABEL discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.

Operands
string
defines the string of characters to be located in the first column of an input
record. If string is not specified, FRLABEL copies all input records to its primary
output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
FRLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
FRLABEL copies the first input record that begins with the specified target to its
primary output stream. All remaining input stream records are then copied to its
primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, FRLABEL copies all input records up to
but not including the first record matching the specified search string to its
secondary output stream. FRLABEL copies the remaining records that do match the
specified string to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. FRLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If the FRLABEL stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the FRLABEL stage ends.
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3. Use only one blank to separate the FRLABEL stage from its operand. The
operand starts after the blank and continues until the next stage separator
character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. If you specify FRLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string
must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must
be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
5. FRLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
6. See also STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory file, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that
begin with the letter P through the end of the alphabet and to write these records to
a file called PHONE P-Z, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE DIRECTRY | frlabel P -| > PHONES P-Z A

Figure 81 and Figure 82 on page 270 show the contents of the input file, PHONE
DIRECTRY, and the resulting output file, PHONE P-Z A, after execution of the
previous PIPE command.
PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DIRECTRY A1 V 80 Trunc=80 Size=15 Line=4 Col=1 Alt=0

* * * Top of File * * *
NAME
AGE PHONE
A - E
Andrews, Joe
30
555-214-5435
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
Brown, Sue
28
555-413-3423
F - J
Jones, Fred
50
607-413-8945
K - O
Mills, Bob
23
555-212-2122
P - T
Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
* * End of File * * *

Figure 81. FRLABEL Stage Example: Input File Contents
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PHONE

P-Z

A1 V 80 Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

===== * * * Top of File * * *
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== P - T
===== Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
===== Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
===== Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
===== U - Z
===== Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 82. FRLABEL Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the FRLABEL command. If
you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE DIRECTRY | frlabel P - T | > PHONE A-O A

the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the search. If
there is not a trailing blank after P - T in PHONE DIRECTRY, the target string is not
found.
If PHONE DIRECTRY is an F-format file, the trailing blanks are present because P T is shorter than the logical record length of the file; therefore, FRLABEL would find
the target string.
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FRTARGET
FROMTARGet

stage


operands

Purpose
Use the FRTARGET stage to select all records starting with the first record selected
by a specified stage. FRTARGET invokes another stage and rejects all records until
the specified stage selects a record. FRTARGET passes records read from its input
streams to the specified stage until that stage writes a record to its primary output
stream. Once this trigger record is written to the specified stage’s primary output
stream, FRTARGET copies the input record corresponding to the trigger record and
shorts the remaining primary input stream to its own primary output stream. It writes
the unselected records to the secondary output stream, if it is connected.

Operands
stage
is the name of a built-in stage, or the name of a user-written stage. This
specified stage must support a connected primary input stream, a connected
primary output stream, and a connected secondary output stream. If the
secondary input stream of FRTARGET is connected, the specified stage must
support a secondary input stream. The stage should produce one output record
for each input record without delaying the records. The stage should also end
without consuming the current record when it discovers that neither output
stream is connected, and it should not consume the record it is writing when it
encounters end of file on any output stream.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified built-in stage or user-written stage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
FRTARGET reads records from its primary input stream and passes these records
to the primary input stream of the specified stage until the specified stage writes a
record to its primary output stream. FRTARGET then shorts the primary input to its
primary output, starting with the input record corresponding to the trigger record.

Secondary Input Stream
FRTARGET reads records from its secondary input stream and passes the records
to the secondary input stream of the specified stage. Once the input record
corresponding to the trigger record is written to FRTARGET’s primary output
stream, FRTARGET reads no further records from the secondary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
FRTARGET shorts the first input record selected by the specified stage (the trigger
record) and the remaining primary input records to its primary output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, FRTARGET copies to its secondary
output stream all records that the specified stage writes to its secondary output
stream. FRTARGET disconnects its secondary output stream when the specified
stage writes a record to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. FRTARGET itself does not delay the records. If the specified stage delays the
records, then any records that the specified stage is buffering at the time it
writes the trigger record, including the trigger record itself, will be lost.
2. If the FRTARGET stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the FRTARGET stage ends.
3. When both of the specified stage’s output streams are connected, the specified
stage can read each input record and write many copies of this input record to
its secondary output stream. In other words, the specified stage can delete
records.
4. When both of the specified stage’s output streams are connected, the stage
should not write the same record first to its secondary output stream and then to
its primary output stream because that would cause the trigger record to be
written to both output streams of FRTARGET.
5. FRTARGET causes a set of pipelines to stall if the specified stage does not end
when all of its output streams become disconnected.
6. The pipeline scanner processes the specified stage only once (when the
scanner processes the FRTARGET stage), unlike the specified stages for the
APPEND and PREFACE stages.
7. FRTARGET starts at commit level -2. FRTARGET does not perform an explicit
commit; the specified stage must eventually commit to level 0.
8. See also FRLABEL, TOLABEL, TOTARGET, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL,
WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TAKE, DROP, and PREDSELECT.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command selects all records beginning with the first one that
contains the string abc and does not contain the string xyz:
pipe < TEST FILE | frtarget all /abc/ & ¬ /xyz/ | console

Example 2
The following exec, TARGET EXEC, searches the file NUMBER SETS until it
locates a set of numbers that does not contain a 3, which is the set 4 5 6 in this
example. TARGET EXEC then writes to the console the set 4 5 6 and all sets of
numbers that follow this set. All sets of numbers which precede the set 4 5 6 are
written to the secondary output stream of FRTARGET and then passed to the >
stage which writes the records to the file OTHER LINES A.
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/* TARGET EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’ < NUMBER SETS’ ,
/* read NUMBER SETS
*/
’| f: frtarget nlocate /3/’,/* find first record without a 3 */
’| console’ ,
/* display records at terminal
*/
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline
*/
’f:’,
/* define secondary output for FRTARGET*/
’| > OTHER LINES A’
/* write records to OTHER LINES A */

After execution of this exec the console displays the following:
target
4 5 6
5 6 7
3 6 7
Ready;

Figure 83 shows the contents of the input file NUMBER SETS A. Figure 84 shows
the resulting output file OTHER LINES A.
NUMBER

SETS

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

===== * * * Top of File * * *
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== 1 2 3
===== 2 3 4
===== 3 4 5
===== 4 5 6
===== 5 6 7
===== 3 6 7
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 83. FRTARGET Stage Example: Input File Contents (NUMBER SETS)
OTHER

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

LINES

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
1 2 3
2 3 4
3 4 5
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 84. FRTARGET Stage Example: Output File Contents (OTHER LINES)

Return Codes
If FRTARGET finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received
from the specified stage.
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FULLSCREEN

CONSole


FULLSCReen


vdev

NOREAD
CONDREAD

(1)
READFULL

ASYNchronously
NOCLOSE



PATH name

Notes:
1

Operand is ignored if specified with NOREAD.

Purpose
Use the FULLSCREEN stage to write and read 3270 data streams to and from the
virtual console (in fullscreen mode) or a 3270 device. All primary input stream
records contain a control byte specifying the read or write command to use, and
optionally contain an outbound data stream.
The default operation of FULLSCREEN is as follows:
v Each primary input stream record contains a control byte indicating a write
command, followed by an optional outbound data stream.
v When each primary input stream record arrives (assuming any previous
operations are complete), FULLSCREEN writes the outbound data stream to the
device using the write command specified by the control byte. If the write was
successful:
– FULLSCREEN waits for an attention interrupt
– FULLSCREEN reads the resulting inbound data stream from the device using
the Read Modified command
– And if the read was successful, FULLSCREEN writes the inbound data stream
to its primary output stream. If the read was unsuccessful because the virtual
console was in line mode, FULLSCREEN writes a X'01' value to its primary
output stream.
If the write was unsuccessful because the virtual console was in line mode,
FULLSCREEN writes a X'00' value to its primary output stream.
The behavior of FULLSCREEN changes with the use of operands in various
combinations.
A FULLSCREEN stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
vdev
is a hexadecimal device number. The device must be a 3270-type device. You
do not have to specify vdev when using the virtual console.
NOREAD
specifies that when each primary input stream record arrives FULLSCREEN
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NOREAD does not wait for an attention interrupt and does not perform a read
operation after it writes each outbound data stream. Specifically FULLSCREEN
NOREAD:
v Gets a primary input stream record that contains a control byte and optionally
an outbound data stream
v Writes the outbound data stream to the device using the write command
specified by the control byte
v If the write was successful, FULLSCREEN NOREAD writes a X'02' to its
primary output stream. If the write was unsuccessful because the virtual
console was in line mode, FULLSCREEN NOREAD writes a X'00' to its
primary output stream.
Note: FULLSCREEN NOREAD READFULL operates the same as
FULLSCREEN NOREAD; the READFULL operand is ignored.
CONDREAD
specifies that, depending on the control byte, either a write operation is done
but the read following the write is conditional, or no write operation is done with
a specific read command. FULLSCREEN CONDREAD uses the command
indicated by the control byte in the input record. When a write command is
indicated by the control byte, the byte contains an r bit that you can set. See
“Streams Used” on page 277 for more information about the control byte.
Specifically, when FULLSCREEN CONDREAD reads a control byte specifying a
write command:
v The primary input stream record contains a control byte and optionally an
outbound data stream
v FULLSCREEN CONDREAD writes the outbound data stream to the device
using the command specified by the control byte
v If the write is successful, and the r bit in the control byte is 0, FULLSCREEN
CONDREAD:
– Waits for an attention interrupt
– Reads the inbound data stream from the device using a Read Modified
command
– If the read is successful the inbound data stream is written as a primary
output stream record. If the read was unsuccessful because the virtual
console was in line mode, a X'01' is written to the primary output stream.
If the write is successful and the r bit in the control byte is 1, FULLSCREEN
CONDREAD:
– Does not wait for an attention interrupt
– Does not read an inbound data stream
– Writes a X'02' value as the primary output stream record.
If the write was unsuccessful because the virtual console was in line mode, a
X'00' is written to the primary output stream.
Notes:
1. As it processes each input record, FULLSCREEN CONDREAD operates
like FULLSCREEN in default mode or FULLSCREEN NOREAD, depending
upon the value of r.
2. When FULLSCREEN CONDREAD is paired with the READFULL operand
and the control byte specifies a write command, the operation differs from
FULLSCREEN CONDREAD in that a Read Buffer command is used instead
of a Read Modified command.
When FULLSCREEN CONDREAD reads a control byte specifying a read
command:
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v The primary input stream record contains a control byte only
v FULLSCREEN CONDREAD reads the inbound data stream from the device
using the command specified by the control byte
v If the read is successful, the inbound data stream is written to the primary
output stream. If the read is unsuccessful because the virtual console was in
line mode, a X'01' is written to the primary output stream.
Notes:
1. When the control byte specifies a read command and FULLSCREEN
CONDREAD READFULL is specified the operation is the same as
FULLSCREEN CONDREAD; the READFULL operand is ignored.
2. When the control byte specifies a write command and FULLSCREEN
CONDREAD READFULL is specified the operation is similar to
FULLSCREEN CONDREAD except that a Read buffer operation is used
instead of a Read Modified operation.
READFULL
specifies that a Read Buffer command is used instead of the default Read
Modified command. This operand is ignored if you specify the CONDREAD
operand and a control byte in the input record of either X'02' (requesting a
Read Buffer command) or X'06' (requesting a Read Modified command). This
operand is also ignored if you specify it in combination with NOREAD.
ASYNchronously
specifies that FULLSCREEN will not wait for an attention interrupt but instead
will respond to any unsolicited attention interrupt by reading the inbound data
stream from the device. Therefore, write and read operations occur with no
synchronization between them. Specifically:
1. When each primary input stream record arrives, FULLSCREEN
ASYNCHRONOUSLY:
v Reads the primary input stream record containing a control byte and
optionally an outbound data stream
v Writes an outbound data stream to the device using the command
specified by the control byte. If the write is unsuccessful because the
virtual console was in line mode, a X'00' is written to its primary output
stream.
2. When each unsolicited attention interrupt occurs, FULLSCREEN
ASYNCHRONOUSLY:
v Uses the Read Modified command to read the inbound data stream from
the device
v If the read was successful, the inbound data stream is written as a
primary output stream record. If the read was unsuccessful because the
virtual console was in line mode, a X'01' is written to the primary output
stream.
Notes:
1. When ASYNCHRONOUSLY is paired with the READFULL operand the
operation differs from FULLSCREEN ASYNCHRONOUSLY in that a Read
Buffer command is used instead of a Read Modified command.
2. When ASYNCHRONOUSLY is combined with the CONDREAD operand,
and a control byte indicates a write command, two separate operations
happen with no synchronization between them. One operation occurs when
each primary input stream record arrives containing the control byte
indicating a write command, and this command is used to write an outbound
data stream without waiting for an attention interrupt. If the r bit in the
control byte is 0, FULLSCREEN ASYNCHRONOUSLY CONDREAD does
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not wait for an attention interrupt and does not write an inbound data stream
to the primary output stream; if the r bit is 1, a X'02' is written to the primary
output stream. When the write was unsuccessful because the virtual
console was in line mode, FULLSCREEN CONDREAD
ASYNCHRONOUSLY writes a X'00' as the primary output stream record.
The second operation occurs with each unsolicited attention interrupt; a
Read Modified command is used to read the inbound data stream. This
second operation is identical to the second operation of FULLSCREEN
ASYNCHRONOUSLY.
3. When ASYNCHRONOUSLY is paired with the CONDREAD operand, and a
control byte indicates a read command, two separate operations happen
with no synchronization between them. One operation occurs when each
primary input stream record arrives containing the control byte indicating a
read command, and this command is used to read an inbound data stream.
The inbound data stream is written to the primary output stream. When the
read was unsuccessful because the virtual console was in line mode,
FULLSCREEN CONDREAD ASYNCHRONOUSLY writes a X'01' as the
primary output stream record. The second operation occurs with each
unsolicited attention interrupt; a Read Modified command is used to read
the inbound data stream. This second operation is identical to the second
operation of FULLSCREEN ASYNCHRONOUSLY.
4. When ASYNCHRONOUSLY is combined with the READFULL and
CONDREAD operands, the operation differs from FULLSCREEN
ASYNCHRONOUSLY CONDREAD in that a Read Buffer command is used
instead of a Read Modified command.
NOCLOSE
specifies that the CONSOLE path used by FULLSCREEN is not closed when
end of file is reached on the input stream. By default, the path is closed at end
of file.
You cannot specify both NOCLOSE and ASYNCHRONOUSLY.
CONSole
specifies that the CONSOLE macroinstruction of CMS is used to write to and
read from the device. This is the default. See z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions
Reference for more information about the CONSOLE macroinstruction.
PATH
specifies that a path other than the default CONSOLE path is used when writing
to and reading from the device.
name
is the name of the CONSOLE path. There is no restriction on the name; but if
the name does not resolve to a valid address, the default CONSOLE path is
used.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
FULLSCREEN reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must
be in the following format:
Column 1

Mandatory control byte, specifying the write or read
command.

Column 2 to end

Optional outbound 3270 data stream (starting with
the Write Control Character for all write commands
except Write Structured Field). This part of the input
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record is not present when CONDREAD is specified
in combination with control byte X'02' or X'06'. The
outbound data stream may be omitted in the case
of some write commands.
The control byte has the following formats:
0010000r

Write Structured Field

110xxxxr

Erase/Write Alternate

100xxxxr

Erase/Write

0000000r

Write

where the variable bits are defined as follows:
r

If r is 1 and CONDREAD is specified, a read operation should not happen
after an outbound data stream is written. If r is 0 and CONDREAD is
specified, a read should happen after an outbound data stream is written. r
is ignored if CONDREAD is not specified.

x

Ignored.

If the CONDREAD operand is used, the control byte can have these additional
formats:
00000010

Read Buffer (without writing to the terminal)

00000110

Read Modified (without writing to the terminal).

Note: Some of the bits in the control byte match the CP-defined control field for
any CCW with the command code X'29'. CMS Pipelines defines some of the
other bits.
For the format of the 3270 data stream, see 3270 Information Display System: Data
Stream Programmer’s Reference.

Primary Output Stream
FULLSCREEN writes to its primary output stream either the inbound data stream or
a one-byte value indicating the status of an unsuccessful write or read. If the
primary output stream is not connected, only the first input record is read and
processed; the inbound data stream will not be written to the primary output stream.
If the primary output stream becomes not connected, no more input records are
read.
For each successful read, the inbound data stream is written as a record to
FULLSCREEN’s primary output stream. The first byte of this record is the Attention
Identification (AID) byte and its possible values are:
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X'60'

The inbound data stream has been read by a CONDREAD with a
read command before an attention-generating key was pressed, or
a CP-generated attention due to a pending CP warning triggers
FULLSCREEN to read the inbound data stream. Columns 2 and 3
contain the position of the cursor.

X'88'

An inbound data stream with structured fields has been read from
the device. The first structured field begins in column 2.

xx

The inbound data stream has been read from the device in
response to an operator action. The Attention Identification (AID)
byte in column 1 identifies the key that was pressed to generate the
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attention interrupt. Columns 2 and 3 contain the position of the
cursor. The entire screen of data is read when the READFULL
operand is specified.
When only a one-byte value is written to the primary output stream, it has one of
the following values (defined by CMS Pipelines):
X'00'

When the write was attempted, the virtual console was found to be
in line mode; the write could not be completed and no read
happened.

X'01'

The write was successful. However, when the read was attempted,
the virtual console was found to be in line mode; the read could not
be completed.

X'02'

The write was successful. No read happened because the
NOREAD or CONDREAD operand was specified.

Usage Notes
1. FULLSCREEN delays one record, except when the ASYNCHRONOUSLY
operand is specified.
2. Because the FULLSCREEN stage ends if it discovers that its primary output
stream is not connected, you can use the HOLE stage to consume output
records from the FULLSCREEN stage that are not to be processed further.
3. For dialed 3270 devices (those connected to your virtual machine with the CP
DIAL command), the connection will be reset at end of file on the input stream
unless the NOCLOSE option is specified.
4. FULLSCREEN processes a null input record as a X'0040', meaning the control
byte indicates a write command and the Write Control Character (WCC) is X'40'.
5. FULLSCREEN starts at commit level -2000000000. Once it is determined that
another stage is not already using the device, FULLSCREEN allocates a buffer
and then commits to level 0.
6. See also FULLSCRS, FULLSCRQ, BUILDSCR, OVERSTR, OPTCDJ,
C14TO38, 3277ENC, 3277BFRA, APLDECODE, APLENCODE, and XPNDHI.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec asks you to enter your name in a fullscreen panel and reads the
response. Your name is then written to the screen in line mode.
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/* ASKNAME EXEC */
EraseWriteAlt = ’C0’x
/* Erase Write Alternate command */
WriteControlChar = ’03’x
/* Write Control Character */
SetBufferAddress = ’11’x
/* Set Buffer Address order */
InsertCursor = ’13’x
/* Insert Cursor order */
StartField = ’1D’x
/* Start Field order */
AttrProtect = ’28’x
/* Protected attribute byte */
AttrNoProtect = ’00’x
/* Unprotected attribute byte */
DataStreamOut = EraseWriteAlt||WriteControlChar||SetBufferAddress||,
’0000’x||StartField||AttrProtect||’Enter your name:’||,
StartField||AttrNoProtect||SetBufferAddress||’0012’x||,
InsertCursor
/* Build the data stream */
’pipe’,
’var DataStreamOut’,
/* Get outbound data stream */
’| fullscreen’,
/* Write it and then read */
’| var DataStreamIn’
/* Put inbound data stream */
say ’Hi,’ substr(DataStreamIn,7) /* Discard control byte, say name*/
exit rc
/* Exit */

Figure 85 shows the screen before any changes are made.
Enter your name: _

Figure 85. FULLSCREEN Example: Terminal Screen

Example 2
The following exec writes a data stream to a 3270 device at virtual address 0500. A
read does not happen.
/* WRIT3270 EXEC */
EraseWrite = ’80’x
/* Erase/Write command */
WriteControlChar = ’03’x
/* Write Control Character */
SetBufferAddress = ’11’x
/* Set Buffer Address order */
InsertCursor = ’13’x
/* Insert Cursor order */
StartField = ’1D’x
/* Start Field order */
AttrProtect = ’28’x
/* Protected attribute byte */
DataStreamOut = EraseWrite||WriteControlChar||SetBufferAddress||,
’0000’x||StartField||AttrProtect||’You have connected to’,
userid()||SetBufferAddress||’0000’x||InsertCursor
/* Build the data stream */
’pipe’,
’var DataStreamOut’,
/* Get outbound data stream */
’| fullscreen 0500 noread’,
/* Write it to device 0500 */
’| hole’
/* Discard the results */
exit rc
/* Exit */

Example 3
The following exec can be used to view a file created by SCRIPT/VS for a 1403
device.
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/* SEE1403 EXEC */
parse upper arg fileid
’pipe’,
’<’ fileid,
’| c14to38’,
’| xlate 2-* cb eb eb ee

/* Get input file ID */

/* Read input file */
/* Convert 1403 codepoints to 3800 */
cc ea ec ef’,
/* Convert to 3270 Text codepoints */,
’| overstr’,
/* Build overstruck line descriptors */
’| xpndhi’,
/* Correct for highlighted blanks */
’| buildscr * * * * 24 80 1’,
/* Build outbound data streams */,
’| specs x80 1 2-* 2’,
/* Change control byte to Erase/Write */
’| fullscreen’,
/* Write each data stream and read */
’| hole’
/* Discard inbound data streams */
exit rc
/* Exit */

If there is more than one screen, press any key to see the next screen.
Note that a HOLE stage is used to discard the inbound data streams. If
FULLSCREEN’s primary output stream was not connected, FULLSCREEN would
end after the first data stream was written.
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FULLSCRQ


vdev

Purpose
Use the FULLSCRQ stage to query 3270 device characteristics. FULLSCRQ writes
a single record containing the device information to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. A FULLSCRQ stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
vdev
is the hexadecimal virtual device number (vdev) of the 3270 device whose
characteristics are to be queried. If vdev is not specified, the virtual console is
the default.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
FULLSCRQ writes one record containing the device characteristics to its primary
output stream. The output record consists of 16 bytes of information from
DIAGNOSE code X'24' followed by the information returned by DIAGNOSE code
X'8C'. The format of the record is described in the following table. For each piece of
information, the table lists the column number in which the information starts. The
length of each piece of information is given in bytes.
Table 6. FULLSCRQ Output Record Format
Column

Length

Description

1

4

Contains the Ry information from DIAGNOSE code X'24'
as described in z/VM: CP Programming Services.

5

4

Contains the Ry+1 information from DIAGNOSE code X'24'
as described in z/VM: CP Programming Services.

9

4

Contains the Rx information from DIAGNOSE code X'24'
as described in z/VM: CP Programming Services.

13

1

Condition code (in EBCDIC).

14

3

Reserved. Always zeros.

17

1

Terminal features flag byte. The following indicates the
meaning of the bits in the flag byte:
1xxx xxxx
x1xx xxxx
xx1x xxxx
xxxx xx1x
xxxx xxx1
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Extended color is supported
Extended highlighting is supported
Programmable symbol sets are
supported
3270 emulation
14-bit addressing allowed

18

1

Number of partitions.

19

2

Number of columns.

21

2

Number of rows.
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Table 6. FULLSCRQ Output Record Format (continued)
Column

Length

Description

23

Variable

Structured fields received from a Read Partition Query.

Note: The length of the structured fields returned by FULLSCRQ varies depending
on the number of fields returned by the Read Partition Query.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to FULLSCRQ because it can be used only
as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. CP caches the line of terminal information issued by FULLSCRQ. The
information reflects the status at the time of logon or from the last reconnection,
but does not include information about symbol sets. Applications that need to
know which symbol sets are currently loaded should issue their own query.
3. FULLSCRQ starts at commit level -2000000000. It obtains the information
required and then commits to level 0.
4. See also FULLSCRS, BUILDSCR, and FULLSCREEN.

Examples
Example 1
To display at your terminal the number of rows and columns on your terminal, write
an exec similar to the following QROWCOL EXEC:
/* QROWCOL EXEC */
’pipe fullscrq’,
’| specs /Rows:/ 1 21.2 c2d nextw’,
’/Columns:/ nextw 19.2 c2d nextw’,
’|split’,
’|join * / /’,
’| console’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

query the terminal */
rearrange output and */
extract rows and columns */
get rid of extra */
blanks */
display the result */

If your terminal has 32 rows and 80 columns, the exec displays the following
information:
qrowcol
Rows: 32 Columns: 80
Ready;

Example 2
The following exec can be used to view a flat file, or one that does not contain
carriage control characters. The exec first finds the number of columns and rows on
the user’s terminal and then displays the file specified as the first argument on the
device specified as the second argument (if any). The exec allows the file to be
displayed on any terminal device attached to your user ID. If no device is specified,
the file is displayed on your logon terminal.
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/* SEEFLAT EXEC */
Parse Upper Arg fileid ’TO’ vaddr
/* Get input file ID */
’PIPE’ ,
’fullscrq’ vaddr ,
/* Get device characteristics */
’| specs 21.2 c2d 1 write 19.2 c2d 2’ , /* Get number of rows */
/* and columns */,
’| stem scrnsize.’
/* Stash away the data */
’PIPE’ ,
’| <’ fileid ,
’| specs x09 1 1-* 2’ ,
’| buildscr * * * *’ scrnsize.1
’| specs xc0 1 2-* 2’ ,
’| fullscreen’ vaddr ,
’| hole’
Exit rc

/*
/*
/*
/*

/* Read the input file */
/* Insert carriage control */
scrnsize.2 , /* Build the */
/* data streams */,
Change control byte to Erase/Write */
Write each data stream and read */
Discard inbound data streams */
Exit with last return code */

To display the file TEST FILE on your logon terminal, enter:
SEEFLAT test file

To display the file TEST FILE on some other attached graphics device, first define a
terminal by entering a command similar to the following from your user ID:
CP DEFINE GRAF 0060

Next, attach some other graphics device to your virtual machine from the logon
screen of another terminal:
DIAL userid

where userid is your user ID. Then, run the SEEFLAT EXEC from your user ID
specifying the virtual address of the dialed terminal.
SEEFLAT test file to 0060
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vdev

Purpose
Use the FULLSCRS stage to process the output from FULLSCRQ to extract
information for a REXX program that generates datastreams for display on the
specified terminal. The information describes the terminal the user is logged on to,
or the specified device.
When FULLSCRS is the first stage in a pipeline it prefixes to the pipeline the
FULLSCRQ stage to generate the required input record. Otherwise the input record
must be in the same format as the line of device information issued from the
FULLSCRQ stage.

Operands
vdev
is the hexadecimal virtual device number (vdev) of the 3270 device whose
characteristics are to be queried if the input records do not contain the required
information. If vdev is not specified, the virtual console is the default.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
FULLSCRS reads records from its primary input stream. The records must be in the
same format as the output records produced by FULLSCRQ.

Primary Output Stream
FULLSCRS writes records in the following format to its primary output stream (each
word is separated from the following word by a blank):
1. Number of lines
2. Number of columns
3. APL/TEXT flag where:
0

means APL/TEXT characters are not supported

1

means 3278 APL/TEXT characters are supported
(use X'08' graphics escape orders)

2
4.
5.
6.
7.

means 3277 APL/TEXT characters are supported (use X'1D' escape
sequences)
1 if the terminal supports Erase/Write Alternate; otherwise, 0
1 if the terminal supports Write Structured Field; otherwise, 0
1 if the terminal supports extended highlighting; otherwise, 0
Two hexadecimal digits represent the Local Character Set Identifier (LCID) for
the device-specific character set X'01' (the alternate character set). no will be
in the output record if the alternate character set is not present in the
information from FULLSCRQ.
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8. Decimal representation of the first halfword of the Coded Graphic Character
Set Identifier (CGCSGID) for device-specific character set X'00' (the base
character set). This first halfword is the character set number. The character ?
will be in the output record if the base character set is not present in the
FULLSCRQ information.
9. Decimal representation of the second halfword of the Coded Graphic
Character Set Identifier (CGCSGID) for device-specific character set X'00' (the
base character set). This second halfword is the code page number. The
character ? will be in the output record if the base character set is not present
in the FULLSCRQ information.
10. Decimal representation of the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) for
device-specific character set X'00' (the base character set). The character ?
will be in the output record if the base character set is not present in the
FULLSCRQ information.
11. If character sets are in FULLSCRS’s input record, information for each
character set is separated by a semicolon and consists of the following fields
separated by hyphens:
a. The device-specific character set identifier in decimal.
b. The Local Character Set Identifier (LCID) as two hexadecimal digits.
c. The letter r indicating a read-only storage (nonloadable) character set or
the letter w indicating a read/write storage (loadable) character set followed
by the number of planes in the character set in decimal. For instance, r1
indicates a nonloadable single-plane character set.
d. The Coded Graphic Character Set Identifier (CGCSGID) as eight
hexadecimal digits followed by the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID)
as four hexadecimal digits. The first half of the CGCSGID is the character
set number. The second half is the code page number.
There are no blanks within this information.

Usage Notes
1. When FULLSCRS is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the records does not
apply. When FULLSCRS is not the first stage of a pipeline, FULLSCRS does
not delay the records.
2. If you specify vdev and if FULLSCRS’s input stream contains output from a
FULLSCRQ stage on which a different vdev is specified, FULLSCRS may result
in an error.
3. For more information about character sets, see the 3270 Information Display
System: Data Stream Programmer’s Reference.
4. FULLSCRS starts at commit level -1. It verifies its operands and then commits
to level 0.
5. See also FULLSCRQ, BUILDSCR, and FULLSCREEN.

Examples
Example 1
The following command displays the device information.
pipe fullscrs | console
32 80 1 1 1 1 F1 697 37 ? 0-00-r1-02B90025;1-F1-r1-03C30136
Ready;
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STRICT

Purpose
Use the GATE stage to end portions of a pipeline. GATE copies records from its
secondary input stream and higher-numbered input streams to the corresponding
output streams until it determines that a record has arrived on its primary input
stream. GATE then ends, which causes all of its input and output streams to be
severed. The severing of these streams may cause other stages to end, depending
on the configuration of the pipeline.
GATE can operate in two different modes, depending on whether the operand
STRICT is specified. When STRICT is specified, whenever GATE receives a record
on any input stream other than its primary input stream, it does not read that record
until after it has first checked to be sure that no record has arrived on its primary
input stream. Thus, when a record arrives on its primary input stream, it will read no
more input records from any input stream.
When STRICT is not specified, GATE may read some number of records from a
higher-numbered stream before noticing that it has received a record on its primary
stream. In this mode, GATE may continue reading from a given stream until that
stream has no more records. Only then does it check to see whether the primary
input stream has a record. (In other words, in the non-STRICT mode, GATE
provides function similar to the pipeline subcommand SELECT ANYINPUT.)

Operands
STRICT
specifies that GATE is to check for a record on its primary input stream before
reading any record that arrives on any other input stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
GATE does not read records from its primary input stream. It ends when a record
arrives on its primary input stream.

Secondary and Higher-Numbered Input Streams
GATE reads records from its secondary and higher-numbered input streams. If all of
its secondary and higher-numbered input streams reach end of file without a record
arriving on its primary input stream, GATE ends.

Secondary and Higher-Numbered Output Streams
If the secondary or higher-numbered output streams are connected, GATE copies
records from its secondary or higher-numbered input streams to its corresponding
output streams.
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Usage Notes
1. GATE does not delay the records.
2. If the GATE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected, the
GATE stage ends.
3. For performance reasons, use the non-STRICT mode whenever possible
because the non-STRICT mode uses less overhead than the STRICT mode
does. If the pipeline is configured so that GATE can never have more than one
input record at a time, then STRICT mode is unnecessary. To ensure that GATE
receives only one input record at a time, you must maintain the relative order of
records. For more information, see the section on maintaining the relative order
of records in the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide.
4. GATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that the primary output stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
5. See also PREDSELECT.

Examples
Example 1
Given the input file shown in Figure 86 on page 289, use the following exec,
GATEWORK EXEC, to display all records in a file before the word cooldown. The
exec reads records from the file WORKOUT FILE until it locates the word cooldown.
When cooldown is located, the records stop flowing through the pipeline.
/* GATEWORK EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< WORKOUT FILE’,
/* read WORKOUT FILE */
’|l:locate /cooldown/’, /* select the trigger record */
’|g:gate’,
/* force it to end */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’l:’,
/* define secondary output for LOCATE */
’|g:’,
/* define secondary input for GATE */
’| console’
/* Display records from secondary output*/

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < WORKOUT FILE reads file WORKOUT FILE into the pipeline.
v l:locate /cooldown/ defines a label l for the LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all
records containing cooldown to its primary output stream. LOCATE writes all
records that do not contain cooldown to its secondary output stream.
v g:gate defines a label g for the GATE stage. GATE reads the records it receives
on its secondary input stream (which is connected to the secondary output
stream of the LOCATE stage) and copies them to its secondary output stream.
When it receives a record on its primary input stream (which is connected to the
primary output stream of the LOCATE stage), it ends immediately without
consuming that record. Thus, it ends as soon as LOCATE selects the first record
containing the string cooldown.
When GATE ends, its output stream and both of its input streams are severed.
The CONSOLE stage then receives end of file on its input stream and ends.
When the LOCATE stage discovers that neither of its output streams is
connected, it too ends, thus severing its primary input stream, which then causes
the < stage also to end.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
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v l: references the label on the LOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream for the LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records not
containing cooldown to its secondary output stream.
v g: references the label on the GATE stage of the first pipeline and defines the
secondary input stream and secondary output stream for the GATE stage. GATE
passes records from its secondary input stream to its secondary output stream.
In this example, all records that do not contain cooldown and arrive before the
first occurrence of cooldown are written to the secondary output stream of GATE
and then passed to the CONSOLE stage that follows.
v console writes the records to the terminal.

WORKOUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
warm-up
touch-toes
flexibility
strength
bench-press
cooldown
breathe
relax
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 86. GATE Stage Example: Input File Contents

Figure 87 shows the resulting console output after the GATEWORK EXEC is
executed.
gatework
warm-up
touch-toes
flexibility
strength
bench-press
Ready;
Figure 87. GATE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
The following exec, QRYOU EXEC, issues a QUERY USERS command every 5
seconds, and displays the results at the terminal. While this exec is executing, it
passes to CMS any console commands that are preceded by cmsim until a cmsim
stop command is entered. When cmsim stop is entered, a record is passed to
GATE’s primary input stream which causes GATE to end. When GATE ends, its
input and output streams are severed creating a cascading effect and eventually
causing all stages in this pipeline to end.
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/* QRYOU EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’immcmd cmsim’,
’|s:strfind /stop/’,
’|g:gate strict’,

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
’?’,
/*
’literal +00:00:05’,
/*
’| duplicate *’,
/*
’| delay’,
/*
’|g:’,
/*
’| specs /QUERY USERS/ 1’, /*
’| cp’,
/*
’| console’,
/*
’?’,
/*
’s:’,
/*
’|g:’,
/*
’| cms’,
/*
’| console’
/*

Request an immediate command */
If it has "stop" pass to GATE */
End when "stop" is received */
and this will cause the ending */,
of the other stages as well
*/,
Start of second pipeline */
Set up 5-second delay */
Make infinite copies of record */
Pass a record every 5 seconds */
GATE will end */
Change record to CP command */
Issue CP command */
Display the results */
Start of third pipeline */
All commands without "stop" */
GATE will end */
CMS will execute commands */
Display result at terminal */

exit

Note: The examples assume a specific order of execution of the stages involved.
The actual execution order as determined by the dispatcher may be different.
You can trace the PIPE command to see the actual order in which the
dispatcher runs the stages. Note that a subsequent trace of the same
command may show the stages running in a different order.
The following is a detailed explanation of how the ending of the GATE stage causes
the eventual ending of the QRYOU EXEC:
v When GATE ends, all of its input and output streams are severed. (The pipeline
dispatcher severs any connected streams whenever any pipeline stage ends.)
v GATE’s primary and tertiary input streams are connected to STRFIND’s primary
and secondary output streams, so when GATE ends, STRFIND finds itself with
no connected output streams. This causes STRFIND to end.
v When STRFIND ends, its remaining stream (its input stream) is also severed.
That stream is connected to IMMCMD’s primary output, so when STRFIND ends,
IMMCMD finds itself with no connected output stream. It also ends.
v DELAY also ends when its output stream (connected to GATE’s secondary input)
is severed. Its ending causes DUPLICATE to end. DUPLICATE’s ending causes
LITERAL to end. Thus, end of file is propagated back to the beginning of the
second pipeline.
v The severing of GATE’s secondary output stream leaves SPECS with no
connected input stream, so it ends. (Most pipeline stages end when their input
streams have been severed.) That leaves the CP stage with no connected input,
so it too ends, thus causing the subsequent CONSOLE stage to end. All of the
second pipeline has now ended.
v The severing of GATE’s tertiary output stream leaves the CMS stage with no
connected input stream, so it ends, and its ending also causes the last
CONSOLE stage to end, thus ending all of the third pipeline.
v The entire pipeline ends as the result of the ending of the GATE stage.
However, the ending of GATE does not always result in the ending of an entire
pipeline. GATE can also be used to end only a portion of a pipeline. That can be
illustrated by making one small change to this example. If the second reference to
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the label g: is removed (that is, if the third-from-last line of the exec is deleted),
then entering cmsim stop on the console stops only part of the pipeline. Following is
the revised QRYOU EXEC with only one reference to the label g::
/* QRYOU EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’immcmd cmsim’,
’|s:strfind /stop/’,
’|g:gate strict’,

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
’?’,
/*
’literal +00:00:05’,
/*
’| duplicate *’,
/*
’| delay’,
/*
’|g:’,
/*
’| specs /QUERY USERS/ 1’, /*
’| cp’,
/*
’| console’,
/*
’?’,
/*
’s:’,
/*
’| cms’,
/*
’| console’
/*

Request an immediate command */
If it has "stop" pass to GATE */
End when "stop" is received */
and this will cause the ending */,
of the other stages as well
*/,
start of second pipeline */
Set up 5-second delay */
Make infinite copies of record */
Pass a record every 5 seconds */
GATE will end */
Change record to CP command */
Issue CP command */
Display the results */
start of third pipeline */
All commands without "stop" */
CMS will execute commands */
Display result at terminal */

exit

The following is a detailed explanation of how the ending of the GATE stage in the
revised QRYOU EXEC can be used to end only portions of QRYOU EXEC:
v When GATE ends, all of its streams are severed, as before. In this case,
however, only the primary output of STRFIND is severed. Its secondary output
remains connected to the CMS stage, so STRFIND does not end.
v Because STRFIND does not end, neither does IMMCMD.
v The severing of GATE’s secondary output causes the same cascade of endings
as before: DELAY, DUPLICATE, and LITERAL all end when their output streams
are severed. SPECS, CP, and CONSOLE all end when their input streams are
severed.
v The CMS stage and CONSOLE stage continue to run, because each still has a
connected input stream.
Therefore, this pipeline no longer issues a QUERY USERS command every 5
seconds, but it continues to capture cmsim immediate commands and to execute the
specified CMS commands and display the results on the terminal.
If the user then wishes to stop the pipeline, that can be done by typing PIPMOD
STOP, which ends the IMMCMD stage and results in a cascade of ending stages,
as STRFIND, CMS, and CONSOLE each discover in turn that their primary input
stream has been severed.
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STOP ALLEOF


GATHER


STOP

ALLEOF
ANYEOF
n
(1)
STREAMid
Separator

Inputrange

Separator:

WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Inputrange:
(2)
Words

wnumberrange
(2)

Fields
cnumberrange

fnumberrange

Notes:
1

Streamid cannot exceed 4 bytes.

2

Blanks are optional in this position.

Purpose
Use the GATHER stage to read records from its connected input streams in either
sequential or some other specified order, and write records to its connected primary
output stream.
GATHER, without operands, writes the first record from its primary input stream to
its connected primary output stream, the first record from its secondary input stream
to its primary output stream, and so on, until one record has been written from each
connected input stream. GATHER repeats this processing cycle in sequential order
until all records from all connected input streams are processed or end of file is
reached. GATHER without operands, or with the STOP operand, bypasses
unconnected input streams.
Specify the STOP operand to tell GATHER when to stop processing. The
STREAMID operand indicates which input streams GATHER should read and in
what order. When the STREAMID operand is specified, the GATHER stage inspects
the first primary input stream record and searches for the stream identifier
according to the specified input range. GATHER then reads the identified input
stream and writes it to its primary output stream. If the stream identifier directs
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GATHER to read from a non-primary input stream, it writes that record first and
then consumes the primary input stream record.

Operands
STOP
specifies how many input streams must be at end of file for GATHER to stop
processing input records. STOP ALLEOF is the default.
ALLEOF
specifies that input records will stop being processed when GATHER
determines that all its input streams are no longer connected. Input records
continue to be written as long as at least one input stream is connected. STOP
ALLEOF is the default.
ANYEOF
specifies that input records will stop being written as soon as GATHER
determines that any one of its input streams is no longer connected.
n

is the number of streams required to become unconnected and reach end of file
before GATHER stops writing records. Specify a decimal number of 1 or
greater. Specifying 1 is the same as specifying ANYEOF.

STREAMid
identifies the location in the primary input record that contains the stream
identifier identifying a particular input stream that GATHER will read. The
stream identifier can be a decimal number, where 0 is the primary input stream,
1 is the secondary input stream, and so on. The stream identifier may also be a
name that references a particular input stream that GATHER will read, so the
input stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on the label in the
pipeline. For information about assigning a stream name for the PIPE stage,
see the streamid operand in Chapter 2, “PIPE Command Structure and Syntax,”
on page 13, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands, see the
streamid operand in “ADDPIPE” on page 712 and “CALLPIPE” on page 729
respectively.
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For
example, use WORDSEP to specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal 000-in-rec | gather streamid wordsep - w1 | console
000-in-rec
Ready;

The primary input stream is indicated by the first word, 000, so GATHER writes
the primary input stream record to its primary output stream.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For
example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the plus sign separates each field:
pipe literal 000+in-rec | gather streamid fieldsep + f1 | console
000+in-rec
Ready;

The primary input stream is indicated by the first field, 000, so GATHER writes
the primary input stream record to its primary output stream.
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X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
v WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank is used as the:
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or
WS) operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS)
operand.
Words
specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data that the
GATHER stage will use as a stream identifier. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS)
operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input
stream in the following pipeline consists of one record with three words
separated by the default word separator (blank):
pipe literal in rec 0 | gather streamid w3 | console
in rec 0
Ready;

The primary input stream is indicated by the third word, 0, so GATHER writes
the primary input stream record to its primary output stream.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first
word in that record begins in the position immediately following the delimiter or
delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, 4 is the first word and 0 is the second
word:
pipe literal +4++0+07+3 | gather streamid wordsep + w2 | console
+4++0+07+3
Ready;

The primary input stream is indicated by the second word, 0, so GATHER
writes the primary input stream record to its primary output stream.
Fields
specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data that the GATHER stage will
use as a stream identifier. The FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the
character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains a record with three fields
separated by the default field separator character (X'05'):
pipe strliteral x8105F00582 | gather streamid f2 | console
a 0 b
Ready;
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The primary input stream is indicated by the second field, X'F0', so GATHER
writes the primary input stream record to its primary output stream.
A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the
first field. Two consecutive delimiters is considered a null field. The following
example shows both types of null fields,
pipe literal +4++0+07+3 | gather streamid fieldsep + f3 | console
+4++0+07+3
Ready;

When GATHER inspects the primary input record, and finds the third field is
null, it writes the primary input stream record to its primary output stream. Note
that 4 is the second field and 0 is the fourth field:
wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field
numbers, or column numbers which GATHER uses to determine the stream
identifier of the input stream it is to read from. The location is relative to the
beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates
that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is
relative to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location, GATHER
uses the entire input record as the stream identifier, so your record must
contain up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic characters
and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. You can specify a
location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is
relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to the
beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2),
location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you
specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that is, you
use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or
equal to location1. The following example specifies the next-to-last and the
last column as the location of the stream identifier in the input record:
pipe literal 410107130 | gather streamid -2;-1 | console
410107130
Ready;

The last two columns in this instance are a zero and a blank because the
record is padded. GATHER, upon seeing a zero, writes the primary input
stream record to its primary output stream.
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the input location.
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If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the
position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the position in
the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input
record to GATHER are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that
contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after location2 in the
record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word, or field of
the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.

Streams Used
Input Streams
GATHER reads one record from each connected stream in sequential order, starting
with the primary input stream unless otherwise specified. GATHER, without the
STREAMID operand, bypasses records on streams that are not connected and
have reached end of file. If STREAMID is specified, and a non-primary input stream
is identified on the primary input stream record that GATHER has inspected,
GATHER reads the non-primary input record first, and then consumes the primary
input stream record.

Primary Output Stream
GATHER writes its input records to its primary output stream in the same order it
reads the input records.

Usage Notes
1. GATHER does not delay the records.
2. If the GATHER stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the GATHER stage ends.
3. When using the STREAMID operand, if you do not specify a location,
GATHER uses the entire input record as the stream identifier, so your record
must contain up to a maximum of 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of
alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character.
A record with more than 4 bytes will cause the GATHER stage to end with a
warning message.
4. GATHER can cause a set of pipelines to stall if:
v Two or more input streams originate in the same device driver
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v Input stream n does not reach the end of file because a previous stage is
trying to write to stream n+1. The following diagram shows how a BUFFER
stage can prevent a pipeline that uses a GATHER stage from stalling.
Stream numbers are shown to identify the streams used.
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5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

If you run out of virtual storage, you can replace the BUFFER stage in the
preceding diagram with an ELASTIC stage to prevent a stall.
You can also use the FANINANY stage to prevent a stall.
See the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide for more information on pipeline
stalls.
You do not have to specify all connected input streams with GATHER. For
example, if streams 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 are connected, you can choose to specify
only stream 4 in the primary input stream record that GATHER STREAMID will
inspect. You may also direct GATHER to read several, but not all input streams
by introducing many primary input stream records to the GATHER stage, each
with a separate stream identifier.
GATHER STREAMID can be used for an application that needs to process
some records through one part of a pipeline, while the remaining records
undergo separate processing that utilizes the BUFFER or ELASTIC stage. For
example, records with a 1 in the first column will be sent to a server for
processing, and buffered enough to wait for that server, while records with
another value in the first column should not be sent to a server.
GATHER can be used to gather the records that the DEAL stage dealt out to a
set of parallel streams. Such a pipeline is usually built with loop processing.
Input records must arrive in the order that GATHER reads them. Use the
FANINANY stage when the order is unpredictable.
GATHER starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is
the only connected output stream and then commits to level 0.
See also FANIN, FANINANY, FANOUT, BUFFER, ELASTIC, SPECS, and
DEAL.

Examples
Example 1
This example combines three input streams into one output stream with the
GATHER stage.
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/* GATHER EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| < ORDNUM FILE’,
/* read order number file */
’|G:gather’,
/* read input streams 0,1,2*/
’| specs 1-15 1 /FOR CUSTOMER/ nextword’,/* arrange input data*/
’read 1-22 30 write’,
’read 1-16 1 /IS/ nextword 17-24 nextword’,
’write / / 1’,
’| > OUT1 FILE A’,
/*write records to output file*/
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline*/
’ < CUST FILE’,
/* read customer file
*/
’|G:’,
/*define GATHERs 2ndary input */
’?’,
/* start of third pipeline */
’ < ACCOUNT FILE’,
/* read account file
*/
’|G:’

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < ORDNUM FILE reads the file ORDNUM FILE into the pipeline. This flows as input
into the GATHER stage.
v gather reads one record from each of its connected input streams in sequential
order, starting with the primary input stream. It reads the first record from
ORDNUM, the first record from the CUST FILE on its secondary input stream,
and the first record from the ACCOUNT FILE on its tertiary input stream.
GATHER repeats this cycle three times until all records are consumed and
written to the OUT1 FILE A on its primary output stream.
v specs arranges the contents of the input records and adds words for a
meaningful accounting report.
– 1-15 1 /FOR CUSTOMER/ nextword writes the data from columns 1 through 15
to the output record beginning in column 1. The character string FOR CUSTOMER
is written as the next word in the output record, starting in column 17 and
following the order number and a blank.
– read releases the current input record (primary stream) and reads the next
record, which is the secondary input stream record.
– 1-22 30 reads the contents of the secondary input stream record in columns 1
through 22 and writes the data to the output record beginning in column 30.
– write writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.
– read releases the current input record (secondary stream) and reads the next
record, which is the tertiary input stream record.
– 1-16 1 /IS/ nextword 17-24 nextword reads the contents of the tertiary input
stream record in columns 1 through 16 and writes the data to the output
record beginning in column 1. A blank is added in the next available column
and SPECS writes the character string IS in the output record. Then SPECS
reads the contents of the tertiary input stream record from columns 17 through
24, and writes a blank and the data in the output record.
– write writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.
– / / 1 writes a blank in the output record beginning in column 1. This leaves a
blank line between each account written.
v > OUT1 FILE A writes the records to the file OUT1 FILE on the A-disk. This is the
last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < CUST FILE reads the file CUST FILE into the pipeline.
v g: references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the GATHER stage. The record from the previous
< stage flows to the GATHER stage as its secondary input stream.
v ? marks the end of the second pipeline.
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v < ACCOUNT FILE reads the file ACCOUNT FILE into the pipeline.
v g: references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines
the tertiary input stream for the GATHER stage. The record from the previous >
stage flows to the GATHER stage as its tertiary input stream.

ORDNUM FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
ORDER # 123456
ORDER # 788994
ORDER # 123330
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 88. GATHER Stage Example: Input File Contents (ORDNUM FILE)
CUST FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
AMERICAN FIELDSERVERS
FAHITIAN FLYCATCHERS
NIMBA NETS
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 89. GATHER Stage Example: Input File Contents (CUST FILE)
ACCOUNT FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
ACCOUNT BALANCE $0.00
ACCOUNT BALANCE $1000.00
ACCOUNT BALANCE $-20.00
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 90. GATHER Stage Example: Input File Contents (ACCOUNT FILE)
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OUT1 FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=9 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
ORDER # 123456 FOR CUSTOMER AMERICAN FIELDSERVERS
ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $0.00
ORDER # 788994 FOR CUSTOMER FAHITIAN FLYCATCHERS
ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $1000.00
ORDER # 123330 FOR CUSTOMER NIMBA NETS
ACCOUNT BALANCE IS $-20.00
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 91. GATHER Stage Example: Output File Contents (OUT1 FILE)

Example 2
In this example, GATHER has three input streams connected, but writes out only
the tertiary input stream record as directed by the stream identifier in the primary
input stream record selected by the LOCATE stage. Figure 92 on page 301 shows
the input file that contains the stream identifier.
/* GATHER EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| < INPUT FILE’,
/* read the input file
*/
’| locate /0002/’,
/*find records containing 0002*/
’| g:gather streamid wordsep - w2’,/*identify stream to read*/
’| console’,
/* display records to terminal*/
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline
*/
’ literal SECONDARY INPUT STREAM 01’,/*supply second’y inputrec*/
’| g:’,
/*define GATHERs second’y input*/
’?’,
/* start of third pipeline
*/
’ literal TERTIARY INPUT STREAM 02’,/*supply tertiary input rec*/
’| g:’
/*define GATHERs tertiary input*/

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < INPUT FILE reads the file INPUT FILE into the pipeline.
v locate /0002/ searches each input file record for the string 0002. LOCATE
writes the record it finds that matches the search criteria to its primary output
stream. This flows as input into the GATHER stage.
v g: gather streamid wordsep - w2 assigns a label g for the GATHER stage.
GATHER is able to read from any of its multiple input streams and write to its
primary output stream. The STREAMID operand directs GATHER to inspect its
primary input stream record for the second word that contains a stream identifier.
The words in the primary input stream record are separated by a –. GATHER
finds the tertiary input stream identified, and reads a record from that connected
input stream.
v console writes the tertiary record to the terminal. This is the last stage of the first
pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v literal SECONDARY INPUT STREAM 01 writes words comprising a record into the
pipeline on GATHER’s secondary input stream.
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v g: references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the GATHER stage. The record from the previous
LITERAL stage flows to the GATHER stage as its secondary input stream.
v ? marks the end of the second pipeline.
v literal TERTIARY INPUT STREAM 02 writes words comprising a record into the
pipeline on GATHER’s tertiary input stream.
v g: references the label g on the GATHER stage of the first pipeline and defines
the tertiary input stream for the GATHER stage. The record from the previous
LITERAL stage flows to the GATHER stage as its tertiary input stream.

INPUT FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Primary Input Stream Record-0001-Stream Identifier
Primary Input Stream Record-0002-Stream Identifier
Primary Input Stream Record-0003-Stream Identifier
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 92. GATHER Stage Example: Input File Contents (INPUT FILE)

Figure 93 shows the result from the GATHER exec:
gather
TERTIARY INPUT STREAM 02
Figure 93. GATHER Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output
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Purpose
Use the GETFILES stage to read a list of CMS files into a pipeline. GETFILES
reads records from its primary input stream. Each record specifies the file identifier
of a file to be read. If a file to be read is in packed format, GETFILES unpacks the
file.
If its primary output stream is connected, GETFILES writes to its primary output
stream the contents of each file that it reads.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
GETFILES reads records from its primary input stream. The first three words in
each primary input stream record must be the file name, file type, and file mode,
respectively. However, if the record begins with a blank followed immediately by &1
&2, then GETFILES ignores the &1 &2 and examines the next three words.

Primary Output Stream
GETFILES writes to its primary output stream the contents of each file read.

Usage Notes
1. GETFILES does not delay the records.
2. If the GETFILES stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the GETFILES stage ends.
3. See also <.

Examples
Example 1
Given the input file in Figure 94, the following command copies the contents of all
files in the list into one output file:
pipe < PARTS FILELIST | getfiles | > COMBINED FILE A

PARTS

FILELIST A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

===== * * * Top of File * * *
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== &1; &2; PART1
FILE
A1
===== &1; &2; PART2
FILE
A1
===== &1; &2; PART3
FILE
A1
===== &1; &2; PART4
FILE
A1
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 94. GETFILES Stage Example: Input File Contents
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Example 2
The following command searches all files on your A-disk for records containing the
string SOFTBALL:
pipe cms listfile * * a | getfiles | locate /SOFTBALL/ | console

Return Codes
GETFILES issues CALLPIPE pipeline subcommands to read the files. The return
code from GETFILES is the aggregate of the return codes from the CALLPIPE
pipeline subcommands. A negative return code indicates not all files were read. A
positive return code indicates all files were read but one or more had an error.
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0


HELP


MENU
n
(1)
nnnn
MSG

(1)

s

mmm
name
SQL string
0
SQLCODE
code

Notes:
1

No blanks are allowed in this position.

Purpose
Use the HELP stage to obtain online information about CMS Pipelines stages,
pipeline subcommands, and CMS Pipelines messages. The HELP stage writes the
following information to the primary output stream, if connected (see “Primary
Output Stream” on page 305):
v A menu of the CMS Pipelines stages and pipeline subcommands
v Help information about a specific stage or pipeline subcommand
v Help information about a specific CMS message
v Help information about DB2 Server for VM return codes or commands.
The help information about a stage or pipeline subcommand includes the
description, format, operands, options, usage notes, and messages of the stage or
pipeline subcommand. The help information about a message contains the
message number, message text, description, and system action.
A HELP stage must be the first stage in a pipeline. If no operands are specified,
HELP displays help information about the last message issued.

Operands
MENU
displays a menu of the stages and pipeline subcommands.
n

for numbers 0-10, represents the nth last message issued. For example, HELP
0 displays help information about the last message issued. HELP 1 displays
help information about the next-to-last message issued. HELP 2 displays help
information about the third-to-last message issued, and so on through the last
11 messages issued.
For numbers 11 or greater, help information is displayed about the CMS
message number specified. The severity of the message displayed is E.
0 is the default value.

MSG nnnn
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MSG mmmnnnn
MSG nnnns
MSG mmmnnnns
displays help information about the CMS message number nnnn. mmm
identifies the component ID. If you do not specify mmm, DMS is used. If you
specify mmm, you must use DMS. s identifies the severity code. If the severity
code is not specified, the default is E. MSG is optional when specified before
the message number. If MSG is specified, the space after MSG is optional.
The same help information is available by entering the CMS HELP MSG
command or the stage HELP MSG.
name
is a stage or pipeline subcommand for which HELP is to be displayed.
SQL string
displays DB2 Server for VM help information. string is a DB2 Server for VM
return code or command name. If the SQL operand is specified, a HELP stage
does not write records to its primary output stream regardless of whether the
stream is connected.
You must have connect privilege to DB2 Server for VM to use this operand.
SQLCODE code
displays help information about one of the last eleven DB2 Server for VM
negative return codes. code can be 0 through 10, inclusive.
For example, PIPE HELP SQLCODE 0 displays help information about the last
negative return code received from DB2 Server for VM. PIPE HELP SQLCODE
1 displays help information about the next-to-last negative return code received
from DB2 Server for VM. PIPE HELP SQLCODE 2 displays help information
about the third-to-last negative return code received from DB2 Server for VM.
If you do not specify code, 0 is the default value.
If the SQLCODE operand is specified, a HELP stage does not write records to
its primary output stream regardless of whether the stream is connected.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
HELP does not read records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
HELP writes to its primary output stream the HELP information specified by its
operands. If no output stream exists, the information is displayed in an XEDIT
session. If the SQL or SQLCODE operand is specified; no records are written to the
output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to the HELP stage because HELP does not
read records from its primary input stream.
2. If the HELP stage is writing information to its primary output stream and it
discovers that its primary output stream is no longer connected, the HELP stage
ends.
3. If the HELP stage is used with the Style FPL configuration variable, the
information normally accessed by AHELP will be displayed instead of the CMS
Help Facility.
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4. See also AHELP.

Examples
Example 1
To display information about the syntax and operand description of the stage
FRLABEL, issue the following PIPE command:
pipe help frlabel

Example 2
To display information about message FPL027E, you can issue one of the following
commands:
pipe
pipe
pipe
pipe
pipe
pipe
help

help msg 027
help msg 027E
help msg027
help msg027E
help 027
help 027E
msg fpl027E

Example 3
To display HELP for the last CMS Pipelines message issued, issue one of the
following PIPE commands:
pipe help
pipe help 0
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Purpose
Use the HOLE stage to read all input records and consume them. HOLE reads
records from all its connected input streams and does not write records to any
output streams. The output stream remains connected until all input streams reach
the end of file.

Streams Used
Input Streams
HOLE reads records from all connected input streams.

Primary Output Stream
Although HOLE does not write any records to its primary output stream, the output
streams stay connected until all input streams reach end of file.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the records does not apply to HOLE because it does not write any
output records.
2. HOLE pulls records through a pipeline when an earlier stage would otherwise
end because of receiving end of file on its output stream.
3. An example of a stage that requires the output stream to remain connected is
FULLSCREEN. If you do not need to process the output of a FULLSCREEN
stage, use the HOLE stage after the FULLSCREEN stage to give it a place to
send its output.
4. HOLE is useful for performance measurements on a device driver where it is
desired to read a complete file.
5. See also TAKE, DROP, and DUPLICATE.

Examples
Example 1
The following stages can discard all records and completely replace them with
records from a new stage (specified on APPEND):
... | hole | append ...

The primary output stream remains connected until the end of file. The following
exec uses these two stages and writes the output from one CMS command to the
terminal and the other to a file:
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/* LISTREXX EXEC */
’pipe’,
’literal listfile * rexx a (lifo’, /* write commands to the */
’| literal query search’,
/* input stream of the CMS stage */
’| cms’,
/* process commands */
’| console’,
/* display output from query search */
’| hole’,
/* discard records */
’| append stack’,
/* read stacked output from listfile */
’| > MYREXX STAGES A’
/* write listfile output to a file */

v literal listfile * rexx a (lifo writes the string listfile * rexx a (lifo to
its primary output stream.
v literal query search writes the string query search to its primary output stream
and then copies its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
v cms processes its input stream as CMS commands.
v console writes the records to the terminal.
v hole reads its primary input stream and discards the records.
v append stack writes the records on the stack to the primary output stream.
v > MYREXX STAGES A writes the records to the file MYREXX STAGES A.
Figure 95 shows a sample of the results written to the terminal. The actual
information displayed depends on what file modes you have accessed.
listrexx
ABC191 191
PROD
196
19CESA 19C
DIR
TOOLS
19F
CMSB03 190
YDISK
19E
Ready;

A
R/W
B/A R/O
C/A R/O
E
R/W
G/A R/O
S
R/O
Y/S R/O

SERVER2:MARYLOU.

Figure 95. HOLE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Figure 96 shows a sample of the results written to the file MYREXX STAGES. The
actual contents of the file depend on what files are on your file mode A.
MYREXX

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

STAGES

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=36 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=1

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
TSTXMP
REXX
A1
TSTRST
REXX
A1
TSTRNO
REXX
A1
TRYTHIS REXX
A1
TRYPIP
REXX
A1
TPOS
REXX
A1
TMAXST
REXX
A1
TITLE
REXX
A1
TFILTR2 REXX
A1
TFILTR
REXX
A1

Figure 96. HOLE Stage Example: Output File Contents
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Example 2
The following exec sounds the alarm twice on the virtual console assuming it is in
fullscreen mode:
/* HONK2 EXEC */
datastrm = ’00C4’x
/* data stream to sound alarm */
’pipe’,
’literal +00:00:01’ datastrm, /* write delay time and datastream */
’| duplicate 1’,
/* make an additional copy */
’| delay’,
/* copy each record after 1 second */
’| specs words2-* 1’,
/* remove the delay time */
’| fullscreen noread’,
/* sound alarm without reading screen */
’| hole’
/* discard records and keep FULLSCREEN’s */
/* output connected so both data streams */
/* are processed */
exit RC

Example 3
The following exec modifies a file (MASTER FILE) according to an update file
(UPDATE FILE) and writes the updated file to the terminal. HOLE is necessary
because it gives the UPDATE stage a place to send the records (the update log)
from its secondary output stream; without HOLE, UPDATE ends.
/* UPD EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< MASTER FILE’,
’| u: update’,
’| console’,
’?’,
’< UPDATE FILE’,
’| u:’,
’| hole’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read MASTER FILE */
update MASTER FILE with UPDATE FILE */
display updated file */
start of second pipeline */
read UPDATE FILE */
define secondary input and output */
for UPDATE */,
discard records and keep UPDATE’s */
secondary output stream connected */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < MASTER FILE reads the file MASTER FILE into the pipeline.
v u: update defines a label u for the UPDATE stage. UPDATE reads the update
file from its secondary input stream and applies it to its primary input stream. It
writes the updated file to its primary output stream.
v console writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < UPDATE FILE reads the file UPDATE FILE into the pipeline.
v u: references the label u on the UPDATE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input and output streams for the UPDATE stage. Records flow
from the preceding < stage to the UPDATE stage as its secondary input stream.
v hole discards the records it receives from the secondary output stream of the
UPDATE stage.
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Purpose
Use the HOSTBYADDR stage to resolve IP (internet protocol) addresses into a
domain and host name. HOSTBYADDR treats its input as a wordstream. For each
word it determines the corresponding domain and host name; this information is
written to the primary output stream. When the IP address cannot be resolved, the
input word and additional information are written to the secondary output stream, if
it is connected.

Operation
Processing in the event of an error during address resolution depends on whether
the secondary output stream is defined or not. When there is only one stream,
processing stops with an error message and a non-zero return code for severe
errors, such as Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol not being active.
The inability to resolve the address is “reported” by not producing output. When the
secondary output stream is defined, all errors are reported by writing a record on
that stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
HOSTBYADDR reads an IP address record on its primary input stream. No other
input stream may be connected. Null and blank input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
HOSTBYADDR writes a domain or host name to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
HOSTBYADDR writes an unresolved IP address and any additional information,
such as errors, to the secondary output stream if it is defined. If an error occurs and
the secondary output stream is not defined, processing stops with an error
message; a non-zero return code is issued for severe errors.

Usage Notes
1. HOSTBYADDR does not delay the record.
2. HOSTBYADDR terminates when it discovers that no output stream is
connected.
3. Records on the secondary output stream contain three or more words:
a. The input IP address.
b. The numeric ERRNO associated with the failure to resolve the address. (For
example, “1142”.)
c. The symbolic ERRNO associated with the failure to resolve the address.
(For example, “EUNKNOWNHOST”.)
d. The explanation of the ERRNO. (For example, “Unknown host”.)
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4. HOSTBYADDR uses RXSOCKET version 2 or later for name resolution.
RXSOCKET does not support hexadecimal components of a dotted-decimal
number. It discards leading zeros in the components, and thus it treats an octal
specification as a decimal one. For more information about RXSOCKET, refer to
the books listed in the Bibliography of this book.
5. The converse operation for HOSTBYADDR is HOSTBYNAME.
6. HOSTBYADDR starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
7. See also TCPCLIENT, TCPLISTEN, and UDP.

Examples
Example 1
Resolve an IP address into a domain name using HOSTBYADDR:
pipe literal 9.12.14.1 | hostbyaddr | console
wtscpok.itso.ibm.com
R;

Example 2
An attempt to resolve an unknown IP address to a domain or host name using
HOSTBYADDR:
/* HOSTBYAR EXEC */
parse arg all_ips
’pipe (endchar ? )’
,
’
var all_ips’
,
’
| h: hostbyaddr’
,
’
|
console’
,
’
?’
,
’ h:|
append literal’,
’
|
var errno’
,
if errno <> ’’ then
say "Error:" errno

Console output from using HOSTBYADDR with a valid IP address:
hostbyar 9.12.14.1
wtscopok.itso.ibm.com
Ready;

Console output from using HOSTBYADDR with an IP address that is not valid:
hostbynm 9.55.5.113
Error: 9.55.5.113 2017 EIPADDRNOTFOUND
IP address not found in ADDRINFO file
Ready;
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Purpose
Use the HOSTBYNAME stage to resolve a domain name into an IP (internet
protocol) address. HOSTBYNAME treats its input as a wordstream. For each word
it determines the corresponding IP address; this information is written to the primary
output stream. When the domain or host name cannot be resolved, the input word
and additional information are written to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected.

Operation
Processing in the event of an error during name resolution depends on whether the
secondary output stream is defined or not. When there is only one stream,
processing stops with an error message and a non-zero return code for severe
errors, such as TCP/IP not being active; the inability to resolve the name is
“reported” by not producing output. When the secondary output stream is defined,
all errors are reported by writing a record on that stream.

Output Record Format:
Records on the secondary output stream contain three or more words:
1. The input domain name.
2. The numeric ERRNO associated with the failure to resolve the name. (For
example, “1142”.)
3. The symbolic ERRNO associated with the failure to resolve the name. (For
example, “EUNKNOWNHOST”.)
4. The explanation of the ERRNO. (For example,“Unknown host”.)

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
HOSTBYNAME reads a domain or host name on its primary input stream. No other
input stream may be connected. Null and blank input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
HOSTBYNAME writes an IP address to it primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
HOSTBYNAME writes an unresolved domain or host name and any additional
information, such as errors, to the secondary output stream if it is defined. If an
error occurs and the secondary output stream is not defined, processing stops with
an error message; a non-zero return code is issued for severe errors.

Usage Notes
1. HOSTBYNAME does not delay the record.
2. HOSTBYNAME terminates when it discovers that no output stream is
connected.
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3. HOSTBYNAME uses RXSOCKET version 2 or later for name resolution.
4. RXSOCKET uses the file TCPIP DATA to determine the name of the TCP/IP
service machine, the IP address of the name server, and so on.
5. RXSOCKET does not support hexadecimal components of a dotted-decimal
number. It discards leading zeros in the components, and thus it treats an octal
specification as a decimal one.
6. There may be more than one IP address associated with a domain name. In
this case, the output line contains blank-delimited IP addresses.
7. The converse operation for HOSTBYNAME is HOSTBYADDR.
8. HOSTBYNAME starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
9. See also: TCPCLIENT, TCPLISTEN, and UDP.

Examples
Example 1
Resolve domain names into IP addresses using HOSTBYNAME:
pipe literal wtscpok | hostbyname | console
9.12.14.1
R;

pipe literal jph.dk.ibm.com | hostbyname | console
9.55.5.13
R;

Example 2
Using the HOSTBYNM EXEC below, an attempt will be made to resolve an
unknown domain name into an IP address:
/*hostbynm exec. Command get HOST BY NaMe*/
parse arg hosts
’pipe (endchar ? )’
,
’
var hosts’
,
’
| h: hostbyname’
,
’
|
console’
,
’
?’
,
’ h:|
append literal’,
’
|
var errno’
if errno <> ’’ then
say "Error:" errno

Functional results:
hostbynm jxh.dk.ibm.com
Error: jxh.dk.ibm.com 2016 EHOSTNOTFOUND
Host not found in SITEINFO file
Ready;
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USERID TCPIP


HOSTID


USERid word

Purpose
Use the HOSTID stage to write a single output record, which contains the default IP
(internet protocol) address of the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
system in dotted-decimal notation.

Operands
USERid
Specify the user ID of the virtual machine or started task where Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol runs. The default is TCPIP.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
HOSTID writes an IP address to its primary output stream if it is connected.

Usage Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.

HOSTID does not delay records.
HOSTID terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not connected.
HOSTID must be a first stage.
HOSTID starts on commit level -10. It connects to the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol address space and then commits to level 0.
5. See also HOSTNAME.

Examples
Display the host IP address:
pipe hostid | console
9.12.14.1
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HOSTNAME

USERID TCPIP
 HOSTNAME


USERid word

Purpose
Use the HOSTNAME stage to write a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol host name. HOSTNAME writes a single output record that contains the
host name of the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol system. The host
name does not include the domain.

Operands
USERid
Specify the user ID of the virtual machine or started task where Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol runs. The default is TCPIP.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
HOSTNAME writes a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol host name to
its primary output stream if it is connected.

Usage Notes
1. HOSTNAME does not delay the record.
2. HOSTNAME terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not
connected.
3. HOSTNAME must be a first stage.
4. HOSTNAME starts on commit level -10. It connects to the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol address space and then commits to level 0.
5. See also: HOSTID.

Examples
To show the host name:
pipe hostname | console
WTSCPOK
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IEBCOPY



IEBCOPY


STRIPKEY
OSPDSDIR

Purpose
Use the IEBCOPY stage to process an unloaded data set that the MVS utility
program IEBCOPY has written. (A partitioned data set that has been written as a
sequential data set is said to have been unloaded.) IEBCOPY reads records from
its primary input stream and writes the reformatted records to its primary output
stream.

Operands
STRIPKEY
discards the key part of each record (if any) and writes the data part to the
output stream. The key identifies a record. If STRIPKEY is not specified, the
key part remains as the prefix of each record.
OSPDSDIR
specifies further processing for the logical records in the data set. A logical
record is created for each entry of the directory, taking into account the length
of the user data if present.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
IEBCOPY reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After reformatting the records it reads from its primary input stream, IEBCOPY
writes the reformatted records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. IEBCOPY does not delay the records.
2. If the IEBCOPY stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the IEBCOPY stage ends.
3. IEBCOPY returns when its primary input stream reaches the end of file.
4. A control stage is needed to load all members of a partitioned data set (PDS).
5. If the unloaded data set is on a tape, it is typically in variable blocked (VB)
format and must be deblocked before the IEBCOPY stage can process it. If the
data set is in a reader file, it is in NETDATA format and must be deblocked
before the IEBCOPY stage can process it.
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Examples
Example 1
The following exec reads the tape that the IEBCOPY utility under MVS writes and
displays a list of the members in the unloaded partitioned data set on that tape:
/* LISTDIR EXEC */
’pipe’,
’tape’,
/* read file from tape */
’| deblock variable’, /* reformat data into logical records */
’| drop 2’,
/* discard the 2 header records */
’| iebcopy ospdsdir’, /* create record for each directory entry */
’| specs 1.8 1’,
/* discard all but member name */
’| console’
/* display member names at terminal */

v tape reads a file from the tape into the pipeline.
v deblock variable reformats blocks of data into logical records.
v drop 2 discards the two header records that IEBCOPY writes at the beginning of
an unloaded data set.
v iebcopy ospdsdir processes the data and creates a record for each entry in the
directory.
v specs 1.8 1 discards all but the first eight characters of each directory record
(the member name).
v console displays the member names on the virtual machine console.
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IMMCMD



IMMCMD command



Purpose
Use the IMMCMD stage to establish an immediate command handler and to wait
for the specified immediate command to be entered. When the immediate command
is entered, any arguments specified on that command are written to IMMCMD’s
primary output stream. If no arguments are specified, a null record is written to the
primary output stream. An IMMCMD stage can be used only as the first stage of a
pipeline.

Operands
command
is the name of an immediate command. The name is translated to uppercase
before the command handler is established.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
When the immediate command for which IMMCMD has been waiting is entered,
IMMCMD writes any arguments specified on the immediate command to its primary
output stream. If no arguments are specified, IMMCMD writes a null record to its
primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to IMMCMD because it can be used only as
the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the IMMCMD stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the IMMCMD stage ends.
3. To end IMMCMD, enter PIPMOD STOP or use the PIPESTOP stage.
4. When using full-screen CMS, if you specify IMMCMD and CONSOLE in the
same application, the console output may not be seen at the expected time. To
avoid this, you can suspend full-screen CMS.
5. IMMCMD starts at commit level -1. It sets up an immediate command handler
for the specified command and then commits to level 0.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec issues the CP QUERY USERS command every five seconds
until PIPMOD STOP is entered:
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/* QU5 EXEC */
’pipe’,
’literal +00:00:05’,
/* Set up 5-second delay */
’| duplicate *’,
/* Make infinite copies of record */
’| delay’,
/* Pass a record every 5 seconds */
’| specs /QUERY USERS/ 1’, /* Change record to CP command */
’| cp’,
/* Issue CP command */
’| console’
/* Display the results */
exit rc

A second pipeline using IMMCMD can be added to allow CMS commands to be run
immediately, during the execution of the first pipeline, by issuing them with the
immediate command “CMSIM”:
/* QU5CMS EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’literal +00:00:05’,
/* Set up 5-second delay */
’| duplicate *’,
/* Make infinite copies of record */
’| delay’,
/* Pass a record every 5 seconds */
’| specs /QUERY USERS/ 1’, /* Change record to CP command */
’| cp’,
/* Issue CP command */
’| console’,
/* Display the results */
’?’,
/* Beginning of second pipeline */
’immcmd cmsim’,
/* Define immediate command "CMSIM" */
’| cms’,
/* Pass arguments to CMS as command */
’| console’
/* Display the results */
exit rc

Figure 97 shows an example of the use of this exec:
qu5cms
974 USERS,
974 USERS,
cmsim q text
TEXT
OFF
976 USERS,
976 USERS,
cmsim q apl
APL
OFF
977 USERS,
978 USERS,
978 USERS,
pipmod stop
Ready;

68 DIALED,
68 DIALED,

504 NET
504 NET

68 DIALED,
69 DIALED,

504 NET
505 NET

68 DIALED,
68 DIALED,
69 DIALED,

509 NET
511 NET
511 NET

Figure 97. IMMCMD Stage Example: Immediate Command and Resulting Terminal Output
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INSIDE

/string1/
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Bbinstring1

/string2/
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
Bbinstring2
n



Purpose
Use the INSIDE stage to select groups of records from its primary input stream,
starting with the first record following the record that begins with a specified string.
INSIDE writes a group of records to its primary output stream, if connected, ending
a group just prior to the record that has the second specified string or the record
corresponding to the number specified. Each specified target string must begin in
the first column of an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, INSIDE writes the records that are not
selected to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not
connected, INSIDE discards these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters in the target strings.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it
delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For
example,
INSIDE /abc/ ?def?

is the same as
INSIDE /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 on page 321
for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the
ending target string of characters to be located (string2). Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any
record.
Xhexstring1
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Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines
the starting (hexstring1) and ending (hexstring2) target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target strings must begin in the first
column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines the starting string
of characters to be located (binstring1) and the ending target string of
characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings must begin in the first column
of an input record
n

specifies the number of records to be written to the primary output stream,
starting with the record immediately following the record that begins with the
target string1. INSIDE writes n records each time string1 is found in the first
column of an input record. n must be 0 or greater. If the number of records
remaining in the input stream is less than n, the remaining records are written
to the primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
INSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
INSIDE writes to its primary output stream all selected records.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, INSIDE writes all input records not
selected to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. INSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If the INSIDE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the INSIDE stage ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a number as the delimiting character. For example,
INSIDE /a/ /7/

is not equivalent to
INSIDE 1a1 171

The first INSIDE stage selects records between records with the targets a and
7. The second stage selects records that follow the record with a for a total of
171 records. That is, 171 is processed as the number of records to be in the
selected group (n) rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending string,
INSIDE writes all the records in its input stream to its primary output stream,
starting with the record immediately following the record that begins with string1.
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For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | inside /ccc/ /rrr/ | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ dddeee
│
┌──────────────┐
│ I │
│ eeefff
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ N │
└──────────────┘
│ bbbccc
│
│ S │
│ aaabbb
├─────│ I │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ cccddd
│
│ D │
┌──────────────┐
│ dddeee
│
│ E ├───│ aaabbb
│
│ eeefff
│
│
│
│ bbbccc
│
└──────────────┘
│
│
│ aaabbb
│
└─────┘
│ cccddd
│
└──────────────┘

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, INSIDE will complete the first
group before writing the second group. For example, if you specify the starting
and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting string is found
before the ending target string, INSIDE writes all the records that are between
the first record that begins with the starting string and the first record that begins
with the ending string to its primary output stream. These records do not include
the records that begin with the starting string and the ending string, but they do
include the second record that begins with the starting target string.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | inside /aaa/ /ccc/ | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ bbbccc
│
┌──────────────┐
│ I │
│ aaabbb
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ N │
└──────────────┘
│ bbbccc
│
│ S │
│ aaabbb
├─────│ I │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ cccddd
│
│ D │
┌──────────────┐
│ dddeee
│
│ E ├───│ aaabbb
│
│ eeefff
│
│
│
│ cccddd
│
└──────────────┘
│
│
│ dddeee
│
└─────┘
│ eeefff
│
└──────────────┘

6. If you specify the starting string and n and a second occurrence of the starting
string is found within the selected group of records, INSIDE writes n records,
starting with the record following the record that begins with the starting string
and including the record that begins with the second occurrence of the starting
string, to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | inside /aaa/ 4 | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
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PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ bbbccc
│
┌──────────────┐
│ I │
│ aaabbb
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ N │
│ cccddd
│
│ bbbccc
│
│ S │
│ dddeee
│
│ aaabbb
├─────│ I │
└──────────────┘
│ cccddd
│
│ D │
│ dddeee
│
│ E │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ eeefff
│
│
│
┌──────────────┐
└──────────────┘
│
├───│ aaabbb
│
└─────┘
│ eeefff
│
└──────────────┘

7. If you specify INSIDE as an operand on the ZONE stage, each target string
must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must
be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
8. INSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, NINSIDE, OUTSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
To select all the examples in a file called REXX SCRIPT, assuming each example is
delimited by a record that begins with :xmp. and a record that begins with :exmp.,
and to write them to a file called REXX EXAMPLES, use the following PIPE
command:
pipe < REXX SCRIPT | inside /:xmp./ /:exmp./ | > REXX EXAMPLES A

Figure 98 and Figure 99 show the contents of the input file, REXX SCRIPT, and the
resulting output file, REXX EXAMPLES A, after execution of the previous PIPE
command.
REXX
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SCRIPT

A1 V 132

Trunc=132 Size=19 Line=13 Col=1 Alt=0

* * * Top of File * * *
To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
For example,
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
say ’Hello,’ name’!’
exit
:exmp.
To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
function. For example,
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say ’Your first name contains’ namelen ’characters.’
exit
:exmp.
* * End of File * * *

Figure 98. INSIDE Stage Example: Input File Contents
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REXX

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

EXAMPLES A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=11 Line=6 Col=1 Alt=0

* * * Top of File * * *
/* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
say ’Hello,’ name’!’
exit
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say ’Your first name contains’ namelen ’characters.’
exit
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 99. INSIDE Stage Example: Output File Contents
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INSTORE

 INSTORE


REVERSE

Purpose
Use the INSTORE stage to read the records from its input stream into storage.
INSTORE writes to its output stream (if it is connected) a single record. INSTORE’s
output record is used only by the OUTSTORE stage and tells OUTSTORE how to
read all the records back into the pipeline from storage. Optionally, you can store
the records so they can be retrieved in reverse order.

Operands
REVERSE
stores all input records so that OUTSTORE can read all the records back into
the pipeline in reverse order.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
INSTORE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
INSTORE writes a single record to its primary output stream. This record is the
primary input stream record to the OUTSTORE stage.

Usage Notes
1. INSTORE delays the records until end of file is reached.
2. When processing the output from INSTORE in a REXX program, use the
PEEKTO pipeline subcommand to read the output record. Enter the READTO
pipeline subcommand without operands to discard the record when it has been
processed.
3. Do not process the INSTORE output record with a stage other than
OUTSTORE.
4. See also BUFFER and OUTSTORE.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec displays the last 20 lines of the file specified as an argument.
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/* GETLAST EXEC */
parse arg fn ft fm
’pipe’,
’fileback’ fn ft fm,
’| take last 20’,
’| instore reverse’,
’| outstore’,
’| console’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read file backward from last line */
only last 20 lines */
put in storage and reverse order */
get from storage */
display records at terminal */

v fileback fn ft fm reads the specified file backward.
v take last 20 takes the last 20 records after all the records are read from the file
that is now in reverse order.
v instore reverse reads the 20 records into storage in reverse order.
v outstore reads the 20 records back from storage. Because the records have
been reversed twice, they are back in the same order as the original file.
v console displays the 20 records at the terminal.

Example 2
To reverse the order of records created by several LITERAL stages, enter the
following PIPE command:
/* REVERSE EXEC */
’pipe’,
’literal January’,
’| literal February’,
’| literal March’,
’| instore reverse’,
’| outstore’,
’| console’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

write literal data January */
write literal data February */
write literal data March */
load records into storage in reverse */
order then unload */
display reversed records at terminal */

v literal January writes a record containing January to its primary output stream.
v literal February writes a record containing February to its primary output
stream. It then copies its primary input stream, which contains the record
January, to its primary output stream.
v literal March writes a record containing March to its primary output stream. It
then copies its primary input stream, which contains the record February followed
by the record January, to its primary output stream.
v instore reverse reads the records into storage and creates an output record
that contains pointers to the records in reverse order.
v outstore processes the records put in storage by INSTORE.
v console write the records to the terminal.
Following are the results of REVERSE EXEC:
reverse
January
February
March
Ready;
Figure 100. INSTORE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output
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IP2SOCKA

 IP2SOCKA



Purpose
Use the IP2SOCKA stage to convert a human-readable port number and IP
(internet protocol) address to a special sixteen-byte hexadecimal record, which is
used by the UDP stage to create datagrams..

Input Record Format
Consists of three blank-delimited words:
1. The literal constant “AF_INET”.
2. The port number, which is in the range 0 to 65535, inclusive.
3. The IP address in dotted-decimal notation or the IP address as a host name, or
a host name followed by a period and then a domain name (it requires
RXSOCKET version 2):
IP Address in Dotted-Decimal Notation:

IP address:
IPnumber
.

IPnumber
.

IPnumber
.

IPnumber

IPnumber:
0Xhex
0octal
number

IP Address as a Host Name:

 word 


.word

Output Record Format
A sixteen-byte structure. Binary numbers are stored in the network byte order.
0

2

The short unsigned number 2, which specifies that the addressing family is
AF_NET.
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2
4
8

2
4
8

The short unsigned port number.
The long unsigned IP address.
Reserved. Binary zeros.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
IP2SOCKA reads a human-readable port number and IP address on its primary
input stream. Null and blank input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
IP2SOCKA writes a special sixteen-byte hexadecimal record to its primary output
stream if it is connected.

Usage Notes
1. IP2SOCKA does not delay the record.
2. IP2SOCKA terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not connected.
3. The converse operation for IP2SOCKA is SOCKA2IP.

Examples
Example 1
To convert an address to internal format and convert this structure to printable form:
pipe literal af_inet 17 1.2.3.4 | ip2socka | spec 1-* c2x 1 |console
00020011010203040000000000000000
pipe literal af_inet 17 0300.2.3.4 | ip2socka | spec 1-* c2x 1 |console
00020011C00203040000000000000000
Ready;
pipe literal af_inet 17 0xc0.2.3.4 | ip2socka | spec 1-* c2x 1 |console
00020011C00203040000000000000000
Ready;

Example 2
/* IP2SOCK EXEC */
parse arg params
’pipe’
,
’
var params’
,
’
| literal AF_INET’,
’
| join 1’
,
’
| ip2socka’
,
’
| spec 1-* c2x 1’ ,
’
| console’
,

First console result:
ip2sock 16383 9.12.14.1
00023FFF090C0E010000000000000000
Ready;

Second console result:
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ip2sock 16383 wtscpok.itso.ibm.com
00023FFF090C0E010000000000000000
Ready;

Third console result:
ip2sock 16383 9.12.14.113
00023FFF090C0E710000000000000000
Ready;

Note: Even though the host IP address 9.12.14.113 does not exist, IP2SOCKA did
not fail.
Fourth console result:
ip2sock 16383 nowhere.itso.ibm.com
FPLTCR1142E Unable to resolve nowhere.itso.ibm.com (RXSOCKET error 2016
HOSTNOTFOUND Host not found in SITEINFO file)
FPLMSG003I ... Issued from stage 4 of pipeline 1
FPLMSG001I ... Running "ip2socka"
Ready;
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TBADD
tablename
TBMOD
TBPUT
TBSKIP tablename
VCOPY
Field
VREPLACE
Field


ORDER


Field

Field:
varname

columnrange
CHARacter

NOBSCAN

Purpose
Use the ISPF stage to access ISPF tables. The operands specify whether to add
rows to a table, modify existing rows, or read a table sequentially towards the
bottom of the table. The table must have been created and opened by some other
means, such as with SUBCOM ISPEXEC TBCREATE.
The ISPF stage defines which fields to load or unload and their positions in the
input record.
Note: The ISPF interface to CMS Pipelines is built into the DMSPIPE module on
your system.

Operands
TBADD
adds a new row of variables to a table.
TBMOD
TBPUT
updates an existing row in a table.
TBSKIP
reads a table sequentially towards the bottom.
tablename
specifies the name of the table. The name must be specified in uppercase.
ORDER
specifies adding any new row in the order specified in the sort information
record.
VCOPY
specifies that you want to read the contents of a variable. For each input
record, VCOPY copies the specified variable into an output record. The output
record is written before the input record is consumed.
VREPLACE
specifies that you want to store the contents of an input record into a variable.
VREPLACE stores the contents of the specified field into a variable. It copies
the input record to the output, if connected, before discarding the record.
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varname
defines the name of the variable. The name must be in uppercase.
CHARacter
is ignored if specified. By default, the format of the field is a character string.
CHARACTER is included with this stage for compatibility reasons.
columnrange
specifies the position of the field. You can specify columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal
to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2
is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with column number column2, inclusive.
*-* is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
You can specify only one columnrange operand.
NOBSCAN
specifies that any trailing blanks in the fields remain in the fields.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When ISPF is not the first stage of a pipeline, ISPF reads records from its primary
input stream.

Primary Output Stream
When ISPF is the first stage of a pipeline, ISPF reads the rows from the specified
table and writes them as records to its primary output stream. When ISPF is not the
first stage of a pipeline, ISPF copies its primary input stream records to its primary
output stream.

Usage Notes
1. When ISPF is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the records does not apply.
When ISPF is not the first stage of a pipeline, ISPF does not delay the records.
2. If the TBSKIP operand or the VCOPY operand is specified and the ISPF stage
discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the ISPF stage ends.
3. See the ISPF Dialog Management Services and Examples book or the ISPF
Dialog Management Guide for more information on ISPF. The ISPF function
pool variables are stored using VREPLACE and obtained using VCOPY.
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4. When using ISPF TBSKIP, use the following stage to position the cursor for the
table before the first row:
... | subcom ispexec tbtop | ...

5. Do not address a command to ISPLINK.
6. ISPF starts at commit level -2000000000. It processes the operands, allocates a
buffer to hold the data in the fields, and then commits to level 0.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec adds a row for each input record to the ISPF table FILEINFO:
/* ADDROW EXEC */
’pipe cms listfile * * A’,
’| ispf tbadd FILEINFO’,
’FN 1.8 FT 10.8 FM 19.2 REST 21-80’

v cms listfile * * A issues the CMS LISTFILE command and writes the results
to its primary output stream.
v ispf tbadd FILEINFO adds a row of data to the existing table FILEINFO for each
record in its input stream.
v FN 1.8 FT 10.8 FM 19.2 REST 21-80 does the following:
– Puts the data from columns 1 through 8 of the input record in the variable
named FN defined as a character string.
– Puts the data from columns 10 through 17 of the input record in the variable
named FT defined as a character string.
– Puts the data from columns 19 through 20 of the input record in the variable
named FM defined as a character string.
– Puts the data from columns 21 through 80 of the input record in the variable
named REST defined as a character string.

Return Codes
The ISPF stage ends when it receives a non-zero return code from ISPF. If ISPF is
running and you get return code 20 from ISPEXEC in a REXX exec, the return
code indicates ISPF did not recognize the service requested. This can happen, for
example, when a PIPE command is addressed to ISPEXEC rather than to CMS.
This is not a return code from the ISPF stage.
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JOIN

1
 JOIN


n
*

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

(1)
maxlength

Notes:
1

The maxlength operand cannot be entered without specifying other operands.

Purpose
Use the JOIN stage to concatenate one or more input records into a single output
record. JOIN reads records from its primary input stream, concatenates the records,
and writes the concatenated records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
Records are concatenated in the order in which they appear in the primary input
stream.

Operands
n

specifies the additional number of input records to join to the first record. That
is, it concatenates the first n+1 records into a single record up to the maxlength
if specified. It then concatenates the next n+1 records up to the maxlength if
specified. This process continues until all primary input stream records are
processed. If the number of records in the input stream is not evenly divisible
by n+1, then the last output record written contains the remaining records. If
you do not specify n, JOIN concatenates pairs of input records. If you specify 0
for n, JOIN copies all primary input stream records unchanged to its primary
output stream.

*

specifies that all records in the input stream are combined into a single output
record, if maxlength is not specified.
If maxlength is specified, input records are combined into one or more output
records.

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If n is
not specified but string is specified and string consists of only decimal numbers
(0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note
3 on page 334 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters to be inserted between concatenated records.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
string of characters to be inserted between concatenated records. The X or H
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can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in
the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the
string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
characters to be inserted between concatenated records. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
maxlength
specifies the maximum length of an output record. For example, if you specify *
and 72 for maxlength, input records are concatenated into one or more output
records that are not longer than 72 characters. JOIN does not split input
records when trying to create an output record with a length specified by
maxlength.
An input record with a length that is equal to or greater than the maxlength
specified is written unchanged.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
JOIN reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After concatenating the records read from its primary input stream, JOIN writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. JOIN delays records. The last input record in each set of concatenated records
is not delayed.
2. If the JOIN stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
JOIN stage ends.
3. If n is not specified but string is specified and string consists of only decimal
numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a number as the delimiting character. For
example,
JOIN /2/

is not equivalent to
JOIN 121

The first JOIN stage concatenates pairs of records and inserts the string 2
between each pair. The second stage concatenates groups of 122 records. That
is, 121 is processed as n rather than as a delimited string.
4. See also CHOP, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, STRIP, and BLOCK.

Examples
Example 1
Given the file JOIN DATA shown in Figure 101 on page 335, use the following
command to produce the output shown in Figure 102 on page 335:
pipe < JOIN DATA | join 2 /***/ | console
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JOIN

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
111
222
333
444
555
666
777
888
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 101. JOIN Stage Example: Input File Contents

pipe < JOIN DATA | join 2 /***/ | console
111***222***333
444***555***666
777***888
Ready;
Figure 102. JOIN Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
To combine all lines of file INPUT FILE into a single record in file OUTPUT FILE A,
specify:
pipe < INPUT FILE | join * | > OUTPUT FILE A fixed

The FIXED operand on the > stage creates an F-format file, which is necessary to
write a file with records longer than 64KB.

Example 3
To combine all lines of file INPUT FILE into a paragraph with lines of length 72 in
file OUTPUT FILE A, specify:
pipe < INPUT FILE | split | join * / / 72 | > OUTPUT FILE A

The string operand in this example assures that a blank is inserted between each
word in INPUT FILE.
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TRAILING


JOINCONT
ANYCase

NOT

LEADING

/string1/
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Bbinstring1


/string2/
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
Bbinstring2

Purpose
Use the JOINCONT stage to join records that are marked with a continuation string
at the end of the first record or at the beginning of the second record. JOINCONT
deletes the continuation string, but you can specify another string to be inserted
between joined records.
JOINCONT reads records from its primary input stream and concatenates records
as long as the specified continuation string is present. When JOINCONT
encounters a record without the continuation string, it writes the data it has
concatenated thus far as a record to its output stream and then goes on to read its
next input stream record.

Operands
ANYCase
specifies that the case is to be ignored when comparing strings.
NOT
specifies that the records are joined when the specified string1, hexstring1, or
binstring1 is absent.
TRAILING
specifies that the continuation string is at the end of the record being continued.
TRAILING is the default.
If you specify TRAILING, each input record is inspected for the specified trailing
string of characters (string1, hexstring1, or binstring1).
LEADING
specifies that the continuation string is at the beginning of the second record
being continued.
If you specify LEADING, the next input record is inspected for the specified
leading string of characters (string1, hexstring1, or binstring1).
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it
delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
defines the string of characters as the continuation string.
Xhexstring1
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Hhexstring1
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines
the string of characters as the continuation string. The X or H can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string.
There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring1
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines the string of
characters as the continuation string. The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8.
string2
defines the string of characters to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1
when two records are joined. When string2 is used with the NOT operand,
string2 is inserted between the two records being joined.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines
the string of characters to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 when two
records are joined. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines the string of
characters to replace string1, hexstring1, or binstring1 when two records are
joined. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify
any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
JOINCONT reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
JOINCONT writes the joined records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. JOINCONT TRAILING processes records as follows:
v Records that are not continued are not delayed
v The last record of a set of continued records is not delayed.
JOINCONT LEADING processes records as follows:
v Records that are not continued are delayed by one record
v The last record of a set of continued records is delayed by one record.
2. If the JOINCONT stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the JOINCONT stage ends.
3. Use a STRIP TRAILING stage before a JOINCONT stage in a pipeline to
remove the trailing blanks from a F-format file.
4. See also ASMCONT and JOIN.
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Examples
Example 1
To combine records in a variable-length file (shown in Figure 103) that end with a
comma, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT FILE | strip | joincont /,/ / / | console
This is the first sentence.
This is the second sentence.
Ready;

Note that you need to use the STRIP stage to delete any trailing blanks.
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=10 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
This,
is,
the,
first,
sentence.
This,
is,
the,
second,
sentence.
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 103. JOINCONT Stage Example: Input File Contents

Example 2
To join records that do not end with a period, use the following PIPE command with
the data from INPUT FILE (shown in Figure 103):
pipe < INPUT FILE | strip | joincont not /./ | console
This,is,the,first,sentence.
This,is,the,second,sentence.
Ready;

Example 3
The following exec turns a vertical pipeline (written as an exec) into a horizontal
pipeline by concatenating lines that end with a comma:
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/* VER2HOR EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< EXAMPLE EXEC’,
/* read input file
’| strip trailing’,
/* remove extraneous blanks
’| joincont trailing x6b’,
/* join lines with commas
’| l: casei locate /pipe/ ’,
/* locate PIPE commands
’| change x7d / /’,
/* remove the quotes
’| split’,
/* reformat the line to loose
’| join * / /’,
/*
intervening blanks
’| specs’,
/* arrange the record putting
’x7d 1’,
/*
quotes around it
’1-* next’,
/*
’x7d next’,
/*
’| f: faninany’,
/* get non-pipe cmds back
’| console’,
/* show results
’?’,
/* starts the second pipeline
’l:’,
/* define secondary input for CASEI
’| f:’
/* define secondary input for FANINANY

v
v
v
v
v

v
v
v
v

v

v
v
v
v

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

(endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
< EXAMPLE EXEC reads the file EXAMPLE EXEC into the pipeline.
strip trailing removes any trailing blanks in each line of the exec.
joincont trailing x6b joins lines that end with a comma.
l: casei locate /pipe/ defines a label l for the CASEI stage. CASEI finds all
occurrences of the string pipe, regardless of the case representation, and writes
those records to its primary output stream. CASEI writes all records that do not
have an occurrence of pipe to its secondary output stream.
change x7d / / changes each occurrence of a quotation mark to a blank.
split divides the records at blank characters and discards the blanks.
join * / / combines all records into a single output record and inserts a blank
between concatenated records.
specs arranges the record.
– x7d 1 writes a quotation mark in the first column of the output record.
– 1-* next puts the input record in the next available position in the output
record.
– x7d next puts a quotation mark in the next available position in the output
record.
f: faninany defines a label f for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY writes the
records from its primary and secondary input streams to its primary output
stream.
console writes the resulting records to the display.
? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
l: references the label l on the CASEI stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream for the CASEI stage.
f: references the label f on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the FANINANY stage.
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EXAMPLE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

EXEC

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
/* EXAMPLE EXEC */
’pipe’,
’cms LISTFILE * EXEC B’,
’| specs w1 1 w2 10’,
’| console’
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 104. JOINCONT Stage Example: Input File Contents

Figure 104 shows the EXAMPLE EXEC that is to be converted to a horizontal
pipeline using the VER2HOR EXEC. Following are the results:
ver2hor
/* EXAMPLE EXEC */
’pipe cms LISTFILE * EXEC B | specs w1 1 w2 10 | console’
Ready;

Example 4
Given the file JOINCONT DATA shown in Figure 105, use the following command to
produce the output shown in Figure 106 on page 341:
pipe < JOINCONT DATA | joincont anycase leading /key1/ | console

JOINCONT DATA

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=12 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
key1 data 1
key1 data 2
KEY1 data 3
key1 data 4
key2 data 5
KEY2 data 6
key2 data 7
key2 data 8
key3 data 9
key3 data 10
key3 data 11
KEY3 data 12
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 105. JOIN Stage Example: JOINCONT DATA File Contents
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Ready;
pipe < JOINCONT DATA | joincont anycase leading /key1/ | console
key1 data 1 data 2 data 3 data 4
key2 data 5
KEY2 data 6
key2 data 7
key2 data 8
key3 data 9
key3 data 10
key3 data 11
KEY3 data 12
Figure 106. JOIN Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output
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JUXTAPOSE



JUXTAPOSe



Purpose
Use the JUXTAPOSE stage to prefix one or more records in its secondary input
stream with a record from its primary input stream. JUXTAPOSE reads records from
its primary and secondary input streams as they become available. Each record
from the primary input stream is stored in a one-record buffer, replacing the
previous contents of the buffer. The record which was previously in the buffer is
then discarded. When a record is read from the secondary input stream, it is
prefixed with the record currently in the buffer and the combined record is written to
the primary output stream. If a record is available on the secondary input stream
before a record is available on the primary input stream, the secondary input stream
record is not prefixed.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
JUXTAPOSE reads records from its primary input stream as they become available
and stores the record in a one-record buffer.

Secondary Input Stream
JUXTAPOSE reads records from its secondary input stream as they become
available and prefixes the records with the record currently in the buffer.

Primary Output Stream
JUXTAPOSE writes the combined records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. JUXTAPOSE discards records read from its primary input stream. Records read
from its secondary stream are not delayed.
2. If the JUXTAPOSE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the JUXTAPOSE stage ends.
3. JUXTAPOSE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary output
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
4. See also PREDSELECT, SPECS with the SELECT operand.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec, MDISKID EXEC, reads the file USER DIRECT and prefixes
each MDISK statement with the corresponding user ID.
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/* MDISKID EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< USER DIRECT’,
’| l: nfind MDISK_’,
’| find USER_’,
’| specs w2 1.8’,
’| j: juxtapose’,
’| console’,
’?’,
’l:’,
’| j:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Read the CP directory
Get records that don’t start with MDISK
Get records that begin with USER
Pull user ID from record
Preface MDISK with user ID
Display output to console
Start of second pipeline
Define secondary output for nfind
Define secondary input for juxtapose

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < USER DIRECT reads the input file USER DIRECT.
v l: nfind MDISK_ defines a label l for the NFIND stage. NFIND searches the file
USER DIRECT for all records that begin with MDISK followed by a blank. All
records that begin with MDISK followed by a blank are written to the secondary
output stream, and all records that do not begin with MDISK followed by a blank
are written to the primary output stream.
v find USER_ searches the records from the primary output stream of the NFIND
stage (all records that do not begin with MDISK followed by a blank) for the
statements that begin with USER followed by a blank.
v specs w2 1.8 receives as its input record a record beginning with USER and
searches for the second word delimited by a blank. SPECS pulls the user ID it
finds and writes up to 8 characters of that user ID in column 1 of the output
record. SPECS discards any other information in the record.
v j: juxtapose defines a label j for the JUXTAPOSE stage. JUXTAPOSE reads its
primary input stream which contains the user ID from the statements in the input
file. JUXTAPOSE then reads the MDISK statements from its secondary input
stream and prefixes the corresponding user ID to each MDISK statement before
the combined record is written to the primary output stream.
v console writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v l: references the label on the NFIND stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream for the NFIND stage.
v j: references the label on the JUXTAPOSE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the JUXTAPOSE stage.
The contents of the input file USER DIRECT are shown in Figure 107 on page 344:
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USER

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DIRECT

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=18 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
USER JOHN XXXXXXX 06M 16M G 64
MACHINE XA
IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR
LINK MAINT 0090 0090 RR
LINK MAINT 019E 019E RR
MDISK 0197 3380 1459 15 CMS786 MR
MDISK 0196 3380 337 10 CMS78A MR
MDISK 0194 3380 80 6 CMS982 MR
MDISK 0191 3390 2028 17 USE71D MR
MDISK 0195 3390 1493 5 USE796 MR
USER WILL XXXXXXX 06M 16M G 64
MACHINE XA
IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR
LINK MAINT 0090 0090 RR
LINK MAINT 019E 019E RR
IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR
MDISK 0191 3390 1028 10 USE71X MR
MDISK 0195 3390 0493 3 USE794 MR
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 107. JUXTAPOSE Stage Example: Input File Contents

Running this exec displays the following output:
mdiskid
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
WILL
WILL
Ready;
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0197
0196
0194
0191
0195
0191
0195

3380
3380
3380
3390
3390
3390
3390

1459 15 CMS786 MR
337 10 CMS78A MR
80 6 CMS982 MR
2028 17 USE71D MR
1493 5 USE796 MR
1028 10 USE71X MR
0493 3 USE794 MR

LDRTBLS

LDRTBLS

 LDRTBLS entrypoint


string

Purpose
Use the LDRTBLS stage to run a compiled REXX or Assembler user-written stage
that has been loaded with the CMS LOAD command. LDRTBLS resolves an entry
point in the CMS loader tables to find a program to run. LDRTBLS can also run
user-written stages stored in filter packages after the filter package has been
loaded.

Operands
entrypoint
is the entry point name of a compiled REXX user-written stage or the label on
the PIPDESC assembler macro in an Assembler user-written stage that has
been loaded with the CMS LOAD command. If no entry point with the specified
name is found, then LDRTBLS translates entrypoint to uppercase and performs
the search again.
string
is a string to be passed as an argument to the program. The argument string
begins exactly one space after the entry point name and ends with the last
character before the stage separator (|), the pipeline end character or the end
of the pipeline. It includes any leading or trailing blanks.

Streams Used
Input Streams
The program invoked by the LDRTBLS stage can read from any connected input
stream.

Output Streams
The program invoked by the LDRTBLS stage can write to any connected output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. LDRTBLS does not delay the records. The user-written stage that it invokes
may or may not delay the records.
2. Use only one blank to separate the LDRTBLS stage from its operand. The
operand starts after the blank and continues until the next stage separator, the
next endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
3. Refer to page 807 for an example of running an Assembler user-written stage.
4. LDRTBLS is useful for testing a compiled stage prior to placing it in a filter
package, or testing a new version of a stage loaded in the user area while still
retaining the stage version in the filter package for normal use.
5. You can find the entry point name in the ESD entries in the TEXT file created
when the user-written stage is compiled.
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6. A program can have an entry point name that is different than the name of the
program. Therefore, make sure to use the entry point name as the argument to
LDRTBLS.
7. To make sure that the CMS loader tables contain the entry point information
for your user-written stage or filter package, issue the CMS LOAD command
immediately prior to running a PIPE command with the LDRTBLS stage.
8. REXX stages compiled with the CEXEC option of the REXX compiler can be
invoked using the REXX stage (either implicitly or explicitly).
9. LDRTBLS starts at commit level 0.
10. See also NUCEXT and REXX.

Examples
Example 1
To verify that the user-written stage READM REXX runs properly, enter the
following commands:
rexxcomp READM REXX (object
load readm
pipe ldrtbls READM | console

In this example, READM REXX is compiled and the resulting TEXT file is loaded.
Note: The REXX compiler requires the file id to be specified in uppercase. The
PIPE command then invokes the LDRTBLS stage to run the compiled
program which has an entry point name of READM. By specifying READM in
uppercase in the pipeline, LDRTBLS does not have to search twice for the
entry point name of the program. The results of the READM program are
displayed at the terminal.

Example 2
A stage written in Assembler language can be loaded at an entry point name that is
different than its name. Therefore, you must make sure to use the entry point name
as the argument to LDRTBLS. For example, you may have a program named
PIPEXP PIPE, which after compiling, is loaded at entry point PIPEXPND. The
sequence of commands required to prepare and run PIPEXPND would be:
vmfhlasm pipexp pipe
load pipexp (nomap
pipe literal add this text | ldrtbls pipexpnd | console

Example 3
The following user-written stage, MYREXX REXX, echoes records from its primary
input stream to its primary output stream and also outputs the argument string and
its length.
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/* MYREXX REXX*/
Parse source . . this_exec .
Parse arg myarg
Signal on error
Do forever
’peekto in’
/* read from input stream */
’output Inside’ this_exec ,
/* format record and write */
’filter, echoing.... ’ in
/* to output stream */
’readto’
/* consume the input record */
End
Error:saveRC=RC*(RC<>12)
/* If EOF, make RC = 0 */
If myarg ¬== ’’ Then
/* Any arguments? */
Do
’output’ ’Argument string was "’myarg’".’
/* write argument */
’output’ ’Argument string was "’length(myarg)’"’, /* and its length */
’bytes in length.’
/* to output stream */
End
Exit saverc

After MYREXX REXX has been compiled and the resultant TEXT file has been
loaded using the LOAD MYREXX command, enter the following PIPE command to
run this user-written stage using LDRTBLS:
pipe literal a b c d e f| split | ldrtbls myrexx

1 2 3 4 5 | console

The resulting console output looks like the following:
pipe literal a b c d e f| split | ldrtbls myrexx
Inside MYREXX filter, echoing.... a
Inside MYREXX filter, echoing.... b
Inside MYREXX filter, echoing.... c
Inside MYREXX filter, echoing.... d
Inside MYREXX filter, echoing.... e
Inside MYREXX filter, echoing.... f
Argument string was " 1 2 3 4 5 ".
Argument string was "11" bytes in length.
Ready;

1 2 3 4 5 | console

In the preceding PIPE command, the SPLIT stage divides its input record at blank
characters and discards the blanks to create multiple records.
The leading blank before the 1 in the argument string and the trailing blank before
the stage separator are both considered part of the argument string that is passed
to MYREXX. Therefore, the length of the argument string is 11 bytes.
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LISTPDS

*


LISTPDS fn ft


fm

Purpose
Use the LISTPDS stage to read the directory of a CMS simulated partitioned data
set, such as a macro library (MACLIB) or a text library (TXTLIB). After discarding
the dictionary header record, one record is written to the primary output stream for
each member of the library. The first eight bytes of each output record contain the
member name. The remainder of the output record depends on the type of file, and
contains length and location information in binary format. A LISTPDS stage can be
used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
fn is the file name of the library.
ft

is the file type of the library.

fm is the file mode of the library. The default file mode is * which means that all
accessed minidisks and directories are searched.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
LISTPDS writes the directory records to its primary output stream. There are two
formats these output records can take; either LIBPDS or DMSLIB. The LIBPDS
format of the directory member output records written by LISTPDS is shown in
Table 7. The DMSLIB format of the directory member output record written by
LISTPDS is shown in Table 8.
Table 7. LISTPDS Format of LIBPDS Member Output Records
Offset
Dec

Offset
Hex

Length

Description

0

(0)

8

LIBPDS Member name

8

(8)

3

Reserved

11

(B)

1

Flag byte of X'01' indicates a null record added for
OS simulated data sets

12

(C)

4

Starting position of the member

Table 8. LISTPDS Format of DMSLIB Member Output Records
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Offset
Dec

Offset
Hex

Length

Description

0

(0)

8

DMSLIB member name

8

(8)

2

Starting position of the member

10

(A)

1

Reserved
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Table 8. LISTPDS Format of DMSLIB Member Output Records (continued)
Offset
Dec

Offset
Hex

Length

Description

11

(B)

1

Flag byte of X'01' indicates a null record added for
OS simulated data sets

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to LISTPDS because it can be used only as
the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the LISTPDS stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the LISTPDS stage ends.
3. If the library does not exist with the file identifier you specify, LISTPDS
translates the file name and file type to uppercase and repeats the search. The
LISTPDS stage always translates the file mode to uppercase.
4. LISTPDS supports only CMS simulated partitioned data sets that have fixed
length 80-byte records; it does not support partitioned data sets on an OS
volume.
5. See also MEMBERS, <, PDSDIRECT, and QSAM.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command lists the file names of members of a CMS macro
library:
pipe listpds hcpgpi
ADSR
DF8PARM
CCED
HCPBELBK
CPED
HCPBIOPL
DD4PARM0 HCPBPLBK
DD8PARM0 HCPDE4PL
DEVTYPES HCPMWTBK
Ready;

maclib |
HCPSBIOP
HCPSGIOP
HCPSPGBK
HCPSPRBK
HCPSXIBK
HCPSXOBK

chop 8 | pad 10 | snake 7 | console
IPARML
VRDCBLOK HCPATTOP MAPMDISK
IPARMLX
ADRSPACE HCPATTORB PFAULT
SFBLOK
ALSERV
HCPCALL
REFPAGE
SPLINK
APPCVM
HCPMDLAT SDMDEVTP
VMCMHDR
DEFWORKA HCPREGCK VMUDQ
VMCPARM
DIAG
IUCV

v listpds reads the directory of a CMS macro library (HCPGPI MACLIB)
v chop 8 deletes the first 8 characters; the record identifying format (LIBPDS or
DMSLIB)
v pads the record for a total length of 10 characters,
v builds a multicolumn output displaying 7 records per row to the console.
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LITERAL


string

Purpose
Use the LITERAL stage to write a specified character string as a record to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. If the primary input stream for the
LITERAL stage contains any records, LITERAL then copies the records from its
primary input stream to its primary output stream.

Operands
string
is a string of characters that make up a record. The string begins exactly one
space after the LITERAL stage and ends with the last character before the
stage separator (|), the pipeline end character or the end of the pipeline. It
includes any leading or trailing blanks. If you do not specify string, LITERAL
creates a null record.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
LITERAL reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After writing string to its primary output stream, LITERAL copies any records read
from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. LITERAL does not delay the records.
2. If the LITERAL stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the LITERAL stage ends.
3. Because LITERAL writes string as the first record of its output stream before
copying its input stream, records from multiple LITERAL stages are written to
the output in reverse order compared to the order of the stages in the pipeline.
Here is an example:
pipe literal or not to be | literal To be | console
To be
or not to be
Ready;

To write the character strings to the output in the same order as they are written
in a pipeline, use APPEND stages following the first LITERAL stage, as in the
following example:
pipe literal 1 | append literal 2 | append literal 3 | console
1
2
3
Ready;
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4. To write a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage
separator character, use the ESCAPE option with an escape character or use a
double stage separator. For example, the following two PIPE commands
produce the same results:
pipe (escape %) literal 10%|3| literal Girl/Boy ratio: | console
pipe literal 10||3| literal Girl/Boy ratio: | console

In the first stage, the LITERAL stage is used to write the ratio of girls to boys.
The string contains the | character, which is the default stage separator
character.
In the first PIPE command, the ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as
the escape character. To prevent the first PIPE command from treating the
occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
In the second PIPE command, the PIPE command does not treat || as a stage
separator; instead, it passes || to the LITERAL stage as |.
5. Caution must be exercised when using a REXX variable to supply data to the
LITERAL stage. If the variable contains any characters that are significant to
CMS Pipelines (such as a stage separator), unpredictable results can occur.
Better alternatives for pulling variable data into the input stream are the VAR,
STEM and STACK stages.
6. See also APPEND, STRLITERAL, and VAR.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command writes a character string to the terminal:
pipe literal This is a record.| console
This is a record.
Ready;

Example 2
In the following example, LITERAL writes a record that contains a description of the
terminal output that the CP QUERY VIRTUAL STORAGE command generates:
pipe cp query virtual storage | literal My virtual storage: | console
My virtual storage:
STORAGE = 07168K
Ready;

Note that the LITERAL stage writes the specified record to the output stream ahead
of the records it receives from the CP stage.
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1-*


Locate


Separator

Inputrange
(1)

( 

Separator

Inputrange

)

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

Separator:

WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Inputrange:
(2)
Words

wnumberrange
(2)

Fields
cnumberrange

fnumberrange

Notes:
1

You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a blank.

2

Blanks are optional in this position.

Purpose
Use the LOCATE stage to select records that contain a specified target string of
characters. LOCATE writes primary input stream records that contain a specified
string to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream
is connected, LOCATE writes all other input records to its secondary output stream.
If you do not specify a string, a null string is assumed.
LOCATE searches for the specified string within one or more specified locations of
the input data in the record. If you do not specify a location, LOCATE searches the
entire input record. When at least one input data location is specified, if you do not
specify a string or you specify a null string, LOCATE writes to its primary output
stream only input records of length x or greater, where x is the input data location
with the smallest absolute value.
When LOCATE is used to search for a string, uppercase and lowercase
representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the
data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank
characters. Blank characters contained in the input stream must match the blank
characters specified in the target string.
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Operands
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For
example, use WORDSEPARATOR to specify that the dash separates each
word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal d-e-f | locate wordsep - w3 /c/ | console
a-b-c
Ready;

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a LOCATE stage,
a word separator character remains in effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR
(or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For
example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?b? | literal e??f | locate fieldsep ? f2-3 /f/ | console
e??f
Ready;

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a LOCATE stage,
a field separator character remains in effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR
(or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
v WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank is used as the:
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or
WS) operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS)
operand.
Words
specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on
which the LOCATE stage operates. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand
defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character
string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words
each where the words are separated by a blank:
pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | locate word 2 /j/ | console
gh ij kl
Ready;
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A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first
word in that record begins in the position immediately following the delimiter or
delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, ab is the first word and a
is the third word:
pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?a| split | locate (ws ? w1 w3) /a/| console
?ab?c??a
ab?c?a
Ready;

Fields
specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the LOCATE
stage operates. The FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character
that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two
fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d |literal
a b-c d
Ready;

c f-g h | locate fs - f2 /c/ |console

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the
first field. Two consecutive delimiters is considered a null field. The following
example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?a| split | locate (fs ? f1 f3) /a/ | console
ab?c?a
Ready;

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field
numbers, or column numbers on which LOCATE operates. The location is
relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the
range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the
range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location,
LOCATE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string, hexstring, or
binstring. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is
relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to the
beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2),
location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you
specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that is, you
use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or
equal to location1. For example, the following PIPE command specifies the
next-to-last and the last column as the input location:
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pipe literal afbc adef ghfi fjkl| split | locate -2;-1 /f/ | console
adef
ghfi
Ready;

If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the
position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the position in
the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input
record to LOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that
contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after location2 in the
record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word, or field of
the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If no
operands are specified before string and if string consists of only decimal
numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the
delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 on page 356 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, or ( for a delimiting character.
string
defines a target string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a target string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
defines a target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string.
There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a target string of
characters to be located. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
LOCATE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
If the target string is specified, LOCATE copies input records that contain the target
string within any specified column range, word range, or field range to its primary
output stream. If the target string is not specified and cnumberrange,
wnumberrange, or fnumberrange is specified, LOCATE writes to its primary output
stream only input records of length x or greater, where x is the input data location
with the smallest absolute value.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, LOCATE copies each input record that
is not written to its primary output stream to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. LOCATE does not delay the records.
2. If the LOCATE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the LOCATE stage ends.
3. If no operands are specified before string, and if string consists of only decimal
numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
LOCATE /5/

is not equivalent to
LOCATE (5(

The first LOCATE stage selects records that contain the string 5. The second
stage results in an error message because (5( is processed as cnumberrange
rather than as a delimited string.
If no input range is specified, you cannot specify asterisk (*) as the delimiting
character when string consists of only a hyphen (-).
4. Unlike the FIND and NFIND stages, LOCATE does not require the target
operand to begin in column 1 in order for the record to be selected.
5. Use a LOCATE stage followed by an NLOCATE stage to select records of a
particular length. For example, the following PIPE command displays all
records of DATA FILE that are exactly 20 characters long:
pipe < DATA FILE | locate 20 | nlocate 21 | console

6. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage
separator character, use the ESCAPE option. For example, to display all lines
of the file INPUT FILE that contain the character string A|B, issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT FILE | locate /A%|B/ | console

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In
the second stage, the LOCATE stage is used to locate records that contain the
string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the default stage
separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this
occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use
a double vertical bar || in the LOCATE stage. The PIPE command does not
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treat || as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the LOCATE stage as |.
For example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command,
issue the following:
pipe < INPUT FILE | locate /A||B/ | console

7. If you specify LOCATE as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string
must be completely located within the input range; therefore, the length of the
target string must be less than or equal to the length of the input range.
8. If you want to remove blank lines from a file, use STRIP to remove leading
and trailing blanks, and then use LOCATE with no operands to search for input
records of length 0. For example, to remove blank lines from the file
NOBLANK FILE A , issue the following:
pipe < NOBLANK FILE | strip | locate | > NOBLANK FILE A

9. LOCATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
10. See also FIND, NFIND, NLOCATE, ALL, ZONE, CASEI, ASMFIND,
ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, STRASMNFIND, STRFIND, and STRNFIND.

Examples
Example 1
The CP QUERY DASD command displays information similar to the following:
cp query dasd
DASD 0190 3380
DASD 0191 3380
DASD 0196 3380
DASD 0197 3380
DASD 019C 3380
DASD 019D 3380
DASD 019E 3380
DASD 019F 3380
Ready;

ESCM7A
CMS78P
CMSDV8
CMSDV8
ESCMS7
ESCM7A
ESCMS7
ESCMS7

R/O
R/W
R/O
R/O
R/O
R/O
R/O
R/O

98
15
15
80
100
75
100
150

CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD

0842
0964
06E0
06E0
0840
0842
0840
0840

SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0011
0010
0015
0006
000A
0001
000D
000F

One line of information is displayed for each disk you have linked. To display
information about only those disks that are 100 cylinders in size, enter the following
command:
pipe cp query dasd | locate / 100 CYL / | console

To display information about only those disks to which you have read-only access,
enter the following command:
pipe cp query dasd | locate % R/O % | console

Note that the delimiter character used in this LOCATE stage cannot be a slash (/)
because a slash appears in the text of the specified string.

Example 2
Given the input file containing student grade information shown in Figure 108 on
page 358, use the following command to display only the lines about students who
received a grade of 100 on exam 2 or exam 3.
pipe < STUDENT GRADES | locate (30-32 40-42) /100/ | console

Figure 109 on page 358 shows the resulting console output after execution of the
command.
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STUDENT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

GRADES

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
STUDENT
EXAM 1
EXAM 2
EXAM 3
EXAM 4
CAROLYN
78
EVELYN
85
JACK
100
KEN
88
KAREN
90
MICHAEL
87
* * * End of File * * *

87
84
89
79
100
100

100
82
89
79
100
99

95
89
100
93
95
100

Figure 108. LOCATE Stage Example: Input File Contents

pipe < STUDENT GRADES | locate (30-32 40-42) /100/ | console
CAROLYN
78
87
100
95
KAREN
90
100
100
95
MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
Ready;
Figure 109. LOCATE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 3
To display only those lines of file FLAG COLORS that contain both the string, RED,
and the string, WHITE, enter:
pipe < FLAG COLORS | locate /RED/ | locate /WHITE/ | console

The first LOCATE stage writes all records containing RED to its primary output
stream. The second LOCATE stage then reads those records and selects only the
records that also contain WHITE to write to its primary output stream.

Example 4
To display only those lines of file ALPHA SCRIPT that are 10 or more characters in
length, enter the following command:
pipe < ALPHA SCRIPT | locate 10 | console

Because no string is specified on the LOCATE stage, only records with 10 or more
characters are written to the output stream.

Example 5
To display only those lines of file FLAG COLORS that contain either the string, RED,
or the string, WHITE, use the following exec procedure:
/* FLAG EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< FLAG COLORS’,
’| a:locate /RED/’,
’| b:faninany’,
’| console’,
’?’,
’a:’,
’| locate /WHITE/’,
’| b:’
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/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read FLAG COLORS */
find records containing RED */
get records containing RED or WHITE */
display records at terminal */
start of second pipeline */
define secondary output for LOCATE /RED/ */
find records containing WHITE */
define secondary input for FANINANY */

LOCATE
v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < FLAG COLORS reads file FLAG COLORS into the pipeline.
v a:locate /RED/ defines a label a for the LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all
records containing RED to its primary output stream.
v b:faninany defines a label b for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the
records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes them to its
primary output stream.
v console writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v a: references the label on the LOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream for that LOCATE stage. LOCATE writes all records not
containing RED to its secondary output stream.
v locate /WHITE/writes all records containing WHITE to its primary output stream.
All other records are discarded because no secondary output stream is defined
for this stage.
v b: references the label on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the FANINANY stage.
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LOOKUP

NOPAD


1-* 1-*

LOOKUP


COUNT

PAD

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

columnrange1
columnrange2

DETAILs MASTER



DETAILs
MASTER
MASTER DETAILs

Purpose
Use the LOOKUP stage to find records in a reference.
LOOKUP matches records in its primary input stream with records in its secondary
input stream and writes matched and unmatched records to different output
streams. The records are matched on the basis of a key field (the contents of a
specified range of columns in the records).
LOOKUP reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes
records to its primary, secondary, and tertiary output streams, if each is connected.
The secondary input stream must be defined and connected.
The records in the secondary input stream are the master records. LOOKUP first
reads the master records into a buffer, where records with duplicate key fields are
discarded; the first occurrence of a key is retained. The records in the buffer are
referred to as the reference.
The records in the primary input stream are the detail records. LOOKUP compares
detail records to records in the reference.
LOOKUP writes records to three output streams, if each is connected:
v The primary output stream contains matching records. You can specify the
sequence of the master and detail records written to the primary output stream
and what is written to the primary output stream: both detail and master records,
only detail records, or only master records.
v The secondary output stream contains detail records that do not have a matching
master record.
v The tertiary output stream contains master records in ascending order by their
key fields.
The primary and secondary output streams are severed at the end of file on the
primary input stream before records are written to the tertiary output stream.
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Operands
COUNT
specifies that each master record is prefaced with a 10-character field that
represents the number of detail records that match the master record. The
10-character field is right-justified with leading blanks.
If you specify COUNT and the tertiary output stream is connected, all master
records written have a 10-character prefix that contains the number of matching
detail records; unmatched records have a count of 0.
If you do not specify COUNT and the tertiary output stream is connected, only
unmatched master records are written.
NOPAD
specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before
they are compared with longer key fields in other records. This is the default.
PAD
specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they
are compared with longer key fields in other records.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar, used for padding. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange1
defines a key field for the detail records. If columnrange1 is not specified, the
default key field is the entire record for both the primary and secondary input
streams. You can specify columnrange1 as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal
to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2
is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with column2, inclusive.
*-* is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 - 1 for n.
columnrange2
defines a key field for the master records. If columnrange2 is not specified,
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columnrange1 defines the key field for both the primary and secondary input
streams. You can specify columnrange2 (which is identical with the format for
columnrange1) as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal
to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2
is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with column2, inclusive.
*-* is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 - 1 for n.
DETAILs MASTER
specifies writing the matched detail records followed by their master record to
the primary output stream. This is the default.
DETAILs
specifies writing only the matched detail records to the primary output stream. It
discards the matched master records.
MASTER
specifies writing only the matched master records to the primary output stream.
It discards the matched detail records.
MASTER DETAILs
specifies writing the matched master record followed by its matched detail
records to the primary output stream.
Note: Additional parameters are available that are documented in CMS/TSO
Pipelines Author’s Edition, SL26-0018.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
After reaching end of file on its secondary input stream, LOOKUP reads detail
records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
LOOKUP reads master records from its secondary input stream. The secondary
input stream must be connected.

Primary Output Stream
LOOKUP writes matching records to its primary output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream
LOOKUP writes detail records that do not have a matching master record to its
secondary output stream, if it is connected.

Tertiary Output Stream
LOOKUP writes master records in ascending order by their key fields to its tertiary
output stream, if it is connected. If the COUNT operand is specified, all master
records are written. Otherwise, only the unmatched master records are written.

Usage Notes
1. LOOKUP delays its secondary input stream records. LOOKUP does not delay
its primary input stream records.
2. If the LOOKUP stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the LOOKUP stage ends.
3. The following diagram shows the input and output streams for the LOOKUP
stage using the default operands:
┌──────────┐
┌───────────────┐
│
├────────│Matching MASTER│
┌───────────┐
│
L
│
│ and DETAILS
│
│ DETAILS ├────│
│
└───────────────┘
│
│
│
O
│
└───────────┘
│
│
Primary Input
│
O
│
Stream
│
│
┌───────────────┐
│
K
├────────│DETAILS without│
│
│
│matching MASTER│
│
U
│
└───────────────┘
│
│
┌───────────┐
│
P
│
│ MASTER
├────│
│
│
│
│
│
┌───────────────┐
└───────────┘
│
├────────│MASTER without │
Secondary Input
│
│
│matching DETAIL│
Stream
└──────────┘
└───────────────┘

Primary
Output
Stream

Secondary
Output
Stream

Tertiary
Output
Stream

The PIPE command in the following exec shows how to code a LOOKUP stage
as shown in the preceding diagram. The LOOKUP stage reads records from its
primary and secondary input streams and writes the contents of its primary,
secondary, and tertiary output streams to separate files.
/* MYLOOKUP EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< DETAIL RECORDS’,
’| l: lookup’,
’| > MATCHING RECORDS A’,
’?’,
’ < MASTER RECORDS’,
’| l:’,
’| > UNREF DETAILS A’,
’?’,
’ l:’,
’| > UNREF MASTERS A’
Exit rc

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read detail records */
find matches */
write matching masters and details */
start of second pipeline */
read master records */
define secondary streams for LOOKUP */
write details without masters */
start of third pipeline */
define tertiary output for LOOKUP */
write masters without details */

4. Although the COLLATE and LOOKUP stages both process master and detail
records read from their input streams, COLLATE reads master records from its
primary input stream and LOOKUP reads master records from its secondary
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input stream. COLLATE reads detail records from its secondary input stream
and LOOKUP reads detail records from its primary input stream.
5. LOOKUP starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
6. See also COLLATE and MERGE.

Examples
Example 1
The following user-written stage finds all the records in the input file that are not in
the file FRUIT FILE:
/* VEG REXX */
’callpipe (endchar ?)’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| l: lookup’, /* write records not in FRUIT FILE to secondary */
/* output
*/,
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’< FRUIT FILE’, /* read FRUIT FILE as reference file */
’| l:’,
/* define secondary streams for LOOKUP */
’| *:’
/* connect to input of stage following caller */

v callpipe (endchar ?) establishes a subroutine pipeline and assigns ? as the
pipeline end character.
v *: is a connector. The output stream of the stage that precedes VEG in the
pipeline is connected to the input stream of the LOOKUP stage in the subroutine
pipeline.
v l: lookup defines a label l for the LOOKUP stage. LOOKUP reads records from
its secondary input stream into a buffer to serve as a reference file. It then reads
the records from its primary input stream and looks each of them up in the
reference. When it does not find a match in the reference, it writes the detail
record from its primary input stream to its secondary output stream. (Its primary
and tertiary output streams are not connected; therefore, no records are written
to those streams.)
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < FRUIT FILE reads the file FRUIT FILE into the pipeline.
v l: references the label l on the LOOKUP stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input and output streams for LOOKUP. The records from the
preceding < stage flow through this label to the LOOKUP stage as its secondary
input stream.
v *: is a connector. The secondary output stream of the LOOKUP stage is
connected to the input stream of the stage that follows VEG in the pipeline.
The following PIPE command invokes the user-written stage VEG REXX and writes
the results to the terminal:
pipe < FOOD FILE | veg | console

Figure 110 on page 365 shows the file FOOD FILE, Figure 111 on page 365 shows
the file FRUIT FILE, and Figure 112 on page 365 shows the PIPE command and
resulting output.
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FOOD

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=10 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
apple
orange
corn
banana
lettuce
plum
apricot
carrot
grape
pear
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 110. LOOKUP Stage Example: Input File Contents (FOOD FILE)

FRUIT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=11 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
apple
banana
plum
peach
pear
pineapple
strawberry
orange
grape
watermelon
apricot
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 111. LOOKUP Stage Example: Input File Contents (FRUIT FILE)
pipe < FOOD FILE | veg | console
corn
lettuce
carrot
Ready;
Figure 112. LOOKUP Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output
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MACLIB

*COPY


MACLIB


string

Purpose
Use the MACLIB stage to generate a macro library from one or more members. A
MACLIB stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline. MACLIB reads members from
its primary input stream. The input stream must contain a delimiting record between
members. MACLIB writes the members of the macro library to its primary output
stream. The directory of the macro library is written to MACLIB’s secondary output
stream. MACLIB writes a single record containing the first record of the macro
library to its tertiary output stream.

Operands
string
specifies a string of characters that, when followed by the member name,
MACLIB uses as a delimiting record for reading members from the primary
input stream. The default is *COPY.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
MACLIB reads one or more members from its primary input stream. The input
stream must contain a delimiting record between members.

Primary Output Stream
MACLIB writes an 80-byte dummy record to its primary output stream followed by
the members of the macro library. Members are separated by a delimiting record.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, MACLIB writes the directory of the
macro library to its secondary output stream. If you are building a complete macro
library, this stream should be buffered and appended to the primary stream before
writing the macro library to a disk or directory.

Tertiary Output Stream
When all members in the input stream have been processed, MACLIB writes a
single record containing the first record of the macro library to its tertiary output
stream, if it is connected. If building a complete macro library, the application using
the MACLIB stage must replace the dummy record in the primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. MACLIB delays its primary input stream records that contain string. No other
primary input stream records are delayed.
2. If the MACLIB stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the MACLIB stage ends.
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3. When writing a macro library to a disk or directory using the FILEFAST stage, a
useful technique is to connect the tertiary output stream from the MACLIB stage
to the secondary input stream of the FILEFAST stage. The following diagram
illustrates this technique. Stream numbers are shown to identify the streams
used.
┌────────┐
┌───────┐
┌──────────┐
─────│0
0├────────────────────│0
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│ MACLIB │
┌────────┐
│
0├───│0
│
│
│
│ BUFFER │
│ FANIN │
│
│
│
1├────│0
0├─────│1
│
│ FILEFAST │
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
└────────┘
└───────┘
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
2├─────────────────────────────────│1
│
│
│
│
│
└────────┘
└──────────┘

4. The delimiting records that separate members read from the primary input
stream are not part of the members.
5. MACLIB starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary input stream is the
only connected input stream and then commits to level 0.

Examples
Example 1
Given an input file COPIES FILELIST that is similar to the file shown in Figure 113
on page 368, the following exec generates a macro library containing the three
COPY file members listed in the input file:
/* GENMACL EXEC */
parse upper arg libfn .
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< COPIES FILELIST’,
/* read list of COPY files */
’| getfiles’,
/* read contents of all files */
’| a: maclib’,
/* build maclib */
’| b: fanin 0 1’,
/* combine members and directory */
’| c: >’ libfn ’MACLIB A fixed’,
/* write maclib, */
/* ... rewriting header */,
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’a:’,
/* define secondary output for MACLIB */
’| buffer’,
/* buffer for FANIN */
’| b:’,
/* define secondary input for FANIN */
’?’,
/* start of third pipeline */
’a:’,
/* define tertiary output for MACLIB */
’| c:’
/* define secondary input for > */
exit rc

Each of the files in COPIES FILELIST must begin with the record *COPY.
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COPIES

FILELIST A1 F 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

===== * * * Top of File * * *
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== COPY1
COPY
*
===== COPY2
COPY
*
===== COPY3
COPY
*
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 113. MACLIB Stage Example: Input File Contents
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MCTOASA

 MCTOASA



Purpose
Use the MCTOASA stage to convert machine carriage control to ASA carriage
control. MCTOASA reads records from its primary input stream and writes records
to its primary output stream. It discards null input records.
MCTOASA inspects the first column of the first record to determine whether the file
already has ASA form of carriage control. If the file does not have ASA carriage
control, MCTOASA converts the first byte of each record to an ASA carriage control
character. Based on the carriage control of the next record, MCTOASA moves the
converted first byte to the following record, if appropriate, to turn a delayed carriage
movement into an immediate one.
If the input file already has ASA carriage control, MCTOASA copies it to the output
stream and verifies that each record has valid ASA carriage control.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
MCTOASA reads records from its primary input stream. Null records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
After converting the records read from its primary input stream, MCTOASA writes
the resulting records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. If conversion is performed, MCTOASA delays the records. MCTOASA does not
delay the records when no conversion is performed.
2. If the MCTOASA stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the MCTOASA stage ends.
3. MCTOASA truncates records after 256 bytes without indication of an error.
4. For the machine carriage control character to be valid, bit 7 must be 1 (on) and
bit 5 must be 0 (off). The value of bit positions 1 through 4 must be in the range
1 through 12 when bit 0 is 1 (indicating skip) or 0 through 3 when bit 0 is 0
(indicating a space command).
5. If your print file contains non-translatable print control characters in a record’s
Channel Command Word (CCW), such as X'63' (Load Forms Control Buffer),
you must delete those characters before sending the file to the printer. Use the
SPECS stage to remove the first column of the record, or the STRNFIND stage
to delete the entire record.
6. See also ASATOMC.
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Examples
Example 1
The following command removes the two header lines from each page of an
assembler listing file, assuming that the listing file uses machine carriage control
and that each page of the listing starts with a page eject:
pipe < ASSEMB LISTING | mctoasa | outside /1/ 2 | > NEWASSEM LISTING A

MCTOASA converts the machine carriage control in ASSEMB LISTING to ASA
carriage control. OUTSIDE discards pairs of records comprised of a record that
starts with 1 and the following record; it copies all other records to its primary output
stream.
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MDISKBLK

 MDISKBLK mdisk



 blockrange

Purpose
Use the MDISKBLK stage to read blocks of data from an accessed CMS minidisk.
MDISKBLK reads the blocks of data you optionally specify. If the primary input
stream contains any records, MDISKBLK then reads the blocks of data the input
records specify. MDISKBLK discards null and blank input records. MDISKBLK
writes the data contained in the minidisk blocks to its primary output stream, if the
stream is connected.
Note: You cannot use the MDISKBLK stage to read data from a Shared File
System (SFS) directory.

Operands
mdisk
is a letter from A to Z that specifies the file mode of the CMS minidisk from
which MDISKBLK reads blocks of data.
blockrange
is the block or range of blocks that you want MDISKBLK to read. You can
specify blockrange as any combination of the following (separated by blanks):
block
block.n
block1-block2

is the number of a single block.
is a range of n blocks beginning with block.
is a range of blocks beginning with block1 and ending with
block2.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
MDISKBLK reads records from its primary input stream. The records must be in the
same format as blockrange operands.

Primary Output Stream
After reading the specified blocks of data from the specified minidisk, MDISKBLK
writes the data to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. MDISKBLK does not delay the records.
2. If the MDISKBLK stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the MDISKBLK stage ends.
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Examples
Example 1
To read blocks 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11 from the minidisk at file mode F and write
the contents of the blocks to the file FDISK DATA A, enter:
pipe mdiskblk f 3 5.3 9-11 | > FDISK DATA A

Example 2
To read blocks 10-13 and 3-6 from the minidisk at file mode A and write the
contents of the blocks to the file ADISK DATA A, enter:
pipe literal 10.4 3.4 | mdiskblk a | > ADISK DATA A
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MEMBERS

*
 MEMBERs fn ft


fm
*
 member

Purpose
Use the MEMBERS stage to extract members from a CMS simulated partitioned
data set (such as a MACLIB or a TXTLIB).
MEMBERS searches the library directory for each member you specify. If a member
does not exist, MEMBERS translates the member name to uppercase and performs
the search again. A null record is written after each member. Trailing LDT and
end-of-member records are discarded.
MEMBERS searches first for the members in the argument string. Then MEMBERS
reads records from its primary input stream and searches for members listed in
those records. Null and blank input records are discarded.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file from which members are extracted. The file must be
an F-format file with a logical record length of 80.
ft

is the file type of the file from which members are extracted.

fm is the file mode of the file from which members are extracted. The default file
mode is * which means that all accessed minidisks and directories are
searched.
member
is a name of the member to be extracted from the file specified.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
After searching for all members specified as operands, MEMBERS reads records
from its primary input stream and searches for the members listed in the input
records. The records must be in the same format as one or more member
operands. Null and blank input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
MEMBERS writes the found members to its primary output stream followed by a
null record.

Usage Notes
1. MEMBERS does not delay the records.
2. If the MEMBERS stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the MEMBERS stage ends.
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3. In a TXTLIB, MEMBERS finds only the main name of a member (the name of
the first CSECT in that member); it cannot find the additional CSECTS in the
members.
4. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, MEMBERS translates
the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the search again.
5. The MEMBERS stage starts at commit level -1. MEMBERS commits to level 0
after reading the directory of the library.
6. See also PDSDIRECT, LISTPDS, <, and QSAM.

Examples
Example 1
To extract a member called LT from FPLGPI MACLIB and to place it in a file called
LT COPY, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe members fplgpi maclib * lt |> LT COPY A fixed 80

Example 2
The following exec places four members of MY TXTLIB into the file EP1234 FILE A,
in the order EP1, EP2, EP3, and EP4:
/* EP1234 EXEC */
’pipe’,
’literal EP2 EP3’,
/* write literal data EP2 EP3 for MEMBERS */
’| append literal EP4’, /* add another record containing EP4 */
’| members MY TXTLIB * EP1’, /* extract members in order: EP1 */
’| > EP1234 FILE A’
/* EP2 EP3 EP4 then write to file */
exit rc
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MERGE

NOPAD

Ascending

 MERGE


PAD

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Descending
Group1

Group1:

 columnrange

Group2

Group2:
Ascending
Descending

NOPAD
PAD
char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Purpose
Use the MERGE stage to merge the records from up to 10 input streams in the
order one or more key fields specify. A key field is a specific range of columns
within each record. If you do not specify a key field, MERGE merges the records
according to the entire record.
MERGE writes all the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. The
primary output stream is sorted provided all input streams have already been sorted
according to the same key fields.

Operands
NOPAD
specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before
they are compared with longer key fields in other records. The NOPAD operand
can be specified in two positions on the MERGE stage:
v If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is
not specified, NOPAD applies to the entire record. This is the default.
v If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD applies only to that
particular key field.
PAD
specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they
are compared with longer key fields in other records. The PAD operand can be
specified in two positions on the MERGE stage:
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v If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not
specified, PAD applies to the entire record.
v If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD applies only to that particular key
field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar, used for padding. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Ascending
merges records in ascending order. The ASCENDING operand can be specified
in two positions on the MERGE stage:
v If ASCENDING is specified before the columnrange operands or if
columnrange is not specified, ASCENDING applies to the entire record. This
is the default.
v If you specify ASCENDING after columnrange, ASCENDING applies only to
that particular key field. This is the default.
Descending
merges records in descending order. The DESCENDING operand can be
specified in two positions on the MERGE stage:
v If DESCENDING is specified before the columnrange operands or if
columnrange is not specified, DESCENDING applies to the entire record.
v If you specify DESCENDING after columnrange, DESCENDING applies only
to that particular key field.
columnrange
defines a key field. If you do not specify columnrange, the complete record is
compared. You can specify columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal
to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2
is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with column number column2, inclusive.
*-* is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231-1 for n.
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You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one,
you must place at least one blank between each columnrange you specify.

Streams Used
Input Streams
MERGE reads records from up to 10 input streams.

Primary Output Stream
MERGE writes the records read from the input streams to its primary output stream.
The order in which the records are written depends on the key fields and on the
specified operands.

Usage Notes
1. MERGE does not delay the records.
2. If the MERGE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the MERGE stage ends.
3. The following diagram shows how MERGE merges three input streams in
ascending order (the default sort order) according to the entire record (the
default key field):
Primary Input Stream
┌───────────┐
┌──────────┐
│
│
│Annette
│
│
│
│Denise
├───────│
│
Primary Output Stream
│Elizabeth │
│
│
┌──────────┐
│Ted
│
│
│
│Annette
│
└──────────┘
│
M
│
│Barb
│
│
│
│Chuck
│
Secondary Input Stream │
E
│
│Dave
│
┌──────────┐
│
│
│Denise
│
│Barb
│
│
R
│
│Elizabeth │
│Lisa
├───────│
├──────────│Jeff
│
│Mike
│
│
G
│
│Kevin
│
└──────────┘
│
│
│Lisa
│
│
E
│
│Mike
│
│
│
│Ted
│
Tertiary Input Stream │
│
└──────────┘
┌──────────┐
│
│
│Chuck
│
│
│
│Dave
├───────│
│
│Jeff
│
│
│
│Kevin
│
│
│
└──────────┘
│
│
└───────────┘

4. You can divide a large file into smaller files, sort the smaller files, and then
create a single file again with MERGE.
5. If two or more streams have identical key fields, MERGE writes the records
from the lowest-numbered stream first. This ensures that input streams sorted
more than once always produce the same result.
6. During comparison of two records to determine their order in the output stream,
a position that does not exist in one record has a lower value than any possible
value in a record that does have a character in that position. Before comparing
key fields, use the PAD operand to pad short key fields with a specific
character.
7. You can specify the ASCENDING and DESCENDING operands and the PAD
and NOPAD operands for the entire record and also for individual key fields.
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Following is an example of a MERGE stage that specifies a blank pad character
for the entire record, no padding for columns 1 through 5, and a pad character
of ? for columns 10 through 18:
... | merge pad blank 1-5 nopad 10-18 pad ? | ...

8. MERGE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is the
only connected output stream and then commits to level 0.
9. See also SORT, COLLATE, and LOOKUP.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, the PIPE command merges FIRST FILE (Figure 114) and SECOND
FILE (Figure 115 on page 379) to the file NAME FILE A (Figure 116 on page 379).
/* MERGE EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< FIRST FILE’,
’| m: merge’,
’| > NAME FILE A’,
’?’,
’< SECOND FILE’,
’| m:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read FIRST FILE */
merge FIRST FILE & SECOND FILE */
write merged result to NAME FILE */
start of second pipeline */
read SECOND FILE */
define secondary input for MERGE */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < FIRST FILE reads the file FIRST FILE into the pipeline.
v m: merge defines a label m for the MERGE stage. MERGE merges the records
from its primary and secondary input streams and writes the merged file to its
primary output stream. The key field is the entire record.
v > NAME FILE A writes the records to the file NAME FILE A. It is the last stage of
the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < SECOND FILE reads the file SECOND FILE into the pipeline.
v m: references the label m on the MERGE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the MERGE stage. The output records from the
preceding < stage flow to the MERGE stage as its secondary input stream.

FIRST

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Brown, Ted
Technician
Lindsey, Tony
Programmer Trainee
Marks, Jenny
Director
Thomas, Brian
Computer Operator
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 114. MERGE Stage Example: Input File Contents (FIRST FILE)
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SECOND

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Albert, Tim
Systems Analyst
Butler, Cindy
Programmer
Yates, Betty
Manager
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 115. MERGE Stage Example: Input File Contents (SECOND FILE)

NAME

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Albert, Tim
Systems Analyst
Brown, Ted
Technician
Butler, Cindy
Programmer
Lindsey, Tony
Programmer Trainee
Marks, Jenny
Director
Thomas, Brian
Computer Operator
Yates, Betty
Manager
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 116. MERGE Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 2
The following exec merges two sorted input files and writes the results to another
file. The input files must be sorted first on columns 10-15 and then on columns
20-22.
/* MERGE EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< PRIMARY FILE’,
’| m: merge 10-15 20.3’,
’| > OUT FILE A’,
’?’,
’< SECONDRY FILE’,
’| m:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read PRIMARY FILE */
merge PRIMARY FILE & SECONDRY FILE */
write merged result to OUT FILE A */
start of second pipeline */
read SECONDRY FILE */
define the secondary input for MERGE */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < PRIMARY FILE reads the file PRIMARY FILE into the pipeline.
v m: merge 10-15 20.3 defines a label m for the MERGE stage. MERGE reads its
primary and secondary input streams and writes the merged records to its
primary output stream. The columnrange operands, 10-15 20.3, merge the
streams according to the key field in columns 10 through 15 and then according
to the key field in columns 20 through 22.
v > OUT FILE A writes the records to the file OUT FILE A. It is the last stage of the
first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < SECONDRY FILE reads the file SECONDRY FILE into the pipeline.
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v m: references the label m on the MERGE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the MERGE stage. The output records from the
preceding < stage flow to the MERGE stage as its secondary input stream.
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NOTFIND


text

Purpose
Use the NFIND stage to select records that do not begin with a specified text.
NFIND reads records from its primary input stream and writes the records that do
not begin with the specified text to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its
secondary output stream is connected, NFIND writes all other records to its
secondary output stream.

Operands
text
is any text that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an input
record. To be considered a match and therefore not be selected, each character
in text must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with
two exceptions:
1. A blank character in text is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in text matches only a blank character in the
input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do
not match. Records that are shorter in length than text are always selected,
regardless of the contents of the record.
If you do not specify text, and if the secondary output stream is connected,
NFIND writes all input records to the secondary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
NFIND reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
NFIND copies each input record that does not begin with the specified text to its
primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, NFIND copies each input record that
begins with the specified text to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. NFIND does not delay the records.
2. If the NFIND stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the NFIND stage ends.
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3. Use only one blank to separate the NFIND stage from its operand. The operand
starts after the blank and continues until the next stage separator, the next
endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. Matching is done the same way XEDIT does its matching on the XEDIT NFIND
subcommand.
5. The NFIND stage selects all records that do not begin with text. Note that this is
different from the way in which the NFIND subcommand of XEDIT operates.
XEDIT positions the current line pointer on the first line in the file that does not
start with the specified text.
6. If you specify NFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string must
begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. The target string must be completely located within
the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or
equal to the length of the column range.
7. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character (_),
use the NLOCATE stage.
8. NFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
9. See also FIND, LOCATE, NLOCATE, STRFIND, STRNFIND, ALL, CASEI,
ZONE, ASMFIND, ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, and STRASMNFIND.

Examples
Example 1
The CP QUERY READER ALL command returns a heading line followed by one
line of information for each file in your virtual reader. Each line begins with the user
ID of the sender of the file. To display information for every file in your reader
except those from user ID, JOHNH, enter the following command:
pipe cp query reader all | nfind JOHNH_| console

The underscore character (_) means that a blank must follow the string JOHNH.
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NINSIDE
NOTINSIDe

/ string1 /
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Bbinstring1

/string2/
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
Bbinstring2
n



Purpose
Use the NINSIDE stage to select groups of records from its primary input stream,
starting with all records preceding and including the record that begins with a
specified string. NINSIDE writes a group of records to its primary output stream, if
connected, ending a group with the record that has the second specified string and
any succeeding records, or with all remaining records once the specified number of
records that won’t be selected is reached. Each group of records is written in the
order found in the input stream. Each specified target string must begin in the first
column of an input record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, NINSIDE writes the records that are
not selected to its secondary output stream. These are the records between but not
including the record that begins with the first specified target string, and either all
the records up to the record with the second specified target string or the record
corresponding to the number specified. If the secondary output stream is not
connected, NINSIDE discards the records that are not selected.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it
delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For
example,
NINSIDE /abc/ ?def?

is the same as
NINSIDE /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 on page 384
for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the
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ending target string of characters to be located (string2). Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any
record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines
the starting (hexstring1) and ending (hexstring2) target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target strings must begin in the first
column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines the starting string
of characters to be located (binstring1) and the ending target string of
characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings must begin in the first column
of an input record
n

specifies the number of records to be written to the secondary output stream (or
to be discarded, if the secondary output string is not connected), starting with
the record immediately following the record that begins with the starting target
string. NINSIDE writes (or discards) n records each time the starting target
string is found in the first column of an input record. n must be 0 or greater. If
the number of records remaining in the input stream is less than n, the
remaining records are written to the secondary output stream (or discarded).

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
NINSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
NINSIDE writes the selected input records that have the specified target strings as
well as the records not located between records with the target strings to its primary
output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, NINSIDE writes all input records not
selected to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. NINSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If the NINSIDE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the NINSIDE stage ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a number as the delimiting character. For example,
NINSIDE /a/ /7/

is not equivalent to
NINSIDE 1a1 171
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The first NINSIDE stage selects records preceding and including the record
beginning with the target a, and records including and following the record with
the target 7. The second stage selects records that precede and include a
record beginning with a, and writes all remaining records once 171 unselected
records is reached. That is, 171 is processed as the number of records that
won’t be selected (n) rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target
string, NINSIDE writes the records preceding (and including) the record that
begins with string1 to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | ninside /ccc/ /rrr/ | console

the contents of the primary input stream (ABC SCRIPT), the primary output
stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ aaabbb
│
┌──────────────┐
│ N │
│ bbbccc
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ I │
│ aaabbb
│
│ bbbccc
│
│ N │
│ cccddd
│
│ aaabbb
├─────│ S │
└──────────────┘
│ cccddd
│
│ I │
│ dddeee
│
│ D │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ eeefff
│
│ E │
┌──────────────┐
└──────────────┘
│
├───│ dddeee
│
└─────┘
│ eeefff
│
└──────────────┘

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, NINSIDE will complete the first
group before writing the second group. For example, if you specify the starting
and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting string is found
before the ending target string, NINSIDE writes all the records preceding and
including the first record that begins with the starting target string and records
succeeding and including the first record that begins with the ending target
string to its primary output stream. The records written to the primary output
stream do not include the records following the record beginning with string1 up
to the record beginning with string2, nor do they include the second record that
begins with string1. NINSIDE writes these unselected records to its secondary
output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | ninside /aaa/ /ccc/ | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ aaabbb
│
┌──────────────┐
│ N │
│ cccddd
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ I │
│ dddeee
│
│ bbbccc
│
│ N │
│ eeefff
│
│ aaabbb
├─────│ S │
└──────────────┘
│ cccddd
│
│ I │
│ dddeee
│
│ D │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ eeefff
│
│ E │
┌──────────────┐
└──────────────┘
│
├───│ bbbccc
│
└─────┘
│ aaabbb
│
└──────────────┘

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence
of the starting target string is found within the selected group of records,
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NINSIDE writes n records, starting with the record following the record that
begins with the starting target string and including the second record that begins
with the starting target string to its secondary output stream, if connected.
NINSIDE writes the remaining records, including the first record that begins with
the starting target string, to its primary output stream.
For example, after issuing the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | ninside /aaa/ 4 | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ aaabbb
│
┌──────────────┐
│ N │
│ eeefff
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ I │
└──────────────┘
│ bbbccc
│
│ N │
│ aaabbb
├─────│ S │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ cccddd
│
│ I │
┌──────────────┐
│ dddeee
│
│ D ├───│ bbbccc
│
│ eeefff
│
│ E │
│ aaabbb
│
└──────────────┘
│
│
│ cccddd
│
└─────┘
│ dddeee
│
└──────────────┘

7. If you specify NINSIDE as an operand on the ZONE stage, each target string
must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must
be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
8. NINSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, INSIDE, OUTSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
Assuming each example in the file REXX SCRIPT is delimited by a record that
begins with :xmp. and a record that begins with :exmp., to create a file REXX
TEXTONLY from the file REXX SCRIPT but with the example contents removed,
enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < REXX SCRIPT | ninside /:xmp./ /:exmp./| > REXX TEXTONLY A
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REXX
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SCRIPT

A1 V 132

Trunc=132 Size=19 Line=13 Col=1 Alt=0

* * * Top of File * * *
To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
For example,
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE SAY STATEMENT */
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
say ’Hello,’ name’!’
exit
:exmp.
To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
function. For example,
:xmp.
/* EXAMPLE OF THE LENGTH FUNCTION */
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
say ’What is your first name?’
pull name .
namelen=length(name)
say ’Your first name contains’ namelen ’characters.’
exit
:exmp.
* * End of File * * *

Figure 117. NINSIDE Stage Example: Input File Contents

REXX

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

TEXTONLY A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=4 Col=1 Alt=0

* * * Top of File * * *
To display a line of text on a terminal, use the SAY statement.
For example,
:xmp.
:exmp.
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
To determine the length of a character string, use the LENGTH
function. For example,
:xmp.
:exmp.
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 118. NINSIDE Stage Example: Output File Contents
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1-*


NLOCATE
NOTLOCATe


Separator

Inputrange
(1)

( 

Separator

Inputrange

)

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

Separator:

WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Inputrange:
(2)
Words

wnumberrange
(2)

Fields
cnumberrange

fnumberrange

Notes:
1

You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a blank.

2

Blanks are optional in this position.

Purpose
Use the NLOCATE stage to select records that do not contain a specified target
string of characters. NLOCATE writes primary input stream records that do not
contain the specified string to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If its
secondary output stream is connected, NLOCATE writes all other records to its
secondary output stream. If you do not specify a string, a null string is assumed.
NLOCATE searches for the specified string within one or more specified locations of
the input data in the record. If you do not specify a location, NLOCATE searches
the entire input record. When at least one input data location is specified, if you do
not specify a string or you specify a null string, NLOCATE writes to its primary
output stream only input records of length x-1 or less, where x is input data location
with the smallest absolute value.
When NLOCATE is used to search for a string, uppercase and lowercase
representations of the same characters do not match. A match is found only if the
data in the input records matches the target string you specify, including blank
characters. Blank characters contained in the input stream must match the blank
characters specified in the target string.
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Operands
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For
example, use WORDSEP to specify that the dash separates each word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal d-e-f | nlocate wordsep - w3 /c/ | console
d-e-f
Ready;

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a NLOCATE
stage, a word separator character remains in effect until the next
WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For
example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to specify that the question mark separates
each field:
pipe literal a?b?| literal e??f | nlocate fieldsep ? f2-3 /f/ | console
a?b?
Ready;

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a NLOCATE stage,
the field separator character remains in effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR
(or FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
v WORDSEParator (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEparator (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that blanks are used as the:
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEParator (or WS)
operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEparator (or FS)
operand.
Words
specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on
which NLOCATE operates. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines
the character that delimits words. For example, the input character string in the
following PIPE command consists of 2 records with 3 words each where the
words are separated by a blank:
pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | nlocate word 2 /j/ | console
aj cd ej
Ready;
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A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first
word in that record begins in the position immediately following the delimiter or
delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, in both records, e is the third word:
pipe literal ?a?c?e a??c?e | split | nlocate (ws ? word 3) /c/ | console
?a?c?e
a??c?e
Ready;

Fields
specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which NLOCATE
operates. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that delimits
fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two
fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d | literal c f-g h | nlocate fs - f2 /c/ | console
c f-g h
Ready;

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the
first field. Two delimiters without data between them is considered a null field.
The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd | literal a??ef | nlocate fs ? field 1 /a/ | console
?ab?cd
Ready;

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field
numbers, or column numbers on which NLOCATE operates. The location is
relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the
range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the
range is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location,
NLOCATE searches the entire input record for occurrences of string, hexstring,
or binstring. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is
relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to the
beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2),
location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you
specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that is, you
use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or
equal to location1. For example, the following PIPE command specifies the
last column as the input location:
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pipe literal afbc adef ghfi fjkl| split | nlocate -2;-1 /f/| console
afbc
fjkl
Ready;

If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -2;-1 specifies that the
second-from-last word or field and the last word or field is the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the
position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the position in
the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input
record to NLOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that
contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after location2 in the
record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word, or field of
the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string. If no
operands are specified before string, and if string consists of only decimal
numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the
delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 on page 392 for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, or ( for a delimiting character.
string
defines a target string of characters to be located.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines
the target string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There
must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a target string of
characters to be located. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
NLOCATE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
If the target string is specified, NLOCATE copies input records that do not contain
the target string within any specified input range to its primary output stream. If the
target string is not specified and columnrange is specified, NLOCATE writes to its
primary output stream only input records of length x-1 or less, where x is the input
data location with the smallest absolute value.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, NLOCATE copies to its secondary
output stream each input record that is not written to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. NLOCATE does not delay the records.
2. If the NLOCATE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the NLOCATE stage ends.
3. If no operands are specified before string, and if string consists of only decimal
numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the
delimiting character. For example,
NLOCATE /5/

is not equivalent to
NLOCATE (5(

The first NLOCATE stage selects records that do not contain the string 5. The
second stage results in an error message because (5( is processed as
cnumberrange rather than as a delimited string.
If no input range is specified, you cannot specify asterisk (*) as the delimiting
character when string consists of only a hyphen (-).
4. Unlike the FIND and NFIND stages, NLOCATE does not require string to begin
in column 1 in order for the record to be selected.
5. Use an NLOCATE stage followed by a LOCATE stage to select records of a
particular length. For example, the following PIPE command displays all records
of DATA FILE that are exactly 20 characters long:
pipe < DATA FILE | nlocate 21 | locate 20 | console

6. To select only null records, use the following stage:
... | nlocate 1 | ...

7. If you specify NLOCATE as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string
must be completely located within the input range; therefore, the length of the
target string must be less than or equal to the length of the input range.
8. NLOCATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
9. See also NFIND, LOCATE, FIND, ALL, CASEI, ZONE, STRFIND, STRNFIND,
ASMFIND, ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, and STRASMNFIND.

Examples
Example 1
The CP QUERY DASD command displays information similar to the following:
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cp query dasd
DASD 0190 3380
DASD 0191 3380
DASD 0196 3380
DASD 0197 3380
DASD 019C 3380
DASD 019D 3380
DASD 019E 3380
DASD 019F 3380

ESCM7A
CMS78P
CMSDV8
CMSDV8
ESCMS7
ESCM7A
ESCMS7
ESCMS7

R/O
R/W
R/O
R/O
R/O
R/O
R/O
R/O

98
15
15
80
100
75
100
150

CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL
CYL

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD
DASD

0842
0964
06E0
06E0
0840
0842
0840
0840

SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL
SUBCHANNEL

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0011
0010
0015
0006
000A
0001
000D
000F

One line of information is displayed for each disk you have linked. To display
information about only those disks that are not 100 cylinders in size, enter the
following command:
pipe cp query dasd | nlocate / 100 CYL / | console

To display information about only those disks to which you have an access other
than read-only, enter the following command:
pipe cp query dasd | nlocate % R/O % | console

Note that the delimiter character used in this NLOCATE stage cannot be a slash (/)
because a slash appears in the text of the specified string.

Example 2
Given the input file containing student grade information shown in Figure 119, use
the following command to display only the lines about students who did not receive
a grade of 100 on exam 1 or exam 3.
pipe < STUDENT GRADES | drop 2 | nlocate (20.3 40.3) /100/ | console

The DROP stage is used in this example to discard the first two lines of the file.
Figure 120 shows the resulting console output after execution of the PIPE
command.
STUDENT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

GRADES

A1 F 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
STUDENT
EXAM 1
EXAM 2
EXAM 3
EXAM 4
CAROLYN
78
EVELYN
85
JACK
100
KEN
88
KAREN
90
MICHAEL
87
* * * End of File * * *

87
84
89
79
100
100

100
82
89
79
100
99

95
89
100
93
95
100

Figure 119. NLOCATE Stage Example: Input File Contents
pipe < STUDENT GRADES | drop 2 | nlocate (20.3 40.3) /100/ | console
EVELYN
85
84
82
89
KEN
88
79
79
93
MICHAEL
87
100
99
100
Ready;
Figure 120. NLOCATE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 3
To display only those lines of file, FLAG COLORS, that contain neither the string,
RED, nor the string, WHITE, enter:
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pipe < FLAG COLORS | nlocate /RED/ | nlocate /WHITE/ | console

The first NLOCATE stage writes all records that do not contain RED to its primary
output stream. The second NLOCATE stage then reads those records and selects
only the records that do not contain WHITE to write to its primary output stream.

Example 4
To display only those lines of file, ALPHA SCRIPT, that are 9 or fewer characters in
length, enter the following command:
pipe < ALPHA SCRIPT | nlocate 10 | console

Because no string is specified on the NLOCATE stage, only records with 9 or fewer
characters are written to the primary output stream.

Example 5
To display only those lines of file FLAG COLORS that do not contain both the string
RED and the string WHITE, use the following exec procedure:
/* REDWHITE EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< FLAG COLORS’,
/* read FLAG COLORS */
’| a:nlocate /RED/’,
/* find lines not containing RED */
’| b:faninany’,
/* write lines not containing both RED and */
’| console’,
/* WHITE and display them at terminal */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’a:’,
/* define secondary output for NLOCATE /RED/ */
’| nlocate /WHITE/’,
/* find lines not containing WHITE */
’| b:’
/* define secondary input stream for FANINANY */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < FLAG COLORS reads file FLAG COLORS into the pipeline.
v a:nlocate /RED/ defines a label a for the NLOCATE stage. NLOCATE writes all
records that do not contain RED to its primary output stream.
v b:faninany defines a label b for the FANINANY stage. FANINANY reads the
records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes them to its
primary output stream.
v console writes the records to the terminal. It is the last stage in the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v a: references the label on the NLOCATE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for that NLOCATE stage. NLOCATE writes all
records that contain RED to its secondary output stream.
v nlocate /WHITE/writes all records that do not contain WHITE to its primary output
stream. All other records are discarded because no secondary output stream is
defined for this stage.
v b: references the label on the FANINANY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the FANINANY stage.
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NOT

 NOT stage


operands

Purpose
Use the NOT stage to reverse the position of the output streams from any stage
that uses exactly one input stream and two output streams.
The primary output stream of the specified stage is the secondary output stream of
NOT, if connected, and the secondary output stream of the specified stage is the
primary output stream of NOT. NOT ends when the specified stage ends.

Operands
stage
specifies the name of a built-in stage, or the name of a user-written stage. The
specified stage must have one input stream and two output streams.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified built-in stage or user-written stage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
Records read from the primary input stream of NOT are the records passed to the
primary input stream of the specified stage.

Primary Output Stream
The records written on the primary output stream of NOT are the records written on
the secondary output stream of the specified stage.

Secondary Output Stream
The records written on the secondary output stream of NOT are the records written
on the primary output stream of the specified stage.

Usage Notes
1. NOT delays the records if the stage specified as an operand delays the records.
2. Unlike the APPEND and PREFACE stages, NOT does not scan for stage
separators before running the specified stage.
3. NOT should be used with user-written stages or built-in stages that do not have
a converse operation. For performance reasons, do not use NOT with a built-in
stage (with one input stream and two output streams) that has a converse
operation (like FIND and NFIND or like LOCATE and NLOCATE). If a stage
already has a converse stage, then the converse stage performs more efficiently
than using NOT with the stage.
4. See also NFIND, NINSIDE, NLOCATE, STRNFIND, ASMNFIND, and
STRASMNFIND.
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Examples
Example 1
Given the input file NAMES ANDNUMS, in Figure 121, use following command to
list just the phone numbers in the file.
pipe < NAMES ANDNUMS | not chop ( | console

Figure 122 shows the resulting console output after execution of the PIPE
command.
NAMES

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

ANDNUMS

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Mom and Dad
(607) 555-4197
Mark
(717) 555-3409
Jon
(607) 555-0465
Ann Marie
(315) 555-3429
Mike
(607) 555-1830
Cathy
(305) 555-6005
Sue
(212) 555-9751
Aunt Betty
(216) 555-1836
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 121. NOT Stage Example: Input File Contents
pipe < NAMES ANDNUMS | not chop ( | console
(607) 555-4197
(717) 555-3409
(607) 555-0465
(315) 555-3429
(607) 555-1830
(305) 555-6005
(212) 555-9751
(216) 555-1836
Ready;
Figure 122. NOT Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Return Codes
If NOT finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received from
the specified stage.
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NUCEXT

 NUCEXT entrypoint


string

Purpose
Use the NUCEXT stage to call a nucleus extension as a stage. NUCEXT resolves
an entry point from a nucleus extension to find a compiled REXX or Assembler
user-written stage to run.

Operands
entrypoint
is the entry point name of a nucleus extension to invoke. If no nucleus
extension with the specified name is found, NUCEXT translates entrypoint to
uppercase and performs the search again.
string
is the string to be passed as an argument to the program stored as a nucleus
extension. The argument string begins exactly one space after the entry point
name and ends with the last character before the stage separator (|), the
pipeline end character or the end of the pipeline. It includes any leading or
trailing blanks.

Streams Used
Input Streams
The program invoked by the NUCEXT stage can read from any connected input
stream.

Output Streams
The program invoked by the NUCEXT stage can write to any connected output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. NUCEXT does not delay the records. The user-written stage that it invokes may
or may not delay the records.
2. Use only one blank to separate the NUCEXT stage from its operand. The
operand starts after the blank and continues until the next stage separator, the
next endchar character, or the end of the pipeline.
3. NUCEXT is often used to test a compiled REXX or Assembler user-written
stage before it is placed in a filter package.
4. You can find the entry point name in the ESD entries in the TEXT file created
when the user-written stage is compiled.
5. A program can have an entry point name that is different than the name of the
program. Therefore, make sure to use the entry point name as the argument to
NUCEXT.
6. The nucleus extension must be able to distinguish between the running of a
CMS Pipelines user-written stage and a CMS command.
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7. REXX stages compiled with the CEXEC option of the REXX compiler can be
invoked using the REXX stage (either implicitly or explicitly).
8. NUCEXT starts at commit level 0.
9. See also LDRTBLS and REXX.

Examples
Example 1
To verify that a user-written stage runs properly, enter the following commands:
rexxcomp pgmname (object
load pgmname
genmod module name
nucxload module name
pipe nucext pgmname | console

In this example, the program (user-written stage) is compiled and the resulting
TEXT file is loaded. Then a module is generated and loaded as a nucleus
extension. The pipe command in this example assumes the name of the
user-written stage is the same as its program name when it was stored as a
nucleus extension.
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OPTCDJ

00001111
 OPTCDJ


string

Purpose
Use the OPTCDJ stage to generate a Table Reference Character (TRC) for each
record containing data. The TRC specifies the font to be used to print data on a
3800 printer.

Operands
string
is an 8-character string used to select the desired TRC for each of the possible
descriptor record values. The eight characters in string are Table Reference
Characters. Valid values for TRC are 0, 1, 2, and 3 (corresponding to the first,
second, third, and fourth fonts specified when the file is printed). The default
value for string is 00001111.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
OPTCDJ reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must be in
the same format as the output records from OVERSTR. A descriptor record must
precede each data record that contains an overstruck character. (The first byte of
each descriptor record must contain X'00'.) Data records not preceded by descriptor
records must contain only nonunderscored characters, nonhighlighted characters,
and blanks.
Each column of the descriptor record must contain a hexadecimal value describing
the highlighting and underscoring of the corresponding column in the data record
following it. These descriptor record values are:
00

The position is blank.

01

The position contains an underscore (an underscored blank).

02

The position contains a character that is neither blank nor underscore.

03

The position contains an underscored character.

05

The position contains a highlighted underscore.

06

The position contains a highlighted (overprinted) character.

07

The position contains a highlighted and underscored character.

Primary Output Stream
OPTCDJ writes reformatted records to its primary output stream. For each input
descriptor record and data record, OPTCDJ writes a set of one or more output
records. Each output record in the set has a different TRC. Each character in the
input data record is placed in one (and only one) of the output records based on its
descriptor value. For example, for the default argument string, 00001111, all
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characters with descriptor values 00, 01, 02, and 03 are placed in an output record
with TRC 0; all characters with descriptor values 04, 05, 06, and 07 are placed in
another output record with TRC 1. The descriptor record is then discarded.
The first byte of each output record but the last record contains the write-no-space
carriage control character (X'01'). The first byte of the last record in each set of
output records contains the carriage control character from the input data record.
The second byte of all output records contains a TRC that corresponds to the
appropriate descriptor record value.
Each character in the argument string is a TRC (0, 1, 2, or 3) that corresponds to
each descriptor value. The descriptor values are used as an index into the
argument string. For example, if you use the default argument string, 00001111, all
characters with a descriptor value of 05, which corresponds to the fifth character in
the argument string, has 1 as its TRC.
Input records that have a carriage control character that represents immediate
carriage movement (that is, those with the two low-order bits on in the carriage
control character) are simply copied to the output.
For the data records that are not preceded by a descriptor record, appropriate
descriptor record values are assumed in order to select a TRC. Data records that
are not preceded by a descriptor record contain only blanks, underscores, and
characters other than blanks or underscores. The value X'00' is assumed if the
character is a blank, the value X'01' is assumed if the character is an underscore,
and the value X'02' is assumed if the character is not a blank or an underscore.
From these assumed values, a set of output records is written with the appropriate
carriage control character and TRC.

Usage Notes
1. OPTCDJ delays its input records that begin with X'00'. No other input records
are delayed.
2. If the OPTCDJ stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the OPTCDJ stage ends.
3. Input records are truncated after 256 bytes without indication of error.
4. See also C14TO38, OVERSTR, XPNDHI, BUILDSCR, FULLSCREEN,
FULLSCRS, FULLSCRQ, 3277ENC, 3277BFRA, APLDECODE, and
APLENCODE.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec can be used to convert a file created by SCRIPT/VS for a 1403
device to a file that can be printed on a 3800:
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/* CONV3800 EXEC */
parse upper arg fn1 ft1
’pipe’,
’<’ fn1 ft1 fm1,
’| c14to38’,
’| overstr’,
’| optcdj’,
’| >’ fn2 ft2 fm2
exit rc

fm1 fn2 ft2 fm2 .
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Read input file */
Convert 1403 codepoints to 3800 */
Build overstruck line descriptors */
Build TRC characters */
Write output file */

Example 2
To print a document on your virtual 3800 printer that was formatted for a 1403
printer, enter the following commands:
cp spool 000e fcb s8 char it12 ib12
cp tag dev 000e mvs system 0 OPTCD=J
pipe < $doc script|c14to38|overstr|optcdj|printmc
cp close 000e

In this example, the OPTCDJ stage assumes the default value 00001111 for its
argument string. Therefore, it12 and ib12 on the CP SPOOL command are the
fonts that correspond to the TRC values 0 and 1, respectively. The output records
containing a TRC of 0 will be printed using the IT12 font. The output records
containing a TRC of 1 will be printed using the IB12 font.
Depending on your system, you may have to use different CP SPOOL, CP TAG,
and CP CLOSE commands.
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OUTSIDE



OUTSIDE

/string1/
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Bbinstring1

/string2/
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
Bbinstring2
n



Purpose
Use the OUTSIDE stage to select groups of records from its primary input stream,
starting with records preceding the first record that begins with a specified string.
OUTSIDE writes a group of records to its primary output stream, if connected,
ending a group with the record following the record that has the second specified
string or with all remaining records once the specified number of records that won’t
be selected is reached. Each group of records is written in the order found in the
input stream. Each specified target string must begin in the first column of an input
record.
If the secondary output stream is connected, OUTSIDE writes the records that are
not selected to its secondary output stream. These include the record beginning
with the first specified target string and either all the records up to and including the
record with the second specified target string or the record corresponding to the
number specified. If the secondary output stream is not connected, OUTSIDE
discards the records that are not selected.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it
delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For
example,
OUTSIDE /abc/ ?def?

is the same as
OUTSIDE /abc/ /def/

If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a number as the delimiting character. See Usage Note 3 on page 403
for an example.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
defines the starting target string of characters to be located (string1) and the
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ending target string of characters to be located (string2). Both target strings
must begin in the first column of an input record. A null string matches any
record.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines
the starting (hexstring1) and ending (hexstring2) target string of characters to be
located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string. Both target strings must begin in the first
column of an input record.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines the starting string
of characters to be located (binstring1) and the ending target string of
characters to be located (binstring2). The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary
digits must be divisible by 8. Both target strings must begin in the first column
of an input record
n

specifies the number of records to be written to the secondary output stream (or
to be discarded, if the secondary output stream is not connected), starting with
and including the record that begins with the starting target string. OUTSIDE
writes (or discards) n records each time the starting target string is found in the
first column of an input record. n must be 2 or greater. If the number of records
remaining in the input stream is less than n, the remaining records are written
to the secondary output stream (or discarded).

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
OUTSIDE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
OUTSIDE writes selected input records that are not located between records with
the specified target strings to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, OUTSIDE writes all input records not
selected to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. OUTSIDE does not delay the records.
2. If the OUTSIDE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the OUTSIDE stage ends.
3. If string2 is specified and it consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot
specify a number as the delimiting character. For example,
OUTSIDE /a/ /7/

is not equivalent to
OUTSIDE 1a1 171
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The first OUTSIDE stage selects records not between records with the targets a
and 7. The second stage selects records that precede a record that begins with
a, and writes all remaining records once 171 unselected records is reached.
That is, 171 is processed as the number of records that won’t be selected as n
rather than as a delimited string.
4. If the input stream does not contain a record that begins with the ending target
string, OUTSIDE writes all the records in its input stream to its primary output
stream, starting with records preceding the first record that begins with string1.
For example, after entering the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | outside /ccc/ /rrr/ | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ aaabbb
│
┌──────────────┐
│ O │
│ bbbccc
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ U │
│ aaabbb
│
│ bbbccc
│
│ T │
└──────────────┘
│ aaabbb
├─────│ S │
│ cccddd
│
│ I │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ dddeee
│
│ D │
┌──────────────┐
│ eeefff
│
│ E ├───│ cccddd
│
└──────────────┘
│
│
│ dddeee
│
└─────┘
│ eeefff
│
└──────────────┘

5. If multiple sets of the target strings are found, OUTSIDE will complete the first
group before writing the second group. For example, if you specify the starting
and ending target strings and a second occurrence of the starting target string is
found before the ending target string, OUTSIDE writes the records preceding
the first record that begins with string1 and all records succeeding the first
record that begins with string2 to its primary output stream. This does not
include the second record that begins with string1. OUTSIDE writes this record
and the other unselected records to its secondary output stream.
For example, after entering the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | outside /aaa/ /ccc/ | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ dddeee
│
┌──────────────┐
│ O │
│ eeefff
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ U │
└──────────────┘
│ bbbccc
│
│ T │
│ aaabbb
├─────│ S │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ cccddd
│
│ I │
┌──────────────┐
│ dddeee
│
│ D ├───│ aaabbb
│
│ eeefff
│
│ E │
│ bbbccc
│
└──────────────┘
│
│
│ aaabbb
│
└─────┘
│ cccddd
│
└──────────────┘

6. Similarly, if you specify the starting target string and n and a second occurrence
of the starting target string is found within the selected group of records,
OUTSIDE writes n records, starting with the record that begins with the starting
target string, to its secondary output stream, if connected. OUTSIDE writes the
remaining records, including the record that begins with the starting target string
to its primary output stream.
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For example, after entering the following PIPE command:
pipe < ABC SCRIPT | outside /aaa/ 4 | console

the contents of the primary input stream (which is the data from the file ABC
SCRIPT), the primary output stream, and the secondary output stream are:
PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM
┌─────┐
┌──────────────┐
PRIMARY INPUT STREAM │
├───│ dddeee
│
┌──────────────┐
│ O │
│ eeefff
│
│ aaabbb
│
│ U │
└──────────────┘
│ bbbccc
│
│ T │
│ aaabbb
├─────│ S │
SECONDARY OUTPUT STREAM
│ cccddd
│
│ I │
┌──────────────┐
│ dddeee
│
│ D ├───│ aaabbb
│
│ eeefff
│
│ E │
│ bbbccc
│
└──────────────┘
│
│
│ aaabbb
│
└─────┘
│ cccddd
│
└──────────────┘

7. If you specify OUTSIDE as an operand on the ZONE stage, each target string
must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must
be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
8. OUTSIDE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
9. See also BETWEEN, INSIDE, NINSIDE, CASEI, and ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
To remove two lines of heading on each page from a report file with ASA carriage
control in the first column, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < REPORT LISTING | outside /1/ 2 | > REPORT LISTING A

1 is the carriage control character that means skip to line 1 on the next page.
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Purpose
Use the OUTSTORE stage to write to its primary output stream (if it is connected)
records INSTORE has put in storage. The primary input stream consists of a single
record prepared by the INSTORE stage that tells OUTSTORE how to read all the
records back into the pipeline from storage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
OUTSTORE reads a single record from its primary input stream. The record must
be the output record from the INSTORE stage.

Primary Output Stream
OUTSTORE writes to its primary output stream all the records that were stored by
the INSTORE stage.

Usage Notes
1. OUTSTORE does not delay the records.
2. If the OUTSTORE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the OUTSTORE stage ends.
3. See also INSTORE and BUFFER.

Examples
Example 1
This example reads a file from tape (0181) and writes the records in reverse order
to REV FILE A:
pipe tape | deblock 80 | instore reverse | outstore | > REV FILE A

DEBLOCK 80 creates logical records 80 bytes in length from the blocks of data on
the tape.

Example 2
The following user-written stage splits its input records into blank-delimited words,
reverses the order of the words, and writes one output record containing all the
words.
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/* REVLINE REXX */
’callpipe’,
’*:’,
’|
’|
’|
’|
’|
Exit

split’,
instore reverse’,
outstore’,
join * / /’,
*:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

reverse the words */
connect to output stream of the */
stage preceding the caller */,
split at blanks and discard blanks */
put in storage and reverse order */
get from storage */
put line back together */
connect to the input stream of */
the stage following the caller */
return */

Figure 123shows a PIPE command that uses REVLINE REXX and the resulting
terminal output.
pipe literal backwards are words these | revline | console
these words are backwards
Ready;
Figure 123. OUTSTORE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output
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OVERLAY

(1)
BLANK


OVERlay


char
hexchar

Notes:
1

You can also specify SPACE. SPACE is a synonym for BLANK.

Purpose
Use the OVERLAY stage to read one record from each connected input stream and
create a single record such that each position in the output record contains the
character in that relative position from the highest-numbered input stream.
OVERLAY writes the output record to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
One character has the property that it does not overlay a character from a
lower-numbered stream. By default, this character is a blank. The operand may
select a different character. If a record in the highest-numbered input stream
contains the specified character in any position, OVERLAY replaces the character in
the output record with the corresponding character from the next highest-numbered
input stream that has something other than the specified character in that position.

Operands
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar, that does not overlay data on lower-numbered input
streams. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank character is the character that does not overlay data on
lower-numbered input streams. This is the default.

Streams Used
Input Streams
OVERLAY reads records from each connected input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After reading a record from each of its connected input streams, OVERLAY
combines the records into a single record and writes the record to its primary output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. OVERLAY delays one record.
2. If the OVERLAY stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the OVERLAY stage ends.
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3. The following diagram shows two input streams for OVERLAY and its resulting
output stream when BLANK, the default, is specified:
Primary Input Stream
┌────────┐
┌──────────┐
│
│
Record 1│XXXXXXXX │
│
O
│
Record 2│STUVWXYZ ├───────│
V
│
Primary Output Stream
Record 3│A
│
│
E
│
┌────────────┐
└──────────┘
│
R
│
│AAXABXBB
│
│
L
├────────│ABCVWXYZ
│
Secondary Input Stream
│
A
│
│ABCDE GH
│
┌──────────┐
│
Y
│
└────────────┘
Record 1│AA AB BB │
│
│
Record 2│ABC
├───────│ BLANK │
Record 3│ BCDE GH │
│
│
└──────────┘
│
│
└────────┘

The following diagram uses the same input streams, but specifies char as A:
Primary Input Stream
┌────────┐
┌──────────┐
│
│
Record 1│XXXXXXXX │
│
O
│
Record 2│STUVWXYZ ├───────│
V
│
Primary Output Stream
Record 3│A
│
│
E
│
┌────────────┐
└──────────┘
│
R
│
│XX XB BB
│
│
L
├────────│SBC
│
Secondary Input Stream
│
A
│
│ BCDE GH
│
┌──────────┐
│
Y
│
└────────────┘
Record 1│AA AB BB │
│
│
Record 2│ABC
├───────│
A
│
Record 3│ BCDE GH │
│
│
└──────────┘
│
│
└────────┘

4. If a position in each input stream contains the specified character, OVERLAY
places that character in the output record.
5. If a record in the highest-numbered input stream is not as long as a
lower-numbered input stream record, OVERLAY writes the remaining
characters from the lower-numbered input stream records to the output stream.
6. If OVERLAY processes input streams where one input stream does not have a
record to compare, it compares the records from the other streams.
For example, if
Stream 0 contains 12 records
Stream 1 contains 14 records
Stream 2 contains 10 records
OVERLAY combines the first 10 records from all three streams and writes
those records to its output stream. Then it compares the 11th and 12th records
of its primary and secondary input streams and writes those two records to its
output stream. And, finally, OVERLAY copies the 13th and 14th records from
its secondary input stream to its output stream.
7. OVERLAY reads a record from an input stream, processes it, and then
releases it before it reads a record from the next input stream or writes to the
output stream.
8. OVERLAY processes input records until all input streams reach the end of file.
9. OVERLAY starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its primary output stream is
the only connected output stream and then commits to level 0.
10. See also SPECS.
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Examples
Example 1
The OVERLAY stage in the following exec combines the records from its three input
streams:
/* OVL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’literal BBBBB’||, /* write BBBBB to the primary input of OVERLAY */
’| o: overlay’,
/* combine primary, secondary, & tertiary inputs */
’| console’,
/* display combined results at terminal */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’literal AAA’||,
/* write AAA to secondary input of OVERLAY */
’| o:’,
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
’?’,
/* start of third pipeline */
’literal A B C’||, /* write A B C to tertiary input of OVERLAY */
’| o:’
/* define tertiary input for OVERLAY */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v literal BBBBB writes a record containing BBBBB. The REXX concatenation
operator (||) at the end of this stage prevents REXX from automatically inserting
a blank before the continued line.
v o: overlay defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the
records from its primary, secondary, and tertiary input streams and writes the
merged records to its output stream.
v console reads the records OVERLAY writes and displays them at the terminal. It
is the last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v literal AAA writes a record containing AAA. The REXX concatenation operator
(||) at the end of this stage prevents REXX from automatically inserting a blank
before the continued line.
v o: references the label o on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the OVERLAY stage. The record from the
preceding LITERAL stage flows into the OVERLAY stage as its secondary input
stream (stream 1). It is the last stage of the second pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the second pipeline.
v literal A B C writes a record containing A B C. The REXX concatenation
operator (||) at the end of this stage prevents REXX from automatically inserting
a blank before the continued line.
v o: references the label o on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the tertiary input stream for the OVERLAY stage. The record from the preceding
LITERAL stage flows into the OVERLAY stage as its tertiary input stream (stream
2).
The following terminal output results:
ovl
AABBC
Ready;

If you change the OVERLAY stage to | o: overlay A |, the terminal output is:
ovl
B B C
Ready;
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Example 2
In the following exec, the OVERLAY stage overlays two files:
/* OVERLAY EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< FORM FILE’,
’| a: overlay’,
’| > NEW FILE A’,
’?’,
’< EMP FILE’,
’| a:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read FORM FILE */
combine primary and secondary input streams */
write result to NEW FILE A */
start of second pipeline */
read EMP FILE */
define secondary input for OVERLAY */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < FORM FILE reads the file FORM FILE into the pipeline.
v a: overlay defines a label a for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the
records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes the merged
records to its output stream.
v > NEW FILE A writes the records it receives from OVERLAY to the file NEW FILE
A. It is the last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < EMP FILE reads the file EMP FILE into the pipeline.
v a: references the label a on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the OVERLAY stage. The records from the
preceding < stage flow into the OVERLAY stage as its secondary input stream
(stream 1).
Figure 124 shows the primary input stream for the OVERLAY stage, Figure 125
shows the secondary input stream for the OVERLAY stage, and Figure 126 on page
412 shows the resulting output file.
FORM

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Name:
Address:
City:
State:
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 124. OVERLAY Stage Example: Input File Contents (FORM FILE)
EMP

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
=====
Christine Smith
=====
2020 Wilson Street
=====
Los Angeles
=====
CA
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 125. OVERLAY Stage Example: Input File Contents (EMP FILE)
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NEW

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

===== * * * Top of File * * *
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== Name:
Christine Smith
===== Address: 2020 Wilson Street
===== City:
Los Angeles
===== State:
CA
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 126. OVERLAY Stage Example: Output File Contents
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Purpose
Use the OVERSTR stage to create descriptor records for overstruck lines
representing highlighted characters or underscored characters or underscored
blanks.
All input records have carriage control characters. OVERSTR copies records from
the primary input stream to the primary output stream until it finds a record with a
write-no-space carriage control character (X'01'). OVERSTR operates on a set of
overstruck input records, where X'01' is the carriage control character of all but the
last record in the set; the last record in the set of input records has a write or
control carriage control character, for example, X'09'. From each set of input
records, OVERSTR writes two records to the output stream—a descriptor record
followed by a data record. Null input records are discarded.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
OVERSTR reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must be
in the same format as the output records from C14TO38. Null input records are
discarded.

Primary Output Stream
OVERSTR copies its input records to its primary output stream except when a set
of overstruck input records is read from the input stream. OVERSTR then writes
two records to its primary output stream: a descriptor record followed by a data
record.
The descriptor record has a carriage control character X'00'. Each byte in the
descriptor record contains a hexadecimal value describing the highlighting and
underscoring of the corresponding character in the data record following it. These
descriptor record values are:
00

The position is blank.

01

The position contains an underscore (an underscored blank).

02

The position contains a character that is neither a blank nor an underscore.

03

The position contains an underscored character.

05

The position contains a highlighted underscore.

06

The position contains a highlighted (overprinted) character.

07

The position contains a highlighted and underscored character.

The data record has the carriage control copied from the last record in the set of
input records. Each position of the data record contains the character from the last
record in the set of overprinted records where the corresponding position in the set
of input records is neither a blank nor an underscore.
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Usage Notes
1. OVERSTR delays the records.
2. If the OVERSTR stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the OVERSTR stage ends.
3. Input records are truncated after 256 bytes without indication of error.
4. OVERSTR is designed to process the output from C14TO38 and deliver its
output to XPNDHI, BUILDSCR, and OPTCDJ.
5. See also C14TO38, OPTCDJ, XPNDHI, BUILDSCR, FULLSCREEN,
FULLSCRS, FULLSCRQ, 3277ENC, 3277BFRA, APLDECODE, and
APLENCODE.

Examples
Example 1
Use the following exec to view a file created by SCRIPT/VS for a 1403 device. The
default values are used for each combination of highlighting and underscoring. The
device is assumed to support APL characters.
/* SEE1403 EXEC */
parse upper arg fileid
/* Get input file ID */
’pipe’,
’<’ fileid,
/* Read input file */
’| c14to38’,
/* Convert 1403 codepoints to 3800 */
’| xlate 2-* cb eb eb ee cc ea ec ef’,
/* Convert to 3270 text codepoints */,
’| overstr’,
/* Build overstruck line descriptors */
’| xpndhi’,
/* Correct for highlighted blanks */
’| buildscr * * * * 24 80 1’,
/* Build outbound data streams */,
’| specs x80 1 2-* 2’,
/* Change control byte to erase/write */
’| fullscreen’,
/* Write each data stream and read */
’| hole’
/* Discard inbound 3270 data streams */
exit rc
/* Exit */

If the file has more than one screen of data, press any key to see the next screen.
Given the PIPE command in SEE1403 EXEC, Figure 127 shows an input file to and
Figure 128 on page 415 shows an output file from the OVERSTR stage. The files
show the hexadecimal representation of blanks, underscores, underscored
characters, and characters that are not highlighted or underscored. The
hexadecimal value X'6D' used in the input record represents an underscore.
(The file is displayed in hexadecimal because the XEDIT subcommand SET
VERIFY HEX 1 13 has been issued.)
OVERSTR

=====
=====
=====
=====

INPUT1

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

.|. . . + . . . . 10. . .
* * * Top of File * * *
01C1C2C34040C5C6C74040C8C9
096D6D6D6D6D6D6D6D40404040
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 127. OVERSTR Stage Example: Input File Contents
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=====
=====
=====
=====

OUTPUT1

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

.|. . . + . . . . 10. . .
* * * Top of File * * *
00030303010103030300000202
09C1C2C34040C5C6C74040C8C9
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 128. OVERSTR Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 2
Given the PIPE command in SEE1403 EXEC, Figure 129 shows an input file to and
Figure 130 shows an output file from the OVERSTR stage. The files show the
hexadecimal representation of underscored characters, highlighted characters,
highlighted and underscored characters, and highlighted underscores. The
hexadecimal value X'6D' used in the input record represents an underscore.
(The file is displayed in hexadecimal because the XEDIT subcommand SET
VERIFY HEX 1 13 has been issued.)
OVERSTR

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

INPUT2

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

.|. . . + . . . . 10. . .
* * * Top of File * * *
01C1C2C3C4C5C6C7C8C96D6D6D
01404040C4C5C6C&C8C96D6D6D
096D6D6DC4C5C66D6D6D6D6D6D
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 129. OVERSTR Stage Example: Input File Contents
OVERSTR

=====
=====
=====
=====

OUTPUT2

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

.|. . . + . . . . 10. . .
* * * Top of File * * *
00030303060606070707050505
09C1C2C3C4C5C6C7C8C9404040
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 130. OVERSTR Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 3
To print a document on your virtual 3800 printer that was formatted for a 1403
printer, enter the following commands:
cp spool 000e fcb s8 char it12 ib12
cp tag dev 000e mvs system 0 OPTCD=J
pipe < $doc script|c14to38|overstr|optcdj|printmc
cp close 000e

Depending on your system, you may have to use different CP SPOOL, CP TAG,
and CP CLOSE commands.
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PACK

Variable


PACK


Variable
Fixed

lrecl

Purpose
Use the PACK stage to compact data. PACK reads records from its primary input
stream, compresses the records, and writes the compressed records to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. The output stream contains records that are 1024
bytes in length. The format of the file is the same as the format for the PACK option
of the CMS COPYFILE command and the XEDIT PACK subcommand. PACK
discards null input records and pads the last output record with zeros.

Operands
Variable
specifies that the input stream has variable-length records. This is the default.
Fixed
specifies that the input stream has fixed-length records. All input records must
be the same length.
lrecl
is the maximum input record length.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PACK reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
PACK writes to its primary output stream a record containing the length of the
longest record in the input stream. Following the length record, PACK then writes
the compressed records to its primary output stream.
If the FIXED operand is specified, PACK determines the length after reading the
first record. If the VARIABLE operand is specified, PACK determines the length
based on whether you specify lrecl:
v If lrecl is specified, the length in the first primary output stream record is set to
lrecl and no input record can be longer than this length.
v If lrecl is not specified, the length in the first primary output stream record is set
to the largest possible value. After all the input records have been processed,
PACK writes a record containing the length of the longest record in the input
stream to its secondary output stream.
Attention: In order to later use COPYFILE or XEDIT to unpack a file with
variable length records packed with the PACK stage, the first record
must contain the length of the longest logical record in the file or an
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error may occur. The UNPACK stage can be used to unpack the file
even if the first record does not contain the correct length.

Secondary Output Stream
When packing variable format records, if lrecl is not specified, then after processing
all the input records, PACK writes a corrected length record to its secondary output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. PACK delays the records.
2. If the PACK stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
PACK stage ends.
3. To write the output stream with the correct first record, connect the secondary
output stream from the PACK stage as the secondary input stream of the >
stage as in the following example:
/* PACKIT EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< IN FILE’,
/* read IN FILE */
’| p: pack’,
/* pack the data */
’| w: > OUT FILE A fixed’, /* write packed data to OUT FILE A */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’p:’,
/* define secondary output for PACK */
’| w:’
/* send corrected length record */
/* as secondary input to > stage */

v < IN FILE reads the file IN FILE into the pipeline.
v p: pack packs the data.
v w: > OUT FILE A fixed writes the packed data to the file OUT FILE A. It is
the last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v p: references the label p on the PACK stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for the PACK stage where it writes the corrected
first record.
v w: references the label w on the > stage in the first pipeline and sends the
corrected first record to the > stage to overlay the first record in the primary
output stream.
As shown in the pipeline, it is recommended to specify the FIXED operand of
the > stage when writing records which have been processed by PACK, even
when the input file is a V-format file because XEDIT recognizes a packed file
only when the file is F-format.
4. PACK starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
5. See also UNPACK and CRC.

Examples
Example 1
To compact a V-format file (ACCOUNT FILE) with a logical record length of 256,
and place the results in an F-format file (ACCTPACK FILE A), enter:
pipe < ACCOUNT FILE │ pack v 256 │ > ACCTPACK FILE A fixed
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PAD

(1)
Right


PAD

BLANK
n



Left

char
hexchar

Notes:
1

You can also specify SPACE. SPACE is a synonym for BLANK.

Purpose
Use the PAD stage to extend records with one or more specified characters or
blanks. You can extend a record on the left or the right. PAD reads records from its
primary input stream, extends the records, and then writes the resulting records to
its primary output stream, if it is connected.

Operands
Right
causes records to be padded on the right. This is the default.
Left
causes records to be padded on the left.
n

is the length to which PAD is to extend records. If the length of a record is less
than n, PAD extends the record with the number of characters needed to make
the output record n characters in length. If the length of the record is greater
than or equal to n, PAD copies the record unchanged to its output stream.

char
hexchar
specifies the character used to extend the records. You can specify the
character as a single character, char, or as the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of the character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that blank is the character PAD is to use to extend the records. This is
the default.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PAD reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After extending the records read from its primary input stream, PAD writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes
1. PAD does not delay the records.
2. If the PAD stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
PAD stage ends.
3. See also CHOP, JOIN, SNAKE, SPLIT, and STRIP.

Examples
Example 1
To create an F-format file INPUT FILE A from variable-length input you enter at your
terminal, specify the following command:
pipe console | pad 80 | chop 80 | > INPUT FILE A fixed

The CHOP stage is used in this example to truncate any input longer than 80
characters.

Example 2
The CMS QUERY SEARCH command returns information similar to the following:
DAC191
PROD
CMSB03
19EESA

191
196
190
19E

A
R/W
B/A R/O
S
R/O
Y/S R/O

To create a file PAD OUTPUT shown in Figure 131 on page 420, that contains the
records extended with periods on both the left and right sides of the records, use an
exec similar to the following:
/* PADQSRCH EXEC */
’pipe cms QUERY SEARCH’,
’| pad left 35 .’,
’| pad 50 .’,
’| > PAD OUTPUT A’

/*
/*
/*
/*

get QUERY SEARCH
pad with periods
pad with periods
write records to

output
on left
on right
the file

*/
*/
*/
*/

v cms QUERY SEARCH writes the response from the QUERY SEARCH command to
the primary output stream.
v pad left 35 . reads the records written by the CMS stage, extends them to a
length of 35, and pads them on the left with periods.
v pad 50 . extends the records to a length of 50 and pads on the right with
periods.
v > PAD OUTPUT A writes the records to file PAD OUTPUT A.
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PAD

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

OUTPUT

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
.............DAC191 191
A
R/W...............
.............PROD
196
B/A R/O...............
.............CMSB03 190
S
R/O...............
.............19EESA 19E
Y/S R/O...............
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 131. PAD Stage Example: Output File Contents
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Purpose
Use the PAUSE stage in a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE EVENTS to send a signal
from the pipeline containing the PAUSE stage to the pipeline containing the
RUNPIPE stage. Each time PAUSE reads a record from its primary input stream, it
signals the RUNPIPE stage to receive a type X'11' PAUSE event record. Refer to
Table 30 on page 484 in Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS for a
detailed format description of the type X'11' PAUSE event record. The PAUSE event
record is one of many records that RUNPIPE issues to describe each milestone in
the processing of a pipeline. When RUNPIPE writes the type X'11' record to its
output stream, a subsequent stage may take some action based on having received
that PAUSE event record. After PAUSE signals RUNPIPE to receive a PAUSE
event record, PAUSE copies its unmodified input record to its output stream.
A PAUSE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PAUSE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
PAUSE copies the records from its primary input stream to its primary output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. PAUSE does not delay the records.
2. If the PAUSE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the PAUSE stage ends.
3. If PAUSE is used in a pipeline that was not issued from RUNPIPE EVENTS, it
shorts its input stream to its primary output stream and ends.
4. When RUNPIPE EVENTS receives an event record, the pipeline being run by
RUNPIPE is suspended until that record has been consumed by the stage
connected to RUNPIPE’s primary output stream. By taking advantage of this,
you can build a pipeline that monitors actions in real time as it receives PAUSE
event records. Once the action is complete, the stages following the RUNPIPE
EVENTS stage can consume the PAUSE event record, allowing the suspended
pipeline to resume running.
5. See also RUNPIPE.

Examples
Example 1
In the following exec, a pipeline containing a RUNPIPE EVENTS stage runs
another pipeline and processes the resulting event records. Each time the PAUSE
stage in the pipeline reads a record, it signals the pipeline containing the RUNPIPE
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stage, and RUNPIPE receives a type X'11' PAUSE event record. While the pipeline
containing the PAUSE stage is running, the pipeline with RUNPIPE receives other
event records as well. It discards all of those except for the type X'0B' (Dispatcher
Call) event records for OUTPUT subcommands. To those, it appends the actual
output record.

/* PROMPTER EXEC
*/
pipeline = ’literal 1 2 3 4 5’,
’| split’,
’| pause’,
’| > RECORDS FILE A’
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’ var pipeline’,
’| runpipe events’,
’| f:strfind x0B’,
’| locate 23.2 /PO/’,
’| memory
17 13’,
’| j:juxtapose’,
’| pausable’,
’| specs 25;-9 1’,
’| console’,
’?’,
’ f:’,
’| strfind x11’,
’| j:’

/* pipeline to be suspended
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/

get the pipeline to be run
*/
get events records from it
*/
select dispatcher call records*/
select OUTPUT command records */
append the actual record
*/
append PAUSE record
*/
prompt user before proceeding */
discard all but output record */
display it on the console
*/

/* here if not dispatcher call
/* select PAUSE EVENT records
/* combine with OUTPUT records

*/
*/
*/

Exit RC

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v var pipeline reads in the pipeline defined as a variable and runs it. Each time
the PAUSE stage within the pipeline reads a record, it signals a PAUSE event
record to be received by the RUNPIPE stage.
v runpipe events receives many event records from the pipeline running the
PAUSE stage, including PAUSE event records. The pipeline issuing RUNPIPE
receives a PAUSE event record and suspends the pipeline running PAUSE while
it processes that record.
v f:strfind x0B defines a label f for the STRFIND stage. STRFIND selects type
X'0B' which are Dispatcher Call event records.
v locate 23.2 /PO/ selects OUTPUT command records from its primary input
stream starting in column 23 for 2 columns.
v memory 17 13 calls the MEMORY user-written stage with parameters that
indicate where the address and length fields start in the input data. The data
record from storage is appended to the input record.
v j:juxtapose defines a label j for the JUXTAPOSE stage. JUXTAPOSE precedes
each type X'11' PAUSE event record with the most recent X'0B' Dispatcher Call
event record that has OUTPUT command records appended.
v pausable calls an exec to prompt you to press ENTER to proceed. Only then is
the pipeline running RUNPIPE allowed to resume.
v specs 25;-9 1 selects the contents of the OUTPUT command records by
eliminating the surrounding event records. 25 eliminates the X'0B' records. -9
eliminates the X'11' records.
v console displays the OUTPUT command record.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
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v f: references the label f, creating the secondary output stream for the STRFIND
stage in the first pipeline.
v strfind x11 selects type X'11' PAUSE event records.
v j: references the label j, creating the secondary input stream for the
JUXTAPOSE stage.
The following user-written stage is called from the preceding PIPE command, and
obtains the data from a location in storage to place it at the end of the record.
Specifically it obtains the data whose address is in columns 17-20 of the incoming
records, and whose length is in columns 13-16 of the incoming records. This data is
placed at the end of the record before it is written to the pipeline.

/* MEMORY REXX
*/
arg address length .
’callpipe (endchar ?)’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller*/
’| o:fanout’,
/* make a copy of the records
*/
’| i:faninany’,
/* combine streams
*/
’| specs 1-* 1 read 1-* next’,/* combine both records into one
*/
’| *:’,
/* provide to calling pipeline
*/
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline
*/
’ o:’,
/* copy of records from fanout
*/
’| specs /callpipe (stagesep !)’, /* get information from storage*/
’
!storage/ 1’,
/* by creating a callpipe
*/
address’.4 c2x nextword’,
length’.4 c2d nextword’,
’
/!*:/ nextword’,
’| pipcmd’,
/* run the callpipe
*/
’| i:’
/* put back together
*/
Exit RC

The following user-written stage is called from the PROMPTER EXEC, and prompts
you to press ENTER while the pipeline is suspended.
/* PAUSABLE REXX
Signal On Error

*/

Do Forever
’PEEKTO in_data’

/* Do until end-of-file.
/* Examine next record.

*/
*/

Say ’Press ENTER when ready to proceed.’
/* Prompt the user.
Pull
/* Wait for the response.
’OUTPUT’ in_data
/* Write record to pipeline.
’READTO’
/* Consume processed record.
End

*/
*/
*/
*/

Error: Exit RC*(RC<>12)

*/

/* RC = 0 if end-of-file.

After invoking PROMPTER EXEC, the console displays the following:
prompter
Press ENTER when ready to proceed.
1
Press ENTER when ready to proceed.
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2
Press ENTER when ready to proceed.
3
Press ENTER when ready to proceed.
4
Press ENTER when ready to proceed.
5
Ready;

RECORDS FILE A contains the following:
RECORDS

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
1
2
3
4
5

Figure 132. PAUSE Stage Example: Output File Contents (RECORDS FILE)
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*
 PDSdirect fn ft


fm

Purpose
Use the PDSDIRECT stage to obtain directory information from a CMS simulated
partitioned data set. A PDSDIRECT stage can be used only as the first stage of a
pipeline.
If the primary output stream is connected, the first record of the specified file
followed by the directory records are written to the primary output stream. The first
record contains information about the type, position, and size of the directory of the
library. Some of the directory records have trailing blank characters or zeros.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file from which the directory information is read.
ft

is the file type of the file from which the directory information is read.

fm is the file mode of the file from which the directory information is read. The
default file mode is * which means that all accessed minidisks and directories
are searched.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
PDSDIRECT writes the first record of the specified file to its primary output stream
followed by the directory records. There are two formats these output records can
take; either LIBPDS or DMSLIB. The LIBPDS format of the directory header and the
directory member output records written by PDSDIRECT is shown in Table 9. The
DMSLIB format of the directory header and the directory member output record
written by PDSDIRECT is shown in Table 10 on page 426.
Table 9. PDSDIRECT Format of LIBPDS Header and Member Output Records
Offset
Dec

Offset
Hex

Length

Description

0

(0)

6

Header name is LIBPDS

7

(7)

2

Reserved

9

(9)

4

Size of the library dictionary

13

(D)

4

Pointer to starting position of the library
dictionary

17

(11)

64

Reserved

0

(0)

8

LIBPDS Member name

8

(8)

3

Reserved
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Table 9. PDSDIRECT Format of LIBPDS Header and Member Output Records (continued)
Offset
Dec

Offset
Hex

Length

Description

11

(B)

1

Flag byte of X'01' indicates a null record
added for OS simulated data sets

12

(C)

4

Starting position of the member

Table 10. PDSDIRECT Format of DMSLIB Header and Member Output Records
Offset
Dec

Offset
Hex

Length

Description

0

(0)

6

Header name is DMSLIB

7

(7)

2

Pointer to starting position of the library
dictionary

9

(9)

2

Reserved

11

(B)

2

Size of the library dictionary

13

(D)

68

Reserved

0

(0)

8

DMSLIB member name

8

(8)

2

Starting position of the member

10

(A)

1

Reserved

11

(B)

1

Flag byte of X'01' indicates a null record
added for OS simulated data sets

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to PDSDIRECT because it can be used only
as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the PDSDIRECT stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the PDSDIRECT stage ends.
3. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, PDSDIRECT translates
the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the search again. The
PDSDIRECT stage translates the file mode to uppercase regardless of whether
the file exists.
4. See also MEMBERS, QSAM, <, and LISTPDS.

Examples
Example 1
Using the user-written stage WRITMEM REXX, enter the following PIPE command
to list the members of FPLGPI MACLIB:
pipe writmem fplgpi maclib a | console
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/* WRITMEM REXX */
signal on novalue
parse arg fn ft fm .
’callpipe (name WRITMEM)’,
’| pdsdirect’ fn ft fm ,
’| drop 1’,
’| fblock 16’,
’| nfind’ ’00’x ,
’| specs 1.8 1 13.4 c2d next’,
’| *:’
/* connect to input
exit RC

/* get input arguments */
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
of

Read directory */
Drop pointer record */
Deblock */
Deleted entries */
Format entry */
stage following caller */
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NOPAD


PICK
PAD



/string2/
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
Bbinstring2
Separator

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

ANYcase

/string1/
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Bbinstring1
Separator

==


¬==
\==
/==

Inputrange

<<
<<=
>>
>>=


Inputrange

Separator:

WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Inputrange:
(1)
Words

wnumberrange
(1)

Fields
cnumberrange

fnumberrange

Notes:
1

Blanks are optional in this position.

Purpose
Use the PICK stage to compare a field in the primary input stream record to a
specified string or a second field in the record, and to select the record if the
comparison satisfies the specified relation. PICK writes selected primary input
stream records to its primary output stream if it is connected. Records that do not
match the specified relation are written to the secondary output stream if it is
connected, otherwise they are discarded.
If ANYcase is not specified, uppercase and lowercase representations of the same
characters do not compare equally. For example, a comparison satisfies a specified
relation only if the content of the input record exactly matches the target string you
specify.
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Operands
NOPAD
specifies that two comparison fields should be of equal length. If one field is
shorter than the other it is not padded. Input ranges that are specified in the
input record must have the same length to be considered equal. This is the
default.
PAD
specifies that the shorter of two comparison fields is extended on the right with
a pad character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar, used for padding. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank is used as the pad character.
ANYcase
specifies that the case of letters being compared is ignored. The default is to
respect case when comparing fields.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, h, % , (, or ) for a delimiting character.
string1
string2
specifies a string of characters (constants) to be compared. If no operands are
specified before string and if string consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you
cannot specify a left parenthesis or a number as the delimiting character.
Xhexstring1
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring1
Hhexstring2
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be
compared. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must
not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring1
Bbinstring2
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, to be compared. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For
example, use WORDSEPARATOR to specify that the dash separates each
word:
pipe literal a-b-a| literal d-e-f| pick wordsep - w1 ¬== w3 | console
d-e-f
Ready;
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PICK compares word 1 with word 3 of record d-e-f and record a-b-a, and writes
to its primary output stream the record where word 1 is not equal to word 3.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For
example, use FIELDSEP to specify that the question mark separates each field:
pipe literal a?a? | literal a?b?a | pick fieldsep ? f1 == f2 | console
a?a?
Ready;

PICK compares field 1 with field 2 in each record. PICK writes to its primary
output stream the record that satisfies the relational comparison. In the a?b?a
record, field 1 (a) does not satisfy the equal relation when compared to a field 2
(b).
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
v WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank is used as the:
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or
WS) operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS)
operand.
Words
specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data which
the PICK stage uses for comparisons. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS)
operand defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input
character strings in the following PIPE command consist of two records, each
with three blank-delimited words:
pipe literal 11 22 33| literal 33 22 11| pick word 2 << word 3 |console
11 22 33
Ready;

PICK compares word 2 to see if it is less than word 3, and writes one record to
its primary output stream because the comparison is satisfied. WORDSEP
BLANK does not have to be specified because it is the default.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first
word in that record begins in the position immediately following the delimiter or
delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, ab is the first word:
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pipe literal ?ab?c??a ab?c?ab | split | pick ws ? w1 ¬== w3 | console
?ab?c??a
Ready;

PICK compares word 1 to word 3 in each record, and writes the record to its
primary output stream if the words are not equal.
Fields
specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data which the PICK stage uses
for comparisons. The FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character
that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two
fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c| literal
a b-c
Ready;

c f-g h | pick fs - f2 == /c/ |console

PICK compares field 2 in each record to the character string c and writes the
first record to its primary output stream because the the second field is c, and
does not write the second record because the comparison is not satisfied. With
NOPAD as the default in this pipeline, the bytes of fields being compared must
be equal in length to be considered equal.
A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the
first field. Two consecutive delimiters is considered a null field. The following
example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?1??ab ab?2?ab | split | pick fs ? f1 == f3 | console
ab?2?ab
Ready;

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field
numbers, or column numbers which PICK uses for comparisons. The location is
relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the
range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the
range is relative to the beginning of the record. You can specify a location as
follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is
relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to the
beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2),
location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you
specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that is, you
use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or
equal to location1. For example, the following PIPE command compares the
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first and second column in the input record to the fourth and fifth column
(counted right to left from the last column):
pipe literal ababefg 1231267890| split | pick 1-2 == -5;-4 |console
ababefg
Ready;

In the first record, ab is compared with ab. In the second record, 12
compares unequally with 67.
If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -5;-4 specifies that the
fifth-from-the-last word or field and the fourth-from-the-last word or field is
the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the
position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the position in
the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input
record to LOCATE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that
contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after location2 in the
record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word, or field of
the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
==
specifies the equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing two
strings byte for byte. The two strings must be equal byte for byte. The inverse
relational operator is ¬==, \==, or /==.
¬==
\==
/==
specifies the not equal sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing
two strings. The inverse relational operator is ==.
<<
specifies the less than sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing
two strings. string1 must contain a character that is lower in the collating
sequence than the corresponding character in string2. The inverse relational
operator is >>=.
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<<=
specifies the less than or equal sign as a relational operator that is used in
comparing two strings. The inverse relational operator is >>.
>>
specifies the greater than sign as a relational operator that is used in comparing
two fields. string1 must contain a character that is higher in the collating
sequence than the corresponding character in string2. The inverse relational
operator is <<=.
>>=
specifies the greater than or equal sign as a relational operator that is used in
comparing two strings. The inverse relational operator is <<.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PICK reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
If the target string is specified, PICK writes input records that contain the target
string within any specified column range to its primary output stream, if connected.
PICK discards the records if the primary output stream is not connected.

Secondary Output Stream
If the target string is specified, PICK writes input records that do not contain the
target string within any specified column range to its secondary output stream, if
connected.

Usage Notes
1. PICK does not delay the records.
2. If the PICK stage discovers that none of its output streams are connected, the
PICK stage ends.
3. You can specify a literal string as both string1 and string2 that does not exist in
the input records. This results in all primary input stream records being either
selected or discarded based on the static relation between the two constants. In
the following example 1 is not equal to 2 so PICK writes all input stream records
to its primary output stream:
pipe literal abcdefg manny | split | pick 1 ¬== 2 | console
abcdefg
manny

4. If string1 or string2 consists of only decimal numbers (0-9), you cannot specify a
number as the delimiting character.
5. A secondary input stream may be defined, but it must not be connected.
6. PICK starts at commit level -2. PICK verifies that its primary input stream is the
only connected input stream and then commits to level 0.
7. See also ALL and BETWEEN.

Examples
Example 1
To select records within a certain time stamp interval (9:00 a.m. to 4:59 p.m.) on a
24 hour clock, use a series of PICK stages by entering the following PIPE
command:
pipe < timestmp data | pick 45.5 >>= /09:00/| pick 45.5 <<= /16:59/|console
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Figure 133 is the input file that the PICK stage processes.
TIMESTMP DATA

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

F 132

Trunc=132 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
ORIGINID FILE CLASS RECORDS CPY HOLD DATE TIME
NAME
TYPE
ELEMBX01 4486 M PUN 00000001 001 NONE 02/08 15:27:49 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
MAINT
4210 N PUN 00000001 001 USER 02/08 15:46:08 $$$TLL$$ IPL
MAINT
3194 A PRT 00000023 001 USER 02/08 08:23:33
ELEMBX01 0278 M PUN 00000623 001 NONE 02/08 11:00:03 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
ELEMBX01 0102 M PUN 00050466 001 NONE 02/08 19:59:00 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
MAINT
2110 A PRT 00000003 001 USER 02/08 16:59:39
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 133. PICK Stage Example: Input File Contents (TIMESTMP DATA)

Figure 134 shows the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe < timestmp
ELEMBX01 4486 M
MAINT
4210 N
ELEMBX01 0278 M
MAINT
2110 A

data | pick 45.5
PUN 00000001 001
PUN 00000001 001
PUN 00000623 001
PRT 00000003 001

>>= /09:00/| pick 45.5 <<= /16:59/|console
NONE 02/08 15:27:49 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
USER 02/08 15:46:08 $$$TLL$$ IPL
NONE 02/08 11:00:03 $$ZIPD$$ $$FILE$$
USER 02/08 16:59:39

Figure 134. PICK Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
To select records that contain at least two words enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe literal af cd|literal a|literal a a bc oboe| pick word2 ¬== //|console

Figure 135 shows the terminal output after the pipeline is run.
pipe literal af cd|literal a|literal a a bc oboe| pick word2 ¬== //|console
a a bc oboe
af cd
Figure 135. PICK Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 3
The following exec selects records whose contents in the first field are greater than
or equal to the constant 00000 and less than or equal to the constant 55555.
/* PICKLEX EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< ORDER FILE’,
’| o:pick fieldsep blank f1 >>= /00000/’,
’| p:pick fieldsep blank f1 <<= /55555/’,
’| console’,
’?’,
’o:’,
/*define
’| > LESSTHAN ZERO A’,
/*write
’?’,
’p:’,
/*define
’| > GREATER THN55555 A’
/*write

/* read input data */
/* start comparison*/
/*finish comparison*/
/*output to terminal*/
/*start 2nd pipeline*/
PICKs secondary output*/
records to output file */
/*start 3rd pipeline*/
PICKs secondary output*/
records to output file */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
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v < ORDER FILE reads the file ORDER FILE into the pipeline.
v o: pick fieldsep blank f1 >>= /00000/ defines a label o for the PICK stage.
The operands on the PICK stage tell PICK to identify a blank as a separator of
fields in the input records. PICK writes the first record it reads from its primary
input stream to its connected primary output stream if the record’s first field is
greater than or equal to the constant 00000. If the field does not satisfy the
comparison PICK writes the record to its connected secondary output stream.
v p: pick fieldsep blank f1 <<= /55555/ defines a label p for the second PICK
stage. The operands on the PICK stage tell PICK to identify a blank as a
separator of fields in the input records. PICK receives as input those records that
have satisfied the greater than or equal to 00000 comparison. PICK writes the
first record it reads from its primary input stream to its connected primary output
stream if the record’s first field is less than or equal to the constant 55555. If the
field does not satisfy the comparison PICK writes the record to its connected
secondary output stream.
v CONSOLE writes the primary input stream records from the second PICK stage to
the terminal. This is the last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v o: references the label o on the first PICK stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream.
v > LESSTHAN ZERO A writes the records that do not satisfy the greater than or
equal comparison to 00000 to LESSTHAN ZERO on the secondary output
stream.
v ? marks the end of the second pipeline.
v p: references the label p on the second PICK stage in the first pipeline and
defines the secondary output stream.
v > GREATER THN55555 A writes the remaining input records that do not satisfy the
less than or equal comparison to 55555 to GREATER THN55555 on the
secondary output stream.
Figure 136 is the input file that the PICKLEX exec processes.
ORDER

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=12 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
00000
Input records
11111
Input records
22222
Input records
33333
Input records
44444
Input records
55555
Input records
1Pppp
Input records
66666
Input records
77777
Input records
88888
Input records
ZZZZZ
Input records
99999
Input records
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 136. PICKLEX Exec Example: Input File Contents (ORDER FILE)

Figure 137 on page 436 shows the terminal output after PICKLEX exec is run.
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picklex
00000
11111
22222
33333
44444
55555
1Pppp

Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

records
records
records
records
records
records
records

Figure 137. PICKLEX Exec Example: Command and Terminal Output

Figure 138 and Figure 139 show the output files created by the PICKLEX exec.
LESSTHAN ZERO

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=1 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== ZZZZZ
Input records
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 138. PICK Stage Example: Output File Contents (LESSTHAN ZERO A)
GREATER THN55555

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
66666
Input records
77777
Input records
88888
Input records
99999
Input records
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 139. PICK Stage Example: Output File Contents (GREATER THN55555 A)
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Purpose
Use the PIPCMD stage to issue pipeline subcommands. PIPCMD reads records
from its primary input stream and issues nonblank records as pipeline
subcommands.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PIPCMD reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must
contain pipeline subcommands. Blank records are discarded.

Usage Notes
1. PIPCMD does not delay the records. The pipeline subcommand issued by
PIPCMD may delay the records.
2. The following pipeline subcommands cannot be issued with PIPCMD:
BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT, PEEKTO, and READTO.
3. A pipeline subcommand issued with PIPCMD can read from any defined input
stream and write to any defined output stream.
4. See also RUNPIPE.

Examples
Example 1
Write an exec similar to the following to search specified files on accessed disks or
directories for a specified string. The first argument is the string to search for. The
string can be optionally followed by the file name, file type, and file mode of the files
to search. If no file identifier is specified, the exec searches all files with file mode
A.
/* SRCHFILE EXEC */
parse arg input fn ft fm .
/* get arguments
upper fn ft fm
/* uppercase fileid
’pipe’,
’command LISTFILE’ fn ft fm,
/* list specified files
’| specs’,
/* build a callpipe subcmd
’/callpipe (stagesep ?) / 1’,
/* that reads each file,
’/< / next 1-* next’,
/* and writes a record
’/?specs ,/ next w1 next /, 1.8 ,/ next’, /* prefixed by
’w2 next /, 10.8 / next’,
/* fn and ft for each line
’/1-* 21/ next’,
/* of each file.
’/?*:/ next’,
/* connect to locate’s input
’| pipcmd’,
/* issue the callpipe just built
’| locate 21-* /’input’/’,
/* find records containing target
’| console’
/* display at the terminal

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

v parse arg input fn ft fm . reads the arguments specified.
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v upper fn ft fm translates the file identifier to uppercase.
v command LISTFILE fn ft fm lists the specified files and writes the output to its
primary output stream.
v specs /callpipe (stagesep ?) / 1 ... builds a CALLPIPE subcommand and
writes the subcommand to the primary output stream of the first SPECS stage.
The CALLPIPE subcommand built is of the form:
callpipe (stagesep ?) < fn ft fm?specs ,fn, 1.8 ,ft, 10.8 1-* 21?*:

The CALLPIPE subcommand reads the files listed by the LISTFILE command,
prefixes the file name and file type to each record and writes the records to the
input stream of the stage following PIPCMD which is LOCATE.
v pipcmd issues the CALLPIPE subcommand.
v locate 21-* /input/ reads the records written by the CALLPIPE subcommand
and writes those records that contain the specified search string to its primary
output stream.
v console reads the records written to its primary input stream by the LOCATE
stage and displays the records at the terminal.
To search all the files on file mode A that contain the string Xavier and have a file
type of NOTEBOOK, enter the following:
srchfile Xavier * notebook

Return Codes
PIPCMD returns immediately upon receipt of a negative return code from a pipeline
subcommand. Any remaining subcommands are not processed.
If no negative return codes are encountered, PIPCMD returns the largest return
code encountered.
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Purpose
Use the PIPESTOP stage to end stages waiting for an external event. When
PIPESTOP reads an input record, it ends the stages.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PIPESTOP reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
PIPESTOP copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. PIPESTOP does not delay the records.
2. You can use PIPESTOP to stop the following stages: CONSOLE
ASYNCHRONOUSLY, DELAY, IMMCMD, STARMONITOR, STARMSG,
STARSYS, UDP, and VMC.
3. PIPESTOP performs the same function as PIPMOD STOP.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec queries the users on a different node to determine who is
logged on. The results are displayed at the terminal.
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/* WHOISON EXEC */
arg nodeid .
/* get the node */
if nodeid = ’’ then do
/* issue error msg and end if no node */
say ’You must specify a node.’
exit 8
end
’pipe’,
’cp query set’,
/* query cp message setting */
’| split /,/ ’,
/* split at commas */
’| strip ’,
/* strip blanks */
’| find MSG’,
/* look for MSG setting */
’| specs word 2 1 ’,
/* get the setting */
’| var prevset’
/* and save it in a variable */
’cp set msg iucv’
/* Set msg to IUCV */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| starmsg CP SMSG RSCS CMD’ nodeid ’CPQ NAMES’,
’| specs ’ length(nodeid)+29 || ’-* 1’, /* get names and addresses
’| split /,/’,
/* separate each user
’| strip’,
/* remove leading & trailing blanks
’| nlocate 9-* /- DSC/’,
/* discard disconnected users
’| pad 20’,
/* pad the record
’| sort 1-8’,
/* sort the data on userid
’| join 3 / /’,
/* put 4 ids to a line
’| console’,
/* display results
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline
’literal +10’,
/* Because a RSCS command is not
’| delay’,
/* an immediate response, this
’| pipestop’
/* section allows a delay of 10
/* seconds for the data to arrive.
’set msg’ prevset
/* Restore original MSG setting
exit

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

Assuming your user ID is on a system other than GLENDVM1, enter the following
to display a list of all connected users of node GLENDVM1:
whoison glendvm1
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PREDSELECT

 PREDSELect



Purpose
Use the PREDSELECT stage to copy a record from its primary input stream to
either its primary or secondary output stream. The output stream to which
PREDSELECT copies the record depends on the order of arrival of input records on
its other input streams. When PREDSELECT receives a record on its secondary
input stream, it copies the original record from its primary input stream to its primary
output stream. When PREDSELECT receives a record on its tertiary input stream, it
copies the original record from its primary input stream to its secondary output
stream.
PREDSELECT discards the records it reads from its secondary and tertiary input
streams. PREDSELECT requires that at least two input streams and one output
stream be connected.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PREDSELECT reads records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
PREDSELECT reads records from its secondary input stream, if it is connected,
and discards them.

Tertiary Input Stream
PREDSELECT reads records from its tertiary input stream, if it is connected, and
discards them.

Primary Output Stream
PREDSELECT copies a record from its primary input stream to its primary output
stream when a record is received on its secondary input stream.

Secondary Output Stream
PREDSELECT copies a record from its primary input stream to its secondary output
stream when a record is received on its tertiary input stream.

Usage Notes
1. PREDSELECT delays its primary input stream records. Records read from other
streams are not delayed.
2. If the PREDSELECT stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the PREDSELECT stage ends.
3. PREDSELECT can be used when testing a stage or sequence of stages to
keep an unmodified copy of the input records intact. To do this, connect the
primary output stream of FANOUT to the primary input stream of
PREDSELECT. Then, connect the secondary output stream of FANOUT to the
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stage or sequence of stages to be tested. Connect the primary or secondary
output streams of the stage or sequence to the secondary and tertiary input
streams, respectively, of PREDSELECT.
4. PREDSELECT severs the secondary input stream when the primary output
stream is not connected. PREDSELECT severs the tertiary input stream when
the secondary output stream is not connected.
5. PREDSELECT starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its tertiary output stream
is not connected and then commits to level 0.
6. See also GATE.

Examples
Example 1
To search for all the records that begin with the letter a (uppercase or lowercase) in
the following file, INPUT FILE:
Use the following exec, FINDANY EXEC, invoked with this argument:
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
ALMOST
none
Always
Most
anyone
A lot

Figure 140. PREDSELECT Stage Example: Input File Contents (INPUT FILE)
findany a

/* FINDANY EXEC */
parse upper arg args
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’ < INPUT FILE ’,
’| f: fanout’,
’| p: predselect’,
’| console’,
’?’,
’ f:’,
’| xlate upper’,
’| s: find’ args||,
’| p:’,
’| > OUTPUT FILE A ’,
’?’,
’ s:’,
’| p:’

/*
/*
/*
/*

read INPUT FILE */
copy INPUT FILE to every output */
select/reject records from primary input */
display records at the terminal */

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

define secondary output for FANOUT */
translate records to uppercase */
select lines beginning with args value */
define secondary input for PREDSELECT */
write nonselected records from PREDSELECT */

/* define secondary output for FIND */
/* define tertiary input for PREDSELECT */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < INPUT FILE reads the file INPUT FILE into the pipeline.
v f:fanout defines a label f for the FANOUT stage. FANOUT writes the records it
reads from its primary input stream to both its primary and secondary output
streams.
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v p:predselect defines a label p for the PREDSELECT stage. PREDSELECT
copies the original records from its primary input stream to one of its connected
output streams depending on the contents of its secondary and tertiary input
streams. In this example, PREDSELECT writes the original records from the
primary input stream to the console that begin with the value in args (upper or
lower case), and it writes the values that do not begin with the value in args to
the file OUTPUT FILE A.
v console displays the original records that begin with the args value.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v f: references the label f on the FANOUT stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for the FANOUT stage. The secondary output
stream contains a copy of the records in the file INPUT FILE.
v xlate upper translates any lowercase alphabetic characters to uppercase in the
records in INPUT FILE.
v s: find args defines a label s for the FIND stage. FIND writes all input records
that begin with the value in args to its primary output stream.
v p: references the label on the PREDSELECT stage in the first pipeline and
defines the secondary input and output streams for PREDSELECT. In this
example, the records in INPUT FILE that begin with the value in args are sent as
the secondary input stream for PREDSELECT. PREDSELECT then reads in the
secondary input stream and writes the corresponding original records from
INPUT FILE to its primary output stream. The records which do not begin with
the specified value are written to the file OUTPUT FILE A.
v ? marks the end of the second pipeline.
v s: references the label on the FIND stage in the second pipeline and defines the
secondary output for FIND. This output will contain the records in INPUT FILE
that do not begin with the specified value in args.
v > OUTPUT FILE A writes the records that do not begin with the value in args to
the file OUTPUT FILE A.
v p: references the label on the PREDSELECT stage in the first pipeline and
defines the tertiary input for PREDSELECT.
After invoking FINDANY EXEC, the console displays the following:
findany a
ALMOST
Always
anyone
A lot
Ready;

OUTPUT FILE A contains the following:
OUTPUT

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== none
===== Most

Figure 141. PREDSELECT Stage Example: Output File Contents (OUTPUT FILE)
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PREFACE



PREFACE

stage



operands
subroutine

Purpose
Use the PREFACE stage to invoke another stage or subroutine pipeline, write the
records produced by that stage or subroutine pipeline to its primary output stream,
and then copy all records from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.

Operands
stage
is the name of a built-in stage, or the name of a user-written stage. If you
specify a user-written stage, it must either have a file type of REXX or it must
be invoked through the REXX stage. The stage must be a stage you can
specify as a first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified built-in stage or user-written stage.
subroutine
is a subroutine pipeline. No explicit connector can be specified. The beginning
of the subroutine pipeline is not connected. The output stream from the last
stage in the subroutine pipeline is connected to PREFACE’s primary output
stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PREFACE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
PREFACE writes any output resulting from the specified stage or subroutine
pipeline to its primary output stream. PREFACE then copies its primary input stream
records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. PREFACE does not delay the records.
2. If the PREFACE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the PREFACE stage ends.
3. The pipeline scanner processes the operands of PREFACE twice; first it scans
the entire pipeline and then it scans again after it has resolved the operands of
PREFACE. This means that you must be careful when using a special character
in the operands of PREFACE.
During the second scan, the vertical bar (|) is defined as the stage separator,
the back slash (\) is defined as the end character, and the double quotation
mark (") is defined as the escape character. If you wish to use a vertical bar (|),
back slash (\), or double quotation mark (") in the operand of PREFACE, you
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must precede it with the double quotation mark ("), or you can specify two
adjacent vertical bars (||), back slashes (\\), or double quotation marks ("").
For the first scan, you must also precede each special character with the
escape character defined for the first scan, or you can specify two adjacent
stage separator characters, end character characters, or escape characters.
For example, there are several ways to write a record containing D|E to the
output stream and then copy the record containing ABC from the input stream:
v You can use four adjacent vertical bars (||||):
pipe literal ABC| preface literal D||||E| console

For the first scan, the PIPE command passes each set of || to the PREFACE
stage as |; the resulting stage is:
preface literal D||E

For the second scan, the PIPE command passes || to the LITERAL stage as
|; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

v You can define an escape character other than a double quotation mark for
the first scan:
pipe (escape @) literal ABC| preface literal D"@|E| console

During the first scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character
because of the preceding at-sign (@); the resulting stage is:
preface literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character
because of the preceding double quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

v You can define a stage separator character other than a vertical bar:
pipe (separator ?) literal ABC? preface literal D"|E? console

v You can define an escape character as a double quotation mark for the first
and second scan:
pipe (escape ") literal ABC| preface literal D"""|E| console

During the first scan, the vertical bar and the second double quotation mark
are not treated as special characters because of the preceding double
quotation marks; the resulting stage is:
preface literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character
because of the preceding double quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E

v You can use two adjacent vertical bars (||) for the first scan:
pipe literal ABC| preface literal D"||E| console

During the first scan, the second vertical bar in the string D"|| is not treated
as a special character because of the vertical bar preceding it; the resulting
stage is:
preface literal D"|E

During the second scan, the vertical bar is not treated as a special character
because of the preceding double quotation mark; the resulting stage is:
literal D|E
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4. If you specify REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD as stage, REXXVARS,
STEM, VAR, or VARLOAD accesses the variable environments in effect for
PREFACE.
5. PREFACE starts at commit level -1. It does not perform an explicit commit; the
specified stage must commit to 0 if it generates output.
6. See also APPEND, LITERAL, and STRLITERAL.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, PREFACE writes a file to its primary output stream and then copies
its primary input stream to its primary output stream.
pipe < MAIN FILE | preface < HEADER FILE | > NEW FILE A

The input file MAIN FILE is shown in Figure 142, the input file processed by
PREFACE is shown in Figure 143, and the resulting output file is shown in
Figure 144 on page 447.
MAIN

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Kristin Potter
B
C
A
A
Jeremy Underwood
B
B
B
A
Kyle White
C
A
B
B
Molly Yelverton
A
A
B
A
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 142. PREFACE Stage Example: Input File Contents (MAIN FILE)
HEADER

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
=====
Name
Math
English
Science
History
===== -------------------------------------===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 143. PREFACE Stage Example: Input File Contents (HEADER FILE)
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NEW

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Name
Math
English
Science
History
-------------------------------------Kristin Potter
B
C
A
A
Jeremy Underwood
B
B
B
A
Kyle White
C
A
B
B
Molly Yelverton
A
A
B
A
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 144. PREFACE Stage Example: Output File Contents

Return Codes
PREFACE ends immediately upon receipt of a nonzero return code. A nonzero
return code indicates a syntax error, or that either the specified stage or a stage in
the subroutine pipeline ended with a nonzero return code.
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PRINTMC

000E


PRINTMC


vdev

Purpose
Use the PRINTMC stage to write records to a virtual printer. If its primary output
stream is connected, PRINTMC also copies the records from its primary input
stream to its primary output stream. The first byte of each record contains the
machine carriage control character; the remainder of the record contains data. A
PRINTMC stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
vdev
is a hexadecimal device number. The device must be a virtual printer. If you do
not specify vdev, 000E is the default virtual printer number.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PRINTMC reads records from its primary input stream. The first byte of each record
must contain the machine carriage control character; the remainder of the record
should contain data to be printed.

Primary Output Stream
PRINTMC copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. PRINTMC does not delay the records.
2. If the input record contains only the carriage control character, PRINTMC
writes a single blank data character. Control and no-operation carriage controls
can specify data that is written.
3. PRINTMC does not issue CP commands to the virtual printer. You must enter
the CP CLOSE command to close the virtual printer file.
4. PRINTMC requires machine carriage control. Following is an example of a
PIPE command that prints a listing file with ASA carriage control:
pipe < test listing | asatomc | printmc

The ASATOMC stage converts ASA carriage control to machine carriage
control.
5. X'5A' carriage control is supported. Other read-type command codes
(command codes with the low-order bit off) are rejected and an error message
is issued.
6. PRINTMC may temporarily store some records in a buffer during processing. If
the stage connected to PRINTMC’s primary input stream closes the printer
while the PIPE command is running, that stage can make PRINTMC empty its
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buffer by writing a null record to PRINTMC’s input stream. After the stage
writes a null record, it is assured that it can close the printer without loss of
data.
7. PRINTMC can write any output data (including 3800 CCWs); however, CP
support depends on the virtual device type. For example, the maximum record
length (including CCW operation code prefix) is 133 bytes on a virtual 1403
printer.
8. The virtual Forms Control Buffer (FCB) for a virtual printer (the virtual carriage
control tape) can be loaded by a CCW or the CP command LOADVFCB.
These carriage tapes must not have a hole punched in channel 9 because this
causes unacceptable ending status. Channel 12 holes are supported, but
should be avoided because they cause additional overhead.
9. Attached printers are not supported; only virtual printers are supported.
10. PRINTMC starts at commit level -2000000000. It commits to level 0 when it
has determined that the device is not already in use by another stage and
when a buffer has been allocated successfully.
11. See also PUNCH, READER, XAB, and URO.

Examples
Example 1
To print a file with ASA carriage control, enter the following commands:
pipe < PROGRAM LISTING | asatomc | printmc
cp close 000e name program listing

The ASATOMC stage converts the carriage control in the records in the file
PROGRAM LISTING to machine carriage control if they are not already machine
carriage control. The CP CLOSE command closes the print file on virtual printer
000E and gives it the name PROGRAM LISTING.
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PUNCH

000D


PUNCH


vdev

Purpose
Use the PUNCH stage to write records to a virtual punch. If its primary output
stream is connected, PUNCH also copies the records from its primary input stream
to its primary output stream. The primary input stream records contain data only (no
carriage control). Each record that is not a null record is written to the punch with a
X'41' carriage control character. A PUNCH stage cannot be the first stage of a
pipeline.

Operands
vdev
is a hexadecimal device number. The device must be a virtual punch. If you do
not specify vdev, 000D is the default virtual punch number.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
PUNCH reads records from its primary input stream. The input records should not
contain carriage control.

Primary Output Stream
PUNCH copies its primary input stream to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. PUNCH does not delay the records.
2. PUNCH does not issue CP commands to the virtual punch. You must enter the
CP CLOSE command to close the virtual punch file.
3. PUNCH may temporarily store some records in a buffer during processing. If the
stage connected to PUNCH’s primary input stream closes the punch while the
PIPE command is running, that stage can make PUNCH empty its buffer by
writing a null record to PUNCH’s input stream. After the stage writes a null
record, it is assured that it can close the punch without loss of data.
4. PUNCH writes output records of any length; however, CP truncates records
after 80 bytes and does not issue a warning message.
5. Use the URO stage to create punch files that contain no-operation records
having command code X'03'.
6. PUNCH starts at commit level -2000000000. It commits to level zero when it
has determined that the device is not already in use by another stage, and
when a buffer has been allocated successfully.
7. See also PRINTMC, READER, XAB, and URO.
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Examples
Example 1
To punch an input file, enter the following commands:
pipe < PART INVENTRY | punch
cp close 000d name part inventry

The CP CLOSE command closes the punch file on virtual punch 000D and names
the file. Note that the file PART INVENTRY must not have carriage control
characters.
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QSAM



QSAM ddname



Purpose
Use the QSAM stage to get records from or put records to a physical sequential
data set using queued sequential processing. When QSAM is the first stage of a
pipeline, QSAM gets records from the specified data set and copies the records to
its primary output stream. When QSAM is not the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM
reads records from its primary input stream, puts the records to the specified data
set, and copies the records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
QSAM generates a 4-byte record header and a 4-byte block header when doing put
operations to data sets in variable formats V or VB. QSAM removes records
descriptor words when doing get operations.

Operands
ddname
is the DDNAME that references the data set or file to get records from or put
records to. Before issuing a PIPE command that contains a QSAM stage, a
data definition must be established with a FILEDEF command for the specified
DDNAME.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When a QSAM stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM reads records from
its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
When a QSAM stage is the first stage of a pipeline, QSAM writes the records it
gets from the data set to its primary output stream. When a QSAM stage is not the
first stage of a pipeline, QSAM copies its primary input stream records to its primary
output stream.

Usage Notes
1. QSAM does not delay the records.
2. If the QSAM stage is first in a pipeline and it discovers that its primary output
stream is not connected, the QSAM stage ends.
3. QSAM obtains all file characteristics for a file from its FILEDEF definition.
4. QSAM does not support writing data sets to OS disks.
5. Use the LABELDEF command in addition to a FILEDEF command to process
standard labeled tapes.
6. QSAM does not support spanned records; therefore, QSAM does not support
VS or VBS formats.
7. QSAM cannot read undefined-format data sets.
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8. QSAM starts on commit level -2000000000. It opens the data set and then
commits to level 0.
9. See also <, >, >>, FILEFAST, MEMBERS, LISTPDS, and PDSDIRECT.

Examples
Example 1
To copy the data in a CMS file with file mode A1 to an OS simulated data set
format file with file mode A4, enter a FILEDEF command and a PIPE command
similar to the following:
filedef sysin disk WILLS FILE1 A4 (recfm f lrecl 80
pipe < INPUT FILE A1 | pad 80 | chop 80 | qsam sysin

The FILEDEF command specifies that the file WILLS FILE1 A4 is fixed format with
a logical record length of 80. The first stage of the PIPE command reads INPUT
FILE A1. The PAD and CHOP stages pad or truncate the records read from INPUT
FILE A1 as necessary to make them 80 characters in length. The QSAM stage
writes the data to WILLS FILE1 A4.

Example 2
To copy the data in an OS simulated data set format file with file mode A4 to a
CMS file with file mode A1, enter a FILEDEF command and a PIPE command
similar to the following:
filedef sysin disk wills file2 a4 (recfm vb lrecl 84 blksize 844
pipe qsam sysin | > OUTPUT FILE A

The FILEDEF command specifies that the file WILLS FILE2 A4 is in variable
blocked format with a logical record length of 84 and a block size of 844. The first
stage of the PIPE command gets (reads) WILLS FILE2 A4. The second stage
writes the data to OUTPUT FILE A. Because QSAM removes the 4-byte record
header and 4-byte block header when doing get operations, the maximum length of
each record written to OUTPUT FILE A is 80 bytes.

Example 3
To read a file from an OS disk and copy the data it contains to a CMS file, enter a
FILEDEF command and a PIPE command similar to the following:
filedef sysin b dsn WILLS.TEST.FILE
pipe qsam sysin | > FROMOS OUTPUT A

The FILEDEF command defines data set WILLS.TEST.FILE. The PIPE command
creates variable format CMS file FROMOS OUTPUT A.
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QUERY

VERSION


Query


MSGlevel
MSGLIST
LEVEL

Purpose
Use the QUERY stage to display at the terminal or write to its primary output
stream, if connected, the version of CMS Pipelines, the message level, the list of
messages that have been issued, or the level of CMS Pipelines.
A QUERY stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
VERSION
displays or writes the version of CMS Pipelines.
Assuming the CP EMSG setting is set to ON, QUERY VERSION issues the
following message:
FPLINX086I CMS/TSO Pipelines, pppp-ppp version
(Version.Release/Mod) - Generated
dd mmm yyyy at hh:mm:ss:

Where:
pppp-ppp/pppp-ppp is the product number
version is the version, release and modification
dd mmm yyyy at hh:mm:ss: is the date and time the module was generated
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is displayed at the
terminal according to the CP EMSG setting.
If the primary output stream is connected, the 11-character prefix and the
message text are written to the primary output stream.
VERSION is the default value.
MSGlevel
displays or writes the message level.
Assuming the CP EMSG setting is set to ON, QUERY MSGLEVEL issues the
following message:
FPLINX186I PIPMOD MSGLEVEL 15

If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is displayed at the
terminal according to the CP EMSG setting. The message level is displayed as
a decimal number. In the message just shown, the message level is 15.
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If the primary output stream is connected, four bytes of binary data are written
to the primary output stream. The third and fourth bytes represent the message
level.
MSGLIST
displays or writes a list of the last 11 messages issued during the current
session. Certain informational messages, especially those describing the
condition under which the previous message was issued, may not be included
in this list.
Assuming the CP EMSG setting is set to ON, QUERY MSGLIST issues the
following message:
FPLINX189I Messages issued:. list

If the primary output stream is not connected, it is not recommended to use this
operand.
If the primary output stream is connected, a list of the messages is written to
the primary output stream. The list is 44 bytes long with four bytes for each
message. The leftmost message listed in the output stream is the oldest
message written and the rightmost message listed in the output stream is the
most recent message written.
The four bytes can be in one of two formats:
v A 4-digit message number is written in a special format resembling packed
decimal. For example, the 4-digit message 2672I is written to the output
stream as follows: X'002672C5'
v A 3-digit message number is written in EBCDIC. For example, the 3-digit
message 027E is written to the output stream as follows: X'F0F2F7C5'
LEVEL
displays or writes the level of CMS Pipelines.
Assuming the CP EMSG setting is set to ON, QUERY LEVEL issues the
following message:
FPLINX560I CMS/TSO Pipelines, pppp-ppp level hex

where hex is the level of Pipelines.
If the primary output stream is not connected, the message is displayed in
EBCDIC at the terminal according to the CP EMSG setting.
If the primary output stream is connected, four bytes of binary data,
representing the level of CMS Pipelines, is written to the primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
The QUERY stage writes records containing the information specified by the
operands to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to QUERY because it can be used only as
the first stage of a pipeline.
2. The QUERY stage starts at commit level -4. It commits to level 0 when the
argument keyword is validated.
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Examples
Example 1
To display the version of CMS Pipelines, issue one of the following stages:
pipe query

or
pipe query version
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READER

000C

(1)

PURGE

 READER


vdev

4KBLOCK
MONITOR

FILE spoolid

HOLD
NOHOLD

KEEP
NOKEEP

Notes:
1

PURGE is the default unless overridden by the reader characteristics.

Purpose
Use the READER stage to read data from a virtual card reader. When MONITOR or
4KBLOCK is not specified, READER reads a spool file and writes a record to its
primary output stream for each channel command word (CCW) in the spool file. The
data read from the spool file is deblocked and the first character of the record that
is written is the carriage control character followed by the data. When MONITOR or
4KBLOCK is specified, READER reads a spool file and writes records to its primary
output stream for each 4KB of data in the spool file. The data is not deblocked.
After reading the spool file, READER, by default, purges it. You may want to use
the HOLD or KEEP option to prevent the spool file from being purged.
READER can handle DUMP and MONITOR files using the 4KBLOCK or MONITOR
operand, respectively. A READER stage can be used only as the first stage of a
pipeline.

Operands
vdev
is a hexadecimal device number. If you do not specify vdev, 000C is the default
virtual device number.
4KBLOCK
indicates that records are written in 4KB segments to the pipeline. The file is
not deblocked when you specify the 4KBLOCK operand. Typically this operand
is used if the file does not contain unit records (for example, a DUMP file), but
can be used for any spool file except for a MONITOR file.
MONITOR
indicates that the first available monitor spool file is read. MONITOR writes 4KB
segments to the pipeline, similar to 4KBLOCK.
FILE
indicates that a particular reader file is read. The file is brought to the front of
the reader queue before the first block is read. The file cannot be in hold status
and the class of the file must match the class of the reader. If you do not
specify FILE, READER processes the first file not in hold status matching the
class of the reader.
spoolid
is the spool ID of the file to be read.
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HOld
NOHold
controls whether the spool file is retained in the reader after processing.
KEep
NOKeep
controls the keep status, which indicates whether the current spool file is to be
placed in user HOLD after processing.
PUrge
closes and purges the spool file on the specified device regardless of the keep
and hold settings for the device.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
When MONITOR or 4KBLOCK is not specified, READER writes a record to its
primary output stream for each CCW in the spool file. The first character of each
record written is the carriage control character. The data follows the carriage control
character. When MONITOR or 4KBLOCK is specified, READER writes records to its
primary output stream for each 4KB of data in the spool file. The data is not
deblocked.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to READER because it can be used only
as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the READER stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the READER stage ends.
3. The files in your reader queue are controlled through a combination of
READER options and the options in effect for the virtual reader on which they
are processed. If the PURGE option is specified, the spool file is purged. If
KEEP is specified as an option or is set for the virtual reader, the spool file is
retained in user hold status. If HOLD is specified as an option or is set for the
virtual reader, the spool file is retained but not put in user hold status. If
NOHOLD and NOKEEP are specified and are set for the virtual reader, the file
is purged. Table 11 summarizes the disposition of a reader file after it has been
processed, depending on the hold/keep settings specified for the reader, and
the READER options.
Table 11. Disposition of Reader Files Depending upon HOLD/KEEP Settings
READER Options
Device Options
Disposition
PURGE
Any setting
The file is purged.
KEEP
Any setting
The file is retained in user hold status. KEEP
status remains on the file.
HOLD
KEEP
The file is retained in user hold status.
HOLD
NOKEEP
The file is retained and remains eligible for
processing on your virtual reader.
NOHOLD/NOKEEP
KEEP
The file is retained in user hold status.
NOHOLD/NOKEEP
HOLD
The file is retained and remains eligible for
processing on your virtual reader.
NOHOLD/NOKEEP
NOHOLD/NOKEEP
The file is purged.

4. When MONITOR or 4KBLOCK is not specified, all CCWs are written, including
controls and no-operations.
5. The 4KBLOCK option should always be specified for DUMP files.
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6. When MONITOR or 4KBLOCK is not specified, READER adds trailing blanks
to the records when the spool file contains the original data length.
7. When processing is complete, READER terminates the spooling activity for the
reader.
8. If a spool file is a print file, you can use the PRINTMC stage to write a file
back to spool if it has been read by READER, as shown in the following PIPE
command:
pipe reader | printmc | ...

9. READER reads the first file that is not in hold status, and whose class
matches the class of the reader.
10. See the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide for an example of how to read a
NETDATA file into a pipeline.
11. READER does not support attached card readers, only virtual card readers.
12. READER starts at commit level -2000000000. It commits to level 0 when it has
determined that the device is not already in use by another stage.
13. See also PRINTMC, PUNCH, URO, and XAB.

Examples
Example 1
If a print file is the first file in your reader, you can use the following PIPE command
to create a file that contains ASA carriage control:
pipe reader | mctoasa | > FILEASA LISTING A

You could later print FILEASA LISTING A with proper spacing because the file
contains carriage control.

Example 2
To display the contents of a file in your reader, specify the spool ID of the reader file
and enter:
pipe reader file 103 | specs 2-* 1 | console

The SPECS stage removes the carriage control in column 1 of the file before the
records are displayed at the terminal.
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Purpose
Use the REVERSE stage to reverse the contents of records on a
character-by-character basis. The first character of the input record becomes the
last character of the output record, the second character becomes the
second-to-last character, and so on. REVERSE reads records from its primary input
stream and writes each record in reverse character order to its primary output
stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
REVERSE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
REVERSE writes each record in reverse character order to its primary output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. REVERSE does not delay the records.
2. If the REVERSE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the REVERSE stage ends.
3. When REVERSE reverses the order of characters in a record, any blanks that
are part of the record (including trailing blanks) are reversed as well.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command reverses the characters in a literal string:
pipe literal Peace on Earth!| reverse | console
!htraE no ecaeP
Ready;

Example 2
This example breaks up a single record into multiple records and then reverses the
contents of each of those records.
pipe literal abcde fghijk lmnop qrstuv wxyz| split | reverse | console
edcba
kjihgf
ponml
vutsrq
zyxw
Ready;

Note that the order of records remains the same, but the characters within each
record are reversed.
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Example 3
To find the records in the file INPUT FILE (shown in Figure 145) that end with
bing.edu, specify:
pipe < INPUT FILE | reverse | find ude.gnib| reverse | console
Annette Roberts ROBERTSA@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
Denise Jackson JACKSOND@ENDLOC2.cit.bing.edu
Jennifer Michaels MICHAELS@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
Ready;

This PIPE command reverses the contents of the records so the FIND stage can
select the records that end with bing.edu. The selected records are restored by
reversing them a second time. The concept used in this example is particularly
useful when the records are of variable or unknown length.

INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Diana Shay SHAYD@ENDLOC2.pip.brown.edu
Annette Roberts ROBERTSA@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
Denise Jackson JACKSOND@ENDLOC2.cit.bing.edu
Nancy Scott SCOTTN@ENDLOC3.pip.pitt.edu
Jennifer Michaels MICHAELS@ENDLOC1.cit.bing.edu
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 145. REVERSE Stage Example: Input File Contents
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REXX

(1)


REXX

fn
(
Fileid
Stream
(
Stream


)

string
)
Fileid

Fileid:
REXX *
fn
*
ft
fm

Stream:
*:
*.streamnum:
*.streamid:

Notes:
1

Typing the REXX stage may be optional if you are invoking a REXX program with a file type of
REXX. See the Purpose for details.

Purpose
Use the REXX stage to invoke a REXX program with any file type as a user-written
stage. The REXX program can be on an accessed disk or directory, or read from an
input stream. The default command environment in which the program runs
processes pipeline subcommands.
An explicit REXX stage is not required to invoke a REXX program that exists on an
accessed disk or directory and has a file type of REXX unless one of the following
is true:
v The name of the program is the same as the name of a stage
v The name of the program is the same as a program in an attached filter
package.
If you want to invoke a REXX program which has a name conflict with a built-in
stage, the REXX program must be invoked as an operand of the REXX stage.
When the REXX program is invoked with the REXX stage, the standard CMS
search order is used to search for the program with the specified file name and file
type. This allows the program you specified on the REXX stage to be the first one
encountered in the search, and therefore the program that gets executed. However,
when a REXX program is invoked without the REXX stage, CMS Pipelines
searches programs in attached filter packages and the built-in stages before using
the standard CMS search order to search for a program with the specified file name
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and a file type of REXX. This means that a built-in stage with the same name as
the user-written stage is executed since it is encountered first.

Operands
fn is the file name of the REXX program to be called when the program is not
read from an input stream. When the program is read from an input stream, fn
is the file name assigned to the program.
ft

is the file type of the REXX program to be called when the program is not read
from an input stream. When the program is read from an input stream, ft is the
file type assigned to the program. If you do not specify ft, a file type of REXX is
assumed.

fm is the file mode of the REXX program to be called when the program is not
read from an input stream. When the program is read from an input stream, fm
is the file mode assigned to the program. The default file mode is *. * means
that all accessed minidisks and directories are searched.
string
is the argument string to be passed to the REXX program.
*:

specifies the program is to be read from the REXX stage’s primary input
stream.

*.streamnum:
is a number identifying the specific input stream containing the program to be
read into the pipeline, where 0 is the primary input stream, 1 is the secondary
input stream, and so on. A colon must immediately follow streamnum with no
intervening blanks.
*.streamid:
references the particular input stream containing the program to be read, so the
input stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on the label in the
pipeline. For information about assigning a stream name for the PIPE stage,
see the streamid operand in Chapter 2, “PIPE Command Structure and Syntax,”
on page 13, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands, see the
streamid operand in “ADDPIPE” on page 712 and “CALLPIPE” on page 729
respectively. A colon must immediately follow streamid with no intervening
blanks.

Streams Used
Input Streams
When the program is read from an input stream, the REXX stage reads records
from the specified stream. The program invoked by the REXX stage can read from
any connected input stream.

Output Streams
The program invoked by the REXX stage can write to any connected output stream.

Usage Notes
1. REXX may delay the records depending on the user-written stage that it runs.
2. If the program is read from an input stream and the program reads from that
stream, the program receives an end-of-file condition.
3. The REXX stage starts at a commit level of -1. When the program is read from
an input stream, REXX commits to 0 before reading the program. When the
program is not read from an input stream, REXX commits to level 0 when the
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first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline
subcommand is issued unless the stage first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline
subcommand. The stage can issue COMMIT before READTO or OUTPUT to
test if another stage has returned with a nonzero return code on commit level
-1.

Examples
Example 1
To run MYPROG PIPEPROG as a user-written stage and to display the data written
to its primary output stream, issue the following:
pipe REXX (MYPROG PIPEPROG) | console

Note that you must specify the file type to execute MYPROG PIPEPROG. If you
specify only the file name, the file type defaults to REXX.

Example 2
To pass the file identifier INPUT FILE A as an argument string to the REXX program
PROCFILE PROG that you want to run as a user-written stage, issue:
pipe rexx (PROCFILE PROG) INPUT FILE A

Example 3
To determine if a REXX program has been invoked as a user-written stage, the
program can examine the seventh word of the response from a REXX PARSE
SOURCE instruction. If the seventh word is a question mark, the program was
invoked as a stage. For example, the following program invokes itself as a stage to
write Hello world! to the terminal:
/* HELLO EXEC */
signal on novalue
parse source . . $fn $ft . . how .
/* get fn ft and how called */
if how=’?’
/* if stage, output message */
then signal filter
/* else call self as stage */
/* and display message */
address command ’PIPE rexx (’ $fn $ft ’)|console’
exit RC
filter:
’output Hello world!’
/* write hello world to output */
exit RC

If the seventh word returned by PARSE SOURCE is a question mark, the exec is
running as a user-written stage. The REXX label filter: is signaled and the
OUTPUT pipeline subcommand is issued to write Hello world! to the stage’s
primary output stream.
If the seventh word returned by PARSE SOURCE is not a question mark, the exec
is running as a REXX program. It issues a PIPE command, which uses the REXX
built-in stage to invoke the exec as a user-written stage. The REXX stage is
followed by a CONSOLE stage, which receives output from the user-written stage
invoked by REXX and displays it on the terminal.

Example 4
The following PIPE command uses a LITERAL stage to write a REXX user-written
stage to the primary input stream of the REXX stage. The REXX stage reads its
primary input stream and runs it as a user-written stage. The CONSOLE stage
displays the resulting output.
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PIPE literal /* */ ’output Hello, John!’ | rexx *: | console
Hello, John!
Ready;

Return Codes
If the REXX program is found, the return code issued by the REXX stage is the
return code returned by the exit instruction of the specified REXX program.
Otherwise, the return code is passed back unchanged from the REXX/VM
interpreter or the compiler.
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0


REXXVARS


PRODUCER

invocnum

Purpose
Use the REXXVARS stage to get information about defined REXX variables. A
REXX environment must be active before REXXVARS can be used. A REXXVARS
stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
PRODUCER
specifies that the REXX environment to be searched is that of the stage
connected to the currently selected input stream of the stage that issued the
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand. PRODUCER can only be used in stages that
are run in a subroutine pipeline created by a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.
The CALLPIPE that issues the REXXVARS stage must come after a PEEKTO
pipeline subcommand, but before a READTO pipeline subcommand.
invocnum
is the number of REXX and EXEC 2 invocations (generations) to refer back
when retrieving information about variables. invocnum must be 0 or greater, and
less than or equal to the existing number of REXX and EXEC2 generations.
The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
v If invocnum is 0 and the REXXVARS stage is specified on a PIPE command
or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the variables are in the exec that issued
the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the REXXVARS stage is specified
on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage, the variables are
in the user-written stage that issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or
RUNPIPE stage.
v If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the
generation selected when invocnum is 0. The specified generation may
precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
The generation specified by invocnum must be a REXX exec (not an EXEC 2
exec). Any other generation may be a REXX exec or an EXEC 2 exec.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
REXXVARS writes a record to its primary output stream containing the source string
from the REXX environment. For each REXX variable in the program, REXXVARS
then writes two records to its primary output stream. Each record written begins
with a single character prefix followed by a blank. The prefix character identifies the
information that follows the blank. The prefix characters and their meanings are:
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Prefix

Meaning

s

The source string passed to the REXX program. This is the first
record written.

n

Variable name.

v

Value of the variable whose name is defined in the preceding
record. Only the first 512 bytes of data are written to the output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to REXXVARS because it can be used
only as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the REXXVARS stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the REXXVARS stage ends.
3. REXXVARS does not obtain information about EXEC 2 variables.
4. The output from REXXVARS must be buffered if other stages in the pipeline
access the REXX environment. For example, buffer REXXVARS output when
using STEM to return variables.
5. REXXVARS can be used to dump the contents of variables in the section of a
REXX program that handles syntax errors.
6. The output from REXXVARS must be buffered if other stages access the
environment. For example, REXXVARS output must be buffered when the
STEM stage is also being used.
7. REXXVARS cannot be used to obtain the default value assigned to a stem
because it does not distinguish between a default value and a compound
symbol with a null index. Use the VAR stage to obtain the default value of a
stem. For example, the following VARTEST EXEC returns the default value of
zero (0):
/* VARTEST EXEC */
array. = 0
/* default value */
inx = ""
array.inx = 1 /* compound symbol with a null index */
’PIPE var array. | console’
exit

8. REXXVARS will truncate the value returned if greater than 512 characters.
9. If REXXVARS is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand, REXXVARS retrieves information about variables in only the
variable environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was
issued.
10. REXXVARS starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment
exists (if it did not do so while processing its parameters). It gets a dummy
variable from the pool to ensure that it starts getting variables at the beginning
of the pool and then commits to level 0.
11. See also STEM, VAR, VARLOAD, and STACK.
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Examples
Example 1
The following exec sets several REXX variables and uses a PIPE command with a
REXXVARS stage to obtain information about those variables. A CONSOLE stage
is used to display the output from the REXXVARS stage shown in Figure 146.
/* SHOWVARS EXEC */
A=1
/* set some variables */
B=’Fred’
C=A+3
’PIPE rexxvars | console’ /* get information about variables and */
/* display it */
exit

showvars
s CMS COMMAND SHOWVARS EXEC A1 showvars CMS
n A
v 1
n C
v 4
n B
v Fred
Ready;
Figure 146. REXXVARS Stage Example: Terminal Output Resulting from SHOWVARS EXEC

Example 2
Given the following two programs, the PIPE command in PROG2 EXEC displays
information about the variable A that is set in PROG1 EXEC. The output from
PROG1 EXEC is shown in Figure 147. The REXXVARS 1 stage in PROG2 EXEC
specifies that information is to be obtained about variables in the program that
called PROG2 EXEC.
/* PROG1 EXEC */
A=1
’EXEC PROG2’
exit

/* set A=1 */
/* call exec PROG2 */

/* PROG2 EXEC */
’PIPE rexxvars 1 | console’

/* display information about variables */
/* set in caller (PROG1) */

exit

prog1
s CMS COMMAND PROG1 EXEC A1 prog1 CMS
n A
v 1
Ready;
Figure 147. REXXVARS Stage Example: Terminal Output Resulting from PROG1 EXEC

Example 3
The following PIPE command illustrates how to use the PRODUCER operand of
REXXVARS to obtain a variable from one stage and use it in another.
pipe stagea | stageb | console
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The contents of STAGEA REXX and STAGEB REXX are :
/* STAGEA REXX */
x = 1
/* set x to value of 1
*/
say ’This is STAGEA with x=’ x
’output from STAGEA REXX’
/* write from STAGEA REXX to */
/* output stream
*/

/* STAGEB REXX */
x = 2
/* set x to value of 2
’peekto in’
/* look at first record
say ’This is the output of REXXVARS PRODUCER 0:’
’callpipe rexxvars producer 0 | console’ /* retrieve information
/* about variables in
/* STAGEA REXX
’output’ in
/* write value of in
’readto in’
/* discard processed record

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

The following results are displayed on the console when the PIPE command is
issued:
pipe stagea | stageb | console
This is STAGEA with x= 1
This is the output of REXXVARS PRODUCER 0:
s CMS COMMAND STAGEA REXX A1 stagea ?
n X
v 1
from STAGEA REXX
Ready;

The PRODUCER operand in STAGEB REXX tells the REXXVARS stage to get the
information from the stage connected to the primary input stream of STAGEB
REXX, which in this example is STAGEA REXX. Even though STAGEB sets x=2,
the PRODUCER operand tells REXXVARS to go to STAGEA to get the value for x,
which in this example is 1. It also retrieves other information such as the source
string. Notice that the CALLPIPE in STAGEB REXX is preceded by a PEEKTO
subcommand and followed by a READTO subcommand.
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MSGlevel

decstring
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

TRACE
EVENTS

Purpose
Use the RUNPIPE stage to issue pipelines and intercept the CMS Pipelines
messages those pipelines produce as they run. RUNPIPE reads records from its
primary input stream and issues them as pipelines in the same way that the PIPE
command does, creating a new pipeline set for each record it reads. Each pipeline
issued by RUNPIPE runs until it completes. When a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE
produces an events or trace record, it waits while RUNPIPE writes that record to its
primary output stream, if connected, and then resumes when the record RUNPIPE
wrote is consumed. The MSGLEVEL setting allows you to control the CMS
Pipelines messages written to its primary output stream.
A RUNPIPE stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
MSGlevel
suppresses the issuing of certain messages for each set of pipelines run by
RUNPIPE. RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL also controls the messages issued from a
stage it runs that invokes an ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE subcommand. If
MSGLEVEL is not specified, the message level defaults to the global message
level setting specified in the pipeline issued by the RUNPIPE stage. The
message level setting can be specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are
issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
determine which additional messages are issued. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that determine which
additional messages are issued. The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the binary representation in quotation marks.
You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive
unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
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v A message level of 7 (X'07', B'111') issues messages FPL001I, FPL002I, and
either FPL003I or FPL004I in conjunction with other messages.
v A message level of 4 (X'04', B'100') issues message FPL003I or FPL004I in
conjunction with other messages.
v A message level of 2 (X'02', B'010') issues message FPL002I in conjunction
with other messages.
v A message level of 1 (X'01', B'001') issues message FPL001I in conjunction
with other messages.
If you specify a message level setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant setting
is a combination of the individual settings. For example, if you specify
MSGLEVEL 3, messages FPL001I and FPL002I are issued in conjunction with
other messages.
Note: If an operand or option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes
message FPL028I to be issued, message FPL001I will always be issued
at the initial start of each stage regardless of any message level setting.
TRACE
forces a trace of all stages running in the pipelines issued by RUNPIPE. The
trace cannot be disabled by options in the individual pipelines.
EVENTS
writes detailed records ready to be processed by other programs describing
each event in the processing of the pipeline issued by RUNPIPE. Refer to
“Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS” on page 475 for a
complete format description of each type of events record. The EVENTS
operand applies to all pipelines issued by RUNPIPE.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
RUNPIPE reads records from its primary input stream. The input records must be in
the same format as the string of operands and options on a PIPE command. Blank
and null input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
RUNPIPE writes an events or trace record produced by a pipeline it runs to its
primary output stream, if connected. When the record is consumed, control is
regained by the issued pipeline. RUNPIPE writes messages produced from
pipelines it runs to its primary output stream. The RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL setting
allows you to control the CMS Pipelines messages produced from pipelines run by
RUNPIPE. Regardless of the CP EMSG setting, all CMS Pipelines messages
produced by the issued pipelines (including any produced by the MESSAGE
pipeline subcommand) are written to the output of RUNPIPE, dependent upon
RUNPIPE’s MSGLEVEL setting. Both the message identifier and the message text
are included in the output records.

Usage Notes
1. RUNPIPE does not delay the records.
2. The first 10 or 11 characters of every message issued is the message identifier.
Programs that process these messages should be able to handle messages
with three- or four-digit message numbers.
3. RUNPIPE MSGLEVEL works in coordination with a MSGLEVEL setting on the
PIPE command that issued that RUNPIPE stage. RUNPIPE can suppress
messages returned from a stage it issued, messages that may be requested in
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4.

5.
6.

7.

the PIPE command’s global MSGLEVEL option, but it cannot request messages
that have already been suppressed in a PIPE command’s global MSGLEVEL
option. For example, if a PIPE command suppresses all messages (B'000'), its
global setting overrides any local MSGLEVEL setting of the RUNPIPE issued by
that PIPE command.
RUNPIPE displays the messages it obtains along with messages returned to it
from any stage invoking an ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE subcommand, dependent
upon their MSGLEVEL setting.
The REXX environment for a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE is the one in effect
for RUNPIPE.
A stall or error condition in a pipeline issued by RUNPIPE does not affect the
pipeline that contains the RUNPIPE stage, nor does it affect the pipeline being
run by RUNPIPE. RUNPIPE ignores errors when it is writing output records,
even errors that indicate a stall.
See also PAUSE and PIPCMD.

Examples
Example 1
The following XEDIT macro runs a PIPE command from an XEDIT session using
the RUNPIPE stage. Notice that REXX’s ADDRESS COMMAND instruction requires
the PIPE command to be entered in capital letters. The macro’s argument is the
pipeline to be run by RUNPIPE. The macro displays any CMS Pipelines error
messages or non-zero return codes as XEDIT messages.
/* PIPE XEDIT */
parse arg pipe
/* read pipeline passed as argument */
address command ’PIPE var pipe | runpipe | xmsg’
saverc=RC
if saverc¬=0
/* issue text and return code if return code is not 0 */
then ’emsg Return code:’ saverc’.’
exit saverc

Assuming you are editing your PROFILE EXEC with default editor settings, if you
enter on the command line the following PIPE command that has a misspelled CP
command:
pipe cp qery

it results in an XEDIT screen similar to the following:
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PROFILE EXEC
Return code: 1.

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 130

Trunc=130 Size=67 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
/* */
’CP SPOOL PRT CL A HOLD FOR ARTFUL CHAR GT12’
’CP SPOOL CONS * START’
’CP SCREEN ALL WHITE’
’CP SCREEN INREDISP GREEN’
’CP SCREEN STATAREA GREEN’
’SET RDYMSG SMSG’
’CP SET PF1 IMM #CP BEGIN’
’CP SET PF2 IMM #CP Q DASD’

Figure 148. RUNPIPE Stage Example: Error Message as XEDIT Output

Example 2
The following exec traces all stages in the pipeline issued by RUNPIPE by
specifying the TRACE operand on RUNPIPE. The exec uses the RUNPIPE stage to
issue a pipeline with a local NOTRACE option on one of the stages. The TRACE
operand on RUNPIPE overrides all global or local TRACE options. Issue the
TRACEALL EXEC with the following command:
traceall < AB FILE | sort | countwds | (notrace) console

/* TRACEALL EXEC */
parse arg pipeline
’pipe’,
’var pipeline’,
’| runpipe trace’,
’| > PIPELINE TRACE A’

/* read pipeline passed as argument */
/*
/*
/*
/*

get input pipeline
*/
execute the pipeline with TRACE */
write trace info to file rather */
than the terminal
*/

exit rc

The file PIPELINE TRACE A contains the trace messages from all of the stages:
the <, SORT, and CONSOLE stages and the user-written stage named
COUNTWDS REXX.

Example 3
The following exec executes a pipeline that inserts a global option TRACE at the
beginning of each of the pipelines RUNPIPE issues. The local NOTRACE option on
the CONSOLE stage called by RUNPIPE overrides the global option TRACE. The
exec places all resulting messages in the file PIPELINE TRACE A:
/* TRCESOME EXEC */
parse arg pipeline
pipeline = ’(trace)’ pipeline
’pipe’,
’var pipeline’,
’| runpipe’,
’| > PIPELINE TRACE A’

/* read pipeline passed as argument */
/* prefix pipeline with TRACE option */
/*
/*
/*
/*

get input pipeline
execute the pipeline with TRACE
write trace info to file rather
than the terminal

*/
*/
*/
*/

exit
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Figure 149 shows the terminal output resulting from using the TRCESOME EXEC
with the pipeline literal Hello out there! | (notrace) console. The file
PIPELINE TRACE A will contain the trace messages from only the LITERAL stage.

trcesome literal Hello out there! | (notrace) console
Hello out there!
Ready;
Figure 149. RUNPIPE Stage Example: Terminal Output Resulting from TRCESOME EXEC

Note: This exec will produce a syntax error if the pipeline argument you enter
contains other global options.

Example 4
The following exec uses the RUNPIPE stage with the EVENTS operand to issue a
pipeline and place events records showing data leaving stages in the output file
RUNPIPEV OUTPUT A.
/* RUNPIPEV EXEC */
pipeline = ’literal 1 2 3 4 5’,
’| split’,
’| console’,
’| hole’

/* input
/*
to
/*
run
/* to allow console to produce
/*
an output to the pipeline

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’var pipeline’,
/* get the pipeline to be run
*/
’| runpipe events’,
/* run the following pipeline
*/
’| f:frtarget locate 1.1 x05’,
/* split at end of scanner record*/
’| locate 1.1 x0B’,
/* select calling dispatcher rec */
’| locate 23.2 /PO/’,
/* select output records
*/
’| memory 17 13’,
/* get pipe record from storage */
’| l:lookup 5.4 5.4 master detail’,/*match a stage to each record */
’| specs 57.20 1’,
/* 20 bytes of stage
*/
’
/||/ 21’,
/* insert a | (self escaping)
*/
’
read’,
/* get the second record
*/
’
25.60 n’,
/* 60 bytes of data record
*/
’| literal ’,
/* provide a blank line
*/
’| literal Stage
||Data’,
/* provide the heading */
’| > RUNPIPEV OUTPUT A’,
/* write output file
*/
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline
*/
’ f:’,
/* records before end of scanner */
’| locate 1.1 x06’,
/* select scanner items
*/
’| locate 19.1 x01’,
/* select stage records
*/
’| memory 41 45’,
/* get stg cmd addr,len from stor*/
’| memory 49 53’,
/* get parameter string of stage */
’| l:’
/* provide MASTER records to the */
/*
LOOKUP stage */
Exit rc

The following user-written stage is called from the preceding RUNPIPE stage in
RUNPIPEV EXEC. It uses information in several events records to obtain the data
from a location in storage and place it at the end of the record. The record is then
written to its primary output stream.
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/* MEMORY REXX
*/
arg address length .
’callpipe (endchar ?)’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| o:fanout’,
/* make a copy of the records
*/
’| i:faninany’,
/* combine streams
*/
’| specs 1-* 1 read 1-* next’,/* combine both records into one
*/
’| *:’,
/* provide to calling pipeline
*/
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline
*/
’ o:’,
/* copy of records from fanout
*/
’| specs /callpipe (stagesep !)’, /* get information from storage*/
’
!storage/ 1’,
/* by creating a callpipe
*/
address’.4 c2x nextword’,
length’.4 c2d nextword’,
’
/!*:/ nextword’,
’| pipcmd’,
/* run the callpipe
*/
’| i:’
/* put back together
*/
Exit RC

After invoking RUNPIPEV EXEC, the console displays the following:
runpipev
Stage

|Data

literal 1 2 3 4 5
split
console
split
console
split
console
split
console
split
console
Ready;

|1 2 3 4 5
|1
|1
|2
|2
|3
|3
|4
|4
|5
|5

Return Codes
RUNPIPE ends immediately upon receipt of a negative return code. The return
code is the aggregate of the return codes from the pipelines issued by RUNPIPE.
The aggregate return code is the minimum return code if any return code is
negative. If no return code is negative, it is the maximum of the return codes
received.

Format of Output Records from RUNPIPE EVENTS
RUNPIPE EVENTS produces a detailed account of a running pipeline in a format
designed for processing by any type of program.
The EVENTS record contains detailed information about the pipeline and its
progress while running. The record format consists of an 8-byte header common to
all events records, followed by varying information defining each record type.
Layouts of each EVENTS record type are shown in Table 12 on page 476 through
Table 32 on page 484.
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Record Header
The format of the first eight bytes is common to all EVENTS records.
Table 12. Common Record Header
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

Record type. This byte contains a non-negative integer
that defines which particular events record is present. If
there is additional information defining the record, it
begins at offset 8.

1

1

X'00' indicates this record header format. A nonzero
value means the record is extended or contains
information different from what would normally define the
record.

2

2

Reserved.

4

4

Reference. A unique number defining a particular stage,
an argument string to the PIPE command, or a pipeline
consisting of a series of stages.

8

variable

Beginning of information that will vary with each record
type.

00—Message
This record is written when a message is issued. The message is suppressed.
Table 13. 00-Message
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'00' for message.

4

4

Reference. A unique number defining the issuing stage, if
known. This field contains binary zeros when the stage is
not known.

8

4

Zeros or the address of a character field containing the
module name.

12

4

The message number. If negative, there is a list of
variables to substitute. If positive, a single variable is
substituted.

16

8

Variable to substitute if the message number is positive.

16

4

Address of substitution list if the message number is
negative.

20

4

Number of items in the substitution list.

24

1

Number of bytes of substituted message text.

25

n

Substituted message text.

01—Begin Pipeline Set
Table 14. 01-Begin Pipeline Set
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Decimal Offset

Length

0

1

X'01' for Begin Pipeline Set.

4

4

Reference for the pipeline set.

8

4

The address of the initial pipe command.

12

4

The length of the initial pipe command.
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02—End Pipeline Set
Table 15. 02-End Pipeline Set
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'02' for End Pipeline Set.

4

4

Reference for the pipeline set.

8

4

Return code.

03—Enter Scanner
This record has no varying data. Information about the pipeline is described in a
group of records of events consisting of one record for the overall pipeline and a
record for each pipeline, stage, connector, and label reference. The scanner end
record identifies the end of the pipeline.
Table 16. 03-Enter Scanner
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'03' for Enter Scanner.

4

4

Reference for the pipeline.

04—Pipeline Vector
An information guide is set up for each pipeline set created by RUNPIPE’s scanner.
Table 17. 04-Pipeline Vector
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'04' for Pipeline Vector.

4

4

Reference for the pipeline set.

8

8

The eight characters 'pipedef '

16

1

The level of the scanner records.
01
02

17

1

Flag byte. A byte of all zeros indicates the pipeline was
issued by PIPE or RUNPIPE.
01
02

18

1

Initial specification.
This record is 40 bytes long.
The last two bytes contain zeros.
The record is 88 bytes long.

Function is CALLPIPE
Function is ADDPIPE

Flag byte representing a global option within the
argument string for the pipeline running.
01
02
04
10
20
80

option
option
option
option
option
option

TRACE
LISTERR
LISTRC
STOP
LONG (default)
LISTCMD

19

1

Reserved.

20

8

The option NAME. The value is truncated after eight (8)
bytes. Refer to offset 48 in this record, it contains a
pointer to the complete name.

28

2

Bits to turn on in the low-order halfword of the message
level.
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Table 17. 04-Pipeline Vector (continued)
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

30

2

Bits to clear in the low-order halfword of the message
level.

32

1

The stage separator character.

33

1

The end character. This byte contains a blank when no
end character is defined.

34

1

The escape character. This byte contains blank when no
escape character is defined.

35

3

Reserved.

38

2

Contains zero unless an internal pipeline was issued, in
which case this field contains the number of bytes that
follow.

40

4

Address of the original pipeline argument string.

44

4

The length of the original pipeline argument string.

48

4

The address of the name for the pipeline. The first 8
bytes of the name is found in offset 20.

52

4

The length of the name for the pipeline. This length may
be greater than 8.

56

32

Reserved.

05—Leave Scanner
The pipeline argument string is either disregarded or passed to the pipeline
dispatcher to run.
Table 18. 05-Leave Scanner
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'05' for Leave Scanner.

4

4

Reference for the pipeline argument string.

8

4

Return code. The pipeline argument string is disregarded
if this return code is not zero.

06—Scanner Item
The scanner items describe the beginning of a pipeline, a stage, a label reference,
or a connector. This variable length record contains four sections, one for each of
these items.
Note: Stage separators and characters designated to end a pipe command are
discarded once translated by the scanner.
Table 19. 06-Scanner Item
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Decimal Offset

Length

0

1

X'06' for Scanner Item.

4

4

Reference to the pipeline, except for record subtypes
(01-stage), where this defines the reference for the stage.

8

4

Pipeline number. The first pipeline has number one (1).

12

4

Stage number. This field is zero (0) in the pipeline begin
item.
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Table 19. 06-Scanner Item (continued)
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

16

2

Number of bytes in the remainder of the record.

18

1

Item type. This specifies whether the pipeline begin, stage,
label, or connector section contains the remaining data in
the record.

SECTION FOR PIPELINE BEGIN
18

1

X'00' specifies the beginning of a pipeline.

19

1

Reserved.

18

1

X'01' Stage.

19

1

Flag byte representing a global option within the argument
string for the pipe running.

SECTION FOR STAGE

01

option TRACE

02

option LISTERR

04

option LISTRC

10

option STOP

80

option LISTCMD

20

2

Bits to turn on in the low-order halfword of the message
level.

2

22

Bits to clear in the low-order halfword of the message
level.

24

8

Label or blank.

32

4

Stream identifier or zeros.

36

4

Entry point address or zero to resolve the entry point for
the stage.

40

4

Address of the stage.

44

4

Length of the stage.

48

4

Address of the argument string of a stage.

52

4

Length of the argument string of a stage.

18

1

X'02' Label reference.

19

1

Reserved.

20

4

Reference. The unique number defining the stage that this
label references.

24

8

The label being referenced.

32

4

Stream identifier or zeros.

SECTION FOR LABEL

SECTION FOR CONNECTOR
18

1

X'03' Connector.
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Table 19. 06-Scanner Item (continued)
Decimal Offset

Length

19

1

Description
Flag.
01

Input.

02

Output.

04

Conditional. Connect only if the referenced
stream exists. This flag applies only to encoded
pipeline argument strings.

20

4

Stream identifier or zeros.

24

4

Stream number.

07—Calling Syntax Exit
The pipe parser’s third pass is about to call a syntax exit. No record is produced to
indicate the return from the exit. If records of this type are produced, a nonzero
return code in record type 05 indicates that one or more syntax exits returned with
a nonzero return code.
Table 20. 07-Calling Syntax Exit
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'07' for Calling Syntax Exit.

4

4

Reference for the stage.

8

4

Address of work area allocated for stage.

12

4

Register 1. Depending on the programming language, this
may be a pointer to the stage’s work area or to a
parameter list.

16

48

Registers 0 through 11.

08—Start Stage
The pipeline dispatcher is about to call the initial entry point for a stage.
Table 21. 08-Start Stage
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'08' for Start Stage.

4

4

Reference for the stage.

09—End Stage
The stage returns to the pipeline dispatcher.
Table 22. 09-End Stage
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'09' for End Stage.

4

4

Reference for the stage.

8

4

Return code.

0A—Resuming Stage
The pipeline dispatcher is about to return control to a stage. The stage has
previously called a pipeline dispatcher service, referred to as a service call.
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Table 23. 0A-Resuming Stage
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'0A' for Resuming Stage.

4

4

Reference for the stage.

8

4

Return code.

12

4

Register 0.

16

4

Register 1.

20

2

Reserved.

22

2

Two-character service code for the previous service call
issued by the stage. Refer to the description in record
type 0B.

24

4

Number of the input stream that is currently selected by
the stage. Zero (0) indicates a stage with no input
stream.

28

4

Zero (0) indicates the currently selected input stream is
not defined. Negative one (-1) indicates the currently
selected input stream is not connected. A positive
number refers to the producer stage.

32

4

Stream number selected by producer. Negative one (-1)
indicates the previous field at offset 28 is not positive.

36

4

Number of the output stream that is currently selected by
the stage.

40

4

Zero (0) indicates the currently selected output stream is
not defined. Negative one (-1) indicates the currently
selected output stream is not connected. A positive
number refers to the consumer stage.

44

4

Stream number selected by the consumer stage.
Negative one (-1) indicates the previous field at offset 40
is not positive.

0B—Calling Dispatcher Service
A stage issues a service request to the pipeline dispatcher.
Table 24. 0B-Calling Dispatcher Service
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'0B' for Calling Dispatcher Service.

4

4

Reference for the stage.

8

4

Reserved.

12

4

Register 0.

16

4

Register 1.

20

2

Reserved.

22

2

Two-character service code for the previous service call
issued by the stage. Service code descriptions follow.

The service codes are:
CM

Issue Pipeline command. Register 1 contains the address of the command.
Register 0 contains the length of the command.

CT

Commit. Register 0 contains the commit level requested.
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ES

The stage returns on the initial call from the dispatcher. An end-stage
events record follows.

LO

PEEKTO.

MS

Miscellaneous services. The value in register 0 defines the service
requested as follows:
0

Stall the pipeline.

1

Suspend.

2

Set break wait flag. This signals whether or not to break from a wait
state when a record is received and consume it.

3

Clear break wait flag.

4

Process internal ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE requests that are
assembled into built-in programs.

5

Test if events are enabled. Register 1 contains the address of a
fullword into which the dispatcher stores the stage’s reference
number.

PA

Set parameter registers to their original values on entry to stage. (Not
used.)

PI

READTO. Register 1 contains the address of the buffer. Register 0 contains
the length of the buffer (zero means release input record).

PO

OUTPUT. Register 1 contains the address of the record. Register 0
contains the length of the record. When the stage resumes processing,
register 0 contains the number of bytes consumed. This is reflected in the
0A record type.

SA

STREAMSTATE. The value in register 0 indicates the side to test:
-1

Input.

-2

Output.

Register 1 contains the stream number or stream identifier (if the high-order
byte is nonzero).
SH

SHORT.

SL

SELECT. The value in register 0 indicates the side to select:
-1

Input.

-2

Output.

-3

Both.

-4

Any input.

Register 1 contains the stream number or stream identifier (if the high-order
byte is nonzero).

482

SN

STAGENUMBER.

SV

SEVER. The value in register 0 indicates the side to sever:
-1

Input.

-2

Output.
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WE

WAITECB. Register 0 contains the code to post when an input record
arrives (if the break-wait flag is enabled). Register 1 contains the address of
the PIPECB.

X

Set dispatcher exit. Register 0 contains the address of the exit routine, or
zeros.

0C—Pipeline is Stalled
This event has no varying data. A record with code X'0D' is written for each stage.
Table 25. 0C-Pipeline is Stalled
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'0C' for Pipeline is Stalled.

4

4

Reference for the set of pipeline argument strings.

0D—State of Stage
Table 26. 0D-State of Stage
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'0D' for State of Stage.

4

4

Reference for the stage.

8

4

Encoded state of stage.

12

8

Decoded state of stage.

0E—Pipeline Committing
Table 27. 0E-Pipeline Committing
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'0E' for Pipeline Committing.

4

4

Reference for the pipeline argument string.

8

4

The committed aggregate return code.

12

4

The level to which the pipeline is committed.

0F—Console Input
A CONSOLE stage that is first in a pipeline requires a record. The CONSOLE stage
that runs under control of RUNPIPE EVENTS does not read from the console; it
signals a console input event. The output of the CONSOLE stage within the pipeline
is not displayed online. A stage that processes the events records without their
being delayed from the RUNPIPE stage can store an input record in the input buffer
and set the number of bytes for the length of data in the buffer. If this events record
is consumed without a record being stored, the console stage assumes a null
record was entered.
Table 28. 0F-Console Input
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'0F' for Console Input.

4

4

Reference for the console stage.

8

4

Address of the input buffer.
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Table 28. 0F-Console Input (continued)
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

12

4

Maximum number of bytes allowed for the length of the
input buffer. The controlling stage can store less than this
number of bytes in the buffer.

16

4

Address of a fullword into which the controlling stage
should store the actual length of the input line (data).

10—Console Output
A console stage that is not first in a pipeline has read an input record. The console
stage issued from RUNPIPE EVENTS does not write to the terminal; it signals a
console output event. A stage that processes the events records without their being
delayed from the RUNPIPE stage can obtain the record from the buffer.
Table 29. 10-Console Output
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'10' for Console Output.

4

4

Reference for the console stage.

8

4

Address of the output buffer.

12

4

Length of the output buffer.

11—Pause
PAUSE has read an input record. A stage that processes the events records without
their being delayed from the RUNPIPE stage can now react to this event. The
PAUSE stage is resumed as soon as this record is consumed.
Table 30. 11-Console Output
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'11' for PAUSE.

4

4

Reference for the PAUSE stage.

12—Subroutine Pipeline Complete
This record is generated when all stages of a subroutine have ended and all
connections are either at end-of-file or restored to their original state.
Table 31. 12-Subroutine Pipeline Complete
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

0

1

X'12' for Subroutine Pipeline Complete.

4

4

Reference for the pipeline argument string.

8

4

The return code.

13—Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
This record is generated when a stage has issued the CALLPIPE command. A
type-12 record is generated when the stage is again ready to be dispatched.
Table 32. 13-Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete
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Decimal Offset

Length

0

1
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Description
X'13' for Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to
Complete.
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Table 32. 13-Caller is Waiting for Subroutine Pipeline to Complete (continued)
Decimal Offset

Length

Description

4

4

Reference for the stage that issued the CALLPIPE
command.

8

4

The reference value for the pipeline argument string that
the stage is currently waiting on.
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39 71 /*


*/

SCM


71 /* */
startcol
/* */
endcol
string1
string2

Purpose
Use the SCM stage to line up comments and complete unclosed comments in
programs written in languages such as C and REXX that require beginning and
ending comments.
An input record is copied unchanged to the output stream when:
v It has no beginning comment string
v It has an ending comment string that is after the last beginning comment string in
the line and the ending comment string is not at the end of the line.
When a line has only one beginning comment string and is the first nonblank string
on that line, the ending comment string is aligned with the ending column
(assuming the line does not extend beyond this column).
If the line contains nonblank characters before the last comment string and if the
instruction and comment parts are both shorter than the width of their respective
column ranges, the string is aligned within the specified columns.
If the instruction or the comment is longer than the column range allocated, but
combined are shorter than the area allocated, the comment is aligned to the right.
Otherwise the comment is appended to the instruction.

Operands
startcol
specifies the column number where a comment should begin when the REXX
instruction is short enough to leave room for alignment. The default is 39.
endcol
specifies the ending column number for the comment. The default is 71.
string1
specifies the beginning comment string. You cannot specify a blank within the
string. If string1 is not specified, the default is /*.
string2
specifies the ending comment string. You cannot specify a blank within the
string. If string1 is specified, but string2 is not specified, the default is a null
string. If neither string1 nor string2 is specified, then the default is */.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
SCM reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
SCM writes records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. SCM does not delay the records.
2. If the SCM stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
SCM stage ends.
3. SCM starts at commit level -1. It verifies its operands and then commits to level
0.

Examples
Example 1
To complete the unclosed comment, enter the following command:
pipe literal
/* Now we check a and b| scm | console
/* Now we check a and b
Ready;

*/

Example 2
To align the instruction and close the comment, enter the following command:
pipe literal

If a=b /* The same thing? | scm | console

If a=b
Ready;

/* The same thing?

*/

Example 3
This example shows how the SCM stage processes a file containing unmatched
comment lines.
TEST

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
/* what happens if the
comments are not arranged as you might assume?
*/
/* or
each line is
in one large comment
*/
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 150. SCM Stage Example: Input File Contents

When you enter the following PIPE command, the input file TEST DATA A is
processed by the SCM stage. The resulting output is written to the file SCM OUT A.
pipe < test data | scm | > scm out a
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SCM

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

OUT

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
/* what happens if the
*/
comments are not arranged as you might assume?
*/
/* or
*/
each line is
in one large comment
*/
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 151. SCM Stage Example: Output File Contents
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SNAKE

 SNAKE numcols


numrows

Purpose
Use the SNAKE stage to reformat records into one or more matrices. Each matrix is
of size numcols by numrows records. Each matrix is formed column by column
where a column is made up of sequentially read input records. When the number of
columns in a matrix equals numcols and there are more input records to read, the
next matrix is formed using the same procedure. If numrows is not specified, the
input records are formatted into 1 matrix with the smallest possible number of rows.
If numrows is specified, each matrix is formed column by column until the number
of columns equals numcols.

Operands
numcols
specifies the decimal number of columns to create. If the number of records in
the input file is not evenly divisible by the number of columns specified, the last
column is not full.
numrows
specifies the number of rows in each matrix of output records.
If you do not specify numrows, the number of rows is the number required to
format at least one record into the last column. SNAKE fills the last column as
much as possible. SNAKE reads the entire file to determine the number of
records and sets the number of rows accordingly. It chooses the smallest
possible number of rows.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
SNAKE reads the records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
SNAKE writes the multicolumn records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. SNAKE delays the records.
2. If the SNAKE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the SNAKE stage ends.
3. The following diagram shows how input data is formatted into a matrix if you
specify SNAKE 3:
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┌─────┐
┌──────────────────┐
│ a
│
│
┌──┐
┌─┐
│
│ b
│
│
│
│
│
│ c
│
┌────────────┐
│ a │ e
│ i
│
│ d
│
│
│
│ b │ f │ j
│
│ e
│-----│ SNAKE 3
│-------│ c │ g
│ k
│
│ f
│
│
│
│ d │ h │ l
│
│ g
│
└────────────┘
│ │ │ │
│
│
│ h
│
│ └──┘ └───┘
│
│ i
│
│col. col. col. │
│ j
│
│ 1
2
3
│
│ k
│
│
│
│ l
│
└──────────────────┘
└─────┘
input
output
stream
stream

The following diagram shows how the data is formatted if you specify SNAKE 2
2:
┌────┐
┌─────────────────┐
│ a │
│
┌─┐
│
│ b │
│
│
│
│ c │
┌────────────┐
│ a │ c row 1 │
│ d │
│
│
│ b │ d row 2 │
│ e │------│ SNAKE 2 2 │-------│ │ │
│
│ f │
│
│
│ └──┘
│
│ g │
└────────────┘
│
┌─┐
│
│ h │
│
│
│
│ i │
│ e │ g row 1 │
│ j │
│ f │ h row 2 │
│ k │
│ │ │
│
│ l │
│ └──┘
│
└────┘
│
┌─┐
│
input
│
│
│
stream
│ i │ k row 1 │
│ j │ l row 2 │
│ │ │
│
│ └──┘
│
│ col. col.
│
│ 1
2
│
└─────────────────┘
output
stream

4. If you specify numrows, then the first record of the output data in the first matrix
contains records 1, numrows+1, 2*numrows+1, and so on. (For example, if
numrows is 3, the first record in the output contains the records that are
numbered 1, 4, 7, and so on.) Thus, if the input records have been sorted, then
the columns on the page will be sorted downwards.
5. If the input stream consists of fixed-length records, SNAKE divides the records
among the specified columns and does not pad or truncate the records.
Therefore, the resulting output columns will line up corresponding to the way the
input stream records would line up.
If the input stream consists of variable-length records, the input records are
treated as variable-length character strings and the resulting output columns
may not line up. In this case, you may need to precede the SNAKE stage with a
CHOP or PAD stage depending on if you need to remove or add blanks to
make the columns line up.
6. SNAKE starts at commit level -1. It verifies its arguments and then commits to
level 0.
7. See also JOIN, JOINCONT, SPLIT, CHOP, PAD, STRIP, BLOCK, and
TOKENIZE.
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Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command arranges a series of blank-delimited character strings
into three columns:
pipe literal aaa bbb ccc ddd eee fff| split | snake 3 | console
aaaccceee
bbbdddfff
Ready;

The SPLIT stage divides its input record at blank characters and discards the
blanks to create multiple records.

Example 2
This example shows how the SNAKE stage can be used to transpose a matrix.
MATRIX

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 F 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 152. SNAKE Stage Example: Input File Contents

When you enter the following PIPE command, the matrix in the file MATRIX FILE A
is transposed and the output is displayed on the console.
pipe < matrix file | split | pad 3 | snake 4 6 | console
1 7 13 19
2 8 14 20
3 9 15 21
4 10 16 22
5 11 17 23
6 12 18 24
Ready;

Note that if the PAD stage was not used, the columns in the output records would
display without blanks between the characters in the output records.
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SOCKA2IP



SOCKA2IP



Purpose
Use the SOCKA2IP stage to convert a special sixteen-byte hexadecimal input
record, which is used by the UDP stage to create datagrams, to a human-readable
port number and IP (internet protocol) address; it converts a four-byte input record
to a readable IP address.

Input Record Format
When the input line is four bytes long, the input record contains the unsigned long
IP address to be converted.
Otherwise, the input record contains a sixteen-byte structure. Binary numbers are
stored in the network byte order.
0

2

2
4
8

2
4
8

The short unsigned number 2, which specifies that the addressing family is
AF_INET.
The short unsigned port number.
The long unsigned IP address.
Reserved. Binary zeros.

Output Record Format
When the input line is four bytes long, the output record contains a single word,
which is the IP address in dotted-decimal notation.
Otherwise, the output record contains three blank-delimited words:
1. The literal constant “AF_INET”.
2. The port number, which is in the range 0 to 65535, inclusive.
3. The IP address in dotted-decimal notation.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
SOCKA2IP reads a special sixteen-byte hexadecimal record on its primary input
stream. Null input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
SOCKA2IP writes a human-readable port number and IP address to its primary
output stream if it is connected.

Usage Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
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SOCKA2IP does not delay the record.
SOCKA2IP terminates when it discovers that its output stream is not connected.
The converse operation for SOCKA2IP is IP2SOCKA.
See also IP2SOCKA.
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Examples
To format a socket address structure:
pipe strliteral x0002001101020304 | pad 16 00 | socka2ip | console
AF_INET 17 1.2.3.4
Ready;
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SORT

Ascending


SORT

Padtype
COUNT
UNIQue


Descending
Group

Padtype:
NOPAD
PAD

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Group:

Ascending
 columnrange

Padtype
Descending

Purpose
Use the SORT stage to arrange records in ascending or descending order. SORT
reads records from its primary input stream and writes the records to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. SORT reads all records from its primary input
stream before it writes any records to its primary output stream.
By default, SORT compares the entire record to determine the order of records in
its output stream. However, you can specify one or more key fields to determine the
sequence of records in the output stream. A key field is a specific range of columns
within each record.

Operands
COUNT
specifies that each record in the output stream is prefaced with a 10-character
field that represents the number of records with identical key fields. The number
is right-justified with leading blanks. Records are considered to be identical if
the specified key fields contain the same data. If a key field is not specified,
records are considered to be identical if they contain exactly the same data.
When COUNT is specified, only the first record is retained; duplicate records
are discarded.
UNIQue
writes all unique records and the first record of each set of duplicate records to
the output stream. Records are considered to be identical if the specified key
fields contain the same data. If a key field is not specified, records are
considered to be identical if they contain the same data.
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NOPAD
specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before
they are compared with longer key fields in other records. The NOPAD operand
can be specified in two positions on the SORT stage:
v If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is
not specified, NOPAD applies to the entire record. This is the default.
v If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD only applies to that
particular key field.
PAD
specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they
are compared with longer key fields in other records. The PAD operand can be
specified in two positions on the SORT stage:
v If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not
specified, PAD applies to the entire record.
v If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD only applies to that particular key
field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar, used for padding. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that blanks are used for padding.
Ascending
sorts records in ascending order. The ASCENDING operand can be specified in
two positions on the SORT stage:
v If ASCENDING is specified and columnrange is not specified, ASCENDING
applies to the entire record. This is the default.
v If you specify ASCENDING after columnrange, ASCENDING only applies to
that particular key field. This is the default.
Descending
sorts records in descending order. The DESCENDING operand can be specified
in two positions on the SORT stage:
v If DESCENDING is specified and columnrange is not specified,
DESCENDING applies to the entire record.
v If you specify DESCENDING after columnrange, DESCENDING only applies
to that particular key field.
columnrange
defines a key field to sort on. If you do not specify columnrange, the complete
record is compared. You can specify columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal
to or greater than column1.
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column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2
is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with column number column2, inclusive.
*-* is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231-1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one,
you must place at least one blank between each columnrange you specify.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
SORT reads all records from its primary input stream before writing any output
records.

Primary Output Stream
After sorting the records read from the input stream, SORT writes the records to its
primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. SORT delays the records until end of file is reached.
2. If you do not specify COUNT or UNIQUE, records that are identical or have
specified key fields that are identical remain in the same order as in the input
stream.
3. If the key fields in two records are of differing lengths when SORT is
determining their order in the output stream, a position that is not present in one
record is less than the contents of a record that has any character in that
position. Use the PAD operand to extend a key field with a specific character.
4. See also MERGE and UNIQUE.

Examples
Example 1
To arrange a list of reader files in ascending order according to file size (columns
21 through 28), enter:
pipe cp query reader │ drop 1 │ sort 21.8 │ console

The DROP stage removes the first record, which contains the heading, so that it is
not included in the sort. Figure 153 on page 497 shows the CP QUERY READER
command and the terminal output. Figure 154 on page 497 shows the sorted list of
files after entering the PIPE command.
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query reader
ORIGINID FILE
RSCS
1056
RSCS
2033
RSCS
1196
JOHNSON 1287
WILLIAMS 2041
RSCS
1057
Ready;

CLASS
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN
A PUN

RECORDS
00002017
00000095
00000002
00010009
00000015
00002288

CPY
001
001
001
001
001
001

HOLD
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

FORM
STD
STD
STDN
STD
STDN
STDN

DEST
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

KEEP
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

MSG
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Figure 153. SORT Stage Example: CMS QUERY READER Command and Terminal Output

pipe cp query
RSCS
1196
WILLIAMS 2041
RSCS
2033
RSCS
1056
RSCS
1057
JOHNSON 1287
Ready;

reader │ drop 1 │ sort 21.8 │ console
A PUN 00000002 001 NONE STDN
OFF
A PUN 00000015 001 NONE STDN
OFF
A PUN 00000095 001 NONE STD
OFF
A PUN 00002017 001 NONE STD
OFF
A PUN 00002288 001 NONE STDN
OFF
A PUN 00010009 001 NONE STD
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Figure 154. SORT Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

If you use the input records shown in Figure 153, and specify the COUNT operand
with a key field that includes only the file origin (columns 1 through 8), the PIPE
command writes the following records to the terminal:
pipe cp query rdr | drop 1 | sort count 1-8 | specs 1-10
1 JOHNSON 1287 P PUN 00010009 001 NONE STD
4 RSCS
1056 P PUN 00002017 001 NONE STD
1 WILLIAMS 2041 P PUN 00000015 001 NONE STDN
Ready;

1 11-* 12 | console
OFF
OFF OFF
OFF
OFF OFF
OFF
OFF OFF

Figure 155. SORT Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

The SPECS stage repositions the output records and places a blank between the
count and the remainder of the record.
Note that the first record that contains RSCS in columns 1 through 8 is written to the
output; the other records that contain RSCS are discarded.

Example 2
In this example, two key fields are defined; the first one in descending order and
the second in ascending order (by default). Figure 156 on page 498 shows the input
file and Figure 157 on page 498 shows the output file after entering the following
PIPE command:
pipe < ADDRESS FILE │ sort 49-61 descending 34-45 │ > ADDRSORT FILE A
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ADDRESS

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
John M.
40 Love Court
Douglaston
New York
Arnold P.
350 Yard Drive
Pebble Beach
California
Joe F.
111 Ringside Street Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
Earl A.
24 Bowling Lane
Cincinnati
Ohio
Larry B.
3 Point Road
Boston
Massachusetts
Mike S.
20 Shortstop Road
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
Joe N.
19 Jet Drive
New York
New York
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 156. SORT Stage Example: Input File Contents

ADDRSORT FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Mike S.
20 Shortstop Road
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
Joe F.
111 Ringside Street Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
Earl A.
24 Bowling Lane
Cincinnati
Ohio
John M.
40 Love Court
Douglaston
New York
Joe N.
19 Jet Drive
New York
New York
Larry B.
3 Point Road
Boston
Massachusetts
Arnold P.
350 Yard Drive
Pebble Beach
California
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 157. SORT Stage Example: Output File Contents
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SPECS

STOP ALLEOF


 SPECs
STOP

ANYEOF
n

Group
READ
READSTOP
WRITE
SELECT
streamnum
streamid
PAD char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE
WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS



char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Group:
Input

Conversion

Output

Alignment

Input:
(1)
Words

wnumberrange
(1)

Fields
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
FROM 1
BY 1
RECNO
FROM fromnum
BY bynum
TODclock

Notes:
1

Blanks are optional in this position.
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Conversion:

STRIP

C2B
C2D
C2F
C2I
C2P
(1)
(scale)
C2V
C2X
B2C
D2C
F2C
I2C
P2C
(1)
(scale)
V2C
X2C
f2t

Output:
Next
(1)
.n
NEXTWord
NWord

(1)
.n

columnrange

Alignment:

Left
Center
Right

Notes:
1

Blanks are not allowed here.

Purpose
Use the SPECS stage to rearrange the contents of records. SPECS reads records
from its primary input stream, by default, or from the one or more input streams
specified by the operands. SPECS writes records to its primary output stream.
SPECS constructs one or more output records on a field-by-field basis. The output
fields can come from input record fields (from one or more input records), literal
values, the record number, or the time-of-day clock. The data may be converted
into a different format before it is placed in the output record. The output data can
be left-aligned, centered, or right-aligned in the output field.
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The basic format of the SPECS stage is:

 SPECS  input

output
conversion


alignment

input

is literal data or the location of data in the input record you specify.
For example, you can specify the string ABC or columns 1 through 5
of the input record.

conversion

is the type of conversion you can specify to change the format of
the input data. For example, input records in binary integer format
can be converted to a printable decimal string.

output

is the location where the data will be placed. For example, the data
can begin in column 3 of the output record.

alignment

is the type of alignment you can specify for the data written to the
primary output stream. You can specify the output data to be
left-aligned, centered, or right-aligned.

Other operands allow you to:
v Specify more than one input stream
v Specify a character to be used for padding
v Write pieces of multiple input records to a single output record
v Write multiple output records from a single input record.
The following is an example of a SPECS stage:
... | specs 1-*
│
│
│
input ──────────┘

x2c
│
│
│
│
│
─────────┘

5 right | ...
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
conversion
│
│
│
│
output ────────────────┘
│
│
alignment ─────────────────┘

Operands
Note: The definitions of most of the operands begin with a notation that describes
if the operand can be used to define input, conversion, output, or
alignment. The operands that do not begin with this notation do not fall into
one of those categories.
STOP ALLEOF
specifies that SPECS stops processing records when it determines that all input
streams being used are at end of file. STOP ALLEOF is the default.
STOP ANYEOF
specifies that SPECS stops processing records when it encounters the first
input stream at end of file.
STOP n
specifies that SPECS stops processing records when the specified number of
input streams (n) are at end of file, or when all streams used are at end of file.
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Words
(input) defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited
character strings (words). The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines
the character that delimits words. For example, the input character string in the
following PIPE command consists of 4 words that are separated by a blank:
pipe literal abc def ghi jkl | specs words 2-4 1 | console
def ghi jkl
Ready;

The operands WORDS 2-4 specify the second, third, and fourth words in the
string as the input data for the SPECS stage.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first
word in that record begins in the position immediately following the delimiter or
delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. The following example shows both types of null words:
pipe literal ?abc?def??ghi?jkl | specs ws ? words 2-4 1 | console
def??ghi?jkl
Ready;

Fields
(input) defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited
fields. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that delimits
fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two fields separated by a dash
(-):
pipe literal ab cd-ef gh |specs fs - field 1 1 field 2 10 |console
ab cd
ef gh
Ready;

The operands FIELD 1 1 specify that the first field, ab cd, is placed in column 1
of the output record, and FIELD 2 10 specifies that the second field, ef gh, is
placed in column 10 of the output record.
A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the
first field. Two delimiters without data between them is considered a null field.
The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef| specs fs ? f1 1 f2 2 f3 5 f4 9 f5 14 | console
ab cd
ef
Ready;

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
(input) defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word
numbers, field numbers, or column numbers. The location is relative to the
beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range indicates
that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range is
relative to the beginning of the record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location
(input) is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location
is relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
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-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
(input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and
ending with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to the
beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2),
location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you
specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that is, you
use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or
equal to location1. For example, the following PIPE command specifies the
last eight columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDEFGHIJKLMN| specs -8;-1 1 | console
GHIJKLMN
Ready;

If you specified WORDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last word and the second-from-last word as the input location:
pipe literal ABC DEF GHI JKL MNO| specs words -3;-2 1 | console
GHI JKL
Ready;

If you specified FIELDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last field and the second-from-last field as the input location:
pipe literal ab?cd?ef?gh?ij| specs fs ? fields -3;-2 1 | console
ef?gh
Ready;

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the
position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the position in
the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input
record to SPECS are rearranged if you specify -8;6 for an input record that
contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after location2 in the
record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
(input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and
ending with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
(input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first
column, word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* (input) is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first
column, word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word,
or field of the record, inclusive.
location1.n
(input) is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1.
You can specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
/(diagonal)
(input) is a nonblank delimiting character that does not appear within string.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character if string is specified more
than once in a SPECS stage. For example,
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... | specs /abc/ 3 ,xyz, 8 | ...

is the same as
... | specs /abc/ 3 /xyz/ 8 | ...

You cannot use a W, w, B, b, X, x, H, h, F, or f for a delimiting character.
Note: Caution must be exercised when using a REXX variable to supply data
to the SPECS stage. If the variable contains any characters that are
significant to CMS Pipelines (such as a stage separator), unpredictable
results can occur. Better alternatives for pulling variable data into the
input stream are the VAR, STEM and STACK stages.
string
(input) specifies a string of characters that defines the input data. The data
defined by string is written to the output record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
(input) specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
defines the input data. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
The data defined by hexstring is written to each output record. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
(input) specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines the input
data. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. The data defined by
binstring is written to each output record. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
RECNO
(input) specifies that the record number of each record (where, by default, the
first record number is 1, incrementing by 1 for each subsequent record) is the
input data. The record number is written to each output record. The record
number is a 10-character field. The number is right-aligned with leading blanks.
For example, the two records generated by the following PIPE command
contain the record number:
pipe literal ABC | literal XYZ | specs recno 1 1-* 12 | console
1 XYZ
2 ABC
Ready;

FROM fromnum
specifies the record number for the first record. The default is FROM 1.
For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 10 1 1-* 12 | ...

the first record is record number 10, the second record is 11, and so on.
You can specify fromnum as a negative number. If it is negative, a leading
minus sign is inserted in front of the most significant digit in the record number.
The minus sign is dropped if the number has 10 significant digits.
BY bynum
specifies the increment for the record numbers. The default is BY 1.
For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 10 by 2 1 1-* 12 | ...
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the first record is record number 10, the second record is 12, the third record is
14, and so on.
You can specify bynum as a negative number. For example, if you specify:
... | specs recno from 100 by -2 1 1-* 12 | ...

the first record is record number 100, the second record is 98, the third record
is 96, and so on.
If the record number is negative, a leading minus sign is inserted in front of the
most significant digit in the record number. The minus sign is dropped if the
number has 10 significant digits.
TODclock
(input) specifies that each input record written to the output stream has a 64-bit
binary field containing the value of the time-of-day clock that was stored when
the corresponding set of input records started getting processed. The
time-of-day clock is the time at the primary meridian. A local time zone offset is
not applied. However, if you want to convert this timestamp, see the
DATECONVERT stage.
If you specify the WRITE operand to write more than one output record from a
set of input records, the time-of-day value remains constant while the set of
output records is built. See the IBM ESA/390™ Principles of Operation book for
a description of the time-of-day clock.
STRIP
(conversion) specifies that the input data is stripped of leading and trailing
blanks before being converted and placed in the output field. For example,
... | specs 6.8 strip c2x 1 | ...

removes leading and trailing blanks from the input data and then converts it to
hexadecimal.
Note: The following C2x conversions convert data from an internal (binary)
representation to a format that can be printed or displayed.
C2B
(conversion) converts input data bytes (character) to binary. Each byte is
converted to its 8-character binary equivalent. For example:
Input
C2B
----- ----------A converts to
13 converts to

Output
---------------11000001
1111000111110011

C2D
(conversion) converts input data that is in System/390® internal format for
binary integers (with negative numbers in twos-complement notation) to a
decimal character string.
Note the following when converting with the C2D operand:
v Numbers must be within the 32-bit precision of the fixed-point instruction set.
v Input fields that are longer than 4 characters are only allowed if the leading
characters represent a sign extension of the fourth-to-last character. The
result is 11 characters right-aligned with leading blanks.
v Negative numbers have a leading minus sign immediately in front of the first
significant digit.
v Positive numbers and 0 are unsigned.
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v Unlike REXX C2D, there is always an implied length to the input. Therefore,
the leftmost character in the input data controls the sign of the result.
C2F
(conversion) converts input data that is in System/390 internal format for long
floating-point numbers to scientific notation.
Note the following when converting with the C2F operand:
v The input field must be from 2 to 8 bytes in length; a field shorter than 8
bytes is padded on the right with binary zeros.
v Exact zero (positive or negative) is converted to the single character, 0. All
other numbers are converted to a 22-character string where the number is in
scientific notation.
v Numbers in scientific notation have a leading sign, one significant digit before
the decimal point, and a 15-digit fraction.
v Numbers in scientific notation with an absolute value from 1 to 10 have 4
trailing blanks.
v Scientific notation 10 and greater are represented with a positive exponent.
v Numbers in scientific notation less than 1 are represented with a negative
exponent.
v C2F conversion can show the effect of rounding errors in the least significant
digit when the exponent is close to the limits of the representation.
C2I
(conversion) converts input data which is MVS Julian date format to
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (or sorted) format.
Note the following when converting with the C2I operand:
v The format of the input data (MVS Julian date) is:


yyddds
cc


hh
mm
ss

Thus, the input data can contain between three and seven characters where:
– Each two digits represents eight bits (for example, yy is eights bits)
– cc, if present, is the number of centuries beyond 1900
– yy is the last two digits of the year
– ddd is the Julian day
– s is the sign (which must be X'F')
– hh, if present, is hours
– mm, if present, is minutes
– ss, if present, is seconds.
v The output field contains at least eight characters for the date, expressed in
printable ISO format: yyyymmdd. (Each output digit is a readable EBCDIC
character.) Additional characters in the form hhmmss are appended when the
input field contains a timestamp.
v The following PIPE commands perform C2I conversions:
pipe strliteral x93063f| specs 1-* c2i 1 | console
19930304
Ready;
pipe strliteral x0100132f073000| specs 1-* c2i 1 | console
20000511073000
Ready;
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C2P
C2P(scale)
(conversion) converts input data which is a packed decimal number to a
printable form.
Note the following when converting with the C2P operand:
v The input field must contain a valid IBM System/390 packed decimal number
(but it is not restricted in length).
v Parentheses containing a scale factor (scale) may be appended to the C2P
operand. (Do not put any blanks between C2P and (scale).) When no scaling
is specified, the scaling is assumed to be zero. A positive scaling indicates
the number of decimal places; a negative scaling represents additional orders
of magnitude in the number.
v The output field contains a sign (plus or minus), the integer part of the
number (if any), a decimal point (if the scale is specified), and the decimal
fraction (if the scale is specified).
C2V
(conversion) converts input data which is a character string prefaced by the
length of the string to the character string only.
Note the following when converting with the C2V operand:
v The preface of the input data that indicates the length of the string is 2 bytes
in length and in binary format. The number may be in the range 0 through
65535 inclusive.
v The number of characters in the output character string is the number
defined by the 2-byte length from the input data.
v An error results if the length specified by the first 2 bytes of the input field is
greater than the length of the input field minus 2. If, for example,
– 40 is the length specified by the first 2 bytes of the input field
– 34 is the length of the entire input field
then an error message results because 32 (34 minus 2) is less than 40.
C2X
(conversion) converts input data from bytes (character) to hexadecimal
representation. The output data contains 2 characters (the hexadecimal
equivalent) for each input byte. For example:
Input
----AB
23

C2X
Output
----------- -----converts to C1C2
converts to F2F3

Note: The following x2C conversions convert data from a format that can be
printed or displayed to an internal (binary) representation.
B2C
(conversion) converts input data from binary to byte (character) representation.
For example:
Input
B2C
Output
--------------- -----1100100010001001
converts to Hi
111100011111000011100111 converts to 10X

Note the following when converting with the B2C operand:
v The input data must consist entirely of the characters 0 or 1 and its length
must be a multiple of 8.
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v The output data consists of 1 character for every 8 characters in the input
data.
D2C
(conversion) converts input data that is a signed or unsigned decimal integer to
a fullword binary number in System/390 internal representation.
Note the following when converting with the D2C operand:
v The decimal integer may contain leading and trailing blanks. Blanks are also
allowed between the sign and the number.
v The output data is 4 bytes with the number in binary using twos-complement
notation for negative numbers. The number must be within the 32-bit
precision of a fullword (4 bytes).
F2C
(conversion) converts input data that is a floating-point number from an external
representation (scientific notation) to the System/390 internal representation of a
long floating-point number.
Note the following when converting with the F2C operand:
v The input data can be signed and can have an exponent.
v The resulting internal floating-point number is 8 bytes in length.
v Conversion to floating-point format is, in most cases, accurate within
rounding of the least significant bit.
I2C
(conversion) converts input data which is ISO timestamp format to MVS Julian
date format.
Note the following when converting with the I2C operand:
v The input data (ISO timestamp) must consist of readable EBCDIC characters
in the following format:


yymmdd
yy


hh
mm
ss

v The length in bytes of the input field must be even, between 6 and 14. When
the input field is 6 characters long, a 3-byte output field is generated. When
the input field is 8 characters in length or longer, the first 4 characters specify
the year.
v The output field contains the MVS Julian date in the form:


yyddds
cc


hh
mm
ss

Where:
– Each two digits represents eight bits (for example, yy is eight bits)
– cc, if present, is the number of centuries beyond 1900
– yy is the last two digits of the year
– ddd is the Julian day
– s is the sign (which is X'F')
– hh, if present, is the hours
– mm, if present, is the minutes
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– ss, if present, is the seconds.
P2C
P2C(scale)
(conversion) converts input data which is in printable form to packed decimal
numbers.
Note the following when converting with the P2C operand:
v The input field consists of an optional sign, an optional integer, and an
optional decimal fraction. Blanks are allowed before and after the number,
and between the sign and the number.
v Parentheses containing a scale factor (scale) may be appended to the P2C
operand. (Do not put any blanks between P2C and (scale).) When no scale
factor is present, the packed number contains all digits from the input field,
right-aligned. When a negative scale factor is specified, that number of
integer digits are truncated on the right (the fraction is ignored). When a
positive scale factor is specified, the fraction is truncated or padded with zero
on the right to this number of digits. When 0 is specified for the scale factor,
the digits after the decimal point are truncated.
v The PAD 00 and RIGHT operands are required when an output range is
specified that is greater in length than the resulting output. For example,
pipe < in file a | specs pad 00 49.5 p2c 1.5 right | > out file a

PAD 00 and RIGHT ensure that the packed decimal is padded with leading
nulls (X'00') instead of leading blanks (X'40').
V2C
(conversion) converts input data that is a character string to a character string
prefaced by the length of the string.
Note the following when converting with the V2C operand:
v The preface of the output data that indicates the length of the string is 2
bytes in length.
v The maximum input data length is 65535 bytes.
X2C
(conversion) converts input data from hexadecimal character strings to bytes
(characters). For example:
Input
----C1C2
F1F5F8

X2C
Output
----------- -----converts to
AB
converts to
158

Note the following when converting with the X2C operand:
v The input data must contain an even number of hexadecimal characters.
v Blanks are allowed in the input data but only between byte boundaries;
blanks are not allowed at the beginning or end of the data.
v The resulting output data is a character string where each character
represents 2 hexadecimal characters from the input data.
f2t (conversion) converts input data directly from one printable format f to another
printable format t. Table 33 on page 510 shows the possible values for f (From)
and t (To).
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Table 33. Valid Printable to Printable Conversion Combinations
To D

To X

To B

To F

To V

To P

To I

From D

—

D2X

D2B

—

—

—

—

From X

X2D

—

X2B

X2F

X2V

X2P

X2I

From B

B2D

B2X

—

B2F

B2V

B2P

B2I

From F

—

F2X

F2B

—

—

—

—

From V

—

V2X

V2B

—

—

—

—

From P

—

P2X

P2B

—

—

—

—

From I

—

I2X

I2B

—

—

—

—

Note: The — means the combination is not valid. (For example, D2F is not a valid
combination.)

If you use an f2t combination that converts to or from P, you can also specify a
scale factor. Parentheses containing a scale factor (scale) may be appended to
the f2t operand. (Do not put any blanks between the conversion name and
(scale).)
NEXT
(output) specifies that the output field begins in the next position in the output
record.
Specify .n immediately after the NEXT operand to indicate a length (number of
columns to be used) for the output data. There cannot be any blanks between
NEXT and .n.
In the following PIPE command, SPECS writes abc in column one of the output
record, and then takes the whole record currently in column one (pipeline) and
places it in the next position in the output field:
pipe literal pipeline| specs /abc/ 1 1-* next | console
abcpipeline
Ready;

.n (output) specifies the output data length (where n is the number of columns)
after the operands NEXT, NEXTWORD, or NWORD. There cannot be any
blanks between NEXT, NEXTWORD, or NWORD and .n, for example:
pipe literal Pipelines are| specs 1-* 1 /fun to learn/ next.3 | console
Pipelines arefun
Ready;

NWord
NEXTWord
(output) specifies that the output field is to begin in the column that is one after
the next available column. A blank is placed in the next available column.
Specify .n immediately after the NEXTWORD or NWORD operand to indicate a
length for the output data; the length you specify does not include the blank that
separates the output data. There cannot be any blanks between NEXTWORD
or NWORD and .n.
The SPECS stage in the following PIPE command writes its input data,
Princeton, beginning in the first column of the output record and then writes the
character string University one space after the next available column in the
output record:
pipe literal Princeton| specs 1-* 1 /University/ nextword | console
Princeton University
Ready;
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Specifying NEXTWORD.1, as shown in the following PIPE command, writes the
first character, U, one space after the next available column in the output record:
pipe literal Princeton| specs 1-* 1 /University/ nextword.1 | console
Princeton U
Ready;

columnrange
(output) defines a range of columns that can be used to specify a location of
the output data. You can specify columnrange as follows:
column
(output) is a single column number.
column1-column2
(output) is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and
ending with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be
numerically equal to or greater than column1.
*-column2
(output) is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record
and ending with column number column2, inclusive.
column1.n
(output) is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1.
You can specify any number from 1 to 231 - 1 for n.
Left
(alignment) specifies that the output data is left-aligned within the output field.
When there is no conversion of the input data, leading and trailing blanks are
stripped before alignment. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C,
F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and
trailing blank characters before alignment. When the conversion is D2C, F2C,
I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading and trailing
blanks before alignment.
If the data is too large for the specified output field, the right-most data is
truncated to fit the output field.
Center
(alignment) specifies that the output data is centered within the output field.
When there is no conversion of the input data, leading and trailing blanks are
stripped before centering. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C,
F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and
trailing blank characters before centering. When the conversion is D2C, F2C,
I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading and trailing
blanks before centering.
If the data is too large for the specified output field, data is truncated evenly
(when possible) on the left and right to fit the output field.
Right
(alignment) specifies that the output data is right-aligned within the output field.
When there is no conversion of the input data, leading and trailing blanks are
stripped before alignment. When the conversion of the input data is not D2C,
F2C, I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is stripped of any leading and
trailing blank characters before alignment. When the conversion is D2C, F2C,
I2C, P2C, or V2C, the converted data is not stripped of any leading and trailing
blanks before alignment.
If the data is too large for the specified output field, the left-most data is
truncated to fit the output field.
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READ
consumes the current input record and reads without consuming the next record
on the currently selected input stream (which is initially the primary input
stream). READ can put data from consecutive input records into a single output
record. If end of file is encountered when reading without consuming an input
stream record, input fields referring to any part of that record is considered to
be null.
The following example shows a SPECS stage that specifies the READ operand:
pipe literal ABCD| literal 123| specs 1-* 1 read 1-3 4 | console
123ABC
Ready;

The SPECS stage reads the first record in its input stream and places the data
(123) in the output record beginning in column 1. The READ operand signals
that it is done with that input record. SPECS then reads the next input record
and places the first three columns of the data (ABC) in the same output record
beginning in column 4.
You can use READ if you want to process the output records from the LOOKUP
stage to combine a master record and detail record into one record.
READSTOP
consumes the current input record and reads without consuming the next record
on the currently selected input stream (which is initially the primary input
stream). READSTOP can put data from consecutive input records into a single
output record. If end of file is encountered when reading the file, then SPECS
writes the record build so far and does not process the remainder of the
operands for the stage specified after READSTOP.
In the following example, when SPECS processes the last of three records,
READSTOP writes the record built so far and does not go on to add the
asterisks to the final output record.
pipe literal a| dup 2 | specs 1-* 1 readstop 1-* nw /**/ nw | console
a a **
a
Ready;

If you use READ in place of READSTOP in this example, READ continues
processing the remainder of the stage which adds the asterisks:
pipe literal a| dup 2 | specs 1-* 1 read 1-* nw /**/ nw | console
a a **
a **
Ready;

WRITE
writes the output record built so far to the primary output stream. A new, empty
output record is begun. WRITE can put data from a single input record into
multiple output records. The following example shows a SPECS stage that
specifies the WRITE operand:
pipe literal ABC123| specs 1-3 1 write 4-6 4 | console
ABC
123
Ready;

The SPECS stage reads the first 3 columns of the input record and places the
data (ABC) into the output record beginning in column 1. WRITE writes the
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record to the output stream. SPECS then reads the data in columns 4 through 6
of the same input record and places the data (123) into the next output record
beginning in column 4.
You can use WRITE if you want to write a record for each word in the input
record (provided you know there are a fixed number of words).
SELECT
sets the currently selected input stream. When SELECT is not specified, the
primary input stream is the currently selected one.
SPECS reads one record from all input streams specified by the SELECT
operands for each output record that is built. SPECS stops when all input
streams reach end of file.
streamnum
is the number identifying the input stream to be used as the source for the
subsequent input data specification, where 0 is the primary input stream, 1 is
the secondary input stream, and so on.
streamid
references the input stream to be used as the source for the subsequent input
data specification, so the stream identifier must match the assigned stream
name on the label in the pipeline. For information about assigning a stream
name for the PIPE stage, see the streamid operand in Chapter 2, “PIPE
Command Structure and Syntax,” on page 13, and for the ADDPIPE and
CALLPIPE subcommands, see the streamid operand in “ADDPIPE” on page
712 and “CALLPIPE” on page 729 respectively.
One record is read from each of the selected input streams for each output
record that is built. Input streams that are connected, but not referenced, are
not read when SELECT is used.
The SPECS stage stops only when all input streams have reached end of file.
Until then, an input stream at end of file is considered to hold null records.
PAD
specifies that a pad character is used to pad the output positions that do not
contain data after the input data is written to the output location. For example,
PAD fills positions in front of the output data if you specify the data to begin in a
column other than the first column or the next available column:
pipe literal 3.14159| specs pad 0 1-* 5 | console
00003.14159
Ready;

PAD fills positions at the end of the output data if the output data does not
extend to the last column you specify. For example:
pipe literal Why| specs pad ? 1-* 1-10 | console
Why???????
Ready;

If PAD is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a pad character remains
in effect until the next PAD specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for PAD.
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For
example, use WORDSEP to specify that the dash separates each word:
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pipe literal a-b-c | specs wordsep - w1 1 w2 5 w3 9 | console
a b
c
Ready;

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a SPECS stage,
a word separator character remains in effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR
(or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For
example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to specify that the question mark separates
each field:
pipe literal a?b??c| specs fieldseparator ? f1 1 f2 5 f4 9 | console
a b
c
Ready;

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a SPECS stage, a
field separator character remains in effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or
FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
v PAD to specify the pad character.
v WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that blanks are used as the:
v Pad character when specified with the PAD operand.
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or
WS) operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS)
operand.

Streams Used
Input Streams
By default, SPECS reads records from its primary input stream. If specified by the
operands, SPECS reads records from other specified input streams.

Primary Output Stream
After rearranging the contents of the input records as specified by the operands,
SPECS writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes
1. SPECS does not delay the records unless the READ or READSTOP operand
is specified. SPECS with the READ or READSTOP operand delays one record
for each record read.
2. If the SPECS stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the SPECS stage ends.
3. SPECS is not required to use any part of an input record. For example,
SPECS does not use the data contained in its input stream (the literal string
XYZ) in the following PIPE command:
pipe literal XYZ| specs /Bob is a tennis player./ 1 | console
Bob is a tennis player.
Ready;

4. Depending on the length of a record, the input data may be present in full,
partially, or not at all. If input data is not present in a record, the field is null
(the length is 0).
For example, if you specify an input data range that is larger than the input
data itself, SPECS writes the data up to the end of literal data or record and
does not issue an error message. The following pipeline shows an example of
this:
pipe literal record1 record2| specs words1-5 1 | console
record1 record2
Ready;

5. NUMBER is a synonym for RECNO.
6. The C2D, D2C, C2X, and X2C operands define a conversion similar to the
REXX/VM conversion routines that have the same names.
7. Because LITERAL does not allow you to specify a hexadecimal string as an
operand, you can use the following two stages of a pipeline to write a
hexadecimal string of characters to the pipeline:
... | literal | specs x00c4 1 | ...

8. If alignment is not specified, the data is written to the output field left-aligned.
The output field may have leading blank characters, may be truncated, or a
pad character may fill the field on the right to the size of the output
specification.
9. The output record is at least long enough to contain all literal fields and all
output fields defined with a range. It is longer if there is an input data field
beyond the last literal field, and the input record does contain at least part of
the input field.
10. Output data whose position is specified by NEXT or NEXTWORD can be
overlaid by a subsequent specification indicating a specific output column.
11. SPECS with the SELECT operand can cause a set of pipelines to stall when a
record is not available on all connected input streams. When the SELECT
operand is specified, there must be a record available on all input streams
before any input record is consumed.
12. For every conversion operand there is another operand that performs the
opposite function. For example, C2B is the opposite of B2C, and C2D is the
opposite of D2C.
13. SPECS starts at commit level -2. If SPECS finds an error in the operands you
specify, it returns a nonzero return code. SPECS commits to level 0 when the
operands are processed without error. SPECS does not continue if the commit
return code is not 0.
14. See also PREDSELECT, XLATE, XRANGE, VCHAR, UNTAB, and GATHER.
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Examples
Example 1
v The following command writes the entire input record to the output stream
beginning in column 5:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 | console
The rain
Ready;

– 1-* 5 writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input
record to the output record beginning in column 5.
v The following example adds a character string to the output record:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ next | console
The rainin Spain
Ready;

– 1-* 5 writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input
record to the output record beginning in column 5.
– /in Spain/ next writes the character string in Spain in the next available
position in the output field.
v Use NEXTWORD as the output location to put a blank between the two strings,
as the following example shows:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword | console
The rain in Spain
Ready;

– 1-* 5 writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input
record to the output record beginning in column 5.
– /in Spain/ nextword writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain
in the next available position in the output field.
v The following PIPE command adds an asterisk (using its hexadecimal equivalent
X'5C') at column 25:
pipe literal The rain| specs 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword x5c 25 | console
The rain in Spain
*
Ready;

– 1-* 5 writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input
record to the output record beginning in column 5.
– /in Spain/ nextword writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain
in the next available position in the output field.
– x5c 25 writes an asterisk in column 25 of the output field.
v The following PIPE command uses a pad character, +, to fill the output positions
that do not contain data:
/* RAIN EXEC */
’pipe’,
’literal The rain’||,
/* write "The rain" to input of SPECS */
’| specs pad + 1-* 5 /in Spain/ nextword x5c 25’,
/* rearrange */
’| console’
/* and display at terminal */

Figure 158 on page 517 shows the result from the RAIN exec:
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rain
++++The rain in Spain+++*
Ready;
Figure 158. SPECS Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

– pad + pads the output positions that do not contain data with +. Note that the
blanks in the output record result because they are part of the original input
data.
– 1-* 5 writes the data from column 1 through the last column of the input
record to the output record beginning in column 5.
– /in Spain/ nextword writes a blank followed by the character string in Spain
in the next available position in the output field.
– x5c 25 writes an asterisk in column 25 of the output field.

Example 2
This example converts the file CHAR DATA to hexadecimal format and adds the
record number to each record in the output file:
pipe < CHAR DATA | specs 1-6 c2x 1 recno next | > HEX DATA A

The input file contents are shown in Figure 159 and the output file is shown in
Figure 160.
v 1-6 c2x 1 converts the input data in columns 1 through 6 from byte (character)
data to hexadecimal and writes the resulting hexadecimal data to the output
record beginning in column 1.
v recno next gets the record number for each output record and writes the record
number to each record immediately following the data written to each record so
far. Note that the next available column in each output record is column 13, but
the record number is a 10-character field with leading blanks.

CHAR

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
LR 1,2
LR 3,4
ST 2,3
A 1,4
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 159. SPECS Stage Example: Input File Contents
HEX

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
D3D940F16BF2
1
D3D940F36BF4
2
E2E340F26BF3
3
C14040F16BF4
4
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 160. SPECS Stage Example: Output File Contents
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Example 3
This example combines two input streams with the SPECS stage:
/* TRANSACT EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< BANKACCT FILE’,
/* read BANKACCT FILE */
’| s: specs’,
/* rearrange record */
’select 1’,
/* select input stream 1 */
’1.9 1.9 right’,
/* copy and right justify 1st 9 columns */
’/transferred to/ nextword’, /* append "transferred to" */
’select 0’,
/* select input stream 0 */
’words1.2 nextword’,
/* append 1st 2 words from input */
’| > TRANSACT FILE A’,
/* write resulting record to file */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’< AMOUNT FILE’,
/* read AMOUNT FILE */
’| s:’
/* define secondary input for SPECS */

The input files for this example are shown in Figure 161 (BANKACCT FILE) and
Figure 162 on page 519 (AMOUNT FILE). The output file TRANSACT FILE A is
shown in Figure 163 on page 519.
v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < BANKACCT FILE reads the file BANKACCT FILE into the pipeline.
v s: specs defines a label s for the SPECS stage. SPECS rearranges the contents
of records.
– select 1 chooses the secondary input stream (stream 1) as the currently
selected stream.
– 1.9 1.9 right writes the data from columns 1 through 9 to the output record
beginning in column 1. The data in the output field is right-aligned and padded
with blanks.
– /transferred to/ nextword writes a blank followed by the character string
transferred to in the next available position in the output field.
– select 0 chooses the primary input stream (stream 0) as the currently
selected stream.
– words1.2 nextword writes a blank followed by the first two blank-delimited
words of the input record in the next available column in the output field.
v > TRANSACT FILE A writes the records to the file TRANSACT FILE. This is the last
stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < AMOUNT FILE reads the file AMOUNT FILE into the pipeline.
v s: references the label s on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary input stream for the SPECS stage. The input records from the
preceding < stage flow to the SPECS stage as its secondary input stream.
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SPECS

BANKACCT FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Checking Account 2345-00
Savings Account 9876-03
Money Market 5645-09
Money Market 1289-09
Savings Account 5901-03
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 161. SPECS Stage Example: Input File Contents (BANKACCT FILE)

AMOUNT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
900.00
5.00
6,600.00
7,200.00
50.00
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 162. SPECS Stage Example: Input File Contents (AMOUNT FILE)
TRANSACT FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
=====
900.00 transferred to Checking Account
=====
5.00 transferred to Savings Account
===== 6,600.00 transferred to Money Market
===== 7,200.00 transferred to Money Market
=====
50.00 transferred to Savings Account
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 163. SPECS Stage Example: Output File Contents (TRANSACT FILE A)

Example 4
The following exec builds a phone directory from entries in a NAMES file. You only
need to specify the nickname of the person that you want to add to the list; the
name, phone number, user ID, and node of that person are added to the file.
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/* ADDNAME EXEC */
parse upper arg nickname.
/* get input nickname */
’namefind :nick’ nickname ’:name :phone :userid :node (stack fifo’
if (RC = 0) then
/* if nickname exists */
’pipe’,
/* add it to directory */
’stack’,
/* read info stacked by NAMEFIND */
’| specs 1-30 1 read 1-30 31 write’,
/* rearrange records */
’read 1-8 1 /at/ nextword read 1-8 nextword’,
’write / / 1’,
’| >> PIPE CONTACTS A’
/* write result to file */
else
/* nickname does not exist */
do
/* so issue message */
say ’Nickname does not exist in your NAMES file.’
exit 4
/* exit with rc=4 */
end
exit

The ADDNAME EXEC first places in variable nickname the argument provided upon
calling the exec. The NAMEFIND command places the information from the NAMES
file into the program stack in first-in-first-out order. The information includes the
nickname, name, phone, user ID, and node ID. The return code is then checked
from NAMEFIND. If a return code of 0 is received, a record is processed. If a
nonzero return code is received, a message is displayed, return code 4 is issued,
and ADDNAME ends.
Following is the description of the PIPE command:
v stack determines how many lines are on the stack, reads the lines, and writes
the lines to its primary output stream.
v specs rearranges the contents of records.
– 1-30 1 reads the data in columns 1 through 30 and writes the data in the
output record beginning in column 1.
– read releases the current input record and reads the next record.
– 1-30 31 reads the data in columns 1 through 30 and writes the data in the
output record beginning in column 31.
– write writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.
– read releases the current input record and reads the next record.
– 1-8 1 reads the data in columns 1 through 8 and writes the data in the output
record beginning in column 1.
– /at/ nextword adds a blank in the next available column and writes the
character string at in the output record.
– read releases the current input record and reads the next record.
– 1-8 nextword reads the input data in columns 1 through 8, and writes a blank
and the data in the output record.
– write writes the record written so far to the primary output stream.
– / / 1 writes a blank in the output record beginning in column 1.
v >> PIPE CONTACTS A creates the file PIPE CONTACTS A, which will contain the
output records, or appends the output records to the file if it already exists.
Figure 164 on page 521 shows the file MELINDA NAMES and Figure 165 on page
521 shows the file PIPE CONTACTS as it exists before running the ADDNAME
EXEC.
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MELINDA

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

NAMES

A0

V 255

Trunc=255 Size=14 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
:nick.JOHN
:userid.JOHNH
:node.NYVM3
:notebook.PIPE
:name.John Heart
:phone.2156
:nick.CATHY
:userid.CATHYP
:name.Cathy Peterson

:node.NYVM1

:nick.CE

:node.NYVM1

:userid.SMITHC
:name.Cecilia Smith

:notebook.TOOLS
:phone.2533

:phone.2589

:nick.NICK
:userid.NICKJ
:name.Nick Johnson

:node.NYVM2

:nick.DONNA
:userid.DJ
:name.Donna Jones
* * * End of File * * *

:node.NYVM2

:phone.2789
:notebook.PIPE
:phone.2475

Figure 164. SPECS Stage Example: Input File Contents (MELINDA NAMES)

PIPE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

CONTACTS A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Denise Pierce
2349
DENISE at NYVM2
Annette Hershey
ANNETTE at NYVM1

2157

* * * End of File * * *

Figure 165. SPECS Stage Example: Existing File (PIPE CONTACTS)

To add JOHN to the list of names in the existing file PIPE CONTACTS (Figure 165),
enter the exec name followed by the nickname:
addname john
Ready;

Figure 166 on page 522 shows the file PIPE CONTACTS after JOHN has been
added.
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PIPE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

CONTACTS A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=9 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Denise Pierce
2349
DENISE at NYVM2
Annette Hershey
ANNETTE at NYVM1

2157

John Heart
JOHNH at NYVM3

2156

* * * End of File * * *

Figure 166. SPECS Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 5
This example uses the SPECS stage specifying STOP ANYEOF to stop processing
records when any one of the input streams being used reaches end of file.
/* SPECSTOP EXEC */
in.0 = 5
in.1 = ’aaa’
in.2 = ’bbb’
in.3 = ’ccc’
in.4 = ’ddd’
in.5 = ’eee’
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’stem in.’,
/* get in variables */
’| a: inside /aaa/ /ccc/’, /* select records inside targets */
’| copy’,
/* delay by one record */
’| duplicate *’,
/* make infinite number of copies */
’| b: specs’,
/* rearrange records */
’stop anyeof’,
/* stop processing when any stream at eof */
’select 1’,
/* set input stream to stream 1 */
’1-* 1’,
/* put record in column 1 */
’select 0’,
/* set input stream to stream 0 */
’1-* nextw’,
/* put record after space */
’select 1’,
/* set input stream to stream 1 */
’1-* nextw’,
/* put record after space */
’| console’,
/* write record to terminal */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’a:’,
/* define secondary output stream (INSIDE) */
’| copy ’,
/* delay by one record */
’| b:’
/* define secondary input stream (SPECS) */

v endchar ? assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v stem in. creates an output stream record for each of the 5 variables with a stem
of in..
v a: inside /aaa/ /ccc/ selects records between the first record that begins with
aaa and the record that begins with ccc and writes the resulting record(s) to the
primary output stream. The record that contains bbb is the only record between
the two targets.
v copy passes its input records to its output stream causing a delay of one record.
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v duplicate * writes an infinite number of copies of its input stream to its primary
output stream.
v b: specs defines a label b for the SPECS stage. SPECS rearranges the contents
of records.
– stop anyeof ends processing of records when one of the input streams
reaches end of file.
– select 1 sets the currently selected input stream as the secondary input
stream (stream 1).
– 1-* 1 puts an entire record from the secondary input stream (stream 1) into
the primary output stream beginning in column 1.
– select 0 sets the currently selected input stream as the primary input stream
(stream 0).
– 1-* nextw puts an entire record from the primary input stream (stream 0) into
the primary output stream beginning one space after the next available
column.
– select 1 sets the currently selected input stream as the secondary input
stream (stream 1).
– 1-* nextw puts an entire record from the secondary input stream (stream 1)
into the primary output stream beginning one space after the next available
column.
v console reads the records SPECS writes and displays them at the terminal. It is
the last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v a: references the label a on the INSIDE stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary output stream for the INSIDE stage. The records from the secondary
output stream of the INSIDE stage flow to the following COPY stage as its
primary input stream.
v copy passes its input records to its output stream causing a delay of one record.
v b: references the label b on the SPECS stage in the first pipeline and defines the
secondary input stream for the SPECS stage. The records from the preceding
COPY stage flow to the SPECS stage as its secondary input stream.
The SPECSTOP EXEC produces the following output records:
specstop
aaa bbb aaa
ccc bbb ccc
ddd bbb ddd
eee bbb eee
Ready;
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SPILL

/ /


SPILL number


STRing
delimitedString
ANYof
(1)
NOT






ANYcase
KEEP
OFFSET

number
delimitedString

Notes:
1

Blanks are optional between NOT and ANYof.

Purpose
Use SPILL to split long lines at word boundaries. SPILL splits lines longer than a
specified number into multiple output lines. Unlike DEBLOCK FIXED, SPILL splits at
word boundaries.

Operands
number
Specify the maximum output record length. A positive number is required.
STRing
The word separator is a string of characters. If the delimited string contains
more than one character, the word separator consists of the specified
characters in the order shown.
ANYof
Any one of the characters enumerated in the delimited string is a word
separator.
NOT ANYof
Any one of the characters not enumerated in the delimited string is a word
separator. (This is the complement set.)
delimitedString
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters written as a record between multiple copies of the
set of input records.
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Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
defines a string of characters written as a record between multiple copies of
the set of input records. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
characters written as a record between multiple copies of the set of input
records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must be
divisible by 8.
ANYcase
Ignore case when comparing for the word separator. The default is to respect
case.
KEEP
Retain the word separator in the output record. The default is to strip word
separators at the split point.
OFFSET
Specify the indent on the second and subsequent output lines for an input
record. A number specifies the number of blanks to insert; a delimited string
specifies the actual string to insert. Output records are not offset when the
number is zero or the string is null; this is the default.

Operation
Input records that are shorter than the specified length are passed unchanged to
the output.
A leading string is split off of long input records until the remainder is not longer
than the specified length. The remainder is then passed unmodified to the output.
For a long input record, the split position is at the specified length or before for the
first output record. For subsequent records, the split point is at the specified length
less the length of the offset. The split point is established at the rightmost
occurrence of the word separator within the specified range, or abutting the range
on the right. If no word separator can be found within the required range, further
processing depends on whether the secondary output stream is defined or not.
When the secondary output stream is not defined, the split point is then established
within a word. When the secondary output stream is defined, no further attempts
are made to split the record. Instead, the remainder of the input record is written to
the secondary output stream. It is prefixed with the offset if one or more records
were written to the primary output stream before the long word was encountered.
Unless KEEP is specified, word separators are discarded when records are split;
this can lead to complete record segments being discarded on the output.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
SPILL reads records from its primary input stream. No other input stream may be
connected.
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Primary Output Stream
SPILL writes records that are shorter than the specified length to its primary output
stream if it is connected.

Secondary Output Stream
SPILL writes records longer than the specified length to its secondary output stream
if it is connected.

Usage Notes
1. SPILL does not delay the record.
2. SPILL terminates when it discovers that any of its output streams are not
connected.
3. SPILL is designed to perform a function similar to XEDIT’s SET SPILL WORD;
though it has several enhancements, it is not suitable as a word processor.
4. The converse operation to SPILL is JOIN and JOINCONT.
5. SPILL starts on commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
6. See also: chop, deblock, and split.

Examples
To flow a paragraph:
pipe literal This is a paragraph to be flowed.| spill 12 | console
This is a
paragraph to
be flowed.
Ready;

To flow an item in a numbered list:
pipe literal 2.
2. A most
important
item.
Ready;

A most important item.| spill 14 offset 4 | console

When there is no secondary output stream, very long words are split, but not
discarded:
pipe literal abcdefghi klmnopq| spill 4 | console
abcd
efgh
i
klmn
opq
Ready;

When the secondary output stream is defined, a very long word results in the rest
of the record being written to that stream:
pipe (end ?) literal abc defghi klmn opq| s: spill 4 | hole ? s: | console
defghi klmn opq
Ready;
pipe (end ?) literal abc defghi klmn | s: spill 4 offset 2 | ...
... hole ? s: | console
defghi klmn
Ready;
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In the example above, the primary output stream from SPILL is discarded. When
the second word is processed, it is determined that the word cannot be spilled
within the columns allowed and the remainder of the record is written to the
secondary output stream.
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SPLIT

AT


BLANK

SPLIT


MINimum n

Group

Target
NOT

(1)
numrep

Group:
AT

disp

BEFORE
AFTER

-

Target:
BLANK
charrange
ANYof
/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
STRing
/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

Notes:
1

You must specify Target if you specify numrep.

Purpose
Use the SPLIT stage to split records into multiple records. SPLIT reads records
from its primary input stream, splits the records, and writes the resulting records to
its primary output stream, if it is connected. If no operands are specified, SPLIT
divides the records at blank characters and discards the blanks.
Records are split relative to occurrences of a specified target. The target can be a
range of characters, a list of characters, or a character string.
You can specify the number of characters to skip before SPLIT begins looking for
the target. You can also specify that the records be split at, before, or after a target.
If you specify that the records are to be split before or after the target, the split can
be made at a specified displacement before or after the target.
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Operands
MINimum n
specifies a number of characters (n) that are skipped before SPLIT begins
searching for the target. n must be a positive integer. Thus the smallest
possible output record is n bytes long.
AT
causes the input records to be split at the specified target. The target
characters are discarded. AT is the default.
disp
-disp
is the relative displacement, in number of columns, from the target to the
position in the record where the split is made. If you specify:
v disp and BEFORE, a split occurs before the column that is disp columns to
the left of the target
v disp and AFTER, a split occurs after the column that is disp columns to the
right of the target
v -disp and BEFORE, a split occurs before the column that is disp columns to
the right of the target
v -disp and AFTER, a split occurs after the column that is disp columns to the
left of the target.
BEFORE
causes input records to be split before the target. The target characters are
retained.
AFTER
causes input records to be split after the target. The target characters are
retained.
If you specify AFTER with STRING, the records are split after any columns that
contain the last character of string.
NOT
negates the way in which SPLIT locates the target.
If you specify NOT with charrange, the target is any character not within that
range. If you specify NOT with ANYOF, the target is any character not in the
specified list. If you specify NOT with STRING, the target is any column not part
of a matching string.
charrange
is a range of target characters. If you do not specify charrange, ANYOF, or
STRING, the default target is a character string consisting of a single blank. You
can specify charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
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SPACE.n
is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.
char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2
is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE
and ending with char2, hexchar2, BLANK, or SPACE.
When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the
range is based on the hexadecimal representation of the characters. The
characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds
to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1', X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof
specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of target
characters. A split occurs when any one of the characters in the string is
matched.
STRing
specifies that the string of characters following STRING is a string of target
characters. A split occurs only when the entire string is matched.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase
representations of the same characters do not match.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
string of characters to be located. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
characters to be located. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8.
numrep
specifies the maximum number of times each record is split. For example, if you
specify a numrep of 2, only the first two occurrences of the target in each
record cause a split. Thus, there will be at most three output records. If numrep
is not specified, every occurrence of a target causes a split. If you specify
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numrep without specifying any target character, the number you specify as
numrep is interpreted as the charrange operand. Thus, if you want the default
target character, you must specify the BLANK operand before numrep.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
SPLIT reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After splitting the input records into multiple records, SPLIT writes the resulting
records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. SPLIT does not delay the records.
2. If the SPLIT stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
SPLIT stage ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal
representation of the ending character is less than the starting character, the
hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is
X'00'.
4. SPLIT copies null input records to its primary output stream. It does not
generate null output records.
5. Use the DEBLOCK stage with the FIXED operand to split input records after a
specified column.
6. See also CHOP, JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, STRIP, DEBLOCK, and TOKENIZE.

Examples
Example 1
The CP QUERY FILES command returns information similar to the following:
FILES: 0010 RDR, 0003 PRT,

NO PUN

Assuming you have 10 files in your virtual reader, 3 files in your virtual printer, and
no virtual punch files, if you specify the following PIPE command:
pipe cp query files | split | console

the following output is displayed at your terminal:
FILES:
010
RDR,
003
PRT,
NO
PUN
Ready;
Figure 167. SPLIT Stage Example: Terminal Output

Because no operands are specified on the SPLIT stage, SPLIT divides the input
records at blanks and discards the blanks.
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Example 2
To change the output displayed by the PIPE command in Example 1 such that the
commas (,) and colon (:) are removed, specify the following PIPE command:
pipe cp query files | split at anyof / ,:/ | console

Because AT is specified, any blanks, commas, and colons (:) are discarded.

Example 3
To create file OUTPUT FILE A from file INPUT FILE such that the input records are
split at each occurrence of a string of one or more numeric characters, and to
discard any nonnumeric characters, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT FILE | strip | split not F0.10 | > OUTPUT FILE A

Example 4
Given input file INPUT DATA, shown in Figure 168, use the following PIPE
commands to split records in the file. The terminal output from each of the PIPE
commands is shown following the command.
INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
1234512345
5432154321
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 168. SPLIT Stage Example: Input File Contents

1. To split input records before the column that is 1 column to the left of each
occurrence of the character 4, use the following:
pipe < INPUT DATA | split 1 before string /4/ | console
12
34512
345
54321
54321
Ready;

2. To split input records after the column that is 2 columns to the right of each
occurrence of the last character in string 12, use the following:
pipe < INPUT DATA | split 2 after string /12/ | console
1234
51234
5
5432154321
Ready;

3. To split input records between the characters 5 and 4 in occurrences of the
string 54, use the following:
pipe < input data | split -1 before string /54/ | console
1234512345
5
43215
4321
Ready;

4. To split input records between the characters 2 and 3 in occurrences of the
string 123, use the following:
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pipe < input data | split -1 after string /123/ | console
12
34512
345
5432154321
Ready;
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SQL

SQL

COMMIT


SQL 


RELEASE
NOCOMMIT



EXECUTE

REPEATable
INDicators
NOINDicators
PGMOWNER name

SELECT statement
DESCRIBE
INSERT INTO tablename
Group



EXECUTE
EXECUTE
statement

Group:

,
(

 columnname

)

Purpose
Use the SQL stage to query and maintain the DB2 Server for VM product tables,
insert rows in tables and invoke commands using a pipeline.
When an SQL stage issues a statement to query a table, the result is written to its
primary output stream, the result of a second query is written to its secondary
output stream, and so on until there are no further output streams. The result of the
remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered output stream defined. The
output streams must be connected.
When an SQL stage inserts rows in a table, the rows are specified by the records in
its primary input stream.
The SQL stage can invoke DB2 Server for VM statements read from its primary
input stream.
Note: Before you can use the SQL stage, your system administrator must install
DB2 Server for VM on your system and your system administrator must
perform the steps in the z/VM: CMS Planning and Administration book for
preparing CMS Pipelines to use DB2 Server for VM.
After your system administrator performs these steps, you must specify the DB2
Server for VM database you want to access for your logon session by issuing the
DB2 Server for VM SQLINIT command. You can then use the SQL stage.
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Operands
COMMIT
commits the unit of work without releasing the DB2 Server for VM connection at
the completion of a stage, or rolls back the unit of work without releasing the
DB2 Server for VM connection when a negative return code is received from
DB2 Server for VM. Because a connection to the service virtual machine is
retained, COMMIT should only be used when you expect to access DB2 Server
for VM fairly soon. This is the default.
RELEASE
commits the unit of work and releases the DB2 Server for VM connection at the
completion of the stage, or rolls back the unit of work and releases the DB2
Server for VM connection when a negative return code is received from DB2
Server for VM. Because a connection to the service virtual machine is not
retained, RELEASE should only be used if you do not expect to access DB2
Server for VM in the near future. If you remain connected to DB2 Server for
VM, resources on the DB2 Server for VM virtual machine will be tied up. On the
other hand, re-establishing a connection also creates overhead.
NOCOMMIT
does not commit without releasing the DB2 Server for VM connection at the
completion of a stage, or rolls back the unit of work without releasing the DB2
Server for VM connection when a negative return code is received from DB2
Server for VM. Use NOCOMMIT when processing multiple cursors or if you
wish to issue DB2 Server for VM statements from multiple invocations of SQL
as a single unit of work. The connection to the DB2 Server for VM server is
retained.
REPEATable
requests isolation level repeatable read. This means that you choose to put a
lock on all the data that your program’s current logical unit of work has read. If
you do not specify REPEATABLE, isolation level cursor stability is used. With
cursor stability, you choose to put a lock on the row or page of data that your
cursor is pointing to.
INDicators
includes the indicator halfwords in front of the variables in the data streams
used by SQL SELECT and SQL INSERT. The halfword field precedes each
column and specifies whether the column has a null value or contains data.
NOINDicators
suppresses the indicator halfwords in front of the variables in the data streams
used by SQL SELECT and SQL INSERT. For SQL SELECT, indicator words are
read and discarded; therefore, errors are not reported when null fields are
selected. Null fields contain blank or zeros, as appropriate to the field format.
PGMOWNER
specifies the owner of the access module to be used. If you do not specify an
owner, the default is 5785RAC. The PGMOWNER operand applies to the
particular invocation of the SQL stage.
name
specifies the name of the owner of the access module that is to be used.
EXECUTE
invokes SQL statements. A statement specified after EXECUTE is run first; the
primary input stream is then read and each statement in the input stream is run.
All DB2 Server for VM statements are run as a single unit of work. Most DB2
Server for VM statements are supported; see the description of the PREPARE
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statement in the DB2 Server for VM Application Programming book for a list of
unsupported statements. DB2 Server for VM operator commands are not
supported.
The SQL stage invokes CONNECT, COMMIT, and ROLLBACK directly; thus,
they are also supported. Unsupported statements are returned by DB2 Server
for VM with return code -515. Processing stops as soon as an error is reported
by DB2 Server for VM.
DESCRIBE
describes a query. One line is written for each field in the query. See the
description of the SQLDA (SQL Descriptor Area) in the DB2 Server for VM
Application Programming book. Each record has five blank-delimited fields of
fixed length:
Length

Field description

3

Decimal number defining the field type.

16

Field type decoded, or Unknown if the field type is not recognized by
CMS Pipelines. The first four positions have the word LONG if the
field is a long character or graphics field.

5

Field length as reported by DB2 Server for VM. This is a single
number except for decimal fields where the precision and scale are
reported with a comma in between.

5

Maximum length of the field in characters, including a halfword length
field if required, computed from the length and field type. This is the
number of bytes SQL SELECT reserves for the field in the output
record from a query, and the number of bytes required in the input
record to SQL INSERT. The length does not include the indicator
word.

30

Field name. The record is truncated at the end of the name; the
name field is from 1 to 30 bytes.

When SQL DESCRIBE SELECT is run with EXECUTE, the result of the first
query is written to the primary output stream, the result of the second query is
written to the secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further
output streams. The result of the remaining queries is written to the
highest-numbered stream defined. The output streams must be connected.
SELECT
performs a query. The result of the query is written with one record for each
row. By default, each column is preceded by a 2-byte indicator word specifying
whether the column has a null value or contains data. Use the NOINDICATORS
operand to suppress this field in the output record.
In an indicator word, binary zero indicates that the column has a value; the
column has a null value when the indicator is negative. A positive value in the
indicator word means that the column is truncated; this should not occur
because each column has as many positions reserved as SQL DESCRIBE
reports for the table. Columns with a null value and variable length columns
have blanks or zeros in the unfilled positions, as appropriate in the field format.
When the last field has variable length, the record is truncated to the end of the
data present.
When SQL SELECT is run with EXECUTE, the result of the first query is written
to the primary output stream, the result of the second query is written to the
secondary output stream, and so on until there are no further output streams.
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The result of the remaining queries is written to the highest-numbered output
stream defined. The output streams must be connected.
statement
is a statement to be passed to DB2 Server for VM for execution. The statement
must be written exactly as specified in the DB2 Server for VM Application
Programming book.
INSERT INTO
adds a single row of data into an existing table.
An INSERT statement with a VALUES clause is run immediately without
reference to an input stream. The VALUES clause cannot specify host
variables.
When you do not specify a VALUES clause with an INSERT statement, SQL
supplies a VALUES clause that references fields in input lines. A row is inserted
in the table for each input line. You can specify a list of fields to insert in
parentheses; this list is used by SQL to build a data area describing the input
record.
When there is no list of columns after the name of the table, the input record
contains data for all columns in the table in the order returned by SQL
DESCRIBE SELECT * FROM. When a list of columns is specified, the input
record has the columns in the order specified and in the format returned by the
describe function. You cannot insert a literal value into a column; use the
SPECS stage to put a literal into all input records. The format of an input line is
the same as the output record from SQL SELECT.
Use the operand INDICATORS when you wish to load null values into selected
columns. All columns must have a 2-byte prefix which is binary zero when the
field has a value; it is negative to indicate a null value. The default is not to use
indicator words.
Input lines are read from the primary input stream when EXECUTE is omitted.
When SQL INSERT statements with no VALUES clauses are issued with the
EXECUTE operand, the first statement reads lines from the secondary input
stream, the second statement reads from stream number 2, and so on. It is an
error if a stream is not defined.
tablename
specifies the name of the table where the row is to be inserted.
columnname
specifies the name of the column where the data is to be inserted. If you do not
specify columnname, then the default is all the columns in the order that they
were named when the table was created.

Streams Used
Input Streams
When EXECUTE is specified, SQL reads DB2 Server for VM statements from its
primary input stream. When INSERT is specified without a VALUES clause, SQL
reads rows to be inserted from its input streams.

Output Streams
When SELECT is specified, SQL writes the query results to its output streams.

Usage Notes
1. SQL does not delay the records.
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2. If the SQL stage discovers that any of its output streams is no longer
connected, the SQL stage ends.
3. The SPECS stage is often used to insert indicator words for columns that are
always present.
4. The result of a query can be a single integer; use the following SPECS stage to
convert it to decimal, if necessary:
... | specs 1-* c2d 1 | ...

5. SQL starts at commit level -4. It allocates any work areas needed, loads the
SQL interface if not linked, allocates an DB2 Server for VM cursor and then
commits to level 0.
6. See also SQLCODES.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command creates an DB2 Server for VM table named SAMPLE:
pipe sql execute create table sample (kwd char(8), text varchar(80))

SQL EXECUTE issues the statement that follows it. The following exec creates the
same DB2 Server for VM table where the primary input stream for the SQL stage is
the statement to be issued by SQL EXECUTE:
/* SQLCREAT EXEC */
’pipe literal create table sample (kwd char(8), text varchar(80))’,
’| sql execute’

Example 2
The following exec inserts rows in an existing DB2 Server for VM table named
VMFILE:
/* SQLINSER EXEC */
’pipe literal CMS Conversational Monitor System’, /* write data for */
’| literal CP Control Program’,
/* SPECS */
’| specs 1-4 1 5-* v2c 5’,
/* rearrange */
’| sql insert into vmfile’
/* insert data into VMFILE table */

v literal CMS Conversational Monitor System writes a record that contains the
string CMS Conversational Monitor System to the pipeline.
v literal CP Control Program writes a record that contains the string CP
Control Program to the pipeline.
v specs 1-4 1 5-* v2c 5 does the following:
– Writes the first four characters of the input data to the output record beginning
in column 1.
– Gets the input data from column 5 through the end of the record and, in
column 5 of the output record, writes the length of the data in a 2-byte prefix
followed by the data.
v sql insert into vmfile inserts a row of data into the table named VMFILE.

Example 3
The following PIPE command describes the columns in the DB2 Server for VM
table named CATALOG:
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pipe sql
449
449
449
449
449
Ready;

describe select * from catalog | console
VARCHAR
15
17 DOCUMENT
VARCHAR
15
17 PRODUCT_DESC
VARCHAR
45
47 OBTA_OBJECT_DESC
VARCHAR
45
47 OBTA_TASK_DESC
VARCHAR
25
27 USER_DESC

Return Codes
A negative return code from CMS Pipelines reflects an error code from DB2 Server
for VM. A positive return code reflects an error from CMS Pipelines.
When a negative return code is received, the SQL stage ends immediately and DB2
Server for VM rolls back the unit of work.
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SQLCODES



SQLCODES



Purpose
Use the SQLCODES stage to retrieve up to the last 11 return codes received from
DB2 Server for VM. SQLCODES writes the return codes to the primary output
stream. A SQLCODES stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
SQLCODES writes to its primary output stream a single 44-byte record containing
information about the last 11 return codes received from DB2 Server for VM. Each
return code is a 4-byte binary number with twos complement notation for negative
numbers. Negative values represent an error return code from DB2 Server for VM.
Positive values represent a warning return code, such as an end-of-file condition.
The return code received most recently is in the rightmost four bytes. The oldest
return code is in the leftmost four bytes that do not contain zeros. When fewer than
11 return codes have been received from DB2 Server for VM, the leftmost bytes
contain zeros.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to SQLCODES because it can be used only
as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. See also SQL and HELP.

Examples
Example 1
To convert the binary DB2 Server for VM return codes to decimal and to write the
return codes to the terminal, use the following exec, CONVSQLC EXEC:
/* CONVSQLC EXEC */
’pipe (name SQLCODES)’,
’sqlcodes’,
’|
’|
’|
’|
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fblock 4’,
specs 1-* c2d 1 left’,
strip’,
console’
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/* Retrieve DB2 Server for VM
return codes */
/* Reformat the record
/* Convert binary to decimal
/* Remove trailing blanks
/* Write to the terminal

*/
*/
*/
*/

STACK

STACK

FIFO
 STACK


LIFO

Purpose
Use the STACK stage to read from or write to the program stack. When STACK is
the first stage of a pipeline, STACK determines how many lines are on the stack,
reads that number of lines, and writes the lines to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK writes its
primary input stream records to the program stack. If its primary output stream is
connected, STACK also writes its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.
Note: No operands are allowed when using STACK to read from the program
stack.

Operands
FIFO
specifies that records are to be written to the stack FIFO (first in, first out). This
is the default.
LIFO
specifies that records are to be written to the stack LIFO (last in, first out).

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK reads records from its
primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline, STACK writes the lines read from the
program stack to its primary output stream. When STACK is not the first stage of a
pipeline, STACK copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. When STACK is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the record does not apply.
When STACK is not the first stage of a pipeline, STACK does not delay the
records.
2. If the STACK stage is first in a pipeline and it discovers that its primary output
stream is not connected, the STACK stage ends. An additional line may have
been consumed from the stack when this is discovered.
3. STACK lets you read all the lines on the console stack including null lines which
would cause the CONSOLE stage to stop reading.
4. All lines on the program stack may not be read if a subsequent stage ends or
disconnects its input stream before STACK writes all the lines. For example,
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assuming there are at least two lines on the program stack, the following PIPE
command reads only the first two lines from the stack:
pipe stack | take 2 | > STACKED INPUT A

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Any other lines remain on the stack after execution of the PIPE command.
STACK causes lines longer than 255 characters to be truncated.
It is not recommended to read from the program stack with more than one stage
in a pipeline because a terminal read may result.
When using a CONSOLE stage followed by a STACK stage to read from the
terminal and write the lines read to the program stack, specify a BUFFER stage
between the CONSOLE stage and the STACK stage. A loop may result if no
BUFFER stage is specified.
For more information about the program stack, see the z/VM: CMS Application
Development Guide.
See also STEM, VAR, VARLOAD, and REXXVARS.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec displays at your terminal the labels of all your accessed disks:
/* QLABEL EXEC */
’query disk (lifo’
’pipe’,
’stack’,
’| drop 1’,
’| specs 1-6 1’,
’| console’
exit rc

/* stack output from query disk */
/*
/*
/*
/*

read stacked output */
discard heading */
keep only first 6 columns of output */
display result at terminal */

Example 2
In this example, the following exec places each line of file XEDIT SUBCMDS on the
program stack. It then invokes XEDIT to edit file SOME FILE. XEDIT reads the
stacked lines and issues each line as an XEDIT subcommand before it displays the
file. Figure 169 shows a sample XEDIT SUBCMDS file.
/* XCMDS EXEC */
’pipe < xedit subcmds | stack’ /* read file and stack commands */
’xedit some file a (noprofil’ /* edit file issuing stacked commands */

XEDIT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SUBCMDS

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=1

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
query lrecl
query trunc
query width
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 169. STACK Stage Example: Input File Contents
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STARMONITOR

SHAREd
 STARMONitor segment


EVENTs
EXCLUSIVe
SAMPLEs

SUPPRESS hex

Purpose
Use the STARMONITOR stage to write monitor records from the CP *MONITOR
system service. STARMONITOR uses Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) to
connect to the CP *MONITOR system service. STARMONITOR writes these lines
as logical records, beginning with the 20-byte prefix defined for monitor records.
You can choose to monitor sample data, event data, or both and you can suppress
records from one or more domains. A STARMONITOR stage can be used only as
the first stage of a pipeline.
Before issuing STARMONITOR, you must:
v Use the IUCV directory control statement to authorize yourself to connect to the
*MONITOR system service,
v Attach the monitor segment to the virtual machine using the CMS SEGMENT
LOAD command, and
v Enable the monitor domains you wish to process using the CP MONITOR
command.
For more information about the IUCV directory control statement, see the z/VM: CP
Planning and Administration book. For more information about the *MONITOR
system service, see the z/VM: Performance book. For more information about the
CMS SEGMENT LOAD command, see the z/VM: CMS Commands and Utilities
Reference book. For more information about the CP MONITOR command, see the
z/VM: CP Commands and Utilities Reference book.

Operands
segment
is the name of the monitor shared segment to be used. You must specify the
same segment name that you specified on the SEGMENT LOAD command
which attached the monitor segment to the virtual machine.
SHAREd
specifies that you want to connect to *MONITOR in shared mode and that you
want to collect event and sample data. If you do not specify which mode
(SHARED, EVENTS, EXCLUSIVE, or SAMPLES), the default is SHARED.
EVENTs
specifies that you want to connect to *MONITOR in shared mode and that you
only want to collect event data.
EXCLUSIVe
specifies that you want to connect to *MONITOR with exclusive use of the
specified monitor segment.
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Note: Whenever someone connects to the *MONITOR system service in
exclusive mode, no one else can connect to *MONITOR in any mode.
Thus, if you connect in exclusive mode, no one else can connect in
either shared or exclusive mode.
SAMPLEs
specifies that you want to connect to *MONITOR in shared mode and that you
only want to collect sample data.
SUPPRESS hex
specifies that you want to suppress one or more monitor domains. The variable
hex is a hexadecimal string that STARMONITOR converts to binary and uses
as a bit map. STARMONITOR uses the low-order 16 bits as a mask for the
domains from which you do not want to receive data. For example, SUPPRESS
8000 indicates that you do not want to receive monitor data from the system
domain. The domains are described in the z/VM: Performance book.

A Note About Performance
Enabling the monitor domains selectively using the CP MONITOR
command will give you a better performance time than using the
SUPPRESS operand of the STARMONITOR stage to suppress the
monitor domains that you do not want.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
STARMONITOR writes lines from the CP *MONITOR system service to its primary
output stream as separate logical records that begin with a 20-byte prefix in the
MRRECHDR structure. For more information about the structure of monitor records,
see the MONITOR LIST1403 file containing the monitor records that was loaded
onto your base CP object disk (194) at the time z/VM was installed on your system.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to STARMONITOR because it behaves like
the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the STARMONITOR stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the STARMONITOR stage ends.
3. STARMONITOR sets up an immediate command handler that you can use to
stop the STARMONITOR stage and allow the rest of the pipeline to run to
completion. This immediate command handler is HMONITOR. You can also
issue the PIPMOD STOP stage or pass a record to the PIPESTOP stage to end
STARMONITOR. However, HMONITOR is recommended because PIPMOD
STOP and PIPESTOP stop all stages that are waiting for an external event such
as DELAY and IMMCMD.
4. STARMONITOR ends when CP signals that it has not processed the data in
time. CP also sends error messages indicating that CP has changed the monitor
data under STARMONITOR, which makes the integrity of the output from the
pipeline questionable.
5. STARMONITOR starts on commit level -2000000000. It commits to level 0 after
connecting to the CP *MONITOR system service and setting up an immediate
command environment.
6. See also STARMSG and STARSYS.
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Examples
Example 1
This exec uses the STARMONITOR stage to create a log file of the virtual disks in
storage created on a system. To accomplish this, the MONVDISK exec collects a
subset of the Address Space Created monitor records (domain 3 record 12) and
puts the user ID and virtual device number (vdev) fields into an output file, VDISK
DATA.
/* MONVDISK EXEC *./
’pipe’,
’starmon mondcss event’,
’| locate 5 x03’,
’| locate 8 x0C’,
’| locate 29-33 /VDISK/’,
’| specs 35-47 1’,
’| xlate 1-* $ BLANK’,
’| >> VDISK DATA A’
exit rc

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

obtain data
get only Domain 3
get only Record 12
get only VDISK spaces
keep userid and vdev
translate filler char
put into log file

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

The output from the above example is a file containing the user ID and virtual
device number of the created virtual disk in storage:
VDISK

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DATA

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
BITMAN
0099
BITMAN
0101
ERNSBERW 0200
SPENCERD 029A

Figure 170. STARMON Stage Example: Output File Contents
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STARMSG

STARMSG

*MSG


STARMSG


service

commandstring

Purpose
Use the STARMSG stage to write lines from a CP message service. STARMSG
uses Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) to connect to a message service
(such as *ACCOUNT, *ASYNCMD, *LOGREC, *MSG, *MSGALL, or *SYMPTOM). A
STARMSG stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.

|
|
|

Note: Before issuing STARMSG, you must use the IUCV directory control
statement to authorize yourself to connect to a CP message service. For
more information about the IUCV statement, see the z/VM: CP Planning and
Administration book. You must also issue the CP command SET MSG IUCV
to ensure messages will be passed to the virtual machine through IUCV if a
connection to the message system service exists. For more information
about the SET MSG IUCV command, see the z/VM: CP Commands and
Utilities Reference book.

Operands
service
is the CP message service to be used. You must specify an asterisk (*)
immediately before the message service name. If the specified service is not a
message service or a similar one-way service, results are unpredictable.
You can connect to any CP service that sends messages and does not expect
a reply, such as:
*ACCOUNT
*ASYNCMD

|
|

*LOGREC
*MSG
*MSGALL
*SYMPTOM

specifies that you want to connect
specifies that you want to connect
command response service.
specifies that you want to connect
service.
specifies that you want to connect
specifies that you want to connect
specifies that you want to connect

If service is not specified, the default is *MSG.
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to the accounting service.
to the asynchronous CP
to the error recording
to the message service.
to the message all service.
to the symptom service.

STARMSG

Important Note
Although it is possible for you to use the STARMSG stage to connect to
the *ACCOUNT, *LOGREC, or *SYMPTOM services, we recommend that
you use the STARSYS stage to connect to these services. Because
STARSYS uses a two-way protocol to obtain data from system services, a
message is not deleted by CP until after the record has been consumed
by the pipeline. This means that if a pipeline processing your data (such
as your accounting data) fails, the record that caused the failure or the
records queued behind it are not lost.
commandstring
is a command to send to the CMS subcommand environment after STARMSG
is connected to the specified service.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
STARMSG writes lines from a CP message service to its primary output stream as
follows:
Columns

Contents

1-8

Message class (in hexadecimal format)

9-16

User ID

17 to end

Text of the message

The message class is converted to hexadecimal format and is prefixed to the user
ID and message text from CP.

Usage Notes

|
|
|
|
|
|

1. Delaying the record does not apply to STARMSG because it can be used only
as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the STARMSG stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the STARMSG stage ends.
3. When you specify a CP message service, STARMSG sets up an immediate
command handler that you can use to stop the STARMSG stage and allow the
rest of the pipeline to run to completion. This immediate command handler is
an H followed by the name of the message service without the asterisk (*)
prefix. For example, when you specify *MSG, STARMSG sets up an immediate
command handler, HMSG. Issue HACCOUNT, HASYNCMD, HLOGREC,
HMSG, HMSGALL, or HSYMPTOM to stop the STARMSG stage and allow the
rest of the pipeline to run to completion. You can also issue the PIPMOD
STOP stage or pass a record to the PIPESTOP stage to end STARMSG.
However, HACCOUNT, HASYNCMD, HLOGREC, HMSG, HMSGALL, or
HSYMPTOM are recommended because PIPMOD STOP and PIPESTOP stop
all stages that are waiting for an external event such as DELAY and IMMCMD.
4. Before using STARMSG with *MSG or *MSGALL, make sure CMS
FULLSCREEN is set to SUSPEND or OFF.
5. Only one STARMSG or STARSYS stage at a time is allowed for a particular
service.
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6. When using *MSGALL for service, use the CP SET commands to select which
responses to process. For example, CP SET CPCONIO IUCV causes all CP
responses to be processed.
7. CMSIUCV is used to connect to the message service.
8. For more information about CP services, see the z/VM: CP Programming
Services book.
9. When using full-screen CMS, if you specify STARMSG and CONSOLE in the
same application, the console output may not be seen at the expected time. To
avoid this, you can suspend full-screen CMS.
10. STARMSG starts on commit level -2000000000. It commits to level 0 after
connecting to the CP service and setting up an immediate command
environment.
11. See also STARMONITOR, STARSYS, VMC, and UDP.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec can be run in a disconnected service machine. It sends a file to
a user upon request.
/* SERVMACH EXEC */
’cp set smsg iucv’ /* Pass special msgs through IUCV.
*/
’pipe’,
’starmsg’,
/* Wait for msgs from CP msg service. */
’| xlate upper’,
/* Translate fileid to uppercase.
*/
’| specs /EXEC SENDFILE/ 1 17.25 nextword’, /* Change fileid into
*/
’/TO/ nextword 9.8 nextword’,
/* sendfile command and */
’| cms’
/* pass to CMS for exec.*/
’cp set smsg off’
/* Message handling.
*/

To request the file DMSC3MST SCRIPT from DOCSERV, which is the service
machine running SERVMACH EXEC, enter the following command:
smsg docserv dmsc3mst script a

Example 2
The following exec can be used in place of the CP DISCONNECT command. It
sends a message you specify to any user who sends you a message while you are
disconnected.
/* DISCMSG EXEC */
parse arg messagetext
/* get argument message
messagetext=’*’||messagetext
/* prefix msg with asterisk
’cp set msg iucv’
/* pass messages through IUCV
’cp disconnect’
/* run disconnected
’pipe’,
’starmsg’,
/* Wait for msgs from CP msg service.
’| nlocate 17.1 /*/’,
/* Ignore msgs from disc service machines.
’| specs /EXEC TELL/ 1 9.8 nextword’, /* Change argument msg into a
’/’messagetext’/ nextword’,
/* TELL command and pass to
’| cms’
/* CMS for execution.
’cp set msg on’
/* Hndle messages normally.
exit

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

This exec uses an asterisk (*) as a convention to indicate that a message originated
from a disconnected service machine. Because the exec does not reply to such a
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message, two copies of this exec running on different user IDs will not become
trapped in an endless cycle of one exec sending a message to the other.
To disconnect and issue the message I am in a meeting until 11:30 when
another user sends you a message, enter the following:
discmsg I am in a meeting until 11:30

If user BARNEY issued the preceding discmsg, the following TELL command results
in a response similar to the following:
tell barney Are you there?
Ready;
10:46:03 * MSG FROM BARNEY

: *I am in a meeting until 11:30

When a user who issues DISCMSG reconnects, the user should enter HMSG to
stop the STARMSG stage.
|
|
|

Example 3

|
|
|

The following exec demonstrates the use of the FOR command along with the
*ASYNCMD system service.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

The STARMSG stage can be used to connect to the *ASYNCMD system service,
issue the FOR command using the PATH * specification, and return the results.

/*
* TRYFOR EXEC:
*
* Purpose:
*
The following exec issues the FOR command to the input
*
target virtual machine to execute the input CP command.
*
Command responses are captured via the *ASYNCMD system
*
service using the CMS PIPELINES STARMSG stage.
*
*
The FOR command is described in z/VM: CP Commands and
*
Utilities Reference.
*
*
The *ASYNCMD system service is described in z/VM: CP
*
Programming Services.
*
* Inputs:
*
userID - the target user ID to issue the
*
command on.
*
cmd - the CP command to issue on the target user ID.
*
* Output:
*
The results from issuing the FOR command.
*/
parse upper arg userID cmd
if (userID = "" | cmd = "") then
signal syntax
/* Create the FOR command using the path established by the
*/
/* PIPE STARMSG stage and a random token value.
*/
forCmd = "FOR "userID" PATH * TOKEN "RIGHT(random(),16,’0’)" CMD "cmd
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/* Issue the FOR command and capture all the information that we
/* need to determine the result. Note that when the FOR command is
/* successful, the message class that is part of the STARMSG stage
/* output is removed from the pipeline because the message class from
/* the *ASYNCMD system service is always ’00000000’ (eight zeros).
’pipe (end ?)’,
’| Starmsg *ASYNCMD’,
/* A - Capture responses from *ASYNCMD.
’| specs 9-* 1’,
/* A - Ignore the message class.
’|l:locate 25.1 /1/’,
/* A - Is this the end of command record?
’| var eocRecord’,
/* A - Yes, save it to a variable.
’| pipestop’,
/* A - All done.
’? var forCmd’,
/* B - Put the FOR command in the pipe.
’|c:cp’,
/* B - Issue it to CP.
’| stem cpCmdText.’,
/* B - Get the output in case of error.
’?c:’,
/* C - Handle the CP return code.
’| var cprc’,
/* C - Save it to a variable.
’| nlocate 1.1 /0/’,
/* C - Is the CP return code 0?
’| pipestop’,
/* C - No, all done.
’?l:’,
/* D - No, not end of command record.
’| stem cmdResponseRecords.’,
/* D - Capture command response records.
’? literal +1:00 wait time elapsed’,
/* E - Set one minute delay to limit
’| delay’,
/* E - wait time.
’| console’,
/* E - Output result to the console.
’| pipestop’
/* E - All done.
say ’cprc = ’ cprc
IF (cprc <> 0) THEN
DO
say "*********************************************************"
say
say " The FOR command failed with rc >"cpRC"<"
say
say " The error msgs are:"
’pipe (end ?)’,
’| stem cpCmdText.’,
’| specs />/ 4 1-* n /</ n’,
’| cons’
say
say "*********************************************************"
END
ELSE
DO
say "*********************************************************"
say "The FOR command completed successfully!
"
say "(Note: The output of the STARMSG stage starts with an
"
say "8 character message class. For *ASYNCMD this is always
"
say "’00000000’ (eight zeros) and is removed from the
"
say "following output.)
"
say "The end of command record from *ASYNCMD is:"
say eocRecord
say "The number of command response records from *ASYNCMD",
"are >"cmdResponseRecords.0"<"
say "The command response records are:"
DO I = 1 to cmdResponseRecords.0
say cmdResponseRecords.I
END
say
say "*********************************************************"
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*/
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STARSYS

|
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|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

/* Get the user ID, token, and command responses from the command
/* response records. (Note: Remember that the offsets specified
/* in the following SPECS stages is 8 less than what is actually
/* returned from the STARMSG stage because we removed the message
/* class.)
’pipe (end ?)’,
’| stem cmdResponseRecords.’, /* Put in cmd response records.
’|f: fanout’,
/* Generate multiple copies for use.
’|
spec 1.8 1’,
/* A - Process the user ID that starts
’|
sort unique’,
/*
in column 1 for 8 characters,
’|
stem userID.’,
/*
and handle more than one.
’?f:’,
/*
’|
spec 9.16’,
/* B - Process the token that starts
’|
sort unique’,
/*
in column 9 for 16 characters,
’|
stem token.’,
/*
and handle more than one.
’?f:’,
/*
’|
spec 34-* 1’,
/* C - Process command response which
’|
stem cmdResponses.’/*
start in column 34.

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Make sure there is only one user ID. */
’pipe stem userID. | join * / / | var userIDs’
if (userID.0 > 1) then
say ’Error: too many user IDs: >’userIDs’<’
else
say ’The user ID is: >’userIDs’<’
/* Make sure there is only one token. */
’pipe stem token. | join * / / | var tokens’
if (token.0 > 1) then
say ’Error: too many tokens: >’tokens’<’
else
say ’The token is: >’tokens’<’
/* Parse the end of command record into its components.
parse var eocRecord,
1 eocUserID ,
/* Column 1.8 is user ID.
9 eocToken ,
/* Column 9.16 is token.
25 eocMsgType ,
/* Column 25.1 is msg type.
26 eocRc ,
/* Column 26.4 is return code.
30 eocDiscardedMessages
/* Column 30.4 is number of discarded msgs.
/* Make sure user ID and token match the command response values.
if (eocUserID <> userIDs) then
say "User IDs do not match: >"userIDs"< and >"eocUserID"<"
if (eocToken <> tokens) then
say "Tokens do not match: >"tokens"< and >"eocToken"<"

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Display the end of command record components. */
say "The end of command record is:"
say " User ID: >"eocUserID"<"
say " Token: >"eocToken"<"
say " MsgType: >"eocMsgType"<"
say " RC: >"eocRc"<"
say " Lost Messages: >"eocDiscardedMessages"<"
say "The command responses are:"
’pipe stem cmdResponses. | spec />/ 1 1-* n /</ n|cons’
END
exit
syntax:
say "syntax:
exit -1

tryfor <userID> <CP cmd>"
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STARSYS

STARSYS



STARSYS service


commandstring

Purpose
Use the STARSYS stage to write lines from and send replies to a CP system
service. STARSYS uses Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) to connect to a
two-way system service (such as *ACCOUNT, *LOGREC, or *SYMPTOM). A
STARSYS stage can be used only as the first stage of a pipeline.
Note: Before issuing STARSYS, you must use the IUCV directory control statement
to authorize yourself to connect to a CP system service. For more
information about the IUCV statement, see the z/VM: CP Planning and
Administration book.

Operands
service
is the CP system service to be used. You must specify an asterisk (*)
immediately before the system service name. If the CP system service specified
is not a two-way system service, results are unpredictable.
You can connect to any CP service that sends messages and expects a reply,
such as:
*ACCOUNT
*LOGREC
*SYMPTOM

specifies that you want to connect to the accounting system
service.
specifies that you want to connect to the error recording system
service.
specifies that you want to connect to the symptom system
service.

commandstring
is a command to send to the CMS subcommand environment after STARSYS is
connected to the system service.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
STARSYS writes lines from a CP system service to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to STARSYS because it can be used only
as the first stage of a pipeline.
2. If the STARSYS stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the STARSYS stage ends.
3. When you specify a CP system service, STARSYS sets up an immediate
command handler that you can use to stop the STARSYS stage and allow the
rest of the pipeline to run to completion. This immediate command handler is an
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STARSYS

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

H followed by the name of the system service without the asterisk (*) prefix. For
example, when you specify *ACCOUNT, STARSYS sets up an immediate
command handler, HACCOUNT. Issue HACCOUNT, HLOGREC, or
HSYMPTOM to stop only the STARSYS stage and allow the rest of the pipeline
to run to completion. You can also issue the PIPMOD STOP stage or pass a
record to the PIPESTOP stage to end STARSYS. However, HACCOUNT,
HLOGREC, or HSYMPTOM are recommended because PIPMOD STOP and
PIPESTOP stop all stages that are waiting for an external event such as DELAY
and IMMCMD.
If you have a two-way system service, use STARSYS instead of STARMSG to
ensure that the data you are processing is not lost. Because STARSYS uses a
two-way protocol to obtain data from system services, a message is not deleted
by CP until after the record has been consumed by the pipeline. This means
that if a pipeline processing your data (such as your accounting data) fails, the
record that caused the failure or the records queued behind it are not lost.
Only one STARMSG or STARSYS stage at a time is allowed for a particular
system service.
CMSIUCV is used to connect to the system service.
For more information about CP system services, see the z/VM: CP
Programming Services book.
STARSYS starts on commit level -2000000000. It commits to level 0 after
connecting to the CP system service and setting up an immediate command
environment.
See also STARMONITOR and STARMSG.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec uses the STARSYS stage for the CP accounting system service.
Some accounting records are very important and there is a danger of losing them if
the system goes down. To protect your system from losing important accounting
records, the ACCOUNTP exec closes the file after writing these records and does
not remove the records from the CP checkpoint area until the file is closed. For this
to work correctly, you must be sure to use stages in the PIPE command that do not
delay the record.
In this example, the variable precious identifies which records are important.
/* ACCOUNTP EXEC */
precious = ’01 04’
file = ’ACCPIPE FILE B’
parse var file fn ft fm .
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| starsys *ACCOUNT’,
’| fileslow’ file,
’| l: lookup 79.2 1.2 detail’,
’| specs /FINIS * *’ fm ’/ 1’,
’| command’,
’?’,
’var precious’,
’| split’,
’| l:’
Exit

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Identify precious records
File to be written to.
Pull out file mode
The chap that does the work
Obtain accounting records
Write one record to the disk
Select precious records
Build CMS command to close
Issue CMS command to close
Start of 2nd pipeline
Bring in the classes to save
Separate into records
Provide to LOOKUP

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
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STATE

STATE

FORMAT


STATE


FORMAT
NODETails
NOFORMAT
SHOrtdate
ISOdate
FULldate
SORted
*
*
fn
ft

QUIET

ASIS

*
fm

Purpose
Use the STATE stage to determine if one or more files exist on any accessed disk
or directory.
STATE searches first for the file named in its operands, if any. It then reads records
from its primary input stream and searches for the files named in those records.
The primary output stream, if it is connected, contains a record for each of the files
STATE finds. The secondary output stream, if it is connected, contains a record for
each of the files STATE does not find. Null or blank input records are discarded.
STATE generates records that contain the following information:
v File name, file type, and file mode (only this information appears if the
NODETAILS operand is specified)
v Record format (F or V)
v Logical record length
v Number of records and blocks
v Date and time of most recent update.

Operands
FORMAT
specifies that the format of the records in the primary output stream is printable.
If the file mode is specified as an asterisk (*), you get only the first occurrence
of the file. This is the default.
NODETails
specifies that the file identifier from the primary input stream is written to the
primary output stream when the file exists. The only information in the primary
output stream is the file name, file type, and file mode of the files that exist on
any accessed disk or directory. The output record is the same as the input
record.
NOFORMAT
specifies that the format of the records in the primary output stream is the
format generated by the FSSTATE macroinstruction. The information provided
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STATE
for each file is 64 bytes in length. More information about the FSSTATE
macroinstruction format can be found in the z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions
Reference.
SHOrtdate
specifies that the format for the output date will be mm/dd/yy. This is the
default.
ISOdate
specifies that the format for the output date will be yyyy-mm-dd.
FULldate
specifies that the format for the output date will be mm/dd/yyyy.
SORted
specifies the timestamp of the file to be formatted as a single word in a form
that can be used for comparisons: 19460309235959.
QUIET
specifies that the return code is set to 0 when one or more files are not found.
When the QUIET operand is not specified, the return code is set to 28 when
one or more files are not found.
ASIS
specifies not to look for files with the name in uppercase after it is determined
that the file does not exist as written.
fn is the file name of the file to be searched for. If you specify asterisk (*) for fn,
the STATE stage searches for the first file with the ft and fm specified.
ft

is the file type of the file to be searched for. If you specify asterisk (*) for ft, the
STATE stage searches for the first file with the fn and fm specified.

fm is the file mode of a minidisk or directory to be searched. The fm operand is
translated to uppercase. If you specify asterisk (*) for fm, STATE searches your
accessed minidisks and directories for the first file with the fn and ft specified.
Asterisk (*) is the default file mode.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must contain the file
identifier of a file to search for. Null or blank input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
writes a record to its primary output stream for each specified file it finds.
Table 34. FORMAT Output Record Format
Column

Length

Description

1

8

File name.

10

8

File type.

19

2

File mode letter and number. The file mode number is
present even if it was not specified in the input.

22

8

Record format.

24

10

Logical record length.

35

10

Number of records.

46

10

Number of disk blocks.
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Table 34. FORMAT Output Record Format (continued)
Column

Length

Description

57

8 or 10

Date of last change. This field has a length of 8 when the
date is in SHORTDATE format and a length of 10 when the
date is in FULLDATE or ISODATE format.

66 or 68

8

Time of last change.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, writes an output record in the same
format of the input record to its secondary output stream for each specified file it
does not find.

Usage Notes
1. STATE does not delay the records.
2. If the STATE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the STATE stage ends.
3. If a file identifier you specify does not exist with the exact case you specified,
STATE translates the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the
search again.
4. When using the fn and ft operands, you must specify fm if you specify a fn and
a ft that can be interpreted as other operands. For example, to determine if the
file FORMAT QUIET exists on any accessed minidisk or directory use the
following stage:
... | state FORMAT QUIET * | ...

5. STATE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
6. See also AFTFST, FMTFST, and STATEW.

Examples
Example 1
To show the file information for the file ABC FILE, enter:
pipe literal ABC FILE | state ISO | console
ABC
FILE
A1 F
4096
57
Ready;

114

1996-08-15 11:05:09

Because fm was not specified, the first mode in the search order that contains a file
with the file name of ABC and file type of FILE is displayed. In this example, the file
exists on the file mode A. Note that since the ISODATE option was specified, the
date is displayed in ISO format with a 4-digit year.
The following return code is returned by STATE if the file does not exist on any
accessed minidisk or directory:
pipe state ABC FILE | console
Ready(00028);

Example 2
The following exec displays the files listed in MYLISTOF FILES that do not exist.
The list of files that were not found are written to the secondary output stream of
the STATE stage.
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/* NSTATE EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< MYLISTOF FILES’,
’| s: state quiet’,
’?’,
’s:’,
’| console’
exit rc

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read list of files in MYLISTOF FILES */
determine if files exist */
start of second pipeline */
define secondary output for STATE */
display files that don’t exist */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < MYLISTOF FILES reads the file MYLISTOF FILES into the pipeline.
v s: state quiet defines a label s for the STATE stage and sets the return code to
0 even if the files are not found. The primary output stream for the STATE stage
is not connected; therefore, it writes no records describing the files it finds.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v s: defines the secondary output stream for the STATE stage. The output records
from the STATE stage flow to the following CONSOLE stage as its primary input
stream.
v console writes the records to the terminal.
The file identifiers, XYZ NOTEBOOK * and EMPLOYEE DATA *, are listed in the file
MYLISTOF FILES but do not exist on any of the accessed minidisks or directories,
so the output to the console looks like:
nstate
XYZ
NOTEBOOK *
EMPLOYEE DATA
*
Ready;

Note: Because the QUIET operand was specified, the return code is set to 0. If the
QUIET operand was not specified, the exec would exit with a return code of
28.

Example 3
The following PIPE command searches for a file that has a file type of NETID:
pipe literal * NETID * | state ful | console
SYSTEM
NETID
S2 F
80
25
Ready;

1

8/15/1996 13:06:51

Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

All files exist, or the keyword QUIET was specified and some files may not
exist. All input lines have been processed.

20

A character in the file name or file type is not valid. Processing stops as
soon as CMS sets this return code.

24

The file mode is not valid. Processing stops as soon as CMS sets this
return code.

28

One or more files were not found and the keyword QUIET was not
specified. All input lines have been processed.

Other

A return code other than 0, 20, 24, or 28 has been received from CMS.
Processing has been terminated with this return code.
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STATEW

FORMAT


STATEW


FORMAT
NODETails
NOFORMAT
SHOrtdate
ISOdate
FULldate
SORted
*
*
fn
ft

QUIET

ASIS

*
fm

Purpose
Use the STATEW stage to determine if one or more writable files exist on any
accessed read/write disk or read/write directory.
STATEW searches first for the file named in its operands, if any. It then reads
records from its primary input stream and searches for the files named in those
records. The primary output stream, if it is connected, contains a record for each of
the files STATEW finds. The secondary output stream, if connected, contains a
record for each of the files STATEW does not find. Null or blank input records are
discarded.
STATEW generates records that contain the following information:
v File name, file type, and file mode (only this information appears if the
NODETAILS operand is specified)
v Record format (F or V)
v Logical record length
v Number of records and blocks
v Date and time of most recent update.

Operands
FORMAT
specifies that the records in the primary output stream are printable. The file
name, file type, and file mode are lengths of 8 8 2, respectively, each one
separated by a blank. The file mode number is present even if it was not
specified in the input. If the file mode is specified as an asterisk (*), you get
only the first occurrence of the file. This is the default.
NODETails
specifies that the file identifier from the primary input stream is written to the
primary output stream when the file exists. The only information in the primary
output stream is the file name, file type, and file mode of the writable files that
exist on any accessed read/write disk or read/write directory. The output record
is the same as the input record.
NOFORMAT
specifies that the format of the records in the primary output stream is the
format generated by the FSSTATE macroinstruction. The information provided
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STATEW
for each file is 64 bytes in length. More information about the FSSTATE
macroinstruction format can be found in the z/VM: CMS Macros and Functions
Reference. When you specify NOFORMAT, you cannot specify a file identifier
on the STATEW stage; you must specify the file by the primary input stream.
SHOrtdate
specifies that the format for the output date will be mm/dd/yy. This is the
default.
ISOdate
specifies that the format for the output date will be yyyy-mm-dd.
FULldate
specifies that the format for the output date will be mm/dd/yyyy.
SORted
specifies the timestamp of the file to be formatted as a single word in a form
that can be used for comparisons: 19460309235959.
QUIET
specifies that the return code is set to 0 when one or more files are not found.
When the QUIET operand is not specified, the return code is set to 28 when
one or more files are not found.
ASIS
specifies not to look for files with the name in uppercase after it is determined
that the file does not exist as written.
fn is the file name of the writable file to be searched for. If you specify asterisk (*)
for fn, the STATEW stage searches for the first file with the ft and fm you
specify.
ft

is the file type of the writable file to be searched for. If you specify asterisk (*)
for ft, the STATEW stage searches for the first file with the fn and fm you
specify.

fm is the file mode of a minidisk or directory to be searched. The fm operand is
translated to uppercase. If you specify asterisk (*) for fm, the STATEW stage
searches your accessed minidisks and directories for the first file with the fn
and ft you specify. This is the default.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must contain the file
identifier of a file to search for. Null or blank input records are discarded.

Primary Output Stream
writes a record to its primary output stream for each specified file it finds.
Table 35. FORMAT Output Record Format
Column

Length

Description

1

8

File name.

10

8

File type.

19

2

File mode letter and number. The file mode number is
present even if it was not specified in the input.

22

8

Record format.

24

10

Logical record length.
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Table 35. FORMAT Output Record Format (continued)
Column

Length

Description

35

10

Number of records.

46

10

Number of disk blocks.

57

8 or 10

Date of last change. This field has a length of 8 when the
date is in SHORTDATE format and a length of 10 when the
date is in FULLDATE or ISODATE format.

66 or 68

8

Time of last change.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, writes an output record in the same
format of the input record to its secondary output stream for each specified file it
does not find.

Usage Notes
1. STATEW does not delay the records.
2. If the STATEW stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the STATEW stage ends.
3. If a file does not exist with the file identifier you specify, the STATEW stage
translates the file name and file type to uppercase and performs the search
again.
4. When using the fn and ft operands, you must specify fm if you specify a fn and
a ft that can be interpreted as other operands. For example, to determine if the
file FORMAT QUIET exists on any accessed minidisk or directory use the
following stage:
... | statew FORMAT QUIET * | ...

5. STATEW starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
6. See also AFTFST, FMTFST, and STATE.

Examples
Example 1
To show the file information for the writable file STATUS REPORT, enter:
pipe literal STATUS REPORT | statew iso | console
STATUS
REPORT
A1 F
4096
57
Ready;

114

1996-08-15 11:05:29

Because fm was not specified, the first mode that is writable in the search order
that contained a file with the file name of STATUS and file type of REPORT is
displayed. In this example, the file exists on the A-disk. Note that since the
ISODATE option was specified, the date is displayed in ISO format with a 4-digit
year.

Example 2
In this example, STATEW searches for two writable files; one (ABC) is specified by
the operands of the STATEW stage and the other (PROFILE) is specified by the
primary input stream of the STATEW stage. The PIPE command and its results are
shown below:
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pipe literal ABC * *| literal PROFILE * D | statew ful | console
PROFILE BUILD
D1 F
80
11
1 11/14/1989 9:42:55
ABC
FILE
A1 F
80
89
1 1/23/1991 12:27:27
Ready;

Note that the first file name written is the file specified by the operands of STATEW.
This example assumes that the D disk is accessed as R/W.

Example 3
The following PIPE command searches the files listed in WORK FILES and displays
the writable files that are found on an accessed R/W mode. Because the
NODETAIL operand is specified, the output contains only the file identifier of each
specified file that is found.
pipe < WORK FILES | statew nodetail | console
MAIL FILE A
ACTIVITY DATA A
Ready;

This output indicates that the files MAIL FILE A and ACTIVITY DATA A are writable
and do exist.

Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

All files exist, or the QUIET operand was specified and some files may not
exist. All input lines have been processed.

20

A character in the file name or file type is not valid. Processing stops as
soon as CMS sets this return code.

24

The file mode is not valid. Processing stops as soon as CMS sets this
return code.

28

Means one of the following:
v One or more files were not found and the operand QUIET was not
specified. All input lines have been processed.
v You do not have write authority for the directory specified by the file
mode.
v The specified file mode is not accessed as R/W.

Other

A return code other than 0, 20, 24, or 28 has been received from CMS.
Processing has been terminated with this return code.
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STEM

STEM



0

FROM 1

invocnum

APPEND
FROM n

STEM stem


PRODUCER

Purpose
Use the STEM stage to retrieve or set REXX or EXEC 2 compound variables
whose names begin with the stem you specify. Specify STEM on a command
invoked from a user-written stage, a REXX exec, or an EXEC 2 exec.
The stem of a REXX variable is that part of a variable name up to and including the
last period. For example, pipe.var. is the stem of the REXX variables pipe.var.1,
pipe.var.2, and pipe.var.3. The stem of an EXEC 2 variables does not include
the leading ampersand (&) character that usually begins a variable name. For
example, OLDVAR is the stem of the EXEC 2 variables &OLDVAR1, &OLDVAR2, and
&OLDVAR3
When STEM is the first stage of a pipeline, STEM retrieves values of variables.
Before STEM can be used to retrieve variables, variable stem0 must contain the
number of variables whose value you want to retrieve. The value should be 0 or
positive. For each variable retrieved, STEM writes a separate record containing the
variable’s value to its primary output stream. By default, output records are written
beginning with stem1. The output records are written in ascending order of the
numeric suffix of the variables until the number of records written equals the value
of stem0.
When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM sets variables. By default,
when STEM is used to set variables, it sets one variable for each record in its
primary input stream. Variables stem1 through stemn, where n is the number of
records in the primary input stream, are set to the contents of the first through the
nth input stream records, respectively. After all n records have been set, STEM sets
variable stem0 to the number of variables that were set. STEM also copies its
primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Operands
stem
is the stem of the compound variables whose values you want to set or retrieve.
The stem of a REXX variable is that part of a variable name up to and including
the last period. When specifying stem for EXEC 2 variables, do not include the
leading ampersand (&) character that usually begins a variable name.
PRODUCER
specifies that the REXX environment to be searched is that of the stage
connected to the currently selected input stream of the stage that issued the
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand. PRODUCER can only be used in stages that
are run in a subroutine pipeline created by a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.
The CALLPIPE that issues the STEM stage must come after a PEEKTO
pipeline subcommand, but before a READTO pipeline subcommand.
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invocnum
is the number of REXX and EXEC 2 invocations (generations) to refer back
when retrieving or setting the variables. invocnum must be 0 or greater, and
less than or equal to the existing number of REXX and EXEC2 generations.
The default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
v If invocnum is 0 and the STEM stage is specified on a PIPE command or
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the variables are in the user-written stage
that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the STEM stage is
specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage, the
variables are in the exec that issued the CALLPIPE or RUNPIPE.
v If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the
generation selected when invocnum is 0. The specified generation may
precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
APPEND
specifies that variables are to be set beginning with stem(n+1) where n is the
value of variable stem0. Variable stem0 must contain a zero or positive whole
number prior to invoking the STEM stage with the APPEND operand. After all
variables have been set, STEM sets variable stem0 to the numeric suffix of the
last variable that was set.
APPEND cannot be specified on a STEM stage that is used in the first stage of
a pipeline.
FROM n
specifies that values of variables are to be retrieved or variables are to be set
beginning with stemn where n is the value specified. When retrieving a variable,
n should be 0 or positive, and less than or equal to the value in stem0. After all
variables have been set, when STEM is not the first stage in the pipeline,
STEM sets variable stem0 to the numeric suffix of the last variable that was set.
The default value for n is 1.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM reads records from its
primary input stream. Input records must contain the values of the variables to be
set.

Primary Output Stream
When STEM is the first stage of a pipeline, STEM writes records to its primary
output stream. Each record contains the value of a variable retrieved by STEM. The
number of records written is the number contained in variable stem0 when the
FROM operand is not specified.
When STEM is not the first stage of a pipeline, STEM copies its primary input
stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. STEM does not delay the records.
2. If the STEM stage is first in a pipeline and it discovers that its primary output
stream is not connected, the STEM stage ends.
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3. If STEM is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand, STEM sets or retrieves variables in only the variable
environments that existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
4. STEM starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it
did not do so while processing its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
5. See also REXXVARS, VAR, VARLOAD, and STACK.

Examples
Example 1
To read the file INPUT FILE and display each line prefixed with This is line n:
where n is the line number, create an exec similar to the following:
/* LINENUM EXEC */
’pipe < INPUT FILE | stem recs.’
/* read file into array */
do i=1 to recs.0
/* for each record of the file */
say ’This is line’ i’:’ recs.i /* display records prefixed with */
/* "this is line n" where n */
/* is the line number */
end

In this example, the PIPE command reads the records of file INPUT FILE. It then
uses the STEM stage to assign each record as a element of an array. The array is
a compound variable with a stem of recs.. The STEM stage also sets variable
recs.0 to the number of variables set. The DO loop uses recs.0 as a counter to
write each line to the terminal prefixed with the specified text and the line number.

Example 2
This example creates an XEDIT macro, COLORSET XEDIT, that saves the color
settings of a view of a file being edited. First create the following XEDIT macro
SAVCOLOR XEDIT; then invoke SAVCOLOR in the view of the file you are editing.
/* SAVCOLOR XEDIT */
’extract /color */’
/* set variables color.n to xedit settings */
"pipe stem color.",
/* get color variables */
"| specs /’SET COLOR / 1 1-* next /’/ next", /* build set color */
/* subcommands */,
"| literal /* COLORSET XEDIT */",
/* create intro comment */
"| > COLORSET XEDIT A"
/* write comment and */
/* subcommands to macro */

v extract /color */ sets variables color.1 to color.13 to the current SET
COLOR settings for each of the thirteen areas of your XEDIT screen. The data
returned by XEDIT is in the same format as the operand on a SET COLOR
subcommand. EXTRACT also sets variable color.0 to 13, which is the number
of variables it created.
v stem color. creates an output stream record for each of the 13 variables with a
stem of color..
v specs /’SET COLOR / 1 1-* next /’/ next inserts ’SET COLOR in front of each
input record and appends a single quotation mark to the end of each input
record. Thus, the SPEC stage transforms the variables into XEDIT SET COLOR
subcommands surrounded with quotation marks for execution from a REXX
program.
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v literal /* COLORSET XEDIT */ writes a record containing /* COLORSET XEDIT */
to its primary output stream and copies its primary input stream to its primary
output stream.
v > COLORSET XEDIT A writes all the records written by LITERAL to the file
COLORSET XEDIT A.
A sample COLORSET XEDIT file is shown in Figure 171.
COLORSET XEDIT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1 V 255

Trunc=255 Size=13 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
/* COLORSET XEDIT */
’SET COLOR ARROW
DEFAULT
NONE
HIGH
PS0’
’SET COLOR CMDLINE
DEFAULT
NONE
NOHIGH PS0’
’SET COLOR CURLINE
DEFAULT
NONE
HIGH
PS0’
’SET COLOR FILEAREA DEFAULT
NONE
NOHIGH PS0’
’SET COLOR IDLINE
DEFAULT
NONE
HIGH
PS0’
’SET COLOR MSGLINE
RED
NONE
HIGH
PS0’
’SET COLOR PENDING
DEFAULT
NONE
HIGH
PS0’
’SET COLOR PREFIX
DEFAULT
NONE
NOHIGH PS0’
’SET COLOR SCALE
DEFAULT
NONE
HIGH
PS0’
’SET COLOR SHADOW
DEFAULT
NONE
NOHIGH PS0’
’SET COLOR STATAREA DEFAULT
NONE
HIGH
PS0’
’SET COLOR TABLINE
DEFAULT
NONE
HIGH
PS0’

Figure 171. STEM Stage Example: Output File Contents

For more information about the EXTRACT or SET COLOR subcommands of XEDIT,
see the z/VM: XEDIT Commands and Macros Reference.

Example 3
To sort the values in an array of compound variables that have a stem of bananas
and to create a new array called bunch from the sorted values, use the following
PIPE command in a REXX program:
’pipe stem bananas. | sort | stem bunch.’

Example 4
If you want to display values in an array without having to start with the first value,
use the FROM operand. The following example reads the array and displays values
starting with the third value.
/* STEMFROM EXEC */
x.0 = 4
x.1 = ’I won’’t pass this line on’
x.2 = ’This one either’
x.3 = ’This is a line I want’
x.4 = ’I really like this FROM operand!!’
’pipe stem x. from 3 | console’

/* Get the x variables starting
*/
/* with the third one and display */
/* the results to the console
*/

The following results are displayed when the STEMFROM EXEC is executed:
stemfrom
This is a line I want
I really like this FROM operand!!
Ready;
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Example 5
The following PIPE command illustrates how to use the PRODUCER operand of
STEM to obtain a variable from one stage and use it in another stage.
pipe stage1 | stage2 | console

The contents of STAGE1 REXX and STAGE2 REXX are:
/* STAGE1 REXX */
x.0 = 1
/* set x.0 to value of 1 */
x.1 = 1
/* set x.1 to value of 1 */
say ’This is STAGE1 with x.1=’ x.1
’output from STAGE1 REXX’
/* write from STAGE1 REXX to */
/* output stream
*/

/* STAGE2 REXX */
x.0 = 1
x.1 = 2
’peekto in’
’callpipe stem x. producer

/* set x.0 to value of 1
*/
/* set x.1 to value of 2
*/
/* look at first record
*/
0|stem x.’ /* retrieve the value
/* of stem x.1 in
/* STAGE1 REXX and set
/* it to stem x.1 in
/* STAGE2 REXX
say ’This is STAGE2 with (should be x.1 = 1) x.1=’ x.1
’output’ in
/* write value of in
*/
’readto in’
/* discard processed record */

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

The following results are displayed on the console when the PIPE command is
issued:
pipe stage1 | stage2 | console
This is STAGE1 with x.1= 1
This is STAGE2 with (should be x.1 = 1) x.1= 1
from STAGE1 REXX
Ready;

The PRODUCER operand in STAGE2 REXX tells the STEM stage to get the value
of x.1 from the stage connected to the primary input stream of STAGE2 REXX,
which in this example is STAGE1 REXX. The value 1 is passed to the second
STEM stage in STAGE2 REXX and is set to the variable x.1 with the STEM x.
command. Notice that the CALLPIPE in STAGE2 REXX is preceded by a PEEKTO
subcommand and followed by a READTO subcommand.
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 STORAGE address length


storagekey

Purpose
Use the STORAGE stage to read from or write to virtual machine storage.
When a STORAGE stage is the first stage of a pipeline, it writes the data from
virtual storage as a record to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
When a STORAGE stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, it writes the records
from its primary input stream into the specified area of virtual machine storage.
STORAGE also writes its primary input stream records to its primary output stream,
if it is connected. The storage key, in addition to the address and length of the
virtual machine storage, must be specified. The storage key is an indicator
associated with one or more storage blocks that requires that programs have a
matching protection key to use the blocks.
Attention: When a STORAGE stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, the
STORAGE stage can overlay existing data.

Operands
address
is a hexadecimal address of an area of virtual storage.
length
is the length (in decimal) of the area in virtual storage. If an input record is
longer than length, the last part of the record is not written into storage. If an
input record is shorter than length, the record is not extended to length.
storagekey
is a single character or the hexadecimal representation of a character that
specifies the storage protect key of the area in virtual storage.
The key is in the four high-order bits of the byte; the low-order bits must be
zeros. For example, for key ‘E’ specify E0 for storagekey. Key 0 is not allowed.
The storagekey operand is required if STORAGE is a not the first stage of a
pipeline.
Note: The storagekey operand may not be specified when reading virtual
machine storage. However, it must be specified when writing virtual
machine storage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When STORAGE is not the first stage of a pipeline, STORAGE reads records from
its primary input stream. The input records must contain the information to be
written to virtual machine storage.
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Primary Output Stream
When STORAGE is the first stage of a pipeline, STORAGE reads data from the
specified storage location for the specified length and writes a record containing the
data to its primary output stream.
When STORAGE is not the first stage of a pipeline, STORAGE copies its primary
input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. STORAGE does not delay the records.
2. If the STORAGE stage is first in a pipeline and it discovers that its primary
output stream is not connected, the STORAGE stage ends.
3. When STORAGE is not the first stage of a pipeline, STORAGE writes each
record in its primary input stream to the specified storage location. However,
each record is written beginning at address. Therefore, the contents of the first
record are overwritten with the contents of second record, and so on.
4. If a STORAGE stage is the first stage of a pipeline and the address and length
are incorrect, the next stage in the pipeline will reflect the error.

Examples
Example 1
To display the storage at address X'200' for 32 bytes, enter:
pipe storage 200 32 | console

To modify this location with a new value assuming key F is the storage key, enter:
pipe < NEW DATA | storage 200 32 f0
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 STRASMFind

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring



Purpose
Use the STRASMFIND stage to select assembler statements from the input stream
that begin with the specified string. Each input record should be in the same format
as a line of an assembler file; therefore, an assembler statement can consist of one
or more input records.
If the specified string is found in the first column of the first line of the assembler
statement and if the primary output stream is connected, STRASMFIND writes the
assembler statements to its primary output stream. If the secondary output stream
is connected, STRASMFIND writes all other assembler statements to the secondary
output stream.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is any group of characters and blanks you want to find, beginning in the first
column of an assembler statement. Each character in string must exactly match
the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the
input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do
not match. To be selected, an input record must be at least as long as string,
including any trailing blanks specified in string. The maximum length of string is
71 characters.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
group of characters you want to find, beginning in the first column of an
assembler statement. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
Each character in hexstring must exactly match the corresponding character in
the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered
to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in
hexstring matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not
match an underscore character in the input record.
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You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number
of hexadecimal characters in the string. To be selected, an input record must be
at least as long as the string defined by hexstring.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a group of
characters you want to find, beginning in the first column of an assembler
statement. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Each character
in binstring must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record,
with two exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered
to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in
binstring matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not
match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8. To be selected, an input record must be at least as long as
the string defined by binstring.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
STRASMFIND reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must be in
the same format as a line of an assembler file.

Primary Output Stream
For each assembler statement in its primary input stream that begins with the
specified string, STRASMFIND writes to its primary output stream all records that
comprise the statement.

Secondary Output Stream
For each assembler statement in its primary input stream that does not begin with
the specified string, STRASMFIND writes to its secondary output stream all records
that comprise the statement, if the secondary output stream is connected.

Usage Notes
1. STRASMFIND does not delay the records.
2. If the STRASMFIND stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the STRASMFIND stage ends.
3. STRASMFIND does not support changes to the format of the assembler
statements made by the ICTL assembler instruction.
4. The STRASMFIND stage selects all records beginning with the specified string.
Note that this is different from the way in which the FIND subcommand of
XEDIT operates. XEDIT positions the current line pointer on the first line in the
file that starts with the specified text.
5. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character, use the
LOCATE stage.
6. STRASMFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
7. See also ASMFIND, ASMNFIND, STRASMNFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND,
LOCATE, NLOCATE, FIND, NFIND, ALL, ZONE, and CASEI.
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Examples
Example 1
To select and display all unlabeled statements from the assembler program
SAMPLE ASSEMBLE, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE | strasmfind /_/ | console

STRASMFIND /_/ selects statements that begin with a blank in column 1. Because
labels start in column 1, the previous PIPE command displays all unlabeled
statements.

Example 2
To select all character definitions from the assembler program SAMPLE
ASSEMBLE, that start with the characters PARM, enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE | strasmfind /PARM

DC/ | > SAMPLE PARMS A

Figure 172 shows partial contents of the input file SAMPLE ASSEMBLE and
Figure 173 on page 572 show the contents of the resulting output file, after issuing
the previous PIPE command. (Both files are displayed after the issuing the XEDIT
subcommand SET VERIFY 1 72.)
SAMPLE
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

ASSEMBLE A1

F 80

Trunc=71 Size=85 Line=55 Col=1 Alt=0

ROUTINE DC
C’DMSOPEN ’
ROUTIN1 DC
C’DMSREAD ’
ROUTIN2 DC
C’DMSCLOSE’
RETURN
DC
F’0’
REASON
DC
F’0’
* PARAMETERS USED ON THE OPEN
PARM1
DC
C’TESTMC FILE .’
PARM2
DC
A(L’PARM1)
PARM3
DC
C’READ CACHE’
PARM4
DC
A(L’PARM3)
* PARAMETER USED ON THE OPEN, READ, AND CLOSE
|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7>..
PARM5
DC
C’
’
* PARAMETERS USED ON THE READ
PARM6
DC
C’
’
PARM7
DC
F’2’
PARM8
DC
F’200’
PARM9
DC
CL200’ ’
PARM10
DC
F’200’
PARM11
DC
F’0’
* PARAMETERS USED ON THE CLOSE
PARM12
DC
C’COMMIT’
PARM13
DC
A(L’PARM12)
SPACE 4

Figure 172. STRASMFIND Stage Example: Input File Contents
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SAMPLE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

PARMS

A1 F 80

Trunc=80 Size=13 Line=1 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
PARM1
DC
C’TESTMC FILE .’
PARM2
DC
A(L’PARM1)
PARM3
DC
C’READ CACHE’
PARM4
DC
A(L’PARM3)
PARM5
DC
C’
’
PARM6
DC
C’
’
PARM7
DC
F’2’
PARM8
DC
F’200’
PARM9
DC
CL200’ ’
PARM10
DC
F’200’
PARM11
DC
F’0’
PARM12
DC
C’COMMIT’
PARM13
DC
A(L’PARM12)
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 173. STRASMFIND Stage Example: Output File Contents
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 STRASMNFind

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring



Purpose
Use the STRASMNFIND stage to select assembler statements from its input stream
that do not begin with the specified string. Each input record should be in the same
format as a line of an assembler file; therefore, an assembler statement can consist
of one or more input records.
If the specified string is not found in the first column of the first line of the
assembler statement and if the primary output stream is connected,
STRASMNFIND writes the assembler statements to the primary output stream. If
the secondary output stream is connected, STRASMNFIND writes all other
assembler statements to the secondary output stream.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is any group of characters and blanks that you do not want to find, beginning in
the first column of an assembler statement. To be considered a match and
therefore not be selected, each character in string must exactly match the
corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the
input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do
not match. Records that are shorter in length than string are always selected,
regardless of the contents of the record. The maximum length of string is 71
characters.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
group of characters that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of
an assembler statement. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. To be considered a match and therefore not be selected, each
character in hexstring must exactly match the corresponding character in the
input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered
to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in
hexstring matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not
match an underscore character in the input record.
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You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number
of hexadecimal characters in the string. Records that are shorter in length than
hexstring are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a group of
characters that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an
assembler statement. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. To be
considered a match and therefore not be selected, each character in binstring
must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two
exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered
to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in
binstring matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not
match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8. Records that are shorter in length than hexstring are always
selected, regardless of the contents of the record.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
STRASMNFIND reads records from its primary input stream. Each record must be
in the same format as a line of an assembler file.

Primary Output Stream
For each assembler statement in its primary input stream that does not begin with
the specified string, STRASMNFIND writes to its primary output stream all records
that comprise the statement.

Secondary Output Stream
For each assembler statement in its primary input stream that begins with the
specified string, STRASMNFIND writes to its secondary output stream all records
that comprise the statement, if the secondary output stream is connected.

Usage Notes
1. STRASMNFIND does not delay the records.
2. If the STRASMNFIND stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the STRASMNFIND stage ends.
3. STRASMNFIND does not support changes to the format of the assembler
statements made by the ICTL assembler instruction.
4. The STRASMNFIND stage selects all records that do not begin with the
specified string, hexstring, or binstring. Note that this is different from the way in
which the NFIND subcommand of XEDIT operates. XEDIT positions the current
line pointer on the first line in the file that does not start with the specified text.
5. If you use STRASMNFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage, the column
range specified on the ZONE stage will affect which input records are written to
the primary output stream. The first column specified in the column range on the
ZONE stage is treated as column one by the STRASMNFIND operand.
For example, suppose you use a programming standard that when defining
constants in an assembler program, the DC assembler instruction must begin in
column 10. If you want to find those input records that do not contain a DC in
column 10, issue the following PIPE command:
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pipe < SAMP ASSEMBLE | zone 10-12 strasmnfind /DC/| > SAMP NOPARMS A

6. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character, use
the NLOCATE stage.
7. STRASMNFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
8. See also ASMFIND, ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND,
LOCATE, NLOCATE, FIND, NFIND, ALL, ZONE, and CASEI.

Examples
Example 1
To select and display all labeled and commented statements from the assembler
program SAMPLE ASSEMBLE, enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < SAMPLE ASSEMBLE | strasmnfind /_/ | console

STRASMNFIND /_/ selects statements that do not begin with a blank in column 1.
Because labels and comment lines begin in column 1, the previous PIPE command
displays all the statements that have labels and all the lines that are comments.
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STRFIND

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring



Purpose
Use the STRFIND stage to select records that begin with a specified string of
characters. STRFIND reads records from its primary input stream and writes the
records that begin with the specified string to its primary output stream, if it is
connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFIND writes all other
records to its secondary output stream.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines a group of characters that you want to find, beginning in the first column
of an input record. Each character in string must exactly match the
corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the
input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic characters do
not match. To be selected, an input record must be at least as long as string,
including any trailing blanks.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
group of characters you want to find, beginning in the first column of an input
record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Each character
in hexstring must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record,
with two exceptions:
1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered
to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in
hexstring matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not
match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number
of hexadecimal characters in the string. To be selected, an input record must be
at least as long as the string defined by hexstring.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a group of
characters you want to find, beginning in the first column of an input record.
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The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Each character in binstring
must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two
exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered
to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in
binstring matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not
match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8. To be selected, an input record must be at least as long as
the string defined by binstring.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
STRFIND reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
STRFIND copies each input record that begins with the specified string of
characters to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFIND copies each input record that
does not begin with the specified string of characters to its secondary output
stream.

Usage Notes
1. STRFIND does not delay the records.
2. If the STRFIND stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the STRFIND stage ends.
3. The STRFIND stage selects all records beginning with the operand. Note that
this is different from the way in which the FIND subcommand of XEDIT
operates. XEDIT positions the current line pointer on the first line in the file that
starts with the specified text.
4. To select a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage
separator character, use the ESCAPE option. For example, to display all lines of
the file INPUT FILE that begin with the character string A|B, issue the following:
pipe (escape %) < INPUT FILE | strfind /A%|B/ | console

The ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as the escape character. In
the second stage, the STRFIND built-in stage is used to locate records that
begin with the string A|B. The string contains the | character, which is the default
stage separator character. To prevent the PIPE command from treating this
occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
Rather than using the ESCAPE option and the escape character, you can use a
double vertical bar || in the STRFIND stage. The PIPE command does not treat
|| as a stage separator; instead, it passes || to the STRFIND stage as |. For
example, to receive the same results as the previous PIPE command, issue the
following:
pipe < INPUT FILE | strfind /A||B/ | console

5. If you specify STRFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string
must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
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column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must
be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
6. If you want to select records that contain an underscore character, use the
LOCATE stage.
7. STRFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
8. See also FIND, LOCATE, NFIND, STRNFIND, NLOCATE, ALL, CASEI, ZONE,
ASMFIND, ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, and STRASMNFIND.

Examples
Example 1
The CP QUERY READER ALL command returns a heading line followed by one
line of information for each file in your virtual reader. Each line begins with the user
ID of the sender of the file. To display a line of information for only those files in
your reader from user ID, LEMMING, enter the following command:
pipe cp query reader all | strfind /LEMMING_/ | console

The underscore character (_) means that a blank must follow the string LEMMING.

Example 2
To write all lines of file PROG1 ASSEMBLE that begin with an asterisk (*) to file
COMMENTS FILE A and to write all other lines to file CODE FILE A, use the
following exec procedure:
/* FNDCMNTS EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< PROG1 ASSEMBLE’,
’| a:strfind /*/’,
’| > COMMENTS FILE A’,
’?’,
’a:’,
’| > CODE FILE A’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read PROG1 ASSEMBLE */
select lines beginning with asterisk */
write comment lines to COMMENTS FILE A */
start of second pipeline */
define secondary output stream for STRFIND */
write noncomment lines to CODE FILE A */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < PROG1 ASSEMBLE reads the file PROG1 ASSEMBLE into the pipeline.
v a:strfind /*/ defines a label a for the STRFIND stage. STRFIND writes all input
records that begin with an asterisk (*) to its primary output stream.
v > COMMENTS FILE A receives the records from the STRFIND stage’s primary
output stream and writes them to the COMMENTS FILE A. It is the last stage in
the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v a: references the label on the STRFIND stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for STRFIND. STRFIND writes all input records that
do not begin with an asterisk (*) to its secondary output stream.
v > CODE FILE A writes the STRFIND stage’s secondary output stream to the file
CODE FILE A.
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STRFRLABel
STRFROMLabel

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring



Purpose
Use the STRFRLABEL stage to select records from its primary input stream. The
records selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified
target string must begin in the first column of an input record. Once a record that
begins with the target string is found, the record that begins with the target string
and the following records are shorted to the primary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is connected, STRFRLABEL writes the records that
are before the record that begins with the target string to its secondary output
stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, STRFRLABEL discards
these records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must be
located in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be
located. The string must be located in the first column of an input record. The X
or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
spaces in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters
in the string.
Bbinstring
defines the starting string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, to be located. The
string must be located in the first column of an input record. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
STRFRLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.
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Primary Output Stream
STRFRLABEL copies the first input record that begins with the specified target to its
primary output stream. All remaining input stream records are then copied to its
primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, STRFRLABEL copies all input records
not copied to its primary output stream to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. STRFRLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If the STRFRLABEL stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the STRFRLABEL stage ends.
3. If you specify STRFRLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target
string must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the
first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target
string must be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
4. STRFRLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
5. See also FRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TOLABEL,
WHILELABEL, FRTARGET, TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory file, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that
begin with the letter P through the end of the alphabet and to write these records to
a file called PHONE P-Z, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE DIRECTRY | strfrlabel /P -/ | > PHONES P-Z A

Figure 174 and Figure 175 on page 581 show the contents of the input file, PHONE
DIRECTRY, and the resulting output file, PHONE P-Z A, after execution of the
previous PIPE command.
PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DIRECTRY A1

V 80 Trunc=80 Size=15 Line=4 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
NAME
AGE PHONE
A - E
Andrews, Joe
Brown, Sue
F - J
Jones, Fred
K - O
Mills, Bob
P - T
Smith, Elaine
Smith, Joe
Smith, Sue
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
* * End of File *

30
28

555-214-5435
555-413-3423

50

607-413-8945

23

555-212-2122

45
24
33

243-313-4277
234-315-2342
543-314-0087

39
* *

607-917-8754

Figure 174. STRFRLABEL Stage Example: Input File Contents
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PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

P-Z

A1

V 80 Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
P - T
Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
39
607-917-8754
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 175. STRFRLABEL Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the STRFRLABEL
command. If you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE DIRECTRY | strfrlabel /P - T / | > PHONE A-O A

the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the search. If
there is not a trailing blank after P - T in PHONE DIRECTRY, the target string is
not found.
If PHONE DIRECTRY is an F-format file, the trailing blanks are present because
P - T is shorter than the logical record length of the file; therefore, STRFRLABEL
would find the target string.
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BOTH BLANK


STRIP


BOTH
Target
LEADING
TRAILING

NOT
TO

(1)
maxnum

Target:
BLANK
charrange
ANYof
/ string /
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
STRing
/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

Notes:
1

You must specify Target if you specify maxnum.

Purpose
Use the STRIP stage to remove leading or trailing characters from records. STRIP
reads records from its primary input stream, removes the specified characters, and
writes the resulting records to its primary output stream, if it is connected. If no
operands are specified, STRIP removes leading and trailing blanks from the
records.

Operands
BOTH
removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from
the beginning and the end of the records. BOTH is the default.
LEADING
removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from
the beginning of the records.
TRAILING
removes consecutive occurrences of the specified character or characters from
the end of the records.
NOT
TO
negates the way in which STRIP locates the leading or trailing characters to be
removed.
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If you specify NOT with charrange, only characters that are not within the range
are removed. If you specify NOT with ANYOF, only characters that are not in
the specified list are removed. If you specify NOT with STRING, only characters
not matching the specified string are removed.
TO is a synonym for NOT.
charrange
is a range of characters to be removed. STRIP removes leading or trailing
occurrences of any characters within the specified range. You can specify
charrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n
is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.
char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2
is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE
and ending with char2, hexchar2, BLANK, or SPACE.
When you specify a range of target characters, the order of characters in the
range is based on the hexadecimal representation of the characters. The
characters are arranged in increasing numeric order. For example, a range of 5
characters that begins with A is the range A, B, C, D, and E. This corresponds
to the hexadecimal representation, X'C1', X'C2', X'C3', X'C4', and X'C5'.
ANYof
specifies that the string of characters following ANYOF is a list of characters to
be removed. STRIP removes leading or trailing occurrences of any characters
within the specified list.
STRing
specifies that the characters to be removed must match the string following
STRING.
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
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You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
defines a group of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase
representations of the same characters do not match.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
string of characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of
the same characters do not match. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the string. There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
characters to be located. Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same
characters do not match. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase.
You must not specify any blanks in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8.
maxnum
is the maximum number of characters to remove from the beginning or end of
the input records. When BOTH is specified, maxnum applies independently to
each end of a record. If you specify maxnum without specifying any target
character, the number you specify as maxnum is interpreted as the charrange
operand. Thus, if you want the default target character, you must specify the
BLANK operand before maxrep.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
STRIP reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After removing the specified characters from records read from its primary input
stream, STRIP writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. STRIP does not delay the records.
2. If the STRIP stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
STRIP stage ends.
3. When specifying a range, if the numeric value of the hexadecimal
representation of the ending character is less than the starting character, the
hexadecimal representation of the character that follows X'FF' in the range is
X'00'.
4. STRIP copies any null input records to its primary output stream.
5. If all the characters in a record are removed, STRIP writes a null record to its
primary output stream.
6. See also CHOP, JOIN, PAD, SNAKE, SPLIT, and DEBLOCK.
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Examples
Example 1
In this example, the STRIP stage removes leading and trailing asterisks (*) and
blanks from the input records. Figure 176 and Figure 177 show the contents of the
input file and resulting console output after execution of the following PIPE
command:
pipe < PROLOG FILE | strip anyof /* / | console

PROLOG

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 F 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
***********************************************************************
*
*
* THIS ROUTINE REMOVES LEADING OR TRAILING CHARACTERS FROM RECORDS
*
* READ FROM THE PRIMARY INPUT STREAM. THE ROUTINE WRITES OUTPUT
*
* RECORDS TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM.
*
*
*
***********************************************************************
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 176. STRIP Stage Example: Input File Contents
THIS ROUTINE REMOVES LEADING OR TRAILING CHARACTERS FROM RECORDS
READ FROM THE PRIMARY INPUT STREAM. THE ROUTINE WRITES OUTPUT
RECORDS TO THE PRIMARY OUTPUT STREAM.
Ready;
Figure 177. STRIP Stage Example: Terminal Output

Example 2
To create a file OUTPUT FILE A from file INPUT DATA such that all occurrences of
trailing nonnumeric characters are removed, specify the following:
pipe < INPUT FILE | strip trailing not 0-9 | > OUTPUT FILE A
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STRLITeral

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring



Purpose
Use the STRLITERAL stage to write a specified character string as a record to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. If the primary input stream for the
STRLITERAL stage contains any records, STRLITERAL then copies the records
from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is a string of characters that makes up a record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that makes up
a record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not
specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number of
hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that makes up a record. The B
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
STRLITERAL reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After writing the operand string to its primary output stream, STRLITERAL copies
any records read from its primary input stream to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. STRLITERAL does not delay the records.
2. If the STRLITERAL stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the STRLITERAL stage ends.
3. Because STRLITERAL writes the operand string as the first record of its output
stream before copying its input stream, records from multiple STRLITERAL
stages are written to the output in reverse order compared to the order of the
stages in the pipeline. Here is an example:
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pipe strliteral /or not to be/ | strliteral /To be/ | console
To be
or not to be
Ready;

To write the character strings to the output in the same order as they are written
in a pipeline, use APPEND stages following the first STRLITERAL stage, as in
the following example:
pipe strliteral /1/ | append strliteral /2/ | console
1
2
Ready;

4. To write a record that contains a character that is the same as the stage
separator character, use the ESCAPE option with an escape character or use a
double stage separator. For example, the following two PIPE commands
produce the same results:
pipe (escape %) strliteral *3%|3*| strliteral *G/B ratio:*| console
pipe strliteral *3||2*| strliteral *G/B ratio:*| console

In the first stage, the STRLITERAL stage is used to write the ratio of girls to
boys. The string contains the | character, which is the default stage separator
character.
In the first PIPE command, the ESCAPE option assigns the percent sign (%) as
the escape character. To prevent the first PIPE command from treating the
occurrence of the | character as a stage separator, an escape character is
specified immediately before the | character that is not a stage separator.
In the second PIPE command, the PIPE command does not treat || as a stage
separator; instead, it passes || to the STRLITERAL stage as |.
5. Caution must be exercised when using a REXX variable to supply data to the
STRLITERAL stage. If the variable contains any characters that are significant
to CMS Pipelines (such as a stage separator), unpredictable results can occur.
Better alternatives for pulling variable data into the input stream are the VAR,
STEM and STACK stages.
6. See also APPEND and LITERAL.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command writes a character string to the terminal:
pipe strliteral /This is a record./ | console
This is a record.
Ready;

Example 2
In the following example, STRLITERAL writes a record that contains a description of
the terminal output that the CP QUERY VIRTUAL STORAGE command generates:
pipe cp query virtual storage | strliteral /My virtual storage:/ | console
My virtual storage:
STORAGE = 07168K
Ready;

Note that the STRLITERAL stage writes the specified record to the output stream
ahead of the records it receives from the CP stage.
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STRNFIND

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring



Purpose
Use the STRNFIND stage to select records that do not begin with a specified string.
STRNFIND reads records from its primary input stream and writes the records that
do not begin with the specified string to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
If its secondary output stream is connected, STRNFIND writes all other records to
its secondary output stream.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
is any string that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an
input record. To be considered a match and therefore not be selected, each
character in string must exactly match the corresponding character in the input
record, with two exceptions:
1. A blank character in string is considered to match any character in the input
record (including a blank).
2. An underscore character (_) in string matches only a blank character in the
input record. It does not match an underscore character in the input record.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same alphabetic character do
not match. Records that are shorter in length than string are always selected,
regardless of the contents of the record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that defines a
group of characters that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of
an input record. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. To be
considered a match and therefore not be selected, each character in hexstring
must exactly match the corresponding character in the input record, with two
exceptions:
1. A 40 (the hexadecimal representation of a blank) in hexstring is considered
to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. A 6D (the hexadecimal representation of an underscore character) in
hexstring matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not
match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. There must be an even number
of hexadecimal characters in the string. Records that are shorter in length than
the string defined by hexstring are always selected, regardless of the contents
of the record.
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Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a group of
characters that you do not want to find, beginning in the first column of an input
record. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. To be considered a
match and therefore not be selected, each character in binstring must exactly
match the corresponding character in the input record, with two exceptions:
1. A 01000000 (the binary representation of a blank) in binstring is considered
to match any character in the input record (including a blank).
2. A 01101101 (the binary representation of an underscore character) in
binstring matches only a blank character in the input record. It does not
match an underscore character in the input record.
You must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits must
be divisible by 8. Records that are shorter in length than the string defined by
binstring are always selected, regardless of the contents of the record.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
STRNFIND reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
STRNFIND copies each input record that does not begin with the specified string to
its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, STRNFIND copies each input record
that begins with the specified string to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. STRNFIND does not delay the records.
2. If the STRNFIND stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the STRNFIND stage ends.
3. The STRNFIND stage selects all records that do not begin with the operand.
Note that this is different from the way in which the NFIND subcommand of
XEDIT operates. XEDIT positions the current line pointer on the first line in the
file that does not start with the specified text.
4. If you specify STRNFIND as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string
must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. The target string must be completely located within
the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must be less than or
equal to the length of the column range.
5. If you want to select records that do not contain an underscore character, use
the NLOCATE stage.
6. STRNFIND starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
7. See also NFIND, NLOCATE, FIND, STRFIND, LOCATE, ALL, CASEI, ZONE,
ASMNFIND, ASMFIND, STRASMNFIND, and STRASMFIND.

Examples
Example 1
The CP QUERY READER ALL command returns a heading line followed by one
line of information for each file in your virtual reader. Each line begins with the user
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ID of the sender of the file. To display information for every file in your reader
except those from user ID, JOHNH, enter the following command:
pipe cp query reader all | strnfind /JOHNH_/ | console

The underscore character (_) means that a blank must follow the string JOHNH.
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 STRTOLABel

/string/
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring



Purpose
Use the STRTOLABEL stage to select records from its primary input stream. The
records selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified
target string must begin in the first column of an input record. STRTOLABEL writes
to its primary output stream, if connected, the records that are before the record
that begins with the target string.
If the secondary output stream is connected, the record that begins with the target
string and the following records in the primary input stream are shorted to the
secondary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is not connected, the STRTOLABEL stage stops
before reading the record beginning with the target string.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must begin in
the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be
located. The string must begin in the first column of an input record. The X or H
can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the
string.
Bbinstring
defines the starting string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, to be located. The
string must begin in the first column of an input record. The B can be specified
in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. The
number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
STRTOLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
STRTOLABEL copies input records that do not begin with the specified target to its
primary output stream until a record is found that begins with the target. The record
containing the target is not copied to the primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, STRTOLABEL copies to its secondary
output stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. STRTOLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If the STRTOLABEL stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the STRTOLABEL stage ends.
3. STRTOLABEL disconnects its input stream when the record that begins with the
target string is found.
4. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the STRTOLABEL stage stops
before reading the record beginning with the target string, and this record is
available for further processing.
For example, the following user-written stages translate records to uppercase up
to, but not including, the first line that begins with the string xxxxx.
/* MYTOLAB REXX */
’callpipe’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’|strtolabel /xxxxx/’, /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
’|xlate upper’,
/* translate records to uppercase */
’|*:’
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
’short’
/* write remaining records as they are */
exit RC

/* MYTOLAB REXX */
’callpipe’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’|strtolabel /xxxxx/’, /* read until record beginning with xxxxx */
’|xlate upper’,
/* translate records to uppercase */
’|*:’
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
’callpipe *:|*:’
/* write remaining records as they are */
exit RC

When you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT FILE | MYTOLAB | console

the SHORT pipeline subcommand or the second CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand processes the matching record and remaining records.
5. If you specify STRTOLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target
string must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the
first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be
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completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target
string must be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
6. STRTOLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
7. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TOLABEL,
WHILELABEL, FRTARGET, TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory file, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that
begin with the letters A through O and to write these records to a file called PHONE
A-O, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE DIRECTRY | strtolabel /P -/ | > PHONE A-O A

Figure 178 and Figure 179 show the contents of the input file, PHONE DIRECTRY,
and the resulting output file, PHONE A-O A, after execution of the previous PIPE
command.
PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DIRECTRY A1 V 80 Trunc=80 Size=15 Line=4 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
NAME
AGE PHONE
A - E
Andrews, Joe
Brown, Sue
F - J
Jones, Fred
K - O
Mills, Bob
P - T
Smith, Elaine
Smith, Joe
Smith, Sue
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
* * End of File *

30
28

555-214-5435
555-413-3423

50

607-413-8945

23

555-212-2122

45
24
33

243-313-4277
234-315-2342
543-314-0087

39
* *

607-917-8754

Figure 178. STRTOLABEL Stage Example: Input File Contents
PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A-O

A1

V 80 Trunc=80 Size=9 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
NAME
AGE PHONE
A - E
Andrews, Joe
30
Brown, Sue
28
F - J
Jones, Fred
50
K - O
Mills, Bob
23
* * * End of File * * *

555-214-5435
555-413-3423
607-413-8945
555-212-2122

Figure 179. STRTOLABEL Stage Example: Output File Contents
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Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the STRTOLABEL
command. If you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE DIRECTRY | strtolabel /P - T / | > PHONE A-O A

the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the search. In
most cases, PHONE DIRECTRY would not have trailing blanks; therefore, the
target string would not be found.
If PHONE DIRECTRY is an F-format file, each record is padded with blanks;
therefore, STRTOLABEL would find the target string P - T.
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 STRWHILElabel

/string/
Xhexstring
H hexstring
Bbinstring



Purpose
Use the STRWHILELABEL stage to select consecutive records from its primary
input stream. The records selected are determined by the target string you specify.
The specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record. If the
first record of the primary input stream begins with the target string, this record and
any consecutive records that begin with the target string are written to the primary
output stream. When a record is found that does not begin with the target string,
the record and the remaining records in the input stream are shorted to the
secondary output stream, if connected.
If the first record of the primary input stream does not begin with the target string,
no records are written to the primary output stream. If the secondary output stream
is connected, STRWHILELABEL copies all the records from its primary input stream
to its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected,
STRWHILELABEL discards all the records.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. The string must be
located in the first column of an input record.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines the starting string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, to be
located. The string must be located in the first column of an input record. The X
or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any
blanks in the string. There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters
in the string.
Bbinstring
defines the starting string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, to be located. The
string must be located in the first column of an input record. The B can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any blanks in the
string. The number of binary digits must be divisible by 8.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
STRWHILELABEL reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
STRWHILELABEL copies to its primary output stream consecutive input records
that begin with the specified string. STRWHILELABEL copies records to its primary
output stream only if the first input record begins with the specified string.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, STRWHILELABEL copies to its
secondary output stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. STRWHILELABEL does not delay the records.
2. If the STRWHILELABEL stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the STRWHILELABEL stage ends.
3. If you specify STRWHILELABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target
string must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the
first column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be
completely located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target
string must be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
4. STRWHILELABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
5. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, TOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
FRTARGET, TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
To select entries from a phone directory file called PHONE DIRECTRY that have a
last name of SMITH and to write these records to a file called PHONE SMITH A,
issue the following exec:
/* PHONEDIR REXX */
’pipe’,
’< PHONE DIRECTRY’,
’| strfrlabel /Smith,/’,

/*
/*
/*
’| strwhilelabel /Smith,/’, /*
’| > PHONE SMITH A’
/*

read PHONE DIRECTRY */
write records starting with first */
record that begins with Smith */,
stop when find non-Smith record */
write the records to PHONE SMITH A */

v < PHONE DIRECTRY reads the records from the file PHONE DIRECTRY into the
pipeline.
v strfrlabel /Smith,/ discards all records up to the first one that begins with the
string Smith, and writes that record and all subsequent records to its primary
output stream.
v strwhilelabel /Smith,/ copies all records from its primary input stream to its
primary output stream up to the first record that does not start with the string
Smith,. It discards all subsequent records.
v > PHONE SMITH A reads the records from its primary input stream and writes them
to the file PHONE SMITH A.
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Figure 180 and Figure 181 show the contents of the input file, PHONE DIRECTRY,
and the resulting output file, PHONE SMITH A, after issuing the previous exec.
PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DIRECTRY A1 V 80 Trunc=80 Size=15 Line=3 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
NAME
AGE PHONE
A - E
Andrews, Joe
Brown, Sue
F - J
Jones, Fred
K - O
Mills, Bob
P - T
Smith, Elaine
Smith, Joe
Smith, Sue
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
* * End of File *

30
28

555-214-5435
555-413-3423

50

607-413-8945

23

555-212-2122

45
24
33

243-313-4277
234-315-2342
543-314-0087

39
* *

607-917-8754

Figure 180. STRWHILELABEL Stage Example: Input File Contents
PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SMITH

A1 V 80 Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 181. STRWHILELABEL Stage Example: Output File Contents
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SUBCOM name


string

Purpose
Use the SUBCOM stage to pass subcommands to a specified subcommand
environment. If a subcommand is specified as an operand, it is passed to the
specified subcommand environment. Then, any primary input stream records are
read and passed to the subcommand environment. If its primary output stream is
connected, SUBCOM copies each subcommand record to its primary output stream
after the specified subcommand has completed. SUBCOM does not intercept
terminal output from the subcommands issued.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the SUBCOM stage writes the return
code from each subcommand to its secondary output stream after it has copied the
subcommand record to its primary output stream.

Operands
name
is the name of the subcommand environment to which you want subcommands
sent for execution. If the environment with the name you specify does not exist,
SUBCOM translates name to uppercase and searches again for the
environment.
string
is a subcommand to pass to the specified subcommand environment. The string
operand cannot be accepted if the secondary output stream of the SUBCOM
stage is connected. If the secondary output stream is connected, all
subcommands that you want issued must be passed through the primary input
stream of the SUBCOM stage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
The SUBCOM stage reads records from its primary input stream. Input records
should contain a command to be passed to the specified subcommand environment
for execution.

Primary Output Stream
The SUBCOM stage copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, the SUBCOM stage writes the return
code from each subcommand to its secondary output stream after it has copied the
subcommand record to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. SUBCOM does not delay the records.
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2. If the SUBCOM stage discovers that its secondary output stream is no longer
connected, the SUBCOM stage ends.
3. In addition to system-supplied subcommand environments such as the CMS,
SRPI, and XEDIT environments, you can use the SUBCOM stage to pass
subcommands to a subcommand environment you or your installation has
defined. For more information about using subcommand environments, see the
z/VM: CMS Application Development Guide for Assembler and the z/VM: CMS
Macros and Functions Reference.
4. To intercept line mode output from the execution of CMS commands, use the
CMS or COMMAND stages. To issue CMS commands without intercepting
terminal output, use SUBCOM with a subcommand environment of CMS.
5. To intercept line mode output from the execution of CP commands, use the CP
stage.
6. The XEDIT editor truncates commands longer than 255 characters without
issuing an error message. Therefore, do not address commands that are longer
than 255 characters to XEDIT using a SUBCOM XEDIT stage.
7. SUBCOM starts at commit level -2. It verifies that the secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
8. See also the CMS stage, COMMAND, the CP stage , STARMSG, the XEDIT
stage, and XMSG.

Examples
Example 1
During an XEDIT session, you can use a SUBCOM XEDIT stage to insert records
into the file you are currently editing. First, use a CHANGE stage to transform the
records into XEDIT INPUT subcommands. Then, pass the records to XEDIT with a
SUBCOM stage. For example, to insert lines of output from a CP QUERY READER
ALL command into the file you are currently editing, issue the following:
pipe cp query reader all | change //input / | subcom xedit

The CHANGE stage prefixes each record from the primary input stream with the
XEDIT INPUT subcommand and a blank. The SUBCOM stage passes each line
from the input stream to XEDIT for execution as a subcommand. Therefore, each
line of output from the CP QUERY READER ALL command is inserted into the file.

Example 2
You can perform an operation at the completion of each subcommand by taking
advantage of the fact that the SUBCOM stage copies each input record to its
primary output as soon as the corresponding subcommand has completed. For
example, the following PIPE command accepts immediate commands prefixed with
cmsim, passes those commands to CMS for it to issue, and writes the string
Finished! to the console after each command completes.
pipe immcmd cmsim | subcom cms | specs /Finished!/ 1 | console

Note that SPECS does not delay the records in this PIPE command.
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For example, if you enter CMSIM QUERY READER after you have entered the
preceding PIPE command, the resulting console output looks similar to the
following:
pipe immcmd cmsim |
cmsim query reader
ORIGINID FILE CLASS
EMILY
0438 A PUN
WALTER
0431 A PUN
IAN
0428 A PUN
NICOLE
0429 A PUN
Finished!

subcom cms | spec /Finished!/ 1 | console
RECORDS
00000021
00000003
00000042
00000026

CPY
001
001
001
001

HOLD
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

FORM
STDN
STDN
STDN
STD

DEST
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

KEEP
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

MSG
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

To end IMMCMD, enter PIPMOD STOP.
The response to the QUERY READER command is not written into the pipeline; it is
written directly to the terminal by CP. Once that response has been written,
SUBCOM writes the QUERY READER record to its output. SPECS then converts
that to a record that says Finished! and writes it to its output, and CONSOLE
receives that record and displays it on the terminal.

Return Codes
If its secondary output stream is not connected, the SUBCOM stage ends
immediately upon receipt of a negative return code from a subcommand, and that
negative return code becomes the return code for the SUBCOM stage. If its
secondary output stream is not connected and no subcommand completes with a
negative return code, then the return code for the SUBCOM stage is the highest
return code received from any of the subcommands issued by the stage. Thus, a
positive or zero return code from a SUBCOM stage indicates that all of the
subcommands were executed, while a negative return code may indicate that some
subcommands were not executed.
If its secondary output stream is connected, the SUBCOM stage continues to run
even if a subcommand receives a negative return code. The return code from each
subcommand is written to the secondary output stream. If its secondary output
stream is connected, the return code for the SUBCOM stage is zero unless the
stage is specified incorrectly.
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 SYNChronize



Purpose
Use the SYNCHRONIZE stage to synchronize records in a multistream pipeline.
SYNCHRONIZE reads records from each of its input streams until any stream
reaches end of file or an output stream is no longer connected; reading from all
streams then stops. Records read from an input stream are copied to the
corresponding output stream.

Streams Used
Input Streams
SYNCHRONIZE reads records from each of its input streams.

Output Streams
For each of its input streams, SYNCHRONIZE copies records read from an input
stream to its corresponding output stream.

Usage Notes
1. SYNCHRONIZE does not delay the records.
2. When reading stops because end of file is reached on an input stream, each
lower numbered input stream has a record available that stays in the input
stream.
When reading stops because an output stream is not connected, all input
streams have at least one record available. Those records remain in the input
streams. A record has been written to each lower numbered output stream. No
records are written to higher numbered output streams after an output stream is
no longer connected.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec assigns the people in input file PEOPLE INPUT to a seat in
input file SEATS INPUT.
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/* SEATING EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< PEOPLE INPUT’,
’| s: synchronize’,
’| o: overlay’,
’| > SEATING OUTPUT A’,
’?’,
’< SEATS INPUT’,
’| specs 1-* 15’,
’| s:’,
’| o:’
exit

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read the list of people */
stop when one list ends */
combine people and seats */
write results to output file */
start of second pipeline */
read the list of available seats */
move over to column 15 */
feed into SYNCHRONIZE */
feed into OVERLAY */

v < PEOPLE INPUT reads the input file containing the people’s names.
v s: synchronize defines a label s for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. In this example,
SYNCHRONIZE reads records from its primary and secondary input streams and
copies the records to the corresponding output stream until one of the streams
reaches end of file.
v o: overlay defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the
records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes the merged
records to its output stream.
v > SEATING OUTPUT A writes the merged records to file SEATING OUTPUT A.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v < SEATS INPUT reads the input file containing the available seats.
v specs 1-* 15 shifts the contents of the records 15 columns to the right. This
allows OVERLAY to merge records without loss of data.
v s: references the label on the SYNCHRONIZE stage in the first pipeline and
defines the secondary input stream for the SYNCHRONIZE stage.
SYNCHRONIZE stops reading when there are no more people or no more seats
to process.
v o: references the label on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input and output streams for the OVERLAY stage.
Given the input files shown in Figure 182 and Figure 183 on page 603, the output
file resulting from issuing the SEATING EXEC is shown in Figure 184 on page 603.
PEOPLE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

INPUT

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=9 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Mary Lou
Howard
David
Don
Beth
Jen
Kris
Jack
Emily
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 182. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Example: Input File Contents
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SEATS

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

INPUT

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
1A
1B
1C
2A
2B
2C
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 183. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Example: Input File Contents

SEATING

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

OUTPUT

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Mary Lou
1A
Howard
1B
David
1C
Don
2A
Beth
2B
Jen
2C
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 184. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Example: Output File Contents

If you remove the SYNCHRONIZE stage from SEATING EXEC (lines 4 and 10), the
resulting output file is shown in Figure 185.
SEATING

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

OUTPUT

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=9 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Mary Lou
1A
Howard
1B
David
1C
Don
2A
Beth
2B
Jen
2C
Kris
Jack
Emily
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 185. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 2
The GRIDIT REXX user-written stage in this example superimposes each record in
the input stream of the calling stage over a grid line which contains periods and
blanks.
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/* GRIDIT REXX */
’callpipe (endchar ?)’,
’| literal’ copies(left(’.’,10), 7), /* build grid */
’| duplicate *’,
/* make copies of grid */
’| sync: synchronize’, /* stop reading when an input reaches eof */
’| o: overlay’,
/* overlay grid with input records */
’| *:’,
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline */
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| sync:’,
/* define secondary streams for SYNCHRONIZE */
’| o:’
/* define secondary input for OVERLAY */
exit rc

The CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand in this example assigns ? as the pipeline end
character. The stages of the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand do the following:
v literal copies(left(’.’,10), 7) writes a line containing the following to its
primary output stream:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The first period is written in the first column of the record.
v duplicate * reads the line that was written by the LITERAL stage. DUPLICATE
makes an infinite number of copies of the line.
v sync: synchronize defines a label sync for the SYNCHRONIZE stage. In this
example, SYNCHRONIZE reads records from its primary and secondary input
streams and copies the records to the corresponding output stream until one of
the streams reaches end of file.
v o: overlay defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the
records from its primary and secondary streams and writes the merged records
to its output stream.
v *: connects the output stream of the OVERLAY stage to the input stream of the
stage that follows the calling stage.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v *: connects the output stream of the stage preceding the calling stage to the
secondary input stream of the SYNCHRONIZE stage.
v sync: references the label on the SYNCHRONIZE stage in the first pipeline and
defines the secondary input and output streams for the SYNCHRONIZE stage.
Because the primary input stream contains an infinite number of records (grids),
SYNCHRONIZE stops reading when the secondary input stream reaches end of
file.
v o: references the label on the OVERLAY stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the OVERLAY stage.
Figure 186 shows an example of a PIPE command that uses a GRIDIT stage and
the resulting terminal output.
pipe literal 4
1
2
4
5
Ready;

3
.

5|literal 1
.
.

2
.
.

.
.

3| gridit | console
.
.

Figure 186. SYNCHRONIZE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

If the SYNCHRONIZE stage was removed from GRIDIT REXX, the previous PIPE
command would display the same lines shown in Figure 186. However, these lines
would be followed by an unending number of grid lines.
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FIRST

1

LAST

n
*

 TAKE



Purpose
Use the TAKE stage to select one or more records from the beginning or end of its
primary input stream. TAKE copies the selected records to its primary output
stream, if it is connected. If its secondary output stream is connected, TAKE copies
all other records to its secondary output stream, otherwise it discards the
unselected records.

Operands
FIRST
selects records from the beginning of the input stream. This is the default.
LAST
selects records from the end of the input stream.
n

is the number of records to be selected from the input stream. The default is 1.
If you specify 0, TAKE copies all records to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected, otherwise it discards all records.

*

specifies that all records are written to the primary output stream if connected,
otherwise TAKE discards all records.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
TAKE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
TAKE copies the selected records to its primary output stream, if it is connected.

Secondary Output Stream
TAKE copies the unselected records to its secondary output stream, if it is
connected.

Usage Notes
1. TAKE FIRST does not delay the records. TAKE LAST delays the specified
number of records.
TAKE LAST stores the specified number of records in a buffer. For each
subsequent input record (if any), TAKE LAST writes the record residing longest
in the buffer to the secondary output stream, if it is connected. Otherwise, it
discards the record. The input record is then stored in the buffer, queued on a
first-in, first-out basis. When end-of-file is reached on the primary input stream,
TAKE LAST writes the specified number of records from the buffer into the
primary output stream, if connected, otherwise it discards the records.
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2. If the TAKE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected, the
TAKE stage ends.
3. TAKE writes an input record to one output stream when both output streams are
connected.
4. If no secondary output stream is connected, then TAKE FIRST reads the
specified number of records and disconnects its input stream without reading
any additional records.
5. TAKE FIRST disconnects its primary output stream before it shorts its input to
its secondary output stream. TAKE LAST disconnects its secondary output
stream before it copies the selected records to its primary output stream.
6. TAKE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is not
connected and then commits to level 0.
7. See also DROP, HOLE, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL,
WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, and TOTARGET.

Examples
Example 1
When specified without operands, the CMS QUERY ACCESSED command displays
a heading line followed by a line of information for each disk or directory you have
accessed. To display at your terminal the heading line followed by information about
only your first accessed disk or directory enter the following command:
pipe cms query accessed | take 2 | console

Example 2
To display at your terminal the last 5 lines of your PROFILE EXEC, enter the
following command:
pipe < PROFILE EXEC | take last 5 | console
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0181
 TAPE


vdev
TAPchar

1

EOTOK

WTM
n

Purpose
Use the TAPE stage to read from or write to a tape at its current position.
When a TAPE stage is the first stage of a pipeline, it reads records from the
specified tape into the pipeline.
When a TAPE stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, it copies the input records to
the specified tape and to the primary output stream, if the stream is connected.
TAPE continues writing to the tape until the end of file is reached or when the tape
drive signals the end of tape. You can specify writing one or more tape marks to the
tape after the data.

Operands
vdev
TAPchar
is the hexadecimal virtual device number (vdev) or symbolic tape identification
(TAPchar) of the tape to be read from or written to. If you do not specify vdev or
TAPchar, 0181 (TAP1) is the default device number. The following symbolic
names and virtual device numbers are supported:
Device
Name

Device
Number

Device
Name

Device
Number

TAP0
TAP1
TAP2
TAP3
TAP4
TAP5
TAP6
TAP7

0180
0181
0182
0183
0184
0185
0186
0187

TAP8
TAP9
TAPA
TAPB
TAPC
TAPD
TAPE
TAPF

0288
0289
028A
028B
028C
028D
028E
028F

You can omit the leading 0 when you specify vdev.
WTM
writes a specified number of tape marks when the primary output stream
reaches the end of file or at the end of tape. Specify WTM only when writing to
a tape. If you do not specify WTM when writing to a tape, no tape marks are
written.
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n

is the number of tape marks written to the tape when the primary output stream
reaches the end of file or at the end of tape. If you do not specify a value n,
one tape mark is written to the tape.

EOTOK
specifies that message FPL291E is suppressed at the end of tape.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When TAPE is not the first stage of a pipeline, TAPE reads records from its primary
input stream.

Primary Output Stream
When TAPE is the first stage of a pipeline, TAPE writes records read from the tape
to its primary output stream. When TAPE is not the first stage of a pipeline, TAPE
copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. TAPE does not delay the records.
2. If the TAPE stage is first in a pipeline and it discovers that its primary output
stream is not connected, the TAPE stage ends.
3. To write a multivolume file from a single input file, you may want to create a
subroutine pipeline that invokes the TAPE stage repetitively.
4. Most tape units specify that certain command sequences are not valid but do
not check for such sequences. See the reference manual for the tape drive
when you are reading and writing data to a tape.
Tape units usually require that a tape mark be spaced over before starting to
write after it. Therefore, if you have been reading a file and wish to write after
the tape mark that terminated the read operation, you must perform a
backward space file with the CMS command TAPE BSF, followed by a forward
space file with the CMS command TAPE FSF before invoking the pipeline to
write to the tape.
5. The TAPE stage writes a tape mark after the output records only if you specify
WTM. By not specifying WTM, you can build a single tape file using several
PIPE commands.
6. The TAPE stage does not inspect tape labels, but you can create tape labels
with a pipeline.
7. Many tape drives require a minimum of 18 bytes in a block. Shorter blocks
may be considered noise.
8. CMS tapes usually end with two tape marks.
9. The TAPE stage does not convert to and from the CMS TAPE DUMP format; it
reads and writes blocks from a tape.
10. For more information about tape file handling, see the z/VM: CMS Application
Development Guide and the z/VM: CMS Commands and Utilities Reference.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command reads a file from tape 0181, creates logical records
(80 bytes in length) from the blocks of data, and writes the resulting records to a
file:
pipe tape | deblock 80 | > FROMTAPE DATA A
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Example 2
In this example, the file MEDICAL DATA is sorted and then written to the tape
defined as TAP2:
pipe disk MEDICAL DATA | sort | tape tap2 wtm

If MEDICAL DATA is found on any accessed disk or directory, the TAPE stage
writes the file to tape and writes one tape mark after the data. If the file is not
found, only the tape mark is written.

Example 3
The following exec copies the data from TAP1 to TAP2:
/* TAPECOPY EXEC */
’tape rewind’
’tape rewind (tap2’
’tape modeset (tap2 den
do until recs.1=0
’pipe’,
’tape’,
’| tape tap2 wtm’,
’| count lines’,
’| stem recs.’
end

/* rewind tape on 181 */
/* rewind tape on 182 */
6250’ /* set density on 182 */
/* do until all records processed */
/*
/*
/*
/*

read file from 181 */
copy to 182 and write tape mark */
count number of lines read */
set count for loop control test */

The CMS TAPE REWIND command rewinds the tape on device 0181 and the CMS
TAPE REWIND (TAP2 command rewinds the tape on device 0182. The CMS TAPE
MODESET command sets the density of the tape on 0182 to 6250. The PIPE
command is processed until the variable recs.1 is equal to 0 (until there are no
more files to copy).
Following is the description of the PIPE command:
v tape reads a file from tape 0181 into the pipeline.
v tape tap2 wtm copies the data from its input stream to tape 0182 and writes a
tape mark after the data.
v count lines counts the number of records in its input stream.
v stem recs. sets variable recs.1 to the value it receives from its primary input
stream.
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(1)


TCPCLIENT IPaddress portnumber





Deblock
GETSOCKName
GREETING
LINGER lingerseconds
ANY
LOCALIPaddress
HOSTID
IPaddress
LOCALPORT 0
LOCALport portnumber
ONERESPonse
KEEPALIVe
OOBINLINe
REUSEADDR
SF
SF4
STATistics
TIMEOUT timeoutseconds
USERID TCPIP
USERID tcpipuserid

Deblock:
DEBLOCK

SF
SF4
LINEND

GROUP delimitedString

xorc
CRLF
STRING delimitedString

Notes:
1

If the LOCALIPADDRESS, LOCALPORT or USERID optional operands are not specified, the
indicated defaults will be used.

Purpose
Use TCPCLIENT to connect to a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
server and exchange data. TCPCLIENT connects itself to a Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol server using the Transmission Control Protocol. It
transmits its input records to the server and writes data it receives from the server
onto its output stream.
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Operands
IPaddress
The IP (internet protocol) address may be specified by a host name, or a host
name followed by a period and then a domain name. It requires RXSOCKET
version 2.

 word 


.word

The IP address may also be specified in dotted-decimal notation.
IP address:
IPnumber
.

IPnumber
.

IPnumber
.

IPnumber

IPnumber:
0Xhex
0 octal
number

portnumber
The port number of the server.
DEBLOCK
Specify the deblocking to be performed on data received from the socket.
SF
Each record received has a two-byte length prefix. The length is a binary
number in network byte order; it includes the length of this record descriptor
word.
SF4
Each record received has a four-byte length prefix. The length is a binary
number in network byte order; it includes the length of this record descriptor
word.
LINEND
The byte stream received is split at line end characters, which by default
are X'25'. Specify a single character or a two-character hexadecimal value.
(0A is a “good” value.) Lines are considered to be terminated by a line end
character.
xorc


char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE



char
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hexchar
is a single character, char, or a 2 character hexadecimal representation,
hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specfies that a blank or space (X'40') is used.
CRLF
The byte stream received is split at the two-byte sequence of carriage
return and line feed (X'0D25'). Lines are considered to be terminated by this
sequence.
STRING
Specify a delimited string for the record delimiter. Lines are considered to
be terminated by this string. (0D0A is a “good” string.)
GROUP
Specify a stage that will group all responses for a transaction into a single
record, or will delete all but the last record of the response. You can specify
any stage in the delimited string, but it is useful only if it does not delay the
record. The stage specified in the delimited string can be a REXX program;
it cannot be a cascade of stages.
delimitedString
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters written as a record between multiple copies of
the set of input records.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
defines a string of characters written as a record between multiple
copies of the set of input records. The X or H can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string.
There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
characters written as a record between multiple copies of the set of
input records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits
must be divisible by 8.
GETSOCKName
Write the contents of the client socket data structure when the connection with
the server is established. This is a special hexadecimal record written to the
primary output stream.
GREETING
The client waits for a one-line response from the server immediately after the
client is connected.
LINGER lingerseconds
Specify the number of seconds that TCPCLIENT should wait after it receives
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end-of-file on its input before it closes the connection. This allows time for a
final response to travel across the network. If not specified, the effective value
will probably be 0 (zero).
LOCALIPaddress
Specify the local IP address to be used when binding the socket. The default,
ANY, specifies that Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol may use any
interface address. (An IP address of binary zeros is used to bind the socket.)
HOSTID specifies that Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol should
use the IP address that corresponds to the host name.
LOCALport portnumber
Specify the local port to be bound to the client. The default is zero, which
causes Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol to assign the port
number. Use this option if a port is reserved for your use.
ONERESPonse
The client waits for the server to respond for each transmitted record.
KEEPALIVe
Turn on the KEEPALIVE socket option.
OOBINLINe
Turn on the OOBINLINE socket option.
REUSEADDR
Turn on the REUSEADDR socket option.
SF
Add halfword length field to records being sent. The length field includes its own
length. The null record would be transmitted as X'0002'. Expect halfword length
field in messages received.
Note: If SF is used, outgoing messages are blocked and incoming messages
are deblocked.
SF4
Add fullword length field to records being sent. The length field includes its own
length; the null record would be transmitted as X'00000004'. Expect fullword
length field in messages received; deblock or block messages and write output
records for each complete logical record.
STATistics
Write messages containing statistics when TCPCLIENT terminates. The STATS
format of these statistics is undefined. STATS is a synonym.
TIMEOUT timeoutseconds
Specify the timeout value in seconds. TCPCLIENT will terminate after the
timeout if it receives no response to sending a transaction. When SF, SF4 or
DEBLOCK is specified, TCPCLIENT will read the entire response record; it will
time out if any segment does not arrive. When none of these options are
specified, TCPCLIENT can ensure only that the first segment of the response
arrives within the specified time limit.
USERID tcpipuserid
Specify the user ID of the virtual machine or started task where Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol runs. The default is USERID TCPIP.

Operation
Two positional operands are required. The first operand specifies the IP address of
the host where the server is running. The IP address is specified as a
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“dotted-decimal” number (for example, 9.55.5.13) or (on CMS) as a host name or a
host name and a domain (for example, jph.dk.ibm.com). The second operand
specifies the port at which the server is listening. Input records are written to the
socket as they arrive; records are read from the socket and passed to the primary
output stream as they arrive. When SF or SF4 is specified (without specifying
DEBLOCK), a record descriptor word is transmitted in front of each input record.
Data received on the socket are written to the primary output stream. When
DEBLOCK is specified, the appropriate deblocking stage is inserted into the output
stream. When GROUP is further specified, the grouping stage is inserted into the
output stream. A response is deemed to have been received only when a record is
passed to the stage initially connected to the output of TCPCLIENT. Thus,
ONERESPONSE and TIMEOUT apply to the point after the deblocking and
grouping stages.
When end-of-file is received on the input stream and LINGER is specified,
TCPCLIENT waits until the connection is closed or the number of seconds specified
has expired, whichever occurs first. No indication is provided as to which event
occurs; indeed, they could occur simultaneously.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
TCPCLIENT reads records from a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
server on its primary input stream. No other input stream may be connected.

Primary Output Stream
TCPCLIENT writes records it receives from a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol server.

Secondary Output Stream
When defined, if TCPCLIENT terminates after Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol has reported a problem, a record is written to the
secondary output stream containing the error number and additional information
associated with the error.

Usage Notes
1. TCPLISTEN does not delay records.
2. TCPCLIENT terminates when it discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected. TCPCLIENT also terminates when an error is rejected by
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (known as an ERRNO). How it
terminates depends on whether the secondary output stream is defined or not.
When the secondary output stream is not defined, error messages are issued to
describe the error and TCPCLIENT terminates with a non-zero return code.
When the secondary output stream is defined, a single record is written to the
secondary output stream; TCPCLIENT then terminates with the return code
zero. The record written contains the error number; the second word contains
the symbolic name of the error number if the error number is recognized by
CMS Pipelines. The assumption is that a REXX program will inspect the error
number and decide whether it should retry the operation, discard the current
transaction and retry, or give up entirely.
TCPCLIENT also stops if the immediate command PIPMOD STOP is issued or
if a record is passed to PIPESTOP.
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3. Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol transports a byte stream; you
cannot expect record boundaries to be preserved across the network. Use the
option SF or SF4 to add record descriptors to the data sent. This presumes that
the server expects such record descriptors; this is not the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol tradition.
4. Many servers expect ASCII commands that are terminated by line ends.
5. TCPCLIENT does not perform name resolution on TSO; you must specify the
dotted-decimal notation for the location of the server.
On CMS, you can specify a host name or a host name followed by a domain.
CMS Pipelines calls RXSOCKET to do the actual name resolution. As a
consequence, the name is resolved using RXSOCKET rules. This implies that
the file TCPIP DATA must be available and must point to the name server.
RXSOCKET (unlike CMS Pipelines) uses the server virtual machine specified in
TCPIP DATA.
Unless you are on CMS13 or a later release (where RXSOCKET is part of the
system) you should use RXSOCKET version 2.02 or later; earlier versions may
cause protection exceptions when CMS Pipelines is run from a shared segment.
The version can be determined by using this REXX statement:
Parse Value Socket("Version") With rc . ver .

This version of RXSOCKET can be obtained from:
http://cunyvm.cuny.edu/~eckcu/rxsocket.vmarc

It can also be obtained in a different format by mailing the command “get
rxsocket package” to listserv@cunyvm.cuny.edu.
When CMS Pipelines is nucxloaded into the virtual machine’s storage, and
when the conditions are just right, RXSOCKET version 1 might be usable (a
result of four bytes will be taken to be an IP address), but you are clearly on
your own here.
6. CMS Pipelines defines error numbers in the 5000 range in addition to the ones
defined by Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol:
0000

(OKSocketClosed) The connection was closed by the
communications partner. The stage is not waiting for a
response.

5000

(EpipeResponseTimedOut) No response was received within
the interval specified by TIMEOUT.

5001

(EpipeStopped) The pipeline was signalled to stop by passing a
record to PIPESTOP or through a similar action.

5002

(EpipeSocketClosed) ONERESPONSE is specified and the
socket was closed by the communications partner without
sending a response to a transaction.
7. The LINGER option does not enable the socket option.
8. TCPCLIENT starts on commit level -10. It connects to the server’s port, verifies
that its secondary input stream is not connected, and then commits to level 0.
9. See also: TCPDATA, TCPLISTEN, and UDP.

Examples
Example 1
A client can use a server from TCPLISTEN to ask for the status of sign-ons on the
server.
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Note: Refer to Figure 188 on page 627 in the TCPLISTEN stage description for the
“server” exec that works in partnership with Figure 187.
/* ISONC EXEC */
host
= ’abcvm7’
handsh
= ’0F0F0F0F’
eod
= ’EOD’
srv_port = 16383
loc_port = 55666

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

9.117.32.29
Send for handshaking
Get greeting
Set default for testing
Use this local port

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

parse arg names "(" port .
if (names = ’’)

/* Get port from server
*/
/* If no names specified.. */
/* Use these
*/
then names = ’USER1 XXX USER2 PIPELINE’

if port=’’ then port=srv_port
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’var names’,
’| split’,
’| literal’ handsh,
’| append literal’ eod,
’| q: tcpclient’ host port,
’oneresp’,
’linger 0’,
’timeout 10’,
’localport’ loc_port,
’| console’,
’| > tcpclien out a’,
’?’,
’q:’,
’| append literal’,
’| var errno’

/* No port, use default
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/

Get names var contents
*/
Put each word in record */
Add handshaking first
*/
Place EOD last
*/
Client sets up connection*/
Expect 1 response/input */
Close when EOF received */
Wait 10 sec for response */
Assign local port
*/
Display the answer
*/
Write answer to file
*/
Provide errors to REXX
*/
Obtain error
*/
Provide blank if no error*/
Save error in variable
*/

if (errno <> ’’)
/* If error is present
then say ’socket msg:’ errno /* Display it

*/
*/

Figure 187. ISONC EXEC

Here is the display output from running ISONC EXEC:
Ready;
isonc user1 user2 xxx pipeline (10000
0F0F0F0F
USER1
-L0016
USER2
-L003C
Invalid signon - XXX
PIPELINE not logged on
EOD
Ready;

<-<-<-<-<-<-<-<--

Command entered
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output

isonc user1 user2 xxx pipeline (7112
0F0F0F0F
USER1
-L0016
USER2
-L003C
Invalid signon - XXX
PIPELINE not logged on
EOD
Ready;

<-<-<-<-<-<-<-<--

Command entered
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output

Return Codes
When the secondary output stream is defined and TCPCLIENT terminates due to
an error that is reported by Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol as an
ERRNO, TCPCLIENT sets return code 0 because the error information is available
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in the record that is written to the secondary output stream. When TCPCLIENT
terminates because of some other error (for example, if it could not connect to the
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol address space), the secondary
output stream is ignored and the return code is non-zero, reflecting the number of
the message issued to describe this error condition.
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TCPDATA





Deblock
GETSOCKName
LINGER lingerseconds
ONERESPonse
KEEPALIVe
OOBINLINe
REUSEADDR
SF
SF4
STATistics

Deblock:
DEBLOCK

SF
SF4
LINEND

GROUP delimitedString

xorc
CRLF
STRING delimitedString

Purpose
Use TCPDATA to read from and write to a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol socket. TCPDATA is used as the stage in a server that receives data from
the client and transmits data to the client. The socket to use is described by the first
input record, which should have been written by a TCPLISTEN stage.

Operands
DEBLOCK
Specify the deblocking to be performed on data received from the socket.
SF
Each record received has a two-byte length prefix. The length is a binary
number in network byte order; it includes the length of this record descriptor
word.
SF4
Each record received has a four-byte length prefix. The length is a binary
number in network byte order; it includes the length of this record descriptor
word.
LINEND
The byte stream received is split at line end characters, which by default
are X'25'. Lines are considered to be terminated by a line end character.
xorc
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char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE



char
hexchar
is a single character, char, or a 2 character hexadecimal representation,
hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specfies that a blank or space (X'40') is used.
CRLF
The byte stream received is split at the two-byte sequence of carriage
return and line feed (X'0D25'). Lines are considered to be terminated by this
sequence.
STRING
Specify a delimited string for the record delimiter. Lines are considered to
be terminated by this string. (0D0A is a “good” string.)
GROUP
Specify a stage that will group all responses for a transaction into a single
record, or will delete all but the last record of the response. You can specify
any stage in the delimited string, but it is useful only if it does not delay the
record. The stage specified in the delimited string can be a REXX program;
it cannot be a cascade of stages.
delimitedString
/(diagonal)
is any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in string.
You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string
is a string of characters written as a record between multiple copies of
the set of input records.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
specifies a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
defines a string of characters written as a record between multiple
copies of the set of input records. The X or H can be specified in
uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string.
There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters in the string.
Bbinstring
specifies a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that defines a string of
characters written as a record between multiple copies of the set of
input records. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. You
must not specify any spaces in the string. The number of binary digits
must be divisible by 8.
GETSOCKName
Write the contents of the socket address structure to the primary output stream
after the socket is bound or connected.
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LINGER lingerseconds
Specify the number of seconds that TCPDATA should wait after it receives
end-of-file on its input before it closes the connection. If not specified, the
effective value will probably be 0 (zero).
ONERESPonse
Expect one response record for each transmitted record.
KEEPALIVe
Turn on the KEEPALIVE socket option.
OOBINLINe
Turn on the OOBINLINE socket option.
REUSEADDR
Turn on the REUSEADDR socket option.
SF
Add halfword length field to records being sent. The length field includes its own
length; the null record would be transmitted as X'0002'. Expect halfword length
field in messages received; deblock or block messages and write output records
for each complete logical record.
Note: If SF is used, outgoing messages are blocked and incoming messages
are deblocked.
SF4
Add fullword length field to records being sent. The length field includes its own
length; the null record would be transmitted as X'00000004'. Expect fullword
length field in messages received; deblock or block messages and write output
records for each complete logical record.
STATistics
Write messages containing statistics when TCPDATA terminates. The format of
these statistics is undefined.

Operation
TCPDATA peeks at the first input record, which contains the information required to
take the socket that represents the conversation with the client. When TCPDATA
has obtained the socket, it passes input records to the client and writes data it
reads from the socket to the output stream. When SF or SF4 is specified (without
specifying DEBLOCK), a record descriptor word is transmitted in front of each input
record.
Data received on the socket are written to the primary output stream. When
DEBLOCK is specified, the appropriate deblocking stage is inserted into the output
stream. When GROUP is further specified, the grouping stage is inserted into the
output stream. A response is deemed to have been received only when a record is
passed to the stage initially connected to the output of TCPDATA. Thus,
ONERESPONSE and TIMEOUT apply to the point after the deblocking and
grouping stages.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
TCPDATA reads data from the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol client
on its primary input stream. No other input stream may be connected.
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Primary Output Stream
TCPDATA writes data to the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol client
on its primary output stream if it is connected.

Secondary Output Stream
When defined, if TCPDATA terminates after Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol has reported a problem, a record is written to the secondary output stream
containing the error number and additional information associated with the error.

Usage Notes
1. TCPLISTEN does not delay records.
2. TCPDATA terminates when it discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected. TCPDATA also terminates when an error is reflected by
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (known as an ERRNO). How it
terminates depends on whether the secondary output stream is defined or not.
When the secondary output stream is not defined, error messages are issued
to describe the error and TCPDATA terminates with a non-zero return code.
When the secondary output stream is defined, a single record is written to the
secondary output stream. TCPDATA then terminates with the return code zero.
The record written contains the error number; the second word contains the
symbolic name of the error number if the error number is recognized by CMS
Pipelines.
The assumption is that a REXX program will inspect the error number and
decide whether it should retry the operation, discard the current transaction
and retry, or give up entirely. TCPDATA also stops if the immediate command
PIPMOD STOP is issued or if a record is passed to PIPESTOP.
3. The first record must be in the format written by TCPLISTEN:
Pos

Len

Description

1

8

Checkword; the constant “pipetcp”.

9

8

The ID of the virtual machine or started task that runs Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol. (The USERID operand on the TCPLISTEN
stage.)

17

40

The clientid structure filled with information about the TCPDATA stage.

57

4

The socket number, binary.

61

4

A fullword of zeros (for the socket number in takesocket).

65

16

The network address of the client (the structure sockaddr_in).

81

4

The address of TCPDATA’s work area.

4. Usually, the server will send a response that is based on a transaction from
the client. To do this, the pipeline must have feedback. Be sure to avoid stalls
resulting from this; ELASTIC is recommended to buffer sufficient records to
prevent the stall.
5. Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol may segment transmissions so
that TCPDATA may write a different number of output records (fewer or more,
in general) than the corresponding TCPCLIENT stage read on its input when it
transmitted the data. If both the server and the client are implemented using
CMS Pipelines, you can use the SF or SF4 options in both device drivers to
maintain the record structure across the byte streams of the network. If you
are writing a server, you can specify that the package as transmitted contains
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the package length in the first two or four bytes and then use the appropriate
option to simplify your server; but beware that this may not be popular with the
client implementers.
6. CMS Pipelines defines error numbers in the 5000 range in addition to the ones
defined by Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol:
0000

(OKSocketClosed) The connection was closed by the
communications partner. The stage is not waiting for a
response.

5000

(EpipeResponseTimedOut) No response was received within
the interval specified by TIMEOUT.

5001

(EpipeStopped) The pipeline was signalled to stop by passing
a record to pipestop or through a similar action.

5002

7.
8.
9.
10.

(EpipeSocketClosed) ONERESPONSE is specified and the
socket was closed by the communications partner without
sending a response to a transaction.
The LINGER option does not enable the socket option.
If ONERESPONSE is not specified, the process of transmitting records will not
be synchronized with the responses received from a server.
TCPDATA starts on commit level -10. It verifies that its secondary input stream
is not connected, and then commits to level 0.
See also: TCPCLIENT, TCPLISTEN, and UDP.

Examples
Example 1
A simple echo server:
’callpipe *:| i: fanin | tcpdata | elastic | i:’

The input record is fed through FANIN to TCPDATA before FANIN completes the
loop that will transmit the response back to the client. The record received is sent
unmodified.

Example 2
Other examples (that work in partnership) of the client being informed if a user ID is
logged on to the server and asking for the status of sign-ons on the server can be
found in the TCPCLIENT and TCPLISTEN stages under “Example 1” on page 615
and “Example 1” on page 626.

Return Codes
When the secondary output stream is defined and TCPDATA terminates due to an
error that is reported by Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol as an
ERRNO, TCPDATA sets return code 0 because the error information is available in
the record that is written to the secondary output stream. When TCPDATA
terminates because of some other error (for example, if it could not connect to the
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol address space), the secondary
output stream is ignored and the return code is non-zero, reflecting the number of
the message issued to describe this error condition.
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(1)
 TCPLISTEN portnumber





BACKLOG 10
BACKLOG maxpending
GETSOCKName
ANY
LOCALIPaddress
HOSTID
IPaddress
REUSEADDR
STATistics
USERID TCPIP
USERid tcpipuserid

Notes:
1

If the BACKLOG or USERID optional operands are not specified, the indicated defaults will be
used.

Purpose
Use TCPLISTEN to listen on a TCP port. TCPLISTEN listens for and accepts
connection requests on a TCP port using the socket interface to TCP/IP. The socket
representing the connection is then transferred to a TCPDATA stage, which
exchanges data with the client. See the operations section below for important
usage information.

Operands
portnumber
The port number of the server.
BACKLOG maxpending
Specify the maximum number of pending connection requests for the port. If not
specified, the default is 10.
GETSOCKName
Write the contents of the server socket data structure after the server starts, the
server socket is bound to the port and the server is listening. This is a special
hexadecimal record written to the primary output stream.
LOCALIPaddress
Specify the local IP address to be used when binding the socket. The default,
ANY, specifies that Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol may use any
interface address. (An IP address of binary zeros is used to bind the socket.)
HOSTID specifies that Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol should
use the IP address that corresponds to the host name.
IPaddress
The IP (internet protocol) address may be specified by a host name, or a host
name followed by a period and then a domain name. It requires RXSOCKET
version 2.
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 word 


.word

The IP address may also be specified in dotted-decimal notation.
IP address:
IPnumber
.

IPnumber
.

IPnumber
.

IPnumber

IPnumber:
0Xhex
0 octal
number

REUSEADDR
Turn on the REUSEADDR socket option.
STATistics
Write messages containing statistics when TCPLISTEN terminates. The STATS
format of these statistics is undefined. STATS is a synonym.
USERid tcpipuserid
Specify the user ID of the virtual machine or started task where Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol runs. The default is TCPIP.

Operation
TCPLISTEN creates a socket, binds it to the specified port, and listens on the
socket. It then waits for connection requests. For each connection, TCPLISTEN
performs these steps:
1. It accepts the connection.
2. It performs the givesocket() function to allow another program to take the
socket.
3. It writes an output record that describes the socket that is allocated to the
connection. This record should be passed to a TCPDATA stage without being
delayed. The TCPDATA will perform the takesocket() function to obtain the
socket.
4. It closes the socket. If the socket has not been taken by a TCPDATA stage,
possibly because the request should be rejected, Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol will now terminate the connection.
Table 36. Output Record Format
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Pos

Len

1

8

Checkword. The constant “pipetcp”.

9

8

The ID of the virtual machine or started task that runs Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol. (The USERID operand on the TCPLISTEN
stage.)

17

40

The clientid structure filled with information about the TCPLISTEN stage.

57

4

The socket number, binary.
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Table 36. Output Record Format (continued)
Pos

Len

Description

61

4

A fullword of zeros (for the socket number in takesocket).

65

16

The network address of the client (the structure sockaddr_in).

81

4

The address of TCPLISTEN’s work area.

Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
TCPLISTEN writes an output record that describes a Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol socket.

Secondary Output Stream
When defined, if TCPLISTEN terminates after Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol has reported a problem, a record is written to the
secondary output stream containing the error number and additional information
associated with the error.

Usage Notes
1. TCPLISTEN does not delay records.
2. TCPLISTEN does not terminate normally. TCPLISTEN terminates when it
discovers that its primary output stream is not connected. TCPLISTEN also
terminates when an error is reflected by Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (known as an ERRNO). How it terminates depends on whether the
secondary output stream is defined or not.
When the secondary output stream is not defined, error messages are issued to
describe the error and TCPLISTEN terminates with a non-zero return code.
When the secondary output stream is defined, a single record is written to the
secondary output stream; TCPLISTEN then terminates with the return code
zero. The record written contains the error number; the second word contains
the symbolic name of the error number if the error number is recognized by
CMS/TSO Pipelines. The assumption is that a REXX program will inspect the
error number and decide whether it should retry the operation, discard the
current transaction and retry, or give up entirely.
TCPLISTEN also stops if the immediate command PIPMOD STOP is issued or
if a record is passed to PIPESTOP.
3. TCPLISTEN must be a first stage.
4. Specify as the first operand the number of the port that TCPLISTEN should
listen on.
5. TCPLISTEN does not read or write data to the sockets it handles.
6. CMS/TSO Pipelines defines error numbers in the 5000 range in addition to the
ones defined by Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol:
0000

(OKSocketClosed) The connection was closed by the
communications partner. The stage is not waiting for a
response.

5000

(EpipeResponseTimedOut) No response was received within
the interval specified by TIMEOUT.

5001

(EpipeStopped) The pipeline was signalled to stop by passing a
record to PIPESTOP or through a similar action.
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5002

(EpipeSocketClosed) ONERESPONSE is specified and the
socket was closed by the communications partner without
sending a response to a transaction.
7. TCPLISTEN starts on commit level -10. It binds a socket to the port, verifies
that its secondary input stream is not connected, and then commits to level 0.
8. See also: TCPCLIENT, TCPDATA, and UDP.

Examples
Example 1
A server can tell a client whether a user ID is logged on to the server. This is done
by establishing a TCP session between the client and the server. The TCP session
provides the list of user IDs that are to be checked. Then the server issues a CP
QUERY to the user ID and returns the result to the client.
Notes:
1. If not provided, the port number will be requested from Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol and displayed.
2. Refer to Figure 187 on page 616 in the TCPCLIENT stage for the “client” exec
that works in partnership with Figure 188 on page 627.
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/* ISONSRV EXEC */
parse arg port . "(" opts
if port=’’ then port=0

/* Get port from TCP/IP

*/

handsh=’0F0F0F0F’
eod=’EOD’

/* Send for handshaking
/* Get from handshaking

*/
*/

’pipe (endchar ? name IsOnSrv)’, /*
*/
’tcplisten’ port,
/* Obtain initial request*/
’getsockname’,
/* Get 2nd record w/port */
’| take 2’,
/* Ensure one request
*/
’| l: locate /pipetcp/’,
/* Pick token record
*/
’| i: fanin’,
/* Allow reply
*/
’| q: tcpdata’,
/* Get/send data
*/
’| elastic’,
/* Prevent stalling
*/
’| n1: nlocate /’eod’/’,
/* Bypass for EOD
*/
’| n2: nlocate /’handsh’/’,
/* Bypass for handshaking*/
’| spec /q/ 1 1-* nw’,
/* Build query CP command*/
’| cp’,
/* Issue it
*/
’| change /HCPCQV003E Invalid option/Invalid signon/’,
’| change /HCPCQU045E //’,
/* Make it friendly
*/
’| console’,
/* Display it here
*/
’| f: faninany’,
/* Put back EOD/handshak */
’| i:’,
/* TCPDATA send to client*/
’?’,
/* Display port number
*/
’l:’,
/* Obtain port number
*/
’| specs x0000 1 3-4 3’,
/* Change port # to char */
’| specs 14 c2d 1’,
’| strip’,
/* Remove leading blanks */
’| insert /Started on port /’, /* Text in front of port */
’| console’,
/* Display it
*/
’?’,
/* Bypass for EOD
*/
’n1:’,
/* Get EOD record
*/
’| f:’,
/* Put back skipping CP */
’?’,
/* Bypass for handshake */
’n2:’,
/* Get handshake record */
’| f:’,
/* Put back, skip CP work*/
’?’,
/* Handle TCPDATA errors */
’q:’,
/* Get error message
*/
’| stem errno.’
/* Put in stem for REXX */
if (errno.0 <> 0) then do
/* Was there an error?
*/
ERname = word(errno.1,2)
if (ERname <> ’ECONNRESET’) then
say ’connection error:’ errno.1
/* Report errors */
end
/*
*/
Figure 188. ISONSRV EXEC

v endchar ? assigns ? as the pipeline end character
v name IsOnSrv assigns the name for this pipeline to use in error messages.
v ’tcplisten’ port ’getsockname’ listens for a request and generates a token
that will be passed to the TCPDATA stage. This token contains the string pipetcp.
The other record contains the attached port number.
v ’take 2’ only allows two records to be passed and then terminates. This
removes the TCPLISTEN output stage and terminates it. It also removes the
primary input stream to FANIN allowing it to start reading from its secondary
input stream.
v ’l: locate /pipetcp/’ finds the record with the token.
v ’i: fanin’ passes the record with the token that it received on its primary input
stream to TCPDATA and then passes the records from its secondary input
stream from TCPDATA so they can be sent to the client.
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v ’q: tcpdata’ takes the token record, establishes the session, and starts
communicating. Anything received from the client is passed to its primary output
stream, and anything received on its primary input stream is sent to the client.
Any error messages are written to its secondary output stream.
v ’elastic’ this prevents a stall.
v ’n1: nlocate /’eod’/’ sends the EOD record around the CP command logic.
v ’n2: nlocate /’handsh’/’ sends the handshake record around the CP
command logic.
v ’spec /q/ 1 1-* nw’ creates the CP command to be run.
v ’cp’ runs the CP command and writes the result to its primary output stream.
v ’change /HCPCQV003E Invalid option/Invalid signon/’ makes the CP message
easier to understand.
v ’change /HCPCQU045E //’ removes the error number from the message.
v ’console’ displays the result on the server.
v ’f: faninany’ combines the stream with the CP command results with the EOD
and the handshaking streams.
v ’i:’ feeds the secondary input stream of FANIN which will pass the records to
TCPDATA.
v ’?’ starts another pipeline definition. This will write the port number to the
console.
v ’l:’ obtains the record that contains the port number.
v ’specs 3-4 c2d 1’ converts the number to characters.
v ’strip’ removes leading blanks.
v ’insert /Started on port /’ places this text before the port number. For more
information about this CMS Pipelines stage, refer to CMS/TSO Pipelines Author’s
Edition.
v ’console’ writes the message to the console.
v ’?’ starts another pipeline definition. This allows the EOD record to bypass the
CP processing.
v ’n1:’ obtains the EOD record.
v ’f:’: passes the record back into the stream so it will get sent to the client.
v ’?’ starts another pipeline definition. This allows the handshaking record to
bypass CP processing.
v ’n2:’ obtains the handshaking record.
v ’f:’ passes the record back into the stream so it will be sent to the client.
v ’?’ starts another pipeline definition. This will place any errors received from
TCPDATA into a stem variable.
v ’q:’ obtains the error message.
v ’stem errno.’ places all received errors into the stem errno.
Here is the display output from running ISONSRV EXEC:
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Ready;
isonsrv 10000
Started on port 10000
RODEN
-L0016
GARGER
-L003C
Invalid signon - XXX
PIPELINE not logged on
Ready;

<-<-<-<-<-<-<--

Command entered
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output

isonsrv
Started on port 7112
RODEN
-L0016
GARGER
-L003C
Invalid signon - XXX
PIPELINE not logged on
Ready;

<-<-<-<-<-<-<--

Command entered
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
Resulting output
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Return Codes
When the secondary output stream is defined and TCPLISTEN terminates due to
an error that is reported by Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol as an
ERRNO, TCPLISTEN sets return code 0 because the error information is available
in the record that is written to the secondary output stream. When TCPLISTEN
terminates because of some other error (for example, if it could not connect to the
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol address space), the secondary
output stream is ignored and the return code is non-zero, reflecting the number of
the message issued to describe this error condition.
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8


TIMEstamp


n

Purpose
Use the TIMESTAMP stage to determine when a record was read. TIMESTAMP
prefixes each record with a timestamp showing when the record was read. The
TIMESTAMP output consists of the year (including the century), the month, day,
hour (in 24 hour format), minute, second, and hundredth of a second in the form
yyyymmddhhmmss00.

Operands
n

specifies the number of characters to include in the timestamp. Valid values are
1 through 16. The default is 8. If n is less than 16, the characters are truncated
from the left and put in front of the data from the input record when it is passed
to the output stream. The default results in the hour, minute, and second. The
hundredth of a second (the two rightmost characters) are always zero.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
TIMESTAMP reads records from the primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
TIMESTAMP writes records to its primary output stream prefixed with the timestamp
of the record.

Usage Notes
1. TIMESTAMP does not delay the records.
2. If the TIMESTAMP stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the TIMESTAMP stage ends.

Examples
Example 1
To see what the current time of the day is, use the following PIPE command:
pipe literal is the time
10491700 is the time
Ready;

| timestamp | console

The output shows that it is 10:49:17.

Example 2
To display the current date and time of the day in an easily readable format, use the
following exec:
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/* DAYTIME EXEC */
’pipe’,
’literal’,
’| timestamp 16’,
’| specs 5.2 1 ?/? next’,
’7.2 next ?/? next’,
’1.4 next / / next’,
’9.2 next /:/ next’,
’11.2 next /:/ next’,
’13.2 next’,
’| console’
Exit rc

/* Provide a record
*/
/* Get full timestamp information
*/
/* Rearrange data into readable form */

/* Write the results to the console */

The resulting console output after this exec is issued looks similar to the following:
daytime
03/19/1993 10:44:56
Ready;
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TOKENIZE

/string1/
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
Bbinstring1


/string2/
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
Bbinstring2

Purpose
Use the TOKENIZE stage to parse the contents of records. TOKENIZE writes one
output record for each token found in its input stream. Optionally, it writes an
additional record at the end of the set of records derived from each input record.
Blanks always delimit tokens; you may also specify a list of single-character tokens
that delimit other tokens.

Operands
/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in the string it
delimits.
You do not have to use the same delimiter character for string1 and string2. For
example,
TOKENIZE /abc/ ?def?

is the same as
TOKENIZE /abc/ /def/

You cannot use a B, b, X, x, H, or h for a delimiting character.
string1
is a list of single-character tokens that delimit other tokens. This operand can
be specified as a null string, such as //. Blanks always delimit tokens, whether
you specify any delimiting tokens in this list. Character tokens in this list are
written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks are not written to the
output stream.
Xhexstring1
Hhexstring1
is a list of the hexadecimal representation of single character tokens that delimit
other tokens. The X or H can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Blanks
always delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this list.
Character tokens in this list are written to the primary output stream, if
connected; blanks are not written to the output stream.
There must be an even number of hexadecimal characters following each X or
H.
Bbinstring1
is a list of the binary representation of single character tokens that delimit other
tokens. The B can be specified in uppercase or lowercase. Blanks always
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delimit tokens, whether you specify any delimiting tokens in this list. Character
tokens in this list are written to the primary output stream, if connected; blanks
are not written to the output stream.
The number of binary digits following each B must be divisible by 8.
string2
is a record that is written to the primary output stream, if connected, after each
input record is processed.
Xhexstring2
Hhexstring2
is a hexadecimal representation of a record that is written to the primary output
stream, if connected, after each input record is processed There must be an
even number of hexadecimal characters in the record.
Bbinstring2
is a binary representation of a record that is written to the primary output
stream, if connected, after each input record is processed. The number of
binary digits following each B must be divisible by 8.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
TOKENIZE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
TOKENIZE writes to its primary output stream one output record for each token it
finds in its primary input stream. If string2, hexstring2, or binstring2 is specified,
TOKENIZE writes an additional record containing string2, hexstring2, or binstring2
at the end of the set of records derived from each input record.

Usage Notes
1. TOKENIZE does not delay the records.
2. If the TOKENIZE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not
connected, the TOKENIZE stage ends.
3. Tokens are not padded, truncated, or translated to uppercase.
4. See also SPLIT and CHOP.

Examples
Example 1
Given the input file shown in Figure 189 on page 634, use the following command
to parse records in PRINT FILE into blank-delimited words:
pipe < PRINT FILE | tokenize // | console

Figure 190 on page 634 shows the resulting console output after execution of the
PIPE command.
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PRINT

=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
PRINT PROFILE EXEC A (LINECOUN 30)
PRINT PROFILE TEST A
* * End of File * * *

Figure 189. TOKENIZE Stage Example: Input File Contents

pipe < PRINT FILE | tokenize // | console
PRINT
PROFILE
EXEC
A
(LINECOUN
30)
PRINT
PROFILE
TEST
A
Ready;
Figure 190. TOKENIZE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
To tokenize input records into 8-byte records, following the CMS parsing rules, use
the following user-written stage:
/* TOKDATA REXX */
’callpipe’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| tokenize /()/ / /’, /* parse input records */
’| pad 8’,
/* pad short tokens to 8 characters */
’| chop 8’,
/* truncate long tokens to 8 characters */
’| xlate upper’,
/* translate tokens to uppercase */
’| *:’
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
exit

v It attaches the input stream for the TOKDATA stage to the subroutine pipeline.
Records flow from the input stream for TOKDATA through this input connector
into the TOKENIZE stage in the subroutine pipeline.
v tokenize /()/ / / parses each input record where a blank, a left parenthesis,
and a right parenthesis delimit the tokens. The left and right parentheses are also
tokens. tokenize /()/ / / also writes a blank record at the end of the set of
records derived from each input record.
v pad 8 extends the records to the length of 8 (if the input records are less than
eight), pads the records on the right with blanks, and writes the padded records
to its primary output stream, if connected.
v chop 8 reads the input records, truncates the input records after column 8, and
writes the truncated records to its primary output stream, if connected.
v xlate upper reads the input records, translates the alphabetic characters to
uppercase, and writes the translated records to its primary output stream, if
connected.
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v *: is an output connector. It attaches the output stream for the TOKDATA stage
to the subroutine pipeline. Records flow from the XLATE stage in the subroutine
pipeline through this output connector into the output stream from the TOKDATA
stage.
For example, use the following command to parse the input records shown in
Figure 189 on page 634 into 8-byte records:
pipe < PRINT FILE | tokdata | console

Figure 191 shows the resulting console output after execution of the PIPE
command.
pipe < PRINT FILE | tokdata | console
PRINT
PROFILE
EXEC
A
(
LINECOUN
30
)
PRINT
PROFILE
TEST
A
Ready;
Figure 191. TOKENIZE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output
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TOLABel


string

Purpose
Use the TOLABEL stage to select records from its primary input stream. The
records selected are determined by the target string you specify. The specified
target string must begin in the first column of an input record. TOLABEL writes to its
primary output stream, if connected, the records that are before the record that
begins with the target string.
If the secondary output stream is connected, the record that begins with the target
string and the following records in the primary input stream are shorted to the
secondary output stream.
If the secondary output stream is not connected, the TOLABEL stage stops before
reading the record beginning with the target string.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.

Operands
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. string must begin in the
first column of an input record. If string is not specified, no records are written
to the primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
TOLABEL reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
TOLABEL copies input records that do not begin with the specified target to its
primary output stream until a record is found that begins with the target. The record
containing the target is not copied to the primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, TOLABEL copies to its secondary
output stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. TOLABEL does not delay the records.
2. If the TOLABEL stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the TOLABEL stage ends.
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3. TOLABEL disconnects its input stream when the record that begins with the
target string is found.
4. Use only one blank to separate the TOLABEL stage from its operand. The
operand starts after the blank and continues until the next stage separator
character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the pipeline.
5. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the TOLABEL stage stops
before reading the record beginning with the target string, and this record is
available for further processing.
For example, the following user-written stages translate records to uppercase up
to, but not including, the first line that begins with the string xxxxx.
/* MYTOLAB REXX */
’callpipe’,
’*:’,
’|tolabel xxxxx’,
’|xlate upper’,
’|*:’
’short’
exit RC

/* MYTOLAB REXX */
’callpipe’,
’*:’,
’|tolabel xxxxx’,
’|xlate upper’,
’|*:’
’callpipe *:|*:’
exit RC

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

connect to output of stage preceding caller */
read until record beginning with xxxxx */
translate records to uppercase */
connect to input of stage following caller */
write remaining records as they are */

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

connect to output of stage preceding caller */
read until record beginning with xxxxx */
translate records to uppercase */
connect to input of stage following caller */
write remaining records as they are */

When you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < INPUT FILE | MYTOLAB | console

the SHORT pipeline subcommand or the second CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand processes the matching record and remaining records.
6. If you specify TOLABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string
must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must
be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
7. TOLABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
8. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
To select all the names in a phone directory file, called PHONE DIRECTRY, that
begin with the letters A through O and to write these records to a file called PHONE
A-O, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE DIRECTRY | tolabel P -| > PHONE A-O A
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Figure 192 and Figure 193 show the contents of the input file, PHONE DIRECTRY,
and the resulting output file, PHONE A-O A, after execution of the previous PIPE
command.
PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DIRECTRY A1

V 80 Trunc=80 Size=15 Line=4 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
NAME
AGE PHONE
A - E
Andrews, Joe
Brown, Sue
F - J
Jones, Fred
K - O
Mills, Bob
P - T
Smith, Elaine
Smith, Joe
Smith, Sue
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
* * End of File *

30
28

555-214-5435
555-413-3423

50

607-413-8945

23

555-212-2122

45
24
33

243-313-4277
234-315-2342
543-314-0087

39
* *

607-917-8754

Figure 192. TOLABEL Stage Example: Input File Contents
PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A-O

A1 V 80 Trunc=80 Size=9 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
NAME
AGE PHONE
A - E
Andrews, Joe
30
Brown, Sue
28
F - J
Jones, Fred
50
K - O
Mills, Bob
23
* * * End of File * * *

555-214-5435
555-413-3423
607-413-8945
555-212-2122

Figure 193. TOLABEL Stage Example: Output File Contents

Example 2
The following example uses blanks in the target string of the TOLABEL command. If
you enter the following PIPE command:
pipe < PHONE DIRECTRY | tolabel P - T | > PHONE A-O A

the extra blank after the T becomes part of the target string during the search. In
most cases, PHONE DIRECTRY would not have trailing blanks; therefore, the
target string would not be found.
If PHONE DIRECTRY is an F-format file, each record is padded with blanks;
therefore, TOLABEL would find the target string P - T.
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TOTARGET

 TOTARGet stage


operands

Purpose
Use the TOTARGET stage to select all records up to but not including the first
record selected by a specified stage. The TOTARGET stage invokes another stage
and selects all records until the specified stage selects a record. TOTARGET
passes records read from its input streams to the specified stage. The records are
written to the primary output stream of TOTARGET until the specified stage writes a
record to its primary output stream. TOTARGET does not write the input record
corresponding to this trigger record or any following records to its primary output
stream; it writes them to its secondary output stream, if it is connected.

Operands
stage
is the name of a built-in stage, or the name of a user-written stage. This
specified stage must support a connected primary input stream, a connected
primary output stream, and a connected secondary output stream. If the
secondary input stream of TOTARGET is connected, the specified stage must
support a secondary input stream. The stage should produce one output record
for each input record without delaying the records. The stage should also end
without consuming the current record when it discovers that neither output
stream is connected, and it should not consume the record it is writing when it
encounters end of file on any output stream.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified built-in stage or user-written stage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
TOTARGET reads records from its primary input stream and passes these records
to the primary input stream of the specified stage until the specified stage writes a
record to its primary output stream. TOTARGET then writes the input record
corresponding to that trigger record and all remaining primary input records to its
secondary output stream, if connected.

Secondary Input Stream
TOTARGET reads records from its secondary input stream and passes these
records to the secondary input stream of the specified stage. Once the specified
stage writes a record to its primary output stream, TOTARGET reads no further
records from its secondary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
TOTARGET copies to its primary output stream all records that the specified stage
writes to its secondary output stream. TOTARGET disconnects its primary output
stream when the specified stage writes a record to its primary output stream.
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Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, TOTARGET writes the trigger record
and the remaining primary input records to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. TOTARGET itself does not delay the records. If the specified stage delays the
records, then any records that the specified stage is buffering at the time it
writes the trigger record, including the trigger record itself, will be lost.
2. If the TOTARGET stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the TOTARGET stage ends.
3. When both of the specified stage’s output streams are connected, it is possible
that the specified stage may write the same input record to both streams.
However, the stage should not write the same record first to its secondary
output stream and then to its primary output stream, because that would cause
the trigger record to be written to both output streams of TOTARGET.
4. TOTARGET causes a set of pipelines to stall if the specified stage does not end
when all of its output streams become disconnected.
5. The pipeline scanner processes the specified stage only once (when the
scanner processes the TOTARGET stage), unlike the specified stages for the
APPEND and PREFACE stages.
6. TOTARGET starts at commit level -2. TOTARGET does not perform an explicit
commit; the specified stage must eventually commit to level 0.
7. See also FRTARGET, TOLABEL, FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL,
WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL, TAKE, DROP, and PREDSELECT.

Examples
Example 1
In the following PIPE command, TOTARGET selects all records up to but not
including the first null record (the first record that is not at least one byte long):
pipe < TEST FILE | strip | totarget nlocate 1 | console

Since strip removes leading and trailing blanks, it creates a null record from each
input record that is all blanks. In this example, nlocate 1 rejects records that are at
least one byte long, so it selects only null records. Thus, nlocate 1 reads records
and if they are one byte or more in length writes them to its secondary output
stream, which causes TOTARGET to write them to its primary output stream. When
nlocate 1 gets its first null record, it writes that record to its primary output stream,
triggering TOTARGET to short the remaining input stream to its secondary output
stream, starting with the first null record.

Example 2
This example shows how TOTARGET can provide function similar to TOLABEL with
the addition that TOTARGET can select records with a specified target string that
does not start in the first column. The following exec, TARGET EXEC, searches the
file NUMBER SETS until it locates a set of numbers that contains a 3, which is the
set 1 2 3 in this example. TARGET EXEC then writes to the console all sets of
numbers which precede the set 1 2 3. The set 1 2 3 and all sets of numbers which
follow the set 1 2 3 are written to the secondary output stream of TOTARGET and
then passed to the > stage which writes the records to the file OTHER LINES A.
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/* TARGET EXEC
*/
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’ < NUMBER SETS’,
/* read NUMBER SETS
*/
’| f: totarget locate /3/’, /* find first record with a 3
*/
’| console’ ,
/* display records at terminal
*/
’?’,
/* start of second pipeline
*/
’f:’,
/* define second output for TOTARGET */
’| > OTHER LINES A’
/* write records to OTHER LINES A
*/

After execution of this exec the console displays the following:
target
4 5 6
5 6 7
6 7 8
Ready;

Figure 194 shows the primary input stream for the TOTARGET stage, Figure 195
shows the resulting output file OTHER LINES A.
NUMBER

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SETS

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
4 5 6
5 6 7
6 7 8
1 2 3
2 3 4
3 4 5
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 194. TOTARGET Stage Example: Input File Contents (NUMBER SETS)
OTHER

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

LINES

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
1 2 3
2 3 4
3 4 5
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 195. TOTARGET Stage Example: Output File Contents (OTHER LINES)

Return Codes
If TOTARGET finds no errors, the return code generated is the return code received
from the specified stage.
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UDP

TCPIP


UDP

portnumber
ASYNchronously


servername

Purpose
Use the UDP stage to read messages from a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP) port or send input records to a TCP/IP port and write the port’s
responses to the pipeline.
UDP is a communication stage that gives a means to create either server or client
communication applications. It operates with pipeline data records and network
datagrams using UDP protocol, one of the major protocols in the TCP/IP suite of
protocols. User datagrams flow between nodes of communication partners. They
are always sent to so-called ports of the Internet nodes specified in their headers.
Applications on the specified node can listen to the specified port for incoming
datagrams.
When a UDP stage is the first stage of a pipeline, it waits for an incoming
datagram. When UDP receives an incoming datagram, it converts the datagram into
an output record and writes the record to its primary output stream. The existence
of the incoming datagram depends upon the communication partner application
because of the dual nature of communications.
When a UDP stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, records from its primary input
stream are sent as outgoing datagrams to a network partner. UDP waits for a
partner’s reply until the timeout expires. If UDP receives an incoming datagram, it
writes it as a record to its primary output stream. If a timeout expires before a
datagram arrives, UDP writes a null record to its primary output stream.

Operands
ASYNchronously
specifies that you want UDP to send input records as they arrive and to wait for
incoming datagrams (in most cases, this is an acknowledgement datagram)
without regard to the time-out value of the input record or to the input stream
record arrival.
Note: If a UDP stage is the first stage in a pipeline, you cannot specify
ASYNCHRONOUSLY.
portnumber
is the number of the port that UDP should listen to for incoming datagrams or
the port number from which datagrams are sent. (Do not confuse this port
number with the one provided in the header of the input record.) The
portnumber is any decimal number between 0 and 65535.
Specify 0 if you want TCP/IP to assign the port number.
servername
specifies the z/VM service virtual machine user ID that provides TCP/IP
communication services. If omitted, the default server name is TCPIP.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When a UDP stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, UDP reads records from its
primary input stream.
The format of the input stream records for UDP is shown in Table 37. The TCP/IP
convention requires this information as described in Usage Note 5 on page 644.
The input record must be 4 bytes in length (to indicate that UDP should listen only
for that period) or at least 24 bytes in length (to specify a time-out value and a port
to receive the datagram).
Table 37. UDP Input Record Format
Column

Length

Contents

1

4

Timeout value in seconds (binary). A value of zero specifies that
UDP should not wait for a reply. This value is ignored when
ASYNCHRONOUSLY is specified.

5

4

Flag bytes (usually binary zeros).

9

16

Network address of the destination port. This consists of the
protocol (X'0002'), the port number (16 bits), the Internet address
(32 bits), and 8 bytes of zeros.

25

n

Datagram to be sent.

Primary Output Stream
UDP writes the records it receives to its primary output stream.
The format of the output stream records for UDP is shown in Table 38. A null record
indicates a time-out; no datagram was received.
Table 38. UDP Output Record Format
Column

Length

Contents

1

16

Network address of the origin port. This consists of the protocol
(X'0002'), the port number (16 bits), the Internet address (32 bits),
and 8 bytes of zeros.

17

n

Datagram received.

Usage Notes
1. UDP delays the records.
2. If the UDP stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
UDP stage ends.
3. The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) used by the UDP stage does not wait for
the delivery of datagrams and it also does not keep any indication of correct or
incorrect transmission. It is known as an “unreliable” protocol. However, it allows
you to build communication applications of a high degree of reliability depending
on the use of acknowledgements and resending of the datagrams (those that
are lost in a network). Its primary advantage is that no communication session
is necessary to send and receive the datagrams. For more information about
TCP/IP protocols, see the z/VM: TCP/IP User’s Guide or the z/VM: TCP/IP
Programmer’s Reference.
4. The UDP stage is bidirectional. That is, it sends pipeline records to a network,
receives incoming datagrams from a network, or both.
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5. In TCP/IP, communication is fully specified by 5 elements:
v 2 network addresses of partners
v 2 port numbers
v The protocol name.
The name of the protocol used by the UDP stage is “UDP”, and the host
computer network address is provided by TCP/IP. Thus, you can use the
bidirectional properties of the UDP stage when you supply the remaining
elements for the client or the server:
v Client
The client must know the network address and port number of the server
when the client sends a datagram to the server. TCP/IP provides the origin
network address and port number. The client does not need to know this and
specifies 0 for the port number.
Client applications can send datagrams to “well-known” port numbers —
those ports that are permanently assigned to the servers of widely used
communication applications (for example FTP (File Transfer Protocol)). For
more information about port number availability for your server applications,
consult your system administrator.
v Server
For a server, the network address is implied by the host and the server only
specifies the (well-known) port number. When it receives the datagram from a
client, the datagram will contain the network address and port number which
the server can use for the reply.
The only required operand of the UDP stage is the number of the port to which
UDP should listen. You can provide both the communication partner node
network address and the port number of that node in the header of an input
record. If the network address and the port number are not provided in the
header of the input record, no datagrams can be sent.
If a user sends a datagram to the server and expects the server to reply, the
user must specify 0 as the portnumber. In such a case, the communication
provider assigns the port number online that listens to the server’s reply.
6. When a UDP stage is the first stage in a pipeline, it listens to the specified port.
In other words, UDP waits indefinitely for datagram arrivals and writes them as
output records to the pipeline until its primary output stream becomes
disconnected. No time-out can be imposed.
7. To end UDP, enter PIPMOD STOP or use the PIPESTOP stage.
8. UDP starts on commit level -10. It connects to the TCP/IP server, creates a
socket, connects the socket to the port, and commits to level 0.
9. See also STARMSG and VMC.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, SERVER EXEC (shown on page 645) sets up a server to receive
messages sent from a client and writes the messages to the display. CLIENT EXEC
(shown on page 645) sends the messages to the server that is waiting to receive
messages.
SERVER EXEC waits for exactly 5 datagrams on port 5777 (from the client) and
writes them to the display.
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/* SERVER EXEC */
say ’Server is waiting for datagrams ...’
’pipe’,
’udp 5777’,
’| take 5’,
’| specs 17-* 1’,
’| xlate a2e’,
’| console’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

writes messages received from port 5777 */
selects first 5 records */
puts columns 17 through last in output */
performs ASCII-to-EBCDIC translation */
writes records to display */

v udp 5777 reads messages from port number 5777 and writes the messages it
receives to its primary output stream.
v take 5 writes the first 5 records of its input stream to its primary output stream.
v specs 17-* 1 writes the data from columns 17 through the end of each input
record to its primary output stream beginning in column 1 of each record.
v xlate a2e translates the data in its input stream records from ASCII to EBCDIC
characters.
v console reads its input stream records and displays them at the terminal.

/* CLIENT EXEC */
say ’Command is issued, be patient ...’
’pipe’,
’< DATA GRAMS’,
’| specs 1-* x2c 1’,
’| udp 0’,
’| hole’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

reads DATA GRAMS file */
converts from hexadecimal to character */
sends records to port provided in the */
datagram */,
discards the records */

v < DATA GRAMS reads the file DATA GRAMS into the pipeline.
v specs 1-* x2c 1 converts data, beginning in column 1 through the end of each
record, from hexadecimal to character data and places the results beginning in
column 1 of the output record.
v udp 0 sends records from its primary input stream. It writes any responses it may
receive to its primary output stream.
v hole discards the records it receives from its primary input stream. UDP ends
without this HOLE stage.
CLIENT EXEC is an example of a client application that reads 5 records from a file
called DATA GRAMS (shown in Figure 196 on page 646). DATA GRAMS contains 5
datagrams saved in hexadecimal form. The server’s Internet address is encoded in
each datagram in columns 25-32. To change an address in this file, convert Internet
address bytes into hexadecimal code, for example:
Host name

Internet address

Hexadecimal code

glnvm7

9.130.25.200

098219C8

glns4

9.130.25.4

09821904

glnrisc1

9.130.30.104

09821E68
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DATA

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

GRAMS

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
000000010000000000021691098219C80000000000000000546865
000000010000000000021691098219C80000000000000000646174616772616D73
000000010000000000021691098219C8000000000000000068617665
000000010000000000021691098219C800000000000000006265656E
000000010000000000021691098219C8000000000000000072656365697665642E
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 196. UDP Stage Example: Input File Contents

CLIENT EXEC sends the datagrams in the file DATA GRAMS to the server.
SERVER EXEC must have already been started. The server must listen to port
number 5777.
The results shown at the server’s display are:
server
Server is waiting for datagrams ...
The
datagrams
have
been
received.
Ready;

The results shown at the client’s display are:
client
Command is issued, be patient ...
Ready;
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UNIQUE

NOPAD

1-*

 UNIQue


COUNT

PAD

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

columnrange

(  columnrange

)
NOPAD
PAD
char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

LAST



FIRST
SINGLEs
MULTiple
(1)
PAIRwise

Notes:
1

You cannot specify the PAIRwise operand with the COUNT operand.

Purpose
Use the UNIQUE stage to select unique or duplicate records.
By default, UNIQUE reads records from its primary input stream and compares
each one with the following record to determine if they are the same. When the
records are the same, UNIQUE continues reading records until it reaches a record
that is different. The comparison is based on the contents of the entire input record.
When a contiguous set of duplicates is read, UNIQUE selects only the last record in
each set and discards the others. UNIQUE writes the selected records to its primary
output stream. The discarded records are written to the secondary output stream, if
it is connected. Two matching records that are not contiguous are not considered to
be duplicates. Therefore, the input stream for the UNIQUE stage must be sorted for
UNIQUE to determine unique and duplicate records in the file.
Optionally, you can choose to compare two records to each other and write output
records based on those two records before reading in another pair of records. The
comparison can be based on the contents of the entire input record, or you can
specify one or more key fields to determine which records are considered
duplicates. A key field is a specific range of columns within each record.

Operands
COUNT
prefaces each record in the output stream with a 10-character field that
represents its position in a set of duplicate records. Consecutive records that
have the same key fields are considered a set of duplicate records. The count
is 1 when a record is unique. The number is right-justified with leading blanks.
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When combined with the default operand LAST, COUNT puts the number of
duplicate records in the first 10 positions of the each record written to the output
stream. For example, if the first three records of an input stream are duplicates,
the third record is written to the output stream prefaced by the number 3. 3 is
the position of the last record in the set of duplicates; this is the same as the
total number of duplicates.
NOPAD
specifies that shorter key fields are not extended with a pad character before
they are compared with longer key fields of other records. The NOPAD operand
can be specified in two positions on the UNIQUE stage:
v If NOPAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is
not specified, NOPAD applies to the entire record. This is the default.
v If you specify NOPAD after columnrange, NOPAD only applies to that
particular key field.
PAD
specifies that shorter key fields are extended with a pad character before they
are compared with longer key fields of other records. The PAD operand can be
specified in two positions on the UNIQUE stage:
v If PAD is specified before the columnrange operands or if columnrange is not
specified, PAD applies to the entire record.
v If you specify PAD after columnrange, PAD only applies to that particular key
field.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar, used for padding. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that blanks are used for padding.
columnrange
defines a key field. If you do not specify columnrange, the key field is the entire
record. You can specify columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column number.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal
to or greater than column1.
column1-*
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with the last column of the record, inclusive.
*-column2
is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with column number column2, inclusive.
*-* is a range of columns beginning with the first column of the record and
ending with the last column of the record, inclusive.
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column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
You can specify up to ten columnrange operands. If you specify more than one,
you must place at least one blank between each columnrange you specify and
you must enclose the set of columnrange operands within parentheses.
LAST
writes all unique records and the last record of each set of duplicate records to
the primary output stream. All duplicate records that are not written to the
primary output stream are discarded or written to the secondary output stream,
if it is connected. This is the default.
FIRST
writes all unique records and the first record of each set of duplicate records to
the primary output stream. All duplicate records that are not written to the
primary output stream are discarded or written to the secondary output stream,
if it is connected.
SINGLEs
writes only the unique records to the primary output stream. All sets of duplicate
records are discarded or written to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected.
MULTiple
writes only the duplicate records to the primary output stream. All of the unique
records are discarded or written to the secondary output stream, if it is
connected.
PAIRwise
specifies that if a pair of records are not identical, both are written to the
primary output stream. If the records in a pair are identical, both are written to
the secondary output stream, if it is connected. If there is an uneven number of
input records, then the last input record is written to the primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
UNIQUE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After selecting the specified records from its input stream, UNIQUE writes the
selected records to its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
UNIQUE writes the unselected input records to its secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. UNIQUE FIRST does not delay the records. UNIQUE PAIRWISE delays the first
record of a pair but does not delay the second record of the pair. If neither
FIRST nor PAIRWISE is specified, UNIQUE delays one record.
2. If the UNIQUE stage discovers that all of its output streams are not connected,
the UNIQUE stage ends.
3. UNIQUE waits to write a record to its output stream until it has compared it to
the next record in its input stream. However, if you specify the FIRST operand,
the input record does not wait to be compared before it is written to the output
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stream. If you specify the PAIRWISE operand, UNIQUE waits to write the first
record of the input pair to the output stream until it has compared it to the
second record of the input pair before writing both records to the output stream.
4. The following diagram shows how the UNIQUE stage (with the default operand
LAST) compares input records:
Primary Output Stream
┌─────┐
┌─────────┐
Primary Input Stream │
│
│jog
│1
┌─────────┐
│ U │
│sprint
│3
1 │jog
│
│
├─────────│jog
│4
2 │sprint
│
│ N │
│sprint
│5
3 │sprint
│
│
│
│jog
│6
4 │jog
├─────│ I │
│walk
│7
5 │sprint
│
│
│
│stretch │9
6 │jog
│
│ Q │
└─────────┘
7 │walk
│
│
│
8 │stretch │
│ U │
Secondary Output Stream
9 │stretch │
│
│
┌─────────┐
└─────────┘
│ E ├─────────│sprint
│2
│
│
│stretch │8
└─────┘
└─────────┘

5.

6.

7.
8.

Note the following points about the diagram:
v UNIQUE, by default, writes the last record of a set of duplicate records and
the unique records to its primary output stream; the duplicate records not
written to the primary output stream are written to its secondary output
stream, if it is connected.
v The numbers to the left of the primary input stream indicate the position of
each record within the stream. The numbers to the right of the output streams
indicate the position the record was in the primary input stream.
v Although records 2, 3, and 5 contain identical data, record 5 is not adjacent
to records 2 or 3 and therefore record 5 is considered unique.
Use the SORT stage with the UNIQUE operand instead of separate SORT and
UNIQUE stages when the file has many duplicate records and you do not wish
to process the duplicate records further.
UNIQUE does not have an operand to specify the inverse of the PAIRWISE
operand. To invert the contents of the output streams so that the unique records
are written to the secondary output stream, use the NOT stage with UNIQUE as
its operand.
UNIQUE starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input stream is
not connected and then commits to level 0.
See also SORT.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command writes only the unique records from the file
EXERCISE FILE to the terminal:
pipe < EXERCISE FILE │ unique singles │ console

Figure 197 on page 651 shows the file EXERCISE FILE and Figure 198 on page
651 shows the PIPE command and resulting terminal output.
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EXERCISE FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
push-up
sit-up
sit-up
knee-lift
push-up
push-up
push-up
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 197. UNIQUE Stage Example: Input File Contents

pipe < EXERCISE FILE │ unique singles │ console
push-up
knee-lift
Ready;
Figure 198. UNIQUE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Using the file EXERCISE FILE as shown in Figure 197 and specifying the
MULTIPLE operand on the UNIQUE stage, the following PIPE command writes only
the duplicate records to the terminal:
pipe < EXERCISE FILE │ unique multiple │ console
sit-up
sit-up
push-up
push-up
push-up
Ready;
Figure 199. UNIQUE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Example 2
To determine the number of duplicate records in a file, enter the following PIPE
command:
pipe < EXERCISE FILE │ unique count │ specs 1-10 1 11-* 12 │ console

SPECS repositions its input stream data leaving a blank between the count and the
remainder of the record.
Figure 197 shows the file EXERCISE FILE and Figure 200 shows the resulting
terminal output.
pipe < EXERCISE FILE │ unique count │ specs 1-10 1 11-* 12 │ console
1 push-up
2 sit-up
1 knee-lift
3 push-up
Ready;
Figure 200. UNIQUE Stage Example: Command and Terminal Output

Although the first record and the last three records contain the same data (push-up),
they are considered unique because they are not adjacent to one another.
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Example 3
The following example uses a UNIQUE stage that specifies columns 20 through 30
as the key field; UNIQUE writes records to its primary and secondary output
streams:
/* UNIQUE EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< WORKOUT FILE’,
/*
’| u: unique 20-30 first’,
’| > ACTIVITY FILE A’,
/*
’?’,
/*
’u:’,
/*
’| > DUPACT FILE A’
/*

read WORKOUT FILE */
/* compare columns 20-30 of records */
write unique & initial dup recs to file*/
start of second pipeline */
define secondary output for UNIQUE */
write remaining dups to file */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < WORKOUT FILE reads the file WORKOUT FILE into the pipeline.
v u: unique 20-30 first defines a label u for the UNIQUE stage. UNIQUE
compares the data in columns 20 through 30 in adjacent records. For each set of
duplicate records found, UNIQUE writes the first record to its primary output
stream. The unique records are also written to the primary output stream. The
remainder of the duplicates are written to the secondary output stream.
v > ACTIVITY FILE A writes the records to the file ACTIVITY FILE A. It is the last
stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v u: references the label u on the UNIQUE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for the UNIQUE stage. The duplicate records from
the UNIQUE stage flow to the following > stage as its primary input stream.
v > DUPACT FILE A reads the records from the secondary output stream of the
UNIQUE stage and writes them to the file DUPACT FILE A.
Figure 201 shows the input file WORKOUT FILE, and Figure 202 on page 653 and
Figure 203 on page 653 show the resulting output files.
WORKOUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
touch toes
flexibility
bench press
strength
jog
aerobic
bicycle
aerobic
row
aerobic
biceps curl
strength
heel press
flexibility
lunge
flexibility
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 201. UNIQUE Stage Example: Input File Contents
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ACTIVITY FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
touch toes
flexibility
bench press
strength
jog
aerobic
biceps curl
strength
heel press
flexibility
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 202. UNIQUE Stage Example: Output File Contents (ACTIVITY FILE A)

DUPACT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
bicycle
aerobic
row
aerobic
lunge
flexibility
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 203. UNIQUE Stage Example: Output File Contents (DUPACT FILE A)

Example 4
Use the following exec to compare files on two different file modes to determine:
v if two different versions of the same file exist on both file modes
v if there are identical files on both file modes
v if files exist on one file mode and not the other.
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/* UNIQPAIR EXEC */
arg fm1 fm2
If (fm1 = ’’ | fm2 = ’’) Then Do
say ’You are missing the filemode(s)’
Exit 8
End
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’| cms listfile * *’ fm1 ’(date noheader ’,/* list files on fm1
’| sort 1.17’,
/* sort by fn ft
’| m:merge’,
/* merge data from both disks
’| s:unique 1.17 multiple’,
/* keep matching fn/ft pairs
’| u:unique (1.17 21-73) pairwise’, /* look for fileattr difference
’| console’,
/* unmatching pairs to screen
’?’,
’ cms listfile * *’ fm2 ’(date noheader’,/* list files on fm2
’| sort 1.17’,
/* sort by fn ft
’| m:’,
/* go to merge as second input
’?’,
’s:’,
/* secondary output for unique
’| > DONT MATCH A’ ,
/* unique files go here
’?’,
’u:’,
/* secondary output for unique
’| > BOTH DISKS A’
/* write results to output file

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

exit rc

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v cms listfile * * fm1 (date noheader lists all the files with the specified file
mode, (fm1), excluding the header but including the date the file was last written
in the list.
v sort 1.17 sorts the file by the first 17 characters which is the file name and file
type of the files.
v m:merge defines a label m for the MERGE stage. MERGE combines the records
from its primary and secondary input streams and writes the merged file to its
primary output stream.
v s:unique 1.17 multiple defines a label s for the UNIQUE command. UNIQUE
compares the data in the first 17 columns (which in this example is the file name
and file type) in adjacent records. Because of the multiple operand, duplicate
records are written to the primary output stream and unique records are written
to the secondary output stream.
v u:unique (1.17 21-73) pairwise defines a label u for the UNIQUE command.
The primary input stream is the duplicate files from the primary output stream of
the preceding step. UNIQUE compares the records, a pair at a time, for
differences in columns 1-17 and 21-73. If the records in the pair are not identical
on those specified key fields, the pair is written to the primary output stream. In
this example, the console displays files with the same file identifiers but different
file attributes. If a file exists on two different file modes, a user can determine
which one is the most current. If the records in the pair are identical, the pair is
written to the secondary output stream which is passed to file BOTH DISKS A.
v console writes the primary output stream of the u label, which is the duplicate
files on both file modes, to the console.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline and the beginning of the second pipeline.
v cms listfile * * fm2 (date noheader lists all the files with the specified file
mode, (fm2), excluding the header but including the date the file was last written
in the list.
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v sort 1.17 sorts the file by the first 17 characters which is the file name and file
type of the files.
v m: references the label m on the MERGE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input stream for the MERGE stage.
v ? marks the end of the second pipeline and the beginning of the third pipeline.
v s: references the label s on the UNIQUE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for the UNIQUE stage. The duplicate records from
the first UNIQUE stage flow to the following > stage as its primary input stream.
v > DONT MATCH a reads the records from the secondary output stream of the first
UNIQUE stage and writes them to the file DONT MATCH A.
v ? marks the end of the third pipeline and the beginning of the fourth pipeline.
v u: references the label u on the UNIQUE stage of the first pipeline and defines
the secondary output stream for the UNIQUE stage.
v > BOTH DISKS A reads the records from the secondary output stream of the
second UNIQUE stage and writes them to the file BOTH DISKS A. BOTH DISKS
A contains files that were found on both fm1 and fm2 file modes.
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UNPACK



UNPACK



Purpose
Use the UNPACK stage to convert packed data to its original form. UNPACK reads
records from its primary input stream and writes the records to its primary output
stream, if it is connected.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
UNPACK reads records from its primary input stream. The records must be in the
same format as the output from one of the following:
v PACK stage
v PACK option of the CMS COPYFILE command
v PACK subcommand of XEDIT

Primary Output Stream
After unpacking the records read from its primary input stream, UNPACK writes the
resulting records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. UNPACK delays the records.
2. If the UNPACK stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the UNPACK stage ends.
3. UNPACK determines if its input data has been packed. If not, it copies the
records to its output stream unchanged.
4. The input stream can contain multiple packed files. A null input record is
interpreted as the end of one input file and the possible beginning of another.
The next record is inspected to see if it is the beginning of another packed file.
5. See also PACK and CRC.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command reads the file EMPLOYEE PACKDATA, unpacks the
data, and writes the records to the file EMPLOYEE DATA A:
pipe < EMPLOYEE PACKDATA │ unpack │ > EMPLOYEE DATA A
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UNTAB

-3
 UNTAB


-n

 column

Purpose
Use the UNTAB stage to expand tab characters (X'05') in a record to blanks. This
puts the data in the record into columns.

Operands
-n specifies a tab stop in column 1; data is written starting in column 1 and for
every n columns. For example, specifying -10 writes the data separated by tab
characters in each record in columns 1, 11, 21, 31, and so on until each tab
character is processed. The default is -3, which is equivalent to specifying 1 4 7
10 and so on.
column
specifies the tab stops desired. Specifying one column writes the complete
record starting in the column specified. Specifying more than one column
inserts blanks according to the tabs in the record and the columns specified.
The columns specified can be in any order. The smallest column number
specifies where the leftmost character in the input record is to be placed.
If the input record has leading blanks, specifying 1 preserves the leading blanks
in the output record. If the input record has leading tabs, specifying 1 inserts a
leading blank for each leading tab in the output record.
Specifying more columns than the number of tabs in your input record, expands
the record according to the number of tabs in your input record. After all tabs
have been expanded, the remaining column numbers are ignored. Specifying
less columns than the number of tabs in your input record, expands the record
according to the number of columns specified on the UNTAB stage. After the
tabs have been expanded for the columns specified, the rest of the record is
written inserting a blank for each remaining tab.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
UNTAB reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
UNTAB writes records to its primary output stream. Records not containing tab
characters are written to the primary output stream unchanged.

Usage Notes
1. UNTAB does not delay the records.
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2. If the UNTAB stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the UNTAB stage ends.
3. If you want to enter tab characters from the console, use the field mark key, if
available. Otherwise, use the SET INPUT command.
4. When using XEDIT to create a file with tab characters, issue the SET IMAGE
OFF command. If IMAGE is set ON, your tab settings are automatically
expanded in your file based on your XEDIT default settings as data is entered.
5. UNTAB starts at commit level -10. It sets up the tab positions and then commits
to level 0.
6. See also SPECS, XLATE, and VCHAR.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, the percent sign is defined as the tab character. To space data in a
record in columns 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, and 29, specify the following command:
pipe literal Do%re%me%fa%sol%la%ti%do! | change /%/ x05 | untab -4 | console
Do re me fa sol la ti do!
Ready;

Example 2
In this example, the data in input file GRADES FILE is entered with a percent sign
as the tab character. (The SET IMAGE CANON and SET INPUT % 05 commands
are in effect before entering data.) As each record is completed, each % is
translated to a X'05' tab character. To see the data in GRADES FILE arranged in
columns, specify the following command:
pipe < grades file
Student’s Name
Jeremy
Emily
Thomas
Devin
Katie
Ready;
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| untab 1
Coloring
B
A
C
C
C

20 30 40
Playing
A
A
B
B
A

50 | console
Singing
Napping
A
C
C
B
A
A
A
B
C
B

UPDATE

UPDATE

73-80
 UPDATE


columnrange

FIRST

LAST

* string

Purpose
Use the UPDATE stage to modify a file according to UPDATE control statements.
The update applied by the UPDATE stage contains UPDATE control statements in
the format defined by the CMS UPDATE command and produced by the CTL or
UPDATE option of XEDIT.
The UPDATE stage reads records from its primary and secondary input streams
and writes records to its primary and secondary output streams. The secondary
output stream must be connected in order for the data to be written to the primary
output stream, if the primary output stream is connected.
The primary input stream contains the records to be modified and the secondary
input stream is an update file which contains the UPDATE control statements. The
UPDATE stage writes the updated records to the primary output stream and writes
the update log to the secondary output stream. An update log is a record of the
changes that were made to the input file; it identifies the records that were added,
changed, or deleted.

Operands
columnrange
defines the location of the sequence field for the records in the primary input
stream. The length of the sequence field can be 1 to 15 digits. If you do not
specify columnrange, 73-80 is the default column range. You can specify
columnrange as follows:
column
is a single column.
column1-column2
is a range of columns beginning with column number column1 and ending
with column number column2, inclusive. column2 must be numerically equal
to or greater than column1.
column1.n
is a range of n columns beginning with column number column1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 15 for n.
FIRST
specifies that the sequence numbers of the primary input stream records are to
be verified (the records must be in ascending order). FIRST specifies that this is
the first (or only) update in a series of updates to the file.
LAST
specifies that the sequence numbers of the primary output stream records are
not verified. This lets you generate an updated file without sequence numbers.
Note that LAST should be used only when you want to suppress sequence
numbering for the lines added by the last update applied.
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is the first character of a comment that identifies the update being applied.

string
is a comment you specify to display in an error message. If an error is found,
the error message returned contains string to identify the UPDATE stage. The
comment string is not used by the UPDATE stage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
UPDATE reads records to be modified from its primary input stream. The primary
input stream records must contain a sequence field whose length can be from 1 to
15 digits. In comparison, the CMS UPDATE command input file must contain an
8-digit sequence field.

Secondary Input Stream
UPDATE reads records from its secondary input stream. The input records must be
in the format of a CMS update file which contains UPDATE control statements. The
secondary input stream must be defined.

Primary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, UPDATE writes the updated records to
its primary output stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, UPDATE writes the update log to its
secondary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. UPDATE delays the records.
2. If the UPDATE stage discovers that either of its output streams is not
connected, the UPDATE stage ends. If you do not want the update log records,
connect the secondary output stream of the UPDATE stage to the HOLE stage.
3. If errors regarding the sequence numbers are found during processing, the
messages are written to the update log (secondary output stream).
4. The information that determines the updates to the primary input stream are
called UPDATE control statements. The control statement data must not extend
beyond column 50. For more information on UPDATE control statements, see
the CMS UPDATE command in the z/VM: CMS Commands and Utilities
Reference.
5. The update records in the secondary input stream and the records in the
primary input stream do not have to be the same length. With the CMS
UPDATE command, both must be the same length.
6. The UPDATE stage applies updates in parallel when there is a series of
UPDATE stages in a pipeline. The UPDATE stage treats errors differently than
with the CMS UPDATE command. The output file may be incomplete when the
return code is not 0.

Examples
Example 1
The following example applies an update to the file MASTER FILE using the
UPDATE stage:
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/* UPDT EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< MASTER FILE’,
’| u: update 1-2’,
’| > OUTMAST FILE A’,
’?’,
’< UPDATE FILE’,
’| u:’,
’| > UPDLOG FILE A’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read MASTER file */
apply updates from 2ndary input to primary */
write updated file to OUTMAST FILE A */
start of second pipeline */
read UPDATE FILE */
define secondary streams for UPDATE */
write update log to UPDLOG FILE A */

v (endchar ?) specifies ? as the endchar character.
v < MASTER FILE reads the file MASTER FILE into the pipeline.
v u: update 1-2 defines a label u for the UPDATE stage. UPDATE reads the
update file from its secondary input stream and applies it to its primary input
stream. It writes the updated file to its primary output stream and writes the
update log to its secondary output stream (defined by the reference to the label
u). The sequence field is in columns 1 and 2.
v > OUTMAST FILE A receives the records that UPDATE writes to its primary output
stream and writes them to the file OUTMAST FILE A. This is the last stage of the
first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v < UPDATE FILE reads the file UPDATE FILE into the pipeline. UPDATE FILE
contains the control information to make the updates to MASTER FILE.
v u: references the label u on the UPDATE stage in the first pipeline and defines
the secondary input and output streams for the UPDATE stage. The records from
the preceding < stage flow to the UPDATE stage as its secondary input stream.
The label also causes the secondary output stream records from the UPDATE
stage to flow to the following > stage.
v > UPDLOG FILE A writes the update log to the file UPDLOG FILE A.
The following list shows where the files in this example are displayed:
v MASTER FILE — Figure 204
v UPDATE FILE — Figure 205 on page 662
v OUTMAST FILE — Figure 206 on page 662
v UPDLOG FILE — Figure 207 on page 662.

MASTER

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
10 Smith, Angela
20 Jones, Aaron
30 Jones, Sara
40 Smith, Emily
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 204. UPDATE Stage Example: Input File Contents (MASTER FILE)
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UPDATE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
./ I 10
15 Smith, Nicole
./ R 30
30 Jones, Morgan
./ D 40
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 205. UPDATE Stage Example: Input File Contents (UPDATE FILE)

OUTMAST

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
10 Smith, Angela
15 Smith, Nicole
20 Jones, Aaron
30 Jones, Morgan
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 206. UPDATE Stage Example: Output File Contents (OUTMAST FILE A)
UPDLOG

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
./ I 10
Inserting...
+++15 Smith, Nicole
./ R 30
Deleting ...
---30 Jones, Sara
Inserting...
+++30 Jones, Morgan
./ D 40
Deleting ...
---40 Smith, Emily
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 207. UPDATE Stage Example: Output File Contents (UPDLOG FILE A)

Return Codes
The UPDATE stage may return a return code from the CMS UPDATE command for
an error that relates to the update log. See the z/VM: CMS Commands and Utilities
Reference for a list of return codes that the CMS UPDATE command generates.
If there are multiple errors in the update log, the UPDATE stage returns the
largest-numbered return code.
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URO

000E
 URO


vdev

Purpose
Use the URO stage to write records to a virtual printer or virtual punch. If its primary
output stream is connected, URO also copies its primary input stream to its primary
output stream. The first byte of each record contains the carriage control character;
the remainder of the record is the data. A URO stage cannot be the first stage of a
pipeline.

Operands
vdev
is a hexadecimal device number. The device must be a virtual printer or punch.
If you do not specify vdev, 000E is the default virtual device number.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
URO reads records from its primary input stream. The first byte of each record must
contain the carriage control character; the remainder of the record should contain
the data to be written to the printer or punch.

Primary Output Stream
URO copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. URO does not delay the records.
2. URO does not issue CP commands to the virtual printer or punch. You must
enter the CP CLOSE command to close the virtual printer or punch.
3. The first byte of each record contains the channel command word (CCW)
command code. The remaining data in the record is written to the virtual
printer or punch.
URO writes a single blank character if the input record contains only the CCW
command code. Control and no-operation CCWs can specify data that is
written.
4. URO requires machine carriage control for printer files. The following PIPE
command prints a listing file with ASA carriage control:
pipe < test listing | asatomc | uro

The ASATOMC stage converts ASA carriage control to machine carriage
control if it is not already machine carriage control.
5. Punch files must have X'41' or X'03' carriage control. Use the SPECS stage as
shown in the following example to preface the records in a flat file with X'41':
pipe < pun file | specs x41 1 1-* next | uro 000d

The file with X'41' carriage control can now be written to the virtual punch.
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6. X'5A' operation codes are supported. Print files whose command codes have
low-order bit 0 are rejected with an error message.
7. URO may temporarily store some records in a buffer during processing. If the
stage connected to URO’s primary input stream closes the unit record device
while the PIPE command is running, that stage can make URO empty its
buffer by writing a null record to URO’s input stream. After the stage writes a
null record, it is assured that it can close the unit record device without loss of
data.
8. URO can write any output data (including 3800 CCWs), but note that CP
support depends on the virtual device type. For example, the maximum record
length (including CCW operation code prefix) is 133 bytes on a virtual 1403
printer.
9. The virtual Forms Control Buffer (FCB) for a virtual printer (the virtual carriage
control tape) can be loaded by a CCW or the CP command LOADVFCB.
These carriage tapes must not have a hole punched in channel 9. This causes
unacceptable ending status. Channel 12 holes are supported, but should be
avoided because they cause additional overhead.
10. When writing to the virtual punch, the virtual machine must have NOPDATA
ON (either by SET or by directory option) to write records with X'03' carriage
control.
11. URO starts at commit level -2000000000. It commits to level 0 when it has
determined that the device is not already in use by another stage and when a
buffer has been allocated successfully.
12. See also PRINTMC, PUNCH, READER, and XAB.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, the URO stage writes the file PAYROLL DATA to a virtual punch
provided PAYROLL DATA contains X'41' carriage control:
pipe < PAYROLL DATA | uro 000d
cp close 000d name payroll data

The CP CLOSE command closes the punch file on virtual punch 000D and gives it
a name.
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VAR

VAR

0
 VAR variable


PRODUCER

invocnum

TRACKing

Purpose
Use the VAR stage to retrieve or set a REXX or an EXEC 2 variable. Specify VAR
on a command invoked from a user-written stage, a REXX exec, or an EXEC 2
exec.
By default, when VAR is the first stage of a pipeline, VAR retrieves the value of an
exec variable and writes the value to its primary output stream. When VAR is not
the first stage of a pipeline, VAR sets the specified variable to the contents of the
first record in its primary input stream, then requests a short operation which
disconnects the VAR stage. If the input stream is at end of file, the variable is
dropped. VAR also copies its primary input stream records to its primary output
stream.

Operands
variable
is the name of the variable whose value you want to retrieve or set.
PRODUCER
specifies that the REXX environment to be searched is that of the stage
connected to the currently selected input stream of the stage that issued the
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand. PRODUCER can only be used in stages that
are run in a subroutine pipeline created by a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.
The CALLPIPE that issues the VAR stage must come after a PEEKTO pipeline
subcommand, but before a READTO pipeline subcommand.
invocnum
is the number of REXX and EXEC 2 invocations (generations) to refer back
when retrieving or setting the variable. invocnum must be 0 or greater, and less
than or equal to the existing number of REXX and EXEC2 generations. The
default is 0.
The generation is selected as follows:
v If invocnum is 0 and the VAR stage is specified on a PIPE command or an
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the variable is in the user-written stage that
issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the VAR stage is specified
on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage, the variable is in
the exec that issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or RUNPIPE command.
v If invocnum is greater than 0, the variable is in a generation preceding the
generation selected when invocnum is 0. The specified generation may
precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.
TRACKing
specifies that VAR, when it is the first stage of a pipeline, continuously obtains
the value of the variable and writes it to the primary output stream. When VAR
is not the first stage of a pipeline, TRACKING specifies that VAR sets the
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variable to the contents of each input record as it is read. The final value of the
variable is the last record read from VAR’s primary input stream. The variable
remains unchanged if no records are read from the primary input stream.
Note: VAR with the TRACKING operand, when it is the first stage of a pipeline,
writes an infinite number of records unless you limit the number of
records.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, VAR reads records from its primary
input stream. When the TRACKING operand is not specified, the first record in the
input stream must contain the value of the variable to be set. When the TRACKING
operand is specified, the last record in the input stream must contain the value of
the variable to be set.

Primary Output Stream
When VAR is the first stage of a pipeline and the TRACKING operand is not
specified, VAR writes a record containing the value of the specified variable to its
primary output stream. When VAR is the first stage of a pipeline and the
TRACKING operand is specified, VAR writes the infinite number of records
containing the value of the specified variable to its primary output stream.
When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, VAR copies its primary input stream
records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. When VAR is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the records does not apply.
When VAR is not the first stage of a pipeline, VAR does not delay the records.
2. If VAR is the last stage in a pipeline and you wish to consume any remaining
input records before end-of-file is triggered, connect a HOLE stage to the
primary output stream of VAR.
3. If VAR is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand,
VAR sets or retrieves variables in only the variable environments that existed at
the time the original PIPE command was issued.
4. VAR starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists (if it
did not do so while processing its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
5. See also REXXVARS, STEM, VARLOAD, and STACK.

Examples
Example 1
The following exec receives two numbers passed to it as arguments and writes the
highest number to file MAX FILE A.
/* FINDMAX EXEC */
parse arg x y
/* get arguments in x and y */
maxnum = max(x, y)
/* find largest of the two */
’pipe var maxnum | > MAX FILE A’ /* write largest to MAX FILE A */
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In this example, the PIPE command uses the VAR stage to obtain the value of
maxnum, which is the result from the REXX MAX function. The > stage is used to
write the value obtained by the VAR stage to the file.

Example 2
To create an exec that examines the user’s CMS NAMES file and issues different
messages depending on whether the file contains more or fewer than 100
nicknames, write an exec similar to the following:
/* CHECKNAM EXEC */
’pipe’,
’<’ userid() ’NAMES’,
/* read user’s CMS NAMES file */
’| split before string /:/’, /* split lines before colons */
’| find :nick.’||,
/* find beginning of a nickname */
’| count lines’,
/* count the number of nicknames */
’| var namewrds’
/* set variable with the count */
/* issue msgs based on count */
if namewrds > 100 then say "You know lots of people, don’t you!"
else say "You should try to get out more often!"
exit

v < userid() NAMES reads the user’s CMS NAMES file into the pipeline.
v split before string /:/ divides input records just before each occurrence of a
colon.
v find :nick. selects only those input records that begin with the :nick. tag. A
REXX concatenation operator (||) is used at the end of this stage to prevent
REXX from automatically inserting a blank before the stage separator in the next
line. This is needed because trailing blanks are significant to FIND.
v count lines counts the number of lines in the input stream, which is the number
of nicknames.
v var namewrds sets the REXX variable namewrds to the number of lines returned
by COUNT.
v if namewrds > 100... writes different messages to the terminal depending on
whether there were more than 100 nicknames.

Example 3
The following PIPE command illustrates how to use the PRODUCER operand of
VAR to obtain a variable from one stage and use it in another stage.
pipe first | second | console

The contents of FIRST REXX and SECOND REXX are:
/* FIRST REXX */
x = 1
say ’This is FIRST with x=’ x
’output from FIRST REXX’

/* set x to value of 1 */
/*
*/
/* write from FIRST REXX to output */
/* stream */
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/* SECOND REXX */
x = 2
’peekto in’
’callpipe var x producer 0|var x’
say ’This is SECOND
’output’ in
’readto in’

/* set x to value of 2 */
/* look at first record */
/* retrieve x=1 from FIRST REXX */
/* and set x=1 */
with (should be x = 1) x=’ x
/* write value of in
*/
/* discard processed record */

The following results are displayed on the console when the PIPE command is
issued:
pipe first | second | console
This is FIRST with x= 1
This is SECOND with (should be x = 1 ) x= 1
from FIRST REXX
Ready;

The PRODUCER operand in SECOND REXX tells the VAR stage to get the value
of x from the stage connected to the primary input stream of SECOND REXX,
which in this example is FIRST REXX. The value 1 is passed to the second VAR
stage in SECOND REXX and is set to the variable x with the VAR x command.
Notice that the CALLPIPE in SECOND REXX is preceded by a PEEKTO
subcommand and followed by a READTO subcommand.

Example 4
To read in values and set the variable letter to the last value in the input stream,
use an exec similar to the following:
/* READLAST EXEC */
’pipe literal a b c | split | var letter tracking’
say ’The letter you want is ’ letter

The display on the console when you execute this exec is:
readlast
The letter you want is c
Ready;

Example 5
Use this exec to check your reader files and do one of the following:
v If there are five or less note files, peek at the notes.
v If there are six or more note files, put them into a notebook so that you can look
at them later.
This exec contains lines that hold your reader files so that you can test this exec
without removing the notes from your reader. If you do not want to hold your reader
files, remove the first two pipeline commands (the lines between the two blocked
comments) and also remove the final pipeline command which is pipe cp spool
reader rdrstat | hole.
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/* RDRMGR EXEC */
rc = 0
max = 5
/* *************************************************************** */
/* Is the reader HOLD or NOHOLD ? ... We will save the status.
*/
/* We will spool the reader HOLD and reset it to its previous
*/
/* status before exiting.
*/
/* *************************************************************** */
’pipe’,
’ cp query 00C ’,
/* Query 00C
*/
’| split ’,
/* to pull the HOLD or
*/
’| drop 5 ’,
/* NOHOLD status.
*/
’| take 1 ’,
/* We’ll save the status in */
’| var rdrstat’
/* the variable rdrstat
*/
’pipe cp spool reader hold | hole’

/* Hold the reader files

/* ***************************************************************
/* Issue the Query Reader All command (I’m a class G user) and
/* place spool file information into an array (discard the header)
/* ***************************************************************
’pipe’,
’ cp query reader all’,
/* List reader files
’| drop 1’,
/* Discard the header
’| locate 64.4 /NOTE/’,
/* Only want the notes
’| stem notes.’
/* Put in an array

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

If notes.0 = 0 Then Exit 28

/* No Notes, Then exit !

If notes.0 < (max+1)
Then Do
action = ’Peek’
opts = ’’
End

/*
/*
/*
/*

Only a few reader files */
so we’ll peek them
*/
Set action to PEEK
*/
Set opts to null
*/

If notes.0 > max
Then Do
action = ’Receive’
opts = ’(NOTE TODO’
End

/*
/*
/*
/*

Too many notes, so, put
them in a TODO NOTEBOOK
Set action to Receive
Set opts to (NOTE TODO

*/
*/
*/
*/

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Get the value of action
continuously (will be
PEEK or RECEIVE)
Only as many as needed
The TAKE stage avoids
an infinite number of
records.
Put command together
Issue the command
Start of second pipeline
Add the spool IDs and
options for overlay
Give to overlay stage

*/
*/,
*/,
*/
*/,
*/,
*/,
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

’pipe(endchar ?)’,
’ var action tracking’,
’| take’ notes.0 ,

’| o: overlay’,
’| cms’ ,
’?’,
’ stem notes.’,
’| specs w2 10 /’opts’/ nextword’,
’| o:’

*/

’pipe cp spool reader’ rdrstat ’| hole’ /* Return reader to default */
Exit rc

v cp query 00C queries the reader.
v split splits the record.
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v drop 5 drops the first five records. In this example, the HOLD or NOHOLD status
becomes the first record.
v take 1 takes the first record which is HOLD or NOHOLD.
v var rdrstat sets the variable rdrstat to the current HOLD or NOHOLD status.
v
v
v
v

v
v
v

v

v
v
v
v

v
v
v
v

v
v
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pipe cp spool reader hold | hole holds the reader files.
cp query reader all lists all the files in your reader.
Drop 1 drops the reader list header record.
Locate 64.4 /NOTE/ searches each record in the reader list at column 64 for four
characters to see if the record is a note. LOCATE writes all records containing
NOTE to its primary output stream.
Stem notes. assigns each note that was found in the reader list as an element of
a array. The array is a compound variable with a stem of notes.
If notes.0 = 0 Then Exit 28 means that if there are no notes found in the
reader, then exit the exec.
If notes.0 < (max+1) means that if there are less five or less reader files in the
reader, assign the variable action a value of PEEK, and assign the variable opts
to null.
If notes.0 > max means that if there are more than five reader files in the
reader, assign the variable action a value of Receive, and assign the variable
opts a value of (NOTE TODO.
(endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
var action tracking continuously retrieves the value of the variable action.
Take notes.0 causes only notes.0 records to be consumed.
o:overlay defines a label o for the OVERLAY stage. OVERLAY merges the
records from its primary and secondary input streams and writes the merged
records to its output stream.
CMS reads the records OVERLAY writes and issues the commands.
? marks the end of the pipeline.
Stem notes. assigns each note that was found in the reader list as an element of
a array. This becomes the secondary input for the OVERLAY stage.
Specs w2 10 /opts/ nextword takes the second word from the records in the
notes. array, which is the spoolid of the reader file, and puts it in column ten.
The next word will be the value of the variable opts. This record will then contain
the spoolid of the reader and Receive (NOTE TODO.
o: references the label o on the OVERLAY stage and defines the secondary
input stream for the OVERLAY stage.
pipe cp spool reader rdrstat | hole returns the reader files to the previous
status that was stored in the variable rdrstat.
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0
 VARLOAD


PRODUCER

invocnum

Purpose
Use the VARLOAD stage to set REXX or EXEC 2 variables. Specify VARLOAD on
a command invoked from a user-written stage, a REXX exec, or an EXEC 2 exec.
The names and values of variables set by VARLOAD are specified by the records
in its primary input stream. VARLOAD sets one variable for each input record that
contains a character other than blank or asterisk in the first position of the record.
Records beginning with blank or asterisk are ignored. All other records are treated
as delimited strings. VARLOAD copies its primary input stream records to its
primary output stream. A VARLOAD stage cannot be the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
PRODUCER
specifies that the REXX environment to be modified is that of the stage
connected to the currently selected input stream of the stage that issued the
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand. PRODUCER can only be used in stages that
are run in a subroutine pipeline created by a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.
The CALLPIPE that issues the VARLOAD stage must come after a PEEKTO
pipeline subcommand, but before a READTO pipeline subcommand.
invocnum
is the number of REXX and EXEC 2 invocations (generations) to refer back
when setting the variables. invocnum must be 0 or greater, and less than or
equal to the existing number of REXX and EXEC2 generations. The default is
0.
The generation is selected as follows:
v If invocnum is 0 and the VARLOAD stage is specified on a PIPE command
or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the variables are in the user-written
stage that issued the PIPE command. If invocnum is 0 and the VARLOAD
stage is specified on a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand or RUNPIPE stage,
the variables are in the exec that issued the CALLPIPE subcommand or
RUNPIPE command.
v If invocnum is greater than 0, the variables are in a generation preceding the
generation selected when invocnum is 0. The specified generation may
precede the generation from which the PIPE command is issued if such a
generation exists.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
VARLOAD reads records from its primary input stream. Input records must contain
the names and values of the variables to be set. Records beginning with blank or
asterisk are ignored. Records must be in the following format:
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/name/value

/(diagonal)
signifies any nonblank delimiting character that does not appear in name.
name
is the name of a variable to be set.
value
is the value to be assigned to variable name.
For example, in the record /NUM/7, NUM is the name and 7 is the value.

Primary Output Stream
VARLOAD copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. VARLOAD does not delay the records.
2. VARLOAD does not translate variable names to uppercase. VARLOAD does not
substitute symbols in the stem of a variable name specified as a compound
symbol.
3. To remove unwanted trailing blanks from input records before executing a
VARLOAD stage, use the STRIP stage with the TRAILING operand.
4. If VARLOAD is used in a pipeline specified with the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand, VARLOAD sets variables in only the variable environments that
existed at the time the original PIPE command was issued.
5. VARLOAD starts at commit level -1. It verifies that the REXX environment exists
(if it did not do so while processing its parameters) and then commits to level 0.
6. See also REXXVARS, STEM, VAR, and STACK.

Examples
Example 1
To place your CP PF key settings in a file and to use these settings in your
PROFILE EXEC (assuming it is written in REXX), create the file PFKEY SETVARS
similar to the file shown in Figure 208 and include lines similar to those shown in
Figure 209 on page 673 in your PROFILE EXEC.

* These pf key settings are used by a PIPE command
called from my profile exec
/KEY.1/IMM #CP BEGIN
/KEY.2/IMM #CP Q DASD
/KEY.3/IMM Q SEARCH
/KEY.4/IMM Q DISK A
/KEY.5/IMM RDRLIST
/KEY.6/IMM FILELIST
/KEY.7/IMM SENDFILE
/KEY.8/IMM DIRLIST
/KEY.9/IMM MACLIST
/KEY.10/IMM ACC 191 A
/KEY.11/IMM #CP Q RDR ALL #CP Q PRT ALL
/KEY.12/RETRIEVE
Figure 208. VARLOAD Stage Example: Input File Contents (PFKEY SETVARS)
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/* SETPF EXEC */
’pipe’,
’< PFKEY SETVARS’,
/* read PFKEY SETVARS */
’| varload’
/* set variables */
do i = 1 to 12
/* for each pf key */
’CP SET’ PF||i key.i /* issue CP SET to set the key */
end
Figure 209. VARLOAD Stage Example: Excerpt from PROFILE EXEC

In Figure 209, the PIPE command sets up variables KEY.1 to KEY.12 which are
used in the DO loop instruction to iteratively set PF keys 1-12.
The first stage of the PIPE command reads PFKEY SETVARS into the pipeline. The
first line of the file read begins with an asterisk. The second line of the file begins
with a blank. Therefore, no variables are set for these lines. A variable is set for
each of the remaining lines. The first position of the third line contains a slash.
VARLOAD treats the slash as a delimiting character. Therefore, variable KEY.1 is
assigned a value of IMM #CP BEGIN, variable KEY.2 is assigned a value of IMM #CP Q
DASD, and so on.

Example 2
The following PIPE command illustrates how to use the PRODUCER operand of
VARLOAD to obtain a variable from one stage and use it in another stage.
pipe vload1 | vload2 | console

The contents of VLOAD1 REXX and VLOAD2 REXX are:
/* VLOAD1 REXX */
x = 1
/* set x to value of 1
*/
say ’This is VLOAD1 with x=’ x
’output from VLOAD1 REXX’ /* write from VLOAD1 REXX to output stream */
say ’This is VLOAD1 after varload producer with (x=2) x=’ x

/* VLOAD2 REXX */
x = 2
/* set x to value of 2 */
’peekto in’
/* look at first record
*/
’callpipe var x | specs /%X%/ 1 1-* next | varload producer 0’
/* retrieve value of x from */
/* VLOAD2 REXX, build the
*/
/* varload input record,
*/
/* change value of x to 2 in*/
/* VLOAD1 REXX
*/
say ’This is VLOAD2 with x=’ x
’output’ in
/* write value of in
*/
’readto in’
/* discard processed record */

The following results are displayed on the console when the PIPE command is
issued:
pipe vload1 | vload2 | console
This is VLOAD1 with x= 1
This is VLOAD2 with x= 2
from VLOAD1 REXX
This is VLOAD1 after varload producer with (x=2) x= 2
Ready;
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The PRODUCER operand in VLOAD2 REXX tells the VARLOAD stage to modify
the variables in the stage connected to the primary input stream of VLOAD2 REXX,
which in this example is VLOAD1 REXX. The CALLPIPE subcommand in VLOAD2
REXX retrieves the value of x=2 from VLOAD2 REXX and then rearranges the
record so that it is in input format for the VARLOAD stage. The record %X%2 is
passed to the VARLOAD stage. VARLOAD producer 0 then sets x=2 in VLOAD1
REXX. Notice that the CALLPIPE in VLOAD2 REXX is preceded by a PEEKTO
subcommand and followed by a READTO subcommand.
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 VCHAR n1 n2



Purpose
Use the VCHAR stage to recode data to a different number of bits per character.
VCHAR copies each record from its primary input stream, changes the length of
each character in the record, and writes each record to its primary output stream, if
it is connected. The input and output records are considered bit strings. The
operands of VCHAR specify whether to decrease or increase the length of the bit
strings. VCHAR truncates the high-order positions of a character to shorten the
length, or adds zeros to the high-order positions of a character to increase the
length.

Operands
n1 is the number of bits per character in the input record. The value you specify for
n1 must be positive.
n2 is the number of bits per character in the output record. The value you specify
for n2 must be positive.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
VCHAR reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
After changing the length of each character in records read from its input stream,
VCHAR writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. VCHAR does not delay the records.
2. If the VCHAR stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the VCHAR stage ends.
3. If the number of bits in the input record is not an integral multiple of the number
of bits in an input character (n1), the incomplete last input character is
discarded. Characters are not spanned across input records.
4. If the number of bits in the input record is not an integral multiple of the number
of bits in an output character (n2), the output is padded with zero bits to
complete the last output character.
5. See also XLATE, SPECS, and UNTAB.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command uses VCHAR to recode an input file that contains four
6-bit characters packed into every three 8-bit bytes:
pipe < DATA FILE | vchar 6 8 | > NEWDATA FILE A
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The output file has each of the 6-bit characters in a separate 8-bit byte with 2
high-order zeros in each byte.

Example 2
In this example, VCHAR converts ASCII characters from 6-bit code to 8-bit code:
pipe < ASCII DATA | vchar 3 4 | > NEWASCII DATA A

VCHAR puts 3 input bits and a leading zero into each output halfbyte.
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 VMC userid


message

Purpose
Use the VMC stage to send messages over the Virtual Machine Communications
Facility (VMCF) to a service machine. VMC first sends the message specified by its
operands, if any. It then reads the records from its primary input stream, sends
them as messages, and waits for a response. The reply is then deblocked to
80-byte records and written to the output stream. VMC reads records from its
primary input stream and the reply from the service machine is written to its primary
output stream, if it is connected. Null or blank input records are discarded.

Operands
userid
is the user ID of the virtual machine to which the commands are sent.
message
is a message that VMC sends to the service machine. The message cannot be
longer than 255 characters.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
VMC reads records from its primary input stream. The records must contain
messages to be sent over VMCF to a service machine.

Primary Output Stream
After deblocking the reply from VMCF to 80-byte records, VMC writes the reply to
its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. VMC does not delay the records.
2. If the VMC stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected, the
VMC stage ends.
3. To end VMC, enter PIPMOD STOP or use the PIPESTOP stage.
4. See also STARMSG and UDP.

Examples
Example 1
The following pipeline sends two messages to the SMART service machine to
retrieve its help information:
pipe literal next| vmc smart help| strip trailing | > SMART OUTPUT A

The STRIP stage converts blank lines in the reply to null records, which the > stage
discards when writing the help information to the file SMART OUTPUT A.
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WHILELABEL



WHILELABel


string

Purpose
Use the WHILELABEL stage to select consecutive records from its primary input
stream. The records selected are determined by the target string you specify. The
specified target string must begin in the first column of an input record. If the first
record of the primary input stream begins with the target string, this record and any
consecutive records that begin with the target string are written to the primary
output stream. When a record is found that does not begin with the target string,
the record and the remaining records in the input stream are shorted to the
secondary output stream, if connected.
If the first record of the primary input stream does not begin with the target string,
no records are written to the primary output stream. If the secondary output stream
is connected, WHILELABEL copies all the records from its primary input stream to
its secondary output stream. If the secondary output stream is not connected, the
primary input stream records are available for further processing by another stage.
Uppercase and lowercase representations of the same characters do not match. A
match is found only if the data in the input records exactly matches the target
strings you specify, including blank characters. Blank characters contained in the
input stream must match the blank characters specified in the target strings.

Operands
string
defines the starting string of characters to be located. string must be located in
the first column of an input record. If string is not specified, WHILELABEL
copies all input records to its primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
WHILELABEL reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
WHILELABEL copies to its primary output stream consecutive input records that
begin with the specified string. WHILELABEL copies records to its primary output
stream only if the first input record begins with the specified string.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, WHILELABEL copies to its secondary
output stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. WHILELABEL does not delay the records.
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2. If the WHILELABEL stage discovers that all of its output streams are not
connected, the WHILELABEL stage ends.
3. Use only one blank to separate the WHILELABEL stage from its operand. The
operand starts after the blank and continues until the next stage separator
character, the next pipeline end character, or the end of the pipeline.
4. If you specify WHILELABEL as an operand on the ZONE stage, the target string
must begin in the first column of the specified column range instead of the first
column of the input record. To be selected, the target string must be completely
located within the column range; therefore, the length of the target string must
be less than or equal to the length of the column range.
5. WHILELABEL starts at commit level -2. It verifies that its secondary input
stream is not connected and then commits to level 0.
6. See also FRLABEL, STRFRLABEL, STRTOLABEL, TOLABEL,
STRWHILELABEL, FRTARGET, TOTARGET, TAKE, DROP, CASEI, and ZONE.

Examples
Example 1
To select entries from a phone directory file called PHONE DIRECTRY that have a
last name of SMITH and to write these records to a file called PHONE SMITH A,
issue the following exec:
/* PHONEDIR REXX */
’pipe’,
’< PHONE DIRECTRY’,
’| frlabel Smith,’||,

/*
/*
/*
’| whilelabel Smith,’||, /*
’| > PHONE SMITH A’
/*

read PHONE DIRECTRY */
write records starting with first */
record that begins with Smith */,
stop when find non-Smith record */
write the records to PHONE SMITH A */

v < PHONE DIRECTRY reads the records from the file PHONE DIRECTRY into the
pipeline.
v frlabel Smith, discards all records up to the first one that begins with the string
Smith, and writes that record and all subsequent records to its primary output
stream.
The REXX concatenation operators (||) at the end of this stage and the next
stage keep REXX from inserting a blank before the stage separator at the
beginning of the following line. The concatenation operators are needed because
trailing blanks are significant to FRLABEL and WHILELABEL.
v whilelabel Smith, copies all records from its primary input stream to its primary
output stream up to the first record that does not start with the string Smith,. It
discards all subsequent records.
v > PHONE SMITH A reads the records from its primary input stream and writes them
to the file PHONE SMITH A.
Figure 210 on page 680 and Figure 211 on page 680 show the contents of the input
file, PHONE DIRECTRY, and the resulting output file, PHONE SMITH A, after
issuing the previous exec.
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PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

DIRECTRY A1

V 80 Trunc=80 Size=15 Line=3 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
NAME
AGE PHONE
A - E
Andrews, Joe
Brown, Sue
F - J
Jones, Fred
K - O
Mills, Bob
P - T
Smith, Elaine
Smith, Joe
Smith, Sue
U - Z
Zimmer, Jack
* * End of File *

30
28

555-214-5435
555-413-3423

50

607-413-8945

23

555-212-2122

45
24
33

243-313-4277
234-315-2342
543-314-0087

39
* *

607-917-8754

Figure 210. WHILELABEL Stage Example: Input File Contents

PHONE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SMITH

A1

V 80 Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Smith, Elaine
45
243-313-4277
Smith, Joe
24
234-315-2342
Smith, Sue
33
543-314-0087
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 211. WHILELABEL Stage Example: Output File Contents
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000E
 XAB


vdev
FILE n
READER

Purpose
Use the XAB stage to read from or write to an external attribute buffer of a virtual
printer or spool file.
When an XAB stage is the first stage of a pipeline, it reads an external attribute
buffer into the pipeline. When an XAB stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, it
replaces the external attribute buffer with the contents of the first record in its
primary input stream. The file is copied to the primary output stream (if it is
connected) after the external attribute buffer is set successfully.
Attention: When an XAB stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, the XAB stage
can overlay an existing external attribute buffer.

Operands
vdev
is the device number of a virtual printer. XAB reads or writes an external
attribute buffer of the virtual printer you specify with vdev. If you do not specify
vdev, 000E is the default device number.
READER
specifies that XAB reads or writes an external attribute buffer of a reader file.
FILE
indicates that XAB processes a spool file you specify. If FILE is specified and
READER is not, the file is assumed to be in the virtual print queue.
n

is the spool ID of a particular file.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When XAB is not the first stage of a pipeline, XAB reads records from its primary
input stream. The first record must contain data with which XAB is to replace the
external attribute buffer.

Primary Output Stream
When XAB is the first stage of a pipeline, XAB writes the external attribute buffer to
its primary output stream. When XAB is not the first stage of a pipeline, XAB copies
its input records to its primary output stream.
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Usage Notes
1. When XAB is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the records does not apply to
XAB. When XAB is not the first stage of a pipeline, XAB does not delay the
records.
2. See the z/VM: CP Programming Services book for information on the external
attribute buffer (XAB).
3. See also PRINTMC, READER, URO, and PUNCH.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command reads the external attribute buffer from the virtual
printer with virtual device number 000E and writes the contents to the file SHOW
FILE A:
pipe xab | > SHOW FILE A

Example 2
The following PIPE command reads the external attribute buffer of a file with spool
ID 0026 and writes the contents to the file SHOW FILE A:
pipe xab file 0026 | > SHOW FILE A
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*

* *

 XEDIT


* *
fn
*

*
ft
*

fm

Purpose
Use the XEDIT stage in pipelines issued during an XEDIT session to read from or
write to a file that is in the ring of files you are currently editing. An XEDIT session
must exist or be set up before a PIPE command that contains an XEDIT stage can
be issued. The XEDIT stage reads from and writes to files only in the current XEDIT
session. Files in other XEDIT sessions cannot be accessed by the XEDIT stage.
When the XEDIT stage is the first stage of a pipeline, the XEDIT stage reads from a
file and writes each record read to its primary output stream, if it is connected.
When the XEDIT stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, the XEDIT stage writes its
primary input stream records to a file in the XEDIT ring and copies the input records
to its primary output stream.
The XEDIT stage reads or writes records of the file starting at the editor’s current
line pointer. The current line pointer is automatically moved down one line in the file
after each record is read or written. When used to read records, the XEDIT stage
reads from the current line pointer to the end of the file.
Attention: When an XEDIT stage is not the first stage of a pipeline, existing data
in the copy of the file in storage can be overwritten.

Operands
fn is the file name of the file to be read or written. If you specify asterisk (*) for fn,
the XEDIT stage searches the XEDIT ring for the first file with the ft and fm you
specify. The ring is searched in the ring order determined by XEDIT. If you
specify asterisk for fn, ft, and fm, the current file is used. Asterisk (*) is the
default file name.
ft

is the file type of the file to be read or written. If you specify asterisk (*) for ft,
the XEDIT stage searches the XEDIT ring for the first file with the fn and fm you
specify. The ring is searched in the ring order determined by XEDIT. If you
specify asterisk for fn, ft, and fm, the current file is used. Asterisk (*) is the
default file type.

fm is the file mode of the file to be read or written. If you specify asterisk (*) for fm,
the XEDIT stage searches the XEDIT ring for the first file with the fn and ft you
specify. The ring is searched in the ring order determined by XEDIT. If you
specify asterisk for fn, ft, and fm, the current file is used. Asterisk (*) is the
default file mode.
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Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
When not the first stage of a pipeline, the XEDIT stage reads records from its
primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
When the XEDIT stage is the first stage of a pipeline, the XEDIT stage writes each
record read from the file to its primary output stream. When not the first stage of a
pipeline, the XEDIT stage copies its primary input stream records to its primary
output stream.

Usage Notes
1. When XEDIT is the first stage of a pipeline, delaying the record does not apply
to XEDIT. When XEDIT is not the first stage of a pipeline, XEDIT does not
delay the records.
2. If the XEDIT stage is first in a pipeline and it discovers that its primary output
stream is not connected, the XEDIT stage ends.
3. When you invoke the editor, a copy of the file you specify is placed in virtual
storage. Any changes you make during your editing session are made to the
copy of the file in storage. The XEDIT stage reads to or writes from the copy of
the file in virtual storage.
4. If you specify a file that you are not currently editing, the XEDIT stage issues
an error message. Use the XEDIT subcommand of the editor to add a file to
the ring of files you are editing.
5. To read all the lines of a file, position the editor’s current line pointer at the top
of the file. For example, issue the editor subcommand, TOP, before reading a
file. Be aware that if you want to read all the lines of a file, you must take into
account any alternate SET SELECT and ALL macro settings that may be
suppressing some of the records in your file. You will only read those currently
selected lines in a file.
6. When using the XEDIT stage to write to a file, ensure that the file is empty or
the editor’s current line pointer is positioned at the end-of-file line unless you
wish to replace records.
7. Lines cannot be inserted into a file with the XEDIT stage. To insert the
contents of the primary output stream into the file you are currently editing, use
the stages, CHANGE and SUBCOM. For example, to insert lines of output
from a CP QUERY READER ALL command into the file you are currently
editing, issue the following:
pipe cp query reader all | change //input / | subcom xedit

The CHANGE stage prefixes each record in the primary input stream with the
XEDIT INPUT subcommand and a blank. The SUBCOM stage passes each
line of the input stream to XEDIT for execution as an INPUT subcommand.
Therefore, each record in the primary input stream is inserted into the file.
8. The XEDIT stage may not read all the lines that follow the current line pointer
if a subsequent stage ends or disconnects its input stream before all the lines
are written. For example, assuming the file currently being edited contains
more than two lines and the current line pointer is at the top of the file,
entering the following PIPE command will cause only the first two records of
the file to be read and displayed at the terminal:
pipe xedit | take 2 | console

After this PIPE command executes, the current line pointer will be positioned
on line 3 of the file.
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9. When writing to an F-format file, records must match the file’s logical record
length. If records do not match, an error message is issued. Use the PAD
stage to extend records, if necessary. Use the CHOP stage to truncate
records, if necessary.
When writing to a V-format file, records longer than the logical record length
are truncated or spilled according to the editor’s SPILL and LRECL settings.
10. The RANGE setting of the editor affects which records of the file can be read
or written by the XEDIT stage. Only lines within the limits set by the editor’s
SET RANGE subcommand can be read or written.
11. The editor’s selective line editing subcommands affect which records of the file
can be read or written by the XEDIT stage. When SET SCOPE DISPLAY is in
effect, only lines with a selection level within the range set by the SET
DISPLAY subcommand can be read or written.
12. The XEDIT stage directly reads records from or writes records to the file in
storage without truncation. The TABS, IMAGE, VERIFY and VERSHIFT
settings of the editor do not affect a record read or written by the XEDIT stage.
13. Do not use multiple XEDIT stages to process the same file. Because the
XEDIT stage advances the editor’s current line pointer after reading or writing
a line, using multiple stages to process the same file yields unpredictable
results.
14. The XEDIT editor truncates commands longer than 255 characters without
issuing an error message. Therefore, issue all PIPE commands in XEDIT
macros (whether long or short) with ADDRESS CMS to avoid this situation.
(See “Example 2.”)
15. For information on the editor, see the z/VM: XEDIT User’s Guide or the z/VM:
XEDIT Commands and Macros Reference.
16. See also XMSG.

Examples
Example 1
While editing your PROFILE EXEC, to create a file PFKEY SETTINGS A that
contains all the SET PF commands in your PROFILE EXEC, type the following
commands on the XEDIT command line:
top
pipe xedit | locate /SET PF/ | > PFKEY SETTINGS A

Note that only those SET PF commands that are specified in uppercase in your
PROFILE EXEC are written to PFKEY SETTINGS A.

Example 2
Use the following XEDIT macro to count the number of unique words in a file that
you are currently editing. Issuing the PIPE command using ADDRESS CMS
ensures that the entire PIPE command is sent directly to CMS without XEDIT
truncating it if it is longer than 255 characters.
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/* WORDCNT XEDIT
*/
’extract /line’
/* Save current line number */
address cms ’pipe (endchar ?)’,
/* Send PIPE directly to CMS */
’ xedit’,
/* Read current file */
’| split’,
/* Split into words */
’| sort unique’,
/* Find unique "words" */
’| count lines’,
/* Count "words" */
’| specs 1-* 1 / unique words./ nw’, /* Build message */
’| xmsg’
/* Issue the message */
’:’line.1
/* Go back to starting line */

Example 3
Figure 212 shows a before-and-after example of using the XEDIT stage to write the
output from a CP QUERY TIME command to an empty file currently in the ring of
files you are editing:
TODAY

SCRIPT

A1 V 132

Trunc=132 Size=0 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== * * * End of File * * *

====> pipe cp q time | take 1 | xedit
X E D I T

TODAY

SCRIPT

A1 V 132

1 File

Trunc=132 Size=1 Line=2 Col=1 Alt=1

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== TIME IS 15:08:12 EST TUESDAY 06/22/91
===== * * * End of File * * *

====>
X E D I T

1 File

Figure 212. XEDIT Stage — Before and After

In this example, the TAKE stage selects only the first line of output generated by
the CP QUERY TIME command.

Return Codes
The XEDIT stage may return a return code from the editor interface to access files
in storage. See the documentation for using XEDIT to access files in storage in the
z/VM: CMS Application Development Guide for Assembler for a complete list of
return codes.
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XLATE

1-*

UPper

 XLATE


Separator

Inputrange

Transtable

Modifytable

(1)
(



Separator

Inputrange

)

Separator:

WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS

char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

Inputrange:
(2)
Words

wnumberrange
(2)

Fields
cnumberrange

fnumberrange

Transtable:



INput
OUTput
UPper
LOWer
A2E
E2A
TO
FROM

n
CODEPAGE

Modifytable:

 fromcharrange tocharrange

Notes:
1

You can specify a maximum of 10 Inputranges, each separated by a blank.

2

Blanks are optional in this position.
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Purpose
Use the XLATE stage to replace characters according to a translate table. XLATE
reads records from its primary input stream, compares and replaces characters
according to the translation specification, and writes the resulting records to its
primary output stream, if it is connected. The output record has the same length as
the input record.
If its secondary input stream is not connected, and no translate table operands or
modify table operands are specified, XLATE defines the translate table as the
uppercase table. Otherwise, XLATE constructs the translate table as follows:
v If its secondary input stream is not connected, XLATE defines the translate table
according to the operands. Each operand specified has a cumulative effect on
the translate table. The first translate table operand defines the translate table,
and any following translate table operands modify this translate table,
cumulatively. Then, any fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify the
translate table by mapping a “from” character or range of characters to a “to”
character or range of characters. If no translate table is defined in the operands,
any fromcharrange and tocharrange operands modify the neutral table.
v If its secondary input stream is connected, XLATE reads the first record from its
secondary input stream and defines the translate table by the first 256 bytes of
that record. If the first record read from its secondary input stream is less than
256 bytes, XLATE defines the translate table by overlaying the neutral table with
the contents of that record starting at the first byte of the neutral table. Any
remaining bytes in the neutral table are not changed. The translate table is then
modified by any operands, each operand having a cumulative effect. All translate
tables operands modify the translate table before any fromcharrange and
tocharrange operands modify the translate table by mapping a “from” character
or range of characters to a “to” character or range of characters.
You can use XLATE to translate entire records or specified locations of the input
data in the record. You can specify locations of the input data in terms of columns,
words, or fields. By default, words are defined as blank-delimited character strings,
and fields are defined as tab-delimited character strings. Input data that is outside
all specified locations is left unchanged. When more than one input data location is
specified, the contents of each location are translated in the order they are specified
(left to right in the command specification).

Operands
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For
example, use WORDSEPARATOR to specify that the dash separates each
word:
pipe literal a-b-c | xlate wordsep - word 3 | console
a-b-C
Ready;

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in an XLATE stage,
a word separator character remains in effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR
(or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
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FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For
example, use FIELDSEPARATOR to specify that the question mark separates
each field:
pipe literal a?b?c | xlate (fieldsep ? fields 2-3) | console
a?B?C
Ready;

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in an XLATE stage, a
field separator character remains in effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or
FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
v WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank is used as the:
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or
WS) operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS)
operand.
Words
defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited character
strings (words). The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand defines the
character that delimits words. For example, in the following PIPE command, the
input character string to XLATE consists of 4 words that are separated by a
blank:
pipe literal abc def ghi jkl | xlate words 2-4 | console
abc DEF GHI JKL
Ready;

The operands WORDS 2-4 specify the second, third, and fourth words in the
string as the input data for the XLATE stage.
A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first
word in that record begins in the position immediately following the delimiter or
delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, the first word begins after the first delimiter,
and the third word begins after the two consecutive delimiters:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef | xlate (ws ? word 1 word 3) | console
?AB?cd??EF
Ready;
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Fields
defines the location of the input data in a record in terms of delimited fields. The
FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) operand defines the character that delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains three fields separated by a
dash (-):
pipe literal ab cd-ef gh-ij kl | xlate fieldsep - field 2 | console
ab cd-EF GH-ij kl
Ready;

A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the
first field. Two consecutive delimiters is considered a null field. The following
example shows both types of null fields.
pipe literal ?ab?cd???ef | xlate (fs ? field 3 field 6) | console
?ab?CD???EF
Ready;

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field
numbers, or column numbers which is to be translated. The location is relative
to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number in the range
indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record; otherwise, the range
is relative to the beginning of the record. If you do not specify a location, XLATE
translates the entire record. You can specify a location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is
relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to the
beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2),
location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you
specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that is, you
use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or
equal to location1. For example, the following PIPE command specifies the
last eight columns as the input location:
pipe literal abcdefghijklmn| xlate -8;-1| console
abcdefGHIJKLMN
Ready;

If you specified WORDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
second-from-last and third-from-last words as the input location:
pipe literal abc def ghi jkl mno | xlate words -3;-2 | console
abc def GHI JKL mno
Ready;

If you specified FIELDS, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last and second-from-last fields as the input location:
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pipe literal ab?cd?ef?gh?ij| xlate fs ? fields -3;-2 | console
ab?cd?EF?GH?ij
Ready;

If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the
position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the position in
the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input
record to XLATE are translated in the following PIPE command since
location1 is positioned after location2 in the record:
pipe literal abcdefghijklmn| xlate -8;6| console
abcdefghijklmn
Ready;

location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word, or field of
the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
INput
specifies that XLATE uses translations that have been set up by the CMS SET
INPUT command. If SET INPUT is not in effect for any characters, XLATE uses
the neutral translate table (no translation at all).
OUTput
specifies that XLATE uses translations that have been set up by the CMS SET
OUTPUT command. If SET OUTPUT is not in effect for any characters, XLATE
uses the neutral translate table (no translation at all).
UPper
specifies that lowercase alphabetic characters are converted to uppercase;
uppercase letters remain unchanged. Characters in the input records are
translated to uppercase if you do not specify any operands for the XLATE
stage, or if you specify only input ranges and the secondary stream is not
defined.
LOWer
specifies that uppercase alphabetic characters are converted to lowercase;
lowercase letters remain unchanged. If the uppercase translate table translated
two or more characters to a particular uppercase character, when translating
from uppercase to lowercase, the character with the lower hex value is used.
A2E
specifies that an ASCII-to-EBCDIC translation is performed where characters
are changed from the ISO 8859 Latin Character Set 1 (Western Europe)
characters to the characters from code page 500.
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E2A
specifies that an EBCDIC-to-ASCII translation is performed where characters
are changed from code page 500 characters to the ISO 8859 Latin Character
Set 1 (Western Europe) characters.
TO
specifies that characters are translated to one of the national-use code pages
from code page 500.
FROM
specifies that characters are translated from one of the national-use code pages
to code page 500.
CODEPAGE
specifies a code page to be used to translate characters.
n

is the number of the national-use code page used to translate characters. Code
pages 037, 273, 274, 275, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 297,
437, 500, 819, 850, 863, 865, 871, and 1047 are supported.

fromcharrange tocharrange
is a pair of characters or character ranges that modifies the translate tables.
The character or range of characters specified by fromcharrange is converted to
the character or range of characters specified by tocharrange. For example,
specifying A-B as fromcharrange and 1-2 as tocharrange translates A to 1 and
B to 2. The order of characters in the range follows the standard collating
sequence. If you specify fromcharrange and tocharrange without specifying a
translate table, the neutral table (no translation at all) is in effect for the
characters not included in fromcharrange. You can specify fromcharrange or
tocharrange in any of the following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
is a single blank character.
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n
is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.
char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
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SPACE-hexchar2
is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE
and ending with char2, hexchar2, BLANK, or SPACE.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
XLATE reads records from its primary input stream.

Secondary Input Stream
XLATE reads the first record from its secondary input stream, if it is connected. The
first 256 characters from this record define the first translate table used by XLATE.
If the first record read from its secondary input stream is less than 256 bytes,
XLATE defines the translate table by overlaying the neutral table with the contents
of the record starting at the first byte of the neutral table. Any remaining bytes in the
neutral table are not changed. After this record is read, XLATE severs the
secondary input stream before processing any records from its primary input
stream.

Primary Output Stream
After translating characters in records read from its primary input stream, XLATE
writes the resulting records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. XLATE does not delay the records.
2. If the XLATE stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the XLATE stage ends.
3. TRANSLATE is a synonym for XLATE.
4. You can specify a character as fromcharrange more than once in an XLATE
stage. However, XLATE uses the last (rightmost) translation; it ignores all earlier
ones. For example:
pipe literal ABCDEFG | xlate A X B Y C Z A 1 | console
1YZDEFG
Ready;

Here, A is specified as fromcharrange twice in the XLATE stage but only the
translation from A to 1 is performed. See “Example 4” on page 695 for a more
complex illustration of this concept.
5. If you specify a translation of characters where A is translated to B and B is
translated to C, it does not follow that A is translated to C, as shown in the
following example:
pipe literal ABCDEF | xlate A B B C | console
BCCDEF
Ready;

Note that this is true for column ranges that do not overlap.
6. When you are translating the entire record and are specifying fromcharrange
and tocharrange, specify a cnumberrange of *-* to prevent your first translation
element from being interpreted as cnumberrange. For example, the following
PIPE command returns an error message because 40 is interpreted as column
40:
pipe literal X X X| xlate 40 F0 | console

Using *-* as in the following example ensures that 40 is interpreted as
fromcharrange and not as cnumberrange (column 40):
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pipe literal X X X| xlate *-* 40 F0 | console
X0X0X
Ready;

7. XLATE changes characters in the order specified by the cnumberrange,
wnumberrange, or fnumberrange operands. When you specify ranges that
overlap one another, as in the following example, the resulting translations are
cumulative:
pipe literal ABCDEFG | xlate (1-7 5-7) F G G H | console
ABCDEHH
Ready;

The first cnumberrange specified (1-7) translates F to G and G to H, and then the
second cnumberrange (5-7) goes through the same two translations.
8. When you use the fromcharrange and tocharrange operands where tocharrange
is shorter than fromcharrange, the last part of fromcharrange is translated to the
last character of tocharrange. For example, the following PIPE command maps
A to 1, B to 2, C to 3, D to 3, and E to 3:
pipe literal ABCDE| xlate *-* A-E 1-3 | console
12333
Ready;

Conversely, when fromcharrange is shorter than tocharrange, only the part of
fromcharrange that tocharrange specifies is translated. For example, the
following PIPE command maps only A to 1 and B to 2:
pipe literal ABCDE| xlate *-* A-B 1-5 | console
12CDE
Ready;

9. See also SPECS, UNTAB, VCHAR, and XRANGE.

Examples
Example 1
In this example, XLATE changes a character string to uppercase:
pipe literal Have a wonderful day.| xlate | console
HAVE A WONDERFUL DAY.
Ready;

Because the XLATE stage does not specify any operands, the uppercase translate
table is used.

Example 2
This example translates three single columns as specified by cnumberrange:
pipe literal BE OBSCURE CLEARLY | xlate (1 4 12) lower | console
bE oBSCURE cLEARLY
Ready;

The XLATE stage in the following PIPE command specifies that a lowercase
translation takes place in column 2, in a range of 6 columns beginning with column
5, and in a range of columns beginning with column 13 to the end of the character
string:
pipe literal BE OBSCURE CLEARLY | xlate (2 5.6 13-*) lower | console
Be Obscure Clearly
Ready;

Example 3
The following PIPE command changes specific characters in a record:
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pipe literal (2+2)/10=40%? | xlate 1-* % . ? 0 4 0 + (2-2)/10=00.0
Ready;

| console

The XLATE stage in the example does the following:
v 1-* specifies the cnumberrange from its input stream which includes the entire
record
v % . specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the percent sign (%) is
replaced by a period (.)
v ? 0 specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the question mark (?) is
replaced by the number 0
v 4 0 specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the number 4 is replaced by
the number 0
v + - specifies fromcharrange and tocharrange where the plus sign (+) is replaced
by a minus sign (-).

Example 4
When the translation for a given input character is specified more than once, only
the last specification is used. For example:
pipe literal abcdefghi | xlate c-g = e e | console
ab==e==hi
Ready;

The characters c, d, f, and g are translated to equal signs and e is left as e.

Example 5
The following PIPE command changes each character in the file INPUT DATA from
code page 500 to its equivalent in code page 273 and writes the translated records
to the file TRANS DATA A:
pipe < INPUT DATA | xlate 1-* to 273 | > TRANS DATA A
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Purpose
Use the XMSG stage in pipelines issued during an XEDIT session to issue XEDIT
messages. XMSG reads records from its primary input stream. For each record
read, XMSG issues an XEDIT MSG subcommand using the input record as the
message text. If its primary output stream is connected, XMSG copies its primary
input stream records to its primary output stream.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
XMSG reads records from its primary input stream. Only the first 251 bytes of each
record are used for the message text. This is because XEDIT has a maximum
command length of 255 characters. Four characters are used for the MSG
subcommand (MSG and a blank).

Primary Output Stream
XMSG copies its primary input stream records to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. XMSG does not delay the records.
2. The XEDIT editor truncates commands longer than 255 characters without
issuing an error message. Therefore, issue all PIPE commands in XEDIT
macros (whether long or short) with ADDRESS CMS to avoid this situation.
3. For information on the editor, see the z/VM: XEDIT User’s Guide or the z/VM:
XEDIT Commands and Macros Reference.
4. See also the XEDIT stage.

Examples
Example 1
To display the results of a CP QUERY TIME command as an XEDIT message
during an XEDIT session, enter the following:
pipe cp query time | xmsg

Assuming you are editing your PROFILE EXEC with default editor settings, the
preceding command results in an XEDIT screen similar to the following:
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PROFILE EXEC
A1 V 130 Trunc=130 Size=58 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0
TIME IS 15:40:10 EDT THURSDAY 08/22/91
CONNECT= 07:40:11 VIRTCPU= 000:50.21 TOTCPU= 001:02.82

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
/* */
’CP SPOOL PRT CL A HOLD FOR DENISE CHAR GT12’
’CP SPOOL CONS * START’
’CP SCREEN ALL WHITE’
’CP SCREEN INREDISP GREEN’
’CP SCREEN STATAREA GREEN’
’SET RDYMSG SMSG’
’CP SET PF1 IMM #CP BEGIN’
’CP SET PF2 IMM #CP Q DASD’

Figure 213. XMSG Stage Example: XEDIT Message Output
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1


XPNDHI


n

Purpose
Use the XPNDHI stage to extend the highlighting of words to the spaces between
those words.
XPNDHI can be used between OVERSTR and BUILDSCR when the resultant data
is displayed in reverse video. If you did not use XPNDHI between OVERSTR and
BUILDSCR, the spaces between words would not appear in reverse video.

Operands
n

is the number of contiguous blank characters to be turned into highlighted blank
characters. 1 is the default value.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
XPNDHI reads records from its primary input stream. The records must be in the
same format as records produced by OVERSTR. A descriptor record must precede
each data record that contains an overstruck character. (The first byte of each
descriptor record must contain X'00'.) Not all data records must be preceded by a
descriptor record. These data records must contain only nonunderscored
characters, nonhighlighted characters, and blanks.
Each column of the descriptor record must contain a hexadecimal value describing
the highlighting and underscoring of the corresponding column in the data record
following it. These descriptor record values are:
00

The position is blank.

01

The position contains an underscore (an underscored blank).

02

The position contains a character that is neither blank nor underscore.

03

The position contains an underscored character.

05

The position contains a highlighted underscore.

06

The position contains a highlighted (overprinted) character.

07

The position contains a highlighted and underscored character.

Primary Output Stream
XPNDHI reads the descriptor records, inserts a new value X'04' in the descriptor
record in the spaces between the values representing highlighted words or
highlighted underscores, and writes the records to the output stream. The output
record is in the same format as the input record, with the addition of X'04'. X'04'
represents a highlighted blank in the output record. Input records that do not have
X'00' in the first byte are copied to the output stream.
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Usage Notes
1. XPNDHI does not delay the records.
2. If the XPNDHI stage discovers that its primary output stream is not connected,
the XPNDHI stage ends.
3. See also OVERSTR and BUILDSCR.

Examples
Example 1
Use the following exec to view a file created by SCRIPT/VS for a 1403 device:
/* SEE1403 EXEC */
parse upper arg fileid
/* Get input file ID */
’pipe’,
’<’ fileid,
/* Read input file */
’| c14to38’,
/* Convert 1403 codepoints to 3800 */
’| xlate 2-* cb eb eb ee cc ea ec ef’,
/* Convert to 3270 text codepoints */,
’| overstr’,
/* Build overstruck line descriptors */
’| xpndhi’,
/* Correct for highlighted blanks */
’| buildscr * * * * 24 80 1’,
/* Build outbound data streams */,
’| specs x80 1 2-* 2’,
/* Change control byte to erase/write */
’| fullscreen’,
/* Write each data stream and read */
’| hole’
/* Discard inbound 3270 data streams */
exit rc
/* Exit */

If the file has more than one screen of data, press any key to see the next screen.
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00-FF


XRANGE


char
charrange

Purpose
Use the XRANGE stage to create one record containing a specified range of
characters. The record can be no more than 256 bytes in length. XRANGE must be
the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
char
specifies a single character to be selected. You can specify char in any of the
following ways:
char
hexchar
specifies the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
BLANK
SPACE
is a single blank character.
charrange
specifies a range of character values to be selected. You can specify charrange
in any of the following ways:
char.n
hexchar.n
BLANK.n
SPACE.n
is a range of n characters beginning with char, hexchar, BLANK, or SPACE.
char1-char2
hexchar1-hexchar2
hexchar1-char2
char1-hexchar2
char1-BLANK
char1-SPACE
hexchar1-BLANK
hexchar1-SPACE
BLANK-char2
SPACE-char2
BLANK-hexchar2
SPACE-hexchar2
is a range of characters beginning with char1, hexchar1, BLANK, or SPACE
and ending with char2, hexchar2, BLANK, or SPACE.
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Streams Used
Primary Output Stream
XRANGE writes a single record containing the specified characters to its primary
output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Delaying the record does not apply to XRANGE because it can be used only as
the first stage of a pipeline.
2. Not all alphabetic characters are adjacent in EBCDIC. For example, if the
default coded character set is United States CECP (00697 00037), the following
PIPE command includes the seven non-alphabetic characters between i and j
in its output:
pipe xrange i-j | console
i»«ðýþ±°j
Ready;

3. If the range is specified in the form char.n, and if n is larger than 256, n is
divided by 256 and the remainder is the length that is used. For example, if
2.259 is specified as the range, then only 3 bytes of data beginning with the
value 2 (which is the string 234) are written to the output stream.
4. The range wraps from X'FF' to X'00' if necessary. For example, if the argument
to XRANGE is a range where the first character is larger than the second
character, the range wraps from X'FF' to X'00' and continues until the second
character is reached. If the range 9-0 is specified on XRANGE, the range starts
at 9 (X'F9'), continues until it reaches X'FF', wraps to X'00', and continues to 0
(X'F0') for a total length of 248 bytes:
pipe xrange 9-0 | count bytes | console
248
Ready;

5. See also LITERAL and SPECS.

Examples
Example 1
The following PIPE command writes the first nine lowercase letters to the console:
pipe xrange a-i | console
abcdefghi
Ready;

You can also write the first nine lowercase letters to the console by using the
following PIPE command:
pipe xrange a.9 | console

Example 2
The following PIPE command writes the numbers 0 through 9 to the console. Note
that the argument to XRANGE is specified as two-character hexadecimal values:
pipe xrange f0-f9 | console
0123456789
Ready;

Example 3
Use the following exec, XR EXEC, to write the output of the XRANGE stage to the
console in an easy to read format.
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/* XR EXEC */
arg in .
’pipe’,
’|xrange ’in,
’|specs 1-* c2x 1’,
’|deblock 2’,
’|join 15 / /’,
’|console’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

write record containing range
*/
convert input data from character to hex */
put hex values in separate records */
join 16 records separated by a blank */
display at the terminal
*/

After execution of this exec, the console displays the following:
xr
00 01 02
10 11 12
20 21 22
30 31 32
40 41 42
50 51 52
60 61 62
70 71 72
80 81 82
90 91 92
A0 A1 A2
B0 B1 B2
C0 C1 C2
D0 D1 D2
E0 E1 E2
F0 F1 F2
Ready;

03
13
23
33
43
53
63
73
83
93
A3
B3
C3
D3
E3
F3

04
14
24
34
44
54
64
74
84
94
A4
B4
C4
D4
E4
F4

05
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
A5
B5
C5
D5
E5
F5

06
16
26
36
46
56
66
76
86
96
A6
B6
C6
D6
E6
F6

07
17
27
37
47
57
67
77
87
97
A7
B7
C7
D7
E7
F7

08
18
28
38
48
58
68
78
88
98
A8
B8
C8
D8
E8
F8

09
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99
A9
B9
C9
D9
E9
F9

0A
1A
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9A
AA
BA
CA
DA
EA
FA

0B
1B
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
AB
BB
CB
DB
EB
FB

0C
1C
2C
3C
4C
5C
6C
7C
8C
9C
AC
BC
CC
DC
EC
FC

0D
1D
2D
3D
4D
5D
6D
7D
8D
9D
AD
BD
CD
DD
ED
FD

0E
1E
2E
3E
4E
5E
6E
7E
8E
9E
AE
BE
CE
DE
EE
FE

0F
1F
2F
3F
4F
5F
6F
7F
8F
9F
AF
BF
CF
DF
EF
FF

Because there was no argument specified on XR, it defaulted to 00-FF which
created this 256-character range beginning with X'00'.
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ZONE

(1)
 ZONE

Words
WORDSEParator
WS
FIELDSEparator
FS



char
hexchar
BLANK
SPACE

wnumberrange
(1)

Fields
cnumberrange


CASEI

fnumberrange

stage
REVERSE


operands

Notes:
1

Blanks are optional in this position.

Purpose
Use the ZONE stage to specify locations of the input data in a record from which
records are selected when using a specified stage. ZONE reads records from its
primary input stream. A specified stage that ZONE invokes selects records based
on the specified input data location. ZONE writes the matching records to its
primary output stream.
If its secondary output stream is connected, ZONE writes the records that are not
selected to its secondary output stream. If its secondary output stream is not
connected, ZONE discards the records that are not selected.
ZONE discards an input record if the invoked stage discards the record. That is,
ZONE does not write a record to its primary output stream or secondary output
stream if the invoked stage discards a record it reads.

Operands
WORDSEParator
WS
specifies the character that is used to separate words in the input records. For
example, use WORDSEPARATOR to specify that the dash separates each
word:
pipe literal a-b-c | literal c-b-a | zone ws - w3 find a| console
c-b-a
Ready;

If WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) is specified more than once in a ZONE stage, a
word separator character remains in effect until the next WORDSEPARATOR
(or WS) specification is encountered.
A blank is used as the default for WORDSEPARATOR (or WS).
FIELDSEparator
FS
specifies the character that is used to separate fields in the input records. For
example, use FS to specify that the question mark separates each field:
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pipe literal a?b?c? | literal c?b??a | zone fs ? f4 find a| console
c?b??a
Ready;

If FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) is specified more than once in a ZONE stage, a
field separator character remains in effect until the next FIELDSEPARATOR (or
FS) specification is encountered.
X'05' is the default field separator character.
char
hexchar
is the single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a
character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Use char or hexchar with:
v WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) to specify the word separator character.
v FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS) to specify the field separator character.
BLANK
SPACE
specifies that a blank is used as the:
v Word separator character when specified with the WORDSEPARATOR (or
WS) operand.
v Field separator character when specified with the FIELDSEPARATOR (or FS)
operand.
Words
specifies, in terms of delimited character strings (words), the input data on
which the specified stage operates. The WORDSEPARATOR (or WS) operand
defines the character that delimits words. For example, the input character
string in the following PIPE command consists of two records with three words
each where the words are separated by a blank:
pipe literal aj cd ej | literal gh ij kl | zone word 2 find i | console
gh if kl
Ready;

A word cannot be null. If a record begins with one or more delimiters, the first
word in that record begins in the position immediately following the delimiter or
delimiters. Two or more consecutive delimiters are equivalent to having one
delimiter which means that the next word begins in the first position after the
delimiters. In the following example, for both records, ab is the first word and ef
is the third word:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??ef ab?cd?ef | split | zone ws ? w3 find e | console
?ab?cd??ef
ab?cd?ef
Ready;

Fields
specifies, in terms of delimited fields, the input data on which the specified
stage operates. The FIELDSEPARATOR operand defines the character that
delimits fields.
In the following example, the input data contains two records each with two
fields separated by a dash (-):
pipe literal a b-c d | literal c f-g h | zone fs - f2 find c | console
a b-c d
Ready;
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A field can be null. A record that begins with the delimiter has a null field as the
first field. Two delimiters without data between them is considered a null field.
The following example shows both types of null fields:
pipe literal ?ab?cd??af ab?cd?af | split | zone fs ? f3 find a | console
ab?cd?af
Ready;

wnumberrange
fnumberrange
cnumberrange
defines a specified location of the input data as a range of word numbers, field
numbers, or column numbers on which the specified stage operates. The
location is relative to the beginning or the end of the record. A negative number
in the range indicates that the range is relative to the end of the record;
otherwise, the range is relative to the beginning of the record. You can specify a
location as follows:
location
-location
is a single column number, word number, or field number. -location is
relative to the end of the record. The last location in the record is -1.
location1-location2
location1;location2
-location1;location2
location1;-location2
-location1;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with location2, inclusive. If you specify both locations relative to the
beginning of the input record, (that is, you use location1 and location2),
location2 must be numerically equal to or greater than location1. If you
specify both locations relative to the end of the input record, (that is, you
use -location1 and -location2), location2 must be numerically less than or
equal to location1. For example, the following PIPE command specifies the
third-from-last to the second-from-last columns as the input location:
pipe literal ABCDE FGHIJ | split | zone -3;-2 find HI| console
FGHIJ
Ready;

If you specified WORDS or FIELDS, -3;-2 specifies that the third-from-last
word or field to the second-from-last word or field is the input location.
If you specify location1;-location2 or if you specify -location1;location2, the
position in the record defined by location1 must occur before the position in
the record defined by location2. For example, no positions in the input
record to ZONE are searched if you specify -8;6 for an input record that
contains 15 columns since location1 is positioned after location2 in the
record.
location1-*
location1;*
-location1;*
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with location1 and ending
with the last column, word, or field of the record, inclusive.
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*-location2
*;location2
*;-location2
is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with location2, inclusive.
*-*
*;* is a range of columns, words, or fields beginning with the first column,
word, or field of the record and ending with the last column, word, or field of
the record, inclusive.
location1.n
is a range of n columns, words, or fields beginning with location1. You can
specify any number from 1 to 231 -1 for n.
CASEI
specifies that the stage selects records regardless of whether the character
string is in uppercase or lowercase. The target string is translated to uppercase
and the contents of the specified input record locations are translated to
uppercase before the search begins. ZONE writes the original record (not the
uppercase version) to its output stream if it is selected.
REVERSE
reverses the contents of the specified input record locations before selecting the
records. ZONE writes the original record (not the reverse) to its output stream if
it is selected.
stage
is the name of a built-in stage, or the name of a user-written stage that reads
records from its primary input stream and writes records to its primary or
secondary output stream depending on some condition. When both its output
streams are connected, the stage must write an input record only once and to
only one stream. The stage must not delay the records. If you specify a
user-written stage, it must either have a file type of REXX or it must be invoked
through the REXX stage. The stage must not be a stage that you can only
specify as a first stage in a pipeline.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified built-in stage or user-written stage.

Streams Used
Primary Input Stream
ZONE reads records from its primary input stream.

Primary Output Stream
ZONE copies input records that contain the selected records to its primary output
stream.

Secondary Output Stream
If its secondary output stream is connected, ZONE copies to its secondary output
stream all input records not copied to its primary output stream.

Usage Notes
1. ZONE does not delay the records. If you specify a stage that delays the records
for stage, results are unpredictable.
2. When you specify the CASEI operand, the input records are translated to
uppercase before the specified stage processes them. Keep in mind, however,
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that if the stage searches for a hexadecimal representation of the lowercase
character, it will not find any occurrences because the input records have all
been translated to uppercase. In the following example:
pipe literal AaBbCc| zone 1-* casei all x81 | console
Ready;

the lowercase a (X'81') in the literal string is not found because it was translated
to uppercase before ALL processed the string.
3. The ZONE and CASEI stages are commutative. In other words, the following
two stages give identical results:
... | casei zone 7-10 frlabel abc | ...
... | zone 7-10 casei frlabel abc | ...

4. If you specify an input range as an operand on the stage, then that input range
is relative to the input range specified by ZONE, as in the following PIPE
command:
pipe literal 123456789| zone 2.3 locate 1.1 /2/| console
123456789
Ready;

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

The column range specified after ZONE, 2.3, refers to the 234 in the input
stream. The column range specified after the LOCATE stage, 1.1, refers to the 2
in the data string 234. Note that the column range specified after the LOCATE
stage did not refer to the entire input record 123456789.
The pipeline scanner processes the specified stage only once (when the
scanner processes the ZONE stage), unlike the specified stages for the
APPEND and PREFACE stages.
You should not specify any stage in place of the stage syntax variable for ZONE
that modifies records; only a stage that selects records should be used. If a
specified stage that ZONE invokes modifies records, the output record that is
written will not be modified.
You should not specify ASMFIND, ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, and
STRASMNFIND as stage.
ZONE should not be used with device drivers, such as > or >> because the
records must be modified before they are passed. Use ZONE with selection
type filters, such as FIND or LOCATE.
See also CASEI, ALL, FIND, NFIND, STRFIND, STRNFIND, ASMFIND,
ASMNFIND, STRASMFIND, STRASMNFIND, LOCATE, NLOCATE, FRLABEL,
STRFRLABEL, TOLABEL, STRTOLABEL, WHILELABEL, STRWHILELABEL,
BETWEEN, INSIDE, OUTSIDE, and NINSIDE.

Examples
Example 1
To select records from the first record in DATA FILE with a b in column 2, use the
following PIPE command:
pipe < DATA FILE | zone 2 frlabel b | > OUTPUT FILE A

Example 2
Figure 214 on page 708 shows a file called INPUT FILE.
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INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
Blueberry Strawberry Raspberry
Pear Apple
Peach Nectarine Plum
Orange Tangerine
Watermelon Cantaloup Honeydew
Pineapple
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 214. ZONE Stage Example: Input File Contents

To find all records in the file INPUT FILE that do not contain the character string
apple anywhere within the last 10 characters of the record, use the following PIPE
command:
pipe < INPUT FILE | zone -10;-1 nlocate /apple/ | console
Blueberry Strawberry Raspberry
Pear Apple
Peach Nectarine Plum
Orange Tangerine
Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew
Ready;

Example 3
Using INPUT FILE (shown in Figure 214), the following PIPE command selects
records that contain the string apple in the last 5 characters of each record,
regardless of the case of the letters in that string:
pipe < INPUT FILE | zone -5;-1 casei locate /apple/ | console
Pear Apple
Pineapple
Ready;

Example 4
To select records from (and including) one that ends in two hyphens to (and
including) one that ends in a period, use the following PIPE command:
pipe < DATA FILE | zone -2;-1 reverse between /--/ /./ | > OUTPUT FILE A

When the last character in a record is a period, ZONE reverses the period and the
character preceding it so BETWEEN can then find the records that begin with a
period.
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Chapter 4. Pipeline Subcommands
This chapter contains Programming Interface information.

This chapter describes the formats and operands of the CMS Pipelines pipeline
subcommands used in user-written stages.
The pipeline subcommands are presented in alphabetic order. Each command
description includes the format and description of operands and, where applicable,
usage notes and return codes. Each command description also gives at least one
example of using the command.
For a description of CMS Pipelines built-in stages, see Chapter 3, “Built-in Stages,”
on page 23.
Table 39 summarizes the function of each pipeline subcommand:
Table 39. What Each Pipeline Subcommand Does
Pipeline Subcommand

Task Performed

ADDPIPE

Adds one or more pipelines to the set of running pipelines.

ADDSTREAM

Defines an unconnected input or output stream.

BEGOUTPUT

Enters an implied output mode where anything directed to the subcommand
environment is written to the currently selected output stream.

CALLPIPE

Invokes a subroutine pipeline.

COMMIT

Commits a stage to an increased commit level.

MAXSTREAM

Gets the number of the highest numbered input or output stream.

MESSAGE

Displays a message at the terminal.

NOCOMMIT

Disables automatic commits performed by pipeline subcommands

OUTPUT

Writes a record to the currently selected output stream.

PEEKTO

Reads a record from the currently selected input stream without removing the
record from the stream.

READTO

Reads a record from the currently selected input stream.

RESOLVE

Determines if a stage is contained within an attached filter package.

REXX

Invokes a REXX program as a stage.

SELECT

Selects a stream.

SETRC

Sets a return code.

SEVER

Disconnects from the currently selected stream.

SHORT

Connects the currently selected input stream directly to the currently selected
output stream.

STAGENUM

Gets the relative position of a stage in a pipeline of the primary stream.

STREAMNUM

Gets the stream number of a specified stream.

STREAMSTATE

Determines from the state of the specified stream whether or not there is input
data.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1991, 2007
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Using Pipeline Subcommands
Pipeline subcommands must be issued from a user-written stage or from a PIPCMD
stage. They cannot be specified as a stage of a PIPE command. CMS Pipelines
sets the REXX variable RC to the return code resulting from the execution of a
pipeline subcommand. When CMS Pipelines does not recognize a command that is
specified in a user-written stage, return code -7 is given without issuing any
messages.
Unlike built-in stages, most pipeline subcommands use the stream that is currently
selected. When a user-written stage begins running, the selected stream is stream
0. To use a different stream, specify the SELECT pipeline subcommand in the
user-written stage.

Naming Conventions for User-Written Stages
When you write a user-written stage, the recommended file type is REXX. If you do
not use REXX as the file type, you must call the user-written stage using the REXX
stage. You can give it any file name, subject to the following rules:
v The file name can be from one to eight characters.
v The valid characters are A-Z, a-z, 0-9, $, #, @, +, - (hyphen), : (colon), and _
(underscore).
v The file name cannot start with DMS or FPL. Stage names starting with DMS or
FPL are reserved for IBM use only.
Note: Lowercase letters within a file ID are valid for use within the CMS file
system. However, some CMS commands do not support file IDs that contain
lowercase letters.
If you use a colon (:) in the file name, you must specify it carefully because a colon
is used when defining labels. See “Operands” on page 14 for more information on
labels.
You can use the CMS EXECLOAD command to load a user-written stage into
storage. EXECLOAD allows you to assign a different file name to the user-written
stage when it is loaded into storage. This new name is not limited to the rules
previously described. The following characters are not valid for the new file name
specified on the EXECLOAD command: = * ( ) X'FF'. See z/VM: CMS Commands
and Utilities Reference for more information on the CMS EXECLOAD command.

Notes for Writing Your Own Stage
Consider the following items when you write a user-written stage. For more
information, see the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide.
v When a user-written stage is invoked from CMS Pipelines, the default
environment to which commands are passed is CMS Pipelines, not the CMS
environment. To issue CMS or CP commands from a user-written stage, use the
REXX ADDRESS instruction.
If you change the default command environment without saving it, you cannot
restore it as the default.
v User-written stages automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO,
READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued
unless the stage first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand. The stage
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can issue COMMIT before a PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT
ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand to test if any other stage has returned with a
nonzero return code on commit level -1.
v When you invoke a REXX exec as a stage, the seventh word of the string
returned by a REXX PARSE SOURCE instruction is a question mark. A REXX
program can examine the seventh word to distinguish whether it is invoked as a
stage or a REXX exec.
v If the program being called is not already loaded into storage, CMS Pipelines
loads the program using EXECLOAD. Concurrent invocations of a program use
the same copy of the program as long as it is accessible and has the same
timestamp. CMS Pipelines drops the program from storage when the program is
no longer being used. To improve performance, use the CMS EXECLOAD
command to load frequently used REXX programs into storage.
v If a user-written stage calls another program using SVC 202 or CMSCALL, then
the called program cannot issue any pipeline subcommands.
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ADDPIPE

ADDPIPE

endchar
LONG




ADDPIPE
Opt A

Pipeline



stagesep
endchar

Pipeline:
stagesep

Connector

Stage

stagesep

stagesep

Connector:
(1)

.*

*

:
.

INput
OUTput

.

*
streamnum
streamid

Stage:
stgcmd
Lgroup
Lgroup

Opt B

operands

Lgroup:
label:
(2)

(2)

(2)

.
label

:
streamid

Notes:
1

No blanks are allowed within connectors.

2

No blanks are allowed in this position.
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ADDPIPE
Opt A:

(



)
ENDchar
ESCape
LISTCMD
LISTERR
LISTRC
LONG
MSGlevel
NOMSGlevel

char
hexchar

NAME name
STAGESEP
SEParator
TRACE

decstring
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
char
hexchar

Opt B:

(



)
NO

LISTCMD
LISTERR
LISTRC
LONG
MSGlevel

decstring
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

TRACE

Purpose
Use the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand to add one or more pipelines to the set of
running pipelines. The stage that issues ADDPIPE continues to execute in parallel
with any newly added pipelines.
When the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand is invoked to add a new pipeline,
connectors may be specified to change the connections between the invoking stage
and other stages as follows:
v If one or more input connectors are specified, one or more of the following occur:
– The pipeline specified on ADDPIPE is connected to the input stream of the
invoking stage. The original connection can later be restored.
– The output stream of the stage that precedes the invoking stage is connected
to the pipeline specified on ADDPIPE. This change is permanent; the original
connection cannot be restored.
Any unused streams are disconnected.
v If one or more output connectors are specified, one or more of the following
occur:
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– The output stream of the invoking stage is connected to the pipeline specified
on ADDPIPE. The original connection can later be restored.
– The pipeline specified on ADDPIPE is connected to the input stream of the
stage that follows the invoking stage. This change is permanent; the original
connection cannot be restored.
Any unused streams are disconnected.

Operands
Note: With the exception of connectors, the syntax of ADDPIPE is identical with the
syntax of the PIPE command.
stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following
stage. By default, the stage separator character is the character on your
terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.)
However, you can use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a
different stage separator character. You cannot specify left parenthesis, right
parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator
character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to
separate multiple pipelines on a single ADDPIPE subcommand. You must
specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for
endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the z/VM: CMS
Pipelines User’s Guide.
*

specifies a connector. Connectors begin with an asterisk and end with a colon
(:). Two optional components of a connector can be specified between the
asterisk and the colon. If specified, each component must begin with a period.
The first component controls how the added pipeline is connected to the
streams of the pipeline that invokes ADDPIPE.
INput
when specified at the end of a pipeline, INPUT causes a connection to be
made to the input stream of the stage that issues the ADDPIPE
subcommand.
When specified at the beginning of a pipeline, INPUT causes a connection
to be made to the output stream of the stage preceding the stage that
issues the ADDPIPE subcommand.
When a connector is at the beginning of a pipeline, INPUT is the default.
OUTput
when specified at the beginning of a pipeline, OUTPUT causes a
connection to be made to the output stream of the stage that issues the
ADDPIPE subcommand.
When specified at the end of a pipeline, OUTPUT causes a connection to
be made to the input stream of the stage following the stage that issues the
ADDPIPE subcommand.
When a connector is the end of a pipeline, OUTPUT is the default.
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The second component specifies the stream to which the connection is to be
made.
*

specifies that the connection is to be made to the currently selected stream.
This is the default.

streamnum
is a number identifying the stream to which the connection is to be made,
where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the secondary stream, and so on.
streamid
references the particular stream name to which the connection is to be
made, so the stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on
the label in the pipeline. To see how to assign a stream name on the
ADDPIPE subcommand, refer to streamid below. For information about
assigning a stream name for the PIPE stage, see the streamid operand in
Chapter 2, “PIPE Command Structure and Syntax,” on page 13, and for the
CALLPIPE subcommand, see the streamid operand in “CALLPIPE” on page
729.
The colon must follow the other components of the connector with no
intervening blanks. You can place connectors at the beginning or end of a
pipeline (or both), but not in the middle. You must place a stage separator
between a connector and the rest of the pipeline.
See Usage Note 1 on page 718 for more information on how to modify
connections with connectors.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple
streams. The first occurrence of a label is called a label definition. It establishes
the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the
pipeline where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a
label reference. Use label references to define additional input and output
streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only
label with no stage.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. A label must be
immediately followed by a stream identifier or a colon with no intervening
blanks. For more information about using labels, see the z/VM: CMS Pipelines
User’s Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream
by adding an identifier to the label. Write the label immediately followed by a
period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream
identifier must be immediately followed by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
is the name of a built-in stage or the file name of a user-written stage. If you
specify a user-written stage, the stage must have a file type of REXX, unless
the stage has been loaded with the EXECLOAD command. For a complete
description of the built-in stages, see Chapter 3, “Built-in Stages,” on page 23.
operands
are any operands valid for the specified built-in stage or user-written stage.
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Options
You can specify options in two ways on a ADDPIPE subcommand:
1. You can specify options immediately after the subcommand name, ADDPIPE. In
this case, the scope of the options is global to the entire ADDPIPE
subcommand.
2. You can specify options at the beginning of a stage. In this case, the scope of
the options is limited to the stage on which the options are specified. If a label
definition is specified, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage:
ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME, STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally on a ADDPIPE
subcommand. You must enclose options in parentheses.
NO
turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified.
Use NO to turn off an option for an individual stage that was specified as global
to the entire ADDPIPE subcommand. Blanks are allowed between NO and the
option it precedes.
ENDchar char
ENDchar hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single
character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character,
hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon
(:), or blank as the pipeline end character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an
option for an individual stage.
ESCape char
ESCape hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the
processing of a character that has special meaning to the ADDPIPE
subcommand. These special characters include the stage separator character,
the pipeline end character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined).
Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period and colon (:). may have a
special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape
character immediately before the character that you do not want treated as a
special character. The escape character can be specified as a single character,
char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon
(:), or blank for the escape character. There is no default escape character. You
cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than specifying the ESCAPE option, you can override the processing of
a stage separator or an end character by specifying a double stage separator or
double end character.
LISTCMD
causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline
subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT, OUTPUT, PEEKTO,
READTO, and REXX.
LISTERR
causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return
code.
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LISTRC
causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends
executing.
LONG
is a default function that enables stages to write records of up to 231 - 1 bytes in
length. Though it does not have to be typed in, LONG is included for
compatibility reasons.
MSGlevel
controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the
message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111'). A message level of 7 issues
messages FPL001I, FPL002I, and either FPL003I or FPL004I in conjunction
with other messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on
suppressing certain messages.
NOMSGlevel
suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that
determine which messages are not issued. The message level setting can be
specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are
issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
determine which additional messages are issued. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that determine which
additional messages are issued. The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the binary representation in quotation marks.
You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive
unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
v NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other
messages.
v NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message FPL003I or FPL004I
while issuing other messages.
v NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message FPL002I while issuing
other messages.
v NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message FPL001I while issuing
other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant
setting is a combination of the individual settings. For example, if you specify
NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages FPL001I and FPL002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
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Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes
message FPL028I to be issued, message FPL001I will always be issued
regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
NAME name
assigns a name to this invocation of the ADDPIPE subcommand. Messages
resulting from the execution of this ADDPIPE subcommand include the name
you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging application
programs that use the ADDPIPE subcommand. You cannot specify NAME as an
option for an individual stage.
STAGESEP char
STAGESEP hexchar
SEParator char
SEParator hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to
separate the specification of a stage from a subsequent stage. The character
can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the
default stage separator, you can use the default stage separator as an
argument of a stage.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon
(:), or blank as the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify
STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE
displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application
programs. This option can cause a large amount of data to be displayed.

Usage Notes
1. Table 40 summarizes how stream connections are modified when connectors
are used on an ADDPIPE subcommand. All connections that are not mentioned
remain unchanged. The table also identifies which combinations of operands
allow the original connection to be restored. For the entries containing YES in
the last column, the original connection is saved on a stack. To restore the
stacked connection, specify the SEVER pipeline subcommand.
Assuming that A and D are any valid stages, the table shows the result of each
possible ADDPIPE subcommand issued by user-written stage Z in the following
command:
PIPE A | Z | D

B and C, which appear in the ADDPIPE subcommands in the table, are any valid
stages. There can be more or fewer than two stages specified on ADDPIPE;
two stages are used in the table.
Table 40. Effects of Using Connectors on the ADDPIPE Subcommand
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ADDPIPE Subcommand

Result

Restore Original
Connection?

ADDPIPE B|C

No connections are changed.

Not applicable

ADDPIPE B|C|*.INPUT:

C’s output stream is connected
to Z’s input stream. A’s output
stream is disconnected.

Yes
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Table 40. Effects of Using Connectors on the ADDPIPE Subcommand (continued)
ADDPIPE Subcommand

Result

Restore Original
Connection?

ADDPIPE *.OUTPUT:|B|C

Z’s output stream is connected to Yes
B’s input stream. D’s input
stream is disconnected.

ADDPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C

A’s output stream is connected
to B’s input stream. Z’s input
stream is disconnected.

No

ADDPIPE B|C|*.OUTPUT:

C’s output stream is connected
to D’s input stream. Z’s output
stream is disconnected.

No

ADDPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C|*.INPUT:

A’s output stream is connected
to B’s input stream. C’s output
stream is connected to Z’s input
stream.

No

ADDPIPE
*.OUTPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:

Z’s output stream is connected to No
B’s input stream. C’s output
stream is connected to D’s input
stream.

ADDPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT: A’s output stream is connected
to B’s input stream. C’s output
stream is connected to D’s input
stream. Z’s input stream and
output stream are disconnected.

No

ADDPIPE *.OUTPUT:|B|C|*.INPUT: Z’s output stream is connected to Yes
B’s input stream. C’s output
stream is connected to Z’s input
stream. A stall is possible.

For more information about using connectors with ADDPIPE, see the z/VM:
CMS Pipelines User’s Guide.
2. The ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands add pipelines to the set of running
pipelines. However, ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE differ in the following ways:
a. When CALLPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it is suspended until the
new pipeline has run to completion. When the CALLPIPE subcommand
completes, its return code is the return code resulting from the added
pipeline.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it regains control as soon
as the new pipeline has been created. The added pipeline runs in parallel
with the stage that created it. Neither pipeline is able to examine the other’s
return code. The return code from the ADDPIPE subcommand indicates only
whether its operands are syntactically correct.
b. CALLPIPE can use only a subset of the connectors shown in Table 40 on
page 718. INPUT can be specified on a connector at the beginning of the
pipeline, or OUTPUT can be specified on a connector at the end of the
pipeline, or both of these may be specified. No other combinations are
allowed.
c. When using connectors, restoration of the original connection differs
between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE. When a subroutine pipeline created by
CALLPIPE stops processing records and returns an end-of-file condition to
the invoking stage, the invoking stage’s original connection is automatically
reinstated.
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After an ADDPIPE subcommand runs, if the original connection is restorable,
as shown in Table 40 on page 718, restoration of the stage’s original
connection is not automatic; a SEVER subcommand must be issued to
restore the connection.
d. A pipeline added by CALLPIPE can run only at the same commit level as
the invoking stage or at a lower commit level than the invoking stage. If a
subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE attempts to commit to a higher
level than the invoking pipeline, it is suspended until the invoking pipeline
reaches that commit level.
The commit level of a pipeline added by ADDPIPE is independent of the
commit level of the invoking pipeline. Data can flow on a connection
established by ADDPIPE even if the pipelines on the two sides of the
connection are not at the same commit level.

Examples
Example 1
ADDPIPE can be used to insert one or more stages before or after a user-written
stage. This is useful when you want to use a function already provided with CMS
Pipelines in your user-written stage.
The following UPCENT REXX user-written stage centers and translates to
uppercase each line from the primary input stream:
/* UPCENT REXX */
signal on error
’addpipe’,
’*.input:’,
’| xlate upper’,
’| *.input:’
do forever
’readto record’
’output’ center(record,72)
end
error: exit rc*(rc¬=12)

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

pre-process input stream ..
.. for this stage
translate data to uppercase
into this stage’s input
do until end of file
read the next record
center and write it

/* set rc to 0 if end of file

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

This stage uses an ADDPIPE subcommand to insert a pipeline into its input stream.
The records that flow from the previous stage in the main pipeline go first through
the added pipeline, which feeds them through its XLATE stage to translate them to
uppercase. Only then do the records become available to be read by the READTO
subcommand in this stage. The DO FOREVER group reads each record, centers
the data, and writes the resulting records to the primary output stream.
Given the variable length input file in Figure 215 on page 721, Figure 216 on page
721 shows the output file resulting from the following command:
pipe < LEFT FILE A | upcent | > CENTER FILE A
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LEFT

=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
fun with
cms pipelines!
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 215. ADDPIPE Example: Input File Contents

CENTER

FILE

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
=====
FUN WITH
=====
CMS PIPELINES!
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 216. ADDPIPE Example: Output File Contents

The following TSTAMP REXX user-written stage inserts a timestamp before each
record. TSTAMP REXX uses ADDPIPE to insert a pipeline into its output stream.
The added pipeline uses CHOP and PAD stages to ensure that the output records
are exactly 80 characters in length.
/* TSTAMP REXX */
signal on error
’addpipe’,
’*.output:’,
/* connect to this stage’s output */
’| chop 80’,
/* Shorten longer records */
’| pad 80’,
/* Lengthen shorter records */
’| *.output:’
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
do forever
’readto record’
/* Read a record */
’output’ date(’o’) time() record /* Write record with timestamp */
end
error: exit rc*(rc¬=12)
/* set rc to 0 if end of file */

The DO FOREVER group reads the records that flow from the previous stage in the
main pipeline, inserts the timestamp, and writes the resulting records to the output
stream. These records then flow through the added pipeline, which extends them to
80 characters in length and truncates any characters after column 80.
Note that even though the ADDPIPE subcommand places stages after the current
stage, it must be executed before the first OUTPUT statement to redefine the
running pipeline set and give the desired result.
Example 2
ADDPIPE can be used to replace the original input or output stream with a different
stream. This is useful when you want to test a user-written stage, but you cannot
modify the syntax of the pipeline for some reason.
To give your user-written stage input data from file INPUT DATA instead of the data
from the original input stream, use the ADDPIPE subcommand as follows:
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/* MYIN REXX */
’addpipe’,
’< INPUT DATA’,
’| *.input:’
.
.
.

/* read INPUT DATA */
/* replace original input stream */

To write the output of your Because there was no argument specified on XR, it
defaulted to 00-FF which created this 256-character range beginning with X'00'. to
file OUTPUT DATA A instead of to the original output stream, use the ADDPIPE
subcommand as follows:
/* MYOUT REXX */
’addpipe’,
’*.output:’,
’| > OUTPUT DATA A’
.
.
.

/* replace original output stream */
/* write to OUTPUT DATA A instead */

Example 3
ADDPIPE can be used to bypass your user-written stage. The following HEXSORT
REXX user-written stage sorts records containing only hexadecimal numbers:
/* HEXSORT REXX */
’addpipe’,
’*.input:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| xlate 1-* A-F fa-ff’, /* Translate A to F to be above X’F9’ */
’| sort’,
/* Sort the records */
’| xlate 1-* fa-ff A-F’, /* Restore original characters A to F */
’| *.output:’
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
exit

Given the input file in Figure 217, Figure 218 on page 723 shows the output file
resulting from the following command:
pipe < HEX UNSORTED | hexsort | > HEX SORTED A

HEX

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

UNSORTED A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
B999
1323
FFFF
BA82
1A43
20DD
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 217. ADDPIPE Example: Input File Contents
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HEX

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SORTED

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
1323
1A43
20DD
B999
BA82
FFFF
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 218. ADDPIPE Example: Output File Contents

Example 4
The following user-written stage, SPACEIT REXX, uses the SPACE function of
REXX to format a report for readability. The contents of the file REPORT HEADING
are formatted and written to the primary output stream. Then, the lines read from
the primary input stream are formatted and written to the primary output stream.
/* SPACEIT REXX */
’addpipe’,
’< REPORT HEADING’,
’| *.input:’
call doall
’sever input’
call doall
exit
doall:
do forever
’readto record’
if rc ¬= 0 then
leave
’output’ space(record)
if rc ¬= 0 then
leave
end
return

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Temporarily change input stream */
Read the heading file */
Connect to my input stream */
Handle all heading lines */
Restore original connection */
Handle all original input lines */
Exit */

/* Read a record */
/* If EOF then leave */
/* Write the formatted record */
/* If EOF then leave */

Given the heading file in Figure 219 and the data file in Figure 220 on page 724,
Figure 221 on page 724 shows the output file resulting from the following PIPE
command:
pipe < MARCH SALEDATA | spaceit | > MARCH REPORT A

REPORT

HEADING

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=2 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
=====
SALES DATA
===== FOR
MAIN STORE
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 219. ADDPIPE Example: Header File Contents
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MARCH

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

SALEDATA A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
03/06
7839.48
03/13 8379.91
03/20
8252.23
03/27
9407.02
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 220. ADDPIPE Example: Data File Contents

MARCH

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

REPORT

A1 V 80

Trunc=80 Size=6 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
SALES DATA
FOR MAIN STORE
03/06 7839.48
03/13 8379.91
03/20 8252.23
03/27 9407.02
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 221. ADDPIPE Example: Output File Contents
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ADDSTREAM

BOTH
 ADDSTREAm


INput
OUTput

streamid

Purpose
Use the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand to define an unconnected input
stream, an unconnected output stream, or both for a stage. You can optionally
assign a name to a stream with a stream identifier.

Operands
BOTH
defines an additional input stream and output stream for the stage from which
ADDSTREAM is invoked. This is the default.
INput
defines an additional input stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is
invoked.
OUTput
defines an additional output stream for the stage from which ADDSTREAM is
invoked.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream that you are
defining to the stage. Name a stream using up to 4 alphabetic characters or a
combination of alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one
alphabetic character and no intervening blanks.

Usage Notes
1. After defining a stream with ADDSTREAM, use the ADDPIPE subcommand to
connect a stage to the stream.
2. Use the MAXSTREAM subcommand to obtain the stream number immediately
after defining an additional stream. This is useful if you do not specify streamid
on an ADDSTREAM subcommand.
3. If you specify ADDSTREAM BOTH, the stream number assigned to the added
input stream may not be the same as the stream number assigned to the added
output stream. For example, if a stage’s currently defined streams are input
stream 0, output stream 0, and output stream 1, specifying ADDSTREAM BOTH
causes input stream 1 and output stream 2 to be defined.

Examples
Example 1
The following user-written stage defines a new stream, errs, adds a new pipeline,
and connects the currently selected output stream to the new pipeline. The new
pipeline then writes all records read from the primary input stream to the file
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ERROR FILE.
/* ADDERR REXX */
’addstream output errs’
/* define stream errs */
’addpipe *.output.errs:|> ERROR FILE A’ /* add pipeline to write */
/* output to ERROR FILE */
signal on error
/* handle errors */
’select output errs’
/* make subsequent output go to errs stream */
do forever
’readto in’
/* read input record */
’output’ in
/* write output to ERROR FILE A */
end
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12) /* pass bad rc */

v addstream output errs defines an output stream with stream identifier, errs, for
the stage that invoked the stage.
v addpipe *.output.errs:|> ERROR FILE adds a pipeline to the set of currently
running pipelines. When output is generated on the newly added errs stream,
this pipeline causes the output to go to the > stage, which writes it to the file
ERROR FILE A.
v select output errs causes the errs stream to become the currently selected
output stream. Any output written by the subsequent OUTPUT subcommand
goes to the errs stream.

Return Codes
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Code

Meaning

0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

-2756

Too many operands.

-2811

A stream with the stream identifier specified is already defined.
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BEGOUTPUT

 BEGOUTput


string

Purpose
Use the BEGOUTPUT pipeline subcommand to enter an implied output mode
where anything directed to the subcommand environment is written to the currently
selected output stream. By default, this mode ends when a null line is issued in the
user-written stage.

Operands
string
specifies that BEGOUTPUT is to stop processing pipeline subcommands as
data if a subcommand is issued that matches string. If string is eight bytes or
less in length, the subcommand must match string exactly. If string is more than
eight bytes in length, only the first eight bytes of string must match. If string is
not specified, a null record is the default.

Usage Notes
1. As with any subcommand, REXX evaluates the expression before passing it to
the subcommand environment. Therefore, literals must be enclosed in quotes.
2. BEGOUTPUT cannot be issued from PIPCMD. BEGOUTPUT can be issued
only from a user-written stage program.
3. While in implied output mode, anything directed to the subcommand
environment is written to the currently selected output stream with the OUTPUT
subcommand. Therefore, the stage that issues BEGOUTPUT automatically
commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0 and if
NOCOMMIT has not been issued. User-written stages automatically commit to
level 0 when the first PEEKTO, READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT
pipeline subcommand is issued unless the stage first issues the NOCOMMIT
pipeline subcommand.

Examples
Example 1
The following user-written stage adds a report heading before its input records. The
stage accepts one operand that is the date to be included in the report heading.
The stage then sorts its input records on a name field contained in columns 1-10,
and writes the result to its currently selected output stream.
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/* HEADING REXX */
parse arg date .
’BEGOUTPUT’
’ ’
’
Monthly Personnel Report for’
’
ABC Corporation’
’
’date
’ ’
’ Name
Department
Area
Assignment
’
’ ’
’’
/* Null subcommand to
’callpipe *: | sort 1-10 | *:’
/* Sort by Name

/* blank line */

/* blank line */
/* blank line */
end BEGOUTPUT */
*/

Given input file MONTHLY INPUT, shown in Figure 222, use a PIPE command
similar to the following to display the report at your terminal:
pipe < MONTHLY INPUT | heading 2/8/93 | console
Monthly Personnel Report for
ABC Corporation
2/8/93
Name
ANDERSON
CARTER
JONES
SMITH
STEWART
Ready;

MONTHLY

Department

Area

Assignment

Planning
Tech. Writing
Product Test
Development
Development

G52
G63
G92
G73
G20

RSCS Planner
CMS Pipelines books
VM Test Coordinator
Callable Services Library
Development manager

INPUT

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
===== * * * Top of File * * *
===== SMITH
Development
G73
Callable Services Library
===== JONES
Product Test
G92
VM Test Coordinator
===== ANDERSON Planning
G52
RSCS Planner
===== STEWART
Development
G20
Development manager
===== CARTER
Tech. Writing
G63
CMS Pipelines books
===== * * * End of File * * *

Figure 222. BEGOUTPUT Subcommand Example: Input File Contents

Return Codes
The return code is always 0.
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CALLPIPE

endchar
LONG


 CALLPIPE
Opt A

Pipeline



stagesep
endchar

Pipeline:
stagesep

Connector

Stage

stagesep

stagesep

Connector

Connector:
(1)

.*

*

:
.

INput
OUTput

.

*
streamnum
streamid

Stage:
stgcmd
Lgroup
Lgroup

Opt B

operands

Lgroup:
label:
(2)

(2)

(2)

.
label

:
streamid

Notes:
1

No blanks are allowed within connectors.

2

No blanks are allowed in this position.
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Opt A:

( 

)
ENDchar
ESCape
LISTCMD
LISTERR
LISTRC
LONG
MSGlevel
NOMSGlevel

char
hexchar

NAME name
STAGESEP
SEParator
TRACE

decstring
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring
char
hexchar

Opt B:
(

)


NO

LISTCMD
LISTERR
LISTRC
LONG
MSGlevel

decstring
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
Bbinstring

TRACE

Purpose
Use the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand to run a pipeline and wait until that
pipeline completes. The argument of the CALLPIPE subcommand is called a
subroutine pipeline. The stage that invokes CALLPIPE is suspended until all stages
of the subroutine pipeline have completed running and the invoking stage’s streams
are reconnected.
To connect the subroutine pipeline to the input or output streams of the pipeline that
issues a CALLPIPE, connectors may be specified as follows:
v If an input connector is specified, the pipeline specified on CALLPIPE is
connected to the input stream of the invoking stage.
v If an output connector is specified, the output stream of the invoking stage is
connected to the pipeline specified on CALLPIPE.
Connectors in the subroutine pipeline connect to streams in the pipeline that issues
the CALLPIPE until an end-of-file condition is passed across the connection. The
streams of the invoking stage are reconnected when end of file is transmitted from
the subroutine pipeline.
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Operands
Note: With the exception of connectors, the syntax of CALLPIPE is identical with
the syntax of the PIPE command.
stagesep
is the stage separator character, which separates a stage from a following
stage. By default, the stage separator character is the character on your
terminal with a value of X'4F'. (It is the solid vertical bar on most terminals.)
However, you can use the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR option to assign a
different stage separator character. You cannot specify left parenthesis, right
parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for the stage separator
character.
endchar
is the pipeline end character defined by the ENDCHAR option. Use endchar to
separate multiple pipelines on a single CALLPIPE subcommand. You must
specify the ENDCHAR option to use endchar. You cannot specify left
parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon (:), or blank for
endchar.
For more information about using multistream pipelines, see the z/VM: CMS
Pipelines User’s Guide.
*

specifies a connector. Connectors begin with an asterisk and end with a colon
(:). Two optional components of a connector can be specified between the
asterisk and the colon. If specified, each component must begin with a period.
The first component controls how the subroutine pipeline is connected to the
streams of the pipeline that invokes CALLPIPE.
INput
causes a connection to be made to the output stream of the stage
preceding the stage that issues the CALLPIPE subcommand. INPUT can
be specified only at the beginning of the pipeline. When a connector is at
the beginning of a pipeline, INPUT is the default.
OUTput
causes a connection to be made to the input stream of the stage following
the stage that issues the CALLPIPE subcommand. OUTPUT can be
specified only at the end of the pipeline. When a connector is the end of a
pipeline, OUTPUT is the default.
The second component specifies the stream to which the connection is to be
made.
*

specifies that the connection is to be made to the currently selected stream.
This is the default.

streamnum
is a number identifying the stream to which you make the connection,
where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the secondary stream, and so on.
streamid
references the particular stream name to which the connection is to be
made, so the stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on
the label in the pipeline. To see how to assign a stream name on the
CALLPIPE subcommand, refer to streamid below. For information about
assigning a stream name for the PIPE stage, see the streamid operand in
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Chapter 2, “PIPE Command Structure and Syntax,” on page 13, and for the
ADDPIPE subcommand, see the streamid operand in “ADDPIPE” on page
712.
The colon must follow the other components of the connector with no
intervening blanks. You can place connectors at the beginning or end of a
pipeline (or both), but not in the middle. You must place a stage separator
between a connector and the rest of the pipeline.
See Usage Note 1 on page 735 for more information on how to modify
connections with connectors.
label
is a label that identifies where streams enter and leave a stage that has multiple
streams. The first occurrence of a label is called a label definition. It establishes
the potential for intersecting pipelines to be attached at the position in the
pipeline where it is specified. Each subsequent use of the same label is called a
label reference. Use label references to define additional input and output
streams for the stage. To use a label reference, specify a stage containing only
label with no stage.
A label is a string of up to 8 alphanumeric characters. A label must be
immediately followed by a stream identifier or a colon with no intervening
blanks. For more information about using labels, see the z/VM: CMS Pipelines
User’s Guide.
streamid
is a stream identifier that assigns a symbolic name to a stream. Name a stream
by adding an identifier to the label. Write the label immediately followed by a
period (.) and up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. A stream
identifier must be immediately followed by a colon with no intervening blanks.
stgcmd
is the name of a built-in stage or the file name of a user-written stage. If you
specify a user-written stage, the stage must have a file type of REXX, unless
the stage has been loaded with the EXECLOAD command. For a complete
description of the built-in stages, see Chapter 3, “Built-in Stages,” on page 23.
operands
are any specified operands valid for the built-in stage or user-written stage.

Options
You can specify options in two ways on a CALLPIPE subcommand:
1. You can specify options immediately after the subcommand name, CALLPIPE.
In this case, the scope of the options is global to the entire CALLPIPE
subcommand.
2. You can specify options at the beginning of a stage. In this case, the scope of
the options is limited to the stage on which the options are specified. If a label
definition is specified, the options must follow the label definition.
The following options cannot be specified at the beginning of a stage:
ENDCHAR, ESCAPE, NAME, STAGESEP, and SEPARATOR.
Options specified on a stage override options specified globally on a CALLPIPE
subcommand. You must enclose options in parentheses.
NO
turns off the option listed following NO for the stage on which it is specified.
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Use NO to turn off an option for an individual stage that was specified as global
to the entire CALLPIPE subcommand. Blanks are allowed between NO and the
option it precedes.
ENDchar char
ENDchar hexchar
defines the pipeline end character. You can specify the character as a single
character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character,
hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon
(:), or blank as the pipeline end character. You cannot specify ENDCHAR as an
option for an individual stage.
ESCape char
ESCape hexchar
assigns an escape character, char or hexchar, that can be used to override the
processing of a character that has special meaning to the CALLPIPE
subcommand. These special characters include the stage separator character,
the pipeline end character (if defined), and the escape character (if defined).
Left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period and colon (:). may have a
special meaning, depending on their placement. You must place the escape
character immediately before the character that you do not want treated as a
special character. The escape character can be specified as a single character,
char, or the 2-character hexadecimal representation of a character, hexchar. Do
not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation marks.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon
(:), or blank for the escape character. There is no default escape character. You
cannot specify the ESCAPE option for an individual stage.
Rather than specifying the ESCAPE option, you can override the processing of
a stage separator or an end character by specifying a double stage separator or
double end character.
LISTCMD
causes trace messages to be issued during the execution of pipeline
subcommands except BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT, OUTPUT, PEEKTO,
READTO, and REXX.
LISTERR
causes messages to be issued when a stage returns with a nonzero return
code.
LISTRC
causes messages to be issued when a stage begins executing or ends
executing.
LONG
is a default function that enables stages to write records of up to 231 - 1 bytes in
length. Though it does not have to be typed in, LONG is included for
compatibility reasons.
MSGlevel
controls the issuing of certain messages. If MSGLEVEL is not specified, the
message level defaults to 7 (X'07', B'111'). A message level of 7 issues
messages FPL001I, FPL002I, and either FPL003I or FPL004I in conjunction
with other messages. Refer to NOMSGLEVEL described next for details on
suppressing certain messages.
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NOMSGlevel
suppresses certain messages with a setting represented by a string of bits that
determine which messages are not issued. The message level setting can be
specified as follows:
decstring
defines a decimal number that determines which additional messages are
issued.
Xhexstring
Hhexstring
defines a string of hexadecimal characters, following the X or H, that
determine which additional messages are issued. The X or H can be
specified in uppercase or lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in
the string. Do not enclose the hexadecimal representation in quotation
marks.
Bbinstring
defines a string of 0’s and 1’s, following the B, that determine which
additional messages are issued. The B can be specified in uppercase or
lowercase. You must not specify any spaces in the string. Do not enclose
the binary representation in quotation marks.
You should only use the 3 lowest-order bits; otherwise, you may receive
unpredictable results.
The meaning of the message level setting is as follows:
v NOMSGLEVEL 7 (X'07', B'111') issues no messages in conjunction with other
messages.
v NOMSGLEVEL 4 (X'04', B'100') suppresses message FPL003I or FPL004I
while issuing other messages.
v NOMSGLEVEL 2 (X'02', B'010') suppresses message FPL002I while issuing
other messages.
v NOMSGLEVEL 1 (X'01', B'001') suppresses message FPL001I while issuing
other messages.
If you specify a NOMSGLEVEL setting other than 1, 2, or 4, the resultant
setting is a combination of the individual settings. For example, if you specify
NOMSGLEVEL 3, messages FPL001I and FPL002I are suppressed while other
messages are issued.
Note: If a global or local option (such as TRACE) is specified that causes
message FPL028I to be issued, message FPL001I will always be issued
regardless of the message level setting.
Blanks are allowed between NO and MSGLEVEL.
NAME name
assigns a name to this invocation of the CALLPIPE subcommand. Messages
resulting from the execution of this CALLPIPE subcommand will include the
name you specified. This option is helpful when you are debugging application
programs that use the CALLPIPE subcommand. You cannot specify NAME as
an option for an individual stage.
STAGESEP char
STAGESEP hexchar
SEParator char
SEParator hexchar
assigns the stage separator character. Use the stage separator character to
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separate the specification of a stage from a subsequent stage. The character
can be specified as a single character, char, or the 2-character hexadecimal
representation of a character, hexchar. Do not enclose the hexadecimal
representation in quotation marks.
If you change the definition of the stage separator to a character other than the
default stage separator, you can use the default stage separator as an
argument of a stage.
You cannot specify left parenthesis, right parenthesis, asterisk (*), period, colon
(:), or blank as the STAGESEP or SEPARATOR character. You cannot specify
STAGESEP or SEPARATOR as an option for an individual stage.
TRACE
displays trace information. TRACE is useful for debugging pipeline application
programs. This option can cause a large amount of data to be displayed.

Usage Notes
1. Table 41 summarizes how stream connections are modified when connectors
are used on a CALLPIPE subcommand. All connections that are not mentioned
remain unchanged.
Assuming that A and D are any valid stages, the table shows the result of each
possible CALLPIPE subcommand issued by user-written stage Z in the following
command:
PIPE A | Z | D

B and C, which appear in the CALLPIPE subcommands in the table, are any
valid stages. There can be more or fewer than two stages specified on
CALLPIPE; two stages are used in the table.
Table 41. Effects of Using Connectors on the CALLPIPE Subcommand
CALLPIPE Subcommand

Result

CALLPIPE B|C

No connections are changed.

CALLPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C

A’s output stream is connected to B’s input
stream. Z’s input stream is disconnected.

CALLPIPE B|C|*.OUTPUT:

C’s output stream is connected to D’s input
stream. Z’s output stream is disconnected.

CALLPIPE *.INPUT:|B|C|*.OUTPUT:

A’s output stream is connected to B’s input
stream. C’s output stream is connected to
D’s input stream. Z’s input stream and output
stream are disconnected.

For more information about using connectors with CALLPIPE, see the z/VM:
CMS Pipelines User’s Guide.
2. The ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands add pipelines to the set of running
pipelines. However, ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE differ in the following ways:
a. When CALLPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it is suspended until the
new pipeline has run to completion. When the CALLPIPE subcommand
completes, its return code is the return code resulting from running the
added pipeline.
When ADDPIPE is invoked, the stage that invokes it regains control as soon
as the new pipeline has been created. The added pipeline runs in parallel
with the stage that created it. Neither pipeline is able to examine the other’s
return code. The return code from the ADDPIPE subcommand indicates only
whether its operands are syntactically correct.
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b. CALLPIPE allows only a subset of the connectors valid on ADDPIPE. See
Table 41 on page 735 for the combinations of connectors valid on
CALLPIPE.
c. When using connectors, restoration of the original connection differs
between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE. When a subroutine pipeline created by
CALLPIPE stops processing records and returns an end-of-file condition to
the invoking stage, the invoking stage’s original connection is automatically
reinstated.
After an ADDPIPE subcommand runs, if the original connection is restorable,
restoration of the stage’s original connection is not automatic; a SEVER
subcommand must be issued to restore the connection.
d. A pipeline added by CALLPIPE can run only at the same commit level as
the invoking stage or at a lower commit level than the invoking stage. If a
subroutine pipeline created by CALLPIPE attempts to commit to a higher
level than the invoking pipeline, it is suspended until the invoking pipeline
reaches that commit level.
The commit level of a pipeline added by ADDPIPE is independent of the
commit level of the invoking pipeline. Data can flow on a connection
established by ADDPIPE even if the pipelines on the two sides of the
connection are not at the same commit level.
3. A common use of CALLPIPE is for packaging a frequently used sequence of
stages in a user-written stage. You can easily invoke that sequence by using the
user-written stage. For example, the following HEXSORT REXX user-written
stage contains a sequence of three stages that perform a hexadecimal sort:
/* HEXSORT REXX */
’callpipe’,
’*.input:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| xlate 1-* A-F fa-ff’, /* Translate A to F to be above X’F9’*/
’| sort’,
/* Sort the records */
’| xlate 1-* fa-ff A-F’, /* Restore original characters A to F*/
’| *.output:’
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
Exit RC

These three stages could be used directly in a pipeline. However, if you need
them frequently, it may be simpler to package them together under an easily
remembered name and use that name in your pipelines.
Note the connectors at the beginning and end of the subroutine pipeline
established by this CALLPIPE subcommand. These connectors allow the
subroutine pipeline to take over the input and output streams for the HEXSORT
stage. Records flow into the subroutine pipeline through its input connector and
later flow out through its output connector.
4. Use CALLPIPE for gaining access to CMS Pipelines function within a
user-written stage. For example, use the following CALLPIPE subcommand
within a user-written stage to set a REXX variable to the number of files in your
virtual reader:
callpipe cp q files | specs word 2 1 | change /NO/0/ | var filecnt

5. When an end-of-file condition is transmitted from a subroutine pipeline through
an input connector, there may still be records in the input stream. If so, the
stage that issued the CALLPIPE can read them after CALLPIPE completes.
This situation arises when certain filters are used in subroutine pipelines. When
their secondary output is not connected, those filters that would ordinarily
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discard the remainder of the input stream upon reaching a specified record
simply signal end of file and end, leaving the remainder of the input stream
intact.
For example, use the following user-written stage to position the input stream at
the next record that has a comma in column 1, or to read the remaining records
if no record has a comma in column 1:
/* FNDCOMMA REXX */
’callpipe *: | tolabel ,| hole’ /* Find next leading comma.
’peekto’
/* Was there one?
If RC = 12 Then Exit
/* If not, exit.

*/
*/
*/

The following CALLPIPE subcommand copies the next five input records to the
output stream while leaving any remaining records available to the stage:
callpipe *: | take 5 | *:

Examples
Example 1
The following COUNTWDS REXX user-written stage counts the number of words in
its primary input stream, adds some text, and writes the result to its primary output
stream:
/* COUNTWDS REXX */
’callpipe’,
’*:’,
/* connect to output of stage preceding caller */
’| count words’,
/* count number of words in input stream */
’| specs /Number of words is/ 1 1-* nextword’, /* prefix record */
/* with "Number of words is" */,
’| *:’
/* connect to input of stage following caller */
exit

v *: is an input connector. It attaches the output stream of the stage preceding the
COUNTWDS stage to the input stream of the COUNT stage in the subroutine
pipeline.
v count words writes the number of blank-delimited words in the input stream to
the output stream.
v specs /Number of words is/ 1 1-* nextword inserts a prefix of Number of words
is at the beginning of the record containing the count information. It then writes
the resulting record to the output stream.
v *: is an output connector. It attaches the output stream of the SPECS stage to
the input stream of the stage following the COUNTWDS stage.
To use this user-written stage to display the number of words in the file, PHONE
SCRIPT, enter the following:
pipe < PHONE SCRIPT | countwds | console

Example 2
The PREFACE stage lets you specify a stage whose output is written to the primary
output stream. PREFACE then copies its primary input stream to its primary output
stream. The following user-written stage performs the same function as the
PREFACE stage:
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/* MYPREF REXX */
parse arg cmdinput
’callpipe’,
cmdinput,
’| *:’
’short’

/* set variable cmdinput to input argument */
/*
/*
/*
/*

execute the command and write resulting */
output to input of stage following caller */
copy input records to output after the */
records already written */

exit

v parse arg cmdinput reads the argument passed to the stage and assigns it to
the variable cmdinput.
v callpipe cmdinput runs the subroutine pipeline that was passed as an argument.
v *: is an output connector. It writes the output from the subroutine pipeline to the
output stream of the MYPREF stage.
v short copies the records input to this stage to the stage’s output stream. The
records are copied after any output from the execution of the subroutine pipeline
passed as an input argument.

Return Codes
If any return code other than zero is returned, a syntax error occurred or a stage in
the subroutine pipeline ended with a nonzero return code.
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Purpose
Use the COMMIT pipeline subcommand to increase a stage’s commit level.
When the specified commit level is closer to but less than zero in comparison to the
commit level to which the pipeline is already committed, the stage for which
COMMIT was issued is suspended until all other stages in the pipeline have
committed to at least the specified commit level. When all stages are committed to
the level specified, the COMMIT pipeline subcommand completes and the return
code is set to the aggregate return code for the pipeline.
When the specified commit level is less than or equal to the level at which the
pipeline is currently committed, the return code is set to the current aggregate
return code for the pipeline. A stage’s commit level is never decreased, even if the
requested commit level is less than the current commit level.

Operands
n

is a number specifying the commit level. n can be between -2147483647 and
2147483647.

Usage Notes
1. As a general rule do not introduce a positive COMMIT level. A pipeline that
attempts to run a stage with a positive commit level in coordination with a
built-in stage will fail.
2. Each stage always has a commit level.

Examples
Example 1
The following user-written stage, TCOMMT REXX, tests the return code of stages
that start at commit level -1 or below.

/* TCOMMT REXX */
say ’TCOMMT started.’
/* issue message */
’commit 0’
/* wait until other stages at level 0 or have ended */
if rc/=0
/* error in another stage?? */
then exit 0
/* yes, exit without doing anything */
’output All is well.’
/* issue ok message */

v commit 0 requests that the commit level of the TCOMMT stage be raised to 0.
The TCOMMT stage is then suspended until all the other stages in the pipeline
have committed at least to level 0 or have ended. The return code from COMMIT
is then set to the current aggregate code.
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v if rc/=0 tests the return code from the COMMIT pipeline subcommand. A
nonzero return code indicates that an error has occurred in one of the other
stages.
v then exit 0 causes this stage to end with a return code of zero if another stage
has set a nonzero return code.
v output All is well. writes an output record if the return code from COMMIT is
zero (which indicates that all other stages have committed to level 0 or have
ended with a zero return code).
Therefore, if you issue:
pipe rexx tcommt | console

you will receive the messages:
TCOMMT started.
All is well.
Ready;

Example 2
The following example also calls TCOMMT REXX to test the return code. Of the
three stages in this pipeline, the TISSUE and TCOMMT stages begin at a commit
level of -1. The CONSOLE stage begins at a commit level of 0.
In this example, word is not a valid argument for a user-written stage called
TISSUE.
pipe tissue word | tcommt | console

v tissue word determines that it has an argument that is not valid and exits with a
return code of 2756, without having raised its commit level above -1. The
aggregate return code for the pipeline, which began at zero, is changed to 2756
when TISSUE exits.
v tcommt writes a message and issues a COMMIT 0 pipeline subcommand to wait
until the rest of the pipeline is at commit level 0. Once the TISSUE stage has
exited, no other stages are running at a commit level lower than 0, so the commit
level of the pipeline is raised to 0. The COMMIT pipeline subcommand in the
TCOMMT stage completes with a return code equal to the current aggregate
return code, 2756. After testing this return code, TCOMMT decides to exit without
writing a record to the pipeline.
v console never begins until the pipeline reaches a commit level of 0. In this case,
by the time the commit level reaches 0, the aggregate return code is nonzero, so
the CONSOLE stage is not started at all.

Return Codes
Unless the return code appears in the following list, the return code is the
aggregate return code of the pipeline at the time of the commit.
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Code

Meaning

0

All stages have committed to the specified level.

-2147483648

A decimal number was expected for COMMIT’s n operand but was
not found.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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 GETRANGE variable1

VARiable
STEM

variable2


string

Purpose
GETRANGE can be used to extract the part of a record to be processed in the
same way CMS Pipelines built-in programs select a substring of the input record.

Operands
variable1
Specifies the name of a variable that contains the token representing the
inputRange. This variable must have been set by a previous SCANRANGE
pipeline subcommand. It must not be modified by the REXX program.
VARiable
Return contents of the inputRange in a single variable.
STEM
Return contents of the inputRange in a stemmed array. The array has one or
three variables (see below).
variable2
Specifies the name of the variable or the stem to receive the inputRange.
string
The remaining string after exactly one blank is the record from which to extract
the contents of an inputRange.

Operation
When VARiable is specified, variable2 must contain the name of a single variable,
which is set to a substring of the input record, as determined by the contents of the
token.
When STEM is specified, the result is stored into a stemmed array. variable2 must
contain the name of the stem to use. The stem name normally ends with a period.
When the inputRange is not present in the record (as opposed to string being a
length of zero), the compound variables are set as follows:
stem.0

1

stem.1

The entire input record.

When the inputRange is present in the record, the compound variables are set as
follows:
stem.0

3

stem.1

The part of the record preceding the inputRange.

stem.2

The contents of the inputRange.

stem.3

The balance of the record.
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Usage Notes
1. GETRANGE can be issued from a REXX program only; it is not available to
PIPCMD or the underlying PIPCMD macro.
2. variable1 and variable2 are names of variables, but string represents an actual
input string.
3. See also: SCANRANGE

Examples
Example 1
The following user-written stage called WORDREV REXX uses the GETRANGE
and SCANRANGE pipeline subcommands to reverse one or more words in a
sentence:
/* WORDREV REXX */
parse arg inputRange

/* get range of a word

’scanrange required field rest’ inputRange
if RC¬=0 then exit RC

/* build the range token */
/* exit if incorrect
*/

’eofreport all’

/* tell when all output */
/* streams are severed */

signal on error
do forever
’peekto line’
’getrange field stem range.’ line
’output’ range.1||reverse(range.2)||range.3
’readto’
end

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

error:
exit RC*(wordpos(RC, ’8 12’)=0)

/* exit with RC of 0 if */
/* RC was 0, 8, or 12. */

quit if in error
do all lines
get line contents
pull line apart
rejoin with word rev
consume input record

*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

Using WORDREV REXX in the following exec, variations of the user-written stage
will rearrange a sentence:
/* WORDREV EXEC */
’pipe literal OPRAH has her own talk show.|cons’,
’|wordrev 1.5
|cons’,
’|wordrev 1-5
|cons’,
’|wordrev w1
|cons’,
’|wordrev ws blank w1 |cons’,
’|change / /-/’,
’|wordrev fs - f1
|cons’,
’|wordrev fs - f-6
|cons’,
’|change /-/ /’,
’|wordrev w-6
|cons’,
’|wordrev w-6;-4
|cons’,

The actual output of the WORDREV EXEC would be as follows:
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Ready;
wordrev
OPRAH has her own talk show.
HARPO has her own talk show.
OPRAH has her own talk show.
HARPO has her own talk show.
OPRAH has her own talk show.
HARPO-has-her-own-talk-show.
OPRAH-has-her-own-talk-show.
HARPO has her own talk show.
reh sah OPRAH own talk show.
Ready;

<-- Entered
<-- Resulting
<-- Resulting
<-- Resulting
<-- Resulting
<-- Resulting
<-- Resulting
<-- Resulting
<-- Resulting
<-- Resulting

output
output
output
output
output
output
output
output
output
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MAXSTReam

INput
OUTput



Purpose
Use the MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stream number of the
highest numbered input or output stream that is defined. MAXSTREAM sets the
return code to the stream number.

Operands
INput
returns the number of the highest numbered input stream.
OUTput
returns the number of the highest numbered output stream.

Usage Notes
1. To define an input stream or an output stream, use the ADDSTREAM
subcommand. Then, use MAXSTREAM to find the stream number of the new
stream.

Examples
Example 1
To create a stage that issues error messages if only the primary input stream is
defined or if there are more than two input streams defined, code a stage similar to
the following, TMAXST REXX:
/* TMAXST REXX */
’maxstream input’
/* determine how many input streams are defined */
select
when RC=0
/* only the primary input is defined */
then ’message tmaxst123E The secondary input stream’,
’is not defined’
when RC>1
/* there are more than two streams defined */
then ’message tmaxst456E More than two streams are defined’
otherwise
nop
end
if RC¬=1
/* if there are not just two input streams */
then exit RC
/* then pass back the return code */

Several invocations of TMAXST REXX and their resulting terminal output are shown
in Figure 223 on page 745.
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pipe tmaxst
tmaxst123 The secondary output stream is not defined.
Ready;
pipe (endchar ?) m:tmaxst ? m: ? m:
tmaxst456 More than two streams are defined.
Ready;
pipe (endchar ?) m:tmaxst ? m:
Ready;
Figure 223. MAXSTREAM Pipeline Subcommand Example: Command and Terminal Output

Return Codes
If the return code is 0 or positive, the return code is the number of the highest
numbered input stream if you specified INPUT; it is the number of the highest
numbered output stream if you specified OUTPUT. If the return code is negative, it
is one of the following:
Code

Meaning

-2756

Too many operands were specified.

-2802

No operand was specified.

-2803

Operand not valid.
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MESSAGE

text
(1)



(1)

xxxmmmnnn

s
n

Notes:
1

No blanks are allowed in this position.

Purpose
Use the MESSAGE pipeline subcommand to issue a message using CMS
Pipelines. Multiple blanks in the message are reduced to a single blank before the
message is issued. The message identifier and text are displayed according to the
CP EMSG setting. If you issue an error or warning message, CMS Pipelines may
issue additional messages depending on the current message level.

Operands
xxxmmmnnns
xxxmmmnnnns
is the message identification. The message identification follows the rules for
z/VM messages described in z/VM: CMS and REXX/VM Messages and Codes.
xxx
is a three-letter prefix. See z/VM: CMS and REXX/VM Messages and
Codes for a list of z/VM message prefixes.
mmm
are three letters indicating which module generated the message.
nnn
nnnn
is a 3- or 4-digit message number.
s

indicates severity and is one of the following:
R - response
I - information
W - warning
E - error
S - severe error
T - terminal (irrecoverable) error

text
is the text of the message to be displayed.

Usage Notes
1. If you do not specify the message identification, the message text you specify is
displayed regardless of the CP SET EMSG setting.
2. Messages displayed by the MESSAGE subcommand are not written to any
output stream.
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3. If the stage issuing the MESSAGE subcommand is in a pipeline that was
invoked from a RUNPIPE stage, blanks are not removed from the message text
and the text is not written to the console. Instead, the text is written to the
primary output stream of the RUNPIPE stage.

Examples
Example 1
To issue a message from stage, TRYPIP REXX, with a message number of 1234
and a message text of Try PIPE. You’ll love it, create the following stage:
/* TRYPIP REXX */
’message TRYPIP1234I Try PIPE.

You’’ll love it’
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NOCOMMIT



Purpose
Use the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand to prevent an automatic commit to
commit level 0 when the stage issues a READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT
ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand. User-written stages begin at commit level -1.
They automatically commit to commit level 0 when a READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT,
or SELECT ANYINPUT subcommand is issued, unless a NOCOMMIT pipeline
subcommand has been issued previously.

Usage Notes
1. A stage that has issued a NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand must issue an
explicit COMMIT 0 pipeline subcommand when it is ready for data to begin
flowing through the pipeline. It should test the return code from the COMMIT 0
pipeline subcommand and exit if it is not zero.

Examples
Example 1
A stage may need to use a pipeline subcommand that reads from or writes to a
stream, such as the READTO, PEEKTO, and OUTPUT pipeline subcommands
before it is ready for normal data to flow through the pipeline. The following
fragment may be used at the beginning of a stage to read a parameter file.
’addpipe’,
’< parm file’,
’| *.input:’
’nocommit’
’readto parm’
’sever input’
if parm¬=’GO’
then exit 4
’commit 0’
if rc¬=0
then exit 0
.
.
.

/* Connect input to parm file

*/

/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/

Disable automatic commit
Read first line of file
Reinstate input stream
If parm not good, exit

/* See if other stages are OK */
/* Exit quietly if not
*/

The NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand allows the stage to use the READTO
pipeline subcommand to read from an input stream created by an ADDPIPE
pipeline subcommand without being committed to level 0 automatically. After the
stage has read its parameter record, it severs the added input stream to restore its
original input stream.
If the stage determines that the parameter data is not valid, it exits with an error
return code while still at commit level -1, which signals other stages to end. If the
stage finds correct parameter data, it issues an explicit COMMIT 0 pipeline
subcommand and checks the return code to determine whether any other stage
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encountered an error before it had committed to level 0. If another stage has
encountered an error, this stage exits without continuing to read from or write to a
stream.

Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

Automatic commit has been disabled.

4

A NOCOMMIT or COMMIT pipeline subcommand has already been issued.

8

A READTO, PEEKTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline
subcommand has already committed the stage to commit level 0.

-2756

Unexpected operand.
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OUTPUT


string

Purpose
Use the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand to write a record to the currently selected
output stream.

Operands
string
is the data to be written to the output stream. If you do not specify string,
OUTPUT writes a null record to the output stream.

Usage Notes
1. Use only one blank to separate the OUTPUT pipeline subcommand from its
operand. The operand starts after the blank.
2. The stage that issues OUTPUT automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is
not already committed to level 0 and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued.
User-written stages automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO,
READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued
unless the stage first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
3. OUTPUT writes to the currently selected output stream. To write to a different
stream, change the currently selected stream with the SELECT subcommand
before issuing the OUTPUT subcommand.
4. If the following stage has not yet invoked a READTO subcommand, the stage
that issues an OUTPUT pipeline subcommand will stop processing and will not
regain control until the following stage has invoked READTO or an end-of-file
condition is reached. Conversely, if a record has not already been made
available by the previous stage’s OUTPUT subcommand, the stage that issues
a READTO or PEEKTO pipeline subcommand will stop processing and will not
regain control until the previous stage has invoked OUTPUT or an end-of-file
condition is reached.
5. To write a stage to implement a stage for which no built-in stage exists, you
may be able to use the following REXX program as a skeleton:
/* MYSTG REXX */
signal on error
do forever
’peekto record’
/* read record without consuming it */
/* place your task specific commands here */
/* to modify the record
*/
’output’ record
/* write record to current stream */
’readto record’
/* consume and discard the record */
/* already read by PEEKTO */
end
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12) /* return 0 if end of file */
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OUTPUT
The REXX variable record is not placed within the quotation marks on OUTPUT
because the operand is an expression that is evaluated by REXX. On the
PEEKTO and READTO subcommands, the operand, record, is placed within
the quotation marks because the assignment of a value to the variable is
performed by PEEKTO or READTO, not by REXX.
At REXX label error, the EXIT instruction causes return code 0 to be returned if
a return code 12 was returned from READTO or OUTPUT. READTO gives
return code 12 when all records have been read. OUTPUT gives return code 12
when its output stream becomes not connected. The EXIT instruction passes
back any other return code unchanged.
Note that this user-written stage does not delay the records. See the z/VM:
CMS Pipelines User’s Guide for more information on delaying records.

Examples
Example 1
To write a literal string from a stage to the output stream, write a stage similar to the
following stage, HELLO REXX:
/* HELLO REXX */
’output’ ’Hello, World!’

To invoke the stage to write the literal string to the terminal, specify the following:
pipe hello | console

The terminal output resulting from execution of this PIPE command is:
Hello, World!
Ready;

Example 2
Use the following stage to apply a REXX function to the records in its primary input
stream:
/* APPLYFN REXX */
Signal On Error
Parse Arg function
Interpret "
Do n=1;
’readto record’;
’output’ ("function");
End"
Error: Return RC*(RC¬=12)

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

User-specified function.
*/
Interpret entire loop.
*/
Do until end-of-file.
*/
Read from pipeline.
*/
Apply function to record... */
...write result to pipeline.*/
Return 0 if end-of-file.
*/

In this example, the argument to the stage is a REXX expression. The stage reads
records from its primary input stream into the variable record and writes output
records containing the result of evaluating the REXX expression.
To use APPLYFN REXX to reduce multiple occurrences of a blank to a single blank
in the records of the file INPUT DATA A and display the resulting records at your
terminal, enter the following command:
pipe < INPUT DATA A | applyfn Space(record) | console
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To use APPLYFN REXX to prefix the records of the file INPUT DATA with the
current date and time and to display the resulting records at your terminal, enter the
following command:
pipe < INPUT DATA A | applyfn date() time() record | console

Return Codes
If you receive a return code other than one of the return codes listed, the stage that
is connected to the other end of the output stream issued the SETRC subcommand
to set a return code.
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Code

Meaning

0

The line is read by the stage connected to the output stream.

12

The output stream is not connected.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled. All input and output streams are severed.
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PEEKTO

 PEEKTO


varname

Purpose
Use the PEEKTO pipeline subcommand to inspect the next record in the currently
selected input stream without consuming the record. If a REXX variable is specified,
the variable is set to the contents of the record.

Operands
varname
is the name of the variable in which PEEKTO is to place the contents of the
input record. The variable may have a stem. The name you specify must be a
valid name for a REXX variable. If you do not specify varname, no variable is
set.

Usage Notes
1. The stage that issues PEEKTO automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is
not already committed to level 0 and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued.
User-written stages automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO,
READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued
unless the stage first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
2. The record that PEEKTO inspects but does not consume remains in the
currently selected input stream until a READTO pipeline subcommand is issued
to actually consume the record. If you issue another PEEKTO pipeline
subcommand without first issuing the READTO pipeline subcommand, PEEKTO
continues to inspect the same input record waiting to be processed.
3. Use PEEKTO without specifying varname if you wish only to set a return code
indicating whether there is another record in the input stream.
4. PEEKTO inspects but does not consume the next available record in the
currently selected input stream. To process a record from a stream other than
the currently selected stream, change the currently selected input stream with
the SELECT pipeline subcommand before issuing the PEEKTO pipeline
subcommand.
5. When a PEEKTO subcommand receives return code 12 (end of file), the
variable specified by varname is dropped.

Examples
Example 1
The user-written stage UPINTRO REXX, shown in Figure 224 on page 754,
translates records that contain an asterisk in column 1 to uppercase. UPINTRO
REXX translates only those records that appear at the beginning of the file. When a
record is found that does not contain an asterisk in column 1, translation stops.
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/* UPINTRO REXX */
Signal On Error
’peekto record’
/* Inspect first record, if any */
Do While Substr(record,1,1) = ’*’ /* Do until no asterisk found
*/
’output’ Translate(record)
/* Uppercase and write record
*/
’readto’
/* Consume and discard record
*/
’peekto record’
/* Inspect next record, if any
*/
End
’short’
/* Remaining input to output
*/
Error: Exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/* RC = 0 if end-of-file
*/
Figure 224. PEEKTO Example: Stage UPINTRO REXX

v peekto record places in variable record the contents of the input record.
v the REXX SUBSTR function is then used on the DO WHILE instruction to
determine whether to translate the record to uppercase.
v output Translate(record) translates the record to uppercase and writes the
translated record to the output stream.
v readto reads and discards the record just processed.
v peekto record then inspects the next input record.
v short copies the remaining records in the input stream directly to the output
stream when a record is found that does not contain an asterisk in column 1,
including the first record that does not begin with an asterisk.
Using the input file LISTIN FILE, shown in Figure 225, Figure 226 on page 755
shows the resulting output file from the following command:
pipe < LISTIN FILE | upintro | > LISTOUT FILE A

LISTIN

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
* this file contains a list of *
* people who are attending the *
* conference next month
*
Ted
Jo
Julie
Todd
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 225. PEEKTO Example: Input File Contents
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LISTOUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=7 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
* THIS FILE CONTAINS A LIST OF *
* PEOPLE WHO ARE ATTENDING THE *
* CONFERENCE NEXT MONTH
*
Ted
Jo
Julie
Todd
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 226. PEEKTO Example: Output File Contents

Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

12

The currently selected input stream is at end of file. If varname was
specified, the variable is dropped.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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READTO


varname

Purpose
Use the READTO pipeline subcommand to read the next record from the currently
selected input stream. If a REXX variable is specified, the variable is set to the
contents of the record. READTO consumes records; once a record has been read
by READTO, it is discarded.

Operands
varname
is the name of the variable in which READTO is to place the input record. The
variable may have a stem. The name you specify must be a valid name for a
REXX variable. If you do not specify varname, the input record is discarded and
no variable is set.

Usage Notes
1. The stage that issues READTO automatically commits to level 0 if the stage is
not already committed to level 0 and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued.
User-written stages automatically commit to level 0 when the first PEEKTO,
READTO, OUTPUT, or SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued
unless the stage first issues the NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand.
2. READTO reads from the currently selected input stream. To process a record
from a stream other than the currently selected stream, change the currently
selected input stream with the SELECT subcommand before issuing the
READTO pipeline subcommand.
3. If a record has not already been made available by the previous stage’s
OUTPUT subcommand, the stage that issues a READTO or PEEKTO pipeline
subcommand will stop processing and will not regain control until the previous
stage has invoked OUTPUT or an end-of-file condition is reached. Conversely, if
the following stage has not invoked a READTO pipeline subcommand, the stage
that issues a OUTPUT pipeline subcommand will stop processing and will not
regain control until the following stage has invoked READTO or an end-of-file
condition is reached.
4. To write a stage to implement a stage for which no built-in stage exists, you
may be able to use the following REXX program as a skeleton:
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/* MYSTG REXX */
signal on error
do forever
’peekto record’
/* read record without consuming it */
/* place your task specific commands here */
/* to modify the record
*/
’output’ record
/* write record to current stream */
’readto record’
/* consume and discard the record */
/* already read by PEEKTO */
end
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12) /* return 0 if end of file */

The REXX variable record is not placed within the quotation marks on OUTPUT
because the operand is an expression that is evaluated by REXX. On the
PEEKTO and READTO subcommand, the operand, record, is placed within the
quotation marks because the assignment of a value to the variable is performed
by PEEKTO or READTO, not by REXX.
At REXX label error, the EXIT instruction causes return code 0 to be returned if
a return code 12 was returned from READTO or OUTPUT. READTO gives
return code 12 when all records have been read. The EXIT instruction passes
back any other return code unchanged.
5. Use READTO without specifying varname to discard the next record on the
input stream.
6. When a READTO subcommand receives return code 12 (end of file), the
variable specified by varname is dropped.

Examples
Example 1
The following stage, TITLE REXX, inserts a title line followed by a blank line before
every 20 records from the input stream and writes the output to the output stream:
/* TITLE REXX */
signal on error
/*
parse arg title_line
/*
’readto input_line’
/*
do line_count=0 by 1
/*
if line_count // 20 = 0 then
do
’output’ title_line
/*
’output’
/*
end
’output’ input_line
/*
’readto input_line’
/*
end
Error: Exit RC*(RC¬=12)
/*

handle errors */
read input argument (title line) */
read an input record */
loop while more records */
/* if at beginning or have read 20 */
then write the title line */
and a blank line */
copy input record to output */
read the next input record */
RC = 0 if end-of-file.

*/

v parse arg title_line places in variable title_line the argument passed to
TITLE REXX.
v readto input_line reads a record from the currently selected input stream into
variable input_line.
v do line_count=0 by 1 loops while there are more records to read.
v if line_count // 20 = 0 then ... writes the title line followed by a blank line to
the output stream if no records have been written or if an integral multiple of 20
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input records have been read. output title_line writes the title using the
argument passed to TITLE REXX. output writes the blank line.
v output input_line copies the input record to the output stream.
v readto input_line reads the next input record.
v exit rc*(rc ¬= 12) returns any return code except return code 12 to the caller.
Return code 12 means that either the input stream or the output stream is at end
of file. Because this is not an error condition, the return code for the stage is set
to 0.
To insert the title Top of the Page before every 20 lines of the file INPUT FILE and
to write the results to the terminal, issue the following:
pipe < INPUT FILE | Title Top line of Page| console

Return Codes
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Code

Meaning

0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

12

The input stream is at end of file. If varname was specified, the variable is
dropped.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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RESOLVE

 RESOLVE stage



Purpose
Use the RESOLVE pipeline subcommand to determine if a stage is contained within
any attached filter package. If the specified stage is found within an attached filter
package or if it is a built-in stage, a positive return code is set. Otherwise, the return
code is set to 0.

Operands
stage
is the name CMS Pipelines searches for in the directories of attached filter
package programs and built-in stages.

Examples
Example 1
To determine if an attached filter package contains a stage, create a user-written
stage similar to the following, TFILTR REXX:
/* TFILTR REXX */
signal on failure
/* handle negative return codes */
parse arg cmdinput
/* read input argument */
’resolve’ cmdinput
/* stage or in a filter package?? */
if rc=0
/* no - issue message saying that */
then ’message TFILTR001I’,
cmdinput ’not found in any attached filter package’
else ’message TFILTR002I’, /* yes - issue found message */
cmdinput ’found in attached filter package’
exit 0
/* pass back return code 0 */
failure: exit rc
/* pass back negative return codes */

v parse arg cmdinput places the argument passed to TFILTR into variable
cmdinput.
v resolve cmdinput searches the directories of built-in stages and attached filter
packages for a command or program with the name specified.
v if rc=0 then ... displays a message based on the return code from RESOLVE.
If the return code is 0, the argument is not a built-in stage and is not in an
attached filter package. If the return code is positive, the argument is a built-in
stage or a program in an attached filter package.
To invoke TFILTR to check for the existence of a stage called CONCAT, issue the
following:
pipe tfiltr concat
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Return Codes
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Code

Meaning

0

No built-in stage or attached filter package program with the specified name
exists.

>0

The name specified is a built-in stage or is in an attached filter package.

-2687

stage is not specified.

-2756

More than one word is specified in stage.
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REXX

 REXX

fn
(
Fileid
Stream
(
Stream


)

string
)
Fileid

Fileid:
REXX *
fn
*
ft
fm

Stream:
*:
*.streamnum:
*.streamid:

Purpose
Use the REXX pipeline subcommand to invoke a REXX program as a user-written
stage from within another user-written stage. The REXX program can be on an
accessed disk or directory, or read from an input stream. Using the REXX
subcommand in a user-written stage is equivalent to calling an external function
from a REXX command procedure.

Operands
fn is the file name of the REXX program to be called when the program is not
read from an input stream. When the program is read from an input stream, fn
is the file name assigned to the program.
ft

is the file type of the REXX program to be called when the program is not read
from an input stream. When the program is read from an input stream, ft is the
file type assigned to the program. If you do not specify ft, a file type of REXX is
assumed.

fm is the file mode of the REXX program to be called when the program is not
read from an input stream. When the program is read from an input stream, fm
is the file mode assigned to the program. The default file mode is *, which
means that all accessed minidisks and directories are searched.
string
is the argument string to be passed to the program.
*:

specifies the program is to be read from the REXX stage’s currently selected
input stream.

*.streamnum:
is a number identifying the specific input stream containing the program to be
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read into the pipeline, where 0 is the primary input stream, 1 is the secondary
input stream, and so on. A colon must immediately follow streamnum with no
intervening blanks.
*.streamid:
references the particular input stream containing the program to be read, so the
input stream identifier must match the assigned stream name on the label in the
pipeline. For information about assigning a stream name for the PIPE stage,
see the streamid operand in Chapter 2, “PIPE Command Structure and Syntax,”
on page 13, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands, see the
streamid operand in “ADDPIPE” on page 712 and “CALLPIPE” on page 729
respectively. A colon must immediately follow streamid with no intervening
blanks.

Usage Notes
1. A stage invoked with the REXX pipeline subcommand can use subcommands
such as the READTO, PEEKTO, and OUTPUT subcommands to access the
streams of the stage that invoked it.
2. The CMS Pipelines command environment is not available in an external
function called from a stage.
3. If the program is read from an input stream and the program reads from that
stream, the program receives an end-of-file condition.

Examples
Example 1
The following user-written stage, LOGLINE REXX, writes a line to a log file,
LOGLINE FILE A.
/* LOGLINE REXX */
parse arg logtext
/* Get the log text */
logtext = date() time() logtext /* Add the date and time */
’callpipe’,
/* Run subroutine pipeline */
’var logtext’,
/* Take log text */
’| > LOGLINE FILE A’
/* And write it to the log file */
exit rc
/* Exit */

The following user-written stage, which places quotation marks around each record,
calls LOGLINE REXX using the REXX pipeline subcommand:
/* QUOTES REXX */
’rexx logline Starting QUOTES REXX’
/* Write a log line */
’callpipe’,
/* Run a subroutine pipeline */
’*:’,
/* Connect to previous output stream */
’| specs /"/ 1 1-* next /"/ next’,
/* Put quotes around each record */,
’| *:’
/* Connect to following input stream */
exit rc
/* Exit

Example 2
Suppose you have the user-written stages SUM REXX and PRODUCT REXX on an
accessed disk. SUM REXX adds all numbers in its input stream and writes the sum
to its output stream. PRODUCT REXX multiplies all numbers in its input stream and
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writes the product to its output stream. The following user-written stage, SUMPROD
REXX, determines what user-written stage to call based on the contents of the first
input record. All remaining records are processed by the stage that is called.
/* SUMPROD REXX */
signal on error
’readto stagecmd’ /* Read the name of the stage to call */
’rexx’ stagecmd
/* Call it to handle the remaining records */
error:
if rc = 12 then
/* If EOF, change to return code 0 */
rc = 0
exit

Several invocations of SUMPROD REXX are shown in Figure 227.
pipe literal sum|append literal 3|append literal 7|console
10
Ready;
pipe literal product|append literal 3|append literal 7|console
21
Ready;
Figure 227. REXX Pipeline Subcommand Example: Command and Terminal Output

Return Codes
Unless the return code appears in the following list, the return code given by the
REXX pipeline subcommand is the return code given by the execution of the
specified REXX program:
Code

Meaning

0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

2685

The stage specified is not found.

2757

Missing operand.

2766

Insufficient storage.

2923

Missing right parenthesis.

2924

Missing operand within parentheses.
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SCANRANGE

OPTional
REQuired

token

rest
.


string

Purpose
Use the SCANRANGE pipeline subcommand to establish a token. The token is
used by GETRANGE to parse an argument string containing an inputRange
specification. This enables user-written stages to parse an inputRange in the same
way that Pipelines built-in programs scan their arguments when an inputRange is
specified. SCANRANGE is typically used at the beginning of a REXX filter where it
scans the argument string.

Operands
OPTional
The argument string does not need to begin with a syntactically correct
inputRange; the range 1-* is assumed instead.
REQuired
The argument string must begin with a syntactically correct inputRange.
token
Specifies the name of a variable that is set to a token representing the
inputRange. The variable can be used in subsequent GETRANGE pipeline
subcommands to select that input range.
rest
Specifies the name of the variable to receive the residual string after the
inputRange specification has been scanned from the beginning of the argument
string.
.

A period (.) discards the residual string.

string
This is an argument string from which to scan the specification of an
inputRange. Leading blanks are ignored.

Usage Notes
1. SCANRANGE must be issued from a REXX program. It is not available to
PIPCMD or the underlying PIPCMD macro.
2. The contents of token are unspecified; other tokens can represent other
inputRanges. This variable must not be modified by the REXX program.
3. The token representing the inputRange remains valid only as long as the stage
is running. Once the stage has terminated, the contents of the token are stale.
Using it (for example, in some other REXX filter) may cause random abends.
4. token and rest are names of variables, but string represents an actual input
string.
5. To determine the length of the string scanned, subtract the length of the residual
text from the length of the argument string.
6. See also: GETRANGE.
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Examples
Example 1
Scan an argument string that specifies one input range but no other arguments:
parse arg argstring
’scanrange optional range_definition rest’ argstring
If RC¬=0
Then exit RC
/* Messages are already issued */
If rest¬=’’
Then call err 112, rest
/* Too much
*/

Example 2
Scan an argument string that specifies two input ranges and no other arguments:
parse arg argstring
’scanrange required first rest’ argstring
If RC¬=0
Then exit RC
’scanrange required second rest’ rest
If RC¬=0
Then exit RC
If rest¬=’’
Then call err 112, rest
/* Too much

*/

Example 3
Another example of SCANRANGE is used in the GETRANGE pipeline
subcommand under “Examples” on page 742.

Return Codes
Error messages are issued when a nonzero return code is set. The program should
deallocate any resources it may have allocated and exit with a return code.
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SCANSTRING variable

rest
.


string

Purpose
Use SCANSTRING to parse an argument string containing a delimitedString
specification in the same way that Pipelines built-in programs scan their arguments
when a delimitedString is specified.

Operands
variable
Specifies the name of a variable that is set to the contents of the delimited
string.
rest
Specifies the name of the variable to receive the residual string after the
delimitedString specification has been scanned from the beginning of the
argument string.
.

Specify a period (.) to discard the residual string.

string
This is the argument string from which to scan the specification of a
delimitedString. Leading blanks are ignored.

Usage Notes
1. SCANSTRING must be issued from a REXX program. It is not available to
PIPCMD or the underlying PIPCMD macro.
2. variable and rest are names of variables, but string represents an actual input
string.
3. To determine the length of the string scanned, subtract the length of the residual
text from the length of the argument string.

Examples
Figure 228 on page 767 is a user-written stage that counts the number of times a
delimited string appears as a word in the input records. This user-written stage
writes one record containing only the count.
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/* COUNTEM REXX */
parse arg argString

/* Get the delimited string.

*/

notUsed = ’’
/* Initialize.
*/
’scanstring findMe notUsed’ argString /* Put string contents in findMe.*/
if RC¬=0
/* Okay?
*/
then exit RC
/* If not, leave.
*/
if (notUsed <> ’’)
/* Any extra?
*/
then say ’Extra argument:’ notUsed /* If so, say so.
*/
count = 0
/*
’PEEKTO in ’
/*
do while rc = 0
/*
pos = wordpos(findMe,in)
/*
do while pos <> 0
/*
count = count + 1
/*
pos = pos + 1
/*
pos = wordpos(findMe,in,pos)/*
end
/*
’READTO’
/*
if rc <> 0
/*
then Exit RC
/*
’PEEKTO in ’
/*
end /* do while rc = 0 */
/*
’OUTPUT’ count
/*
error: Exit RC*(RC<>12)

Assume nothing found.
Get data from Pipe, don’t consume.
Continue while data available.
Find first occurrence.
Was it really found?
If so, count it.
Move to next position.
Look for next word.
No more found in this string.
Consume previous peekto’s input.
Trouble if record not there.
Dispatcher error.
Get data from pipe, don’t consume.
EOF from pipeline.
Write count to pipeline.

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Return 0 if RC = 0 or 12 (normal). */

Figure 228. COUNTEM REXX

Using the COUNTEM user-written stage in Figure 229 provides a result of 3:

/* COUNTEM EXEC */
’Pipe (endchar ? name COUNTEM )’,
’| literal hill with the code.’,
’| literal One of the programmers went over the’,
’| countem /the/’,
’| console’

Figure 229. COUNTEM EXEC

Return Codes
Error messages are issued when a nonzero return code is set. The program should
deallocate any resources it may have allocated and exit with the return code.
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SELECT

SELECT

BOTH


SELECT
INput
OUTput
ANYINput

streamnum
streamid



Purpose
Use the SELECT pipeline subcommand to select a stream for subsequent use by
pipeline subcommands that reference streams, such as READTO, PEEKTO,
SEVER, or OUTPUT. The stream specified becomes the currently selected stream.

Operands
BOTH
assigns the stream you specify as both the currently selected input stream and
the currently selected output stream. This is the default.
INput
assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected input stream. This
leaves any in-process record in the previous currently selected stream in place
and unaffected until that stream is selected again.
OUTput
assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected output stream.
streamnum
is a number identifying the stream you want to select, where 0 is the primary
input or output stream, 1 is the secondary input or output stream, and so on.
streamid
references the particular stream you want to select. The streamid must match
the stream name on the label specified in the pipeline, or a stream name on an
ADDSTREAM or other pipeline subcommand. Specify streamid as a string of up
to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic characters and digits
that includes at least one alphabetic character.
ANYINput
specifies that if the currently selected input stream has records available, the
records are read from that stream. If there are no more records available on the
currently selected input stream, the next stream to be selected cannot be
determined by the user; any input stream on which records are available may
be selected.

Usage Notes
1. The initial selected stream is the primary stream (0) for subcommands that
reference streams (for example, READTO).
2. Use the STREAMNUM subcommand to obtain the stream number of the
currently selected input stream after issuing SELECT ANYINPUT.
3. If SELECT is issued for an unconnected stream, the currently selected stream
remains unchanged because the connection SELECT requests cannot be
established.
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4. When SELECT ANYINPUT is specified, the stage that issues SELECT
ANYINPUT commits to level 0 if the stage is not already committed to level 0
and if NOCOMMIT has not been issued.

Examples
Example 1
Within a stage, to read a record from the primary input stream and write the record
to the secondary output stream, code the following statements:
’select input 0’
’select output 1’
’readto record’
’output’ record

The first SELECT subcommand selects the input stream. Note that 0 is specified
because streams are numbered beginning with 0. The second SELECT
subcommand selects the output stream. The secondary output stream is stream
number 1, not 2.

Example 2
The FANINANY stage reads the next available input record from any input stream
and copies it to its primary output stream. The following user-written stage performs
the same function as the FANINANY subcommand:
/* MYFANANY REXX */
’commit 0’
if RC¬=0 then exit 0
signal on error
do forever
’select anyinput’
’peekto line’
’output’ line
’readto’
end
error: exit RC*(RC¬=12)

/* Wait for other stages.
*/
/* Exit if error in other stage.*/
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Do until end of file.
Where is the next record?
Let’s see it.
Write it.
Release it.

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

The stream or streams are selected.

4

The stream is not connected, resulting in SELECT being unable to select
the specified stream. The currently selected stream is not switched to the
stream specified. No message is issued.

12

The subcommand is SELECT ANYINPUT. All input streams are at end of
file.

-2756

Too many words in the argument string.

-2807

Stream identifier was not specified.
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SETRC

SETRC



SETRC n



Purpose
Use the SETRC pipeline subcommand to set the return code for an OUTPUT
subcommand issued by the previous stage. SETRC cannot be issued from a stage
that is the first stage of a pipeline.

Operands
n

is a return code to be passed to the waiting stage.

Usage Notes
1. The stage that issues a SETRC subcommand must first issue a PEEKTO
subcommand to ensure that the stage at the other end of its input stream is
waiting for an OUTPUT subcommand to complete. After issuing the SETRC
subcommand, it should issue a READTO subcommand to read the waiting
record. This will cause the other stage’s OUTPUT subcommand to complete
with the specified return code.
2. SETRC should be used only when connected to a program that is prepared for
the return code to be passed to it.

Examples
Example 1
A user-written stage to issue CP commands can pass the return code back to the
previous stage using SETRC as shown in the following program:
/* ISSUECP REXX */
’peekto cpcommand’
/* preview input record */
do while rc=0
/* while more records *amp. no errors */
address command ’CP’ cpcommand /* pass to CP for execution */
’setrc’ rc
/* set rc for caller’s OUTPUT subcommand */
’readto’
/* read the record already previewed */
’peekto cpcommand’
/* preview next record */
end
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Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully.

-4

The stage that issued SETRC is the first stage of a pipeline, or the stage
connected to the currently selected input stream has selected a different
output stream or it is not waiting for an OUTPUT subcommand to complete.

-2703

Operand specified is not a valid number.

-2756

Too many operands are specified.

-2757

Missing operand.
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SEVER

SEVER



SEVER

INput
OUTput



Purpose
Use the SEVER pipeline subcommand to disconnect from the currently selected
stream. After a SEVER subcommand is issued, the severed stream is no longer
attached to the pipeline containing the stage that issued the SEVER. If the stage
that issued the SEVER originally connected the stream with ADDPIPE and if
ADDPIPE stacked the connection, the connection at the top of the stack is restored.

Operands
INput
disconnects the currently selected input stream.
OUTput
disconnects the currently selected output stream.

Usage Notes
1. When a stream is severed, the effect on the stage at the other side of the
connection depends upon whether the connection was created with CALLPIPE.
If the connection was created with CALLPIPE, the previous connection is
reinstated. If the connection was not created with CALLPIPE, the streams
become unconnected. If the stage is waiting for input or output on the stream,
or if it is waiting for input on any stream and this is its last input stream, it
receives an end-of-file condition.
2. For more information on stacked connections, see “ADDPIPE” on page 712.
3. In a stage with more than one output stream, you may wish to detach a stream
as soon as you finish writing to it. This may avoid a stall. But because a stage
cannot detach more than one stream at a time, detaching one can cause
another stream to engage that you may not want to process yet.

Examples
Example 1
The following user-written stage, UNDELIM REXX, removes the delimiters from
delimited strings, leaving only the strings. Each input record is assumed to contain
only one delimited string. ADDPIPE and SEVER are used to track the use of this
stage by writing some information to a log file, UNDELIM LOGFILE A.
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/* UNDELIM REXX */
signal on error
’addpipe’,
/* Change output for now */
’*.output:’,
/* Connect to my output stream */
’| >> UNDELIM LOGFILE A’
/* Write to the log file */
’peekto firstrec’
/* Peek at first record */
’output’ copies(’-’,50)
/* Write separator line */
’output UNDELIM REXX invoked on’ date() ’at’ time()
/* Write a log line */
’output First input record is:’ firstrec
/* Write another log line */
’sever output’
/* Restore original connection */
do forever
/* Now handle all input records */
’readto record’
/* Read an input record */
parse var record 1 delim 2 string (delim)
/* Parse off the delimiters */
’output’ string
/* Write just the string */
end
error:
if (rc = 12) then
/* If RC is 12, that’s okay */
rc = 0
exit rc
/* Exit */

Given the input file shown in Figure 230, Figure 231 shows the output file and
Figure 232 on page 774 shows the log file resulting from the following PIPE
command:
pipe < DSTRINGS FILE | undelim | > STRINGS FILE A

DSTRINGS FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
/one/
/two/
’three’
"four"
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 230. SEVER Example: Input File Contents
STRINGS

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=4 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
one
two
three
four
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 231. SEVER Example: Output File Contents
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SEVER

UNDELIM

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

LOGFILE

A1

V 80

Trunc=80 Size=3 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
-------------------------------------------------UNDELIM REXX invoked on 28 Jan 1992 at 10:07:29
First input record is: /one/
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 232. SEVER Example: Log File Contents

Return Codes
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Code

Meaning

0

Pipeline subcommand completed successfully or stream is already
disconnected.

-2756

More than one operand is specified.

-2802

Missing operands.

-2803

Operand specified is not INPUT or OUTPUT.
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SHORT

 SHORT



Purpose
Use the SHORT pipeline subcommand to connect the currently selected input
stream directly to the currently selected output stream. SHORT can only work with
one combination of input and output streams at a time. If the stage that issues
SHORT has only one input and output stream, the stage will be bypassed.

Usage Notes
1. Use SHORT when you want to copy the remainder of the input stream to the
output stream.
2. After using the SHORT pipeline subcommand, the stage that issues SHORT
cannot read from the input stream nor write to the output stream.
3. It is more efficient to use SHORT to connect the currently selected input stream
directly to the currently selected output stream than to use READTO followed by
OUTPUT for each record in the input stream.

Examples
Example 1
The LITERAL built-in stage writes the data you specify to the primary output stream.
It then copies all records in the primary input stream to the primary output stream.
To implement the LITERAL built-in stage as a user-written stage, use the following
program, MYLIT REXX:
/* MYLIT REXX */
parse arg text
’output’ text
if rc=0
then ’short’
exit rc

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read the input argument */
and write to the current output */
if a record was written ok */
then copy input records to current output */
pass back the return code */

In this program, the OUTPUT subcommand writes any specified arguments to the
primary output stream. If the OUTPUT subcommand executes successfully, the
SHORT subcommand then copies the primary input stream records to the primary
output stream.
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STAGENUM

STAGENUM



STAGENUM



Purpose
Use the STAGENUM pipeline subcommand to obtain the stage’s relative position in
the pipeline. The return code from STAGENUM is the position of the stage in the
pipeline.

Usage Notes
1. If the stage that issues STAGENUM appears in more than one pipeline of a
multistream pipeline, the return code indicates the stage’s position in the
pipeline to which its primary stream is connected.
2. If a CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand issues a user-written stage
that issues STAGENUM, STAGENUM returns the stage’s relative position in the
pipeline specified on the CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE command. If the pipeline
specified on CALLPIPE or ADDPIPE begins with a connector, the connector is
counted as the first stage of that pipeline.

Examples
Example 1
To ensure that the stage TPOSIT REXX is invoked only as a first stage in a
pipeline, include statements similar to the following at the beginning of the stage:
/* TPOSIT REXX */
’stagenum’
/* get stage’s relative position in pipeline */
if rc¬=1
/* if not the first stage of the pipeline then */
then
/* issue message */
do
’message TPOSIT001E This stage must be the first’,
’one in a pipeline’
exit rc
/* pass back relative position */
end

Assuming that CP SET EMSG ON is in effect, the error message is displayed if you
use TPOSIT as a stage other than the first stage of a pipeline.

Return Codes
The return code is set to the relative position of the stage in the pipeline. For
example, if the specified stage is the third stage in a pipeline, the return code is 3.
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STREAMNUM

*
 STREAMNUm

INput
OUTput


streamnum
streamid

Purpose
Use the STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand to specify a stream by name or
number and have the stream number returned. The return code is set to the stream
number. A stream number of 0 (zero) refers to the primary input or output stream, 1
(one) refers to the secondary input or output stream, and so on.

Operands
INput
returns the stream number of the specified input stream.
OUTput
returns the stream number of the specified output stream.
*

returns the stream number of the currently selected stream. This is the default.

streamnum
is a number identifying a specific stream, where 0 is the primary input or output
stream, 1 is the secondary input or output stream, and so on. By specifying a
stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the number returned to
verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
references the stream whose number you want to obtain, so the stream
identifier must match the assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. For
information about assigning a stream name for the PIPE stage, see the
streamid operand in Chapter 2, “PIPE Command Structure and Syntax,” on
page 13, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands, see the streamid
operand in “ADDPIPE” on page 712 and “CALLPIPE” on page 729 respectively.

Usage Notes
1. If you specify streamnum or streamid, CMS Pipelines verifies that the specified
stream is defined. If the stream is undefined, the return code is set to -2747 or
-2815.

Examples
Example 1
To test if a specified stream is defined and to connect the stream (if it is defined) to
the currently selected output stream, code a stage similar to the following, TSTRNO
REXX:
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STREAMNUM

/* TSTRNO REXX */
parse arg stream_ID .
’streamnum output’ stream_ID
If RC>=0
Then
’callpipe’,
’ literal Testing:’,
’|*..’stream_ID’:’

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

read stream_ID */
determine its stream number */
if stream is defined */
then connect the stream */
to input of stage following */
caller and write "Testing:" */
to the stream */

In this example, the PARSE ARG instruction places in variable, stream_ID, the
stream identifier specified as an argument on TSTRNO REXX. The STREAMNUM
subcommand checks to see if the specified stream is defined. If the stream is
defined, STREAMNUM sets a positive or zero return code and a CALLPIPE
subcommand is issued to connect the specified stream to the output stream and
write the character string Testing: to the output stream.

Return Codes
If the return code is 0 or greater, the return code is the number of the selected
stream or the stream associated with the stream identifier. The return may also be
one of the following:
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Code

Meaning

-4

The stream specified is not defined.

-2747

The second operand is a number. The stream is undefined.

-2756

There were more than two operands specified.

-2802

No operands were specified.

-2803

The first operand is not INPUT or OUTPUT.

-2815

The second operand is a stream identifier. The stream is undefined.
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STREAMSTATE

*
 STREAMSTate

INput
OUTput


streamnum
streamid

Purpose
Use the STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand to determine from the state of the
specified stream whether or not there is input data. The return code is set to
indicate the state of a stream. The possible stream states are:
v Not defined
v Defined but not connected
v Defined and connected
Within the defined and connected state, there are three possible conditions:
– The stage on the input or output side of the stage connected to the specified
stream is waiting for an input or output action to occur on this stream
– The stage on the input or output side of the stage connected to the specified
stream is waiting for an input or output action to occur on this stream on a
commit level different than this stages’
– The stage on the input or output side of the stage connected to the specified
stream is not waiting for an input or output action to occur on this stream.
You can name a particular stream instead of keeping track of stream numbers, and
use this name in place of the number when obtaining state information.

Operands
INput
returns state information about the specified input stream.
OUTput
returns state information about the specified output stream.
*

returns state information about the currently selected stream. This is the default.

streamnum
is a number identifying a stream for which status is returned, where 0 is the
primary input or output stream, 1 is the secondary input or output stream, and
so on. By specifying a stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the
number returned to verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
references the stream whose status you want to obtain, so the stream identifier
must match the assigned stream name on the label in the pipeline. For
information about assigning a stream name for the PIPE stage, see the
streamid operand in Chapter 2, “PIPE Command Structure and Syntax,” on
page 13, and for the ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE subcommands, see the streamid
operand in “ADDPIPE” on page 712 and “CALLPIPE” on page 729 respectively.
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Examples
Example 1
To test if the secondary input stream is connected, code a stage similar to the
following:
/* TESTRM REXX */
’streamstate input 1’
/* test state of secondary input stream */
if find(’12 -4’, rc) > 0 /* if stream is not defined or not */
then ’message testrm001E The secondary input’, /* connected then */
’stream is not connected’
/* issue error msg*/
exit 0

In this example, the STREAMSTATE subcommand tests the state of the secondary
input stream. Note that the stream number of the secondary input stream is 1, not
2. The stream number of the primary input stream is 0. If the return code from
STREAMSTATE is 12 or -4, then the MESSAGE subcommand issues a message
indicating the secondary input stream is not connected.

Return Codes
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Code

Meaning

0

The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which
the specified stream is connected is waiting for an action to occur on the
specified stream. If OUTPUT is specified, the stage that reads the record is
waiting for a record; if INPUT was specified, the stage that produces the
record is waiting to write a record.

4

The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which
the specified stream is connected is waiting for an action to occur on the
specified stream on a different commit level. If OUTPUT is specified, the
stage that reads the record is waiting for a record; if INPUT was specified,
the stage that produces the record is waiting to write a record. If you try to
read from or write to the specified stream before committing to the different
level, the pipeline stalls.

8

The stream is defined and connected. The stage with the stream to which
the specified stream is connected is not waiting for an action to occur on
the specified stream.

12

The stream is defined but not connected.

-4

The stream is not defined.

-2756

Too many operands were specified.

-2802

No operands were specified.

-2803

The first operand was not INPUT or OUTPUT.
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Chapter 5. Assembler Macros
This chapter contains Programming Interface information.

This chapter describes the formats and parameters of the CMS Pipelines assembler
macros used in user-written stages.
The assembler macros are presented in alphabetic order. Each assembler macro
description includes the format and description of positional and keyword
parameters. The normal assembler rules for defining labels, lengths, etc., apply to
the parameters used in the pipelines assembler macros. For each assembler macro
that modifies one or more registers, a section describing register usage is included.
Each assembler macro description includes usage notes and, where applicable,
return codes.
The assembler macros that are intended for general use can be found in FPLGPI
MACLIB. To assemble a user-written stage that uses these assembler macros, you
must enter the GLOBAL command with the MACLIB FPLGPI specified. This macro
library is usually located on the system disk. Some of the assembler macros in
FPLGPI contain internal calls to other assembler macros which are in FPLOM
MACLIB. Hence, FPLOM may also need to be specified on the GLOBAL command.
The assembler macros in FPLOM MACLIB are not intended for direct customer
use.
Some of the assembler macros described here function the same as the CMS
Pipelines subcommands found in Chapter 4, “Pipeline Subcommands,” on page
709. This is mentioned in a usage note for each appropriate assembler macro. An
example of using the CMS Pipelines assembler macros described here may be
found in Appendix A, “Assembler Stage Example,” on page 807.
Table 42 summarizes the function of each assembler macro:
Table 42. What Each Assembler Macro Does
Assembler Macro Name

Task Performed

PIPCMD

Issues primary input stream records as built-in stages or
pipeline subcommands.

PIPCOMMT

Increase a stage’s commit level or receive the current
aggregate return code.

PIPDESC

Set up a static area containing the constants defining such
characteristics as the label referred to in the entry point
table, the entry point of the program, the size of the work
area and a program identifier to be used in the CMS
Pipelines error messages.

PIPEPVR

Declare the address of a table of addresses required by
pipeline assembler macros.

PIPINPUT

Read and consume the next record from the currently
selected input stream.

PIPLOCAT

Obtain the address and length of the next record in the
currently selected input stream without consuming the
record.

PIPOUTP

Write a record to the currently selected output stream from
a buffer.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1991, 2007
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Table 42. What Each Assembler Macro Does (continued)
Assembler Macro Name

Task Performed

PIPSEL

Select a stream for subsequent use by assembler macros
that reference streams, such as PIPINPUT, PIPLOCAT,
PIPSEVER, or PIPSHORT. The stream specified becomes
the currently selected stream.

PIPSEVER

Detach the connected, currently selected stream from the
stage in the pipeline that issued the PIPSEVER assembler
macro.

PIPSHORT

Connect the currently selected input stream directly to the
currently selected output stream.

PIPSTRNO

Specify a stream by number or name and have the stream
number returned.

PIPSTRST

Determine from the status of the specified stream whether
or not there is input or output data.
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PIPCMD

((R1),(R0))


PIPCMD
label


’literal’
bufferlabel
(
buffaddr
(regaddr)

,

)
length
(reglen)

Purpose
Use the PIPCMD assembler macro to issue primary input stream records as built-in
stages or pipeline subcommands. The input record usually contains an ADDPIPE or
CALLPIPE subcommand that issues pipeline commands output by a SPECS built-in
stage. The ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand allows you to add a pipeline to your
existing set of pipelines and run that pipeline in parallel with the stage that issued
the ADDPIPE. The CALLPIPE subcommand allows you to run a subroutine pipeline
from your existing pipeline. When PIPCMD issues a pipeline subcommand it must
include all the subcommand’s appropriate operands, for example PIPCMD ’SEVER
INPUT’.
PIPCMD does not write output records.

Registers
The PIPCMD assembler macro can modify the contents of registers 0 through 3.
Whether you specify the pipeline subcommand by its literal name, by a label
assignment, or by its length and storage address, PIPCMD loads the buffer address
where this subcommand resides into register 1, and the buffer length into register 0.
If you specify alternate registers, PIPCMD loads the address contained in the
register specified by regaddr into register 1, and loads the buffer length contained in
the register specified by reglen into register 0.
The PIPCMD assembler macro uses the contents of registers 1 and 0 as the
address and length of the buffer respectively. If no parameter is specified, the buffer
address and length must be loaded into registers 1 and 0 before PIPCMD is issued.
Register 15 contains the return code.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement. It is used to reference the
PIPCMD assembler macro you are running.
literal
is the actual name of the pipeline subcommand.
bufferlabel
specifies the symbolic address of the buffer where the address of the pipeline
subcommand is located. The buffer length will be set by the define storage of
the buffer.
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buffaddr
is the address of the buffer containing the built-in stage or the pipeline
subcommand. The address must be specified as a relocatable expression.
length
is the length of the buffer containing the built-in stage or the pipeline
subcommand. The length must be specified as an assembler expression or as
an absolute expression. If the length of the buffer is zero, the address is not
required, otherwise both an address and a length are required.
(regaddr)
is the register that contains the address of the buffer where the pipeline
subcommand resides.
(reglen)
is the register that contains the length of the buffer where the pipeline
subcommand resides. If the length of the buffer is zero, the address (regaddr) is
not required, otherwise both an address and a length are required.

Usage Notes
1. The following pipeline subcommands cannot be issued with the PIPCMD
assembler macro: REXX, BEGOUTPUT, NOCOMMIT, PEEKTO, and READTO.
Otherwise, an input record to the PIPCMD assembler macro can contain any
pipeline subcommand, such as SHORT or RESOLVE. The RESOLVE
subcommand returns an entry point.
2. A pipeline subcommand issued with the PIPCMD assembler macro can read
from any defined input stream and write to any defined output stream.
Pipeline subcommands are described in Chapter 4, “Pipeline Subcommands“, of
the z/VM: CMS Pipelines Reference.
3. When the PIPCMD assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
loads the return code into R15, then sets the condition code after testing the
return code in R15.
4. For related function see the CMS Pipelines PIPCMD stage.

Return Codes
A return code is set by the called subcommand or stage.
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Code

Meaning

-7

The subcommand issued was not recognized.
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PIPCOMMT

(R0)
 PIPCOMMT


n

Purpose
Use the PIPCOMMT assembler macro to increase a stage’s commit level.
When the specified commit level is closer to but less than zero in comparison to the
commit level to which the pipeline is already committed, the stage that issued
PIPCOMMT is suspended until all other stages in the pipeline have committed to at
least the specified commit level. When all stages are committed to the level
specified, the PIPCOMMT assembler macro completes and the return code is set to
the aggregate return code for the pipeline.
When the specified commit level is less than or equal to the level at which the
pipeline is currently committed, the return code is set to the current aggregate
return code for the pipeline. A stage’s commit level is never decreased, even if the
requested commit level is less than the current commit level.

Registers
PIPCOMMT can alter the contents of register 0. If no commit level parameter (n) is
specified, PIPCOMMT will use whatever value is in register 0 as the commit level
when PIPCOMMT begins processing.
Register 15 contains the return code.

Parameters
n

is a number specifying the commit level. n can be between -2147483647 and
4095.

Usage Notes
1. As a general rule do not introduce a positive COMMIT level. A pipeline that
attempts to run a stage with a positive commit level in coordination with a
built-in stage will fail.
2. Each stage always has a commit level. The program descriptor macro
(PIPDESC) for an assembler user-written stage defines the stage’s starting
commit level. If this initial definition is set to a negative number, it allows
validation of an assembler user-written stage’s parameters, input and output
stream connections, and other conditions. Use the PIPCOMMT assembler
macro to commit your stage to level 0 when the stage’s parameters are
processed without error. A stage cannot begin processing data until all stages in
the pipeline have the same commit level as the device drivers, usually zero (0).
3. Use the PIPCOMMT assembler macro to test the return code of other stages.
Begin end of file processing in your program if the pipeline’s aggregate return
code is not zero.
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4. When the PIPCOMMT assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
loads the pipeline’s aggregate return code into R15, then sets the condition
code after testing the return code in R15.
5. For related function see the PIPDESC assembler macro, or the CMS Pipelines
COMMIT pipeline subcommand.

Return Codes
A return code other than zero (0) is the aggregate return code of the pipeline at the
time of the commit.
Code

Meaning

0

All stages have committed to the specified level.

-2147483648
A decimal number was expected for PIPCOMMT’s n parameter but was not
found.
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PIPDESC

,WORKAREA=72
 label PIPDESC EP=labl

,MODULEID=pgmid
,WORKAREA=

wrkarlen
wrkarlenlab


,STREAMS=num

,COMMIT=0



,COMMIT=

n
0

,FIRST=

YES
NO

,ARGS=

YES
NO

Purpose
Use the PIPDESC assembler macro to set up a static area containing the constants
defining the characteristics of the assembler user-written stage. The characteristics
include the label referred to in the entry point table, the entry point of the program,
the size of the work area and a program identifier to be used in the CMS Pipelines
error messages. Use PIPDESC to set restrictions for the program, such as the
maximum number of streams the program will look for, the commit level at which
the stage will start, and whether or not the stage must or must not be the first stage
in a pipeline. PIPDESC is required in all assembler user-written stages.

Parameters
label
is an assembler label that becomes the stage’s name.
EP=
is required to specify the entry point of the first executable instruction of the
stage. Specify an acceptable entry point value as follows:
labl
is the label identifying the storage location where the assembler program
will begin processing.
WORKAREA=
is an optional parameter indicating the size of the storage that CMS Pipelines
will allocate for the save area and the variables used in the assembler program.
Defining a work area allows the assembler stage to be re-entrant. The default
length for a work area is defined at 72 bytes (18F). Override the default by
specifying the storage size in one of the following ways:
wrkarlen
is any assembler expression that will generate a decimal number
representing in bytes the length of the work area.
wrkarlenlab
is a symbolic name equated to a number representing in bytes the length of
the work area.
MODULEID=
is required to assign a program identifier to be substituted into CMS Pipelines
error messages should they occur. You can specify the program identifier as
follows:
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pgmid
is the program identifier that will uniquely identify the stage which is
running. The maximum number of characters allowed is 8. Identifiers with
less than 8 characters are padded with blanks to the right.
STREAMS=
is an optional parameter specifying the maximum number of streams the
assembler stage’s processing will allow. You can specify the number of streams
as follows:
num
is any assembler expression that will generate a decimal number indicating
the maximum number of streams.
COMMIT=
is an optional parameter specifying the commit level at which the assembler
stage will start when it gains control of its processing. Specify the commit level
as follows:
n

is a number specifying the commit level. n can be between -2147483647
and +2147483647. The default commit level is zero (0).

FIRST=
is an optional parameter specifying whether or not the stage must be the first
stage in a pipeline.
YES
specifies that the assembler stage must be the first stage in a pipeline.
NO
states that the assembler stage must not be the first stage in a pipeline.
ARGS=
is an optional parameter specifying whether or not the stage must have
arguments.
YES
states that the stage must have one or more arguments.
NO
states that the stage must not have arguments.

Usage Notes
1. To allow the assembler program that is your user-written stage to be re-entrant
you must define storage each time you enter the program. You may define a
DSECT to map storage obtained for variables used in the program. Variables
have to be defined within the storage obtained by the WORKAREA parameter
on PIPDESC; they cannot be defined within the control section of the program.
The first storage definition in the DSECT must be at least an 18 fullword save
area. Any variables to be used in the user-written stage should be defined after
the save area. To save storage, define constants to be used by the user-written
stage in the program’s control section (CSECT). If you choose to define data
constants (DCs) in the work area, initialize them in the program’s control section
(CSECT).
2. The STREAMS parameter does not restrict any streams introduced to the
pipeline with the ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand.
3. Each stage always has a commit level. The program descriptor macro
(PIPDESC) for an assembler user-written stage defines the stage’s starting
commit level. To determine the correct commit level setting for your stage,
compare your stage with built-in stages of similar function, such as:
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v selection stages like SPECS which begin at commit level -2
v REXX stages which begin at commit level -1
v other stages which begin at commit level 0.
A starting commit level definition set at less than zero allows validation of an
assembler user-written stage’s parameters, the correct number of input and
output stream connections, and input and output devices. A negative commit
level also allows a scan for specific error conditions before any stage in the
pipeline takes an action that might potentially destroy data, such as erasing a
file or writing on a tape. Once the stage’s parameters are processed without
error the stage uses the PIPCOMMT assembler macro to commit the stage to
level 0. A stage cannot begin processing data until all stages in the pipeline
have the same commit level as the device drivers, usually zero (0).
4. As a general rule do not introduce a positive COMMIT level parameter. A
pipeline that attempts to run a stage with a positive commit level in coordination
with a built-in stage will fail.
5. For related function see the PIPCOMMT assembler macro, or the CMS
Pipelines COMMIT pipeline subcommand.
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PIPEPVR



PIPEPVR
label


(reg)
addr

Purpose
Use the PIPEPVR assembler macro to declare the address of a table of addresses
required by pipeline assembler macros. Declare a register containing the address,
or declare the address where the contents of register 9 were placed in storage. If
the register or register address is not specified, the entry points are no longer
available to the pipeline assembler macros. The PIPEPVR assembler macro is
required as the first pipeline assembler macro for every stage that is written
in an assembler language.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement.
reg
defines the register which contains the starting address of a table of addresses
used by the pipeline assembler macros to locate entry points into the CMS
Pipelines code.
addr
is the address where the contents of register 9 were placed in storage.

Usage Notes
1. The PIPEPVR assembler macro generates no executable code; it sets a global
variable that other pipeline assembler macros need.
2. When the user-written stage that issues the PIPEPVR assembler macro gains
control from CMS Pipelines, R9 already contains the address that points to a
table of addresses required by pipeline assembler macros. Declare R9 by
specifying it as a parameter on PIPEPVR.
3. If a register other than R9 is specified as the parameter on PIPEPVR, you must
load the address in your specified register into R9 before the next pipeline
assembler macro is invoked.
4. If the PIPEPVR assembler macro is coded without the register parameter, the
address of the table of addresses is not known to the CMS Pipelines assembler
macros that follow.
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PIPINPUT

((R1),(R0))


PIPINPUT
label


bufferlabel
(
buffaddr
(regaddr)

,

)
length
(reglen)

Purpose
Use the PIPINPUT assembler macro to read and consume the next record from the
currently selected input stream. The consumed record is removed from the currently
selected input stream and cannot be read from that input stream again.

Registers
The PIPINPUT assembler macro can modify the contents of registers 0 and 1.
Whether you specify the buffer containing the input record by a label assignment, or
by its length and storage address, PIPINPUT loads the buffer address into register
1, and the buffer length into register 0. This is the buffer that the macro uses, not
the workarea buffer. If you specify alternate registers, PIPINPUT loads the address
contained in the register specified by regaddr into register 1, and loads the buffer
length contained in the register specified by reglen into register 0.
The PIPINPUT assembler macro uses the contents of registers 1 and 0 as the
address and length of the buffer respectively. If no parameter is specified, the buffer
address and length must be loaded into registers 1 and 0 before PIPINPUT is
issued.
Once the PIPINPUT assembler macro finishes processing, register 1 contains the
address of the buffer that the macro just wrote to and register 0 contains the actual
number of bytes written into the input buffer.
Register 15 contains the return code.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement.
bufferlabel
specifies the symbolic address of the buffer where the input record will be
placed. The buffer length can be set by the define storage of the buffer.
buffaddr
is the address of the buffer containing the input record. The address must be
specified as a relocatable expression.
length
is the length of the buffer containing the input record. The length must be
specified as an assembler expression or as an absolute expression. If the
length of the buffer is zero, the address is not required; otherwise both an
address and a length are required.
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(regaddr)
is the register that contains the address of the buffer. PIPINPUT loads the
address in this specified register into the default register 1.
(reglen)
is the register that contains the length of the buffer. If the length of the buffer is
zero, the address is not required; otherwise both an address and a length are
required. PIPINPUT loads the length in this specified register into the default
register 0.

Usage Notes
1. PIPINPUT reads from the currently selected input stream. To process a record
in another input stream, change the currently selected input stream with the
PIPSEL macro before issuing the PIPINPUT macro to actually read the record.
2. To discard the input record, specify PIPINPUT with a buffer length (length) of
zero (0). In this instance the buffer address parameter (buffaddr) is ignored.
3. If a record has not already been made available by the previous stage’s
PIPOUTP assembler macro, the stage that issues a PIPINPUT or PIPLOCAT
assembler macro will stop processing and will not regain control until the
previous stage has invoked PIPOUTP or an end-of-file condition is reached.
Conversely, if the following stage has not yet invoked a PIPINPUT assembler
macro, the stage that issues a PIPOUTP assembler macro will stop processing
and will not regain control until the following stage has invoked PIPINPUT or an
end-of-file condition is reached.
4. When the PIPINPUT assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
loads the return code into R15, then sets the condition code after testing the
return code in R15.
5. For related function see the CMS Pipelines READTO pipeline subcommand.

Return Codes
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Code

Meaning

0

Command completed successfully, with data being transferred to
the input buffer.

12

The currently selected input stream is at end of file.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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PIPLOCAT



PIPLOCAT



label

Purpose
Use the PIPLOCAT macro to obtain the address and length of the next record in the
currently selected input stream without consuming the record.

Registers
The PIPLOCAT macro places the address of the next input record in register 1 and
the length of this record in register 0.
Register 15 contains the return code.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement.

Usage Notes
1. PIPLOCAT inspects but does not consume the next available record in the
currently selected input stream. To process a record in another input stream,
change the currently selected input stream with the PIPSEL macro before
issuing the PIPLOCAT assembler macro.
2. If you plan to modify the contents of the record at the address in register 1 first
make a copy of the record.
3. The record that PIPLOCAT inspects but does not consume remains in the
currently selected input stream until a PIPINPUT assembler macro is issued to
actually consume the record. If you issue another PIPLOCAT assembler macro
without first issuing a call to PIPINPUT, PIPLOCAT continues to inspect the
same input record waiting to be processed.
4. When the PIPLOCAT assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
loads the return code into R15, then sets the condition code after testing the
return code in R15.
5. For related function see the CMS Pipelines PEEKTO pipeline subcommand.

Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

Command completed successfully.

12

The currently selected input stream is at end of file.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.
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PIPOUTP

((R1),(R0))


PIPOUTP
label


bufferlabel
(
buffaddr
(regaddr)

,

)
length
(reglen)

Purpose
Use the PIPOUTP macro to write a record to the currently selected output stream
from a buffer.

Registers
The PIPOUTP assembler macro can modify the contents of registers 0 and 1.
Whether you specify the buffer containing the input record by a label assignment, or
by its length and storage address, PIPOUTP loads the buffer address into register
1, and the buffer length into register 0. If you specify alternate registers, PIPOUTP
loads the address contained in the register specified by regaddr into register 1, and
loads the buffer length contained in the register specified by reglen into register 0.
The PIPOUTP assembler macro uses the contents of registers 1 and 0 as the
address and length of the buffer respectively. If no parameter is specified, the buffer
address and length must be loaded into registers 1 and 0 before PIPOUTP is
issued.
When PIPOUTP completes processing, the number of bytes written to the output
stream and accepted by the next stage is placed in register 0. If the next stage
issues a PIPINPUT with a length of zero (0) to bypass the record, register 0 is
unmodified and the return code is 0.
Register 15 contains the return code.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement.
bufferlabel
specifies the symbolic address of the buffer where the record to be written is
placed. The buffer length can be set by the define storage of the buffer.
buffaddr
is the address of the buffer containing the output record. The address must be
specified as a relocatable expression.
length
is the length of the buffer containing the output record. The length must be
specified as an assembler expression or as an absolute expression. If the
length of the buffer is zero, the address is not required; otherwise both an
address and a length are required.
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(regaddr)
is the register that contains the address of the buffer. PIPOUTP loads the
address in this specified register into the default register 1.
(reglen)
is the register that contains the length of the buffer. If the length of the buffer is
zero, the address is not required; otherwise both an address and a length are
required. PIPOUTP loads the length in this specified register into the default
register 0.

Usage Notes
1. PIPOUTP writes a record to the currently selected output stream. To write a
record to another output stream, change the currently selected output stream
with the PIPSEL assembler macro before issuing the PIPOUTP assembler
macro to write that record.
2. If the following stage has not yet invoked a PIPINPUT assembler macro, the
stage that issues a PIPOUTP assembler macro will stop processing and will not
regain control until the following stage has invoked PIPINPUT or an end-of-file
condition is reached. Conversely, if a record has not already been made
available by the previous stage’s PIPOUTP assembler macro, the stage that
issues a PIPINPUT or PIPLOCAT assembler macro will stop processing and will
not regain control until the previous stage has invoked PIPOUTP or an
end-of-file condition is reached.
3. To write a null record to the output stream, specify PIPOUTP with a buffer
length (length) of zero (0). In this instance the buffer address parameter
(buffaddr) is ignored. Subsequent stages like UNPACK may interpret a null
record as an end-of-file condition.
4. When the PIPOUTP assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
loads the return code into R15, then sets the condition code after testing the
return code in R15.
5. For related functions see the CMS Pipelines OUTPUT and SETRC pipeline
subcommands.

Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

Command completed successfully.

12

The currently selected output stream is at end of file.

-4095

The pipeline is stalled.

±

The stage following a stage that issued a PIPOUTP and connected
to the stream issued a SETRC pipeline subcommand to set a return
code.
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PIPSEL

((R0),(R1))


PIPSEL
label


BOTH
INPUT
OUTPUT
((regdir)
ANYINPUT

,streamnum
,streamid
,(reg))

Purpose
Use the PIPSEL assembler macro to select a stream for subsequent use by
assembler macros that reference streams, such as PIPINPUT, PIPLOCAT,
PIPSEVER, or PIPSHORT. The stream specified becomes the currently selected
stream.

Registers
PIPSEL can modify the contents of registers 0 and 1. PIPSEL loads into register 0
a number indicating whether the stream selected is an input stream, output stream,
or both. The actual number corresponds to the specific stream selected. PIPSEL
loads into register 1 the specified number or the name identifying the specific
stream you wish to select.
The PIPSEL assembler macro uses the contents of registers 0 and 1 as the type of
stream and the stream identifier respectively. If no parameter is specified to indicate
an input stream, output stream, or both, you must load into register 0 a number
corresponding to the stream to be selected.
before issuing PIPSEL. Similarly, in the absence of the stream identifier parameter,
you must load into register 1 a name or a number identifying a stream before
issuing PIPSEL.
Register 15 will contain a return code indicating the results of the processing.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement.
BOTH
assigns the stream you specify as both the currently selected input and the
currently selected output stream. This is the default.
INPUT
assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected input stream. This
leaves any in-process record in the previous currently selected stream in place
and unaffected until that stream is selected again.
OUTPUT
assigns the stream you specify as the currently selected output stream.
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regdir
is the register containing a number indicating whether you are selecting an input
stream, output stream, or both. Load into this register one of these numbers:
Number

Stream Selected

-1

INPUT

-2

OUTPUT

-3

BOTH

-4

ANYINPUT

streamnum
is a number identifying the stream you want to select, where 0 is the primary
stream, 1 is the secondary stream, and so on.
streamid
is a name identifying the particular stream you want to select. The streamid
must match the stream name on the label specified in the pipeline, or a stream
name on an ADDSTREAM or other pipeline subcommand. Specify streamid as
a string of up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of alphabetic
characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character. This string
may be surrounded in single quotes.
reg
is the register containing the number or the name identifying the stream you
want to select. The number or name must be left-justified in the register.
ANYINPUT
specifies that one of the input streams with a record available becomes the
currently selected stream. The number representing the selected stream is
returned in register 0.

Usage Notes
1. The initial selected stream is the primary stream (0) for assembler macros that
reference streams (eg., PIPINPUT).
2. If PIPSEL is issued for an unconnected stream, the currently selected stream
remains unchanged because the connection PIPSEL requests cannot be
established.
3. When the PIPSEL assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
loads the return code into R15, then sets the condition code after testing the
return code in R15.
4. For related function see the CMS Pipelines SELECT pipeline subcommand.

Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

The stream or streams are selected.

4

The stream is not connected, resulting in PIPSEL being unable to
select the specified stream. The currently selected stream is not
switched to the stream specified. No message is issued.

12

PIPSEL ANYINPUT was specified. All input streams are at end of
file.
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PIPSEVER

(R0)


PIPSEVER
label


INPUT
OUTPUT
(regdir)

Purpose
Use the PIPSEVER assembler macro to detach the connected, currently selected
stream. After the PIPSEVER assembler macro is issued, the severed stream is no
longer attached to the pipeline containing the stage that issued the PIPSEVER.

Registers
PIPSEVER can modify the contents of register 0. PIPSEVER loads into register 0 a
number indicating whether the stream selected is an input stream or an output
stream. The actual number PIPSEVER loads corresponds to the specific stream
selected.
The PIPSEVER assembler macro uses the contents of register 0 as the type of
stream. In the absence of a parameter, you must load a number into register 0
before issuing PIPSEVER.
Register 15 will contain a return code indicating the results of the processing.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement.
INPUT
detaches the currently selected input stream.
OUTPUT
detaches the currently selected output stream.
regdir
is the register containing a number indicating an input stream or an output
stream to be detached.
Number

Stream Selected

-1

INPUT

-2

OUTPUT

Usage Notes
1. In a stage with more than one output stream, you may wish to detach a stream
as soon as you finish writing to it. This may avoid a stall. But because a stage
cannot detach more than one stream at a time, detaching one can cause
another stream to begin processing before it should.
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2. The stage receives an end-of-file condition if it tries to read an input record from
the stream that PIPSEVER detached. The exception to this occurs when an
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand is issued in the pipeline.
3. If the stage was waiting for output from the stream that PIPSEVER just
detached, an end-of-file condition code is received, indicating the stream is not
connected.
4. When the PIPSEVER assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
loads the return code into R15, then sets the condition code after testing the
return code in R15.
5. For related function see the CMS Pipelines SEVER pipeline subcommand.

Return Codes
Code

Meaning

0

PIPSEVER completed successfully or stream is already detached.

-8

Register 0 does not contain a valid number to indicate whether you
are specifying an input or output stream.
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PIPSHORT



PIPSHORT



label

Purpose
Use the PIPSHORT assembler macro to connect the currently selected input stream
directly to the currently selected output stream. PIPSHORT can only work with one
combination of input and output streams at a time. If the stage that issues
PIPSHORT has only one input and output stream, the stage will be bypassed.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement.

Usage Notes
1. Use the PIPSHORT assembler macro when you want to copy the remainder of
its input stream directly to its output stream.
2. After using the PIPSHORT assembler macro, the stage that issues PIPSHORT
cannot read from that input stream nor write to that output stream.
3. It is more efficient to use PIPSHORT to connect the currently selected input
stream directly to the currently selected output stream than to use PIPINPUT
followed by PIPOUTP for each record in the input stream.
4. When the PIPSHORT assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
always loads a return code of zero (0) into R15, then sets the condition code
after testing the return code in R15.
5. For related function see the CMS Pipelines SHORT pipeline subcommand.
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PIPSTRNO

((R0),(R1))


PIPSTRNO
label


INPUT
OUTPUT
((regdir)

,streamnum
,streamid
,(reg))

Purpose
Use the PIPSTRNO macro to specify an input or output stream by name or number
and have the stream number returned. The return code is set to the stream number.

Registers
PIPSTRNO can modify the contents of registers 0 and 1. PIPSTRNO loads into
register 0 a number indicating whether the stream specified is an input or output
stream. The actual number corresponds to a specific stream. PIPSTRNO loads into
register 1 the number or the name specified identifying the specific stream whose
number you wish to obtain.
The PIPSTRNO assembler macro uses the contents of registers 0 and 1 as the
type of stream and the stream identifier respectively. If no parameter is specified to
indicate an input or output stream, you must load into register 0 a number
corresponding to an input or output stream before issuing PIPSTRNO. Similarly, in
the absence of the stream identifier parameter, you must load into register 1 a
name or a number identifying a stream before issuing PIPSTRNO.
Register 15 will contain a return code indicating the number of the selected stream
or an error condition.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement.
INPUT
returns the stream number of the specified input stream.
OUTPUT
returns the stream number of the specified output stream.
regdir
is the register containing a number indicating whether you are specifying an
input stream or an output stream. Load into this register one of these numbers:
Number

Stream Specified

-1

INPUT

-2

OUTPUT

streamnum
is a number identifying the stream whose stream number you wish to obtain,
where 0 is the primary stream, 1 is the secondary stream, and so on. By
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specifying a stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the number
returned to verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
is a name identifying the particular stream whose stream number you wish to
obtain. The streamid must match the stream name on the label specified in the
pipeline, or a stream name on an ADDSTREAM or other pipeline subcommand.
Specify streamid as a string of up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination
of alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic
character. This string must be surrounded by single quotes. For example, ’IN1’
in PIPSTRNO INPUT,’IN1’ is a valid stream identifier.
reg
is the register which contains the number or the name of the stream whose
number you want to obtain. If the stream identifier is loaded into reg, the stream
identifier must be left-justified in the register. The stream identifier is padded
with blanks on the right. PIPSTRNO loads the identifying number or name in
this specified register into the default register 1.

Usage Notes
1. When the PIPSTRNO assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
loads the return code into R15, then sets the condition code after testing the
return code in R15.
2. For related function see the PIPSTRST assembler macro, or the CMS Pipelines
STREAMNUM and STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommands.

Return Codes
If the return code is 0 or greater, the return code is the number of the selected
stream associated with the stream identifier. That stream is defined and connected.
The return code may also be one of the following:
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Code

Meaning

-4

The stream is undefined, or the stream identifier is unresolved.

-8

Register 0 does not contain a valid number to indicate whether you
are specifying an input or output stream.
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PIPSTRST

((R0),(R1))


PIPSTRST
label


INPUT
OUTPUT
((regdir)

,streamnum
,streamid
,(reg))

Purpose
Use the PIPSTRST macro to determine from the state of the specified stream
whether or not there is input or output data. The return code is set to indicate the
state of a stream. The possible stream states are:
v Not defined
v Defined but not connected
v Defined and connected
Within the defined and connected state, there are three possible conditions:
– The stage on the input or output side of the stage connected to the specified
stream is waiting for an input or output action to occur on this stream.
– The stage on the input or output side of the stage connected to the specified
stream is waiting for an input or output action to occur on this stream on a
commit level different than this stages’.
– The stage on the input or output side of the stage connected to the specified
stream is not waiting for an input or ouput action to occur on this stream.
You can name a particular stream instead of keeping track of stream numbers, and
use this name in place of the number when obtaining state information.

Registers
PIPSTRST can modify the contents of registers 0 and 1. PIPSTRST loads into
register 0 a number indicating whether the stream specified is an input or an output
stream. The actual number PIPSTRST loads corresponds to the specific stream
selected. PIPSTRST loads into register 1 the number or the name identifying a
specific stream.
The PIPSTRST assembler macro uses the contents of registers 0 and 1 as the type
of stream and the stream identifier respectively. If no parameter is specified to
indicate an input or output stream, you must load into register 0 a number
corresponding to an input or output stream before issuing PIPSTRST. Similarly, in
the absence of the stream identifier parameter, you must load into register 1 a
name or a number identifying a stream before issuing PIPSTRST.
Register 15 will contain a return code indicating the state of the stream specified or
some error condition.

Parameters
label
is an optional assembler label for the statement.
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INPUT
returns information about whether the specified input stream is defined or not,
and whether it is connected or not.
OUTPUT
returns information about whether the specified output stream is defined or not,
and whether it is connected or not.
regdir
is the register containing a number indicating whether you are obtaining the
state of an input or an output stream. Load into this register one of these
numbers:
Number

Stream Selected

-1

INPUT

-2

OUTPUT

streamnum
is a number identifying a specific stream, where 0 is the primary input or output
stream, 1 is the secondary input or output stream, and so on. By specifying a
stream number as your stream identifier, you can use the number returned to
verify you have a defined and connected stream.
streamid
is a name identifying the particular stream whose status you wish to obtain. The
streamid must match the stream name on the label specified in the pipeline, or
a stream name on an ADDSTREAM or other pipeline subcommand. Specify
streamid as a string of up to 4 alphabetic characters or a combination of
alphabetic characters and digits that includes at least one alphabetic character.
This string must be surrounded by single quotes. For example, ’IN1’ in
PIPSTRST INPUT,’IN1’ is a valid stream identifier.
reg
is the register which contains the number or the name of of the stream whose
status you want to obtain. If the stream identifier is loaded into reg, the stream
identifier must be left-justified in the register. The stream identifier is padded
with blanks on the right. PIPSTRST loads the identifying number or name in this
specified register into the default register 1.

Usage Notes
1. When the PIPSTRST assembler macro completes processing, CMS Pipelines
loads the return code into R15, then sets the condition code after testing the
return code in R15.
2. For related function see the PIPSTRNO assembler macro, or the CMS Pipelines
STREAMNUM and STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommands.

Return Codes
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Code

Meaning

0

The stream is defined and connected. If OUTPUT is specified, the
stage that reads the record from a stream of the stage that issued
PIPSTRST is waiting for a record. If INPUT is specified, the stage
that produces the record for the stage that issued PIPSTRST is
waiting to write a record.

4

The stream is defined and connected. The stage on the input or
output side of the stage connected to the specified stream is
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PIPSTRST
waiting for an input or output action to occur on this stream on a
commit level different than this stages’. If OUTPUT is specified, the
stage that reads the record from a stream of the stage that issued
PIPSTRST is waiting for a record. If INPUT is specified, the stage
that produces the record for the stage that issued PIPSTRST is
waiting to write a record. If you try to read from or write to the
specified stream before committing to the different level, the
pipeline stalls.
8

The stream is defined and connected. The stage on the input or
output side of the stage connected to the specified stream is not
waiting for an input or output action to occur on this stream.

12

The stream is defined but not connected.

-4

The stream is not defined.

Chapter 5. Assembler Macros
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Appendix A. Assembler Stage Example
This section contains Programming Interface information.

This section illustrates how pipeline assembler macros are coded into an assembler
user-written stage and interface with z/VM CMS Pipelines.
The following example uses the TESTSEL EXEC to read records in from the
original file, modify the file, and send two output files; one exactly duplicating the
input file, and the second containing the modified records.
The CUISINE assembler user-written stage uses the PIPSEL assembler macro to
point to its primary input stream when the stage is writing out a copy of the original
record. The PIPSEL assembler macro is also used to switch the currently selected
output stream from the primary to the secondary output stream before the modified
output records are written.
/* TESTSEL EXEC */
’pipe (endchar ?)’,
’< CUISINE FILE A’,
’| a:ldrtbls cuisine’,
’| > ORIGINAL FILE A’,
’?’,
’a.S:’,
’| > MODIFY FILE A’

/* read input file */
/*call assembler stage cmd once assembled*/
/* write original records to output file */
/* end of first pipeline */
/* define CUISINE secondary output stream*/
/* write modified records to second file */

v (endchar ?) assigns ? as the pipeline end character.
v < CUISINE FILE A reads the file CUISINE FILE A into the pipeline. CUISINE FILE
A becomes the input file for the assembler stage that the LDRTBLS stage runs.
v a: ldrtbls cuisine defines a label a for the LDRTBLS stage. LDRTBLS runs the
CUISINE assembler stage that has been assembled.
v > ORIGINAL FILE A writes the records to the file ORIGINAL FILE A. This is the
last stage of the first pipeline.
v ? marks the end of the first pipeline.
v a.S: references the label a on the LDRTBLS stage in the first pipeline and
defines the secondary output stream for the CUISINE stage that LDRTBLS
invokes. The CUISINE stage writes the modified records to its secondary output
stream. A label S is assigned to the stream here on the PIPE command and
referenced as S in the CUISINE assembler stage on the PIPSEL assembler
macro.
v > MODIFY FILE A writes the records from LDRTBLS secondary output stream to
the file MODIFY FILE A.
The CUISINE assembler stage is called by TESTSEL EXEC. Places where the
pipelines assembler macros are used are highlighted in the CUISINE assembler
stage that follows:

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1991, 2007
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EXSEL
START
EXSEL
AMODE 31
EXSEL
RMODE ANY
* STANDARD ENTRY CODE
REGEQU
STM
R14,R12,12(R13)
Save caller’s registers
BALR
R12,0
Load base register
USING
*,R12
Tell assembler what to use
ST
R13,4(,R1)
Save caller’s save area pointer
ST
R1,8(,R13)
Save own save area pointer
LR
R13,R1
Point at my savearea
USING
WORKAREA,R13
Map the savearea and workarea
* Processing starts here
PIPEPVR (R9)
R9 points to table of addresses
PIPSTRST INPUT,0
Check for a primary input stream
BZ
CHKOUTPT
A stream exists, go check output
LR
R3,R15
Save the return code
APPLMSG APPLID=CMS,COMP=YES,SUB=(DEC,(3)),DISP=TYPE,
X
TEXT=’No input stream found RC &&1;;’
B
FINISH
CHKOUTPT EQU
*
PIPSTRST OUTPUT,0
Check for a primary output stream
C
R15,=F’8’
Check for a valid return code
BH
OUT1ERR
Go to No primary output message
C
R15,=F’0’
Check for a valid return code
BNL
CHKOUT2
A stream exists, go read it
OUT1ERR LR
R3,R15
Save the return code
APPLMSG APPLID=CMS,COMP=YES,SUB=(DEC,(3)),DISP=TYPE,
X
TEXT=’No primary output stream found RC &&1;;’
B
FINISH
All done
CHKOUT2 EQU
*
PIPSTRST OUTPUT,1
Check for a secondary output stream
C
R15,=F’8’
Check for valid return code
BH
OUT2ERR
Go to No secondary output message
C
R15,=F’0’
Check for valid return code
BNL
VALDSTRM
A stream exists, go read it
LR
R3,R15
Save the return code
OUT2ERR APPLMSG APPLID=CMS,COMP=YES,SUB=(DEC,(3)),DISP=TYPE,
X
TEXT=’No secondary output stream found RC &&1;;’
PIPSHORT ,
Short input to output
B
FINISH
Nothing more to do
VALDSTRM EQU
*
PIPLOCAT ,
Locate first input record
MVC
WORKBUFF(13),21(R1)
Initialize the modified
MVI
WORKBUFF,C’A’
record
INOUT
DS
0H
C
R0,=F’80’
Check if exceeds buffer size
BNH
SIZEOK
Not too long
LR
R4,R1
Save R1
APPLMSG APPLID=CMS,COMP=YES,DISP=TYPE,
X
TEXT=’Data truncated after 80 characters.’
LA
R0,80(0)
Load a maximum size of 80 bytes
LR
R1,R4
Restore R1
Figure 233. PIPELINE Assembler Macro Example: Assembler Program (Part 1 of 3)
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SIZEOK

*
COUNTRY

DS
0H
PIPOUTP ,
LR
R7,R1
LA
R8,WORKBUFF+13

DS
CLI
BE
MVC
LA
LA
B
ENDCOUN DS
MVI
LA
LA
LR
AR
FOOD
DS
CR
BNL
*
MVC
LA
LA
B
ENDFOOD DS
LA
SR
PIPSEL
BNZ
LR
LA
PIPOUTP
BNZ
PIPINPUT
BNZ
PIPSEL
BNZ
PIPLOCAT
BNZ
B

0H
0(R7),C’ ’
ENDCOUN
0(1,R8),0(R7)
R7,1(R7)
R8,1(R8)
COUNTRY
0H
0(R8),C’ ’
R8,1(R8)
R7,34(R1)
R5,R1
R5,R0
0H
R7,R5
ENDFOOD
0(1,R8),0(R7)
R7,1(R7)
R8,1(R8)
FOOD
0H
R10,WORKBUFF
R8,R10
OUTPUT,’S’
CHECK
R0,R8
R1,WORKBUFF
,
CHECK
(0,0)
CHECK
OUTPUT,0
CHECK
,
CHECK
INOUT

Write the original record
Initialize index into orig record
Point to next available position
in the work buffer.
Is the next letter a blank
Yes, then finished copying country
No, copy next letter of country
Increment pointer to original record
Increment pointer to work buffer
Continue checking for letters
Insert a blank after the country
Increment pointer to work buffer
Now point to the food item
Find the end of the original
input record
Are we at the end of the record?
Yes, we are finished building the
secondary output stream record
No, copy the next letter
Increment pointer to original record
Increment pointer to work buffer
Continue checking for letters
Have created the new modified record
Get the length of the new record
for the secondary stream
Select secondary
Restore the pointer to the work
buffer
Write the modified record
Consume the record
Select Primary -must follow PIPINPUT
Locate the next record
If another, continue

Figure 233. PIPELINE Assembler Macro Example: Assembler Program (Part 2 of 3)
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CHECK

DS
0H
End pipeline if EOF on any output
C
R15,=F’12’
Is it end of file?
BNZ
FINISH
If not leave the RC alone
LA
R15,0
Set RC to zero
B
FINISH
Continue exit
FINISH
DS
0H
*
STANDARD EXIT CODE
L
R13,SAVEAREA+4
Restore callers’ savearea address
L
R14,12(R13)
Restore original register contents
LM
R0,R12,20(R13)
Preserving return code in R15
BR
R14
Return to caller
***********************************************************************
*
DATA DEFINITIONS *
CUISINE PIPDESC EP=EXSEL,WORKAREA=WRKARLEN,MODULEID=TPIPSEL,STREAMS=2
WORKAREA DSECT
0H
SAVEAREA DS
18F
WORKBUFF DS
80F
WRKARLEN EQU
*-WORKAREA
END
Figure 233. PIPELINE Assembler Macro Example: Assembler Program (Part 3 of 3)

This example is dependent upon both the external and internal attributes of the
input file. The input file CUISINE FILE on the A-disk must have a record length
(LRECL) of 80 bytes or less. Listed are some assumptions about the positions of
the strings in this input file:
v The country starts in column 1 with no imbedded blanks
v The character a is in column 22 of each input record
v The local cuisine starts in column 35
Figure 234, Figure 235 on page 811, and Figure 236 on page 811 show the
contents of the input file, CUISINE FILE, and the resulting output files, ORIGINAL
FILE A and MODIFY FILE A, after running the previous TESTSEL EXEC.
CUISINE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80 Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=4 Col=1 Alt=0

* * * Top of File * * *
French
a recipe for croissants
Italian
a recipe for manicotti
Scandinavian
a recipe for reindeer stew
Greek
a recipe for spanicopita
Spanish
a recipe for paella
Chinese
a recipe for MOO GOO GAI PAN
Indian
a recipe for curried rice
Mediterranian
a recipe for taboulie
* * End of File * * *

Figure 234. PIPSEL Assembler Macro Example: Input File Contents
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ORIGINAL FILE

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

A1

V 80 Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
French
a recipe for croissants
Italian
a recipe for manicotti
Scandinavian
a recipe for reindeer stew
Greek
a recipe for spanicopita
Spanish
a recipe for paella
Chinese
a recipe for MOO GOO GAI PAN
Indian
a recipe for curried rice
Mediterranian
a recipe for taboulie
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 235. PIPSEL Assembler Macro Example: First Output File Contents

MODIFY

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1 V 80 Trunc=80 Size=8 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
A recipe for French croissants
A recipe for Italian manicotti
A recipe for Scandinavian reindeer stew
A recipe for Greek spanicopita
A recipe for Spanish paella
A recipe for Chinese MOO GOO GAI PAN
A recipe for Indian curried rice
A recipe for Mediterranian taboulie
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 236. PIPSEL Assembler Macro Example: Second Output File Contents
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Appendix B. Characteristics of Built-in Stages
Table 43 lists all of the built-in stages that are documented in this book and some of
their characteristics. These characteristics include:
v The input streams from which the stage can read. For example, whether the
stage can read data from a primary input stream, secondary input stream, or
tertiary input stream. Also, some stages process data that is not read from any
input stream.
v The output streams to which the stage can write. For example, whether the stage
can write data to a primary output stream, secondary output stream, or tertiary
output stream.
v The position in a pipeline where the stage can be used. For example, whether
the stage can be specified only as the first stage, cannot be specified an the first
stage, or can be specified as any stage.
v The commit level at which the stage starts.
v The type of stage: filter, device driver, host command interface, or other.
See CMS/TSO Pipelines Author’s Edition for information on the stages not
documented in this book. CMS/TSO Pipelines Author’s Edition also contains
additional information, including additional parameters, for some of the stages that
are documented in this book.
Table 43. Built-in Stage Characteristics
Stage

Input Streams

Output
Streams

Stage
Position

Starting
Commit Level

Type

<

None

Primary

First

0 Device Driver

>

Primary,
Secondary

Primary,
Secondary

Not First

0 Device Driver

>>

Primary,
Secondary

Primary,
Secondary

Not First

0 Device Driver

?

None

None

First

0 Other

3270BFRA

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

3270ENC

None

Primary

First

0 Device Driver

AFTFST

None

Primary

First

0 Device Driver

AHELP

Ignored

Primary

First

0 Other

ALL

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

APLDECODE

Primary,
Secondary

Primary

Any

-2 Filter

APLENCODE

Primary,
Secondary

Primary

Any

-2 Filter

APPEND

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Other

ASATOMC

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

ASMCONT

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

ASMFIND

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

ASMNFIND

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other
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Table 43. Built-in Stage Characteristics (continued)
Stage

Input Streams

Output
Streams

Stage
Position

Starting
Commit Level

Type

ASMXPND

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

BETWEEN

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

BFS

Primary

Primary

Any

-2000000000 Device Driver

BFSDIRECTORY

Primary

Primary

First

-2000000000 Device Driver

BFSQUERY

Primary

Primary

Any

-2000000000 Device Driver

BFSREPLACE

Primary

Primary

Not First

-2000000000 Device Driver

BFSSTATE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2000000000 Device Driver

BFSXECUTE

Primary

Primary

Not First

-2000000000 Device Driver

BLOCK

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

BUFFER

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

BUILDSCR

Primary,
Secondary

Primary

Any

-2 Filter

CASEI

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

CHANGE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Filter

CHOP

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Filter

CMS

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Host Command
Interface

COLLATE

Primary,
Secondary

Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary

Any

-2 Other

COMBINE

Primary
Secondary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

COMMAND

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

CONFIGURE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Other

CONSOLE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

COPY

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

COUNT

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Filter

CP

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Host Command
Interface

CRC

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Filter

C14TO38

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

DATECONVERT

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Filter

DEAL

Primary,
Secondary

All Connected
Streams

Any

-2 Other

DEBLOCK

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter
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Table 43. Built-in Stage Characteristics (continued)
Stage

Input Streams

Output
Streams

Stage
Position

Starting
Commit Level

Type

DELAY

Primary

Primary

Not First

DROP

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

DUPLICATE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

ELASTIC

Primary,
Secondary

Primary

Any

-2 Other

EMSG

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

ESCAPE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

FANIN

All Connected
Streams

Primary

Any

-2 Other

FANINANY

All Connected
Streams

Primary

Any

-2 Other

FANOUT

Primary

All Connected
Streams

Any

-2 Other

FBLOCK

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

FILEBACK

None

Primary

First

0 Device Driver

FILEFAST

Primary,
Secondary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

0 Device Driver

FILERAND

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

FILESLOW

Primary,
Secondary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

0 Device Driver

FILEUPDATE

Primary

Primary

Not First

0 Device Driver

FIND

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

FMTFST

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

FRLABEL

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

FRTARGET

Primary,
Secondary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

FULLSCREEN

Primary

Primary

Not first

-2000000000 Device Driver

FULLSCRQ

None

Primary

First

-2000000000 Device Driver

FULLSCRS

Primary

Primary

Any

-1 Device Driver

GATE

All Connected
Streams

All Connected
Streams

Any

-2 Other

GATHER

All Connected
Streams

Primary

Any

-2 Other

GETFILES

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

HELP

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Other

Any

0 Device Driver

1

0 Device Driver

HOLE

All Connected
Streams

Primary

HOSTBYADDR

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Filter

HOSTBYNAME

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Filter
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Table 43. Built-in Stage Characteristics (continued)
Stage

Input Streams

Output
Streams

Stage
Position

Starting
Commit Level

Type

HOSTID

None

Primary

First

-10 Filter

HOSTNAME

None

Primary

First

-10 Filter

IEBCOPY

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

IMMCMD

None

Primary

First

-1 Device Driver

INSIDE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

INSTORE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

IP2SOCKA

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

ISPF

Primary

Primary

Any

JOIN

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

JOINCONT

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

JUXTAPOSE

Primary,
Secondary

Primary

Any

-2 Other

LDRTBLS

All Connected
Streams

All Connected
Streams

Any

0 Other

LISTPDS

None

Primary

First

0 Device Driver

LITERAL

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

LOCATE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

LOOKUP

Primary,
Secondary

Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary

Any

-2 Other

MACLIB

Primary

Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary

Not First

-2 Other

MCTOASA

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

MDISKBLK

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

MEMBERS

Primary

Primary

Any

-1 Device Driver

MERGE

Up to 10
Streams

Primary

Any

-2 Other

NFIND

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

NINSIDE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

NLOCATE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

NOT

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

NUCEXT

All Connected
Streams

All Connected
Streams

Any

0 Other

OPTCDJ

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

OUTSIDE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

OUTSTORE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter
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Table 43. Built-in Stage Characteristics (continued)
Stage

Input Streams

Output
Streams

Stage
Position

Starting
Commit Level

Type

OVERLAY

All Connected
Streams

Primary

Any

-2 Other

OVERSTR

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

PACK

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Filter

PAD

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

PAUSE

Primary

Primary

Not First

0 Filter

PDSDIRECT

None

Primary

First

0 Device Driver

PICK

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

PIPCMD

All Connected
Streams

All Connected
Streams

Any

0 Other

PIPESTOP

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Other

PREDSELECT

Primary,
Secondary,
Tertiary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

PREFACE

Primary

Primary

Any

-1 Other

PRINTMC

Primary

Primary

Not First

-2000000000 Device Driver

PUNCH

Primary

Primary

Not First

-2000000000 Device Driver

QSAM

Primary

Primary

Any

-2000000000 Device Driver

QUERY

None

Primary

First

READER

None

Primary

First

REVERSE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

REXX

All Connected
Streams

All Connected
Streams

Any

-1 Other

REXXVARS

None

Primary

First

-1 Device Driver

RUNPIPE

Primary

Primary

Not First

SCM

Primary

Primary

Any

-1 Filter

SNAKE

Primary

Primary

Any

-1 Filter

SOCKA2IP

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

SORT

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

SPECS

All Connected
Streams

Primary

Any

-2 Filter

SPILL

Primary

Primary
Secondary

Any

-2 Filter

SPLIT

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

SQL

All Connected
Streams

All Connected
Streams

Any

-4 Device Driver

SQLCODES

None

Primary

First

0 Device Driver

STACK

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

STARMONITOR

None

Primary

First

-4 Other
-2000000000 Device Driver

0 Other

-2000000000 Host Command
Interface
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Table 43. Built-in Stage Characteristics (continued)
Stage

Input Streams

Output
Streams

Stage
Position

Starting
Commit Level

Type

STARMSG

None

Primary

First

-2000000000 Host Command
Interface

STARSYS

None

Primary

First

-2000000000 Host Command
Interface

STATE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Device Driver

STATEW

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Device Driver

STEM

Primary

Primary

Any

-1 Device Driver

STORAGE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

STRASMFIND

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

STRASMNFIND

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

STRFIND

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

STRFRLABEL

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

STRIP

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

STRLITERAL

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

STRNFIND

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

STRTOLABEL

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

STRWHILELABEL

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

SUBCOM

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Host Command
Interface

SYNCHRONIZE

All Connected
Streams

All Connected
Streams

Any

0 Other

TAKE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

TAPE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

TCPCLIENT

Primary

Primary
Secondary

Any

-10 Device Driver

TCPDATA

Primary

Primary
Secondary

Any

-10 Device Driver

TCPLISTEN

None

Primary
Secondary

First

-10 Device Driver

TIMESTAMP

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

TOKENIZE

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

TOLABEL

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

TOTARGET

Primary,
Secondary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other
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Table 43. Built-in Stage Characteristics (continued)
Stage

Input Streams

Output
Streams

Stage
Position

Starting
Commit Level

Type

UDP

Primary

Primary

Any

-10 Device Driver

UNIQUE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

-2 Other

UNPACK

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

UNTAB

Primary

Primary

Any

-10 Filter

UPDATE

Primary,
Secondary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

0 Other

URO

Primary

Primary

Not First

VAR

Primary

Primary

Any

-1 Device Driver

VARLOAD

Primary

Primary

Not First

-1 Device Driver

VCHAR

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

VMC

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

WHILELABEL

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

XAB

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

XEDIT

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

XLATE

Primary,
Secondary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

XMSG

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Device Driver

XPNDHI

Primary

Primary

Any

0 Filter

XRANGE

None

Primary

First

0 Device Driver

ZONE

Primary

Primary,
Secondary

Any

0 Other

-2000000000 Device Driver

-2 Other

Notes:
1. Although HOLE has a primary output stream, it never writes records to it.
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Appendix C. Execs to Build Filter Packages
This chapter describes the formats and operands of the two CMS Pipelines execs
that are used to build filter packages containing user-written stages. Each exec’s
description includes usage notes.
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PIPGFTXT

PIPGFTXT

REXXES * PIPEPT


PIPGFTXT fn


ft

* PIPEPT
PIPEPT
fm
csect

(

Options

)

Options:

NODIR
DIRONLY

COMPRESS

Purpose
Use the PIPGFTXT EXEC to create a filter package (TEXT file) from a pipeline filter
package description file (input file) containing either REXX or Assembler
user-written stage names. The input file consists of one or more records, and each
record contains fields describing various aspects of the stage. PIPGFTXT also
generates an entry point table as part of the filter package, unless you specify the
NODIR option. The DIRONLY option generates only the entry point table. The name
of each REXX program is its entry point. An Assembler program can have multiple
entry points. Specify the name of the Assembler program on the PIPDESC
assembler macro.
The filter package (TEXT file) is created with the same name specified by
PIPGFTXT’s fn operand.

Operands
fn is the file name of the input file listing the REXX or Assembler stages to include
in the filter package (TEXT file).
ft

is the file type of the input file listing the user-written stages to include in the
filter package (TEXT file). The default file type is REXXES.

fm is the file mode of the input file. The default file mode is *.
csect
is the entry point name for the local directory. The default entry point name is
PIPEPT.
NODIR
generates a filter package (TEXT file) without the local directory.
DIRONLY
generates a local directory without a filter package (TEXT file).
COMPRESS
generates a compressed version of the filter package (TEXT file). All comments
are removed from REXX or Assembler user-written stages. Each REXX
user-written stage is concatenated to a single line and each instruction is
delimited by a semicolon.
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Input File Format
The argument string to PIPGFTXT EXEC is an existing input file. This input file
contains one or more records, each one describing a user-written stage to be
placed in a filter package. The input file may be fixed or variable format, and each
record in the input file must be in the format discussed in this section. Characters
used in the input file may be entered in upper- or lowercase, or in mixed case; the
exec converts all characters to uppercase as part of its processing. Comment lines
may be included and begin with an asterisk (*) in the first column. Each of the
seven positional fields in an input record are shown next:
srce_fn

srce_ft

srce_fm

filtername

abbrev

lang

commitlvl

Figure 237 shows a sample input file:

INPUT

=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====
=====

FILE

A1

F 80

Trunc=80 Size=11 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0

|...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7...
* * * Top of File * * *
* REXX filters
ONE
CREXX * = = REXXCOMP
TWO
SREXX * = 2 REXX
THREE SREXX * = 3 REX
FOUR TEXT * = 4 REXXOBJ
* Assembler filters
RETUR2 TEXT * = = =
RETURX TEXT * COPYX 2 = -2
* Assembler filter with multiple filters
MFILTS TEXT * mfilt1a 2
MFILTS TEXT * MFILT1B =
MFILTS TEXT * MFILT1C =
* * * End of File * * *

Figure 237. PIPGFTXT EXEC: Input File Contents

A description of each positional field in an input record follows:
srce_fn
specifies the file name of the user-written stage. A maximum of 8 characters
may be specified.
srce_ft
specifies the file type of the user-written stage. A maximum of 8 characters may
be specified. The default file type is REXX.
srce_fm
specifies the file mode of the user-written stage. A maximum of 1 character may
be specified. The default file mode is * (asterisk). If a search for the specified
file mode is not successful an error message is issued and you should recheck
your input file.
filtername
specifies the name of the user-written stage. A maximum of 8 characters may
be specified. For REXX user-written stages, filtername must match the srce_fn.
For Assembler user-written stages, filtername must match the name on the
PIPDESC Assembler macro. The default file name is the value of srce_fn. You
may also indicate = to specify use of the srce_fn and to indicate that other
fields follow in the input record.
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abbrev
specifies the number of characters in the minimum abbreviation of a
user-written stage. A number from 1 to 8 may be specified. The number
specified must be less than or equal to the number of characters in the
filtername. The length of filtername is used if the abbreviation is not specified,
which may be indicated with =. Also use = to indicate that other fields follow in
the input record.
lang
specifies whether the stage is written in REXX or Assembler. With an Assembler
stage, the srce_ft will be TEXT and you must specify the lang field as a blank
or =. The default language is the value of srce_ft. Abbreviations that may be
used follow:
REXXObject
a TEXT file created with the OBJECT option on the REXX compiler
REXxcomp
a file of interpreted or compiled REXX
CRexx a file of compiled REXX
You may also indicate = to specify use of the appropriate default.
Note: Do not enter ASSEMBLE in the lang field for any Assembler stage to be
placed in the filter package. PIPGFTXT will run without error, but a
pipeline invoking that Assembler stage will not run correctly.
commitlvl
a maximum of 3 digits with a sign, ranging from -128 to 127, specifying the
commit level at which the stage starts. Use commtlvl when you want to override
the default starting commit level assigned to a user-written stage. If a
user-written stage is a REXX exec its default commit level is -1. If a user-written
stage is an Assembler program the default commit level is specified by the
commit level parameter on either the PIPCOMMT or PIPDESC assembler
macros.

Usage Notes
1. The file name of the filter package (TEXT file) that you specify as fn on the
PIPGFTXT EXEC should not exist as fn TEXT on your A-disk. Your fn TEXT A
file will be replaced when PIPGFTXT EXEC is issued to create the filter
package with a file type of TEXT.
2. The pipeline filter package you create may be loaded with the CMS LOAD
command (LOAD fn) and any stage contained in the filter package may be
issued with the LDRTBLS stage on the PIPE command (PIPE LDRTBLS).
3. The LDRTBLS stage is useful for testing a new version of a stage loaded in the
user area while still retaining the stage version in the filter package for normal
use.
4. Refer to the PIPGFMOD EXEC to see how to create a load module from your
filter package (TEXT file).
5. The input file that PIPGFTXT EXEC is to process must exist. PIPGFTXT EXEC
will end with a non-zero return code if the input file does not exist.
6. The input file must not contain duplicate stage file names or stage file name
abbreviations. In this example,
MFILTS TEXT * MFILT1A 2
MFILTS TEXT * MFILT1B 2

MF, MFI, MFIL, MFILT, and MFILT1 are duplicates and cannot be used.
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7. If the stage name found in the input file does not correspond to an existing
program (stage) by that name, a syntax error is generated and PIPGFTXT ends.
8. CMS Pipelines has a specific search order it follows when looking for a stage,
starting with the PIPPTFF filter package. Refer to the detail discussion of the
search order in the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide.

Examples
Example 1
For example, to build the filter package MYSTAGE TEXT from an input file named
MYSTAGE REXXES that contains various user-written stages, enter the following
command:
pipgftxt mystage

A filter package is created; named MYSTAGE TEXT.

Return Codes
A return code is set by the PIPGFTXT EXEC.
Code

Meaning

4

A syntax error was detected in one of the input file fields.

28

The CMS STATE command could not find the file specified.
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PIPGFMOD

(1)
fn


PIPEPT

PIPGFMOD fn


PIPEPT
extension
csect

Notes:
1

The default is the file name you specify.

Purpose
Use the PIPGFMOD EXEC to create a load module from the TEXT file and to
remove a load module from storage, if it exists.

Operands
fn is the name of the file generated by PIPGFTXT.
extension
is the name of a nucleus extension to be dropped, if the nucleus extension
exists. If you do not specify extension, the default nucleus extension with the
file name fn you specified is dropped, if it is loaded. Then a new load module is
created with the file name fn. You may indicate = to specify use of the file name
fn and to indicate that another operand follows.
To determine the name to use for extension , keep in mind that when CMS
Pipelines is initialized, it searches for a set of filter package modules named
PIPPTFF, PIPSYSF, PIPLOCF, and PIPUSERF. If any of these are found, CMS
Pipelines prefixes an asterisk (*) to the module name, truncates the name to
eight characters, and NUCXLOADs it along with the PIPMOD module. You can
use any one of these filter package names as extension.
CMS Pipelines can be reinitialized by dropping the PIPMOD module (nucleus
extension) and then issuing any CMS Pipelines command. For example,
suppose you are creating a filter package named PIPUSERF. Drop the PIPMOD
module nucleus extension using the NUCXDROP command. The PIPUSERF
filter package of stages can then be loaded and used with the PIPMOD module
the next time CMS Pipelines is reinitialized. Issue the following commands:
pipgfmod pipuserf *pipuser
nucxdrop pipmod
pipe query level

csect
specifies that the entry point name for the local directory built by the PIPGFTXT
EXEC is substituted. The default entry point table name for the local directory is
PIPEPT.

Usage Notes
1. The PIPGFTXT EXEC and the PIPGFMOD EXEC are used to build a filter
package containing any combination of REXX or Assembler stages. These
execs replace the PIPGREXX EXEC and the PIPLNKRX EXEC, which built filter
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packages from an input file containing only REXX stages. Such an input file can
be updated to include Assembler stages and the PIPGFTXT and PIPGFMOD
execs will create a new filter package with all the stages listed in that input file.
2. When you issue the PIPGFMOD EXEC, any return codes received are
generated from the CMS commands LOAD, INCLUDE, or GENMOD.
3. CMS Pipelines has a specific search order it follows when looking for a stage,
starting with the PIPPTFF filter package. This search order is relevant especially
if the name of your user-written stage duplicates a built-in stage or pipeline
subcommand or assembler macro. Refer to the detail discussion of the search
order in the z/VM: CMS Pipelines User’s Guide.
4. PIPGFMOD EXEC creates a filter package that is a MODULE file and can be
accessed by CMS Pipelines. The methods of loading the filter package vary
depending upon the file name of the MODULE. Refer to the z/VM: CMS
Pipelines User’s Guide for information on loading the filter package.

Examples
Example 1
For example, to create MYSTAGE MODULE, enter the following command:
pipgfmod mystage

The file MYSTAGE MODULE is created or replaced if it already exists and was
loaded as a nucleus extension. It is now ready to be loaded and used by CMS
Pipelines. Refer to the section on loading filter packages in the z/VM: CMS
Pipelines User’s Guide.
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Appendix D. Scanning a Pipeline and Running Stages
A pipeline is processed in two phases:
1. The pipeline scanner checks the syntax of the pipeline, that all stages exist, and
the syntax of the stages.
2. The pipeline dispatcher transfers control between the stages to make the data
flow through a pipeline.
Each stage has a commit level associated with it. The commit level coordinates the
processing of the stages. The following information describes how the scanner,
dispatcher, and commit level work together to process your pipeline specification. A
pipeline specification is the operand of the PIPE command, ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand, or CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand.

Pipeline Scanner
The scanner stops at several points if it detects errors in the pipeline specification.
v The scanner first processes the options immediately following the PIPE
command, the ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand, the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand, or a stage. If an error is detected in the options, the scanner stops
processing the pipeline specification.
v Then, the scanner searches for connectors, stages, and pipelines. The errors
detected include null stages and null pipelines. The scanner checks the entire
pipeline specification and reports all errors that are found.
v Next, the scanner resolves the labels and stage names. The errors detected
include unresolved stage names, undefined labels, and labels that are defined
more than once. Again, the scanner checks the entire pipeline specification and
reports all errors that are found.
v Last, the scanner checks the placement of arguments and the syntax of the
arguments of the built-in stages. The scanner checks the entire pipeline and
reports all errors that are found. If one or more errors occur, the dispatcher is
never called.

Pipeline Dispatcher
The pipeline dispatcher runs stages when the syntax checking is complete and
successful. The order in which the dispatcher initiates the stages at a specific
commit level is unpredictable.
The dispatcher never interrupts the execution of a stage. Once a stage is called,
the dispatcher gets control only when one of the following occurs:
v The stage completes and returns from the initial call
v The stage issues a pipeline subcommand or the equivalent internal function.
When the dispatcher gets control, it may not return to the stage that issued the
pipeline subcommand.

Commit Level
The commit level provides a general mechanism to allow unrelated programs to
coordinate their progress. One use of the commit level mechanism is to allow all
stages to validate their argument strings before any stage takes an action that
might destroy data, such as erasing a file or writing on a tape. Thus, the pipeline is
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abandoned if a built-in stage detects an error in its arguments or if a user-written
stage returns with a nonzero return code before reading or writing.
The commit level is a number between -2147483647 and +2147483647. Each
stage is at a particular commit level at any time. It increases its commit level with
the pipeline subcommand COMMIT. It cannot decrease its commit level. The parser
performs an implicit commit when a stage is defined. The definition of a built-in
stage includes the commit level at which it begins; stages that read from or write to
multiple streams begin at commit level -2; user-written stages begin at commit level
-1; other stages begin at commit level 0.
The pipeline dispatcher initiates the stage with the lowest commit level first. When
more than one stage begins at a particular commit level, it is unspecified which one
runs first. The stages at the lowest commit level run until they complete (return) or
issue a COMMIT pipeline subcommand.
At any time, an aggregate return code is associated with a pipeline specification. A
pipeline specification is the operand of the CMS PIPE command, the ADDPIPE
pipeline subcommand, or the CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand. A pipeline
specification can consist of one or more pipelines. Initially, the aggregate return
code is zero. The aggregate return code for the pipeline specification is updated
with the return code as each stage returns. If either number is negative, the
aggregate return code is the minimum of the two numbers; otherwise, it is the
maximum.
When all stages at the lowest commit level have ended or committed to a higher
level, the stages at the next commit level are examined. Stages that have not
begun are abandoned if the aggregate return code is not zero. For stages that have
begun and are waiting to commit to the new commit level, the return code for the
COMMIT pipeline subcommand is set to the aggregate return code at the time of
the commit to the highest level; those stages are then made ready to run. A stage
can inspect the COMMIT return code and perform whatever action is required;
built-in stages deallocate resources they have allocated and return with return code
zero when the COMMIT return code is not zero, thus quitting when they determine
that another stage has failed.
The scope of the commit level is a pipeline specification. Pipelines added with the
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand commit without coordinating their commit level with
the pipeline that added them.
When a pipeline specification that is issued with CALLPIPE increases its commit
level, the pipeline dispatcher checks that the commit level for the stage that issued
the CALLPIPE is at or above the new level requested. When the subroutine pipeline
would go to a commit level that is higher than the caller’s current commit level, the
pipeline dispatcher performs an implicit commit for the stage that issued the
CALLPIPE. The subroutine pipeline proceeds only after the caller’s commit has
completed (that is, only after the commit level of the calling pipeline has been
raised to the new level). If the caller is itself in a subroutine pipeline, then the same
process occurs for its caller.
By convention, all built-in stages process data on commit level 0. Stages must be at
the same commit level for data to pass between them, except when data flows on a
connection that has been set up with ADDPIPE. The pipeline stalls if a stage at one
commit level writes a record after the stage on the other side of the connection has
issued a COMMIT pipeline subcommand to commit to a higher level.
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A user-written stage begins at commit level -1. User-written stages automatically
commit to level 0 when the first OUTPUT, PEEKTO, READTO, or SELECT
ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand is issued. Because the pipeline dispatcher raises
the commit level automatically, most user-written stages need not be concerned
with commit levels. In the usual case, a user-written stage validates its arguments
before it begins reading and writing data. If it finds an error in its arguments and
exits with a nonzero return code before it has used any of the four commands that
cause an automatic commit, then the pipeline specification will in effect terminate at
commit level -1, before data has begun flowing and before other stages have taken
any irreversible actions (assuming they adhere to the same convention). On the
other hand, if a user-written stage finds no error in its arguments and begins to
process data by using one of these four commands, then the automatic commit is
done, possibly suspending that stage until all other stages are ready for data to
flow.
In some cases the automatic raising of the commit level for user-written stage may
not be suitable. If your user-written stage erases files or performs some other
irreversible function before it reads or writes, it should first use the COMMIT
pipeline subcommand to do an explicit commit to level 0 to wait until all other
stages have validated their arguments. If the return code on COMMIT is not zero,
then the user-written stage should undo any changes it may have made and exit
with return code 0.
If your user-written stage needs to use any of the commands that cause an
automatic commit before it is ready to commit to level 0, it must issue the
NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand to disable the automatic commit and then later
issue a COMMIT. To perform read or write operations on commit level -1 (to read a
parameter file from a different input stream, for example), use ADDPIPE to connect
the input or output stream (or both) to your user-written stage. (You cannot use
CALLPIPE for this because it would force a commit to level 0 before data could
flow.) Having defined the new streams with ADDPIPE, use READTO and OUTPUT
to read and write. When you are finished, issue SEVER to restore the original
connection. Then issue COMMIT to perform an explicit commit. Check the return
code on the COMMIT before reading or writing the original stream.
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Appendix E. Reserved Names
This appendix contains Programming Interface information.

The names of user-written stages must not begin with strings starting with the prefix
DMS, FPL or PIP. When a pipeline is started, CMS Pipelines searches the PIPPTFF
filter package and the table of built-in stages before it searches for a user-written
stage. So, a user-written stage (an implied REXX device driver or filter) does not
gain control if the name duplicates an existing stage name. Ways to avoid this
problem include using the explicit REXX stage or installing your user-written stage
in the filter package, PIPPTFF.
For more information, refer to the section, “The Dangers of Using Implied REXX
Filters” in CMS/TSO Pipelines Author’s Edition, “Filter Packages” in z/VM: CMS
Pipelines User’s Guide, and also refer to “PIPGFTXT” on page 822 and
“PIPGFMOD” on page 826.

CMS Pipelines Messages
Purpose
If you enter the PIPE command to invoke CMS Pipelines, you may receive one or
more messages. The return codes from the PIPE command correspond directly to
the message numbers. For more information on a message and the suggested
action, see the z/VM: CMS and REXX/VM Messages and Codes.
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. IBM
may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in all
countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the products and
services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program,
or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM product, program, or
service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that
does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However,
it is the user’s responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM
product, program, or service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any
license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, New York 10504-1785
U.S.A.
For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM
Intellectual Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM World Trade Asia Corporation
Licensing
2-31 Roppongi 3-chome, Minato-ku
Tokyo 106-0032, Japan
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to
you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements and/or
changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any
time without notice.
Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those
Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this
IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes
appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of
enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created programs
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1991, 2007
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and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information
which has been exchanged, should contact:
IBM Corporation
Mail Station P300
2455 South Road
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601-5400
U.S.A.
Attention: Information Request
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material available
for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM
International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement between us.
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurement may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those
products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM
has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance,
compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products. Questions on the
capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of those
products.
All statements regarding IBM’s future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
This information may contain examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
This information may contain sample application programs in source language,
which illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may
copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not been
thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply
reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs.

Programming Interface Information
This book primarily documents information that is NOT intended to be used as
Programming Interfaces of z/VM.
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This book also documents intended Programming Interfaces that allow the customer
to write programs to obtain the services of z/VM. This information is identified where
it occurs by an introductory statement to a chapter or section.

Trademarks
The following terms are trademarks of the International Business Machines
Corporation in the United States, or other countries, or both:
DB2
DFSMS/VM
eServer
GDDM
IBM
IBMLink
Language Environment
MVS
OpenExtensions
Performance Toolkit for VM
RACF
System/390
System z
System z9
VM/ESA
z/OS
z/VM
zSeries
Adobe, Acrobat, PostScript and all Adobe-based trademarks are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States,
other countries, or both.
Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other
countries, or both.
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks
of others.
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Glossary
For a list of z/VM terms and their definitions, see
the z/VM: Glossary book.
The glossary is also available through the online
HELP Facility. For example, to display the
definition of “cms”, enter:
help glossary cms

You will enter the glossary HELP file and the
definition of “cms” will be displayed as the current
line. While you are in the glossary HELP file, you
can also search for other terms.
If you are unfamiliar with the HELP Facility, you
can enter:
help

to display the main HELP menu, or enter:
help cms help

for information about the HELP command.
For more information about the HELP Facility, see
the z/VM: CMS User’s Guide.
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Index
Special characters

Numerics

? (Display How to Get HELP) stage
description 37
examples 37
/== operand
PICK stage 432
* operand
DROP stage 214
TAKE stage 605
*ACCOUNT operand
STARMSG stage 546
STARSYS stage 552
*ASYNCMD operand
STARMSG stage 546
*LOGREC operand
STARMSG stage 546
STARSYS stage 552
*MSG operand
STARMSG stage 546
*MSGALL operand
STARMSG stage 546
*SYMPTOM operand
STARMSG stage 546
STARSYS stage 552
\== operand
PICK stage 432
> (Replace or Create a CMS File) stage
description 31
examples 33
FIXED operand 31
return codes 33
VARIABLE operand 31
>> (Append to or Create a CMS File) stage
description 34
examples 35
FIXED option 34
return codes 36
VARIABLE operand 34
>> operand
PICK stage 433
>>= operand
PICK stage 433
< (Read a CMS File) stage
description 29
examples 30
return codes 30
<< operand
PICK stage 432
<<= operand
PICK stage 433
| stage separator 2
== operand
PICK stage 432
¬== operand
PICK stage 432

1 operand
APLDECODE stage 51
APLENCODE stage 54
1403 characters
converting 1403 overstruck characters to 3800
characters 168
2 operand
APLDECODE stage 51
APLENCODE stage 54
24-hour clock format 212
3270 data stream
building from pseudo-1403 format records 105
3270 device
querying characteristics 282, 285
writing 3270 data streams to 274
3277 operand
APLDECODE stage 51
APLENCODE stage 54
3277BFRA stage
description 38
examples 39
TO16BIT operand 38
3277ENC stage
description 41
examples 41
3278 operand
APLDECODE stage 51
APLENCODE stage 54
3279 operand
APLDECODE stage 51
APLENCODE stage 54
3800 channel command word (CCW) 449, 664
3800 characters
converting from 1403 overstruck characters 168
4KBLOCK operand
READER stage 457
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A
A2E operand
XLATE stage 691
accepting connection requests on a TCP port 623
access module 535
accessing ISPF tables 330
accumulating records 101
adding a pipeline 712
adding data to a file
with the >> (Append to or Create a CMS File)
stage 34
with the FILEFAST stage 248
with the FILESLOW stage 255
adding records after the output stream 57
adding records before the output stream 444
adding records to a file 659
adding rows to ISPF tables 330
adding zeros to high-order positions of character 675
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additional copies of a record 216
ADDNAME EXEC example 519
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand
assigning a name to 718
assigning a stream identifier on 715
B operand 717
connecting to the calling stage’s streams 714
controlling the issuing of messages on 717
defining an escape character on 716
defining the pipeline end character on 716
description 713
differences between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE 719
ENDCHAR option 716
ESCAPE option 716
examples 720
H operand 717
INPUT operand 714
LISTCMD option 716
LISTERR option 716
LISTRC option 717
LONG option 717
modifying stream connections with 718
MSGLEVEL option 717
NAME option 718
NO option 716
NOMSGLEVEL option 717
OUTPUT operand 714
overriding a globally specified option on 716
SEPARATOR option 718
special characters 716
specifying a connector on 714
specifying a label on 715
specifying a pipeline end character on 714
specifying a stage on 715
specifying a stage separator character on 714
specifying options on 716
stacking stream connections 718
STAGESEP option 718
table of modifying stream connections with 718
table of using connectors with 718
TRACE option 718
tracing execution of 718
tracing execution of stages on 717
tracing pipelines issued by 18
tracing stages with nonzero return codes on 716
turning off a globally specified option on 716
using connectors with 718
X operand 717
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand
BOTH operand 725
description 725
examples 725
INPUT operand 725
OUTPUT operand 725
return codes 726
ADMSF operand
BLOCK stage 95
DEBLOCK stage 205
AFTER operand
CHOP stage 124
SPLIT stage 529
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AFTFST stage
description 43
examples 44
FULLDATE operand 43
ISODATE operand 43
NOFORMAT operand 43
SHORTDATE operand 43
aggregate return code
definition 7
getting 739
AHELP stage
COMMANDS operand 45
description 45
HOST operand 46
MENU operand 45
MESSAGES operand 46
MSG operand 46
n operand 46
name operand 46
OTHER operand 46
SQL operand 46
SQLCODE operand 46
SYNTAX operand 46
aligning data 499
alignment operands of SPECS stage 501
ALL stage
B operand 49
description 48
examples 50
H operand 49
X operand 49
ALLEOF operand
COMBINE stage 140
DEAL stage 195
FANOUT stage 239
GATHER stage 293
SPECS stage 501
AND operand
COMBINE stage 140
ANYCASE operand
CHANGE stage 117
SPILL stage 525
ANYEOF operand
COMBINE stage 140
DEAL stage 195
FANOUT stage 239
GATHER stage 293
SPECS stage 501
ANYINPUT operand
SELECT pipeline subcommand 768
ANYINPUT parameter
PIPSEL assembler macro 797
ANYOF operand
CHOP stage 125
SPILL stage 524
SPLIT stage 530
STRIP stage 583
APL operand
APLDECODE stage 52
APLENCODE stage 55
BUILDSCR stage 107

APLDECODE stage
1 operand 51
2 operand 51
3277 operand 51
3278 operand 51
3279 operand 51
APL operand 52
description 51
example 53
TEXT operand 52
APLENCODE stage
1 operand 54
2 operand 54
3277 operand 54
3278 operand 54
3279 operand 54
APL operand 55
description 54
example 55
TEXT operand 55
APPEND operand
CRC stage 166
STEM stage 563
APPEND stage
description 57
examples 59
return codes 61
appending data to a file
with the >> (Append to or Create a CMS File)
stage 34
with the FILEFAST stage 248
with the FILESLOW stage 255
appending records after the output stream 57
appending to a byte stream file 78
appending two files, example of 59
applying an update file 659
ARGS parameter
PIPDESC assembler macro 788
arranging records 494
arranging the contents of records 499
ASA carriage control
converting from 62, 448
converting to 369
writing a printer file with 663
ASATOMC stage
description 62
examples 63
ASCENDING operand
MERGE stage 376
SORT stage 495
ascending order
sorting records in 494
ASCII-to-EBCDIC translation
performing 691
ASMCONT stage
description 64
example 64
ASMFIND stage
description 66
examples 67

ASMNFIND stage
description 69
examples 70
ASMXPND stage
description 71
examples 71
assembler macros, CMS Pipelines
examples 807
PIPCMD 783
PIPCOMMT 785
PIPDESC 787
PIPEPVR 790
PIPINPUT 791
PIPLOCAT 793
PIPOUTP 794
PIPSEL 796
PIPSEVER 798
PIPSHORT 800
PIPSTRNO 801
PIPSTRST 803
table of tasks performed by assembler macros 781
assembler statement
expanding 71
finding statements that begin with a specified
string 569
finding statements that begin with a specified
text 66
finding statements that do not begin with a specified
string 573
finding statements that do not begin with a specified
text 69
joining 64
selecting statements that begin with a specified
string 569
selecting statements that begin with a specified
text 66
selecting statements that do not begin with a
specified string 573
selecting statements that do not begin with a
specified text 69
splitting 71
assigning escape character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 733
ESCAPE stage 226
PIPE command 16
assigning name to
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 718
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 734
PIPE command 17
assigning pipeline end character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
assigning stream identifier
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 715
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand 725
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 732
PIPE command 15
assigning symbolic name to a stream
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 715
Index
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assigning symbolic name to a stream (continued)
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 732
PIPE command 15
ASYNCHRONOUSLY operand
CONSOLE stage 152
FULLSCREEN stage 276
UDP stage 642
AT operand
SPLIT stage 529
attached card reader 459
attached printer, unsupported by PRINTMC stage 449
automatic commit by user-written stages 710
avoiding pipeline stalls 154, 219

B
B operand
ADDPIPE subcommand 717
ALL stage 49
BLOCK stage 97
BUFFER stage 101
CALLPIPE subcommand 734
CHANGE stage 119
CHOP stage 125
CONSOLE stage 151
DEBLOCK stage 208
JOIN stage 334
JOINCONT stage 337
LOCATE stage 355
NLOCATE stage 391
PICK stage 429
PIPE command 17
RUNPIPE stage 470
SPECS stage 504
SPLIT stage 530
STRASMFIND stage 570
STRASMNFIND stage 574
STRFIND stage 576
STRFRLABEL stage 579
STRIP stage 584
STRLITERAL stage 586
STRNFIND stage 589
STRTOLABEL stage 591
STRWHILELABEL stage 595
TOKENIZE stage 632, 633
B2C operand
SPECS stage 507
BACKLOG operand
TCPLISTEN stage 623
backward space file 608
BASEYEAR operand
DATECONVERT stage 181
BEFORE operand
CHOP stage 124
SPLIT stage 529
BEGOUTPUT pipeline subcommand
description 727
examples 727
return codes 728
BETWEEN stage
description 73
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BETWEEN stage (continued)
examples 76
BFDIRECTORY stage
description 80
examples 81
BFS stage
description 78
examples 79
BFSQUERY stage
description 82
examples 83
BFSREPLACE stage
description 84
examples 85
BFSSTATE stage
description 86
examples 87
NOFORMAT operand 86
QUIET operand 86
BFSXECUTE stage
description 89
examples 93
binary data
converting from character 505
converting to character 507
binding a socket to a specified port 624
bit string 675
bits per character, changing 675
BLANK operand
BLOCK stage 96
C14TO38 stage 168, 169
CASEI stage 112
COLLATE stage 132
DEAL stage 197
DEBLOCK stage 206, 207
FBLOCK stage 242
GATHER stage 294
LOCATE stage 353
LOOKUP stage 361
MERGE stage 376
NLOCATE stage 389
OVERLAY stage 408
PAD stage 418
PICK stage 429, 430
SORT stage 495
SPECS stage 514
UNIQUE stage 648
XLATE stage 689
ZONE stage 704
block
BLOCK stage 94
descriptor word 95
FBLOCK stage 242
range 371
reading from CMS minidisk 371
specifying size 242
storage 567
block descriptor word 97, 208
BLOCK stage
ADMSF operand 95
B operand 97

BLOCK stage (continued)
BLANK operand 96
C operand 95
CMS operand 96
CRLF operand 96
description 94
EOF operand 95
examples 99
FIXED operand 96
H operand 97
LINEND operand 96
NETDATA operand 97
SF operand 97
SPACE operand 96, 97
STRING operand 97
TERMINATE operand 95
TEXTFILE operand 97
VARIABLE operand 98
VB operand 98
VBS operand 98
VS operand 98
X operand 97
BLOCKED operand
FILERAND stage 252
blocking data for MVS, example of 99
BOTH operand
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand 725
SELECT pipeline subcommand 768
STRIP stage 582
BOTH parameter
PIPSEL assembler macro 796
buffer
BUFFER stage 101
COPY stage 154
ELASTIC stage 219
LOOKUP stage 360
PRINTMC stage 449
PUNCH stage 450
URO stage 664
BUFFER stage
B operand 101
description 101
examples 102
H operand 101
interchanging with ELASTIC 219
X operand 101
building 3270 data streams from pseudo-1403 format
records 105
building a phone directory, example of 519
building multicolumn layout 489
BUILDSCR stage
APL operand 107
description 105
TEXT operand 107
built-in stages
See stage, CMS Pipelines built-in
BY operand
SPECS stage 504
bypassing a stage 775, 800
BYTES operand
COUNT stage 157

C
C operand
BLOCK stage 95
DEBLOCK stage 206
C14TO38 stage
BLANK operand 168, 169
description 168
examples 169
SPACE operand 169
C2B operand
SPECS stage 505
C2D operand
SPECS stage 505
C2F operand
SPECS stage 506
C2I operand
SPECS stage 506
C2P operand
SPECS stage 507
C2V operand
SPECS stage 507
C2X operand
SPECS stage 507
calling a nucleus extension 397
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand
assigning a name to 734
assigning a stream identifier on 732
B operand 734
connecting to the calling stage’s streams 731
connectors 730
controlling the issuing of messages on 733, 734
defining an escape character on 733
defining the pipeline end character on 733
description 730
differences between ADDPIPE and CALLPIPE 735
ENDCHAR option 733
ESCAPE option 733
examples 737
H operand 734
INPUT operand 731
LISTCMD option 733
LISTERR option 733
LISTRC option 733
LONG option 733
modifying stream connections with 735
MSGLEVEL option 733
NAME option 734
NO option 732
NOMSGLEVEL option 734
OUTPUT operand 731
overriding a globally specified option on 732
return codes 738
SEPARATOR option 734
special characters 733
specifying a connector on 731
specifying a label on 732
specifying a pipeline end character on 731
specifying a stage on 732
specifying a stage separator character on 731
specifying options on 732
STAGESEP option 734
Index
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CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand (continued)
table of modifying stream connections with 735
table of using connectors with 735
TRACE option 735
tracing execution of 735
tracing execution of stages on 733
tracing pipelines issued by 18
tracing stages with nonzero return codes on 733
turning off a globally specified option on 732
using connectors with 735
X operand 734
card reader
reading data from 457
carriage control
ASA 62, 369
character 457
control 448
converting 62, 369
machine 62, 369, 663
no-operation 448
writing records to printer 448
X'03' 663
X'41' 450, 663
X'5A' 448, 664
CASEANY operand
CHANGE stage 117
CASEI operand
ZONE stage 706
CASEI stage
BLANK operand 112
description 111
examples 115
FIELDS operand 113
FIELDSEPARATOR operand 112
FS operand 112
REVERSE operand 114
SPACE operand 112
WORDS operand 112
WORDSEPARATOR operand 111
WS operand 111
ZONE operand 114
CCW (channel command word)
See channel command word (CCW)
CDF (conventional disk format)
See Conventional Disk Format (CDF)
CDF operand
FMTFST stage 265
CENTER operand
SPECS stage 511
centered data 500, 511
CHANGE stage
ANYCASE operand 117
B operand 119
CASEANY operand 117
description 117
examples 120
H operand 119
X operand 119
changing a string of characters 117
changing ASA carriage control to machine carriage
control 62
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changing character length 675
changing characters 687
changing machine carriage control to ASA carriage
control 369
changing records
DATECONVERT stage 174
SPILL stage 524
changing the commit level 739
changing the order of characters 499
changing the stage separator character 18, 718, 734
channel command word (CCW)
3800 449, 664
control 458, 663
no-operation 458, 663
READER stage 457
character
ASA carriage control 62, 369
ASA carriage control list 62
carriage control 448, 457, 663
changing a string of 117
changing number of bits per character 675
converting to lowercase 691
converting to uppercase 691
delimiting, definition of 4
escape character on PIPE command 16
inserting escape 226
line-end 96, 207
machine carriage control 62, 369
pipeline end character 15
reading a simulated CMS partitioned data set 348
removing leading or trailing characters 582
replacing 408, 687
replacing a string of 117
special
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
stage separator on PIPE command 18
translating 687
character data
converting from binary 507
converting from hexadecimal 509
converting to binary 505
converting to hexadecimal 507
CHARACTER operand
ISPF stage 331
character string
blank-delimited 112, 197, 294, 353, 389, 430, 502,
689, 704
marking continuation 336
prefix specifying length 507, 509
range of 390, 502
writing as a record to output stream 350, 586
characteristics of built-in stages 813
CHARACTERS operand
COUNT stage 157
CHARS operand
COUNT stage 157
checking carriage control 62, 369
checking for file corruption 166
checking status of files 554

checking status of writable files 558
CHOP stage
AFTER operand 124
ANYOF operand 125
B operand 125
BEFORE operand 124
description 123
examples 126
H operand 125
NOT operand 124
STRING operand 125
X operand 125
clock, time-of-day 500, 505
closing a virtual printer file 448, 663
closing a virtual punch file 450, 663
CMS (Conversational Monitor System)
See Conversational Monitor System (CMS)
CMS command
issuing 128, 143
issuing a list of 128, 143
issuing like ADDRESS COMMAND 143
issuing with full command resolution 128
writing CMS command output 128
CMS operand
BLOCK stage 96
DEBLOCK stage 206
CMS partitioned data set
writing directory information from 425
CMS Pipelines
accepting connection requests on a TCP port 623
accessing ISPF tables 330
accumulating records temporarily 101
adding a pipeline 712
adding records after the output stream 57
adding records before the output stream 444
aggregate return code 7
aligning data 499
appending records after the output stream 57
applying an update file 659
arranging records 494
assembler macros
PIPCMD assembler macro 783
PIPCOMMT assembler macro 785
PIPDESC assembler macro 787
PIPEPVR assembler macro 790
PIPINPUT assembler macro 791
PIPLOCAT assembler macro 793
PIPOUTP assembler macro 794
PIPSEL assembler macro 796
PIPSEVER assembler macro 798
PIPSHORT assembler macro 800
PIPSTRNO assembler macro 801
PIPSTRST assembler macro 803
automatic commit by user-written stages 710
avoiding pipeline stalls 219
binding a socket to a specified port 624
building 3270 data streams from pseudo-1403 format
records 105
building multicolumn layout 489
bypassing a stage 775
calling a nucleus extension 397

CMS Pipelines (continued)
changing a string of characters 117
changing ASA carriage control to machine carriage
control 62
changing characters 687
changing machine carriage control to ASA carriage
control 369
changing number of bits per character 675
changing the commit level 739
changing the order of characters 499
changing the stage separator character 718, 734
checking for file corruption 166
checking status of files 554
checking status of writable files 558
combining multiple streams 230, 235, 292
combining records 139, 408
combining records from multiple streams 375
command search order 12
compacting records 416
comparing records 647
completing unclosed comments 486
compressing records 416
concatenating records 333
connecting to *MONITOR 543
convert hex values to displayable graphic characters
for 3270 41
converting a 2-byte integer to a 3270 buffer
address 38
converting an FST entry 265
converting ASA carriage control to machine carriage
control 62
converting blocks of data 205
converting data 499
converting from a 3270 buffer address to a 2-byte
integer 38
converting machine carriage control to ASA carriage
control 369
converting packed files 656
copying currently selected input stream to currently
selected output stream 775, 800
copying records 154, 216
copying records to multiple output streams 194, 239
counting bytes, character strings, or records 157
create a range of characters 700
creating a socket 624
DB2 Server for VM return codes, writing 540
declare a table of addresses required by assembler
macros 790
define the beginning of an assembler stage 787
defining additional stream for a stage 725
delaying by one record 154
delaying processing 211
delaying records 219
detaching from the connected, currently selected
stream 798
determining a record’s timestamp 630
determining if a stage is in an attached filter
package 759
determining stream state 779, 803
discarding duplicate records 647
discarding leading or trailing records 214
Index
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CMS Pipelines (continued)
discarding records 214, 307
disconnecting from the currently selected
stream 772
dispatcher 7
displaying a record as a message 224
displaying messages issued 454
displaying version 454
dropping leading or trailing records 214
duplicating records 216
ending a pipeline 8
ending portions of a pipeline using GATE 287
ending stages waiting for an external event 439
establishing an immediate command handler 318
expanding assembler statements 71
expanding tab characters in records to blanks 657
extending records with a pad character 418
finding assembler statements that begin with a
specified string 569
finding assembler statements that begin with a
specified text 66
finding assembler statements that do not begin with
a specified string 573
finding assembler statements that do not begin with
a specified text 69
finding open files 43
finding records that begin with a specified text 262,
576
finding records that do not begin with a specified
string 588
finding records that do not begin with a specified
text 381
finding references in a directory 360
formatting an FST entry 265
formatting output data 499
general concepts 1
generating a macro library 366
getting a REXX variable 665
getting aggregate return code 739
getting an EXEC 2 variable 665
getting REXX or EXEC 2 variables with a specified
stem 562
getting REXX variable information 466
getting status of files 554
getting status of writable files 558
getting stream number 777, 801
getting the state of a stream 779, 803
how it works 7
how return codes are generated 7
immediate commands 318
inserting escape characters 226
inserting records into a file being edited 599, 684
inserting rows in DB2 Server for VM tables 534
inspecting records in the currently selected input
stream 753
inspecting records with a user-written stage 753
invoking a REXX program as a user-written
stage 462, 761
invoking a subroutine pipeline 729
invoking a user-written stage 462, 761
invoking with the PIPE command 13
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CMS Pipelines (continued)
issue primary input stream records as pipeline
subcommands 783
issuing a list of CMS commands 128, 143
issuing a list of CP commands 162
issuing CMS commands 128, 143
issuing CP commands 162
issuing DB2 Server for VM commands from a
pipeline 534
issuing input stream records as pipelines 470
issuing messages from a user-written stage 746
issuing XEDIT messages during an XEDIT
session 696
joining assembler statements 64
joining records 139, 333, 336
lining up comments 486
lining up records into columns 657
list of assembler macros
PIPCMD 783
PIPCOMMT 785
PIPDESC 787
PIPEPVR 790
PIPINPUT 791
PIPLOCAT 793
PIPOUTP 794
PIPSEL 796
PIPSEVER 798
PIPSHORT 800
PIPSTRNO 801
PIPSTRST 803
list of built-in stages;
? (Display how to get HELP) 37
> (Replace or Create a CMS File) 31
>> (Append to or Create a CMS File) 34
< (Read a CMS file) 29
3270BFRA 38
3270ENC 41
AFTFST 43
AHELP 45
ALL 48
APLDECODE 51
APLENCODE 54
APPEND 57
ASATOMC 62
ASMCONT 64
ASMFIND 66
ASMNFIND 69
ASMXPND 71
BETWEEN 73
BFS 78
BFSDIRECTORY 80
BFSQUERY 82
BFSREPLACE 84
BFSSTATE 86
BFSXECUTE 89
BLOCK 94
BUFFER 101
BUILDSCR 105
C14TO38 168
CASEI 111
CHANGE 117

CMS Pipelines (continued)
list of built-in stages; (continued)
CHOP 123
CMS 128
COLLATE 131
COMBINE 139
COMMAND 143
CONFIGURE 146
CONSOLE 151
COPY 154
COUNT 157
CP 162
CRC 166
DATECONVERT 172
DEAL 194
DEBLOCK 205
DELAY 211
DROP 214
DUPLICATE 216
ELASTIC 219
EMSG 224
ESCAPE 226
FANIN 230
FANINANY 235
FANOUT 239
FBLOCK 242
FILEBACK 245
FILEFAST 248
FILERAND 252
FILESLOW 255
FILEUPDATE 259
FIND 262
FMTFST 265
FRLABEL 268
FRTARGET 271
FULLSCREEN 274
FULLSCRQ 282
FULLSCRS 285
GATE 287
GATHER 292
GETFILES 302
HELP 304
HOLE 307
HOSTBYADDR 310
HOSTBYNAME 312
HOSTID 314
HOSTNAME 315
IEBCOPY 316
IMMCMD 318
INSIDE 320
INSTORE 325
IP2SOCKA 327
ISPF 330
JOIN 333
JOINCONT 336
JUXTAPOSE 342
LDRTBLS 345
LISTPDS 348
LITERAL 350
LOCATE 352
LOOKUP 360

CMS Pipelines (continued)
list of built-in stages; (continued)
MACLIB 366
MCTOASA 369
MDISKBLK 371
MEMBERS 373
MERGE 375
NFIND 381
NINSIDE 383
NLOCATE 388
NOT 395
NUCEXT 397
OPTCDJ 399
OUTSIDE 402
OUTSTORE 406
OVERLAY 408
OVERSTR 413
PACK 416
PAD 418
PAUSE 421
PDSDIRECT 425
PICK 428
PIPCMD 437
PIPESTOP 439
PREDSELECT 441
PREFACE 444
PRINTMC 448
PUNCH 450
QSAM 452
QUERY 454
READER 457
REVERSE 460
REXX 462
REXXVARS 466
RUNPIPE 470
SCM 486
SNAKE 489
SOCKA2IP 492
SORT 494
SPECS 499
SPILL 524
SPLIT 528
SQL 534
SQLCODES 540
STACK 541
STARMONITOR 543
STARMSG 546
STARSYS 552
STATE 554
STATEW 558
STEM 562
STORAGE 567
STRASMFIND 569
STRASMNFIND 573
STRFIND 576
STRFRLABEL 579
STRIP 582
STRLITERAL 586
STRNFIND 588
STRTOLABEL 591
STRWHILELABEL 595
Index
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CMS Pipelines (continued)
list of built-in stages; (continued)
SUBCOM 598
SYNCHRONIZE 601
TAKE 605
TAPE 607
TCPCLIENT 610
TCPDATA 618
TCPLISTEN 623
TIMESTAMP 630
TOKENIZE 632
TOLABEL 636
TOTARGET 639
UDP 642
UNIQUE 647
UNPACK 656
UNTAB 657
UPDATE 659
URO 663
VAR 665
VARLOAD 671
VCHAR 675
VMC 677
WHILELABEL 678
XAB 681
XEDIT 683
XLATE 687
XMSG 696
XPNDHI 698
XRANGE 700
ZONE 703
list of pipeline subcommands
ADDPIPE 712
ADDSTREAM 725
BEGOUTPUT 727
CALLPIPE 729
COMMIT 739
GETRANGE 741
MAXSTREAM 744
MESSAGE 746
NOCOMMIT 748
OUTPUT 750
PEEKTO 753
READTO 756
RESOLVE 759
REXX 761
SCANRANGE 764
SCANSTRING 766
SELECT 768
SETRC 770
SEVER 772
SHORT 775
STAGENUM 776
STREAMNUM 777
STREAMSTATE 779
listening on a TCP port 623
listing open files 43
loading records into storage 325
locate the next input record 793
locating records that contain a string 352, 428
locating records that do not contain a string 388
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CMS Pipelines (continued)
maintaining input records 441
making duplicate records 216
manipulating data 499
matching records according to a key field 131
matching records in a reference 360
merging records from multiple streams 375
messages issued by 833
nucleus extensions 397
obtain the aggregate return code 785
obtaining highest numbered stream 744
obtaining information from OpenExtensions 82, 89
obtaining position of a stage in a pipeline 776
obtaining stream number 777, 801
obtaining the state of a stream 779
ordering records 494
overlaying data 408
packing records 416
padding records 418, 499
parsing a record 632
passing subcommands to a subcommand
environment 598
placing data in specified order 499
postponing processing 211
preface a record with a marker 342
preventing pipeline stalls 154, 219
printing records 448
processing 3270 display fields 51
processing data for 3270 terminal display 54
processing MVS unloaded data sets 316
punching records 450
querying 3270 device characteristics 282, 285
querying DB2 Server for VM tables 534
querying messages issued 454
querying version 454
reading a file into a pipeline 29
reading a list of files into a pipeline 302
reading a simulated CMS partitioned data set 348
reading an existing directory file 80
reading an external attribute buffer 681
reading blocks from a CMS minidisk 371
reading data from the currently selected input
stream 791
reading from a file being edited with XEDIT 683
reading from tape 607
reading from the program stack 541
reading lines from the console stack 151
reading lines from the program stack 151
reading lines from the terminal 151
reading lines from the terminal input buffer 151
reading messages from TCP/IP ports 642
reading or appending to a byte stream file 78
reading records from a user-written stage 756
reading records from the currently selected input
stream 756
reading records from virtual reader 457
reading virtual machine storage 567
rearranging records 499
receiving messages from TCP/IP ports 642
recoding characters 675
reformatting data from external format 205

CMS Pipelines (continued)
reformatting records 94
reformatting records to a specified block size 242
removing blank lines from a file 357
removing leading characters 582
removing trailing characters 582
replacing a string of characters 117
replacing characters 687
replacing the contents of a byte stream file in a
BFS 84
reserved names 833
resolving the state of a stream 803
retaining duplicate records 647
retrieving a REXX variable 665
retrieving an EXEC 2 variable 665
retrieving REXX or EXEC 2 variables with a specified
stem 562
reversing output streams 395
reversing record contents 460
running a pipeline 729
scanner 7
select a stream for subsequent use by assembler
macros 796
selecting assembler statements that begin with a
specified string 569
selecting assembler statements that begin with a
specified text 66
selecting assembler statements that do not begin
with a specified string 573
selecting assembler statements that do not begin
with a specified text 69
selecting consecutive records that begin with a
target 595, 678
selecting duplicate records 647
selecting leading or trailing records 605
selecting records 48
selecting records before a target 591, 636, 639
selecting records between two targets 73, 320
selecting records from the beginning or end of the
input stream 605
selecting records not between two targets 383, 402
selecting records outside two targets 383, 402
selecting records relative to target string 703
selecting records that begin with a specified
text 262, 576
selecting records that contain a string 352, 428
selecting records that do not begin with a specified
string 588
selecting records that do not begin with a specified
text 381
selecting records that do not contain a string 388
selecting records that follow a target 268, 271, 579
selecting the current stream 768
sending messages over VMCF 677
sending records to TCP/IP ports 642
setting a return code for an OUTPUT subcommand
issued by the previous stage 770
setting a REXX variable 665
setting an EXEC2 variable 665
setting EXEC2 variables 671

CMS Pipelines (continued)
setting REXX or EXEC 2 variables with a specified
stem 562
setting REXX variables 671
setting up an immediate command handler 318
severing a stream 772
signaling a PAUSE event record 421
sorting primary input stream records 494
splitting assembler statements 71
splitting records 528
stages and pipeline subcommands
? (Display how to get HELP) stage 37
> (Replace or Create a CMS File) stage 31
>> (Append to or Create a CMS File) stage 34
< (Read a CMS file) stage 29
3270BFRA stage 38
3270ENC stage 41
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 712
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand 725
AFTFST stage 43
AHELP stage 45
ALL stage 48
APLDECODE stage 51
APLENCODE stage 54
APPEND stage 57
ASATOMC stage 62
ASMCONT stage 64
ASMFIND stage 66
ASMNFIND stage 69
ASMXPND stage 71
BEGOUTPUT pipeline subcommand 727
BETWEEN stage 73
BFS stage 78
BFSDIRECTORY stage 80
BFSQUERY stage 82
BFSREPLACE stage 84
BFSSTATE stage 86
BFSXECUTE stage 89
BLOCK stage 94
BUFFER stage 101
BUILDSCR stage 105
C14TO38 stage 168
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 729
CASEI stage 111
CHANGE stage 117
CHOP stage 123
CMS stage 128
COLLATE stage 131
COMBINE stage 139
COMMAND stage 143
COMMIT pipeline subcommand 739
CONFIGURE stage 146
CONSOLE stage 151
COPY stage 154
COUNT stage 157
CP stage 162
CRC stage 166
DATECONVERT stage 172
DEAL stage 194
DEBLOCK stage 205
DELAY stage 211
Index
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CMS Pipelines (continued)
stages and pipeline subcommands (continued)
DROP stage 214
DUPLICATE stage 216
ELASTIC stage 219
EMSG stage 224
ESCAPE stage 226
FANIN stage 230
FANINANY stage 235
FANOUT stage 239
FBLOCK stage 242
FILEBACK stage 245
FILEFAST stage 248
FILERAND stage 252
FILESLOW stage 255
FILEUPDATE stage 259
FIND stage 262
FMTFST stage 265
FRLABEL stage 268
FRTARGET stage 271
FULLSCREEN stage 274
FULLSCRQ stage 282
FULLSCRS stage 285
GATE stage 287
GATHER stage 292
GETFILES stage 302
GETRANGE pipeline subcommand 741
HELP stage 304
HOLE stage 307
HOSTBYADDR stage 310
HOSTBYNAME stage 312
HOSTID stage 314
HOSTNAME stage 315
IEBCOPY stage 316
IMMCMD stage 318
INSIDE stage 320
INSTORE stage 325
IP2SOCKA stage 327
ISPF stage 330
JOIN stage 333
JOINCONT stage 336
JUXTAPOSE stage 342
LDRTBLS stage 345
LISTPDS stage 348
LITERAL stage 350
LOCATE stage 352
LOOKUP stage 360
MACLIB stage 366
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand 744
MCTOASA stage 369
MDISKBLK stage 371
MEMBERS stage 373
MERGE stage 375
MESSAGE pipeline subcommand 746
NFIND stage 381
NINSIDE stage 383
NLOCATE stage 388
NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand 748
NOT stage 395
NUCEXT stage 397
OPTCDJ stage 399
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CMS Pipelines (continued)
stages and pipeline subcommands (continued)
OUTPUT pipeline subcommand 750
OUTSIDE stage 402
OUTSTORE stage 406
OVERLAY stage 408
OVERSTR stage 413
PACK stage 416
PAD stage 418
PAUSE stage 421
PDSDIRECT stage 425
PEEKTO pipeline subcommand 753
PICK stage 428
PIPCMD stage 437
PIPESTOP stage 439
PREDSELECT stage 441
PREFACE stage 444
PRINTMC stage 448
PUNCH stage 450
QSAM stage 452
QUERY stage 454
READER stage 457
READTO pipeline subcommand 756
RESOLVE pipeline subcommand 759
REVERSE stage 460
REXX pipeline subcommand 761
REXX stage 462
REXXVARS stage 466
RUNPIPE stage 470
SCANRANGE pipeline subcommand 764
SCANSTRING pipeline subcommand 766
SCM stage 486
SELECT pipeline subcommand 768
SETRC pipeline subcommand 770
SEVER pipeline subcommand 772
SHORT pipeline subcommand 775
SNAKE stage 489
SOCKA2IP stage 492
SORT stage 494
SPECS stage 499
SPILL stage 524
SPLIT stage 528
SQL stage 534
SQLCODES stage 540
STACK stage 541
STAGENUM pipeline subcommand 776
STARMONITOR stage 543
STARMSG stage 546
STARSYS stage 552
STATE stage 554
STATEW stage 558
STEM stage 562
STORAGE stage 567
STRASMFIND stage 569
STRASMNFIND stage 573
STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand 777
STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand 779
STRFIND stage 576
STRFRLABEL stage 579
STRIP stage 582
STRLITERAL stage 586

CMS Pipelines (continued)
stages and pipeline subcommands (continued)
STRNFIND stage 588
STRTOLABEL stage 591
STRWHILELABEL stage 595
SUBCOM stage 598
SYNCHRONIZE stage 601
TAKE stage 605
TAPE stage 607
TCPCLIENT stage 610
TCPDATA stage 618
TCPLISTEN stage 623
TIMESTAMP stage 630
TOKENIZE stage 632
TOLABEL stage 636
TOTARGET stage 639
UDP stage 642
UNIQUE stage 647
UNPACK stage 656
UNTAB stage 657
UPDATE stage 659
URO stage 663
VAR stage 665
VARLOAD stage 671
VCHAR stage 675
VMC stage 677
WHILELABEL stage 678
XAB stage 681
XEDIT stage 683
XLATE stage 687
XMSG stage 696
XPNDHI stage 698
XRANGE stage 700
ZONE stage 703
stall avoidance 154, 219
stopping stages waiting for an external event 439
storing records temporarily 101
stripping leading or trailing characters 582
subroutine pipeline
invoking with CALLPIPE 729
suspending processing 211
terminating stages waiting for an external event 439
terminology
built-in stage 3
commit level 6
connector 5
consume a record 5
defined 6
delay the records 6
delimited string 4
delimiting character 4
device driver 3
end of file 6
filter 3
filter package 7
host command interface 3
input stream 4
label 5
label definition 5
label reference 5
message level 6

CMS Pipelines (continued)
terminology (continued)
multistream pipeline 5
null string 6
option 3
output stream 4
pipeline 2
pipeline set 2
pipeline stall 7
pipeline subcommand 3
primary input stream 4
primary output stream 4
secondary input stream 4
secondary output stream 4
sever 6
shorted 7
stage 2, 3
stage separator 2
stream 4
stream identifier 5
subroutine pipeline 3
target 6
tertiary input stream 4
tertiary output stream 5
tokenizing a record 632
tracing execution of 18, 718, 735
translating characters 687
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
related stages
HOSTBYADDR stage 310
HOSTBYNAME stage 312
HOSTID stage 314
HOSTNAME stage 315
IP2SOCKA stage 327
SOCKA2IP stage 492
TCPCLIENT stage 610
TCPDATA stage 618
TCPLISTEN stage 623
truncating records 123
unloading a file from storage 406
unpacking data 656
using commit level 829
verifying file 166
waiting for connection requests 624
waiting to copy a record 211
writing 3270 data streams to a 3270 device 274
writing 3270 data streams to the virtual console 274
writing a specified string to a pipeline 350, 586
writing an external attribute buffer 681
writing byte stream file status 86
writing CMS command output 128, 143
writing DB2 Server for VM return codes 540
writing directory information from CMS PDS 425
writing immediate command arguments 318
writing lines from *ACCOUNT 546, 552
writing lines from *ASYNCMD 546
writing lines from *LOGREC 546, 552
writing lines from *MONITOR 543
writing lines from *MSG 546
writing lines from *MSGALL 546
writing lines from *SYMPTOM 546, 552
Index
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CMS Pipelines (continued)
writing lines from a CP message service 546
writing lines to the terminal 151
writing pipeline subcommands as data without
execution 727
writing records from a user-written stage 750
writing records to currently selected output
stream 794
writing records to the currently selected output
stream 750
writing records to virtual printer 448, 663
writing records to virtual punch 450, 663
writing responses from TCP/IP ports into
pipeline 642
writing to a file being edited with XEDIT 683
writing to tape 607
writing to the program stack 541
writing virtual machine storage 567
CMS stage
description 128
examples 129
return codes 130
CMS TAPE DUMP format 608
code page 691, 692
CODEPAGE operand
XLATE stage 692
coding a fully defined field attribute, example of 41
COLLATE stage
BLANK operand 132
description 131
DETAILS operand 132, 133
examples 134
MASTER operand 132, 133
NOPAD operand 131
PAD operand 132
SPACE operand 132
column, DB2 Server for VM 537
columns, building 489
COMBINE stage
ALLEOF operand 140
AND operand 140
ANYEOF operand 140
description 139
examples 141
EXCLUSIVEOR operand 140
FIRST operand 140
KEYLENGTH operand 139
LAST operand 140
OR operand 140
STOP operand 140
combining multiple streams 230, 235, 292
combining overstruck characters 168
combining records 139, 408
combining records from multiple streams 375
command code 62
COMMAND stage
description 143
examples 144
return codes 145
COMMANDS operand
AHELP stage 45
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comment
completing unclosed 486
lining up 486
comment to identify update 660
commit level
automatic commit by user-written stages 710
definition 6
summary 813
table of 813
using 829
COMMIT operand
SQL stage 535
COMMIT parameter
PIPDESC assembler macro 788
COMMIT pipeline subcommand
description 739
examples 739
return codes 740
commit, automatic
OUTPUT pipeline subcommand 750, 756
PEEKTO pipeline subcommand 753
preventing 748
SELECT ANYINPUT pipeline subcommand 769
committing a unit of work 535
communication application, building 643
compacting records 416
comparing records 647
completing unclosed comments 486
compressing records 416
concatenating records 333
CONDREAD operand
FULLSCREEN stage 275
configuration variables 146
CONFIGURE stage
description 146
DISKREPLACE configuration variable 146
DISKTEMPFILETYPE configuration variable 147
examples 150
GROUP configuration variable 147
REPOSITORY configuration variable 147
SQLPGMNAME configuration variable 147
SQLPGMOWNER configuration variable 148
STALLACTION configuration variable 148
STALLFILETYPE configuration variable 148
STYLE configuration variable 149
configuring a CMS Pipelines logon session 146
connecting a pipeline to a byte stream file 78
connecting to a CP service
*ACCOUNT 546, 552
*ASYNCMD 546
*LOGREC 546, 552
*MONITOR 543
*MSG 546
*MSGALL 546
*SYMPTOM 546, 552
connecting to a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol server 610
connecting to DB2 Server for VM 535
connector
definition 5

connector (continued)
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 714
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 731
using with ADDPIPE 718
using with CALLPIPE 735
CONSOLE operand
FULLSCREEN stage 277
console stack
bypass reading from 152
reading lines from 151
CONSOLE stage
ASYNCHRONOUSLY operand 152
B operand 151
DARK operand 152
description 151
DIRECT operand 152
EOF operand 151
examples 153
H operand 151
INVISIBLE operand 152
NOEOF operand 152
X operand 151
consume a record
definition 5
continuation string 336
Conventional Disk Format (CDF)
FMTFST stage 265
Conversational Monitor System (CMS)
COPYFILE command 416, 656
NETDATA format 97, 207, 316
reading minidisk blocks 371
reading NETDATA files into a pipeline 459
SET INPUT command 691
SET OUTPUT command 691
UPDATE command 659
conversion operands of SPECS stage 501
convert hex values to displayable graphic characters for
3270 41
converting 12-bit to 14-bit addresses, example of 40
converting 2-byte integer to 12-bit address, example
of 39
converting a 12-bit buffer address to a 2-byte unsigned
integer 38
converting a 2-byte integer to a screen address 38
converting a 2-byte unsigned integer to a 12-bit
address, example of 39
converting a halfword to a 12-bit address (from required
for 3270) 38
converting a port number and IP address 327
converting an FST entry 265
converting an input record to a port number and IP
address 492
converting ASA carriage control to machine carriage
control 62
converting blocks of data 205
converting data
adding length prefix 509
binary to character 507
character to binary 505

converting data (continued)
character to hexadecimal 507
data with prefix to data without prefix 507
decimal to internal format 508
decimal to packed 509
hexadecimal to character 509
internal format to decimal 505
internal format to scientific notation 506
ISO timestamp to MVS Julian date 508
MVS Julian date to ISO format 506
packed decimal to printable form 507
scientific notation to internal format 508
using the SPECS stage 499
converting dates 174
converting from a 12-bit to a 2-byte unsigned
integer 38
converting machine carriage control to ASA carriage
control 369
converting packed files 656
COPY stage
description 154
examples 154
interchanging with ELASTIC 219
copying currently selected input stream to currently
selected output stream 775, 800
copying data from one tape to another, example
of 609
copying records 154, 216
copying records to multiple streams 239
count information record 158
COUNT operand
LOOKUP stage 361
SORT stage 494
UNIQUE stage 647
COUNT stage
BYTES operand 157
CHARACTERS operand 157
CHARS operand 157
count information record 158
description 157
examples 158
LINES operand 157
MAXLINE operand 157
MINLINE operand 157
WORDS operand 157
counting
bytes 157
character strings 157
characters 157
detail records 361
master records 361
occurrences of characters in a file, example of 243
records 157
records with identical key fields 494, 647
CP CLOSE command 448, 450, 663
CP command
issuing 162
issuing a list of 162
writing CP command output 162
CP message service
writing lines from 546
Index
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CP stage
description 162
examples 163
return codes 164
CP system service
*ACCOUNT 546, 552
*ASYNCMD 546
*LOGREC 546, 552
*MONITOR 543
*MSG 546
*MSGALL 546
*SYMPTOM 546, 552
CRC stage
APPEND operand 166
CRC16I operand 166
description 166
examples 167
CRC16I operand
CRC stage 166
create a range of characters 700
creating a file
with the > (Replace or Create a CMS File) stage
with the >> (Append to or Create a CMS File)
stage 34
with the FILEFAST stage 248
with the FILESLOW stage 255
creating a null record 350
creating a socket 624
creating CMS Pipelines specifications 146
creating multicolumn layout 489
CRLF operand
BLOCK stage 96
DEBLOCK stage 206
TCPCLIENT stage 612
TCPDATA stage 619
CTL option of XEDIT 659
cumulative translations 694
currently selected stream 512, 710
cursor stability 535

D
D2C operand
SPECS stage 508
DARK operand
CONSOLE stage 152
data
centered 511
centering 500
exchanging with a Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol client 618
exchanging with a Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol server 610
left-aligning 500, 511
reading from tape 607
right-aligned 511
right-aligning 500
unpacking 656
writing to tape 607
data set
partitioned 316
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31

data set (continued)
unloaded, MVS 316
data stream
building 3270 data streams from pseudo-1403 format
records 105
decoding 3270 data streams with APL/TEXT
characters 53
writing 3270 data streams to a 3270 device 274
writing 3270 data streams to the virtual console 274
datagram 643
date, MVS Julian 506
DATECONVERT stage
BASEYEAR operand 181
description 174
examples 188
inputRange option 174
Separator option 174
TIMEOUT operand 181
WINDOW operand 181
DEAL stage
ALLEOF operand 195
ANYEOF operand 195
BLANK operand 197
description 194
examples 201
FIELDS operand 198
FIELDSEPARATOR operand 196
FS operand 196
KEY operand 195
SECONDARY operand 195
SPACE operand 197
STOP operand 195
WORDS operand 197
WORDSEPARATOR operand 195
WS operand 195
dealing out records 194
DEBLOCK operand
TCPCLIENT stage 611
TCPDATA stage 618
DEBLOCK stage
ADMSF operand 205
B operand 208
BLANK operand 206, 207
C operand 206
CMS operand 206
CRLF operand 206
description 205
EOF operand 206
examples 209
FIXED operand 206
GDFORDERS operand 207
H operand 208
LINEND operand 207
NETDATA operand 207
SF operand 207
SPACE operand 206, 207
STRING operand 207
TERMINATE operand 206
TEXTFILE operand 208
TEXTUNIT operand 208
VARIABLE operand 208

DEBLOCK stage (continued)
VB operand 208
VBS operand 208
VS operand 208
X operand 208
deblocking data from MVS, example of 210
decimal, converting from 508
decimal, converting to 505
declare a table of addresses required by assembler
macros 790
decode 3270 display data, example of 53
decreasing length of bit string 675
define the beginning of an assembler stage 787
defining a variable 331
defining additional stream for a stage 725
defining escape character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
defining pipeline end character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
defining primary input and output streams 6, 18
DELAY stage
description 211
examples 213
delay the record
definition 6
delaying by one record 154
delaying processing 211
delaying records 219
deleting records 659
delimited string
definition 4
delimitedString operand
TCPCLIENT stage 612
TCPDATA stage 619
delimiting character
definition 4
DESCENDING operand
MERGE stage 376
SORT stage 495
descending order
sorting records in 494
DESCRIBE operand
SQL stage 536
descriptor word, block and record 95
designation of time by DELAY stage 211
detaching from the connected, currently selected
stream 798
detail record
comparing to records in a reference 360
counting 361
specifying order 362
using with a COLLATE stage 131
using with a LOOKUP stage 360
DETAILS operand
COLLATE stage 132, 133
LOOKUP stage 362
determining a record’s timestamp 630

determining if a stage is in an attached filter
package 759
determining stream state 779, 803
determining the order of records 494
determining when a record is read 630
device characteristics, 3270
querying 282, 285
device driver
> (Replace or Create a CMS File) stage 31
>> (Append to or Create a CMS File) stage 34
< (Read a CMS file) stage 29
3270ENC stage 41
AFTFST stage 43
BFS stage 78
BFSDIRECTORY stage 80
BFSQUERY stage 82
BFSREPLACE stage 84
BFSSTATE stage 86
BFSXECUTE stage 89
CONSOLE stage 151
definition 3
DELAY stage 211
EMSG stage 224
FILEBACK stage 245
FILEFAST stage 248
FILERAND stage 252
FILESLOW stage 255
FILEUPDATE stage 259
FULLSCREEN stage 274
FULLSCRQ stage 282
FULLSCRS stage 285
GETFILES stage 302
HOLE stage 307
IMMCMD stage 318
IP2SOCKA stage 327
ISPF stage 330
LISTPDS stage 348
LITERAL stage 350
MDISKBLK stage 371
MEMBERS stage 373
PDSDIRECT stage 425
PRINTMC stage 448
PUNCH stage 450
QSAM stage 452
READER stage 457
REXXVARS stage 466
SQL stage 534
SQLCODES stage 540
STACK stage 541
STATE stage 554
STATEW stage 558
STEM stage 562
STORAGE stage 567
STRLITERAL stage 586
TAPE stage 607
UDP stage 642
URO stage 663
VAR stage 665
VARLOAD stage 671
VMC stage 677
XAB stage 681
Index
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device driver (continued)
XEDIT stage 683
XMSG stage 696
XRANGE stage 700
device number
of virtual card reader 457
of virtual printer 448, 663, 681
of virtual punch 450, 663
diagram of
COLLATE stage 133
LOOKUP stage 363
MERGE stage 377
OVERLAY stage 409
UNIQUE stage 650
DIRECT operand
CONSOLE stage 152
directory information, writing 425
discarding duplicate records 647
discarding leading records 214
discarding records 214, 307
discarding trailing records 214
disconnecting from the currently selected stream 772
DISKBACK stage
See FILEBACK stage
DISKFAST stage
See FILEFAST stage
DISKRAND stage
See FILERAND stage
DISKREPLACE configuration variable 146
DISKSLOW stage
See FILESLOW stage
DISKTEMPFILETYPE configuration variable 147
DISKUPDATE stage
See FILEUPDATE stage
dispatcher, pipeline 7
displaying a record as a message 224
displaying how to get HELP for CMS Pipelines 37
DROP stage
* operand 214
description 214
examples 215
FIRST operand 214
LAST operand 214
dropping leading or trailing records 214
DUMP files 458
duplicate records
discarding 494, 647
selecting 647
DUPLICATE stage
description 216
examples 216
duplicating records 216

E
E2A operand
XLATE stage 692
EBCDIC-to-ASCII translation
performing 692
EDF (enhanced disk format)
See Enhanced Disk Format (EDF)
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EDF operand
FMTFST stage 265
ELASTIC stage
description 219
examples 220
emptying the buffer 450
EMSG stage
description 224
examples 225
end character
defining on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 716
defining on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 733
defining on the PIPE command 16
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 714
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 731
specifying on the PIPE command 15
end of file
definition 6
end of record, specifying columns from 502
end-of-file character
specifying for BLOCK 95
specifying for DEBLOCK 206
ENDCHAR option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
ending a pipeline 8
ending a pipeline using GATE 287
ending a stage 8
ending CONSOLE ASYNCHRONOUSLY 152
ending IMMCMD 318
ending stages waiting for an external event 439
ending STARMONITOR 544
ending STARMSG 547
ending STARSYS 553
ending UDP 644
ending VMC 677
Enhanced Disk Format (EDF)
FMTFST stage 265
EOF operand
BLOCK stage 95
CONSOLE stage 151
DEBLOCK stage 206
EOTOK operand
TAPE stage 608
EP parameter
PIPDESC assembler macro 787
erasing a file with a mixed-case file identifier 145
error message
displaying comment in 660
escape character
defining on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 716
defining on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 733
defining on the PIPE command 16
specifying with APPEND 58

escape character (continued)
specifying with ESCAPE 226
specifying with PREFACE 444
ESCAPE option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
ESCAPE stage
description 226
examples 227
establishing a token used by the GETRANGE pipeline
subcommand 764
establishing an immediate command handler from a
pipeline 318
event record
definition 421
types and layouts 475
event, external
terminating stages that wait for 439
EVENTS operand
RUNPIPE stage 471
STARMONITOR stage 543
example of
a server telling a client whether a user ID is logged
on to the server 626
appending a trailer record to a file 60
appending two files 59
blocks, reading from a minidisk 372
building a phone directory 519
changing the STYLE configuration variable
type 150
coding a fully defined field attribute 41
controlling trace messages written to a file 473
converting an IP address 328
copying data from one tape to another 609
counting occurrences of characters in a file 243
counting the number of times a delimited string
appears as a word in the input records 766
decode 3270 display data 53
displaying current configuration values 150
displaying online information 47
displaying the host IP address 314
displaying the host name 315
erasing a file with a mixed-case file identifier 145
example of converting 12-bit to 14-bit addresses 40
example of converting 2-byte integer to 12-bit
address 39
example of converting one address to a 12-bit
address 39
exchanging data with a Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol client 622
finding the number of open files 44
flowing a paragraph 526
inserting records into a file being edited 599
issuing RUNPIPE within an XEDIT session 472
listing members of a CMS macro library 349
listing open files 44
locating records that contain either of two
strings 358
locating records that contain two strings 358
minidisk, reading blocks from 372

example of (continued)
multistream pipeline 20
querying the status of sign-ons on a Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol server 615
reading blocks from a minidisk 372
reading lines stacked by a CMS command 307
removing header lines 370
resolving an IP address into a domain name 311
resolving domain names into IP addresses 313
reversing one or more words in a sentence 742
reversing order of records 326
scanning an argument string that specifies one input
range but no other arguments 765
scanning an argument string that specifies two input
ranges but no other arguments 765
searching files for a specified character string 437
sending a message while user ID is
disconnected 548, 549
sorting a list of reader files 496
sorting hexadecimal numbers 736
sorting values in an array 565
sounding alarm on virtual console 309
suppressing a list of words 137
testing if a stream is defined 777
translate a stream of records with an attribute field
followed by data 42
using PAUSE stage with RUNPIPE EVENTS 421
write data containing characters from the TEXT
character set 55
writing a hexadecimal string to a pipeline 515
exchanging data with a Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol server 610
EXCLUSIVE operand
STARMONITOR stage 543
EXCLUSIVEOR operand
COMBINE stage 140
EXECUTE operand
SQL stage 535
existing table, updating 330
expanding assembler statements 71
expanding tab characters in records to blanks 657
extending records with a pad character 418
external attribute buffer 681
external event
terminating stages that wait for 439
external format
converting from 205
extracting data from CMS partitioned data set 373
extracting members from MACLIB and TXTLIB 373
extracting part of a record 741

F
F-format
files 416
F2C operand
SPECS stage 508
FANIN stage
description 230
examples 231

Index
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FANINANY stage
description 235
examples 236
FANOUT stage
ALLEOF operand 239
ANYEOF operand 239
description 239
examples 240
STOP operand 239
FBLOCK stage
BLANK operand 242
description 242
examples 243
SPACE operand 242
FCB (forms control buffer)
See Forms Control Buffer (FCB)
field
delimited 113, 198, 294, 354, 390, 431, 502, 690,
704
input 500
output 500
range of 390, 502
sequence 660
FIELDS operand
CASEI stage 113
DEAL stage 198
GATHER stage 294
LOCATE stage 354
NLOCATE stage 390
PICK stage 431
SPECS stage 502
XLATE stage 690
ZONE stage 704
FIELDSEPARATOR operand
CASEI stage 112
DEAL stage 196
GATHER stage 293
LOCATE stage 353
NLOCATE stage 389
PICK stage 430
SPECS stage 514
XLATE stage 689
ZONE stage 703
FIFO operand
STACK stage 541
file
adding data to 248, 255
appending data to 34, 248, 255
checking existence of 554
creating with > (Replace or Create a CMS File)
stage 31
creating with >> (Append to or Create a CMS File)
stage 34
creating with FILEFAST stage 248
creating with FILESLOW stage 255
DUMP 458
erasing a file with a mixed-case file identifier 145
finding open files 43
inserting records into a file being edited 599, 684
multivolume 608
printer 448
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file (continued)
reader 457, 681
reading a list of files into a pipeline 302
reading backward 245
reading data from 248, 255
reading from a file being edited with XEDIT 683
reading into a pipeline 29
reading random records from a file 252
replacing specific records 259
replacing the contents of 31
spool 457, 681
spool ID of 681
status information 43
updating 259
writable 558
writing data to 34, 248, 255
writing random records to a file 252
writing to a file being edited with XEDIT 683
file identifier
erasing a file with a mixed-case file identifier 145
FILE operand
READER stage 457
XAB stage 681
file status table (FST) 43
file status table (FST) entry 265
file storage format
conventional disk format (CDF) 265
enhanced disk format (EDF) 265
FILEBACK stage
description 245
examples 246
return codes 247
FILEFAST stage
description 248
examples 250
FIXED operand 249
return codes 251
VARIABLE operand 248
FILERAND stage
BLOCKED operand 252
description 252
examples 253
RECNO operand 252
return codes 254
FILESLOW stage
description 255
examples 257
FIXED operand 256
FROM operand 255
return codes 257
VARIABLE operand 256
FILEUPDATE stage
description 259
examples 260
FIXED operand 259
return codes 261
VARIABLE operand 259
filter
3270BFRA stage 38
APLDECODE stage 51
APLENCODE stage 54

filter (continued)
ASATOMC stage 62
ASMCONT stage 64
ASMXPND stage 71
BLOCK stage 94
BUFFER stage 101
BUILDSCR stage 105
C14TO38 stage 168
CHANGE stage 117
CHOP stage 123
COMBINE stage 139
COPY stage 154
COUNT stage 157
DEBLOCK stage 205
definition 3
DUPLICATE stage 216
ESCAPE stage 226
FBLOCK stage 242
FMTFST stage 265
IEBCOPY stage 316
INSTORE stage 325
JOIN stage 333
JOINCONT stage 336
MCTOASA stage 369
OPTCDJ stage 399
OUTSTORE stage 406
OVERSTR stage 413
PACK stage 416
PAD stage 418
PAUSE stage 421
REVERSE stage 460
SCM stage 486
SNAKE stage 489
SOCKA2IP stage 492
SORT stage 494
SPECS stage 499
SPLIT stage 528
STRIP stage 582
TIMESTAMP stage 630
TOKENIZE stage 632
UNPACK stage 656
UNTAB stage 657
VCHAR stage 675
XLATE stage 687
XPNDHI stage 698
filter package
definition 7
determining if a stage is in an attached filter
package 759
search order 12
FIND stage
description 262
examples 263
finding assembler statements that begin with a specified
string 569
finding assembler statements that begin with a specified
text 66
finding assembler statements that do not begin with a
specified string 573
finding assembler statements that do not begin with a
specified text 69

finding open files 43
finding records regardless of uppercase and lowercase
strings 111
finding records that begin with a specified text 262,
576
finding records that do not begin with a specified
string 588
finding records that do not begin with a specified
text 381
finding references in a directory 360
finding the number of open files, example of 44
FIRST operand
COMBINE stage 140
DROP stage 214
TAKE stage 605
UNIQUE stage 649
UPDATE stage 659
FIRST parameter
PIPDESC assembler macro 788
fixed length
blocks 242
fixed length record
packing 416
reformatting 242
FIXED operand
> stage 31
>> stage 34
BLOCK stage 96
DEBLOCK stage 206
FILEFAST stage 249
FILESLOW stage 256
FILEUPDATE stage 259
PACK stage 416
fixed-point instruction set 505
flag byte 97, 207
floating-point numbers 506, 508
FMTFST stage
CDF operand 265
description 265
EDF operand 265
examples 266
FULLDATE operand 266
ISODATE operand 266
SHORTDATE operand 266
SORTED operand 266
format
BFSQUERY UNAME output record 83
blocking different formats 94
changing 501
CMS TAPE DUMP 608
conventional disk format (CDF) 265
converting from different formats 205
enhanced disk format (EDF) 265
LISTPDS output records 348
NETDATA 97, 207, 316
PACK output records 416
PDSDIRECT output records 425
System/390 internal 505, 508
UNPACK input records 656
update control statements 659
variable 98, 208
Index
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format (continued)
variable blocked 98, 208, 316
variable blocked spanned 98, 208
variable spanned 98, 208
FORMAT operand
STATE stage 554
STATEW stage 558
formatting an FST entry 265
formatting output data 499
formatting output from FULLSCRQ 285
Forms Control Buffer (FCB)
PRINTMC stage 449
URO stage 664
FRLABEL (FROMLABEL) stage
description 268
examples 269
FROM operand
FILESLOW stage 255
SPECS stage 504
STEM stage 563
XLATE stage 692
FROMLABEL stage
See FRLABEL (FROMLABEL) stage
FROMTARGET stage
See FRTARGET (FROMTARGET) stage
FRTARGET (FROMTARGET) stage
description 271
examples 272
return codes 273
FS operand
CASEI stage 112
DEAL stage 196
GATHER stage 293
LOCATE stage 353
NLOCATE stage 389
PICK stage 429, 430
SPECS stage 514
XLATE stage 689
ZONE stage 703
FSSTATE macroinstruction
record generated by 554, 558
use by NOFORMAT operand 43
fullscreen mode
writing 3270 data streams to a 3270 device or virtual
console 274
FULLSCREEN stage
ASYNCHRONOUSLY operand 276
CONDREAD operand 275
CONSOLE operand 277
description 274
examples 279
NOCLOSE operand 277
NOREAD operand 274
PATH operand 277
READFULL operand 276
FULLSCRQ stage
description 282
examples 283
formatting output from 285
FULLSCRS stage
description 285
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FULLSCRS stage (continued)
examples 286

G
GATE stage
description 287
examples 288
STRICT operand 287
GATHER stage
ALLEOF operand 293
ANYEOF operand 293
BLANK operand 294
description 292
examples 297
FIELDS operand 294
FIELDSEPARATOR operand 293
FS operand 293
SPACE operand 294
STOP operand 293
STREAMID operand 293
WORDS operand 294
WORDSEPARATOR operand 293
WS operand 293
GDFORDERS operand
DEBLOCK stage 207
generating a macro library using CMS Pipelines 366
generating a TRC 399
generating the record number 504
GETFILES stage
description 302
examples 302
return codes 303
GETRANGE pipeline subcommand
description 741
examples 742
operation 741
STEM operand 741
string operand 741
VARIABLE operand 741
variable1 operand 741
variable2 operand 741
GETSOCKName operand
TCPCLIENT stage 612
TCPDATA stage 619
TCPLISTEN stage 623
getting a REXX variable 665
getting aggregate return code 739
getting an EXEC2 variable 665
getting EXEC 2 variables with a specified stem 562
getting help information 45
getting REXX variable information 466
getting REXX variables with a specified stem 562
getting status of files 554
getting status of writable files 558
getting stream number 777, 801
getting the state of a stream 779, 803
glossary information 839
GREETING operand
TCPCLIENT stage 612
GROUP configuration variable 147

GROUP operand
TCPCLIENT stage 612
TCPDATA stage 619

H
H operand
ADDPIPE subcommand 717
ALL stage 49
BLOCK stage 97
BUFFER stage 101
CALLPIPE subcommand 734
CHANGE stage 119
CHOP stage 125
CONSOLE stage 151
DEBLOCK stage 208
JOIN stage 333
JOINCONT stage 337
LOCATE stage 355
NLOCATE stage 391
PICK stage 429
PIPE command 17
RUNPIPE stage 470
SPECS stage 504
SPLIT stage 530
STRASMFIND stage 569
STRASMNFIND stage 573
STRFIND stage 576
STRFRLABEL stage 579
STRIP stage 584
STRLITERAL stage 586
STRNFIND stage 588
STRTOLABEL stage 591
STRWHILELABEL stage 595
TOKENIZE stage 632, 633
HACCOUNT immediate command handler 547, 553
HASYNCMD immediate command handler 547
help information, obtaining
? stage 37
CMS messages 45, 304
CMS Pipelines pipeline subcommands 45, 304
CMS Pipelines stages 45, 304
DB2 Server for VM 45, 304
HELP stage
description 304
examples 47, 306
MENU operand 304
MSG operand 305
SQL operand 305
SQLCODE operand 305
HELP, online 10
hexadecimal address
of virtual storage area 567
hexadecimal device number
of tape 607
of virtual card reader 457
of virtual printer 448, 663, 681
of virtual punch 450, 663
hexadecimal numbers, sorting 736
hexadecimal representation
as end-of-file character 96, 206

hexadecimal representation (continued)
converting to 507
converting to character 509
specifying as line-end character 96, 207
specifying the pad character 242, 361
highlighting spaces between words 698
HLOGREC immediate command handler 547, 553
HMONITOR immediate command handler 544
HMSG immediate command handler 547
HMSGALL immediate command handler 547
HOLE stage
description 307
examples 307
host command interface
CMS stage 128
COMMAND stage 143
CP stage 162
definition 3
STARMONITOR stage 543
STARMSG stage 546
STARSYS stage 552
SUBCOM stage 598
HOST operand
AHELP stage 46
HOSTBYADDR stage
description 310
examples 311
operation 310
HOSTBYNAME stage
description 312
examples 313
operation 312
HOSTID stage
description 314
USERID operand 314
HOSTNAME stage
description 315
examples 315
USERID operand 315
hours, specifying with DELAY stage 211
HSYMPTOM immediate command handler 547, 553

I
I2C operand
SPECS stage 508
identical records 494
identifying streams
with FANIN 230
with GATHER 293
IEBCOPY stage
description 316
examples 317
OSPDSDIR operand 316
STRIPKEY operand 316
IEBCOPY utility program, MVS
IMMCMD stage
description 318
examples 318

316
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immediate command
establishing an immediate command handler from a
pipeline 318
setting up an immediate command handler from a
pipeline 318
writing immediate command arguments to a
pipeline 318
implied output mode
entering 727
increasing length of bit string 675
indicator halfword 535
INDICATORS operand
SQL stage 535
infinite copies of input records 216
information
open files 43
input notation for SPECS stage 501
INPUT operand
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 714
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand 725
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 731
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand 744
SELECT pipeline subcommand 768
SEVER pipeline subcommand 772
STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand 777
STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand 779
XLATE stage 691
INPUT parameter
PIPSEL assembler macro 796
PIPSEVER assembler macro 798
PIPSTRNO assembler macro 801
PIPSTRST assembler macro 804
input stream
definition 4
inspecting records in the currently selected input
stream 753
issuing input stream records as pipelines 470
reading records from the currently selected input
stream 756
Inputformat parameter
DATECONVERT stage 177
inputRange option
DATECONVERT stage 174
INSERT operand
SQL stage 537
inserting a record between copies of input stream 101
inserting escape characters 226
inserting records into a file being edited 599, 684
inserting rows in DB2 Server for VM tables 534
INSIDE stage
description 320
examples 323
inspecting records in the currently selected input
stream 753
inspecting records with a user-written stage 753
inspecting the first column of a record 62, 369
INSTORE stage
description 325
examples 325
REVERSE operand 325
instruction set, fixed-point 505
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Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF)
accessing tables with ISPF stage 330
adding rows to a table with ISPF stage 330
modifying rows in a table with ISPF stage 330
reading a table with ISPF stage 330
TBSKIP 332
internal format 505, 506, 508
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
format 506
interpretation of time by DELAY stage 211
interval of time 211
INTO operand
SQL stage 537
INVISIBLE operand
CONSOLE stage 152
invoking a REXX program as a user-written stage 462,
761
invoking a subroutine pipeline 729
invoking a user-written stage 462, 761
invoking another stage 444
invoking CMS Pipelines 13
IP2SOCKA stage
description 327
examples 328
IPaddress operand
TCPCLIENT stage 611
ISearchByKeyCmdPIPE 13
ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
See International Organization for Standardization
(ISO)
ISO 8859 Latin Character Set 1 691, 692
isolation level cursor stability 535
isolation level repeatable read 535
ISPF (Interactive System Productivity Facility)
See Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF)
ISPF stage
CHARACTER operand 331
description 330
examples 332
NOBSCAN operand 331
ORDER operand 330
return codes 332
TBADD operand 330
TBMOD operand 330
TBPUT operand 330
TBSKIP operand 330
VCOPY operand 330
VREPLACE operand 330
ISPLINK 332
issue primary input stream records as pipeline
subcommands 783
issuing a list of CMS commands 128, 143
issuing a list of CP commands 162
issuing another stage 444
issuing CMS commands 128, 143
issuing CP commands 162
issuing DB2 Server for VM commands from a
pipeline 534
issuing input stream records as pipeline
subcommands 437
issuing input stream records as pipelines 470

issuing messages from a user-written stage 746
issuing pipeline subcommands with PIPCMD
stage 437
issuing RUNPIPE within an XEDIT session 472
issuing XEDIT messages during an XEDIT
session 696

J
JOIN stage
B operand 334
description 333
examples 334
H operand 333
X operand 333
JOINCONT stage
B operand 337
description 336
examples 338
H operand 337
LEADING operand 336
NOT operand 336
TRAILING operand 336
X operand 337
joining assembler statements 64
joining records 139, 333, 336
Julian date format, MVS 506
JUXTAPOSE stage
description 342
examples 342

K
KEEP operand
SPILL stage 525
KEEPALIVe operand
TCPCLIENT stage 613
TCPDATA stage 620
key
discarding with STRIPKEY operand
key field
COLLATE stage 131
defining 376, 648
defining for detail record 361
defining for master record 361
LOOKUP stage 360
matching records with 360
MERGE stage 375
SORT stage 494
UNIQUE stage 647
KEY operand
DEAL stage 195
KEYLENGTH operand
COMBINE stage 139

316

L
label
definition 5
specifying on ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 715
specifying on CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 732

label (continued)
specifying on PIPE command 15
tape 608
label definition
definition 5
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 715
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 732
specifying on the PIPE command 15
label reference
definition 5
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 715
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 732
specifying on the PIPE command 15
LAST operand
COMBINE stage 140
DROP stage 214
TAKE stage 605
UNIQUE stage 649
UPDATE stage 659
layout, building multicolumn 489
LDRTBLS stage
description 345
examples 346
LEADING operand
JOINCONT stage 336
STRIP stage 582
LEFT operand
PAD stage 418
SPECS stage 511
left-aligned data 500, 511
length of matrix 489
length of record
specifying with BLOCK stage 94
specifying with DEBLOCK stage 206
length of storage 567
letters
lowercase 691
uppercase 691
LEVEL operand
QUERY stage 455
LIFO operand
STACK stage 541
line-end character
specifying for BLOCK 96
specifying for DEBLOCK 207
LINEND operand
BLOCK stage 96
DEBLOCK stage 207
TCPCLIENT stage 611
TCPDATA stage 618
LINES operand
COUNT stage 157
LINGER operand
TCPCLIENT stage 612
TCPDATA stage 620
lining up comments 486
lining up records into columns 657
Index
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LISTCMD option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
listening on a TCP port 623
LISTERR option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
listing members of a CMS macro library, example
of 349
listing open files 43
listing open files, example of 44
LISTPDS stage
description 348
example 349
LISTRC option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 717
CALLPIPE subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
LITERAL stage
description 350
examples 351
literal values 500
LOADFCB command 664
loading fields in ISPF tables 330
loading records into storage 325
loading records with OUTSTORE 325
LOADVFCB command 449
LOCALIPaddress operand
TCPLISTEN stage 623
LOCALport operand
TCPCLIENT stage 613
LOCATE stage
AND operation 358
B operand 355
BLANK operand 353
description 352
examples 357
FIELDS operand 354
FIELDSEPARATOR operand 353
FS operand 353
H operand 355
OR operation 358
SPACE operand 353
WORDS operand 353
WORDSEPARATOR operand 353
WS operand 353
X operand 355
locate the next input record 793
locating records regardless of uppercase and lowercase
strings 111
locating records that contain a string 352, 428
locating records that do not contain a string 388
location, specifying for input 501
location, specifying for output 501
locking data 535
log, update 659
logical record
blocking 94
converting data to 205
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LONG option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 717
CALLPIPE subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
LOOKUP stage
BLANK operand 361
COUNT operand 361
description 360
DETAILS operand 362
examples 364
MASTER operand 362
NOPAD operand 361
PAD operand 361
processing data from 512
SPACE operand 361
LOWER operand
XLATE stage 691
lowercase
converting characters to 691
ignoring when locating string 111

M
machine carriage control
converting from 369
converting to 62, 448
writing records to virtual printer 448, 663
MACLIB stage
description 366
examples 367
using the FILEFAST stage to write a macro
library 366
macro libraries (MACLIBs)
extracting members 373
generating with CMS Pipelines 366
macros, assembler
PIPCMD 783
PIPCOMMT 785
PIPDESC 787
PIPEPVR 790
PIPINPUT 791
PIPLOCAT 793
PIPOUTP 794
PIPSEL 796
PIPSEVER 798
PIPSHORT 800
PIPSTRNO 801
PIPSTRST 803
maintaining input records 441
making an infinite number of copies of input
records 216
making duplicate records 216
making multiple copies of input stream 101
manipulating data 499
marks, tape 607
MASTER operand
COLLATE stage 132, 133
LOOKUP stage 362
master record
discarding 360
specifying order 362

master record (continued)
using with a COLLATE stage 131
using with a LOOKUP stage 360
matched records 131
matching records according to a key field 131
matching records in a reference 360
matrix length, specifying 489
MAXIMUM operand
COUNT stage 157
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand
description 744
examples 744
INPUT operand 744
OUTPUT operand 744
return codes 745
MCTOASA stage
description 369
examples 370
MDISKBLK stage
description 371
examples 372
measuring performance 307
MEMBERS stage
description 373
examples 374
MENU operand
AHELP stage 45
HELP stage 304
MERGE stage
ASCENDING operand 376
BLANK operand 376
DESCENDING operand 376
description 375
examples 378
NOPAD operand 375
PAD operand 375
SPACE operand 376
merging records from multiple streams 375
message
displaying a list of CMS Pipelines messages
issued 454
displaying a record as a message 224
identifier 224
issuing from a user-written stage 746
issuing XEDIT messages during an XEDIT
session 696
reading from TCP/IP ports 642
receiving from TCP/IP ports, receiving 642
sending over VMCF to service machine 677
suppressing certain messages 16, 717, 733
writing from TCP/IP ports 642
message examples, notation used in 10
message level
default 16, 470, 717, 733
definition 6
displaying 454
MESSAGE pipeline subcommand
description 746
examples 747
message service, CP
writing lines from 546

MESSAGES operand
AHELP stage 46
minidisk
reading blocks 371
MINIMUM operand
COUNT stage 157
SPLIT stage 529
minutes, specifying with DELAY stage 211
mixed case file identifier, erasing a file with 145
mode
implied output mode 727
minidisk 371
modifying a file with the UPDATE stage 659
modifying rows in ISPF tables 330
modifying stream connections
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 718
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 735
modifying translate tables 692
MODULEID parameter
PIPDESC assembler macro 787
MONITOR operand
READER stage 457
MSG operand
AHELP stage 46
HELP stage 305
MSGLEVEL operand
QUERY stage 454
RUNPIPE stage 470
MSGLEVEL option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 717
CALLPIPE subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
MSGLIST operand
QUERY stage 455
multicolumn layout, building 489
multiple
copies of input stream, making 101
LITERAL stages 350
STRLITERAL stages 586
multiple input streams
combining with FANIN stage 230
combining with FANINANY stage 235
combining with GATHER stage 292
MULTIPLE operand
UNIQUE stage 649
multiple output streams
copying records to 194, 239
Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)
blocking data for MVS 99
blocking MVS data formats 97
converting data from 205
deblocking MVS data 210
deblocking MVS data formats 208
formats 97, 208
Julian date format 506
unblocking MVS data 210
unblocking MVS data formats 208
unloaded data sets 316
multistream pipeline
definition 5
example 20
Index
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multistream pipeline (continued)
separating pipelines on 15, 714, 731
synchronizing records 601
multivolume file 608
MVS (Multiple Virtual Storage)
See Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)

N
n operand
AHELP stage 46
name
assigning to a CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 734
assigning to a PIPE command 17
assigning to an ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 718
name operand
AHELP stage 46
NAME option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 718
CALLPIPE subcommand 734
PIPE command 17
naming conventions
for user-written stages 710
national-use code page 692
negative column number 502
NETDATA
control record 208
file 459
format 97, 207, 316
NETDATA operand
BLOCK stage 97
DEBLOCK stage 207
neutral translate table 691
NEXT operand
SPECS stage 510
NEXTWORD operand
SPECS stage 510
NFIND (NOTFIND) stage
description 381
examples 382
NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE) stage
description 383
examples 386
NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE) stage
B operand 391
BLANK operand 389
description 388
examples 392
FIELDS operand 390
FIELDSEPARATOR operand 389
FS operand 389
H operand 391
SPACE operand 389
WORDS operand 389
WORDSEPARATOR operand 389
WS operand 389
X operand 391
NO option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
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NO option (continued)
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 732
PIPE command 16
NOBSCAN operand
ISPF stage 331
NOCLOSE operand
FULLSCREEN stage 277
NOCOMMIT operand
SQL stage 535
NOCOMMIT pipeline subcommand
description 748
examples 748
return codes 749
NODETAILS operand
STATE stage 554
STATEW stage 558
NOEOF operand
CONSOLE stage 152
NOFORMAT operand
AFTFST stage 43
BFSSTATE stage 86
STATE stage 554
STATEW stage 558
NOINDICATORS operand
SQL stage 535
NOMSGLEVEL option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 717
CALLPIPE subcommand 734
PIPE command 17
NOPAD operand
COLLATE stage 131
LOOKUP stage 361
MERGE stage 375
SORT stage 495
UNIQUE stage 648
NOREAD operand
FULLSCREEN stage 274
NOT ANYOF operand
SPILL stage 524
NOT operand
CHOP stage 124
JOINCONT stage 336
SPLIT stage 529
STRIP stage 582
NOT stage
description 395
examples 396
return codes 396
notation for SPECS operands 501
notation used in message and response examples
notation, scientific 506, 508
notation, twos-complement 505
notational convention
See syntax diagram
NOTFIND stage″.
See NFIND (NOTFIND) stage
NOTINSIDE stage
See NINSIDE (NOTINSIDE) stage
NOTLOCATE stage
See NLOCATE (NOTLOCATE) stage

10

NUCEXT stage
description 397
examples 398
nucleus extensions
calling from a pipeline 397
null record
creating 350
null string
definition 6
number operand
SPILL stage 524
NUMBER operand
FILERAND stage 252
SPECS stage 515
NWORD operand
SPECS stage 510

O
obtain the aggregate return code 785
obtaining aggregate return code 739
obtaining help information 45
obtaining highest numbered stream 744
obtaining information from OpenExtensions 82, 89
obtaining position of a stage in a pipeline 776
obtaining stream number 777, 801
obtaining the state of a stream 779
OFFSET operand
SPILL stage 525
ONERESPonse operand
TCPCLIENT stage 613
TCPDATA stage 620
online HELP Facility, using 10
OOBINLINe operand
TCPCLIENT stage 613
TCPDATA stage 620
open files, listing 43
OPTCDJ stage
description 399
examples 400
option
definition 3
overriding a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand
option 732
overriding a PIPE command option 16
overriding an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand
option 716
specifying on the ADDPIPE subcommand 716
specifying on the CALLPIPE subcommand 732
specifying on the PIPE command 15
turning off a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand
option 732
turning off a PIPE command option 16
turning off an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand
option 716
OPTIONAL operand
SCANRANGE pipeline subcommand 764
OR operand
COMBINE stage 140
order of records
ascending 376, 495

order of records (continued)
descending 376, 495
reversing 325
ORDER operand
ISPF stage 330
ordering detail and master records 362
ordering records 494
original format
converting to 205
OSPDSDIR operand
IEBCOPY stage 316
OTHER operand
AHELP stage 46
output mode, implied
entering 727
output notation for SPECS stage 501
OUTPUT operand
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 714
ADDSTREAM pipeline subcommand 725
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 731
MAXSTREAM pipeline subcommand 744
SELECT pipeline subcommand 768
SEVER pipeline subcommand 772
STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand 777
STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand 779
XLATE stage 691
OUTPUT parameter
PIPSEL assembler macro 796
PIPSEVER assembler macro 798
PIPSTRNO assembler macro 801
PIPSTRST assembler macro 804
OUTPUT pipeline subcommand
description 750
examples 751
return codes 752
output stream
definition 4
writing records to the currently selected output
stream 750
Outputformat parameter
DATECONVERT stage 177
OUTSIDE stage
description 402
examples 405
OUTSTORE stage
description 406
examples 406
OVERLAY stage
BLANK operand 408
description 408
examples 410
SPACE operand 408
overlaying data 408, 515, 567
overlaying data on external attribute buffer 681
overriding a globally specified option for a stage
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 732
PIPE command 16
OVERSTR stage
description 413
examples 414
Index
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overstruck character
generating a TRC from 399
replacing with a single character
overstruck line, processing 413

168

P
P2C operand
SPECS stage 509
PACK stage
description 416
examples 417
FIXED operand 416
VARIABLE operand 416
packing records 416
PAD operand
COLLATE stage 132
LOOKUP stage 361
MERGE stage 375
SORT stage 495
SPECS stage 513
UNIQUE stage 648
PAD stage
BLANK operand 418
description 418
examples 419
LEFT operand 418
RIGHT operand 418
SPACE operand 418
padding key fields
COLLATE stage 131
LOOKUP stage 361
MERGE stage 375
SORT stage 495
padding output characters 675
padding records
BLOCK stage 96
FBLOCK stage 242
PAD stage 418
specifying the pad character 242
SPECS stage 501, 513
PAIRWISE operand
UNIQUE stage 649
parsing a record 632
parsing an argument string 766
Partitioned Data Set (PDS)
processing unloaded data sets 316
simulated, writing directory information from 425
writing directory information from CMS PDS 425
passing subcommands to a subcommand
environment 598
PATH operand
FULLSCREEN stage 277
PAUSE stage
description 421
examples 421
PDS (partitioned data set)
See Partitioned Data Set (PDS)
PDSDIRECT stage
description 425
examples 426
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PEEKTO pipeline subcommand
description 753
examples 753
processing output from INSTORE stage 325
return codes 755
performance measurement 307
PGMOWNER operand
SQL stage 535
PICK stage
/== operand 432
\== operand 432
>> operand 433
>>= operand 433
<< operand 432
<<= operand 433
== operand 432
¬== operand 432
ANYCASE operand 429
B operand 429
BLANK operand 429, 430
description 428
examples 433
FIELDS operand 431
FIELDSEPARATOR operand 430
FS operand 430
H operand 429
NOPAD operand 429
PAD operand 429
SPACE operand 429, 430
WORDS operand 430
WORDSEPARATOR operand 429
WS operand 429
X operand 429
PIPCMD assembler macro
description 783
registers modified 783
return codes 784
PIPCMD stage
description 437
examples 437
return codes 438
PIPCOMMT assembler macro
description 785
registers modified 785
return codes 786
PIPDESC assembler macro
ARGS parameter 788
COMMIT parameter 788
description 787
EP parameter 787
FIRST parameter 788
MODULEID parameter 787
STREAMS parameter 788
WORKAREA parameter 787
PIPE command
assigning a name to 17
assigning a stream identifier on 15
B operand 17
changing the stage separator character on 18
controlling the issuing of messages on 16, 17
defining an escape character on 16

PIPE command (continued)
defining the pipeline end character on 16
ENDCHAR option 16
ESCAPE option 16
examples 19
H operand 17
LISTCMD option 16
LISTERR option 16
LISTRC option 16
LONG option 16
MSGLEVEL option 16
NAME option 17
NO option 16
NOMSGLEVEL option 17
overriding a globally specified option on 16
return codes 21
SEPARATOR option 18
special characters 16
specifying a label on 15
specifying a pipeline end character on 15
specifying a stage on 15
specifying a stage separator character on 14
specifying options on 15
STAGESEP option 18
TRACE option 18
tracing execution of 18
tracing execution of stages on 16
tracing stages with nonzero return codes on 16
turning off a globally specified option on 16
Using with Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol 310, 315, 610, 630
X operand 17
pipeline
adding 712
definition 2
ending 8
running 729
pipeline dispatcher 7
pipeline end character
defining on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 716
defining on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 733
defining on the PIPE command 16
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 714
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 731
specifying on the PIPE command 15
pipeline scanner 7
pipeline set
definition 2
pipeline stall
definition 7
preventing with BUFFER stage 102, 231, 297
preventing with COPY stage 154
preventing with ELASTIC stage 219
preventing with FANINANY stage 235
resulting from FANIN stage 231
resulting from GATHER stage 296

pipeline subcommand, CMS Pipelines
ADDPIPE 712
ADDSTREAM 725
BEGOUTPUT 727
CALLPIPE 729
COMMIT 739
definition 3
GETRANGE 741
issuing with PIPCMD stage 437
MAXSTREAM 744
MESSAGE 746
NOCOMMIT 748
OUTPUT 750
PEEKTO 753
READTO 756
RESOLVE 759
REXX 761
SCANRANGE 764
SCANSTRING 766
SELECT 768
SETRC 770
SEVER 772
SHORT 775
STAGENUM 776
STREAMNUM 777
STREAMSTATE 779
table of tasks performed by 709
tasks performed by 709
tracing execution of 16, 716, 733
using 710
writing as data without executing 727
pipeline, multistream
See multistream pipeline
PIPEPVR assembler macro
description 790
PIPESTOP stage
description 439
examples 439
PIPGFMOD EXEC for loading filter packages
description 826
examples 827
PIPGFTXT EXEC for building filter packages
description 822
examples 825
return codes 825
PIPINPUT PIPLOCATE
description 791
registers modified 791
return codes 792
PIPLOCATE assembler macro
description 793
registers modified 793
return codes 793
PIPMOD STOP
ending CONSOLE 152
ending DELAY 213
ending IMMCMD 291, 318
ending STARMONITOR 544
ending STARMSG 547
ending STARSYS 553
ending UDP 644
Index
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PIPMOD STOP (continued)
ending VMC 677
relationship to PIPESTOP stage 439
PIPOUTP assembler macro
description 794
registers modified 794
return codes 795
PIPSEL PIPSEVER PIPSHORT PIPSTRNO PIPSTRST
ANYINPUT parameter 797
BOTH parameter 796
description 796
INPUT parameter 796
OUTPUT parameter 796
registers modified 796
return codes 797
PIPSEVER assembler macro
description 798
INPUT parameter 798
OUTPUT parameter 798
registers modified 798
return codes 799
PIPSHORT assembler macro
description 800
PIPSTRNO assembler macro
description 801
INPUT parameter 801
OUTPUT parameter 801
registers modified 801
return codes 802
PIPSTRST assembler macro
description 803
INPUT parameter 804
OUTPUT parameter 804
registers modified 803
return codes 804
placing data in specified order 499
pointer 325, 406
port, TCP/IP
reading messages from 642
responses, writing into pipeline 642
sending records to 642
portnumber operand
TCPCLIENT stage 611
TCPLISTEN stage 623
position
character 408
stage, obtaining 776
postponing processing 211
PREDSELECT stage
description 441
examples 442
preface a record with a marker 342
PREFACE stage
description 444
examples 446
return codes 447
preventing automatic commit 748
preventing pipeline stalls 102, 154, 219
primary input stream
definition 4
primary meridian 505
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primary output stream
definition 4
print queue, virtual 681
printer
attached, unsupported by PRINTMC stage 449
virtual
reading from external attribute buffer 681
writing records to 448, 663
writing to external attribute buffer 681
printing records 448
PRINTMC stage
description 448
examples 449
processing 3270 display fields 51
processing another stage 57
processing data for 3270 display 54
processing data for 3278 terminal display 54
processing MVS unloaded data sets 316
processing overstruck lines 413
PRODUCER operand
REXXVARS stage 466
STEM stage 562
VAR stage 665
VARLOAD stage 671
program stack
reading from 541
reading lines from 151
writing to 541
protection key 567
protocol, TCP/IP 643
pulling records through a pipeline 307
PUNCH stage
description 450
examples 451
punch, virtual
writing records to 450, 663
punching records 450

Q
QSAM stage
description 452
examples 453
QUERY stage
description 454
examples 456
LEVEL operand 455
MSGLEVEL operand 454
MSGLIST operand 455
VERSION operand 454
querying 3270 device characteristics 282, 285
querying DB2 Server for VM tables 534
querying information about the current operating
system 82, 89
querying list of CMS Pipelines messages 454
querying pathnames through symbolic links 89
querying the contents of the symbolic links 82
querying the path to the current working directory
89
querying version of CMS Pipelines 454
queue, virtual print 681

82,

QUIET operand
BFSSTATE stage 86
STATE stage 555
STATEW stage 559

R
range of blocks 371
range of columns 703
READ operand
SPECS stage 512
read records from multiple streams until end of file 601
read/write
directory, looking for files on 558
disk, looking for files on 558
reader files 457, 681
READER operand
XAB stage 681
READER stage
4KBLOCK operand 457
description 457
examples 459
FILE operand 457
MONITOR operand 457
reader, virtual card
reading data from 457
READFULL operand
FULLSCREEN stage 276
reading a byte stream file 78
reading a file into a pipeline backward 245
reading a list of files into a pipeline 302
reading a simulated CMS partitioned data set 348
reading an existing directory file 80
reading an external attribute buffer 681
reading an ISPF table 330
reading blocks from a CMS minidisk 371
reading data from the currently selected input
stream 791
reading from a file 29
with the FILEFAST stage 248
with the FILESLOW stage 255
reading from a file being edited with XEDIT 683
reading from a tape 607
reading from a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol socket 618
reading from the program stack 541
reading lines from the console stack 151
reading lines from the program stack 151
reading lines from the terminal 151
reading lines from the terminal input buffer 151
reading lines stacked by a CMS command, example
of 307
reading messages from TCP/IP ports 642
reading random records from a file 252
reading records from a user-written stage 756
reading records from storage 406
reading records from the currently selected input
stream 756
reading records from virtual reader 457
reading records into storage 325
reading virtual machine storage 567

READSTOP operand
SPECS stage 512
READTO pipeline subcommand
description 756
examples 757
processing output from INSTORE stage 325
return codes 758
rearranging records 499
receiving data from a Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol client 618
receiving messages from TCP/IP ports 642
RECNO operand
SPECS stage 504
recoding characters 675
record
adding to a file 248, 255
appending to a file 34, 248, 255
combining 139
combining with OVERLAY stage 408
concatenating 333
consuming 5
counting 157
delay the records 6
descriptor word 95
discarding leading or trailing records 214
duplicate 494, 647
extending with a pad character 418
finding records that begin with a specified text 262,
576
finding records that do not begin with a specified
string 588
finding records that do not begin with a specified
text 381
identical 494
inserting records into a file being edited 599, 684
inspecting in the currently selected input
stream 753
inspecting with a user-written stage 753
issuing input stream records as pipeline
subcommands 437
issuing input stream records as pipelines 470
joining 333
locating records that contain a string 352, 428
locating records that do not contain a string 388
overstruck, processing 413
packing 416
padding 418
parsing 632
reading from a file 29, 248, 255
reading from a user-written stage 756
reading from multiple streams until end of file 601
reading from the currently selected input
stream 756
reading random records from a file 252
rearranging the contents of 499
reformatting 94
replacing in a file 31, 259
selecting consecutive records that begin with a
target 595, 678
selecting leading or trailing records 605
selecting records before a target 591, 636, 639
Index
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record (continued)
selecting records between two targets 73, 320
selecting records from the beginning or end of the
input stream 605
selecting records not between two targets 383, 402
selecting records outside two targets 383, 402
selecting records that begin with a specified
text 262, 576
selecting records that contain a string 352, 428
selecting records that do not begin with a specified
string 588
selecting records that do not begin with a specified
text 381
selecting records that do not contain a string 388
selecting records that follow a target 268, 271, 579
sending to TCP/IP ports 642
splitting 528
tokenizing 632
truncating 123
unique 647
unpacking 656
updating in a file 259
writing from a user-written stage 750
writing random records to a file 252
writing to a file with > (Replace or Create a CMS
File) stage 31
writing to a file with >> (Append to or Create a CMS
File) stage 34
writing to a file with FILEFAST stage 248
writing to a file with FILESLOW stage 255
writing to the currently selected output stream 750
record descriptor word 97, 208
record length
specifying with BLOCK stage 94
specifying with DEBLOCK stage 206
record number 500, 504
reference records 360
reformatting data from external format 205
reformatting records 94
reformatting records to a specified block size 242
reinstating a connection stacked with ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 772
RELEASE operand
SQL stage 535
releasing a DB2 Server for VM connection 535
removing blank lines from a file 357
removing header lines, example of 370
removing leading characters 582
removing trailing characters 582
REPEATABLE operand
SQL stage 535
replacing a string of characters 117
replacing characters 408, 687
replacing contents of a file 31
replacing overstruck characters 168
replacing specific records in a file 259
replacing the contents of a byte stream file in a
BFS 84
REPOSITORY configuration variable 147
REQUIRED operand
SCANRANGE pipeline subcommand 764
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reserved names of CMS Pipelines 833
RESOLVE pipeline subcommand
description 759
examples 759
return codes 760
resolving a domain name into an IP address 312
resolving a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol IP address into a domain and host
name 310
resolving the state of a stream 803
response examples, notation used in 10
rest operand
SCANRANGE pipeline subcommand 764
SCANSTRING pipeline subcommand 766
restoring a connection stacked with ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 772
retaining duplicate records 647
retrieving a REXX variable 665
retrieving an EXEC2 variable 665
retrieving EXEC 2 variables with a specified stem 562
retrieving REXX variables with a specified stem 562
return code
aggregate return code 7
generated by a stage 7
getting aggregate return code 739
PIPE command 21
pipeline stall 21
setting for an OUTPUT subcommand issued by the
previous stage 770
writing DB2 Server for VM 540
REUSEADDR operand
TCPCLIENT stage 613
TCPDATA stage 620
TCPLISTEN stage 624
REVERSE operand
CASEI stage 114
INSTORE stage 325
ZONE stage 706
REVERSE stage
description 460
examples 460
reversing column range contents 706
reversing order of records 325
reversing order of records, example of 326
reversing output streams 395
reversing record contents 460
REXX pipeline subcommand
description 761
examples 762
return codes 763
REXX program
completing unclosed comments in 486
invoking as a user-written stage 462, 761
lining up comments in 486
REXX stage
description 462
examples 464
return codes 465
REXX variable
getting a REXX variable 665
getting information about 466

REXX variable (continued)
getting REXX variables with a specified stem 562
setting a REXX variable 665
setting more than one 671
setting REXX variables with a specified stem 562
REXXVARS stage
description 466
examples 468
PRODUCER operand 466
RIGHT operand
PAD stage 418
SPECS stage 511
right-aligned data 500, 511
running a compiled user-written stage 345
running a pipeline 729
RUNPIPE stage
B operand 470
description 470
EVENTS operand 471
examples 472
H operand 470
MSGLEVEL operand 470
return codes 475
TRACE operand 471
X operand 470

S
SAMPLES operand
STARMONITOR stage 544
scanner, pipeline 7
SCANRANGE pipeline subcommand
description 764
examples 765
OPTIONAL operand 764
rest operand 764
return codes 765
string operand 764
token operand 764
SCANSTRING pipeline subcommand
description 766
examples 766
REQUIRED operand 764
rest operand 766
return codes 767
string operand 766
variable operand 766
scientific notation
converting from 508
converting to 506
SCM stage
description 486
examples 487
searching for files 554
searching for writable files 558
secondary input stream
definition 4
SECONDARY operand
DEAL stage 195
secondary output stream
definition 4

seconds, specifying with DELAY stage 211
select a stream for subsequent use by assembler
macros 796
SELECT operand
SPECS stage 513
SQL stage 536
SELECT pipeline subcommand
ANYINPUT operand 768
BOTH operand 768
description 768
examples 769
INPUT operand 768
OUTPUT operand 768
return codes 769
selected stream, currently 710
selecting assembler statements that begin with a
specified string 569
selecting assembler statements that begin with a
specified text 66
selecting assembler statements that do not begin with a
specified string 573
selecting assembler statements that do not begin with a
specified text 69
selecting consecutive records that begin with a
target 595, 678
selecting duplicate records 647
selecting leading records 605
selecting records 48
selecting records before a target 591, 636, 639
selecting records between two targets 73, 320
selecting records from the beginning or end of the input
stream 605
selecting records not between two targets 383, 402
selecting records outside two targets 383, 402
selecting records relative to target string 703
selecting records that begin with a specified text 262,
576
selecting records that contain a string 352, 428
selecting records that do not begin with a specified
string 588
selecting records that do not begin with a specified
text 381
selecting records that do not contain a string 388
selecting records that follow a target 268, 271, 579
selecting the current stream 768
selecting trailing records 605
sending messages over VMCF 677
sending records to TCP/IP ports 642
separating multiple pipelines
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 714
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 731
PIPE command 15
SEPARATOR option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 718
CALLPIPE subcommand 734
DATECONVERT stage 174
PIPE command 18
sequence field 660
sequencing records 494
sequential data set 316
series of updates 659
Index
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service machine 642, 677
SETRC pipeline subcommand
description 770
examples 770
return codes 771
setting a return code for an OUTPUT subcommand
issued by the previous stage 770
setting configuration variables 146
setting EXEC 2 variable
with STEM stage 562
with VAR stage 665
with VARLOAD stage 671
setting REXX variable
with STEM stage 562
with VAR stage 665
with VARLOAD stage 671
setting the currently selected input stream 513
setting up an immediate command handler from a
pipeline 318
sever a stream
definition 6
LOOKUP stage 360
SEVER pipeline subcommand 772
SEVER pipeline subcommand
description 772
examples 772
INPUT operand 772
OUTPUT operand 772
restoring a connection stacked with ADDPIPE
pipeline subcommand 772
return codes 774
SF operand
BLOCK stage 97
DEBLOCK stage 207
TCPCLIENT stage 611, 613
TCPDATA stage 618, 620
SF4 operand
TCPCLIENT stage 611, 613
TCPDATA stage 618, 620
SHARED operand
STARMONITOR stage 543
short
definition 7
SHORT pipeline subcommand
description 775
examples 775
signaling a PAUSE event record 421
simulated partitioned data set, CMS
writing directory information from 425
SINGLES operand
UNIQUE stage 649
SNAKE stage
description 489
examples 491
SOCKA2IP stage
description 492
examples 493
SORT stage
ASCENDING operand 495
BLANK operand 495
COUNT operand 494
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SORT stage (continued)
DESCENDING operand 495
description 494
examples 496
NOPAD operand 495
PAD operand 495
SPACE operand 495
UNIQUE operand 494
sorting a list of reader files, example of 496
sorting primary input stream records 494
sorting records 494
sounding alarm on virtual console, example of 309
SPACE operand
BLOCK stage 96, 97
C14TO38 stage 169
CASEI stage 112
COLLATE stage 132
DEAL stage 197
DEBLOCK stage 206, 207
FBLOCK stage 242
GATHER stage 294
LOCATE stage 353
LOOKUP stage 361
MERGE stage 376
NLOCATE stage 389
OVERLAY stage 408
PAD stage 418
PICK stage 429, 430
SORT stage 495
SPECS stage 514
UNIQUE stage 648
XLATE stage 689
ZONE stage 704
spacing over tape marks 608
spanning records
BLOCK stage 94
DEBLOCK stage 205
FBLOCK stage 242
special character
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 733
PIPE command 16
specifying columns relative to end of record 502
SPECS stage
ALLEOF operand 501
ANYEOF operand 501
B operand 504
B2C operand 507
BLANK operand 514
BY operand 504
C2B operand 505
C2D operand 505
C2F operand 506
C2I operand 506
C2P operand 507
C2V operand 507
C2X operand 507
CENTER operand 511
D2C operand 508
description 500
examples 516

SPECS stage (continued)
F2C operand 508
FIELDS operand 502
FIELDSEPARATOR operand 514
FROM operand 504
FS operand 514
H operand 504
I2C operand 508
inserting a literal into a column 537
inserting indicator words 538
LEFT operand 511
NEXT operand 510
NEXTWORD operand 510
NUMBER operand 515
NWORD operand 510
P2C operand 509
PAD operand 513
prefacing records with X'41' 663
READ operand 512
READSTOP operand 512
RECNO operand 504
RIGHT operand 511
SELECT operand 513
SPACE operand 514
STOP operand 501
STRIP operand 505
TODCLOCK operand 505
V2C operand 509
WORDS operand 502
WORDSEPARATOR operand 513
WRITE operand 512
WS operand 513
X operand 504
X2C operand 509
SPILL stage
ANYCASE operand 525
ANYOF operand 524
description 524
examples 526
KEEP operand 525
NOT ANYOF operand 524
number operand 524
OFFSET operand 525
operation 525
STRING operand 524
SPLIT stage
AFTER operand 529
ANYOF operand 530
AT operand 529
B operand 530
BEFORE operand 529
description 528
examples 531
H operand 530
MINIMUM operand 529
NOT operand 529
STRING operand 530
X operand 530
splitting assembler statements 71
splitting lines longer than a specified number
splitting records 528

524

spool file
reading from external attribute buffer 681
reading from virtual reader 457
writing to external attribute buffer 681
spool ID 457, 681
SQL operand
AHELP stage 46
HELP stage 305
SQL stage
COMMIT operand 535
DESCRIBE operand 536
description 534
examples 538
EXECUTE operand 535
INDICATORS operand 535
INSERT operand 537
INTO operand 537
NOCOMMIT operand 535
NOINDICATORS operand 535
PGMOWNER operand 535
RELEASE operand 535
REPEATABLE operand 535
return codes 539
SELECT operand 536
SQL/DS
See Structured Query Language/Data System
SQLCODE operand
AHELP stage 46
HELP stage 305
SQLCODES stage
description 540
examples 540
SQLPGMNAME configuration variable 147
SQLPGMOWNER configuration variable 148
stack
reading from the program stack 541
writing to the program stack 541
STACK stage
description 541
examples 542
FIFO operand 541
LIFO operand 541
stacking stream connections with ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 718
stage
definition 2
ending 8
overriding a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand
option 732
overriding a PIPE command option 16
overriding an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand
option 716
tracing execution of 16, 717, 733
tracing stages with nonzero return codes 16, 716,
733
turning off a CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand
option 732
turning off a PIPE command option 16
turning off an ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand
option 716

Index
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stage separator
changing with the STAGESEP option 18, 718, 734
definition 2
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 714
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 731
specifying on the PIPE command 14
specifying with APPEND 58
specifying with PREFACE 445
stage, CMS Pipelines built-in
? (Display how to get HELP) 37
> (Replace or Create a CMS File) 31
>> (Append to or Create a CMS File) 34
< (Read a CMS file) 29
3270BFRA 38
3270ENC 41
AFTFST 43
AHELP 45
ALL 48
APLDECODE 51
APLENCODE 54
APPEND 57
ASATOMC 62
ASMCONT 64
ASMFIND 66
ASMNFIND 69
ASMXPND 71
BETWEEN 73
BLOCK 94
BUFFER 101
C14TO38 168
CASEI 111
CHANGE 117
characteristics 813
CHOP 123
CMS 128
COLLATE 131
COMBINE 139
COMMAND 143
commit levels 813
CONFIGURE 146
CONSOLE 151
COPY 154
COUNT 157
CP 162
CRC 166
DATECONVERT 172
DEAL 194
DEBLOCK 205
definition 3
DELAY 211
DROP 214
DUPLICATE 216
ELASTIC 219
EMSG 224
ESCAPE 226
FANIN 230
FANINANY 235
FANOUT 239
FBLOCK 242
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stage, CMS Pipelines built-in (continued)
FILEBACK 245
FILEFAST 248
FILERAND 252
FILESLOW 255
FILEUPDATE 259
FIND 262
FMTFST 265
FRLABEL 268
FRTARGET 271
FULLSCREEN 274
FULLSCRQ 282
FULLSCRS 285
GATE 287
GATHER 292
GETFILES 302
HELP 304
HOLE 307
HOSTBYADDR 310
HOSTBYNAME 312
HOSTID 314
HOSTNAME 315
IEBCOPY 316
IMMCMD 318
INSIDE 320
INSTORE 325
IP2SOCKA 327
ISPF 330
JOIN 333
JOINCONT 336
JUXTAPOSE 342
LDRTBLS 345
LISTPDS 348
LITERAL 350
LOCATE 352
LOOKUP 360
MACLIB 366
MCTOASA 369
MDISKBLK 371
MEMBERS 373
MERGE 375
NFIND 381
NINSIDE 383
NLOCATE 388
NOT 395
NUCEXT 397
OPTCDJ 399
OUTSIDE 402
OUTSTORE 406
OVERLAY 408
OVERSTR 413
PACK 416
PAD 418
PAUSE 421
PDSDIRECT 425
PICK 428
PIPCMD 437
PIPESTOP 439
PREDSELECT 441
PREFACE 444
PRINTMC 448

stage, CMS Pipelines built-in (continued)
PUNCH 450
QSAM 452
QUERY 454
READER 457
REVERSE 460
REXX 462
REXXVARS 466
RUNPIPE 470
SCM 486
SNAKE 489
SOCKA2IP 492
SORT 494
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 715
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 732
specifying on the PIPE command 15
SPECS 499
SPILL 524
SPLIT 528
SQL 534
SQLCODES 540
STACK 541
STARMONITOR 543
STARMSG 546
STARSYS 552
STATE 554
STATEW 558
STEM 562
STORAGE 567
STRASMFIND 569
STRASMNFIND 573
STRFIND 576
STRFRLABEL 579
STRIP 582
STRLITERAL 586
STRNFIND 588
STRTOLABEL 591
STRWHILELABEL 595
SUBCOM 598
summary of characteristics 813
SYNCHRONIZE 601
table of characteristics 813
table of tasks performed by 23
TAKE 605
TAPE 607
tasks performed by 23
TCPCLIENT 610
TCPDATA 618
TCPLISTEN 623
TIMESTAMP 630
TOKENIZE 632
TOLABEL 636
TOTARGET 639
types 813
UDP 642
UNIQUE 647
UNPACK 656
UNTAB 657
UPDATE 659

stage, CMS Pipelines built-in (continued)
URO 663
VAR 665
VARLOAD 671
VCHAR 675
VMC 677
WHILELABEL 678
XAB 681
XEDIT 683
XLATE 687
XMSG 696
XPNDHI 698
XRANGE 700
ZONE 703
STAGENUM pipeline subcommand
description 776
examples 776
return codes 776
STAGESEP option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 718
CALLPIPE subcommand 734
PIPE command 18
stall
definition 7
preventing with BUFFER stage 102, 231, 297
preventing with COPY stage 154
preventing with ELASTIC stage 219
preventing with FANINANY stage 235
resulting from FANIN stage 231
resulting from GATHER stage 296
STALLACTION configuration variable 148
STALLFILETYPE configuration variable 148
STARMONITOR stage
description 543
EVENTS operand 543
examples 545
EXCLUSIVE operand 543
SAMPLES operand 544
SHARED operand 543
SUPPRESS operand 544
STARMSG stage
*ACCOUNT operand 546
*ASYNCMD operand 546
*LOGREC operand 546
*MSG operand 546
*MSGALL operand 546
*SYMPTOM operand 546
description 546
examples 548
STARSYS stage
*ACCOUNT operand 552
*LOGREC operand 552
*SYMPTOM operand 552
description 552
examples 553
STATE stage
ASIS operand 555
description 554
examples 556
FORMAT operand 554
FULLDATE operand 555
Index
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STATE stage (continued)
ISODATE operand 555
NODETAILS operand 554
NOFORMAT operand 554
QUIET operand 555
return codes 557
SHORTDATE operand 555
SORTED operand 555
statements, update control 659
STATEW stage
ASIS operand 559
description 558
examples 560
FORMAT operand 558
FULLDATE operand 559
ISODATE operand 559
NODETAILS operand 558
NOFORMAT operand 558
QUIET operand 559
return codes 561
SHORTDATE operand 559
SORTED operand 559
STATistics operand
TCPCLIENT stage 613
TCPDATA stage 620
TCPLISTEN stage 624
status information, file 43
stem of a variable
definition 562
STEM operand
GETRANGE pipeline subcommand 741
STEM stage
APPEND operand 563
description 562
examples 564
FROM operand 563
PRODUCER operand 562
STOP operand
COMBINE stage 140
DEAL stage 195
FANOUT stage 239
GATHER stage 293
SPECS stage 501
stopping stages waiting for an external event
storage
reading from 567
reading records from 406
reading records into 325
writing to 567
storage key 567
STORAGE stage
description 567
examples 568
storing records temporarily 101
STRASMFIND stage
B operand 570
description 569
examples 571
H operand 569
X operand 569
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439

STRASMNFIND stage
B operand 574
description 573
examples 575
H operand 573
X operand 573
stream
assigning a stream identifier to 15, 715, 732
combining multiple streams 230, 235, 292
copying currently selected input stream to currently
selected output stream 775, 800
copying records to multiple output streams 194, 239
currently selected stream 710
defining additional stream for a stage 725
defining primary input and output 18
definition 4
detaching from the currently selected stream 798
disconnecting from the currently selected
stream 772
getting the state of 779, 803
inspecting records in the currently selected input
stream 753
issuing input stream records as pipeline
subcommands 437
modifying connections on ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 718
modifying connections on CALLPIPE 735
obtaining highest numbered stream 744
obtaining stream number of 777, 801
obtaining the state of 779
reading records from the currently selected input
stream 756
resolving the state of 803
selecting the current stream 768
state of 779, 803
writing records to the currently selected output
stream 750
stream identifier
assigning on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 715
assigning on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 732
assigning on the PIPE command 15
definition 5
specifying for the SPECS stage 513
stream name
specifying for FANIN 230
specifying for GATHER 293
STREAMID operand
GATHER stage 293
STREAMNUM pipeline subcommand
description 777
examples 777
INPUT operand 777
OUTPUT operand 777
return codes 778
STREAMS parameter
PIPDESC assembler macro 788
STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand
description 779
examples 780

STREAMSTATE pipeline subcommand (continued)
INPUT operand 779
OUTPUT operand 779
return codes 780
STRFIND stage
B operand 576
description 576
examples 578
H operand 576
X operand 576
STRFRLABEL stage
B operand 579
description 579
examples 580
H operand 579
X operand 579
STRICT operand
GATE stage 287
string of characters
marking continuation 336
writing as a record to output stream 350, 586
writing to each output record
using the BUFFER stage 101
using the CONSOLE stage 151
using the JOIN stage 333
using the SPECS stage 504
using the TOKENIZE stage 632, 633
string operand
GETRANGE pipeline subcommand 741
SCANRANGE pipeline subcommand 764
SCANSTRING pipeline subcommand 766
STRING operand
BLOCK stage 97
CHOP stage 125
DEBLOCK stage 207
SPILL stage 524
SPLIT stage 530
STRIP stage 583
TCPCLIENT stage 612
TCPDATA stage 619
STRIP operand
SPECS stage 505
STRIP stage
ANYOF operand 583
B operand 584
BOTH operand 582
description 582
examples 585
H operand 584
LEADING operand 582
NOT operand 582
STRING operand 583
TO operand 582
TRAILING operand 582
X operand 584
STRIPKEY operand
IEBCOPY stage 316
stripping leading or trailing blanks 505
stripping leading or trailing characters 582
STRLITERAL stage
B operand 586

STRLITERAL stage (continued)
description 586
examples 587
H operand 586
X operand 586
STRNFIND stage
B operand 589
description 588
examples 589
H operand 588
X operand 588
STRTOLABEL stage
B operand 591
description 591
examples 593
H operand 591
X operand 591
Structured Query Language/Data System
help information, obtaining 45, 304
inserting rows in tables 534
issuing commands from a pipeline 534
querying tables 534
writing return codes 540
STRWHILELABEL stage
B operand 595
description 595
examples 596
H operand 595
X operand 595
STYLE configuration variable 149
SUBCOM stage
description 598
examples 599
return codes 600
subcommand
passing to a subcommand environment 598
pipeline
ADDPIPE 712
ADDSTREAM 725
BEGOUTPUT 727
CALLPIPE 729
COMMIT 739
definition 3
GETRANGE 741
issuing with PIPCMD stage 437
MAXSTREAM 744
MESSAGE 746
NOCOMMIT 748
OUTPUT 750
PEEKTO 753
READTO 756
RESOLVE 759
REXX 761
SCANRANGE 764
SCANSTRING 766
SELECT 768
SETRC 770
SEVER 772
SHORT 775
STAGENUM 776
STREAMNUM 777
Index
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subcommand (continued)
pipeline (continued)
STREAMSTATE 779
table of tasks performed by 709
tasks performed by 709
tracing execution of 16, 716, 733
using 710
writing as data without executing 727
subcommand environment
passing subcommands to 598
subroutine pipeline
definition 3
invoking with CALLPIPE 730
SUPPRESS operand
STARMONITOR stage 544
suppressing a list of words, example of 137
suppressing indicator halfwords 535
suppressing messages
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 717
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 733, 734
PIPE command 16, 17
suspending processing 211
symbolic tape identification 607
synchronize records in a multistream pipeline 601
SYNCHRONIZE stage
description 601
examples 601
syntax diagrams, how to read 8
SYNTAX operand
AHELP stage 46
system service, CP
*ACCOUNT 546, 552
*ASYNCMD 546
*LOGREC 546, 552
*MONITOR 543
*MSG 546
*MSGALL 546
*SYMPTOM 546, 552
System/390 internal format 505, 506, 508

T
tab characters, expanding records with 657
table
characteristics of built-in stages 813
DB2 Server for VM 534
ISPF, accessing 330
tasks performed by built-in stages 23
tasks performed by CMS Pipelines assembler
macros 781
tasks performed by pipeline subcommands 709
translation 687
using connectors on ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 718
using connectors on CALLPIPE stage 735
Table Reference Character (TRC)
generating from overstruck characters 399
TAKE stage
* operand 605
description 605
examples 606
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TAKE stage (continued)
FIRST operand 605
LAST operand 605
tape
labels 608
marks 607
reading from 607
writing to 607
TAPE stage
description 607
EOTOK operand 608
examples 608
WTM operand 607
target
definition 6
selecting consecutive records that begin with a
target 595, 678
selecting records before a target 591, 636, 639
selecting records between two targets 73, 320
selecting records not between two targets 383, 402
selecting records outside two targets 383, 402
selecting records relative to a target 703
selecting records that follow a target 268, 271, 579
splitting records relative to a target 528
truncating records relative to 123
tasks performed by built-in stages 23
tasks performed by CMS Pipelines assembler
macros 781
tasks performed by pipeline subcommands 709
TBADD operand
ISPF stage 330
TBMOD operand
ISPF stage 330
TBPUT operand
ISPF stage 330
TBSKIP operand
ISPF stage 330
TCPCLIENT stage
CRLF operand 612
DEBLOCK operand 611
delimitedString operand 612
description 610
examples 615
GETSOCKName operand 612
GREETING operand 612
GROUP operand 612
KEEPALIVe operand 613
LINEND operand 611
LINGER operand 612
LOCALIPaddress operand 613
LOCALport operand 613
ONERESPonse operand 613
OOBINLINe operand 613
operation 613
portnumber operand 611
return codes 616
REUSEADDR operand 613
SF operand 611, 613
SF4 operand 611, 613
STATistics operand 613
STRING operand 612

TCPCLIENT stage (continued)
TIMEOUT operand 613
USERID operand 613
xorc operand 611
TCPDATA stage
CRLF operand 619
DEBLOCK operand 618
delimitedString operand 619
description 618
examples 622
GETSOCKName operand 619
GROUP operand 619
KEEPALIVe operand 620
LINEND operand 618
LINGER operand 620
ONERESPonse operand 620
OOBINLINe operand 620
operation 620
return codes 622
REUSEADDR operand 620
SF operand 618, 620
SF4 operand 618, 620
STATistics operand 620
STRING operand 619
xorc operand 618
TCPLISTEN stage
BACKLOG maxpending operand 623
description 623
examples 626
GETSOCKName operand 623
IPaddress operand 623
LOCALIPaddress operand 623
operation 624
portnumber operand 623
return codes 629
REUSEADDR operand 624
STATistics operand 624
USERid tcpipuserid operand 624
terminal
reading lines from 151
writing to 151
terminal input buffer
reading lines from 151
TERMINATE operand
BLOCK stage 95
DEBLOCK stage 206
terminating DELAY 213
terminating stages waiting for an external event
tertiary input stream
definition 4
tertiary output stream
definition 5
text libraries (TXTLIBs)
extracting members 373
TEXT operand
APLDECODE stage 52
APLENCODE stage 55
BUILDSCR stage 107
text unit 208
TEXTFILE operand
BLOCK stage 97

439

TEXTFILE operand (continued)
DEBLOCK stage 208
TEXTUNIT operand
DEBLOCK stage 208
time interval 211
time of day 211
time-of-day clock 500, 505
TIMEOUT operand
TCPCLIENT stage 613
TIMESTAMP stage
description 630
examples 630
TO operand
STRIP stage 582
XLATE stage 692
TO16BIT operand
3270BFRA stage 38
TODCLOCK operand
SPECS stage 505
token operand
SCANRANGE pipeline subcommand 764
token used by the GETRANGE pipeline subcommand,
establishing a 764
TOKENIZE stage
B operand 632, 633
description 632
examples 633
H operand 632, 633
X operand 632, 633
tokenizing a record 632
TOLABEL stage
description 636
examples 637
TOTARGET stage
description 639
examples 640
return codes 641
TRACE operand
RUNPIPE stage 471
TRACE option
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 718
CALLPIPE subcommand 735
PIPE command 18
tracing pipelines
controlling trace messages written to a file 473
issued by ADDPIPE or CALLPIPE 18
tracing execution of pipelines 18, 718, 735
tracing execution of stages 16, 717, 733
tracing stages with nonzero return codes 16, 716,
733
using the LISTCMD option 16, 716, 733
using the LISTERR option 16, 716, 733
using the LISTRC option 16, 717, 733
using the TRACE option 18, 718, 735
TRACKING operand
VAR stage 665
trailer record
appending 60
TRAILING operand
JOINCONT stage 336
STRIP stage 582
Index
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translate
See XLATE stage
translate a stream of records with an attribute field
followed by data, example of 42
translate table 687
translating characters 687
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol port
reading messages from 642
responses, writing into pipeline 642
sending records to 642
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol related
stages
HOSTBYADDR 310
HOSTBYNAME 312
HOSTID 314
HOSTNAME 315
IP2SOCKA 327
SOCKA2IP 492
TCPCLIENT 610
TCPDATA 618
TCPLISTEN 623
transmitting data to a Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol client 618
TRC (Table Reference Character)
See Table Reference Character (TRC)
truncating data 511
truncating high-order positions of character 675
truncating records 123
turning off a globally specified option for a stage
ADDPIPE pipeline subcommand 716
CALLPIPE pipeline subcommand 732
PIPE command 16
twos-complement notation 505
types of built-in stages
summary 813
table of 813

U
UDP (user datagram protocol)
See user datagram protocol (UDP)
UDP stage
ASYNCHRONOUSLY operand 642
description 642
examples 644
unblocking data from MVS, example of 210
UNIQUE operand
SORT stage 494
unique records 647
UNIQUE stage
BLANK operand 648
COUNT operand 647
description 647
examples 650
FIRST operand 649
LAST operand 649
MULTIPLE operand 649
NOPAD operand 648
PAD operand 648
PAIRWISE operand 649
SINGLES operand 649
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UNIQUE stage (continued)
SPACE operand 648
unit of work
SQL stage 535
unit, text 208
unloaded data set, MVS 316
unloading a file from storage 406
unloading fields in ISPF tables 330
unmatched records 131
UNPACK stage
description 656
unpacking data 656
unsupported DB2 Server for VM statements 536
UNTAB stage
description 657
examples 658
UPDATE control statements 659
update log 659
UPDATE option of XEDIT 659
UPDATE stage
description 659
examples 660
FIRST operand 659
LAST operand 659
return codes 662
updating a file 259
UPPER operand
XLATE stage 691
uppercase
ignoring when locating string 111
URO stage
creating punch files with 450
description 663
examples 664
user datagram protocol (UDP) 643
user-written stage
automatic commit 710
command environment, default 710
commit, automatic 710
default command environment 710
definition 3
inspecting records in 753
invoking with the REXX built-in stage 462
invoking with the REXX pipeline subcommand 761
issuing messages from 746
naming conventions 710
notes for writing 710
specifying on the ADDPIPE pipeline
subcommand 715
specifying on the CALLPIPE pipeline
subcommand 732
specifying on the PIPE command 15
specifying with PREFACE stage 444
writing 710
writing records from 750
USERID operand
HOSTID stage 314
HOSTNAME stage 315
TCPCLIENT stage 613
TCPLISTEN stage 624
using commit level 829

using PAUSE stage with RUNPIPE EVENTS, example
of 421

V
V-format
files 416
V2C operand
SPECS stage 509
valid ASA carriage control characters 62
VALUES clause, DB2 Server for VM 537
VAR stage
description 665
examples 666
PRODUCER operand 665
TRACKING operand 665
variable blocked format 316
variable length record
packing 416
reformatting 242
variable operand
GETRANGE pipeline subcommand 741
SCANSTRING pipeline subcommand 766
VARIABLE operand
> stage 31
>> stage 34
BLOCK stage 98
DEBLOCK stage 208
FILEFAST stage 248
FILESLOW stage 256
FILEUPDATE stage 259
GETRANGE pipeline subcommand 741
PACK stage 416
variables
adding row of 330
defining 331
VARLOAD stage
description 671
examples 672
PRODUCER operand 671
VB operand
BLOCK stage 98
DEBLOCK stage 208
VBS operand
BLOCK stage 98
DEBLOCK stage 208
VCHAR stage
description 675
examples 675
VCOPY operand
ISPF stage 330
verifying carriage control 62, 369
verifying file 166
version of CMS Pipelines, displaying 454
VERSION operand
QUERY stage 454
virtual console
writing 3270 data streams to 274
virtual machine
specifying user ID of 677

Virtual Machine Communications Facility (VMCF)
sending messages over 677
virtual machine storage 567
virtual print queue 681
virtual printer
reading from an external attribute buffer 681
writing an external attribute buffer to 681
writing records to 448, 663
virtual punch
writing records to 450, 663
virtual reader
reading data from 457
VMC stage
description 677
examples 677
VMCF (Virtual Machine Communications Facility)
See Virtual Machine Communications Facility
(VMCF)
VREPLACE operand
ISPF stage 330
VS operand
BLOCK stage 98
DEBLOCK stage 208

W
waiting for connection requests 624
waiting to copy a record 211
WHILELABEL stage
description 678
examples 679
WINDOW operand
DATECONVERT stage 181
word, block and record descriptor 95
WORDS operand
CASEI stage 112
COUNT stage 157
DEAL stage 197
GATHER stage 294
LOCATE stage 353
NLOCATE stage 389
PICK stage 430
SPECS stage 502
XLATE stage 689
ZONE stage 704
words, range of 390, 502
WORDSEPARATOR operand
CASEI stage 111
DEAL stage 195
GATHER stage 293
LOCATE stage 353
NLOCATE stage 389
PICK stage 429
SPECS stage 513
XLATE stage 688
ZONE stage 703
WORKAREA parameter
PIPDESC assembler macro 787
write data containing characters from the TEXT
character set, example of 55

Index
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WRITE operand
SPECS stage 512
writing 3270 data streams to a 3270 device 274
writing 3270 data streams to the virtual console 274
writing a record for each word in record 513
writing a record to one of multiple streams 194
writing a specified string to a pipeline 350, 586
writing a tape mark 607
writing a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
host name 315
writing a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
IP address 314
writing an external attribute buffer 681
writing byte stream file status 86
writing CMS command output 128, 143
writing CP command output 162
writing data to a file
with >> (Append to or Create a CMS File) stage 34
with the FILEFAST stage 248
with the FILESLOW stage 255
writing DB2 Server for VM return codes 540
writing directory information 425
writing hexadecimal string to pipeline 515
writing immediate command arguments to a
pipeline 318
writing lines from
*ACCOUNT system service 546, 552
*ASYNCMD system service 546
*LOGREC system service 546, 552
*MONITOR system service 543
*MSG system service 546
*MSGALL system service 546
*SYMPTOM system service 546, 552
writing lines to the terminal 151
writing multiple output records from one input
record 501, 512
writing pipeline subcommands as data without
execution 727
writing random records to a file 252
writing records from a user-written stage 750
writing records to currently selected output stream 794
writing records to single output record 501, 512
writing records to the currently selected output
stream 750
writing records to virtual printer 448, 663
writing records to virtual punch 450, 663
writing responses from TCP/IP ports into pipeline 642
writing to a file being edited with XEDIT 683
writing to a tape 607
writing to a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol socket 618
writing to the program stack 541
writing trace output to a file 473
writing virtual machine storage 567
WS operand
CASEI stage 111
DEAL stage 195
GATHER stage 293
LOCATE stage 353
NLOCATE stage 389
PICK stage 429
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WS operand (continued)
SPECS stage 513
XLATE stage 688
ZONE stage 703
WTM operand
TAPE stage 607

X
X operand
ADDPIPE subcommand 717
ALL stage 49
BLOCK stage 97
BUFFER stage 101
CALLPIPE subcommand 734
CHANGE stage 119
CHOP stage 125
CONSOLE stage 151
DEBLOCK stage 208
JOIN stage 333
JOINCONT stage 337
LOCATE stage 355
NLOCATE stage 391
PICK stage 429
PIPE command 17
RUNPIPE stage 470
SPECS stage 504
SPLIT stage 530
STRASMFIND stage 569
STRASMNFIND stage 573
STRFIND stage 576
STRFRLABEL stage 579
STRIP stage 584
STRLITERAL stage 586
STRNFIND stage 588
STRTOLABEL stage 591
STRWHILELABEL stage 595
TOKENIZE stage 632, 633
X'05' tab characters, expanding records with 657
X2C operand
SPECS stage 509
XAB (external attribute buffer)
See external attribute buffer
XAB stage
description 681
examples 682
FILE operand 681
READER operand 681
XEDIT
issuing XEDIT messages during an XEDIT
session 696
reading from a file being edited 683
writing to a file being edited 683
XEDIT PACK subcommand 416, 656
XEDIT stage
description 683
examples 685
return codes 686
XLATE stage
A2E operand 691
BLANK operand 689

XLATE stage (continued)
CODEPAGE operand 692
description 688
E2A operand 692
examples 694
FIELDS operand 690
FIELDSEPARATOR operand 689
FROM operand 692
FS operand 689
INPUT operand 691
LOWER operand 691
OUTPUT operand 691
SPACE operand 689
TO operand 692
UPPER operand 691
WORDS operand 689
WORDSEPARATOR operand 688
WS operand 688
XMSG stage
description 696
examples 696
xorc operand
TCPCLIENT stage 611
TCPDATA stage 618
XPNDHI stage
description 698
examples 698
XRANGE stage
description 700
examples 701

Z
z/VM HELP Facility, using 10
ZONE operand
CASEI stage 114
ZONE stage
BLANK operand 704
CASEI operand 706
description 703
examples 707
FIELDS operand 704
FIELDSEPARATOR 703
FS 703
REVERSE operand 706
SPACE operand 704
WORDS operand 704
WORDSEPARATOR operand
WS operand 703

703

Index
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version 5 release 3
Publication No. SC24-6076-02
We appreciate your comments about this publication. Please comment on specific errors or omissions, accuracy,
organization, subject matter, or completeness of this book. The comments you send should pertain to only the
information in this manual or product and the way in which the information is presented.
For technical questions and information about products and prices, please contact your IBM branch office, your IBM
business partner, or your authorized remarketer.
When you send comments to IBM, you grant IBM a nonexclusive right to use or distribute your comments in any
way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you. IBM or any other organizations will only use the
personal information that you supply to contact you about the issues that you state on this form.
Comments:

Thank you for your support.
Submit your comments using one of these channels:
v Send your comments to the address on the reverse side of this form.
If you would like a response from IBM, please fill in the following information:
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Company or Organization
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